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PREFACE

This manual is a guide for commanders, staff officers, supervisors, and other personnel concerned with petroleum
concepts, equipment, and operations.

This manual is a consolidation of FMs 10-18, 10-20, 10-68, 10-69, 10-70-1, and 10-71.  This manual is divided
into four parts.  Part One describes general considerations of petroleum operations to include environmental
protection, safety, and accountability.  Part Two describes bulk petroleum distribution systems.  Part Three
describes Army aircraft refueling operations.  Part Four describes petroleum handling equipment as well as Class
III supply point operations. This manual is oriented toward tactical field operations and deals with the
responsibilities of both management and operator personnel.  It can be used in conventional and NBC warfare.
However, this manual cannot be cited as an authority for requisitions.  Requisitions must be based on authority
such as tables of allowances or TOEs.

The proponent for this publication is HQ TRADOC.  Send comments and recommendations on DA FORM 2028
(Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) directly to:

COMMANDER
USACASCOM TRAINING DIRECTORATE
ATTN ATCL AQ
801 LEE AVENUE
FORT LEE VA 23801-1713

Unless this publication states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns do not refer exclusively to men.



PART ONE

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

The three chapters in this part give general considerations for all petroleum operations
in the areas of environmental protection, safety, and accountability.  This includes general
guidelines for conducting any type of aviation-related activities, to include refueling
operations.  The rest of the chapters in the book give specific considerations in these areas
related to various types of petroleum operations.  Anyone involved in planning, evaluating,
or conducting petroleum operations should be thoroughly familiar with the contents of
these three chapters.  They should routinely refamiliarize themselves with them, as well as
the other chapters in the book pertaining to the type of operation with which they are
involved.
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CHAPTER 1

PETROLEUM UNIT ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES

“The Army environmental vision is to be a national leader in environmental and natural resource responsibilities
for present and future generations as an integral part of our mission.”

SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

We must take care of the environment (that is, practice environmental stewardship).  The definition of ste w-
ardship is taking care of property while also caring about the rights of others.  We must plan our operations wit h-
out harming the environment.  Good environmental stewardship lets leaders take care of soldiers and their fam i-
lies.  It also saves resources vital to combat readiness.

The Army has the huge task of reducing the environmental impact on its installations and units throughout the
United States and the world.  Within CONUS, the Army owns 20 million acres of land (an area about half the size
of Virginia).  This shows the vastness of this task.  Each area of our daily operation has some effect on the env i-
ronment.

The Army is renewing its emphasis on taking care of the environment.  Petroleum and water units by their
nature have a huge impact on the environment.  It is critical for the leaders and soldiers in these units to follow
safe, legal environmental practices.  By doing so, they protect their health and the health of those around them.
They also prevent long term environmental damage that can lead to fines and other legal actions.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION STEWARDSHIP GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS
The Army no longer just complies with laws , they want to be a leader in environmental protection.  To do this,

the Army has set goals and requirements for its leaders to follow.

Goals

• Make sure operations comply with standards.  Do not receive a notice of violation or a fine for not following
local, state, and federal environmental regulations.

• Clean up installations.  Begin restoring all contaminated sites by 2000.

• Prevent future pollution.  Reduce all hazardous waste and toxic releases.

• Integrate NEPA procedures into all operations.

• Protect natural and cultural resources.

Requirements

All Army actions require an appraisal be done on potential environmental impacts of said action.  All key
Army decision makers and planners are required to attend NEPA training.

ROLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP IN LEADERSHIP

A leader who cares for the environment also cares for his people.  He does this by reducing or eliminating u n-
due health risks.  He saves resources (soldiers or money) vital to his mission.  He keeps training areas in excellent
condition for training far into the future.  He preserves cultural artifacts for study by future generations.  Also, he
teaches the basic moral duty of soldiers to protect and preserve the United States of America and its allies.
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ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF PERSONNEL

Personnel at all levels must protect our environment.  This includes soldiers, NCOs, officers, commanders,
and appointed personnel.

Soldiers

These duties include--

• Follow installation environmental policies, unit SOPs, ARs, and environmental laws and regulations.

• Make sound decisions in everyday activities.

• Advise the chain of command on techniques to ensure environmental regulations are followed.

• Identify the environmental risks in individual and team tasks.

• Support the Army recycling program.

• Report HM and HW spills immediately.

 NCOs

 These responsibilities include--

• Always consider the environment in day-to-day decisions.

• Make sure soldiers know the Army’s environmental ethic.

• Train soldiers to be good environmental stewards.

• Be committed to environmental protection.

• Identify environmental risk associated with tasks.

• Plan and conduct environmentally sustainable actions and training.

• Protect the environment during training and other activities.

• Analyze the influence of the environment on your mission.

• Integrate environmental considerations into unit activities.

• Train peers and soldiers to identify the environmental effects of plans, actions, and missions.

• Counsel soldiers on the importance of protecting the environment and the results of not complying with e n-
vironmental laws.

• Incorporate environmental considerations in AARs.

• Support the Army recycling program.

• Report HM and HW spills immediately.

 Officers

 These duties include--

• Build an environmental ethic in soldiers.

• Train and counsel subordinate leaders on stewardship.

• Seek advice on required personnel training from the local environmental coordinator.

• Lead by example.

• Enforce compliance with laws and regulations.

• Always consider the environment in making day-to-day decisions.

• Make sure subordinates know the Army’s environmental ethic.
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• Train subordinates to be good environmental stewards.

• Commit subordinate leaders to protect the environment.

• Analyze the influence of the environment on the mission.

• Integrate environmental considerations into unit activities, to include identifying the environmental risks a s-
sociated with unit tasks.

 Unit Commanders
 The commander must build an environmental ethic in his soldiers.  The commander sets the tone for enviro n-

mental compliance.  He is totally responsible for complying with all applicable environmental laws in the unit.
Commanders train their subordinates on stewardship and counsel them on doing what is right.  They must lead by
example and enforce compliance with laws.  Commanders should--

• Seek advice on required personnel training from the local environmental coordinator.

• Consider the environment in making daily decisions.

• Know about the NEPA, HM, HW, HAZCOM efforts, and spill contingencies.

• Commit subordinates to environmental protection.

• Make sure officers and NCOs know the environmental ethic and train them to be good environmental ste w-
ards.

• Counsel officers and NCOs on the importance of protecting the environment and the results of violating
laws.

• Ensure officers and NCOs comply with requirements when reporting hazardous substance spills.

• Ensure environmental concerns are addressed throughout the training.

• Identify and assess the environmental consequences of proposed programs and activities.

• Plan and conduct training that complies with environmental laws--including marking areas as “off-limits”
during training exercises.

• Discuss environmental concerns during briefings, meeting, and AARs.

• Establish and sustain unit environmental awareness training.

• Appoint an environmental compliance officer and a HW coordinator (the same person can serve both pos i-
tions).  These appointments ensure environmental compliance occurs at the unit level.

• Ensure the unit SOP covers environmental considerations, conservation, natural resources, and spill proc e-
dures.

• Support the Army pollution prevention/recycling program.

• Report HM and waste spills immediately.

• Conduct environmental self-assessment or internal environmental compliance assessments.

• Meet with key installation environmental POCs.

 
 Appointed Personnel

 These personnel are appointed by the commander and should receive formal training.  Their responsibilities
include--

• Act as an advisor on environmental regulatory compliance during training, operations, and logistics fun c-
tions.

• Serve as the commander’s eyes and ears for environmental matters.

• Be the liaison between the unit and higher headquarters who are responsible for managing the enviro n-
mental compliance programs and who can provide information on training requirements certifications that unit
personnel need.
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THE UNIT-LEVEL ENVIRONMENTAL TRAINING PROGRAM

An effective training program allows personnel to carry out their responsibilities.  TC 5-400 is the basic ma n-
ual for environmental stewardship.  Commanders ensure all personnel are trained on environmental issues.  He
appoints an environmental compliance officer/HW coordinator.  This person works with other environmental pe r-
sonnel.  He also makes sure environmental laws are followed.  The commander meets with the battalion S3 and S4
officers and other environmental personnel.  He finds what their requirements concerning environmental training
and qualifications of unit personnel, ECAS inspections that may affect the unit, and common environmental pro b-
lem areas and how to avoid them.  The commander also makes sure the SOP details environmental issues and pr o-
cedures the unit must follow.  The training program should cover—

• HM management

• HW management

• HAZCOM

• Pollution prevention and HAZMIN

• Recycling program

• Spill prevention/response plan
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CHAPTER 2

SAFETY, HEALTH, AND FIRE FIGHTING SECTION

Section I.  General Safety

GENERAL PETROLEUM SAFETY

Handling petroleum products presents many unique safety hazards.  However, handling POL products co r-
rectly is very safe.  This chapter gives POL receipt, storage, and issue safety procedures.  Table 2-1, page 2-2, lists
some general safety procedures.  Explosions and fires caused by ignition of combustible mixtures of POL vapors
and air causes some of the most serious POL-related accidents.  Thus, controlling POL vapor formation and ign i-
tion sources at all times is critical.  Table 2-2, page 2-3, and Table 2-3, page 2-4, give control methods.  Table 2-4,
page 2-5, gives safety precautions unique to POL transfer and storage.

SAFETY TRAINING

Safety training is the key to preventing accidents.  Safety training must start during the soldier’s initial entry
training and it must continue throughout his military service.  All fuel handlers should know about petroleum.
They must also know the safety principles for handling and using petroleum products.  In addition, they should
know self-care techniques, fire prevention, and first aid and emergency safety proc edures.

PETROLEUM FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS

The primary danger while handling petroleum is the chance of a fire or explosion.  The paragraphs below d e-
scribe petroleum properties affecting flammability and explosive characteristics.  They also discuss issues and
techniques related to reducing the chance of fire and explosion when storing and handling petroleum products.
Here are some terms that you must know.

Flash Point

A fuel’s flash point is the lowest temperature the fuel’s vapor will catch fire momentarily (flash) when exposed
to a flame.  The lower a fuel’s flash point, the more dangerous it is.  Some sample flash points are: AVGAS, -50°F,
JP-4, -10°F; and JP-8, 100°F.  These flash points show that fuels give off ignitable vapors at temperatures normally
found in Army units.  Aviation-related fuels can ignite even in sub-zero temper atures.

Explosive Range

Petroleum vapor and air may form a range of mixtures that are flammable, and possibly explosive.  This range
is called the mixture’s “flammability limit,” “explosive range,” or “explosive limit.” A mixture in the explosive
range ignites when it contacts a spark, flame, or other ignition source.  In open spaces, this causes an intense fire.
In enclosed spaces (such as an empty tanker), the mixture explodes.  Gasoline’s explosive range, for example, is
from 1 to 8 percent by volume of gasoline vapor per given air volume .  Any mixture above 8 percent by volume of
gasoline vapor does not ignite because it is too “rich.”  For example, there is not enough oxygen present to burn the
fuel.  This is known as the mixture’s upper explosive limit.  A mixture less than 1 percent by volume of gasoline
vapor does not ignite because it is too “lean.”  For example, there is not enough fuel in the air to burn.  This is
known as the mixture’s lower explosive limit.  A mixture’s lower explosive limit is formed at about the product’s
flash point.  Thus, AVGAS vapors can burn or explode at temperatures as low as -50 °F.  Explosive ranges vary
among fuel types.  They form over temperature ranges normally found by the military.  The key point is an empty
or nearly empty petroleum tank or container is still very dange rous due to remaining fuel vapors.
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Table 2-1. Petroleum safety precautions.

RULES REMARKS

No Smoking Strictly enforce NO SMOKING rules.

No Smoking Signs Post NO SMOKING WITHIN 50 FEET signs where they can be seen.

Fire Extinguishers Place fire extinguishers and other fire fighting equipment within easy reach but where it
will be safe from a fire.

Flame-and Spark-
Producing Equip-
ment

Do not use open flames, heating stoves, electrical tools, or other such apparatus in p e-
troleum storage and work areas.

Explosion-Proof
Equipment

Use only authorized tools, equipment, and clothing.  Use explosion proof lights and
flashlights.

Tools Keep tools and equipment in safe and good working condition.

Equipment Bonding
and Grounding

Bond and ground pumps, tank vehicles, and storage tanks.

Notched-Handle
Nozzles

Ensure notched handles are only on nozzles with automatic shutoffs.  Tend all nozzles
constantly while they are being used in refueling operations.  If you must use notched
handles on nozzles that do not have automatic shutoffs, make sure the notches are
modified so that the nozzles must be held open by hand.

Spills Control spills with a proactive spill prevention program.  Immediately clean up and
report spills.

Leaks Place drainage tubs or containers under hose connections, faucets, and similar equi p-
ment.  Repair leaks at once.  Replace defective hoses, gaskets, and fa ucets.

Inspections Inspect equipment, safety devices, and work areas frequently to ensure safety and to
correct hazards.

Ventilation Make sure work and storage areas are well ventilated.

Fuel Vapors Avoid exposure to fuel vapors for long periods.

Protective Clothing Wear fuel-resistant or rubber gloves and protective clothing to keep fuel off the skin.
Wear ear protection when working in high noise a reas.

Work Area Keep the work area free of loose tools, lumber, and other objects that may cause acci-
dents.

First Aid Training Train personnel to give first aid and artificial respiration.

Solvents Use only authorized solvents for cleaning.

Flame and Spark
Arrestors

Put flame and spark arrestors on all equipment in and near petroleum storage areas.

Nylon Clothing Never wear nylon clothing when handling petroleum because high electrostatic charges
build up in nylon fabric.
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Table 2-2. Precautions for controlling vapor formation.
RULES REMARKS

Avoid spills. Fill container carefully (whether filling a 5-gallon can, tank vehicle, or
storage tank) and avoid overflow.

Use drip pans, catch
basins, or absorbent
materials.

Place them where there may be drips or spills.

Inspect frequently for
leaks.

Always inspect tank seams, joints, piping, valves, or pumps for leaks.

Clean up spills or
leaks at once.

Treat the area as especially hazardous until vapors are gone.  When v a-
pors are gone, remove the spill.

Beware of flammable
vapors in empty con-
tainers.

Be very careful around empty pipeline or storage tanks, drums, cans, or
containers that have held a flammable product.  They are potentially
more dangerous than a filled container.

Inspect drums and
containers before use.

Inspect drums and containers before using.  Mark them with some sign
of approval if they are fit for use.

Keep containers
closed.

Close empty or full containers for flammable products.

Open drum bungs
carefully.

Be very careful when opening drums filled with flammable products if
the drums have been subjected to increased temperature or agitation
since they were filled.  This prevents the sudden release of pressure that
can produce a vapor-air mixture that may include some product.

Beware of unventi-
lated spaces.

Be careful around unventilated or confined spaces or pits.

Do not use gasoline
for cleaning.

Do not use gasoline and carbon tetrachloride (because it is toxic) for
cleaning.  Use  only authorized cleaning solvents

Consult with others
when conducting
ventilating and vapor-
freeing operations.

Consult other area operations that could be sources of ignition
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Table 2-3. Precautions for controlling ignition sources

RULES REMARKS

No Smoking Strictly enforce NO SMOKING rules. Post NO SMOKING WITHIN 50 FEET
signs where they can be seen.

No Matches or
Cigarette Lighters

Collect matches and cigarette lighters at the checkpoint before entering the faci l-
ity.

No handling of
Products During
Electrical Storms.

Place fire extinguishers and other fire fighting equipment within easy reach but
where it will be safe from a fire.

Disposal of Waste Do not use open flames, heating stoves, electrical tools, or other such apparatus in
petroleum storage and work areas.

Explosion-proof
Equipment

Use only authorized tools, equipment, and clothing.  Use explosion proof lights
and flashlights.

Tools Keep tools and equipment in safe and good working condition.

Equipment Bond-
ing and Grounding

Bond and ground pumps, tank vehicles, and storage tanks.

Notched-Handle
Nozzles

Ensure notched handles are only on nozzles with automatic shutoffs.  Tend all
nozzles constantly while they are being used in refueling operations.  If you must
use notched handles on nozzles that do not have automatic shutoffs, make sure the
notches are modified so that the nozzles must be held open by hand.

Spills Control spills with a proactive spill prevention program.  Immediately clean up
and report spills.

Leaks Place drainage tubs or containers under hose connections, faucets, and similar
equipment.  Repair leaks at once.  Replace defective hoses, gaskets, and fa ucets.

Inspections Inspect equipment, safety devices, and work areas frequently to ensure safety and
to correct hazards.

Ventilation Make sure work and storage areas are well ventilated.

Fuel Vapors Avoid exposure to fuel vapors for long periods.

Protective Clothing Wear fuel-resistant or rubber gloves and protective clothing to keep fuel off the
skin.  Wear ear protection when working in high noise a reas.

Work Area Keep the work area free of loose tools, lumber, and other objects that may cause
accidents.

First Aid Training Train personnel to give first aid and artificial respiration.

Solvents Use only authorized solvents for cleaning.

Flame and Spark
Arrestors

Put flame and spark arrestors on all equipment in and near petroleum storage a r-
eas.

Nylon Clothing Never wear nylon clothing when handling petroleum because high electrostatic
charges build up in nylon fabric.
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Table 2-4.  Precautions for transferring and storing petroleum products.

RULES REMARKS

Bond and ground equipment For all petroleum operations, always bond and ground equipment.

Avoid overhead filling. If you cannot avoid overhead filling, put the filling line inside the tank so
that the fuel will be disturbed as little as possible.

Use walkways. Always use walkways to cross tank fire walls.  Always use walkways as
much as possible.

Ventilate and clean vehicles
and containers.

Collapsible tanks, railway tank cars, and tank vehicles must be cleaned and
ventilated as prescribed in this FM.

Observe safety rules when
refueling aircraft.

Observe all safety precautions described in this chapter.

Observe safety rules when
operating, loading, and
transferring products.

Observe all safety precautions described in this chapter.

Vapor Pressure

Vapor pressure is a measure of a fuel’s tendency to form vapors (known as its volatility).  Laboratory techn i-
cians normally use the Reid method to determine a liquid’s vapor pressure.  They determine vapor pressures at
100°F for comparison purposes.  Knowing a liquid’s vapor pressure has little practical application for petroleum
handlers. However, petroleum products’ relatively high vapor pressures (and in particular, gasoline and aviation
fuels high vapor pressures) further show how easily fuels form explosive vapor mixtures in normal temper atures.

Distillation Range

Petroleum products are a mixture of hundreds of different chemical compounds.  They boil (vaporize) over a
relatively broad temperature range compared to pure substances.  This temperature range is known as a product’s
distillation range.  A product’s distillation range is another relative volatility indicator.  A product with a relatively
low distillation range might vaporize in hoses or pumps, causing “vapor lock.”  Aviation fuels in particular have
distillation ranges in the temperature ranges encountered during military operations.

Electrostatic Susceptibility

This is the relative degree a fuel will take on or build up a static electrical charge.  Aviation peculiar fuels (JP-
4 in particular) have relatively high electro static susceptibilities.  This multiplies the danger of these highly vol a-
tile, flammable f uels.

Autoignition Temperature

This is the lowest temperature a fuel itself (as opposed to its vapor) will catch fire spontaneously.  Some sa m-
ple autoignition temperatures are: AVGAS, 825° to 960°F; JP-4, 470° to 480°F; JP-8, 440° to 475°F.  Low autoig-
nition temperatures present a particular hazard in aviation refueling operations.  An idling turbine engine (such as
a helicopter engine) produces an exhaust with a temperature between 440 ° to 475°F.  Even after the engine is shut
down, its temperature stays in this range for quite a time.  If this engine temperature radiates to JP-4 or JP-8, the
fuel could catch fire or explode.  This could happen if a helicopter exhaust blows on a piece of refuel equipment or
a fuel handler drags a hose across a hot engine.
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SPECIFIC FUEL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS

Fire and explosion hazards related to specific fuel types are given as follows.

Fuel Oil

Boiler fuels are not flammable at ordinary temperatures because of their high flash point.  However, fuel oils
heated above their flash points can easily ignite.  They produce a hot fire that may be difficult to put out.  Fuel oil
also may have been mixed with lower flash point products that will increase its fla mmability.

Diesel Fuel

Diesel fuels will not ignite at normal storage temperatures unless they are contaminated with a more volatile
product.  They easily ignite if heated above their flash points.  Once ignited, they produce a hot fire that may be
hard to put out.  These fuels spread quickly on both land and water and burn completely.  An open flame or hot
exhaust manifold can easily ignite a spray of diesel fuel from a leak or a sudden tank ove rflow.

Kerosene

Kerosene presents safety hazards similar to those of diesel fuel and fuel oil.  Kerosene is not easy to ignite at
normal operational temperatures.  Ho wever, once it is ignited it will form a hot fire that is difficult to put out .

Gasoline

Gasoline, along with jet fuels, is a greater fire and explosion hazard than the fuels discussed above.  Gasoline
forms explosive mixtures above its surface, at gage openings or vents at temperatures above -70 °F.  Vapors from
any size gasoline spill easily form explosive mixtures.  Gasoline vapors, as all petroleum vapors, are heavier than
air.  This causes them to spread for long distances along the ground and collect in low places.  Such vapors ignite
easily.  The resultant flash and explosion will travel back to the fuel source igniting it.  Preventing small gasoline
leaks is difficult.  Therefore, there is always a danger of ignition from sparks and flames in gasoline storage and
handling areas.  Prevent gasoline vapor accumulation by proper storage facility ventilation and maintenance.
Never allow gasoline to enter any drain line or sewer not designed to handle petroleum pro ducts.

Jet Fuels

Jet fuel flammability characteristics vary with fuel grade. However, follow the same safety precautions when
handling all jet fuels.  This is particularly important at large storage and handling sites where tanks and equipment
handle several different fuel grades.  JP-4 presents the most extreme safety hazard.  JP-8 is replacing JP-4 as the
Army’s primary aviation fuel.  However, JP-4 is still used in some areas.  JP-4 is very dangerous because it forms
explosive mixtures over all normal storage and operating temperatures. It also creates large quantities of static
electricity when pumped and handled.  Follow these precautions when storing and handling jet f uels:

• Use as small a storage tank as necessary to support the mission.  When using hard wall storage tanks, avoid
shallow tanks with large surface areas for jet fuel storage.  If available, use floating roof storage tanks.

• Do not use overhead fill lines that permit product free-fall.

• Keep air out of fill lines.

• Use water bottoms in fixed tanks only when absolutely necessary.  When using water bottoms, keep inlet
connections above the water to reduce agitation.  Water with entrained air rising through fuel creates a static ele c-
tricity charge.  Bubbles bursting on the fuel surface also create static ele ctricity.

• When pumping fuel, you should pump at a reduced flow rate until the fuel submerges the tank inlet.  Also
reduce the pumping rate when the fuel level is near the tank top to reduce the risk of flas hover to parts of the roof.

• Continually check bonding and grounding connections.  Take special care to bond and ground gaging and
sampling equipment properly.
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FUEL PROPERTIES AND BEHAVIOR AFTER COMBUSTION

Other fuel properties determine behavior after ignition.  They also determine fire and explosion control mea s-
ures.  These properties are given below.

Heat of Combustion

One relative measure of fire intensity or severity is the amount of heat produced as the fuel burns.  Aviation
peculiar fuels such as JP-4 and AVGAS have higher heats of combustion than multipurpose or motor fuels.
Therefore, they produce more severe fires.  In any case, all petroleum fires are intense.  They require prompt action
to quench the large amounts of heat they pr oduce.

Flame Spread Rate

Aviation fuels containing gasoline (AVGAS) and gasoline and kerosene mixtures (JET B, JP-4) have flame
spread rates of from 700 to 800 feet per minute.  Kerosene-based fuels (JP-5, JP-8, Jet A-1, DF-2) have flame
spread rates of approximately 100 feet per minute.  Flame spread through a mist of any fuel type is nearly instant a-
neous.

Specific Gravity

Specific gravity is a relative measure of liquid density.  Water’s specific gravity is 1.0.  All petroleum products
have a specific gravity less than 1.0.  For example, AVGASs specific gravity is .70 and JP-4’s specific gravity is
.78.  This means they are lighter than water and will float on any water surface.  Using water to put out a petr o-
leum fire will cause it to spread as petroleum is carried along on the water stream flowing away from the fire.  For
this reason, use foams or dry chemicals, if possible, to put out petroleum fires.

Solubility

Fuels will not dissolve in water.  This means water-based foams can be used for putting out p etroleum fires.

FLAMMABLE AND COMBUSTIBLE PRODUCTS

Hazardous liquids (including petroleum products) are classified as flammable and combustible.  In these broad
categories, there are several class designations based on a liquid’s volatility.  Flammable liquids (Class I) have a
flash point below 100°F (37.8 C) and a vapor pressure not above 40 PSI (absolute) at 100°F.  Combustible liquids
(Classes II and III) have a flash point at or above 100 ° F (37.8°C).  Table 2-5 describes the various flammable and
combustible liquids classes.  Heated liquids are more volatile.  Therefore, heated combustible liquids require the
same safety precautions as flammable liquids.

Table 2-5. Flammable and combustible liquids.
CLASSIFICATION FLASH POINT (°F) BOILING POINT (°F)

Flammables:
Class 1
Class 1A
Class 1B
Class 1C

Combustibles:
Class II
Class IIIA
Class IIIB

Below 100
Below 73
Above 73
At or above 73 and below 100

At or above 100 and below 140
At or above 140 and below 200
At or above 200

Below 100
At or above 100

*Reprinted with permission from NFPA 30, Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code , Copyright   1984, National Fire
Protection Association, Quincy, MA  02269.  This reprinted material is not the complete and official position of the NFPA on the refe r-
enced subject which is represented only by the standard in its entirety.
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IGNITION SOURCES

Fires and explosions need an ignition source to start.  Petroleum storage and handling sites require constant
monitoring to detect and eliminate ignition sources. Some common ignition sources are as follows.

Smoking and Matches

Smoking and matches are the greatest single cause of fires.  Units operating Class III supply points should
prohibit any smoking-related materials in the supply point.  Collect all smoking materials at the entrance chec k-
point.  Return these items at the exit checkpoint.  Post NO SMOKING WITHIN 50 FEET signs at all petroleum
handling, storage, and transfer a reas.

Poor Housekeeping

Relatively small heat sources easily ignite trash, rags, scrap wood and other such items.  Place such materials
in closed metal containers.  Dispose of them appropriately each day.  Use only fire resistant wall lockers and cu p-
boards for storage in petroleum supply areas.  Never store newspapers or rags in them.  Discard petroleum waste in
an environmentally safe manner IAW local procedures.  Label safety cans or other flammable liquid waste contai n-
ers with a flash point below 100 ° F (37.8° C) (such as gasoline or JP-4) IAW 49CFR Part 172.  Do not use waste
cans larger than 10 gallons.  Take steps to control grass and weeds in POL supply points.

Mechanical or Friction Sparks

Friction or impact between metals and other hard substances can cause sparks.  These sparks can ignite fla m-
mable products and rubbish.  Carefully control spark sources such as tools and grinding wheels around petroleum
products and vapors.  Nonsparking tools may cause sparks in certain uses.  If available, use them; however, treat
them as a potential source of sparks also.

Electrical equipment

Electrical equipment and wires create fire hazards when they produce exposed electrical currents (arcs and
sparks) or when they create excessive amounts of heat.  An arc is a continuous current stream through the air
(similar to lightning).  Operating knife switches and circuit breakers often produce arcs.  The rotating parts of
motors, generators, and similar machines produce arcs and sparks when operating.  Overloaded electrical circuits
produce hazards in two ways.  One is by the large amounts of heat they produce.  This heat may be enough to i g-
nite a petroleum vapor mixture.  The second is by arcing through worn or thin insulation.  An oil-insulated switch
or circuit breaker, designed to quench arcs from interrupted current, becomes a hazard when overloaded because
the insulating oil vaporizes.  Never put a penny or other conductive materials on the back of a blown plug fuse.  A
circuit overload can result.  Likewise, never use fuses with a higher capacity than the circuit needs.  Fixed and
portable lights, generators, power tools, and extension cords present the same hazards.  Use only explosion-proof
electrical equipment where flammable vapors exist.  This equipment should comply with Underwriters’ Laboratory
Incorporated standards.  Also, all wiring and grounding must comply with the National Electric Code.  Permit only
licensed operators to operate generators.  Allow absolutely no one to work on a vehicle’s or aircraft’s electrical
system during refueling operations.  This includes touching or moving batteries or using battery chargers.  Allow
vehicle or aircraft radios to be on to receive messages during refueling.  However, do not allow radio transmissions
due to the danger of arcing.

Static Electricity
Static electricity is an electrical charge built up in a material by friction with another electrically dissimilar mat e-
rial.  You can create static electricity on yourself by rubbing your feet across a carpet.  On a low humidity day, you
can then dissipate the charge by touching something metal such as a doorknob or car door.  This produces a spark
and a shock to you as the charge dissipates.  In the military, the flow of petroleum through hoses and pumps and
into and out of metal tanks produce static electricity.  Also, the flow of steam, air, and other gases through tank,
pump and hose systems produces these charges. Aircraft or vehicles moving through the air or along roads produce
static electrical buildup on them.  This buildup cannot be predicted or prevented.  However, it is not a danger until
it builds into a charge that can spark.  Petroleum handlers should assume the presence of static electricity during
all petroleum transfer operations.  They can prevent sparking by two methods: bonding and grounding (discussed
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below).  Operators must properly bond and ground all equipment involved in a petroleum transfer operation before
the start of the operation.  Effective bonding and grounding must continue for the entire operation.  Petroleum
handlers should inspect ground wires and rods daily.  They should repair any damage immediately.  They should
test the grounding system every five years.  They should also test it after repairing damage.  Static drag chains used
on civilian vehicles to dissipate static electricity are not authorized on military veh icles.

Spontaneous Heating

Spontaneous heating of a combustible material takes place when its characteristics and the right enviro n-
mental conditions cause a heat-producing chemical reaction.  The heat can build to the point where the material
ignites on its own.  This is called spontaneous combustion.  It may happen even if the material is not exposed to an
external heat source.  One common source of spontaneous heating is oil- or paint-soaked waste or rags, particularly
those soaked with linseed oil and paint dryers.  Petroleum handlers should consult MSDSs for the products they
handle to see if they are subject to spontaneous heating and combustion, and if so, under what conditions.  Many
factors affect the start and speed of spontaneous heating and combustion.  The process may take seconds or weeks
with the same end result.  Oxygen in the air or in oxygen-producing chemicals (oxidizers) accelerates the process.
Here are several ways to help prevent spontaneous heating and co mbustion.

• Closely follow storage and safety instructions on all MSDSs.

• Keep storage and handling areas for petroleum and petroleum-based items properly ventilated.

• Do not use lockers or supply cupboards to store oily waste and rags.  Instead, place them in airtight metal
containers.   Discard them as soon as possible IAW environmentally-safe local proc edures.

Welding and Cutting

All welding methods present fire hazards.  Welding-associated heat causes increased petroleum vaporization.
Welding throws off molten metal globules that can ignite the vapors or liquid petroleum.  Welding equipment’s
open flame can ignite vapors. Welding may not ignite vapors immediately; however, it can start smoldering fires in
materials near the area.  Eliminating these hazards completely is difficult or impossible.  However, those involved
in welding near petroleum products or equipment must closely control the welding process to prevent fires or e x-
plosions.  Thoroughly clean and reduce vapors to acceptable safety levels in storage tanks, tank cars, tank vehicles,
drums, and vehicle fuel tanks before cutting or welding them.  Check local policies for doing such work.  Usually
you must get a permit from the local fire marshal before starting.

Radar

The beam of high frequency radar equipment can ignite a flammable vapor-air mixture.  It can ignite the
mixture by inducing heat in solid materials in the beam’s path or by intensifying an existing electrical charge or
stray current to the point where it will arc or discharge as a spark.

• Dangers.  The degree of danger depends on the radar unit’s peak power output.  Some radar types are more
dangerous than others.

• Safety measures.  Take the following safety measures when handling fuel near these types of radar.

••Airborne weather-mapping radar.  The crew of an aircraft with a weather-mapping radar unit must shut
down the radar before and during aircraft ref ueling.

••Airborne surveillance radar.  Airborne surveillance units must shut down before the aircraft approaches
within 300 feet of a refueling or fuel storage area.

••Airfield surface-detection radar.  Do not refuel an aircraft or store aviation fuel within 100 feet of the a n-
tenna of an airfield surface-detection radar.

••Airfield approach and traffic control radar.  Do not refuel an aircraft or store aviation fuel within 300 feet
of the antenna of an airfield approach and traffic control radar.
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Open Flames

Any open flame will ignite fuel or a flammable vapor-air mixture.  Do not allow any open flame,
open-flame device, or lighted smoking materials within 50 feet of a refueling operation.  Fuel handling personnel
may not carry lighters or matches.  Do not use exposed-flame heaters, welding or cutting torches, and flare pots
within 50 feet of refueling operations.

STATIC ELECTRICITY CONTROL MEASURES

Static electricity is impossible to eliminate.  However, there are several safety measures for controlling it and
its effects.  Petroleum handlers should always assume that static electricity is present during all phases of oper a-
tions.  This includes long-term storage.  Sparking (and a subsequent fire and explosion) from static electricity is a
real and ever-present danger in petroleum transfer operations.  The two primary static electricity control methods
are bonding and groun ding.

Bonding
Bonding is connecting two electrically conductive objects to equalize electrical potential (static charges) on

them.  Bonding does not dissipate static electricity.  It equalizes the charge on the two objects to stop the sparking
in the presence of flammable vapors.  This will most likely occur when a  vehicle or aircraft is being refueled.  In
this case, a fuel handler should bond the refueling vehicle to the vehicle being fueled.  Do this by touching the fuel
nozzle to the vehicle before the nozzle dust cap or vehicle fuel tank cap is removed.  Maintain the bond until the
refuel operation is complete and the nozzle dust cap and vehicle fuel cap are replaced.  This will reduce vapors in
case a spark occurs when the nozzle touches.  Bond all equipment being used in a petr oleum handling operation.

Grounding

The earth, particularly soft damp earth, can accept electrical charges.  The charges then dissipate harmlessly.
To ground equipment, you must provide a conductive electrical path into the ground.  This prevents a static charge
from collecting on the surfaces of equipment where it could discharge as a spark.  Fuel handlers form this path by
connecting a conductive cable from the piece of equipment to a conductive metal rod driven into the earth to the
level of permanent ground moisture.  The connection to the equipment must be to a clean unpainted, nonoxidized
metal surface.  Frozen soil (a particular problem in arctic regions) makes it difficult to get a good ground.  Fuel
handlers may need to drive in grounding rods at several different locations to as great a depth as possible to ground
a single piece of equipment.  Another solution is to try to locate a grounding system near a heat source.  If there are
metal buildings or underground pipes nearby, a ground connection may be made to them.  Rocky or sandy soils are
poor grounds because they have low conductivity.  Chemicals can be used to condition the soil and raise its co n-
ductivity.  Magnesium sulfate (Epsom salts), copper sulfate (blue vitriol), calcium chloride, sodium chloride (co m-
mon table salt), and potassium nitrate (saltpeter) are some of the chemicals used for soil conditioning.  Table salt
will probably be the easiest to get in the field.  To use salt, prepare a grounding site by digging a hole about 1 foot
deep and 3 feet across.  Mix 5 pounds of salt with 5 gallons of water.  Pour the mixture into the hole, and allow it
to seep in.  Install the ground rod and wire, and keep the soil around the rod moist.  Ground rods are usually made
of galvanized iron, galvanized steel, or copper-weld steel.  The rod regularly used for grounding is LIN S08698,
NSN 5975-00-224-5260.  This ground rod is 3/4 inch in diameter and 6 feet long. It is made of galvanized steel.  It
has one pointed end that is driven into the earth and a bolt and nut at the other end for connecting a grounding
cable. Use the following procedures to install, mark, test, and inspect ground rods.

• Install.  Drive the rod into the earth to a sufficient depth to reach below the permanent ground moisture
level.  On a fixed airfield apron or ramp, drive the rod to a depth where its top is level with the surrounding su r-
face.  At other facilities, drive the rod to a depth where its top is low enough or high enough so people will not trip
over it.  If the rod’s top is level with the surrounding surface remove some soil from around the top to give room
for attaching ground cable clips.  Fuel handlers may use-tie-down bolts embedded in concrete ramps at fixed ai r-
fields as ground connections if they meet resistance requirements.  Make ground connections to tiedown bolts on
the eye of the bolt itself, not the tie-down ring.

• Mark.  Encircle each rod installed in a hard surface permanently or semi permanently with an 18 inch d i-
ameter yellow circle, with a 2-inch (approximately 5 centimeters) black border surrounding it.  These circles must
be painted on.  Stencil in black the words STATIC GROUND CONNECTION and a numeric or alphanumeric rod
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identification code in the circle’s yellow portion.  Local policies and conditions determine fixed rod numbering and
spacing.  No requirement exists to mark temporary ground rods this way.

• Test.  Observe ground rods daily for damage.  Test them after installation and every five years after or  when
obvious damage is discovered and after any damage repair.   Appendix  F gives detailed testing procedures

 ••Test requirements.  An effective grounding system has a resistance of 10,000 ohms or less.  The unit or
agency that maintains fixed grounding systems must keep a log identifying each rod, the date tested, and the resi s-
tance reading.  If a rod’s measured resistance is greater than 10,000 ohms, immediately mark the rod
DEFECTIVE-DO NOT USE and remove or replace it as soon as possible.

  ••Equipment.  Test grounding systems with a multimeter.  The most commonly used multimeter is TS-
352B/U, LIN M81372, NSN 6625-00-553-0142.

GROUNDING AND BONDING TEST METHODS

No quick or easy way exists to test a ground’s adequacy.  The testing procedures in Appendix F are relatively
complex.  The required test equipment is bulky and expensive.  For these reasons, several approved grounding and
bonding methods and levels that meet the Army’s various operational needs are given below.

Method 1

Equipment is grounded to a rod or rods with a measured resistance equal to or less than 10,000 ohms.
These rod (or rods) ground both the refueling system or tanker and the vehicle or aircraft being refueled.  In add i-
tion, the fuel handler bonds the refueling nozzle to the aircraft or vehicle he is refueling.  Method 1 is the only a c-
ceptable grounding method, unless granted exceptions by appropriate authorities, at any fixed airfield or refueling
point.  It is the safest method.

Method 2

In some instances, equipment is not available to test resistance to ground.  In such cases, fuel handlers can
ground refueling equipment to untested grounding systems, subject to certain constraints.  The unit commander
authorizes this method when the location, tactical situation, or type of operation makes it impossible to test ground
rods or to mark them in the manner appropriate for fixed rods.  The grounding rod or rods are driven to a specific
depth in the ground depending on the type of soil (see Table 2-6) at the site.  The depth is determined by the no r-
mal depth of permanent ground moisture in the various soil types.  The fuel handler grounds the refueler and the
vehicle or aircraft being refueled are then grounded, and the nozzle is bonded to the aircraft.  Use this method only
when it is absolutely impossible to use the first method.

Table 2-6.  Required depths for ground rods
Type of soil Depth of ground rod

Coarse ground, cohesionless sands and gravels 6 feet
Inorganic clay, claying gravels, grave-sand-clay, claying  sands, sandy
clay, gravelly clay, and silty clay

4 feet

Silty gravel, gravel-sand-silt, silty sand, sand, silt, peat, muck, and
swamp

3 feet

Method 3

In situations where the climate, terrain, or tactical condition make it impossible to secure a satisfactory ground
rod, the authorizing commander may waive requirements to ground the aircraft or vehicle being refueled and fuel
dispenser (system or refueler).  The authorizing commander is the commander one level above the operating unit.
However, he cannot waive the requirement to bond the fuel dispenser to the vehicle or aircraft under any circu m-
stances.  Method 3 relies on bonding alone.  A bond is made between the aircraft and the refueling system or ref u-
eler and between the nozzle and the aircraft.  A contact between an unbonded object and the system could produce
a spark that could set off an explosion or fire.  The authorizing commander for method 3 is the commander one
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level above the operating unit.  This is the least desirable method since it does nothing to dissipate electrical
charges (ground).

STATIC ELECTRICITY ON PERSONNEL AND CLOTHING

The human body conducts electricity.  In a very dry atmosphere, a person can build and hold a charge of se v-
eral thousand volts when walking over rugs or working in certain manufacturing oper ations.

Charge Formation

Outer clothing, especially if it is made of wool or synthetic fiber, builds a charge not only by absorbing part of
the body charge but also by rubbing against the body or underwear.  When the wearer takes the charged clothes off
or moves them away from the body, the electrical tension or voltage increases to the danger point.  If the clothes
are wet with fuel, they may burst into flames when removed due to the dissipation of static electricity.  Exposed
nails on worn footwear can also cause sparks.  This is a serious danger since fuel spills in refueling areas are co m-
mon and fuel vapors near the ground ignite easily.  Section III describes the correct clothing and footwear for fuel
handlers.

Safety Measures

Before opening aircraft or vehicle fuel ports or doing any other operation that would let fuel vapors escape into
the air, fuel handlers should bond themselves to the container by taking hold of it with a bare hand.  If it is an ai r-
craft or piece of metal equipment, they should take hold of a bare metal part with both hands for a few seconds.
Although this type of bonding will not completely discharge static electricity, it will equalize the charge of the body
with the charge on the equipment.  Do not remove any piece of clothing within 50 feet of a refueling operation or
in an area where a flammable vapor-air mixture may exist.  Do not enter a flammable atmosphere after removing a
garment.  Wait at least 10 minutes before carrying the garment into such an atmosphere.  If a fuel handler gets fuel
on his clothes, he should leave the refueling areas as soon as refueling is completed.  He should then wet the
clothes with water before taking them off.  If there is not enough water at the site to wet the clothes thoroughly, he
should ground himself to a piece of grounded equipment by taking hold of it before taking off the clothes.  A skin
irritation from fuel is not fatal; the fire that may follow a static discharge from clothes can be fatal.

SPARKS IN AIRCRAFT FUEL TANKS

Be very careful when first filling a recently repaired aircraft fuel tank or the tank on a new aircraft.  When fuel
enters an empty tank, the fuel/air mixture in the tank passes through its explosive limits.  Also, the flowing fuel
creates large amounts of static electricity that may ignite the mixture.  When filling the  tank under these condi-
tions, make sure the aircraft and refueling equipment are properly bonded and grounded.  Pump fuel slowly into
the tank.  Also, have the maintenance team fill the fuel tank with nitrogen gas to displace oxygen in the tank.  If
the tank is filled with nitrogen, fuel may be pumped at a no rmal rate.

TANK VEHICLE OPERATIONS SAFETY

A discussion of specific considerations for tank vehicle operations follows.  Refer to the section on aviation
refueling for considerations related to aircraft refue ling.

• Position a tanker in the transfer area so it is headed toward the nearest exit and away from buildings or other
obstructions.  Do not let other vehicles block exit routes.

• When possible, conduct petroleum operations on level ground.  Always stop the engine, and set the brakes.
Always chock the vehicle wheels when it is stopped.  To chock the wheels, place an approved chock block between
the front and rear tandem tires of the rear axle.  Chock the tractor and trailer of tractor-trailer combin ations.

• Space tankers a minimum of 25 feet during transfer operations and when parked.  To avoid congestion du r-
ing transfer operations and to provide greater safety margins, it is more desirable to maintain a spacing of at least
100 feet.  Make sure a clear escape route exists in designated tanker parking areas.  Be aware that empty tankers
are at least, if not more, as dangerous as full tankers due to residual vapors.
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• During all loading, unloading, and fuel-servicing operations, keep tractors coupled to tank semitrailers.
However, if the semitrailer is designated and appropriately administered as a temporary storage tank, the tractor
can be disconnected.

• Make sure the manhole cover stays open during all loading, unloading, and fuel-servicing operations.  This
prevents tank collapse in the case of tank vent failure.  When opening the manhole cover, stand upwind of the
cover to avoid inhaling petr oleum vapors.

• Ensure the receiving vehicle’s driver operates the dispensing nozzle.  This will reduce the chance of spills,
since the driver should be familiar with his vehicle and can safely fill it to the proper level.

• When the transfer operation is complete, ensure the fuel handler carries the discharge hose back to the tank
vehicle.  Avoid dragging it on the ground.

• Keep the canvas top and rear curtain of the tractor in place whenever the vehicle is carrying, loading, or u n-
loading product.  The top and curtain keep the tractor from being splashed with fuel from the vehicle ca twalks.

• Check the pressure vacuum relief valves fr equently in cold weather to be sure they are operating properly.

• Use tire chains on fuel tankers for traction on ice or in snow.  Take them off on dry pavement to prevent
their destruction.

TANK VEHICLE SAFETY

A discussion of specific safety steps to take when using tank vehicles for fueling operations fo llows.

• Post NO SMOKING signs around the area of operations, and enforce them.  Prohibit smoking related mat e-
rials around tank vehicles and in petr oleum storage areas.

• Keep a fire extinguisher manned and ready for use.  At permanent fueling installations, build a covered sto r-
age point near the fuel handling area for fire extinguishers and other fire extinguishing materials and equipment.
Inspect fire extinguishers monthly for serviceability.  Record the inspection date and the initials or name of the
inspector on a tag.  Attach the tag to the inspected extinguisher.

• Bond and ground all vehicles and equipment before any operation or while parked for long periods in desi g-
nated parking areas.  Facilitate bonding and grounding vehicles involved in a fuel transfer by touching the hose,
drop tube, or discharge nozzle to the fill cap before removing it.  Keep the nozzle in contact with the fill opening at
all times during a transfer operation.  When the operation is complete, close the fill cover before disconnecting
bonding and grounding cables.  Stop operations if there is an enemy attack, electrical storm, or fire in the area.
Keep all possible sources of vapor ignition away during fuel tran sfer operations.

• Top load vehicles only during an emergency and when authorized by the commander.  Top loading greatly
increases the static electricity buildup and fuel vapors in the vehicle.  It also increases the chances of a fuel spill.
When top-loading, make sure the drop tube or discharge hose is close to the bottom of the tank.  Pump fuel at a
reduced rate until the end of the tube is covered; then switch to a normal rate.  Have someone constantly observe
the fuel level in the tank to prevent overfilling.

• Make sure all electrical equipment used around tankers is in good working condition and labeled as expl o-
sion-proof (if such equipment is available).  Use explosion-proof extension lights, flashlights, and electric lanterns.
Do not neglect normal safety procedures just because equipment is supposedly expl osion-proof.

• Do not drag hoses across the rear decks of combat vehicles or near their exhaust systems.  Armor plates and
exhaust pipes become hot during operation and could damage hoses and cause a fire.  Immediately stop fuel flow,
and close the manhole cover if there is a tank compartment fire.  Avoid driving near fires.

• Remove fuel-soaked clothes immediately.  Before doing this, wet the clothes with water.  If no water is avail-
able, temporarily ground yourself by holding a piece of grounded equipment with both hands.  Then remove your
hands from the grounded equi pment, and take off your clothes.
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Section II.  Petroleum Fire Fighting

FIRE INSPECTIONS

The key to petroleum fire safety is an active prevention program.  Conduct periodic fire inspections.  Make
sure all possible fire prevention precautions are in place and being followed. Ensure your inspection program co v-
ers your whole operations.  Here are some key inspection points.

• Fire extinguishers.  Make sure fire extinguishers are fully charged, properly placed, and clearly marked.
They must also be protected, ready for use, and available in the number and type r equired.

• Fire water systems.  Inspect for evidence of periodic testing of hydrants, standpipes and drains (when these
items are present).  They must be pr otected against freezing and physical damage.

• Fire hoses and couplings.  Inspect fire hoses and to make sure they meet availability, quantity, and pressure
requirements.  Also, ensure they can be used with the existing water system and any other equipment that might be
needed for a large fire.

• Check all equipment, grounds, bonds, and cathodic protection devices.  Correct any conditions that may be a
source of ignition.  If they cannot be corrected immed iately, report it.

• Check dikes around storage tanks for serviceability and adequacy.  Ensure dike drains are closed except
during supervised draining.

• Inspect pumps for leaks and spills.  Ensure leaks and spills are cleaned up and reported immediately.  I n-
spect pump houses, if present, for proper housekeeping and proper ventilation.

• Inspect permanent tank farms to see that dry grass and weeds have been cut.  Ensure the cuttings are r e-
moved from dikes and tank areas.

• Check areas near where open flames for possible sources of flammable vapor release.  Ensure NO
SMOKING signs are posted in such locations to ensure that there is no smoking within 100 feet of fuel oper ations.

• Automatic opening and closing fire doors and windows (if present) must be kept in good operating condition
and free from obstructions.

• Post and enforce rules covering those areas that permit hot work, such as cutting and wel ding.

• Mark pipelines, valves, and other equipment according to MIL-STD 101 or 161.

FIRE-FIGHTING PLAN

To fight and extinguish petroleum fires effectively requires A good plan.  Every Class III supply point oper a-
tion should have a fire prevention and firefighting plan.  This plan may be very simple or complex.  No matter
what, it should cover in detail all possible fire problems.  It should also cover firefighting resources, to include fire
departments and engineer firefighting teams (where available).  Soldiers and their supervisors at the Class III su p-
ply point have the primary responsibility for controlling and extinguishing fires.  However, they should immed i-
ately notify their chain of command and outside support agencies such as the fire department when a fire breaks
out.  Ensure your firefighting plan covers these areas.

Fire Extinguishers

The primary method for fighting petroleum fires at smaller Class III supply points is portable, carbon dioxide
fire extinguishers.  Place one at each pump, collapsible tank, receiving and issuing point, can and drum cleaning
and filling area, and packaged product storage area.  Place other extinguishers where soldiers can get to them and
critical areas of the supply point quickly.  Develop a supply point map showing extinguisher locations.  Place a
map at each checkpoint and at several locations in the area of operation.  Identify and develop other ways to exti n-
guish fires, such as water or sand.  Water is particularly important for controlling and quenching larger fires.  If no
natural water sources exist, request water storage and distribution support in the su pply point.
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Personnel

Assign two people  to each fire extinguisher in the supply point.  Make sure all soldiers in the supply point
know and practice procedures for using the fire extinguishers.  Also form a fire fighting team that drills extensively
on fire fighting techniques to quickly react to and extinguish larger fires.  A five person team is appropriate for the
unit level supply point.

Evacuation Routes

 Setup evacuation routes for vehicles and personnel.  If a fire breaks out, all vehicles must be quickly moved
from the area.  Personnel not involved in fighting the fire must also leave.  Evacuation routes should be the most
direct route out of the supply point. Show these routes on the maps with the fire extinguisher placement.

 Fire Drills

 Use fire drills to train personnel to react quickly to fires.  Fire drills should be as realistic as possible.  Evacu a-
tion routes should be used and fire extinguishers manned.  Conduct a fire drill at least once a month or when there
is personnel tur nover.

Fire Investigation

Investigate all fires.  Do this to gain knowledge that may help prevent future fires.  It is very important to
know how and why a fire started.  Check for an unsafe working condition or an improper act done by a soldier.

CLASSES OF FIRES

Underwriters’ Laboratories, Incorporated groups fires into Class A, B, and C.  The National Fire Protection
Association groups them into Class A, B, C, and D.  The four classes are described below.

• Class A.  These are fires in combustibles such as wood, brush, grass, and rubbish.  Water is the best agent for
putting out Class A fires.

• Class B.  These are fires in flammable liquids such as gasoline and other fuels, solvents, lubricants, paints,
and similar substances that leave no embers.  A smothering or diluting agent puts out Class B fires best.

• Class C.  These are fires involving live electrical equipment such as motors, switches, and transformers.  A
smothering agent puts out C fires best. The smothering agent must not be an electrical condu ctor.

• Class D.  These are fires in combustible metals such as titanium, zirconium, sodium, and potassium.  A
smothering agent puts out Class D fires best.

PRINCIPLES OF EXTINGUISHING FIRES

Fires require three elements to keep burning.  They are fuel, heat and oxygen.  Eliminating or sufficiently
controlling one or more of these elements will extinguish the fire.  The procedures to control these elements are
given below.

• Fuel control.  Immediately shut off the fuel flow, if possible.  If the fire is in a broken pipeline, plug the
break if possible.  Then stop the flow at the nearest valve, and use foam on the burning fuel pools.  Do not use w a-
ter and foam together.  Water will destroy the foam’s effectiveness and cause the fuel to spread.  For burning gas,
shut off the flow and then put out the flame.  Depending on the rate of flow of fuel into the fire, the danger of e s-
caping gas, and a possible explosion, could be as great as the danger of combustion.  When the danger of escaping
gas is greater, it may be better to direct initial efforts at extinguishing the blaze, then cutting off the fuel flow.

• Heat control.  Heat is transmitted by radiation, conduction, and convection.  Heat radiates in all directions,
and it is a hazard to storage tanks near a blaze.  Heat is conducted through a solid or liquid substance.  Convection
takes place as heated air rises from the fire and circulates.  This transfers heat to all combustibles in the area.
Water in streams, spray, or fog is the best way to reduce heat and vapor.  However, only trained people should use
this method.  Inexperienced people might cause the fire to spread when using water to extinguish it.  Usually, the
best way to protect a storage tank near a fire is to cool it with water.
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• Air control.  It is impossible to remove all air in the area of a fire. However, fire fighters can dilute the air,
smother the fire, or both.  Diluting the air means reducing the percentage of oxygen in the air to the point it can no
longer support combustion.  To smother the fire, use foam or similar agents to cut off all air at the combustion
surface.

• Diluting air.  Dilute air by using carbon dioxide, water fog, mist, or steam.  The diluting action does not take
place all at once.  Continue diluting until the fire goes out.  Carbon dioxide is a dry, noncorrosive gas that does not
react chemically when it comes in contact with most substances.  It does not conduct electricity.  It is not a health
hazard except in great concentration.  Water fog dilutes the air and also helps protect personnel because it screens
heat and washes fumes and smoke from the air.  Live steam also does a good job of diluting.  However, it also i n-
creases the heat in the area of the fire.  Steam does a better job of diluting when applied to the top of a storage tank.

• Smother.  Foam is one of the best ways to blanket and smother a petroleum fire.  To do this, spread a tight
covering of foam on the burning surface to cut off all air.  Foam spreads easily on the top of a burning tank.  Foam
tends to break down in a fire.  Continue to apply foam long and fast enough to let the tank cool below the fuel i g-
nition temperature.  The depth of foam needed can vary from a few inches for a small tank to several feet for a
large tank.  The foam source should furnish enough foam to put out a fire in the largest, protected single area
rather than several small fires at one time.  Fuel handlers can also smother small fires with sand, wet burlap, or a
blanket.

• Air agitation.  Those fighting fires in fixed storage tanks can use air agitation to help control or possibly put
out fires.  This method is not designed, nor is it recommended, to replace other methods of fighting or controlling
fires.  However, it can supplement other methods.  It also can be used to fight fires when no other methods are
readily available.  The method involves pumping compressed air into the bottom of a burning tank to cause turb u-
lence in the fuel stored in the tank.  This lifts and mixes cool product with the hot product near the tank top.  This
cooling effect helps reduce vapors from the hot fuel.  Any bottom water present in the tank is also mixed with the
fuel in the tank.  This helps quench the fire.  This method works best with high flash point products (diesel fuels,
fuel oils, kerosenes).

FIRE EXTINGUISHER TYPES

Trained personnel may use solid water streams, water sprays, and water fogs to control or extinguish fires in
specific situations.  However, the primary fire fighting tool is usually fire extinguishers.  The Army uses both por t-
able hand extinguishers and wheeled units.  Portable hand fire extinguishers are effective only in a fire’s earliest
stages.  They are called first-aid appliances.  Portable hand fire extinguishers, except pump-tank units, are avai l-
able in different sizes and types ,  The pump-tank unit uses water or an antifreeze solution (usually calcium chloride
with corrosion inhibitors).  Wheeled fire extinguishers offer more flexibility because they have longer hoses and
greater capacities.  Locate fire extinguishers (or signs indicating the closest one) throughout the supply point.  The
extinguishers must be in working order.  Table 2-7 gives the rules for use and upkeep of fire extinguishers.  Table
2-8, page 2-17, gives the types of portable fire extinguishers.

Table 2-7. Use and upkeep of fire extinguishers.
Know HOW to operate the fire extinguisher
Know WHICH extinguisher to use for each type of fire.
CHECK monthly to make sure extinguishers are in place
INSPECT monthly to see if extinguishers have been damaged
RECHARGE extinguishers immediately after use.
Have trained personnel EXAMINE extinguishers at least twice a year to make sure they are in good
working condition.  The inspection date and initials or name of the inspector must be recorded on a
TEST all pressure extinguishers hydrostaticallyy every 5 to 12 years (this depends on the exti n-
guishers).
FOLLOW MANUFACTURER’S INSTRUCTIONS exactly for charging, maintaining, and using
the extinguisher.  Use TM 5-315 as a guide.
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Table 2-8.  Portable fire extinguisher types.
TYPE AGENT EFFECT USE EXPELLANT ELECTRICAL

CONDUCTOR
SUBJECT

TO
FREEZING

Soda-acid Water Cooling and
quenching

Class A CO2 gas from
chemical rea ction

Yes Yes

Antifreeze Calcium
chloride

Cooling and
quenching

Class A Stored pressure,
cartridge, or
chemicals

Yes No

Loaded stream Alkali-metal
salts

Cooling,
quenching and
retarding.

Class A
Class B

Cartridge or
chemicals

Yes No

Carbon dioxide Gas and dry ice Diluting or
smothering

Class B
Class C

Self-contained
pressure

No No

Dry chemical Treated sodium
bicarbonate

Smothering Class B
Class C

Gas or cartridge No No

BCF Bromochlorodi-
fluromethane

Interference
with chemical
chain reaction of
fire

Class A
Class B
Class C

Self-contained
pressure

No No

Purple K Potassium bi-
carbonate

Smothering Class B
Class C

CO2 gas No No

• Soda-acid.  The soda-acid extinguisher is the most common water-solution extinguisher type that uses gas
pressure as the expellant.  The chemicals in the extinguisher are sodium bicarbonate (baking soda) and sulfuric
acid.  The sodium bicarbonate is in water-solution form in the extinguisher, and the acid is contained in a loosely
stoppered glass bottle.  When someone inverts the extinguisher, a chemical reaction produces carbon dioxide that
builds up pressure and expels the water.  Use this extinguisher type for Class A fires only.

• Antifreeze.  The antifreeze extinguisher contains a calcium chloride solution charge.  The expellant is gas
from carbon dioxide cartridges or from a chemical reaction.  The operator charges the extinguisher by inverting it
and bumping it on the floor or by squeezing a valve lever.  Use this type of exti nguisher for Class A fires.

• Loaded-stream.  The loaded stream extinguisher is charged with an alkali-metal salt solution and other salts.
Potassium salts are part of the charge.  The way the agent works on a fire differs with the class of the fire.  It puts
out Class A fires immediately and helps keep them from starting again.   The way it works on small Class B fires is
unclear.  The agent produces no smothering vapor, but there seems to be a chemical reaction that tends to hold
down combustion.

• Carbon dioxide.  The carbon dioxide (CO 2) extinguisher comes in many sizes.  The charge of liquid carbon
dioxide under 800 to 900-PSI pressure is released by a hand valve at the top of the unit.  A tube runs from the top
to the bottom of the unit.  This tube allows the release of only liquid carbon dioxide until the extinguisher uses
about 80 percent of its charge.  Gaseous carbon dioxide then flows until the charge exhausts.  The charge flows in
a high-velocity stream, and a horn or flaring nozzle keeps it from being diluted.  When the operator releases the
charge and it enters the horn, the chilling effect turns about 30 percent of the charge into dry ice or snow.  Cooling
of the gas as it expands causes this.  Carbon dioxide dilutes air in Class B fires.  It works well on Class C fires b e-
cause it is not a conductor.

• Dry chemical.  The dry chemical extinguisher is available in a wide range of sizes.  The chief agent is s o-
dium bicarbonate powder with additives that produce water repellency and free flow.  The expellant is carbon d i-
oxide, nitrogen, or compressed air.  The extinguisher puts out the fire by smothering it.  It works well on Class B
and C fires.

• Halon 1211.  Halon contains fluorocarbons that degrade the atmosphere’s ozone layer.  Because of this, a
presidential directive has discontinued its use.  Units should contact local environmental offices for disposition
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instructions for Halon and Halon fire extinguishers.  Less harmful substances with similar fire extinguishing cha r-
acteristics (such as FM-200) are repla cing Halon.

• Purple K.  The purple K extinguisher is a dry chemical extinguisher using the extinguishing agent potassium
bicarbonate (KHCO3), commonly called purple K.  Carbon dioxide gas discharges the purple K in a wide stream
from a low-velocity nozzle.  This fire extinguisher works by smothering and is designed for use on Class B and C
fires.  Purple K is highly corrosive.  Purple K extinguishers usually have a 20-pound c apacity.

SECTION III.  Aircraft Refueling Safety

BONDING AND GROUNDING DURING AIRCRAFT REFUELING

Bonding is the only static electricity control measure required for the aircraft itself during refueling.  The ref u-
eling system must be grounded.  Also, grounding at a separate grounding point and bonding are required for su p-
port equipment connected to the aircraft and for any other operations requiring electr ical earthing.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

Safe aircraft refueling requires some form of ATC.  Each refueling point serving more than one aircraft r e-
quires an air traffic controller or some other adequately trained person for air traffic control.  This person controls
and directs refueling traffic and resupply aircraft.  He provides flight personnel with information such as wind d i-
rection and velocity and remaining fuel supply.  This information also includes enemy activity in the immediate
area, lan ding hazards or obstructions, and emergency situations.

Required Skill

MOS 93H or pathfinder personnel have the required ATC skills.  These soldiers are fully qualified to control
military air traffic at either fixed or temporary ai rfields.

Required Equipment

Fixed airfields have ATC communications equipment permanently installed.  Large semipermanent or tempo-
rary refueling points use radio-equipped vehicles or temporary radio control towers for ATC.  As a minimum, ATC
requires an ATC-trained soldier with an FM radio capable of ground-to-air and ground-to-ground communication.

Provision of Service

Airborne and airmobile organization TOEs authorize air traffic control and pathfinder personnel.  If an avi a-
tion unit sets up and operates a refueling point, it provides air traffic controllers or pathfinders.  If a CSS unit e s-
tablishes the point, either the supported aviation unit or the command tasking the unit to establish the refuel point
provides the necessary ATC point.

AIRCRAFT MARSHALING SIGNALS

A soldier on the ground is responsible for d irecting aircraft into position for refueling.  The Army
uses the directional signals in STANAG 3117 for this.  Figure 2-1, pages 19, 20, and 21 gives these standard si g-
nals.
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Position of ground guide for
a rotary-wing aircraft.

Proceed to next ground guide.
Indicates direction of next ground
guide.

Assume Guidance.  Arms above head
in vertical position with palms facing
inward.

Move ahead.  Arms a little apart
with palms facing backward and
repeatedly moved upward and
backward from shoulder height.

Figure 2-1.  Aircraft marshaling signals
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Cut engine(s) or stop rotor(s).
Either  arm and hand  level with
shoulder with palm  down;
draw the extended hand across
neck in a “throat cutting”
motion.

Hook up load.  Rope climbing
motion with hands.

Release load.  Left arm forward
horizontally with fists clenched;
extended right hand making
horizontal  slicing motion below
left arm with palm down.

Load has not been released.  Bend
horizontally across chest with fist
clenched and palm turned  down;
 open right hand pointed up vertically
to center of left fist.

Figure 2-1. Aircraft marshaling signals (continued)
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Figure 2-1.  Aircraft marshaling signals (continued)
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LANDING AIDS

Semipermanent refueling points and forward area refueling points require landing aids.  Landing aids  are
given below.

• Semipermanent Refueling Points.  Semipermanent refueling points require lighted and marked airfields and
landing pads.  Use the information b elow to light and mark the semipermanent refueling point.

• •Lighting .  Units operating large semipermanent airfields, heliports, and refueling points must properly light
them for night operation.  Engineers can guide them on the appropriate airfield light set and power source for
long-term use.  The emergency runway marker light set (LIN L64131, NSN 6230-00-542-6680) should be used for
temporary lighting.  This set includes 12 beanbag lights in a carrying case.  Batteries (NSN 6135-00-050-3280) are
requisitioned separately.  Settings on the light allow it to give off a steady beam, either vertical or horizontal, or
flash.  Each has a clear lens and five colored lenses (amber, blue, green, red, and opaque).  The set comes with two
spare bulbs for each light (NSN 6240-00-761-0979) and with four tent pins per light to anchor the light to the
ground.  The lights, because of their flexible, weighted beanbag bases, can be used to mark obstructions such as
stumps, rocks, and trees.  The lights are not explosion proof.  For night operations, units operating the refuel point
should clearly define landing areas with lights to ensure adequate spacing between refueling ai rcraft.

• •Markings.   Large semipermanent airfields and refueling points may have cement or asphalt landing pads.
Mark paved pads with reflective tape.  Number regular landing pads, and letter pads at refueling nozzles.  If the
landing pads are not paved, mark them (number or letter as appropriate) with reflective paint.  Reflective paint
works well on most surfaces.  Also, use reflective paint to mark existing aircraft hazards that cannot be marked
with reflective tape.  Use AR 385-30 for guidance on marking landing and refueling areas on the field.  Using PSP
or other similar types of marking or surfacing panels is not recommended.  Even when such items are well a n-
chored with pegs, the rotor wash from helicopters can pull them free and draw them up into the rotors.  In add i-
tion, their use is not desirable in an area of potential fuel spills.  Fuel soaks into the ground under the PSP and v a-
porizes slowly, creating both fire and health ha zards.

• Forward Area Refueling Points.  Properly lighting and marking forward refueling area refueling points is
very important.   You must make lighting and marking visible to pilots while concealing them from threat forces.
If threat forces discover refueling operations, they will try to disrupt those operations.  Threat forces can destroy
refueling operations.  They will use aircraft, maneuver forces, special operations teams, sabotage and reconnai s-
sance units, and nets of direct action and support agents.  All personnel should be aware of the tactical situation.
They must have current information on the opposing forces so they can effectively plan ref ueling point security.

• •Lighting.   In a forward area, usually you light landing zones only when US or friendly forces have air sup e-
riority.  If night lighting is required, use the beanbag light set.  The inverted Y is the recommended system for a p-
proach cues.  Use at least two lights to mark the touchdown point.  All lights should be hooded or turned upside
down for security until the last practical moment when helicopters are inbound.  Figure 2-2 shows the layout of the
inverted Y.

Figure 2-2.  Inverted Y
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• •Markings.  Refueling points in forward areas must be camouflaged.  Pilots locate such points by tactical c o-
ordinates and by using guidance from the air traffic controller.  In a nontactical area, use reflective paint to mark
the refueling point.

DANGERS FROM AIRCRAFT
Fire is the greatest danger to personnel in refueling operations.  Other dangers to personnel working around

aircraft come from rotor blades, propellers, rotor and prop wash, jet engine exhaust, and live armaments.  These
dangers and appropriate safety measures are given below.

Rotor Blades
 The most serious danger is that of being struck by the main rotor blades during rapid refueling or by the main

or tail rotor blades on approaching or leaving the aircraft.  Remember that the ends of the main rotor blades droop
when the engine is idling, so there is less clearance at the ends of the blades than at the rotor hub.  People a p-
proaching the helicopter should keep their head down when approaching a helicopter.  Be especially careful if
there is a rise in the ground or anything lying on the ground.  Go around, not over ,  such obstructions.  Approach
the helicopter from the side, never from the rear.  (The tip of the tail rotor may be as low as 1 1/2 feet off the
ground, and the pilot cannot see the tail of his helicopter.)  To move from one side of a helicopter to the other, a l-
ways go around the front, never around the rear.

 Propeller
 Do not touch the propeller of an aircraft.  If the aircraft engine is still warm, moving the propeller could make

the engine turn over and start.
 Rotor and Prop Wash

 The danger in rotor and prop wash is flying debris.  The rotor wash creates a doughnut-shaped pattern-a-rush
of wind that blows downward under the blades and then curves up and over to suck objects into the rotor hub.
Even small objects, such as a flight cap with wings pinned on it, can be sucked into the rotor hub with such force
that rotor blades can shear off the wings and cause them to become dangerous projectiles.  Keep the refueling area
free of trash and debris that could injure personnel or damage aircraft if sucked up or blown out by rotor or prop
wash.  Wear the clothing specified in this chapter.  Do not wear anything loose that could be sucked off by the r o-
tor wash.  Keep shirt sleeves rolled down and buttoned to protect arms.  Beware of the area behind propellers
where even light objects can become projectiles.

 Jet Engine Exhaust
 The danger in jet exhaust is its high heat which can cause burns.  Stay away from the exhaust and exhaust

vents.  Remember the temperature of an idling turbine engine is between 470 ° and 500°F.
Live Armament

Live armaments may accidentally fire during refueling operations.  Check with the copilot of the aircraft to
make sure all armaments are on SAFE before approaching the aircraft.  Aviation unit commanders must develop
and enforce SOPs designed to provide for maximum safety from armaments during ground oper ations.

SWITCH FUELING AIRCRAFT
Switch fueling is fueling an aircraft with a fuel of flammability characteristics different from those of the fuel

already in the tank.  The flammability characteristics of the mixed fuel will be different from the two fuels i n-
volved.  The danger is that, if a spark should occur in the tank, the vapor-air mixture above the fuel may be in the
flammable range and an explosion could result.  The electrostatic potential that could cause such a spark exists
inside the tank on the fuel’s surface.  This static danger cannot be removed by bonding the nozzle to the fill port.
Because bonding the nozzle to the aircraft does not protect against a spark on the fuel surface in the tank, take
other protective measures when switch fueling.  One protective measure is to use an antistatic additive.  If the a l-
ternative or emergency fuel contains the required concentration of antistatic additive, the additive will not ignite by
an electrostatic spark.  However, many commercial fuel suppliers are not equipped to inject the additive.  If an a n-
tistatic additive cannot be used, the nozzle flow rate should not exceed 50 percent of rated flow.  Cutting the flow
in half helps two ways.  It allows more time for the static charge on the fuel surface to dissipate. It also reduces
splashing and misting inside the tank as the fuel is added.  Aircraft commanders know the civilian aviation indu s-
try uses only Jet A or A1 kerosene grade jet fuels.  Refueling aircraft containing JP-4 with these fuels constitutes
switch fueling.  Changing to JP-4 after using a kerosene-grade fuel also constitutes switch fueling (JP-8 is a ker o-
sene-grade fuel).  Only use altern ative or emergency fuels as prescribed in TB 55-9150-200-24.
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DANGERS FROM FUELS

The main day-to-day dangers from fuel, outside of fire, are its effects on the human body.  Lead is a deadly
poison that accumulates in the body, especially in the liver.  It can cause nerve damage and death.  The body easily
absorbs lead through the skin.  It can also absorb lead through the lungs by breathing vapors of leaded fuels like
AVGAS.  Another danger from fuel is skin irritation.  Aviation fuels take the natural fats and oils out of skin.  The
fuel leaves skin rough, dry, chapped, and cracked.  Infections start easily in dry skin cracks.  JP-4, especially if it
stays on the skin any length of time, can cause blisters.  Fuel is both painful and dangerous if it gets in the eyes,
nasal passages, or mouth.  It can be fatal if swallowed.  You can prevent and treat these problems as given below.

• Prevention.  The best way to control skin irritation from aviation fuels is to avoid contact with them.  There
are two ways of doing this.  First, wear the clothing specified in this chapter.  Second, handle the fuels carefully.
In open-port refueling, the danger comes from overfilling the tanks or losing control of the open  nozzle in a power
surge caused by closing another nozzle in the system.  When the tank is almost full, slow the rate of flow from the
nozzle.  Watch the tank carefully so as not to overfill it.  To keep from losing control of the nozzle in a power
surge, hold the nozzle firmly and keep it pushed in as far as it will go into the aircraft port.

• First Aid.  If AVGAS or jet propulsion fuel comes in contact with skin, wash it off immediately with soap
and water.  In forward areas with limited water supplies, use canteen water to wash off the fuel.  If aviation fuel
gets in the eyes or mouth, flush them thoroughly and repeatedly with water.  Do not swallow the water.  Do not
induce vomiting.  Get medical help as quickly as possible.  If possible, establish a permanent eyewash at a refue l-
ing site.  If aviation fuel gets on clothes, remove them promptly and carefully by following the procedures in this
chapter.  These procedures protect the soldier from the danger of a static spark igniting his clothes as he removes
them.  MSDS’s give first aid procedures for exposure to hazardous m aterials.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Personnel must wear protective clothing when handling fuels.  It is the command's responsibility to ensure that
all protective clothing required by the MSDS is provided to the aviation fuel handler.  Clothing includes field wear,
goggles, hearing protection, gloves, and boots.  Each is discussed in T able 2-9, page 2-26.

WEAR OF CLOTHING AND PERSONAL ITEMS

Wear shirt sleeves rolled down and buttoned.  Do not wear or carry loose items of clothing .  Do not wear the
wool sweater when refueling as the material produces static electricity.  Do not carry anything in shirt pockets b e-
cause items may fall out of them and cause sparks or fall into the fuel tank.  Do not wear jewelry that might spark
against metal surfaces.  Ensure footwear is not damaged.  Exposed nails can cause sparks.

MISSION-ORIENTED PROTECTIVE POSTURE GEAR

MOPP gear restricts movement and activities.  Also, it makes it difficult to perform even the simplest tasks.
Wear MOPP gear only when threat forces have used NBC weapons or are likely to do so.  MOPP gear should be
worn during NBC training exercises.

SIGNS
Five signs are used as warning or other notices in aircraft refueling operations.  These signs and their restri c-

tions are given below.

• No Smoking.  Post NO SMOKING signs 50 feet from the refueling area to warn personnel that they cannot
bring lighted smoking materials, lighters or matches into the area.

• Passenger Marshaling Area.  If there is no terminal building, clearly mark a passenger marshaling area at
least 50 feet from any refueling area and at least 50 feet from the fuel supply storage area.  See that personnel,
other than members of the aircraft crew, get off the plane and go to the terminal or passenger marshaling area b e-
fore refueling starts.  Passengers may not return to the aircraft until refueling is co mpleted.

• Restricted Area.  Post RESTRICTED AREA signs at semipermanent or temporary refueling point where v e-
hicles, repair tools, or activities could pose a spark danger.  Post RESTRICTED AREA signs to keep unauthorized
personnel and vehicles at least 50 feet from any refueling area.
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• Emergency Shutoff.  Post EMERGENCY SHUTOFF signs at each cutoff point in any fixed or semiperm a-
nent refueling system that provides for emergency shutoff of the fuel system.  The signs should include instructions
so that anyone can shut off the system in an eme rgency.

• Alarm.  Post ALARM signs at points from which an alarm can be given (for example, phones and sirens).
The signs should include instructions, if needed, so that anyone can give the alarm in an emergency.

Table 2-9  Special clothing for aviation fuel handlers.
NOMENCLATURE CTA/LIN NSN REMARKS

Uniform 50-900 See CTA No special uniform specified.  Do not
wear wool sweater or other wool or
nylon items (causes static electri city).

Helmet Assembly for
Rearming Refueling
Personnel

50-900/83482N Must be assembled from
following components:

Helmet cloth -
8415-00-861-3527
(size 6-3/4)
8415-00-071-8786
(size 7-1/4)
8415-00-071-8785 (size 7)
8415-00-071-8787
(size 7-1/2)
Pad back
8415-00-178-6830
Pad front
8415-00-178-6831
Shield back
8415-00-178-6855

Uniform 50-900 See CTA No special uniform specified.  Do not
wear wool sweater or other wool or
nylon items (causes static electri city).

Shield front
8415-00-178-7013
Headset, microphone
5965-01-204-8505
(for type AGU-24/P)
Aural protector
4240-00-759-3290
(for type HGU-25/P)

Flyer helmet 50-900/K34252 See CTA Alternate to above helmet.  Contains
earpieces, microphone, and visor.

Motorcyclist helmet 50-900/83491N See CTA Alternate to above two helmets.  Re-
quire use of goggles and hearing pr o-
tection as discussed below.

Goggles 50-900/J71304 See CTA Wear motorcyclist goggles with mo-
torcyclist helmet.

Plug, ear, hearing pr o-
tection

8-100 See CTA Hearing protection method to use with
the motorcyclist helmet

Earmuffs (aural protec-
tor, sound)

50-970 4240-00-022-2946 Hearing protection method to use with
the motorcyclist helmet.

Gloves 50-900/69434 8415-00-641-4601 Fuel-resistant gloves, use instead of
leather gloves and aircrew fire-
retardant gloves.

Boots 50-900/C08735 See CTA These are fuel-resistant safety boots
that should be worn in lieu of any
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other type of boot.

Section IV.  Health Hazards

PETROLEUM HEALTH HAZARDS

All petroleum products present health hazards.  Fuel handlers cannot eliminate these hazards.  However, they
should understand them.  They should also know the measures to reduce them to a minimum.  The right health
protection measures will allow fuel handlers to work with petroleum products with no ill effects.  FM 21-11 gives
more information.

PETROLEUM HAZARD CLASSIFICATION

Petroleum health hazards are classified according to the type of petroleum contamination present.  Petroleum
contaminant classifications are dust, gas or vapor, or liquid.  Contaminants are further classified by their effect on
the body (their  physiological effect).  (Physiological effects affect the body’s organ, tissue, and cell function.)
Contaminant classifications by physiological effects are toxic, anesthetic, or irritant.  Petroleum inhaled into the
lungs, ingested into the digestive system, or touching the skin causes these effects.  Any given petroleum product
can be hazardous in more than one contaminant form.  It can also produce a combination of physiological e ffects.

DUSTS

Dusts are solid particles of substances that result from mechanic.  They come from operations such as grin d-
ing, scraping, buffing, riveting, rivet cutting, or drilling.  Dusts also come from handling dust-producing materials
(as in sanding or sand-blasting).  Evaporation or burning of liquids and residues containing finely divided su b-
stances also cause dusts.  Some dusts are hazardous because they are flammable.  Dusts of all combustible su b-
stances ignite or explode under certain conditions.  Consider makeup and physical properties, length of exposure,
and quantity when evaluating dust hazards.  There are three types of dusts: toxic, fibrosis-producing, and nu isance.

• Toxic.  Toxic dusts injure body organs and tissues when inhaled into the lungs.  If ingested into the digestive
system, they attack the body through the liver.  Certain toxic dusts also irritate the skin.  Lead, manganese, me r-
cury, arsenic, and their compounds make toxic dusts.  Cleaning and repairing tanks that contained leaded gasoline
produce one of the most toxic dusts fuel handlers will encounter.  Lead dust and fumes also result from burning
sludge from leaded gasoline.  Lead’s toxic effects build up in the body.  However, the body can resist lead poiso n-
ing if it is given enough time between exposures.  If it is not, each exposure adds to the effects of the one before it.
Units should have their soldiers tested for lead period ically.

• Fibrosis-Producing.  Fibrosis-producing dusts injure the lungs in such a way that normal tissue is replaced
with fibrous or scar tissue.  The most common example is dust containing silica.  It causes the disease called silic o-
sis.  People who run grinding or polishing machines or sanding and sandblasting equipment may be exposed to
such dusts.

• Nuisance.  These dusts may not cause severe injury, but they may cause inflammation and respiratory ai l-
ments.  Personal allergies may add to the effect of dusts.

GASES AND VAPOR

People often use the terms gas and vapor to mean the same thing.  However, there is a difference.  A gas exists
solely as a gas at ordinary temperature and pressures.  For example, oxygen is only present as a gas at the pressures
and temperatures normally found on the earth.  The only way to make it into a liquid or solid is to place it under
extremely high or extremely low temperatures.  This involves hundreds of degrees below those normally found.  A
vapor is the gas form of a substance that is also a solid or liquid at ordinary temperatures and pressures.  Petroleum
fuels are liquid at normal pressures and temperatures, but it gives off small quantities of gaseous petroleum (petr o-
leum vapor)  Gases and vapors are divided into four groups depending on their effects on the body:  poisons
(toxic), asphyxiants, anesthetics, or irritants.  A gas or vapor can have multiple effects on the body.  These effects
are given below.

• Poisons.  Poisonous or toxic gases and vapors have various effects on the body.  They can injure or destroy
organs, the blood forming system, tissues, or bones.  The most poisonous gases or vapors are hydrogen sulfide
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(found in crude oils with high sulfur content) and tetraethyllead vapors (found in leaded gasoline).  Fuel handlers
should avoid concentrations of these potentially fatal vapors at all times.  Other dangerous gases, listed in order of
toxicity, are: sulfur dioxide, ammonia, methyl bromide, butane, propane, and the various forms of freon.  (Freon is
often used as a refrigerant.)  The carbon dioxide in fire extinguishers is slightly toxic.   Carbon tetrachloride, often
used in various cleaning fluids and in some fire extinguishers, is toxic, and its effects build up in the body.  It can
also decompose into another highly toxic gas, phosgene.  For these reasons, carbon tetrachloride is no longer a p-
proved for use in extinguishing fires.  All vapors from flammable products are toxic to some degree.

• Asphyxiants.  Simple asphyxiants are gases and vapors that keep the lungs from getting oxygen.  In other
words, they replace the oxygen that is in the air.  Some asphyxiants are methane and its related hydrocarbons, h y-
drogen and acetylene (used in welding and torch-cutting).  Another dangerous, commonly encountered asphyxiant
is carbon monoxide.  Carbon monoxide is produced by running engines and any type of fire.  Carbon monoxide
chemically reacts with blood in such a way that the blood is unable to absorb enough oxygen to sustain the organs
of the body.  Carbon monoxide is tasteless and odorless.  Victims gradually become extremely sleepy, and event u-
ally pass out without realizing what is happening to them.  The key to defeating asphyxiants is proper ventilation
of areas where they are present.

• Anesthetics.  Anesthetic gases and vapors have a narcotic effect that depresses the central nervous system to
the point where breathing failure occurs.  All hydrocarbon vapors (which includes petroleum products) have this
effect.  The most narcotics are acetone, the ethers, benzene, naphthas, gasolines, and jet fuels.  Other anesthetics
are hydrocarbon derivatives that contain members of the chlorine family.  Exposure to burning hydrocarbon vapors
can cause tremors of the heart ventricles.  The narcotic effects of gasoline and jet fuel increase with their aromatic
content.

• Irritants.  Irritant gases and vapors inflame the lungs and respiratory tract.  They may cause pneumonia and
other pulmonary diseases or make the victim more susceptible to them.  Most flammable gases and vapors irritants
whether they are poisonous, narcotic, or neither.

LIQUIDS

Flammable liquid products can cause internal medical problems if swallowed.  Liquid petroleum is also easily
absorbed through the skin, causing sim ilar problems.  These effects are given below.

• Inside the Body.  Flammable liquid products are harmful if they contact the skin in the mouth and potentially
fatal if someone swallows them.  If someone gets petroleum in their eyes and mouth, flush their eyes and mouth
thoroughly and repeatedly with water.  They should get medical help at once.

• On the Skin.  Flammable liquid petroleum also causes skin contamination.  The seriousness of skin contam i-
nation depends on the substance.  The most serious effects result from contact with strong acids, alkalis, and rocket
fuels.  Effects from gasoline, jet fuel, and solvents are less serious, but still very harmful.  Fuels, solvents, paints,
lacquers, and varnishes dry up natural fats and oils on the skin.  This leaves the skin harsh, dry, and chapped.
This condition is known as dermatitis.  These unnatural skin openings or lesions increase the chances of infection.
If a soldier gets petroleum on his skin, he should wash it off at once with soap and water.  If a soldier soaks his
clothes with fuel, he should wet them with water before taking them off.  If no water is available, he should ground
himself by taking hold of a grounded piece of equipment.  This step prevents sparking from static electricity.

FUMES AND MISTS

People often use the term “fume” to mean the same thing as gas or vapor.  Fumes are actually small particles
in the air of solids that can turn directly from solids to vapors without becoming liquid first.  This process is called
sublimation.  Dry ice, iodine, and sulfur are some of the commonly found substances that do this.  Lead compounds
found in paint and leaded gasolines also form fumes. Fumes differ from dusts in that dusts cannot return to their
solid form.
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CHAPTER 3

QUANTITY AND QUALITY CONTROL

Section I.  Accountability and Inventory

PETROLEUM ACCOUNTING RECORDS AND REPORTS

Soldiers storing or transferring class III products must accurately account for receipt, issue, and stocks on hand
for both bulk and packaged products.  The biggest challenge in accounting for Class III products (particularly bulk
products) is adequately measuring them.  This section discusses petroleum accounting records and reports.  It also
discusses petroleum measurement techniques.  DA Pamphlet 710-2-1 or 710-2-2 (as appropriate) give detailed pr o-
cedures for bulk petroleum accounting procedures.  A discussion of accountability forms follows.

• Daily Status Report.  Soldiers operating a Class III facility submit reports showing quantities of product r e-
ceived, issued, and on hand.  They submit this report at the times required by their higher headquarters.  The r e-
port is in the format required by higher headquarters.  Although they usually submit this report once a day, co m-
manders may adjust this fr equency to meet operational needs.

• DD Form 1348-1.  Soldiers receiving petroleum into a Class III facility use DD Form 1348-1 (Figure 3-1,
page 3-2) to record the receipt.  They complete the receipt by verifying the types and amounts of product listed are
correct.  They then sign and date the form in block 7.

• DA Form 2765-1.  Customers use DA Form 2765-1 (Figure 3-2, page 3-2) to request packaged and bulk
products.  They may also use it to turn in excess cans, drums, or supplies.  Soldiers making an issue should write
the issue quantity on the form, initial, and date it.  ULLS S4 automates this form.

• DA Form 3643.  (Figure 3-3, page 3-3) This form is the basic accountability record for receipts and issues at
a supply point.  The vehicle operator or convoy commander signs the form to acknowledge product r eceipt.

• DA Form 3644.  Soldiers doing accountability post summarized information from DA Form 3643 to DA
Form 3644 (Figure 3-4, page 3-4) to show total monthly issues and receipts.  Soldiers at the supply point or their
next higher headquarters may prepare this report.  If soldiers at the supply point prepare the report, they must send
it to the responsible centralized stock accounting section for accounting record a djustment.

• DA Form 4702-R.  Units use DA Form 4702-R (Figure 3-5, page 3-4) to report all losses or gains revealed
by monthly inventories.  They may locally reproduce this form on 8 ½- by 10-inch paper.  Inventory losses r e-
flected on this form that exceed those allowed by DA Pamphlet 710-2-2 or that are disapproved by the approving
authority are cause for initiating a report of survey.  Gains in excess of the allowable limit must be investigated to
determine the cause.  A copy of the investigation report must be attached to DA Form 4702-R as a supporting
document.

• DA Form 2064.  Personnel operating Class III storage facilities must establish a stock record card or pro p-
erty record for each type or grade of product.  They use DA Form (Figure 3-6, page 3-5) to post accountable rec-
ords.

• Stock/Property Records.  Keep day-by-day stock/property records to show where and how much of each
product is on hand at a storage facility.  Two different forms can be used for this purpose: DA Form 1296 (Figure
3-7, page 3-5) and DA Form 3-8 (Figures 3-8, page 3-6).

• DA Form 3853-1. This form is used to record physical inventories of bulk fuel.  The use of this form is given
in DA Pamphlet 710-2-1 and 710-2-2.
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Figure 3-1.  DD Form 1348-1 (DOD Single Item release/Receipt Document)

Figure 3-2.  DA Form 2765-1 (Request for Issue or Turn-In)
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Figure 3-3.  DA Form 3643 (Daily Issues of Petroleum Products)
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Figure 3-4.  DA Form 3644 (Monthly Abstract of Issues of Petroleum Products and Operating Supplies)

Figure 3-5.  DA Form 4702-R (Monthly Bulk Petroleum Accounting Summary)
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Figure 3-6.  DA Form 2064 (Document Register for Supply Actions)

Figure 3-7.  DA Form 1296 ( Stock Accounting Record)
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Figure 3-8.  DA Form 3328 (Property Record)

Petroleum Products Inventory

Specific procedures are used to inventory petroleum products.  These procedures are given below.

• Packaged Petroleum Products.  Inventory all packaged petroleum products at least once a year according to
procedures in AR 735-5.  Adjust any inventory discrepancies according to AR 735-11.

• Bulk Products.  Inventory all bulk petroleum products as of 0800 on the last day of the month.  Post it within
three working days according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-1.  Use DA Form 4702-R to record the inventory.  Follow
these steps to record the inventory.

••Enter the opening inventory on the accounting summary.  The opening inventory is the total amount of
bulk petroleum on hand at the beginning of the month.  Record physical inventories on DA Form 3853-1 (use the
remarks block for petroleum tank vehicles).

••On the next two lines, enter a summary of all monthly receipts and issues of bulk petroleum given on DA
Form 3644.

••Enter the closing inventory to the summary.  Estimate the closing inventory for collapsible tanks by su b-
tracting i ssue totals from receipt totals.
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••Record the monthly loss on the summary.  Calculate the monthly loss by subtracting the closing inventory
from the closing book balance.

••Enter the maximum allowable loss on the form.  Determine the maximum allowable loss by adding the
opening inventory to the receipts.  Then multiply this figure by .01 for motor gasolines, aviation gasolines, and
turbine fuels (except JP-8), and .005 for all other fuels (including JP-8).

••If the monthly loss is greater than the maximum allowable loss and the dollar value is greater than $500,
prepare a DA Form 4697 according to AR 710-2.

Section II Petroleum Product Measurement

BULK PETROLEUM PRODUCT MEASUREMENT

Bulk petroleum products are measured in two steps.  These steps are given below.

• The first step is to gage the product.  Gaging consists of measuring the bottom sediment and water and the
temperature and height of the product.  The height of product in a storage tank can be determined by measuring
innage or outage (ullage).  Innage is the depth of the product from its surface to the tank bottom or datum plate.
Outage (ullage) is the height of space above the liquid from a reference point on the tank to the surface of the
product.  Gaging is used to determine the amount of product on hand and the amount of water in storage tanks.
Also, it is used to detect leaks or unauthorized withdrawals and to d etermine tank ullages for receiving shipments.

• The second step is to calculate the net quantity of the product at 60°F.  This step is needed because pe-
troleum volume varies with temperature.  The standard temperature on which to base accountability measurement
is 60°.  AR 710-2 gives gaging and volume correction policies.

MEASURING EQUIPMENT

Special equipment is needed to measure bulk petroleum. Innage and outage, are the two basic ways of mea s-
uring bulk petroleum.  Innage is the depth of the product from its surface to the tank bottom or datum plate.  Ou t-
age (also called ullage) is the height of space above the liquid from a reference point on the tank to the surface of
the product.  This equipment is given below.

Tape and Bob

The two types of tape and bob are innage and outage.  They are used to measure petroleum in fixed storage
tanks.  Both are graduated on one side to 1/8-inch divisions.  Figure 3-9, 3-8, shows an innage tape and bob.  The
tip of the bob is the zero point of the tape and bob.  Figure 3-10, page 3-9, shows an outage tape and bob.  The zero
point is the point of contact between the snap and the eye of the bob.

Petroleum Gage Stick

A petroleum gage stick is used to determine the innage of a tank vehicle or a nonpressurized tank car.  The
stick is graduated in 1/8-inch divisions from the bottom upward.  The bottom of the stick usually has a hard metal
tip.  The gage stick should be long enough to gage the entire height of a tank.  When using the stick, make sure to
lower it vertically into the tank as shown in Figure 3-11, page 3-9, step A.  Make sure it does not rest on a rivet
head or other object within the tank.  When lowering the stick, be do not splash the product and cause an inacc u-
rate cut.

Tank Vehicle Gage Stick

Each tank vehicle has its own gage stick which is graduated in 25-gallon divisions.  The only difference in use
between this stick and the petroleum gage stick is that the product cut is recorded in gallons.  Estimate as closely as
possible the indicated volume when the cut mark falls between divisions.  The 5,000-gallon tank semitrailers have
gage sticks marked at the top to show which scale to use for each tank compartment.
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Yardstick

A yardstick, along with the graph shown in Figure 3-11, page 3-9, step B, can be used as a field expedient to
determine the approximate number of gallons in a 55-gallon drum.  To do this, place the drum in a vertical pos i-
tion.  Lower the yardstick into the drum to get a wet-inch-depth reading.  Then use the line on the graph to get the
approximate number of gallons at 60°F.

Figure 3-9. Innage tape and bob
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Figure 3-10. Outage tape and bob
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Figure 3-11. Petroleum gage stick and yardstick

Tank Car Gage Stick

Use the tank car gage stick to determine dome innage and shell outage in nonpressurized rail tank cars that
have shell outages of 1 foot or less.  If the tank car has more than 1 foot of shell outage, use a petroleum gage stick
or an innage tape and bob.  The tank car gage stick is made of hardwood or similar material.  It is 36 inches long.
The stick (Figure 3-12) has two scales, with a common zero mark 12 inches from the lower end, graduated upward
and downward in 1/8-inch divisions. A brass angle is used to position the gage stick.  The angle is attached at the
zero mark on the gage stick.   Use the gage stick as given below.

• Taking the gage.  Insert the gage stick, with the short end down, through the dome hatch into the tank car so
that the angle rests on the tank shell at the gaging point (Figure 3-13, page 3-11).  The gaging point should be the
highest point of the tank car shell on a line with the lengthwise center of the car.  Find where the shell plates
overlap along the centerline of the tank.  Select a gaging point on the interior of the tank.  If the product level is in
the dome and the gaging stick is not visible, it may be necessary to probe with the end of the stick to find it.  Make
sure the angle does not rest on a rivet head and that the stick is vertical.

• Recording the gage.  Take the stick out.  Read the product cut on the scale to the nearest 1/8 inch.  If the cut
is below the zero mark, record it as the dome innage.  Get at least two readings that are the same to make sure that
the gage is accurate.

Figure 3-12. Tank car gage stick
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Figure 3-13. Using the tank car gage stick to determine dome innage and shell outage

 Portable Petroleum Sampling and Gaging Kit

 The portable petroleum sampling and gaging kit (Figure 3-14, page 3-12) is used at bulk storage facilities.  It
is used to gage tanks and to measure product temperature.  Also, it is used to detect bottom sediment and water, to
make volume calculations, and to sample fuels.  The kit is referenced in SC 6680-90-CL-N01.  It weighs 22
pounds.  The kit consists of an aluminum carrying case fitted with measuring and sampling equipment.  The major
parts of the kit are listed below.

 

• Olive drab, aluminum carrying case

• Cup-case thermometer, 0° to 180°F range

• Innage tape and bob

• Hydrometers, ranging from 19° to 81° API gravity
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• Hydrometer cylinder with removable base

• Weighted beaker sampler

• Widemouthed sampling bottle

• Brass-coated chain

• Gasoline-indicating paste

• Water-indicating paste

• Cheesecloth

• Gravity computer with case

• American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) pamphlets

Figure 3-14. Portable petroleum sampling and gaging kit

Gaging Terms

Gaging operations requires using special terms.  Definitions of the following terms are found in the glossary.

• Reference Point

• Reference Height

• Datum Plate

• Cut
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• Opening Gage

• Closing Gage

• Total Measured Quantity

• Bottom Sediment and Water

• Net Quantity of Product

• Delivered Quantity at 60°F

• API Gravity

Degrees API = (141.5/(API @ 60°F / 60°F)) –131.5

GAGING PROCEDURES

All petroleum storage containers must be gaged IAW AR 710-2.  General safety gaging procedures are given
below.

General Precautions and Procedures

Follow these precautions and procedures during any gaging operation:

• Never conduct gaging operations in an electrical storm.

• Ensure soldiers doing the gaging check to see that the tank vehicles and tanks being gaged are properly
bonded and grounded.  Before starting gaging operations, they should ground themselves by touching their bare
hands to the tank shell being gaged.

• Ensure supervisors do a safety risk assessment on whether soldiers should wear field gear during gaging o p-
erations.  Although field gear can fall off and contaminate fuel and possibly create static electricity discharges,
these factors should be balanced against the facts that a soldier could be severely injured from falling off tank veh i-
cles or possibly injured due to the tactical situation (sniper fire, riots during contingency operations).  In forward
areas on tank vehicles, soldiers should wear full field gear, since the danger from related injuries is high and e x-
plosion and contamination dangers are relatively low.  For operations on large fixed tanks in rear or garrison areas,
soldiers should remove all loose uniform and field gear items that may potentially fall into the tank, since injury
risks are relatively low, but the results of a static electricity discharge or fuel contamination are large.

• Open all hatches from the upwind side to allow the wind to blow vapors away from the gager.  Avoid
breathing vapors and fumes.  Never allow soldiers to conduct gaging operations or any other petroleum operation
alone.  Train soldiers to recognize the symptoms of excess vapor inhalation and the steps to take if someone is
overcome with petroleum vapors.

• Stand on the gaging platform, if the tank has one.  Avoid standing on the roof.

• Keep the tape in a tape and bob against the rim of the gaging hatch at all times to avoid buildup of static
electricity.  Wipe the tape clean and dry after each use.

• Gage all incoming bulk deliveries for water bottoms before the products are received.  Drain off any water
found in tank cars or tank vehicles before discharging the product.

• Allow as much time as possible for water, solids, and bubbles to settle before gaging after adding fresh stock
to a fixed storage tank.  If time permits, allow a two-hour settling time for all aviation, automotive, and diesel f u-
els.  In ship-to-shore discharge, tanks may be gaged after product has settled for 30 minutes.  Then the final di s-
charge report can be completed before the vessel sails.  Let heavy products, such as burner fuels, settle for at least
24 hours.

• Take readings to the nearest 1/8 inch on measuring devices calibrated in inches.  Repeat gaging until two
readings match.  If possible, use two gagers to take alternate readings.

• Take the product temperature immediately before or after gaging so that the volume can be corrected to
60°F.  Quantities of product are volume corrected according to AR 710-2.
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Gaging Tankers and Rail Tank Cars

Gage tankers and rail tank cars with specific measuring devices as described in the paragraph above.  To
measure bottom sediment and water, do the following:

• Apply a thin, even coat of water-indicating paste to the portion of the gage stick that will be at the interface
of water and product.  Do not apply an excessive amount of paste.  This increases the time it takes for the water to
react with the paste.  It may also cause inaccurate readings.

• Leave the gage stick in position for 5 to 10 seconds for MOGAS, kerosene, and similar light products and 15
to 30 seconds for heavier products.  When gaging a vehicle containing a heavy viscous product, apply a thin, even
film of light lubricating oil over the water-indicating paste and leave the gage stick in position for at least 60 se c-
onds.

• Take the gage stick from the tank, and look at the water cut on the scale.  The water should either remove or
discolor the paste on the portion of the scale that was in the water.  Record the water cut as either water innage or
outage.

Gaging Storage Tanks Using Tapes And Bobs

Use innage and outage tape bobs to measure petroleum tanks.  They are usually used for large, fixed storage
tanks.  Procedures for their use follows.

• Innage gage.  Review the last innage gage sheet posted to determine expected product level before gaging a
tank.  To get an innage gage using the innage tape and bob, refer to Figure 3-15, page 3-15, and follow the steps
below:

••Place product-indicating paste on the tape where product cut is expected.  Place the unmarked side of the
tape against the metal rim of the gaging hatch reference point.

••Lower the tape and bob into the tank until the bob is a short distance from the bottom.  To determine this,
compare the length of the unwound tape with the reference height of the tank.

••Unwind the tape slowly until the tip of the bob touches the tank bottom or datum plate.  Make sure the bob
does not rest on a rivet or other obstruction.  Make sure the tape is not lowered so far into the tank that the bob tilts
and causes an incorrect gage.  To ensure accurate gage, compare the tape reading at the reference point with the
reference height of the tank.

••Withdraw the tape quickly, and observe the product cut.  Record the cut as the innage gage.  If the cut is
hard to read, put product-indicating paste on the tape.  (Grease or light lubricating oil may be used instead of the
paste.)  Gage the tank again.  It is usually easier to see the product cut on the back of the tape.

••Get two identical readings to make sure the measurement is correct.  When taking opening and closing
gages, use the same gaging equipment and hatches for both gages.  Make sure the tape is lowered to the same
depth for both gages.
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Figure 3-15. Taking an innage reading using an innage tape and bob

• Outage gage using innage tape and bob.  To get an outage gage or ullage using the innage tape, and bob, r e-
fer to Figure 3-16, page 3-16, and follow the steps below.

•• Place the unmarked side of the tape against the metal rim of the gaging hatch at the reference point.

•• Lower the tape and bob into the tank until the bob touches the surface of the product.

•• Wait until the bob stops moving.  Lower the tape slowly until the bottom of the bob is 2 to 3 inches below
the surface of the product.  Record the reading on the tape at the reference point as the tape reading.

•• Withdraw the tape quickly, and record the product cut on the bob as the bob reading.  It is the cut is hard
to read, put product-indicating paste on the bob and gage the tank again.

•• To get the outage gage, subtract the bob reading from the tape reading.  For example, if the tape reading is
6 feet 4 inches and the bob reading is 2¼ inches, the outage gages is 6 feet 1¾ inches.

•• To convert the outage gage to innage gage, subtract the outage gage from the reference height of the tank.
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Figure 3-16. Taking an outage reading using an innage tape and bob

• Outage tape and bob use.  To get an outage gage or ullage using an outage tape and bob, refer to Figure 3-17,
page 3-17, and follow the steps below.

•• Hold the unmarked side of the tape against the metal rim of the gaging hatch at the reference point.

•• Lower the tape and bob into the tank until the bob touches the surface of the product.

•• Wait until the bob stops moving.  Lower the tape slowly until the bottom of the bob is 2 to 3 inches below
the surface of the product.  Record the reading on the tape at the reference point as the tape reading.

•• Withdraw the tape quickly, and record the product cut on the bob as the bob reading.  If the product cut is
hard to read, put product-indicating paste on the bob and gage the tank again.

•• Add the bob reading to the tape reading to get the outage gage.
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•• Subtract the outage gage from the reference height of the tank to convert outage gage to innage gage.

Figure 3-17. Taking an outage reading using an outage tape and bob

• Bottom sediment and water.  Measure for bottom sediment and water each time storage tanks containing li q-
uid petroleum products are gaged.  This is necessary to find the actual product amount present in the tank.  Bottom
sediment and water often accumulate in different parts of a tank bottom.  They usually accumulate on the side o p-
posite a filling line or on either side of an outlet.  When the tank has several hatches, take gages from each hatch.
Average the gages to get one bottom sediment and water gage for the entire tank.  Measure the height of bottom
sediment and water by doing the following:

 •• Use water-indicating paste to determine the water cut (Figure 3-18, page 3-18).  Put a thin, even coat of
paste on the part of the bob that will be at the point where water and product meet.  Be careful not to put so much
paste on the bob that it will cause a false reading.  If the depth of the water is greater than the length of the innage
bob, use a water gage bar (Figure 3-19, page 3-19) to measure the water in the tank.
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 Figure 3-18. Taking water innage and outage readings
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 Figure 3-19. Typical water gage bars

 

 •• Hold the side of the tape against the metal rim of the gaging hatch at the reference point.

 •• Lower the tape and bob into the tank until the bob is a short distance from the bottom.  Determine this by
comparing the length of the unwound tape with the reference height of the tank.

 •• Unwind the tape slowly until the tip of the bob touches the tank bottom or datum plate.  Make sure the bob
does not rest on a rivet or other obstruction.  Make sure the tape is not lowered so far into the tank that the bob will
tilt and cause an incorrect reading.

 •• Keep the tape and bob in the gaging position 5 to 10 seconds for kerosene, gasoline, and other light pro d-
ucts.  Keep it in position for 15 to 30 seconds for heavier products.

•• Remove the tape and bob from the tank.  There should be no paste left on the portion of the bob that was in
the water or the paste should be discolored.  Record the water cut as a water innage or outage.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

During gaging operations, take product temperature. This is necessary to correct the measured quantity to
quantity at the standard temperature of 60°F.  Volume-correct quantities IAW AR 710-2.  When gaging large
amounts of product, take several temperature readings at various depths.  An average of these readings gives the
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true product temperature.  Table 3-1 gives the minimum number of temperature readings and the measurement
levels for various product depths.  As a rule, the cup-case thermometer is used to measure temperature.  Table 3-2
shows minimum immersion times for the cup-case thermometer in various petroleum products.  Temperature
measuring procedures are as follows:

• Examine the mercury column of each cup-case thermometer for separations.  Replace the thermometer if the
column is faulty.  Mercury separations cause incorrect readings.

• Inspect the thermometers for accuracy.  Expose them, as a group, to the same atmospheric temperature.
Compare the readings.  Replace any thermometer with a reading that differs from the group by 1°F or more.  E n-
sure that all tank the rmometers are proved against a reference standard annually.

• Use Table 3-1 to determine the minimum number of readings and the measurement levels required for the
operation.  If extreme differences in temperature are suspected, take more readings.  Do this to find the true ave r-
age temperature of the product.

• Attach the thermometer to the end of a gage tape, brass-coated chain, or cord.  If a cord is used, tie knots in
the cord so that they will show when the thermometer reaches the required level.

• Lower the thermometer to the required level.  Leave it there at least as long as shown in Table 3-2.

• Take the thermometer out of the tank, and read it at once.  Shelter the cup below the hatch to reduce tem-
perature changes caused by wind or atmosphere.  Withdraw a full cup of product from the tank when taking the
reading.  Try not to spill it.  Record the temperature to the nearest degree Fahrenheit.

• Add all the readings together when measurements are taken at more than one level.  Divide this sum by the
number of readings taken to get the true average temperature of the product.

Table 3-1. Petroleum product temperature measurements.

DEPTH OF PRODUCT

MINIMUM NUMBER OF
TEMPERATURE

MEASUREMENTS MEASUREMENT LEVELS
More than 15 feet 3 3 feet below top surface of product

Middle of product
3 feet above bottom.

10 to 15 feet 3 3 feet below top surface of product,
3 feet above bottom.

Less than 10 feet 1 Middle of Product

Table 3-2.  Minimum immersion times for the cup-case thermometer.

PRODUCT
TIME

(MINUTES)
Automotive gasoline (MOGAS), aviation gasoline

(AVGAS), kerosene, diesel fuel, jet fuel, and grades
1 and 2 burner fuel oil 5

Grades 4, 5, 6, and Navy Special burner fuel oil
.

15

NOTE:  This conforms to Table IV, Minimum Immersion Time for Cup-Case Assembly, API Standard
2543, ASTM Designation D 1086.  Product listings are not comprehensive
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VOLUME CALCULATIONS

Do volume calculations according to AR 710-2.  Capacity tables showing quantities of either innage or outage
gages should be based on accurate tank calibration data.  The calibration charts should be checked periodically.
Also, they should be checked when repairs and modifications are made to the tank.  The following paragraphs di s-
cuss volume calculations for liquid petroleum products.

• Total Measured Quantity.  From the tank capacity table, find the total measured quantity corresponding to
the product gage.  If the tank capacity table is an outage table and an innage gage has been obtained, convert the
innage to outage gage.  To do this, subtract the innage gage from the reference height.  To convert outage gage to
innage gage, subtract the outage gage from the reference height.  If using a gage stick calibrated in gallons, dete r-
mine total measured quantity directly as according to paragraph on Mea suring Equipment.

• Bottom Sediment and Water.  Find the amount of bottom sediment and water corresponding to the water
gage from the tank capacity table or from the water cut on gage stick.  Subtract this from the total measured qua n-
tity to get the net quantity of product, uncorrected.

• API Gravity.  Measure the API gravity with the correct hydrometer listed in Table 3-3.  This hydrometer
gives both the API gravity reading and the observed temperature reading of the sample.  The observed gravity
reading must be converted to API gravity at 60°F using the tables prescribed in AR 710-2-1.

• Volume Correction Factor.  Use the volume correction factor to correct fuel volume observed at temperatures
other than 60°F.  Do this after getting the API gravity reading at 60°F and the average temperature of product in
the tank.  Do volume corrections according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-1.  Use the columns in the appropriate table that
correspond to the temperatures of the product in the tank and the API gravity recorded on the gage sheet to get the
factor.  Enter this factor as the multiplier on the gage sheet.  Appendix I gives more detailed procedures for co m-
puting volume correction factors.

• Net Quantity of Product.  To determine the net quantity of product, multiply the total measured quantity by
the proper volume correction factor.  The total measured quantity must be corrected for bottom sediment and water.

• Storage Tank Gage Report.  Record gaging information on DA Form 3853-1 (Figure 3-20, page 3-22), DA
Form 3853-2, (Figure 3-21, page 3-23) or DA Form 3853-3 (Figure 3-22, page 3-24).  Tabulate the information on
these forms every 24 hours to keep an inventory of bulk petroleum products.

Table 3-3.  List of equipment required to make volume corrections.
NSN ITEM

6630-00-265-7610 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 9 to 21 range
190mm long, 14mm diameter, with thermometer

6630-00-265-7611 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 19 to 31 range,
190mm long, 14mm diameter, with thermometer

6630-00-265-7758 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 29 to 41 range
190mm long, 14mm diameter, with thermometer

6630-00-265-7759 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 39 to 51 range
190mm long, 14mm diameter, with thermometer

6630-00-265-7764 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 49 to 61 range
190mm long, 14mm diameter, with thermometer

6630-00-265-7765 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 59 to 71 range
190mm long, 1 mm diameter, with thermometer

6630-00-815-2267 Hydrometer, graduated scale, API 69 to 81 range
190mm long, 14 mm diameter, with diameter

6640-01-020-8801 Cylinder, ungraduated, 300mm high, 28.6 mm

6685-00-239-4937 Cup-case thermometer

6685-00-247-3739 Replacement thermometer
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6850-00-001-4194 Water-indicating paste.

6850-00-270-5526 Fuel-indicating paste

Figure 3-20. DA Form 3853-1 (Innage gage sheet (Using innage tape and bob))
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Figure 3-21. DA FORM 3853-2 (Outage gage sheet (Using innage tape and bob))
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Figure 3-22. DA Form 3853-3 (Outage gage sheet (Using outage tape and bob))
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Section III.  Sampling

TYPES OF SAMPLES

Samples are important because they are used to determine the quality of petroleum products.  A sample is a
small amount of petroleum which is representative of the whole product.  The sample types are given below.

• Top.  A top sample is taken with a bottle or beaker sampler about 6 inches below the product su rface.

• Upper.  An upper sample is taken with a bottle or beaker sampler from the middle of the top third of the
product.

• Middle.  A middle sample is taken with a bottle or beaker sampler from the middle of the product.

• Lower.  A lower sample is taken with a bottle or beaker sampler from the middle of the bottom third of the
product.

• Bottom.  A bottom sample is taken with a Bacon bomb thief sampler from material or product on the bottom
of the tank.

• All-Levels.  An all-levels sample is taken by submerging a closed bottle or beaker sampler as close as poss i-
ble to the bottom of a tank or container.  The sampler is then opened and raised at a uniform rate so that it is 75 to
85 percent full when it comes out of the liquid.

• Spot.  A spot sample is taken at a specific place in the tank.

• Composite.  A composite sample combines individual samples that represent the bulk from which they were
taken.  The samples can be a single-tank or a multiple-tank composite sample.

• Single-Tank Composite.  A single-tank composite sample is a blend of the upper, middle, and lower samples
of the contents of a tank.  The blend has equal parts of the three samples from a tank with uniform cross sections.
An upright cylindrical tank has uniform cross sections.  The blend from a horizontal cylindrical tank consists of
proportions of the three samples as shown in Table 3-4

• Multiple-Tank Composite.  A multiple-tank composite sample is a blend of single, all-levels samples taken
from tanker or barge compartments that contain the same product.  The sample consists of parts in proportion to
the volume of product in each compartment sampled.

• Outlet.  An outlet sample is taken with a bottle or beaker sampler at the level of a tank outlet, whether fixed
or swing line.

• Drain.  A drain sample is taken from the drawoff or discharge valve.
• Continuous.  A continuous sample is one taken from a pipeline when the product is allowed to collect slowly

in a sampler during the entire flow time.  It represents the stream of product during the period of sampling.

Table 3-4.  Sampling instructions for horizontal cylindrical tanks.
LIQUID
DEPTH,
PERCENT OF
DIAMETER

SAMPLING LEVEL
PERCENT OF DIAMETER ABOVE BOTTOM

COMPOSITE SAMPLE,
PROPORTIONATE PARTS OF

UPPER MIDDLE LOWER UPPER MIDDLE LOWER
100
 90
 80
 70
 60
 50
 40
 30
 20
 10

80
75
70

50
50
50
50
50
40

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
15
10
  5

3
3
2

4
4
5
6
5
4

3
3
3
4
5
6
10
10
10
10
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TYPES OF SAMPLERS
There are several different types of samplers used to take liquid petroleum samples.  These are given below.
• Weighted Beaker.  The weighted beaker sampler (Figure 3-23) is a copper bottle permanently attached to a

lead base.  A drop cord or brass-coated chain is connected to the stopper so that the sampler can be opened an y-
where beneath the surface of the product.  This sampler is used to take upper, middle, lower, or all-levels samples
of petroleum products at no more than 16 PSI Reid vapor pressure.  It is used to take samples from tank cars, tank
vehicles, barges, ship tanks, and shore storage tanks.

• .The Bacon bomb thief may be modified as shown in (Figure 3-24, page 3-27) to speed up operations, save
product, and reduce health ha zards.

• Tubular Tank Thief (Tulsa Thief).  The tubular tank thief or Tulsa thief (Figure 3-25, page 3-27) is a bottom
sampler.  It is best suited for taking heavy bottom samples in storage tanks.  A chain is used to open the sampler at
any depth in the tank.

• Weighted Bottle Plug.  The weighted bottle plug sampler (Figure 3-26, page 3-28) is a glass bottle seated in
and tied to a metal holder.  This sampler is used in the same way as the weighted beaker sampler.

Figure 3-23. Weighted beaker sampler
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Figure 3-24. Bacon bomb thief sampler

Figure 3-25. Tubular tank thief
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Figure 3-26. Weighted bottle plug sampler

SAMPLE SIZE

Sample size varies with product type and the type of test required.  As a rule, liquid samples should be 1 gallon
and semisolid samples should be 5 pounds.  Special samples and samples for testing by the supercharge method
should be at least 5 gallons, unless otherwise specified.  A 5-gallon sample should be submitted when jet fuels are
tested for thermal stability.

PROCEDURES AND PRECAUTIONS

ASTM Method D 4057 has specific information on standard sampling procedures.  When taking samples,
follow the procedures in the ASTM manual and the precautions listed below:

• Make sure all sampling equipment and containers are clean, dry, and free of lint and fibrous mat erial.

• Rinse samplers and containers with a portion of the product being sampled.  This is to make sure the product
is not contaminated with a previous material.  Rinse all cans to remove any soldering flux.

• Clean samplers immediately after use.  Store them in a place where they will stay clean until they are used
again.

• Before taking a continuous sample, draw enough product through the sample connection to displace all the
product in the sample lines and fittings.

• Do not take samples through storage tank cleanout lines, water drawoffs, bleeder valves, or hoses.  These
samples are not representative of the product in the tank.

• If a service station tank does not have a manhole or sampling hatch, take the sample from the service hose
after discharging a volume of product about two times the capacity of the hose.

• Do not fill any sample container above 90 percent of its capacity.  If the container is filled to capacity, it may
leak because of thermal expansion of the product.

• Tightly close all sample containers immediately after they are filled.  Do no use sealing wax, paraffin, rubber
gaskets, pressure-sensitive tape, or similar material to seal containers.  Crate light sample containers well so that
they will withstand shipment.
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• Put gasoline, jet fuel, and kerosene samples in clean, dry cans or brown bottles to protect them from direct
sunlight.

• Carefully handle all samples of gasoline and jet fuel that require vapor pressure tests.  Cool these samples, if
possible, to prevent the loss of light ends and volatile materials.  Try to keep all liquid fuel samples at a temper a-
ture between 32° and 42°F to help preserve product characteristics.

• Collect aviation fuel samples in glass bottles if they are to be submitted for water and sediment tests to a l o-
cal laboratory.  Put the samples in brown glass bottles or clear gas bottles with covers.  Such bottles prevent color
dye precipitation which is caused by exposure to sunlight.  Submit 1-gallon DOT-approved metal sample contai n-
ers for gasoline or aviation fuels which will be shipped by a military or commercial activity.  Use only sample
containers that have been rinsed with petroleum ether for sediment tests.  Rinse sample containers with the product
to be sampled prior to taking the actual sa mple.

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

Each petroleum sample shipped to a petroleum laboratory for analysis must have a completed sample tag s e-
curely attached.  The tag is DA Form 1804 (Figure 3-27, page 3-32).  Also, an informal record log must be mai n-
tained for all samples sent to the petroleum laboratory.  When the sample is from a packaged product, all markings
on the container should be copied on the sample tag.  Samples of liquid packaged petroleum lubricants in contai n-
ers of less than 5 gallons should be sent to the laboratory in the original containers.  The same applies to semisolids
in containers of less than 35 pounds.  Entries on the sample tag should be typewritten or in pencil.  Do not use ink
because ink will run if fuel is spilled on the tag.

QUALITY SURVEILLANCE CONSIDERATIONS

A fuel must be laboratory tested before and after government acceptance to make sure that it meets specific a-
tions.  It must be clean and dry.  A fuel is clean when it is free of suspended matter, sediment, and emulsions.  A
fuel is dry when it contains no undissolved water.  A clean, dry fuel has a bright appearance, without cloud, haze,
or visible solids.

TITLE SAMPLE LOG

A sample log should be maintained to track quality surveillance for storage tanks, facilities, refueling systems
and vehicles, and bulk deliveries.  The sample log should contain:  date sampled; name of person taking the sa m-
ple; sample source; type of sample; date sample results are received; results; and a remarks block.

CONTAMINATION TYPES

Contamination may consist of solid foreign matter, free or emulsified water, mixed fuels or grades of fuel, or
all of these.  The types of contamination are given below.

• Foreign Matter.  Foreign matter can enter fuel from a number of sources such as tanks, pipes, hoses and
pumps, and also from people.  The foreign matter found most often consists of bits of rust, paint, metal, rubber,
lint, dust, and sand.  Rust is probably the most common of these.  Sediment is the general term applied to solid
contaminants.

• Water.  Water is one of the most common contaminants. It can get into fuel through leaks and condensation.
Dissolved water in fuel is like vaporized moisture in the air.  Fresh or salt water may be present in small droplets
that produce a cloud effect, in larger droplets that cling to the sides of containers, in very large amounts that settle
to the bottom in a separate layer, or in emulsions.  Emulsions usually occur when fuel droplets become suspended
in water.  This may happen when fuel is agitated in the presence of water, as when it passes through a pump.  The
heavier the fuel, the longer the emu lsion may last.
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• Mixed Fuels Or Grades.  Mixed fuels or grades of fuels can be as serious as any other form of contamination.
Different kinds of fuel must be stored in separate tanks and pumped one at a time so that fuels will not mix in
lines, filter/separators, pumps, and refuelers.  Be sure to mark all systems (fixed and mobile) to show what type of
fuel each is handling at the time.  Mixed fuels or grades are hard to detect without testing.  Only people with a
great deal of experience notice the slight changes in color or odor.

FIELD TESTS FOR CONTAMINATION

There are several ways to check for product contamination in the field.  Product temperature and gravity, vi s-
ual checks, particulate contamination by color and the Aqua Glo test all provide clues to product contamination.
These tests are given below.

• Temperature and Gravity.  When a shipment arrives at a Class III facility, take the temperature and API
gravity of the product.  Determine the API gravity of the product.  Gravity indicates uniformity of fuel more reli a-
bly than its quality.  If the API gravity is out of range of that of the expected product, or if the difference at the
same temperature is greater than 1/2 degree, do not unload the product until it is laboratory tested, as it may be
contaminated.

• Visual Checks.  Look at the product carefully each time a transporter is loaded or unloaded.  Proper color in
a fuel indicates freshness and uniformity but not quality.  When the color is off, it does not necessarily mean the
product is off specification. However, it may show contamination or deterioration that may merit further investig a-
tion.  If the fuel is cloudy or hazy, it probably contains undissolved water.

• Particulate Contamination.  Particulate contamination may be determined using the color method in a field
environment.  Samples are checked against a color standard to determine if a product is suitable for use.  This
method does not replace requirement to have active filter/separators checked every 30 days by a laboratory.

• Aqua-Glo.  The Aqua-Glow measures water in PPM.  Tests results in excess of 10 PPM indicate aviation
fuel is not suitable for Army or Air Force use.  Aviation fuel used in Navy and Marine Corps equipment may not
exceed 5 PPM.

LABORATORY TESTS

Laboratory tests ensure fuels meet specifications, identify unknown products, detect contamination, verify u n-
favorable field tests, and provide the basis for disposition of unacceptable fuel.  Laboratory tests include, but are not
limited to, distillation, gravity, corrosion, water tolerance, particulate matter, freeze point, vapor pressure, gum
content, tetraethyl lead, and sulfur.  Fuel must be tested by a laboratory when--

• Requested by petroleum offices.

• The quality of fuel is questioned or it cannot be classified.

• A filter/separator is first placed in service after the filter elements have been changed and every month after
that.

• Aviation gasoline or jet fuel has been in above ground storage for 30 days, without addition of fresh stocks,
in climates where the temperature is 90°F or higher, and when the fuel has been in aboveground or underground
storage for 90 days, without addition of fresh stocks, in climates where the temperature is lower than 90°F.

• It is determined that an aviation fuel may be contaminated or commingled.  Take samples and submit them
to the laboratory for analysis.  Do not use the suspected fuel unless laboratory tests prove it is usable.

• Commercial deliveries of bulk fuel are received and samples are required in accordance with AR 710-2, A p-
pendix C, and DA Pamphlet 710-2-1, Table 12-3 or 12-4.

• Additional requirements are detailed in MIL-HDBK-200, Table III.
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Section IV. Petroleum Quality Maintenance

INSPECTING AND CLEANING PETROLEUM TANKS

Before using any petroleum tank or tank vehicle, inspect the interior of the tank for serviceability.  Check for
rust, scale, dirt, foreign objects, and water.  If any of these things are in the tank in sufficient levels to cause co n-
tamination,  clean the tank before using it.  Tanks should be cleaned as often as possible to prevent corrosion and
pitting of interior surfaces.  See Chapter 12 for details on cleaning petroleum tanks.

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR QUALITY MAINTENANCE

To keep products on specification and prevent contamination, follow these procedures:

• Make sure the product name and grade are stenciled on storage tanks, tank compartments, vehicle manhole
covers, pipelines, valves, loading racks, control valves and servicing units.

• When loading and unloading petroleum, make sure the product being loaded or unloaded is the same as the
product in the receiving tank.

• Make sure a filter/separator is installed in each aviation fuel line between the storage tank and loading point.
Take a sample to check the effectiveness of the filter/separator after the elements have been changed and each 30
days after.

• Always use operational filter/separators when dispensing fuel.

• Never carry mixed loads of fuel in multicompartment tank vehicles.  Convert tankers from one fuel to the
other using the procedures in Table K-1, page K-1.

• Each day a tank vehicle is used, recirculate the fuel in the tanker for 3 to 5 minutes.  Then take a visual fuel
sample and observe it for color brightness, and clarity.  Also, if used for aviation refueling, an Aqua-Glo test must
be performed.  Do not use the tanker if the fuel is contaminated.

• After loading and before discharging a tank vehicle, gage the tank for water.  If any water is found, drain it
immediately through the gravity discharge outlet.  In addition, drain the water from the manual w ater drain valve.

• Do not carry foreign objects in pockets or clothing when working around petroleum tanks.  Keep tools away
from tank openings.

• Keep hoses in storage compartments when not in use.  Do not remove dust caps or plugs from nozzles until
they are ready for use.
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Figure 3-27.  DA Form 1804 (Petroleum Sample)



PART TWO

PETROLEUM TERMINAL AND PIPELINE OPERATIONS

This part describes bulk petroleum distribution systems and covers nine chapters.  The bulk
petroleum distribution system is the compilation of equipment needed to provide bulk fuel to
using units anywhere in the theater.  This system includes ocean tanker loading and unloading
facilities, storage terminals, pump station, pipelines, tank vehicles, and tank cars.  OPDS is the
responsibility of the US Navy to provide bulk fuel to the high-water mark on shore where their
system will interface with the Army’s/Marine Corps’s bulk petroleum distribution system.  In bare
based environments where bulk fuel facilities do not already exist, one of more TPTs will store
and provide the required quantities of fuel.  The IPDS is used to move bulk fuel as far forward in
the theater as practical.  The developed theater consists of existing bulk fuel facilities that may or
may not have to be augmented to provide the required quantities of fuel.  If the system has to
augmented, the IPDS pipeline and TPT fuel units will be used.  Currently, there are no welded
steel pipelines or bolted steel tanks in the Army bulk petroleum distribution system.  The IPDS
and TPT are the only pipeline and terminal systems in the inventory.  However, the Army may
have to assist in operating and maintaining existing welded steel pipelines and hard-wall tanks of
various sizes in some theater scenarios.
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CHAPTER 4

WATERFRONT OPERATIONS

Section I.  Loading and Unloading Facilities

PIERS AND WHARVES
Piers and wharves are permanent structures built in protected harbors.  They are built using timber,

concrete, or steel. Petroleum base terminals in developed theaters have piers  (Figure 4-1) or wharves
equipped to load and unload tankers and barges.  Piers or wharves may have single-length berths or
multiple-length berths.  A single-length berth (Figure 4-2, page 4-2) is 60 to 80 feet longer than the
largest tanker that uses it.  A multiple-length berth  (Figure 4-3, page 4-2) should be 110 to 130 feet longer
than the combined lengths of the largest tankers that use it.  No vessel should be allowed to dock or moor
within 50 feet of a vessel that is unloading bulk cargo, unless the depot officer or supervisor and the
master of the vessel transferring cargo agree.

Figure 4-1.  Pier at petroleum based terminal
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Figure 4-2.  Single-length berth

Figure 4-3.  Multiple-length berth
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EQUIPMENT ON PIERS AND WHARVES

Piers and wharves at base terminals are equipped with ship-to-shore hoselines; standard 4-, 6-, 8-, or
12-inch pipelines; a loading and unloading manifold; valves; and fittings.  Booster pump stations are
installed where needed.  Each facility should have at least one ballast tank with separate pipelines to
receive and discharge water and an oil and water separator to remove product from ballast water during a
transfer.  A supply of water (preferably fresh water) and fire-fighting equipment must be available at all
times.  The equipment should include fire hoses, foam generators, and foam and carbon dioxide fire
extinguishers.  If there is a source of steam, it can be used to fight a fire in a confined space, such as a
tanker compartment.  Also, all piers and wharves must have the proper grounding connections for fuel
transfer operations.

TEMPORARY STRUCTURES

Existing loading and unloading facilities in a developed theater may also require self-elevating piers
and pipeline jetties.  These are available through the Army Facilities Components System described in
TMs 5-301-1 ,-2,- 3, and -4.  The self-elevating pier and pipeline jetty are described below.

Self-Elevating Pier

A self-elevating pier (Figure 4-4) is a steel barge which must be towed into place.  It has jacks,
caissons, and machinery that raise the pier above the water to form a working platform.  Depending upon
navigable conditions at the erection site, self-elevating pier may be employed as single piers butted against
a beach or as finger, marginal, T-head, or L-head piers.  TM 55-500 discusses this pier in detail.

Figure 4-4. Self-elevating pier

Pipeline Jetty

A pipeline jetty (Figure 4-5, page 4-4) is a structure made of pilings and timber that extends as far as
1,000 feet from the shore.  It is only wide enough to support pipelines and to provide a walkway with a
40- by 70-foot working platform at the tanker end.  The pipeline jetties are used in protected harbors to
transfer fuel.
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Figure 4-5.  Pipeline jetty

TACTICAL PETROLEUM TERMINAL

The TPT is the Army’s bulk-fuel storage facility.  It is a fuel-handling system designed to receive,
store, and issue bulk petroleum fuels, specifically diesel fuel and jet fuels.  The TPT serves as a base
terminal in an undeveloped theater and can be used in the developed theater to supplement existing
facilities that are inadequate or damaged.  For more information see Chapter 6.

OFFSHORE PETROLEUM DISCHARGE SYSTEM

A Navy system that uses a tanker, which is anchored up to 4 miles offshore, and underwater hoselines
to off-load commercial tankers and deliver fuel to the high-water mark in an undeveloped theater.  For
more information see Chapter 5.

Section II.  Tank Vessels

TANKERS

Tankers move large bulk petroleum cargo with speed and safety.  Petroleum base terminals should be
able to receive tankers that are at least 600 feet long with a draft of 35 feet.  Tankers and their equipment
are described below.

Cargo Space
Most of a tanker hull is used to carry liquid cargo.  Cargo space varies among different types of

tankers.  Cargo space is divided into tank compartments by bulkheads which run the length and width of
the tanker.  The tank compartment is usually separated from fore and aft sections of the tanker by narrow,
empty, liquid-tight compartments called cofferdams.  Each tank compartment has a hatch and liquid-tight
hatch cover.  An-ullage sounding hole with a hinged cover is usually in each hatch cover.  Tank
compartments may have heating coils for heating cargo of heavy oil to viscosities suitable for pumping.

Vent Lines
Vent lines are usually between each tank and hatch.  At the hatch, the vent lines connect to headers.

The headers extend up the masts and have flame arresters at the top.  Vapors caused by agitation or high
temperature of product are vented through these lines.  Each vent line is fitted with a vacuum relief valve.
When vapors condense in the tank because of low temperature, the relief valve permits intake of air to
relieve any vacuum created.
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Pipeline and Pumping Systems
A complex cargo line system controls product flow during loading and discharging and while the

vessel is under way.  Tank farm pumps or booster pumps are normally used to load tankers.  Tankers
usually have cargo pumps for pumping cargo ashore through the pipeline.  Some tankers also have
stripping systems used to strip the tanks dry of ballast.

Fire-Fighting Equipment
Tanker fire-fighting equipment for the deck includes fire hoses, axes, buckets, and hand fire

extinguishers.  There may be a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher system for protecting fireroom bilges and
electrical machinery.  Most tankers also have a steam smothering system that can be used to fight fires.
The main line of this system connects to the ship’s auxiliary steam line through the master valve in the
boiler room.  It runs forward along the deck with a branch for each fuel and cargo tank and cofferdam.
Branch lines also run to the forward holds, the pump room, and other areas.

LIQUID-CARGO BARGES

Military liquid-cargo barges are steel watercraft.  They move bulk petroleum products.  Some are
made for short distance hauls in harbor, coastal, or inland waters.  Others are made for self delivery to an
overseas destination and are self-sustaining for extended periods of operation.  Barges have no propelling
machinery; therefore, they require the services of a tug to move.  A small tug is used for harbors and
inland waterways while a large tug is used for coastal and intertheater missions.

Pumps and Piping Systems
 Some barges require off-vessel equipment for discharging cargo, while other have their own

equipment.  Self-discharging vessels generally use electrically powered rotary pumps.  The pumps are
usually below the deck in the aft section or midship section.  As a fire precaution, the pump room is
completely insulated from the cargo and its gases.  The piping systems on barges vary widely.  There may
be several pipelines, depending on the number of products carried.  Vessels carrying light oils usually
have pipelines with bellmouthed fittings.  These fittings extend almost to the tank bottom.  A stripper line,
extending until it is almost flush with the tank bottom, is used to pump any oil left at the bottom of the
tank.  Vessels carrying heavy fuel oils and asphalts are usually equipped with 12- to 16- inch pumps and
suitable pipelines.

 Types of Barges
 The military has 225-barrel-capacity and 4,160-barrel-capacity steel hull barges in its inventory.

They are described below.

 The 225-barrel Steel Barge

 The barge (Figure 4-6, page 4-6) can carry limited quantities of liquid (225 barrels) or dry cargo (21
long tons) about harbors or inland waterways.  Although this barge can carry limited quantities of liquid
cargo, it does not have integral liquid-cargo pumps.  It has an overall length of 45 feet 6 inches, an 18-
foot 6-inch beam, and a molded depth of 3 feet.  It has a displacement of 33 long tons loaded and a
maximum draft of 1 foot 8 inches loaded.  This barge consists of two sections joined end-to-end.  The
military has limited quantities of this barge remaining in its inventory.  It is not considered a bulk
transporter because of the limited capacity and the lack of integral pumping capability.
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 Figure 4-6.  Steel barge with a 225-barrel or 21-ton capacity

 The 4,160-Barrel Steel Barge

 This barge (Figure 4-7) can carry 4,160 barrels of bulk liquid cargo or 578 long tons of dry cargo.
The barge has an overall length of 120  feet, a 33-foot beam, and a molded depth of 10 feet 6 inches.  It
has an integral diesel-engine driven, liquid-cargo pump to receive and discharge liquid cargo.

 

 
 Figure 4-7.  Steel barge with a  4,160-barrel or 578-ton capacity

 Uses

 Sometimes tank barges are used for temporary storage of bulk petroleum products.  However, the
main uses for barges include the following:
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• Delivering fuel to and from shore terminals and moored oceangoing vessels which are limited by
the depth of water.

• Topping off partially loaded ocean tankers when docking the tanker would be too expensive or
impossible because of the tide, wind, or depth of water.

• Delivering bulk shipments of gasoline and lubricating oils in refueling operations at harbors and on
rivers.

• Removing oil sludge from the tanks of tankers and delivering it to shore tanks.

• Moving petroleum products when it is cheaper to do so by water than by tank car.

 Fire-Fighting Equipment

Fire-fighting equipment for the deck includes fire hoses, axes, buckets, and hand fire extinguishers.
Most vessels have fire pumps and carbon dioxide for fires below deck.  Pressure and flow are controlled by
a master valve.  In case of fire, carbon dioxide is fed into the cargo tank to smother the flames.  Some
modern vessels have an inert gas system fitted to the liquid-cargo tanks.  This system provides a positive
gas pressure to the cargo tank.  The gas is so deficient in oxygen that it renders the atmosphere in the
liquid cargo tanks incapable of supporting combustion.

Section III.  Loading and Unloading Operations

RESPONSIBILITIES

Commanders of commercial tank vessels and commanding officers of military tank vessels are
responsible for the loading plans for their vessels.  Their decisions are final concerning the cargo layout.
Petroleum shore inspectors inspect all vessel tanks and pipeline systems before loading.  Their decisions
on quality control of product are final.  The inspectors review the loading plans and consider bulkheads,
lines, tank capacities, and trim.  In the case of split cargo, the inspectors must ensure that the vessel is
physically able to carry two or more grades of products without contamination.  The inspectors make sure
that bulkheads are secure and that there are double valves or line blanks to separate and to protect each
system.  If valves are used they must be lashed and sealed in the proper position and the seal numbers
must be placed on the shipping document.  Shore operators must make sure that precautions are taken
against fire, product contamination, and safety hazards.  All loading plans must be coordinated between
the ship’s officer and the responsible shore authority.  Shore attendants should know loading terms and
factors governing vessel loading and unloading.

LOADING INFORMATION

Below are the various types of data used to describe the loading capacity of a vessel.

• Gross Tonnage.  Gross tonnage is the total internal cubic capacity of a vessel less exempted spaces,
such as tanks for ballast water. This weight is expressed in units of 100 cubic feet per ton.

• Net Tonnage.  Net tonnage is the registered tonnage of a ship after deductions have been made from
the gross tonnage.  Examples of deductions are crew and navigation spaces.

• Light Displacement.  Light displacement is the weight of the vessel.  This does not include the
weight of cargo, passengers, fuel, water, stores, and other items that are needed on a voyage.

• Loaded Displacement.  Loaded displacement is the total weight of the vessel.  This includes the
weight of cargo, passengers, fuel, water, stores, and other items that are needed on a voyage.

• Deadweight Tonnage.  Deadweight tonnage is the carrying capacity of a vessel in long tons.  It is
the difference between light and loaded displacement.

• Cargo Deadweight Tonnage.  Cargo deadweight tonnage is the number of long tons left after the
weight of fuel, water, stores, and other items needed on a voyage has been deducted from the total
deadweight of the vessel.
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• Barrel Capacity.  Barrel capacity is the volume of cargo expressed in US barrels. A US barrel
equals 42 gallons.

• Load Line.  The load line is the line that shows the maximum mean draft to which a vessel may be
lawfully submerged.  It is the lower limit of the freeboard for different conditions and seasons.  Freeboard
is the vertical distance amidships from the upper edge of the deck line to the upper edge of the load line.
Load lines, set by proper authority, must be permanently and clearly marked on the vessel next to the
load lines (Figure 4-8).  The disk must be amidships below the deck line.  The authority responsible for
assigning load lines may be shown by letters, such as A-B for American Bureau of Shipping, alongside
the disk and above the centerline.  International load line certificates, issued by the Coast Guard, certify
that the load line is correct. The horizontal lines mark the maximum load line for different conditions
and different seasons.

Figure 4-8.  Load-line markings

• Draft.  Draft is the depth of water a vessel draws.  Draft marks are painted on either side of the bow
and stern of a vessel.  They show the depth to which the bow and stern are in the water.  The draft marks,
along with the immersion scale, show how many tons of cargo are required to immerse the vessel 1 inch at
any draft according to the deadweight scale on the vessel’s plan.

• Trim.  Trim is the difference between the bow draft and stern draft of a vessel.  To trim a vessel is
to arrange the cargo weights to get the desired bow and stern drafts.  Trim tables, based on inch trim
movement formulas, may be used to determine how weight distribution affects the draft and trim of a
loaded vessel.  The number of tons needed in any compartment to alter the trim of a vessel 1 inch can be
found in these tables.

• Sag.  A vessel sags when the middle of its structure sinks below the bow and stern (Figure 4-9, page
4-9).  A loaded tank vessel tends to sag due to the weight of the cargo in the tank section.  It is most
noticeable midship.  Sagging may cause excess stress if the weight is concentrated in the midship cargo
tank section.  Since sag reduces freeboard, the amount of cargo that can be carried is reduced.  Sagging
can be reduced if more weight is put in the end tanks and less weight is put in the center tanks.  Weight
should not be concentrated in any one section even while tanks are being loaded.

• Hog.  A vessel hogs when the bow and stern are lower than the midship section (Figure 4-9, page 4-
9).  An empty vessel tends to hog because the bow and stern sections weigh more than the midship.
Hogging causes the center of the vessel to carry most of the stress.  Hogging can be avoided with proper
loading and ballasting.  Tables supplied with each vessel can be used to determine bow-to-stern stress
while the vessel is being loaded and ballasted.
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Figure 4-9.  Sagging and hogging of vessels

LOADING FACTORS

A number of factors need to be considered by personnel loading a vessel.  Some of these factors are
given below.

Ballast Layout

The amount and distribution of ballast contribute to the seaworthiness, control, and trim of a tanker.
Ballast also controls stress vibration in the hull caused by poor weight distribution.  The master of a vessel
must select ballast tanks that will distribute weight evenly through the hull.  At the same time, the tank
cleaning and inspection schedules and the effects of tank corrosion must be considered.  If different ballast
tanks are used on each voyage, tank corrosion is slowed down and tank life is increased.

Maximum Tonnage

Loading above load lines is a safety hazard.  Therefore, load weights must be calculated accurately.
The steps for calculating maximum tonnage are as follows:

• The load line to which a vessel can be safely loaded under summer, tropical, fresh water, or other
conditions is determined.

• If a vessel is being loaded in water that may be of a variable specific gravity, the gravity is checked
with a hydrometer.  The vessel’s allowance is checked in tables provided with the vessel.

• Cargo deadweight tonnage is determined by deducting the total weight of the fuel, water (excluding
the water in the boilers), stores, and other items needed on the vessel from the vessel’s deadweight
tonnage.  This quantity, in long tons, is the maximum allowable weight that can be carried.  The weight of
the scheduled cargo should not exceed this amount.

• The space the scheduled cargo will use in proportion to the weight allowed is then calculated.  This
is done by referring to tables and using the gravity of the scheduled cargo and the number of barrels per
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long ton.  Available cargo space then must be checked to make sure that the vessel can hold the scheduled
cargo.

• Space is then allowed for cargo expansion.  This is done in case the vessel enters regions where the
temperature is higher than that of the product at the loading port.  Tables provided with the vessel are
used to determine the cargo expansion allowance.

Cargo Layout
The master of a vessel and the shore petroleum inspector consider weight distribution factors when

they plan the cargo layout so that the cargo is not contaminated by the mixing of one product with
another.  There is little chance of this problem on a tanker carrying only one product.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

There are many steps that must be taken before a ship is loaded or unloaded.  They are described
below.

Preparing Orders

Before a tank vessel docks, the shore terminal command posts written operation orders so that the
shore operators can prepare for loading or unloading the vessel.  The information that must be shown on
the orders includes the following:

• Estimated time of arrival.

• Kind and amount of petroleum product to be loaded or unloaded.

• Type of vessel.

• Berth to be used.

• Pipelines to be used.

• Number and size of hoses to be connected.

• Tanks into which cargo is to be received.

• Pump stations and pumps to be used.

• Tank and cargo layout.

• Number of samples to be taken and the location to which samples are to be sent.

• Tests required.

• Ballast carried or required at the terminal.

• Location of blends, if used.

• Line cleaning or displacement.

• Pumping facilities aboard the vessel.

• Turnaround time.

• Any special services or unusual requirements, such as blending of FSI, additional lighting, or use of
spill booms.

 Notifying Customs and Health Authorities

 If a vessel is arriving from a foreign port, customs authorities must be notified so that the cargo can
be declared and the vessel can be inspected.  The Public Health Service must be notified so that the crew
can be examined.

 Arranging for Dock Personnel, Tugboats, and Pilots

 There should be enough shore personnel at their stations to help moor or undock and load or unload
the vessel.  The vessel’s personnel are responsible for the safe docking of the vessel, but the shore
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personnel must help.  Arrangements must be made for tugboats and required pilots, when necessary.  All
personnel concerned with the operation should be told of the grade of product and the tanks being used.

 Inspecting Hose

 Shore personnel must inspect all connecting hoses for condition and suitability.  Cargo hoses should
be inspected and maintained according to Chapter 10.  Any cracked, worn, or frayed hose must be
replaced.  A contaminated hose should be cleaned or replaced, depending on the contamination and the
product to be handled.  There should be enough hose to allow for slack to take care of tide changes,
weather, or layout.  Too much hose may cut down product flow.

 Providing Sufficient Product, Tankage, and Ballast

 When the vessel takes on products, there must be enough product in the shore tanks.  If the vessel
must unload products, there must be enough shore tankage to handle them.  Shore tanks must be gaged by
shore personnel.  A ship’s representative may witness the gaging.  Enough ballast water tankage also
should be provided.

 Preparing Dock

 All needed tools and equipment should be readily available before the vessel arrives.  Items that
should be included are listed below:

• Skiff

• Sampling equipment and sample containers.

• Containers to catch overflows or spills.

• Winches.

• Bolts.

• Gaskets.

• Spool pieces.

• Couplings.

• Clamps.

• Pressure gage.

• Sufficient quantity of ¾ inch rope.

• Block and tackle.

• Explosion-proof flashlights.

• Thermometers.

• Gaging equipment.

• Ladder.

 Preparing for Safety

 Safety equipment should also be available.  These include the following:

• Life preservers.

• Throwable ring with line.

• Fire-fighting equipment.

• First aid kit.

• Stokes basket or equivalent stretcher.
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 Preparing to Deal With Spills

 Plans for preventing, controlling, and cleaning up spills are required.  The SPCC plan is a federally
required document.  It covers all aspects of facility-wide spill response.  The ISCP is the site-specific plan
for responding to a spill.  It must be included in the facility-wide SPCCP to meet legal requirements.  All
personnel involved in loading and unloading operations must have had all spill response training in
accordance with these plans.  Specific personnel must perform certain specialized functions including
command and control, as well as all other spill response team functions.  All spill team personnel must
take part in periodic spill response team drills, in accordance with these plans.  A spill of oil is reportable
if it creates a sheen on the navigable waters of the United States, or if it otherwise meets certain local
quantity criteria.  The term navigable waters is quite broad.  It may include whether it will create a sheen
in storm-water runoff into a nearby stream the next time it rains.  If a spill is confined so that it may
reasonably be expected not to affect the navigable waters of the United States, it may still be reportable
dependent upon the amount involved in accordance with specific permit provisions, and other local, state,
and federal requirements.  Failure to report oil spills in a proper and timely manner is a criminal offense.
It is important  that all oil spills be reported immediately up the chain of command.  It must be done
without any delay whatsoever except for those required for personnel safety.  At the appropriate level in
the chain of command, the environmental compliance officer shall be notified so that proper, timely
notification of the Coast Guard National Spill Response Center, the Environmental Protection Agency,
and other local, state, or host-nation regulatory officials may take place.  The following information will
be required in all spill reports.

• Name of the facility.

• Name(s) of the owner or operator of the facility.

• Location of the facility.

• The nature of the spill.  This includes the exact type of petroleum product, the amount spilled, and
any terrain feature that may present a problem (such as drainage ditches, canyon, or bluff).  Also include
how close the spill is to streams, wetlands, endangered species, or other environmentally sensitive items.

• The present status of the deployment of the Army’s spill containment and radiation team.  If the
team has not arrived, give the expected arrival time.  Decide if other teams are needed.

• Weather conditions.

• Name of the Army’s OSC for the cleanup of the spill and a phone number than he can be reached at
all times.

• Date and year of initial facility operation.

• Maximum storage or handling capacity of the facility and normal daily throughput.

• Description of the facility, including maps, flow diagrams, and topographic  maps.

• A complete copy of the SPCCP with any amendments.

• The cause(s) of such spills, including a failure analysis of the system or  subsystem in which the
failure occurred.

• The corrective actions and/or countermeasures taken.  This includes a description of equipment
repairs and/or replacements, and the cost.

• Other preventive measures taken or planned to keep another spill from occurring.

• If the above information is unavailable, it must not delay the immediate reporting of the spill as
soon as possible.

• Other information, as the EPA may reasonably require, pertinent to the plan or spill event.

Designating and Inspecting Facilities

Shore tanks, pump stations, and pumps should be marked order in which they are to be used.  All
valves, except dock valves, to be used during loading or unloading operations must be opened until the
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lines are filled.  After the lines are packed, the valves must be closed.  Then, tanks should be inspected,
gaged, and checked for water.  All valves must work and must not leak.  If blinds are needed, their
location should be in the written order.

Sampling Product

Product in shore tanks scheduled to receive product must be sampled and tested as prescribed in the
updated MIL-HDBK-200.  Product carried by the vessel also must be sampled and tested.  It may be
possible to board the vessel and take product samples before it is docked to speed unloading.

 Preparing Pier Pipelines

 Before the vessel is docked, the pier pipelines should be filled, when and where possible, with the
same grade of product that is going to be moved.  Unless the pipelines are completely filled or empty,
there is no way to get an accurate measurement of product issued or received.

 Checking Mooring Lines

• When the vessel is moored, mooring lines should be taut enough to hold it steady.  The lines should
also be slack enough to allow for the rise and fall of the tide and the change in the vessel’s draft during
product transfer.  Lines must be watched and adjusted as product is moved and tides rise and fall.

 Preparing Gangway and Testing Signal System

 As soon as the vessel is docked, vessel personnel should rig a gangway with a safety net underneath
so that inspectors and other personnel may board safely.  Special equipment may be used if vessel
movement makes rigging a gangway difficult.  Vessel access must be according to Coast Guard
regulations.  The need for access applies mainly to large tank vessels where shore personnel witness
sampling and gaging.  The signal used at the dock to regulate product transfer should be tested.

Notifying the Vessel Master of Fire Protection Services

The master of the vessel must be told of fire protection services available at the pier.  These services
include power, water, and steam which may be needed to put out fires in the boiler and galley.

PREPARING WATERFRONT OPERATIONS LOG SHEET

Information on the loading or unloading operations must be recorded on a waterfront operations log
sheet.  This information is used to prepare DD Form 250-1.  The log sheet should be kept at the
waterfront terminal.  Discrepancies between the shore log and the ship’s log should be identified.  The
information that the log sheet should include is given below:

• Vessel name and assigned cargo number.

• Date and time of the following actions:

 ••Vessel arrives in roads.

 ••Notice is given that vessel is to discharge.

 ••Vessel is moored.

 ••Ballast discharge is started.

 ••Ballast discharge is finished.

 ••Cargo is inspected and is ready to unload or load.

 ••Cargo hose or loading arm is connected

 ••Product is sampled.

 ••Unloading or loading is started.

 ••Unloading or loading is resumed.
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 ••Unloading or loading is finished.

 ••Cargo hose or loading arm is removed.

 ••Bunkering is started.

 ••Bunkering is finished.

 ••Vessel is released by inspector.

 ••Vessel leaves berth.

• Seal numbers and their location.

• Vessel draft before, during, and after loading or unloading operations.

• Condition of shore pipeline, such as whether it was full at the start and end of operations.

• Product type.

• Sample number.

• Remarks, such as whether there were delays, what the causes of delays were, and what parties were
responsible.

FIRE AND SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

When a tank vessel has docked, responsible persons must make sure there are no fires, open flames,
or open lights on deck or anywhere near the part of the deck at which the cargo hose is to be connected.
Although it is sometimes necessary to keep fires in the boiler room when cargo is being loaded or
unloaded, the potential hazard should be weighed.  Extreme care should be taken when tugs or other
vessels that may have open flames come alongside.  Smokestacks of coal burning tugboats, dredges, or
pile-driving equipment should have spark arresters.  These precautions are very important during the
transfer operation when large amounts of explosive vapors may form.  Smoking or flame-spark-producing
devices should not be allowed on the vessel or at the terminal, except in special places.  Fire fighters must
not be allowed to clean out stacks while vessels are docked.  No garbage or waste of any kind should be
thrown overboard while the vessel is docked.  Additional measures are described below.

Caution Signs

Caution signs must be posted.  They include NO SMOKING and NO LOITERING signs and traffic
direction markers.  A warning sign stating DANGER :  THIS VESSEL HANDLING PETROLEUM must
be posted.  A sign stating NO FIRES, NO SMOKING, NO VISITORS should be posted in clear view on
the gangway while product is being loaded or unloaded.  The sign must be lettered in red on a white
background.  When a petroleum cargo is transferred at a mooring or dock, the vessel must display a red
flag by day and an all-round red light by night.

Grounding Cable

A grounding cable must be connected between the dock grounding system and the hull of the vessel before
the cargo hose is connected.  This cable must not be removed until after the cargo hose is removed.

Cleanup of Spills

All spills must be cleaned up as soon as possible.  Sources of vapor ignition must be eliminated.

Mooring Limitations

No vessel should be allowed to dock or moor within 50 feet of a vessel that is unloading bulk cargo,
unless the depot officer or supervisor and the master of the vessel transferring cargo agree.

Mooring Line

 At the end of each mooring line, at the bollard or belay pile, there should be a manila or synthetic
fiber line that can be cut in an emergency.  It is used if there is no other emergency release.
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 Relief Valves on Suction Lines

 A shutdown of the booster pumps, either through error or power failure, will stop the flow and cause
the full delivery head from the vessel’s pumps to back up at the dock.  There may also be a surge of
pressure that could burst the hose.  Precautions should be taken against these hazards.  A battery of relief
valves may be connected to the pump station suction line.  The valves will relieve pressure until vessel
personnel can be told to shut down the vessel’s pumps.

 Inspections

 To ensure safe operating procedures, the depot supervisor must inspect conditions both on shore and
on the vessel before loading or unloading operations are started.  There will usually be at least one deck
officer and one engineer officer on duty aboard a tanker during such operations.  This rule may be
changed to suit transfer operations to and from small vessels.

Deck Watch and Hose Watch

During the entire loading or unloading operation, the vessel personnel usually provide a deck watch
and the shore organization provides a hose watch.  The hose watch observes ship/dock operations, looks
for straining or chafing of the cargo hose, stands by at all times to close the dock valves, and coordinates
with the deck watch to start and stop the operations.

SPILLS

All spills are subject to strict reporting requirements, with potential criminal liability for violations.
In case of spill, in any amount, see section  on “Preparing to Deal with Spill.”  All spills must be
minimized.  Personnel can limit a spill by closing a valve that was accidentally opened, stopping any
pumping through a ruptured line, or plugging a leak.  Various methods, equipment, and materials are
used to clean up spills.  The type of cleanup used is determined by the type of product, where the spill
occurs, weather conditions, and special considerations.  Special considerations include closeness to
drinking water sources, fishing grounds, wildlife habitats, bathing beaches, and recreational areas.

Spills on Dock or Ship

If there is a spill on the dock or ship, transfer operations must be stopped.  If possible, the spill should
be bailed into the cargo tank or bulkhead.  Remaining product should be absorbed with absorbent
material.  Care should be taken to remove possible sources of vapor ignition.

Spills on Water
 A number of steps must be followed when handling product spilled on water.  These steps are given

below.

• Containing spills.  Spills on calm water can be contained by barriers, such as floating booms.
Floating booms are tubular floating sections that usually have a weighted skirt.  They are either inflated or
filled with buoyant material.  The booms can be installed around unloading tankers, or they can be kept
ready and used as needed.  Once the spill is contained, one end of the boom can be pulled in to
concentrate the spill and make skimming easier.  Makeshift booms can be made from inflated fire hoses or
from railroad ties, telephone poles, or empty drums linked by chains or cables.

• Following Preventive Booming Policy.  DFSC practices preventive booming whenever regulations
dictate and according to the following guidance:

 ••Transfers of nonpersistent fuels such as JP-8 and gasoline must not be boomed, unless ordered by
the Coast Guard.

 ••Fixed boom will not be required in areas of swift current (1.5 knots or greater) when fuel will be
deflected over the top or under the boom.

 ••Do not boom in situations deemed unsafe.
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• Removing oil from the water.  Some of the product can be removed with the suction pump, piping,
and other equipment on a regular skimming boat or a barge.  Some skimming boats are designed
especially for removing oil.  Others are barges or boats that have been adapted to remove the product from
the water and store it.  Chemical dispersants approved by the(EPA can be used as soon as the spill is
contained, however, they are usually used after some of the product has been removed by skimming.

NOTE:  Chemical dispersants must be approved by the EPA.

• Cleaning up.  After all product possible has been removed, absorbents, adsorbents, and chemical
dispersants may be used to complete the cleanup.  Product is soaked up by an absorbent, but it clings to
the surface of the particles of an adsorbent.  If the water is not rough and the slick is limited in size, either
of these may be used to gather product on the surface.  Some absorbents and adsorbents are sawdust,
straw, cotton waste, talc, and powdered bark.  Sawdust, straw, and cotton waste can be buried.  These
materials must be disposed of according to EPA regulations.  Chemical dispersants break up a slick into
tiny droplets so that natural bacteria in the water can consume the product.  Dispersants are usually
sprayed from a vessel, from a helicopter or a crop-spraying plane, or from hand-held equipment.
Dispersants are useful in rough, open seas where skimming is difficult.  Chemicals should never be used
near a freshwater source or where fish or beaches are of prime concern unless fire, safety hazards, or other
emergency conditions exist.

 Spills on Shore

Spilled product that comes ashore may be removed mechanically or by detergents.  The quicker the
cleanup, the less the spread of contaminants.

NOTE:  All detergents used must be approved by the EPA.

• Mechanical removal.  Where the water is calm, the product can be recovered and disposed of after it
is saturated into absorbents or adsorbents.  If the product forms pools on the shore, it may be possible to
pump it into tank trucks.  Product from a heavy slick tends to be deposited at the high-water mark, where
it can be removed by bulldozer or by pail and shovel.  The process must be repeated as the tide brings in
more product.  Sand saturated with product must be removed.  If a large amount of sand is removed from
a beach, it must be replaced with clean sand.

• Removal with detergents.  Detergents may endanger marine life.  For that reason, using detergents
for cleaning up spills is less desirable that removing product by mechanical means.  Also, if detergents are
not used properly, they may soak into the beach and create quicksand.  When detergents are used, the sand
should be turned over with a cultivator.  The detergent should be sprayed on the beach no sooner than one
hour before the incoming tide.  The tide action rinses the product from the sand and carries it out to sea.
The beach should be hosed toward the sea if there is not enough tidal action to remove the product.
Detergent may also be sprayed on rocky beaches, harbor walls, and rocky coasts and then hosed toward
the sea.

SAFE HANDLING OF JET FUEL AND KEROSENE

The handling of jet fuel (JP-4 or JP-8) and kerosene creates special hazards.  The safety precautions
that must be followed when jet fuel and kerosene are loaded into tankers, barges, or storage facilities are
given below.

WARNING

These hazards involve the discharge of static electricity, which is caused by turbulence, low flashpoint,
fast rate of flow, and water in the product.

• All water must be removed from the tanks before loading operations begin.  Vessel pipelines must
be drained as much as possible before cargo tanks are stripped to lessen the chances of contamination with
water.  The tank bottoms must be hosed down by hand, and all water puddles must be removed.  See
Chapter 12 for tank entry procedures.
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• To lessen turbulence, the specified loading rates should not be exceeded by more than 3 feet per
second until the tank inlet is submerged.  The proper rate is about 1,000 barrels per hour through a 12-
inch line.  After the inlet is submerged, the normal loading rate may be used.  The loading rate for each
tank should be 3 feet per second.  The total loading rate must be no more than the sum of the allowable
rates for the tanks being filled .  If  there is turbulence after the loading inlet is submerged, the reduced
rate must be continued until there is no turbulence.  This limitation does not apply to discharge
operations, because the rate of discharge of jet fuel and kerosene is controlled by the receiving activity.

• Ullages, water soundings, temperatures, and samples must not be taken in a tank until the tank has
been topped off and flow to the tank has stopped for at least 20 minutes.  Meanwhile, other tanks may be
loaded at the discretion of the local authority.

LOADING PROCEDURES

As soon as the vessel is docked, the terminal chief should review the loading plans with the master of
the vessel.  They should agree on any changes.  The procedures for loading are described below:

Grounding

After the vessel is moored and all safety precautions are taken, and before cargo hoses are connected,
the vessel must be grounded to the dock.  To ground a vessel, personnel must--

• Inspect the grounding system to verify continuity and testing according to applicable standards.

• Make sure the grounding switch is open.

• Make sure the grounding clamp on the grounding cable is attached to a bare metal surface on the
hull of the vessel.  It may be necessary to sand a spot on the hull to make a good connection.

• Check the grounding system to see that there are no loose connections.

• Close the grounding switch.

 Deballasting

 Often, quantities of ballast water, needed to maintain proper vessel trim, are delivered to a terminal.
The ballast must be removed from the vessel before it is loaded.  It is against regulations to dump water
containing petroleum products overboard.  The best way to deballast at the terminal is to pump the ballast
through a separate pipeline and oil and water separator to shore ballast tanks.  Sometimes tank barges are
used as ballast tanks.  The terminal may not have a separate pipeline to handle ballast or the vessel may
not have a stripping system.  In these cases, cargo lines and pumps may be used if ballast water is clean
and if lines and pumps are drained well after they have been used for ballast.  Deballasting procedures
must be followed carefully because product contamination may result from improper handling of ballast
water.  When pumping ballast ashore, personnel must--

• Determine the amount of ballast to be pumped ashore, and make sure the shore tanks have enough
ullage to hold it.

• Connect one end of the ballast hose to the ballast pipeline connection on the dock.

• Connect the other end of the ballast hose to the stripping connection on deck.

• Open the valves aboard the vessel to empty the desired tanks.

• Open the correct shore valves to permit pumping to the ballast tank.

• Start the stripping pump.

• Watch the pressure gage to make sure the proper valves are open.  If the pressure is higher than
normal, the line may be blocked.

• Permit no ballast water and product to be transferred at the same time unless there is an emergency.
Even though the water and product are separated by valves, product may become contaminated.
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• Continue pumping until all possible ballast water is removed from the vessel.  Because of heavy
deck cargo, it may be necessary to leave ballast in some tanks to stabilize the vessel during loading.
Personnel should avoid doing this when possible.

• After all ballast is removed, stop the pump and close the shore valves so that ballast will not drain
back into the vessel lines.

• Open valves in cargo lines, except sea suctions, to observe any line drainage into cargo tanks.  They
must make sure that cargo lines are drained completely.

• Make sure that each tank is free of ballast and suitable to receive product.  Personnel must clean
tanks that are unsuitable to receive product.  They should refer to Chapter 12  for guidelines on how to
prepare cargo tanks to receive petroleum products.

 Inspecting Vessel

 Before product is loaded aboard a vessel, each tank compartment and all pumping and cargo lines
must be inspected by the shore petroleum inspector.  To certify that they are suitable to receive product,
the inspector must-

• Plan the order in which products should be delivered and choose which tanks will be filled first.

• Inspect the hull of the vessel to the extent possible to see that it is not damaged and that there are no
leaks.

• Examine the pipelines, pumps, and deck manifold of the vessel for leaks or damage.  Make sure that
pumps and piping systems are free of product or water.

• Open all of the valves in the cargo lines, except the sea suction valves which must be sealed.  From
outside the tank, watch for any line drainage into the cargo tanks.  The shore petroleum inspector must
make sure that the cargo lines are completely drained.

• Inspect the interior of each compartment visually to make sure the tank is suitable to receive
product.  Use an explosion-proof flashlight.  Look for scale, rust, holdover product, residue, water, mud,
or anything else that might contaminate product to be loaded.  Chapter 12 gives procedures and
precautions on entering tanks.

• Check the ship’s log to determine the last product to be loaded.  Chapter 12 contains information on
how to prepare the tank to receive the next product.

• Make sure that all fire and safety precautions have been taken.

 Connecting Cargo Hose

 The terminal furnishes hoses for loading and unloading vessels that are operated by non-DOD
personnel.  These hoses are usually connected and disconnected by shore operators.  However, if the
master of the vessel desires, the hoses may be connected or disconnected by vessel personnel at the risk of
the vessel.  When vessels have military operators, the vessel personnel normally connect and disconnect
hoses on the vessel and the shore personnel connect and disconnect hoses on the shore.  Military tank
ships, fuel barges, and other vessels usually carry hoses; however shore hoses should be used when
possible to save time.  Most tankers have American standard 4-, 6-, or 8-inch flanges for hose attachment.
They will cause no problem.  Some tankers may have foreign made flanges or flanges with irregular
spacing between the holes that need adapters or C-clamps.  Older tankers may use the same spacing
between holes for both 4- and 6-inch flanges.  The terminal should have a set of straight and reducing
adapter spools on hand to cover all normal requirements.  It should have several sets of bolts, preferably of
alloy steel. In all cases, at least four bolts will be used per coupling unless a camlock flange or C-clamp is
used.  If C-clamps are used, their strength must be verified by test or calculation.  To prevent sliding or
twisting, at least two bolts must be inserted through the vessel flange and hose flange when C-clamps are
used.  Although it is hazardous to do so, C-clamps may be knocked off in an emergency.  Quick-acting
clamping devices should be used instead of C-clamps, when possible.  To connect a cargo hose, personnel
must--
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• Make sure the vessel is grounded to the dock manifold before any hoses are connected.

• Make sure the hose is suitable for handling product.  They check the hoses for

• contamination, cracks, holes, worn or frayed places, or other damage.

• Place drip pans under connections on deck and on dock to catch spills.

• Attach the hose to the hose support.  Personnel raise the shore end of the hose in position to couple
it to the dock manifold.  They attach the hose flange securely to the manifold connection using all of the
bolts.  They place the other end of the hose where it can be picked up easily by the ship’s hoist.

• Attach the hose to the ship’s hoist and raise it in position to connect it to the deck manifold.  They
align the holes of the hose flange and the deck manifold flange and bolt them together securely.  The hose
should be suspended above the deck during transfer.

 Connecting Loading Arms

 At some tanker loading facilities, marine loading arms (Figure 4-10) are used instead of cargo hose.
The arms are operated by cables and hydraulics.  Most marine loading arms have hydraulic connections
instead of flange connections.  To connect loading arms, use the following procedures:

• Make sure the vessel is grounded to the dock manifold before the loading arm is connected.

• Make sure the loading arm is suitable for handling the product.  Check for damage or wear.

• Place drip pans under connections on the deck to catch spills.

• Lower the loading arm to make the connection to the deck manifold.

• Attach the loading arm connection to the deck manifold, making sure the seal is tight.

Figure 4-10.  Marine loading arm
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 Heating Cargoes

 When tanks have heater coils, viscous products in the tanks should be heated to prescribed
temperatures before transfer operations begin.  Prescribed temperatures must not be exceeded.  Very high
temperatures deteriorate products and can cause vapor lock in pumps.  Navy special burner fuel oil and
heavy lubricating oils should be heated to above 100 °F, but not over 120°F.

 Pumping Product

 Shore pumps usually are used to load vessels.  If possible, the pier lines should be filled with product
and samples should be tested before the vessel arrives.  All valves to be used on the shore lines should be
opened, except those used to prevent cross transfer and the valve at the pier hose connection.  Special
procedures should be followed when jet fuels or kerosene is pumped.  Procedures to pump product are as
follows:

• Open the proper valves aboard the vessel so that product will flow to the correct tank from the dock
manifold.

• Open the proper shore valves to permit flow to the vessel.

• Start the pumps, and operate them at a slow speed.  Closely watch the pumping pressure shown on
the pressure gage.  The gage is usually in the line near the dock manifold.  If too much pressure builds up
quickly, it means a valve is closed in the line.  In this case, shut down the pumps at once.  Do not start
pumping again until the problem is corrected.

• Watch all hose and line connections for leaks.  If there are leaks, stop the pumps immediately. Fix
the leaks before starting again.

• Watch the receiving lines and valves for leaks during the operation.  A line walker should inspect
the lines for leaks once every hour.

• Carefully watch for changes in the tide and for slack or pull in the hose.  Sudden movement of the
vessel may cause damage to the hose and loss of product.

• In case of fire on the vessel or dock or near the shore lines or tank farm area, stop the transfer
operations at once and close all the valves.  If the tank farm is next to the port, disconnect the cargo hose
and move the vessel a safe distance from shore.

• When an electrical storm is within a 3-mile radius of the transfer operation, stop transfer operations
and close the valves on the vessel and dock.  Coordinate on the weather before transfer operations are
started.  Maintain coordination during transfer operations if an electrical storm is probable.  If there is no
immediate hazard, the hose may be left connected.  If there is an immediate hazard, the hose should be
disconnected and drained and the main block valve on shore should be closed.

• Avoid sudden increases in flow that might cause excessive surge pressure.  When the product level
is about 3 feet above the inlet, start the desired pumping rate.  If there is still turbulence at this level,
continue loading at the maximum allowable rate until it is time to top off the tanks.

• Top off the tanks when they are about 90 percent full.  While topping off the tanks, reduce the
loading rate to avoid spills or overflow.

• Watch the vessel’s draft during loading so that it will not become overloaded.

• Shut down the pumps and close all of the valves when all the yanks are filled and the vessel has
proper trim.

 Performing Follow-Up Procedures

 Certain follow-up procedures must be performed after a vessel is loaded.  These procedures are as
follows:

• Allow the suspended water and sediment to settle.  Gage the contents of each tank compartment,
and find the average temperature of the product at 60°F in each tank.
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• Take an all-levels sample of product from each tank compartment that contains the same product.
Run a type C test on each sample according to FM 10-67-2.  Make a multiple tank composite sample to be
sent to the laboratory for testing.  Use MIL-HDBK-200 as a guide.

• Gage the product in the shore tanks.  Find the average temperature of the  product.  Quantities are
volume corrected according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-2.  Compare the quantities delivered from the shore
tanks with the quantities received in the vessel’s tanks.  Shore gages must be used to get the exact amount
delivered.  Note any difference between the amount delivered and the amount received.  Report the
differences to the proper authority.

• Close and securely bolt all compartment hatches when the desired amount of product is loaded and
is certified as on specification.  Make sure that all ullage sounding holes are covered securely, and seal all
areas required by regulation.  Record all seal numbers on DD Form 250.

• Pump ballast water into the proper tanks if the vessel needs ballast for proper trim for the voyage.
The tanks must be clean before ballast is received.  Only clean ballast should be pumped into the tanks.

• Make sure that all line valves are closed.  Disconnect the cargo hose, and drain any remaining
product from the hose.  Catch any spills in drip pans placed beneath the hose to drain into the water or on
the dock.  If spills occur, wipe them up immediately.  Cover the hose ends with blind flanges and gaskets.
Store the hose in a shelter or hose rack.

 Refueling and Bunkering Tankers

Tankers may be refueled at the port terminal.  The same procedures are used to issue fuel as those
used to load fuel in the tanker.  All bunkering operations should be recorded on DD Form 250-1.  Samples
must be taken to detect contamination.  All safety precautions must be followed.  After refueling,
disconnect the refueling hose, open the grounding switch, and disconnect the bonding cable from the ship,
in that order.

UNLOADING PROCEDURES

There are a number of procedures that must be followed to properly unload a vessel.  These
procedures are described below.

Grounding

After the vessel is moored and all safety precautions are taken, the vessel must be grounded to the
dock before cargo hoses are connected.  To ground a vessel, take the following steps:

• Inspect the grounding system to verify continuity and testing according to applicable standards.

• Make sure the grounding switch is open.

• Make sure the grounding clamp on the ship grounding clamp is attached to a bare metal surface on
the hull of the vessel.  It may be necessary to sand a spot on the hull to make a good connection.

• Check the grounding system to see that there are no loose connections.

• Close the grounding switch.

 Inspecting Vessel

 The master of the vessel and the shore petroleum inspector must review the loading plan of the vessel
for grades and amount of products carried.  Also, they must review the layout of the cargo and the order in
which products should be unloaded.  Before unloading operations begin, the shore petroleum inspector
must check the manifest and DD Form 250-1 for serial numbers of valve seals.  The inspector must verify
that each seal is intact on isolation valves and sea suction valves.  He must document reasons for missing
or broken seals.  Ullages, temperatures, and water soundings must be taken on each compartment by ship
personnel and witnessed by shore personnel.  These readings are recorded on DA Form 3853-3.  Great
differences in compartment gages after loading and before discharging must be checked promptly.  The
vessel’s master must explain these differences in a written statement attached to the ullage report.
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 Sampling and Testing Product

 If the product aboard the vessel has been inspected on procurement by the government, unloading
operations may begin after a type C test of an all-levels sample of product from each compartment shows
no contamination.  Multiple tank composite samples must then be sent to the laboratory for type B-1 tests.
If the product aboard the vessel has not been inspected on procurement by the government, the laboratory
must run a type A test on samples from the upper, middle, and lower portions of each tank or an all-levels
composite sample from each tank before discharge.  If no testing facilities are readily available, any
product in question should be placed in isolated storage until laboratory tests confirm quality.

 Connecting Cargo Hose

 The steps for connecting the cargo hose to unload a vessel are the same as those used to connect it to
load a vessel.  See page 4-18 for these steps.

 Connecting Loading Arms

 The steps for connecting loading arms to unload a vessel are the same as those used to connect them
to load a vessel.  See page 4-19 for these steps.

 Heating Cargoes

 The cargo may need to be heated before it is unloaded.  See the information on heating cargoes given
on page 4-20.

 Pumping Product

 There are certain procedures that must be followed to unload product from vessel to shore.  These
procedures are as follows:

• Open the proper valves aboard the vessel so that product will flow from the correct tank to the
dock manifold.

• Open the proper shore valves to permit flow to the proper shore tank.

• Start the pumps, and operate them at a slow speed.  Closely watch the pumping pressure shown
on the pressure gage.  The gage is usually in the line near the dock manifold.  If too much pressure builds
up quickly, it means a valve is closed in the line.  In this case, shut down the pumps at once.  Do not start
pumping again until the problem is corrected.

• Sometimes, shore pumps are used to boost product flow.  When this happens, adjust the discharge
rate of the vessel and the shore pumps after the pumps are started.  This is done to prevent shore location
pump fuel starvation and to decrease discharge time.

• Watch all hose and line connections for leaks.  If leaks appear, stop the pumps immediately, and
fix the leaks before starting again.  A line walker should inspect the lines for leaks at least once every
hour.

• Gage the shore tanks during the unloading operation only as directed in the orders.  The JP-5 and
JP-8 shore tanks should not be gaged during unloading operations.

• Carefully watch for changes in the tide and for slack or pull in the hose.  Sudden movement of the
vessel may cause damage to the hose and loss of product.

• In case of fire on the vessel or dock or near the shore line or tank farm area, stop the transfer
operations immediately and close all the valves.  If the tank farm is next to the port, disconnect the cargo
hose and move the vessel a safe distance from shore.

• When an electrical storm is within a 3-mile radius of the transfer operation, stop transfer
operations and close the valves on the vessel and dock.  Coordinate on the weather before transfer
operations are started.  Maintain coordination during transfer operations if an electrical storm is probable.
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If there is no immediate hazard, the hose may be left connected.  If there is an immediate hazard, the hose
should be disconnected and drained and the main block valve on shore should be closed.

• When all the product has been pumped from one cargo tank, open the valves of the next tank
carrying the same product and close the valves of the empty tank.  Be careful not to pump water ashore.
The pump should continue operating while tanks are being switched.

• Watch the draft of the vessel during the unloading operation to make sure the vessel maintains
proper trim.

• When the shore tank nears capacity, open the valves leading to the next tank with the same
product.  Top off the first tank at a slower rate, and close the valves when the first tank is full.

• When the last of a series of vessel cargo tanks carrying the same product is almost empty, reduce
the flow of product.  When all product has been pumped from the last tank, stop all the pumps and close
all line valves.

 Performing Follow-Up Procedures

 Certain follow-up procedures must be performed after a vessel is loaded.  These procedures are as
follows:

• The petroleum inspector or a representative checks to see that the tank compartments are empty.
He then fills out a dry-tank certification on a DD Form 250-1 or on the vessel’s ullage report, or on both.
The amount of any product that cannot be pumped ashore will be estimated.  The estimate will be entered
on the dry-tank certification.

• A representative of the US government does the final shore tank gaging.  Sampling is witnessed
by an officer or agent of the vessel or another authorized representative.

• The vessel’s master may decide not to wait until after the product settles to gage the shore tanks.
In this case, the estimated amount received, based on gages taken after unloading and before the end of
the settling period, may be entered on DD Form 250-1.  A preliminary check should be made 30 minutes
after receipt.  Any two successive gages that agree are used as the correct gage.

• Fresh stocks of product should be allowed to settle for about two hours after they are added to
shore tanks.  After the product has settled, the final official gages are taken and the volume is corrected
according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-2.  These readings are used for accountability and are noted on DD
Form 250-1.

• A composite sample, which is a mixture of upper, middle, and lower samples, is taken from each
shore tank.  The sample is tested according to MIL-HDBK-200.

• Ballast water is pumped into the proper tanks if the vessel needs ballast to maintain trim during
the voyage.  Tanks must be clean before ballast is received, and only clean water should be pumped
aboard.

• When all the tanks are empty and the ballast is loaded, all compartment hatches are closed and
bolted down securely.  All ullage sounding holes should be securely covered.

• All line valves should be closed.  The cargo hose must be disconnected, and any remaining
product must be drained from the hose.  Spills are caught in drip pans placed beneath the hose connection.
The hose should not be allowed to drain into the water or on the dock.  If spills occur, they must be wiped
up at once.  The hose ends must be covered with blind flanges and gaskets.  The hose is stored in a shelter
or hose rack.

• The cargo hose must be disconnected, and the grounding switch must be opened.  The bonding
cable is then disconnected from the ship.
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CHAPTER 5

OFFSHORE PETROLEUM DISCHARGE SYSTEM

Section I.  OPDS Tankers

RESPONSIBILITIES

The Offshore Petroleum Discharge System was designed by and for the U.S. Navy, for use with the Army, and
Marine Corps, Inland Petroleum Distribution System (IPDS), component parts of the Southwest Asia Petroleum
Distribution Operational Project (SWAPDOP).  The OPDS is stored on board a selected RRF tanker.  It is
transported to a theater of operations by the tanker.  The U.S. Navy is responsible for installing the OPDS and
ship-to-shore pipeline to the high-water mark.  The OPDS provides 1.2 million gallons per 20-hour day of refined
petroleum to the beach, from a tanker moored four miles offshore.  The petroleum products are delivered from the
offshore tanker to forces onshore where ports or terminal facilities are damaged, inadequate, or nonexistent.  Each
tanker is manned by a civilian merchant crew.  The crew is train to operate, deploy, and recover the of the OPDS.
Military personnel plan, direct, and control all the OPDS operations. The OPDS tanker must be able to begin
pumping fuel within 48 hours of arrival.  Where required, a permanent SPM will be operating by the seventh day
after the tanker arrives in the objective area.  The OPDS will also provide fuel for aircraft operating from field sites
in the objective area.  Table 5-1 gives the current commercial (OPDS) special tankers in the MSC inventory and
their statistics.  Table 5-2 shows the maximum working conditions for the OPDS.

Table  5-1.  OPDS tanker statistics
TANKERS LENGTH

(feet)
BEAM
(feet)

DRAFT
(feet)

LONG TONS FUEL CAPACITY
(BBL)

S.S. Potomac 620 84 34 27,467 168,000

S.S. American Osprey 661 90 36 34,723 235,000

S.S. Chesapeake 736 102 40 50,023 255,000

S.S. Petersburg 736 102 40 50,063 225,000

S.S. Mount Washington 736 102 40 49,471 269,000

Table  5-2.  Maximum conditions for the OPDS
OPERATIONS CURRENT

(knot)
WIND
(knot)

WAVES
(feet/height)

Installation 1 9-12 3

SALM 4 27-40 12

Maximum 4 48-55 22-35
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OPDS TANKER SITE SURVEY
Prior to positioning the OPDS tanker, a site survey must be conducted.  The general requirements for the

tanker site are:

• Water depth at least 15 feet more than full load draft of tanker to permit launching the SALM.

• No obstructions in the area that would endanger the tanker during mooring maneuvers.

• The four-point mooring site to be not more than 24,000 feet from the BTU site.

• The tanker mooring site to be checked is a generally rectangular area of 2000 by 3000 feet, the corners of
which will be occupied by the tanker’s anchors.

RESUPPLY OF THE OPDS TANKER

There may be a need for the OPDS tanker to dock in a specific location longer than expected due to the
amount of  fuel supplies needed at that undeveloped theater of operation.  Depending on the water depth,
prevailing currents, and the judgment of the tanker’s commander, resupply of the OPDS tanker can be resupplied
in one of three ways:

• A resupply follow-on tanker may moor to the OPDS tanker at the OPDS SPM.

• The tanker may leave its mooring and conduct an underway lightering transfer of fuel from the follow- on
tanker at an appropriate location.

• The OPDS tanker can leave the OPDS SPM for another loading port.

OPDS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The OPDS was designed to be installed and carried to the operating area on a medium-sized tanker.  The
tanker will be manned by a civilian merchant crew.  The crew will be trained to operate, deploy, retrieve the
OPDS.  Other trained OPDS personnel may direct or assist in the tanker operations.  Army or Navy personnel are
trained install the components as they are deployed from the tanker.  The OPDS consists of five principal
subsystems.  They are listed below:

• Commercial tanker with conduit (hoses) handling equipment.

• Conduit system of four nautical miles of flexible, elastomeric, steel reinforced, float/sink conduit on eight
large storage reels.

• SALM.

• Converted SLWTs.

• BTUs.

Section II.  Major Components (OPDS) Tanker

SINGLE ANCHOR LEG MOORING

The SALM is a large, steel, compartmented barge  (Figure 5-1, page 5-3).  It can be carried to the deployment
site on the tanker skid beams.  The SALM can be towed if needed. Like its commercial counterparts, it provides a
SPM for the OPDS tanker that permits the tanker to weathervane around the mooring buoy and continue pumping.
The hard piping on the mooring base and the attached hoses provide the  capabilities to pump two products
simultaneously with its dual product swivel from the tanker to the beach.  Within seven days, and with diver
SLWT assistance, the SALM can be installed to provide uninterrupted, all weather product delivery.  The SALM
permits a tanker to remain on station and pump in much higher sea states than otherwise is possible in a spread
moor.  Figure 5-2, page 5-4, shows the 48-hour and seven-day OPDS configurations.   Some characteristics of the
SALM subsystem are listed below:

• SALM base dimensions are length, 150 feet long; beams, 57 feet; and depth, 12 feet.

• It has a dry weight of 839 short tons with all buoys, hose, and anchor chain on board.
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• A series of hull and ballast tanks connected by internal and external piping allow flooding of the base under
close control in water depths of 35 to 200 feet.  Practical operational restrictions limit the depth to 190 feet for
Navy support divers.

• Two mooring buoys; a shallow water (auxiliary) buoy; and a larger, deep water buoy are provided.  The one
used depends on the water depth.  The main buoy weighs 55 short tons; the auxiliary buoy weighs about 6.5 tons.
When the system is being recovered, a crane reloads both buoys on the SALM base.

• The mooring hawser with two sections of chafe chain attached is stowed in the tanker’s focsle hold.  The
hawser is installed after the SALM is deployed.

Figure 5-1. Single anchor leg mooring
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Figure 5-2. OPDS configurations
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The SLWTs (Figure 5-3) are provided by other forces assigned to the amphibious operation.  They provide
OPDS with tanker carrier utility boats to make OPDS a stand-alone system.  Four SLWTs are required for
deployment of the OPDS.  They must be modified for OPDS use with equipment and tools carried on the OPDS
tanker.  Three SLWTs are modified to act as tow tugs and the fourth unit is modified to act as the LRB.   As soon
as the tanker arrives, the equipment stored in its hold is offloaded onto the SLWTs and taken to a support area
where the equipment can be installed by the Navy Amphibious Construction Battalion PHIBCB support personnel.
Welding and removal of designated tie plates on each of the craft is required.

Figure 5-3. Side loadable warping tug

BEACH TERMINATION UNITS AND EQUIPMENT SET

Two BTUs are carried aboard the OPDS tanker to the deployment site.  Depending on the requirement, one or
both BTUs may be installed.  The BTU has many functions for the OPDS (Figure 5-4,* see glossary); it is the high
water mark termination of the OPDS.  It is the anchor for the shoreward end of the conduit.  It controls the
pressure and fuel flow distribution through the hoseline from the SALM.  It acts as an interface between the
hoseline and IPDS.  The following is a description of the BTU.

• The BTU steel casing measures 9 feet, 10 inches long; by 4 feet, 9 inches high; and 6 feet high.  It weighs
8,700 pounds which includes the 1500-pound anchor, 100-foot. wire pendant valves and jewelry normally stowed
on top or inside.

• Internal piping includes stop valves, a pig receiver, and pressure flow control valve.

• Gages show inlet pressure, outlet pressure, and pressure in the pig receiver.  A product sampling port is in
the recess with the pressure gages.

• Three large, gasketed covers bolted to the top of the BTU enclosure provide access to internals and valves.
When the covers are in place, the BTU will float upright and can be towed ashore through surf.

• Roll bars on top of the casing can be used as lift points.  Slots at the ends of the bottom frame are for
attaching the anchor pendant, pendants to the restraining collar, or for a tow line.
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Figure 5-4. Beach termination unit

BTU Equipment Set

A BTU equipment set consists of two BTUs and component items.  The OPDS beach termination equipment
consists of the following:

• Two BTUs.

• Two 1500-pound Danforth anchors.

• Two 40-foot sections of BTU hook-up hose.

• Two sets of 100-foot pendants and fairleads.

• Two sets of special valve operating wrenches.

• Two conduit restraining bridles and pendant

CONDUIT AND COUPLINGS

There are two types of sea floor conduit manufactured for the OPDS; each has a 6 inch inside diameter and
about an 8-inch outside diameter.  They have different handling characteristics and end fittings.  Special fittings
are provided to connect one type with the other.  Most OPDS conduit is flexible, steel-reinforced elastomer hose.  It
is designed in a float-sink configuration.  When filled with air, the conduit has a positive buoyancy of about 1.9
pounds per foot.  When filled with water or petroleum products, it sinks to the sea floor.  On the seafloor, it has a
negative buoyancy of about 8 pounds per foot.  The conduit couplings consist of male and female fittings.  The
couplings are bolted together with six cap screws.  The male fitting has a swivel flange that ensures ease of
alignment with the female coupling.  Each of the different hoses is listed below.
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Dual Product Submarine Hoseline

The submarine hose conduit system (Figure 5-5) supplied aboard the mooring base tanker consists of eight
hose assemblies and one hose support buoy assembly.  Each hose section consists of two independent flow paths of
6-inch. inside diameters (Table 5-3, page 5-13.) encased by a semirigid carcass of 28-inch outside diameter with an
air-filled annulus.  The submarine hose provides a flow path to the product swivel on the base of the SALM from
the floating hose string on the surface.  The eight hose sections are sufficient for water depths up to 200 feet at the
SALM site.  The rigidity of the submarine hose string makes it function like a lever arm.  It is enough to rotate the
product swivel as tanker weathervanes around the SALM.  The hoses (Figure 5-6, page 5-8) are marked with a
white band running their entire length and are to be identified as types, AP, A, B, and C.

Figure 5-5. Dual product submarine hoseline
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Figure 5-6. Submarine hoses

• Type AP and Type A are marked with three circumferential white bands at each end.

• Type B is marked with two circumferential white bands at each end is the water.  It is the depth make-up
hoses.

• Type C is marked with one circumferential white band at each end is the surface.  It is surface support hose
that interfaces to the floating hoses.

 PigTail Hoses or Jumper Hoses

 The two SALM pigtail hoses transfer the tanker’s petroleum products from the mooring base to the flexible
conduit.  Each of the two SALM (Figure 5-7, page 5-9) pigtail hoses is 320 feet long and similar to the conduit in
construction.  It can be connected to the floating conduit end on the sea’s surface by the SLWT crew after the
SALM base is on the seafloor.  Both pigtail hoses are capped with a blank towing flange to keep the hoses afloat
during deployment.  The hoses are stored on all the tanker’s tenth reel except the S.S. Potomac.
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 Figure 5-7. Pig tail hoses

 Floating Hoses

 The floating hoses transfer the product from the tanker’s manifold to the submarine hoses.  This hose system
is comprised of mainline floating hoses and tanker rail hoses.  The mainline floating hose system consists of two 6-
inch inside diameter hose assemblies, each 560 feet. long.  Each assembly contains 14-hose sections of 40 feet
lengths (floating mainline hose sections and 1 tanker rail hose section).  The floating mainline hose are electrically
continuous and the tanker rail hoses are electrically discontinuous.  All floating hoses are marked by two
longitudinal white stripes spaced 180 degrees apart along their entire length (Figure 5-8).

 

 
 Figure 5-8. Floating hoses

Flexible Conduit Pipeline

There are 4 nautical miles of  6-inch hoseline included with the OPDS.  The system uses high-pressure hoses
on ship-mounted reels.  Each reel holds 0.5 mile of collapsible hoses; eight reels make up the 4-mile kit.  The
hoses, which are not subject to corroding are made out of a smooth high-grade fuel-resistant synthetic-type rubber.
They can be damaged and should be routinely inspected.  The hoses can be stretched to 33 percent under normal
conditions of use.  Hose-to-hose and hose-to-fitting connections are made with 6- and 12-bolt flange connections
that are designed for a burst pressure of 2,200 PSI.  The 6-inch diameter and 1-inch thick hose has a maximum
operating pressure of 740 PSI.  The hoses weighs about 19 ½ pounds per foot.  The U.S. Coast Guard hydrostatic
pressure test is 1,014 feet per section with 24,336 feet per shipset.  Petroleum is pumped using two positive
displacement pumps in parallel (500 GPM each at 700 PSI).  High pressure is required by the high head losses that
result from delivery of 1,000 GPM in the 6-inch hose over the 4-mile (maximum) distance to shore.
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Section III.  BTU Procedures

DEPLOYMENT

The BTU is deployed from the OPDS tanker.  The following procedures are used for deployment:

• Offload all equipment for the site from the tanker to a designated SLWT for transportation to the beach.

• Where possible, offload equipment directly to shore.  If this is not possible, the BTU can be offloaded and
towed ashore by a LARC-V.  The anchor, if stored on top of BTU, should be removed and conveyed ashore
separately.

• Move the BTU and equipment to the BTU site using forklifts or other vehicle.

BTU SITES

The site of the BTU for each beach terminus of the OPDS must be determined early in planning.  The location
should be suitable for connecting to the IPDS.  Below is a list of the preparation rules to follow:

• Be above the high water mark.

• Be accessible by road or rough terrain vehicles.

• Have enough soil that permits burying the anchor or establishing a deadman capable of holding 30,000
pounds of tension.

• Establish the point from which the tanker/SALM position can be no more than 24,000 feet in the case of a
single conduit line, but not more than 2 nautical miles distant for two conduit lines.

BEACH PREPARATION

Preparing the beach area for receiving the OPDS conduit requires equipment and personnel to set up the BTU
site(s), range markers, lighting, and other items to support the installation of BTUs.  Bulldozers help in bringing
the conduit ashore and connecting it to the BTU hookup hose.  Specific actions for each of the areas of support are
given below.

Installing Beach Terminal Unit Bermed Area With Spill Catchment
 Before performing any POL operation, consult the local environmental coordinator to check for the possible

existence of special permit requirements.  The BTU will be installed in a bermed site with a berm liner (Figure 5-9,
page 5-11)  to contain any fuel or contaminated water spills from the pig catcher.  The berm area should be not less
than 10 by 16 feet to permit personnel to move around inside the enclosure while operating/maintaining the BTU.
If the berm floor is sloped, the high side should be seaward.  Prepare an 8- by 8- by 3-foot hole 100 feet inland
from the BTU site for the BTU anchor.  Clear the area between the BTU and the sea to help connect the 40-foot
hook-up hose and 6-inch ball valve to the BTU.

 Installing Range Markers/Lights
 Install range markers inland from the BTU site if room permits.  Markers must be large enough and high

enough for SLWT pilot to see the markers a minimum of 1 mile away.  They must be at least 100 feet apart.

 Setting up the Maintenance/Support Pier
 If no harbor or other pier space is available, set up an administrative pier within a mile of the BTU/conduit site

for the OPDS service craft.  The pier should be at least 500 yards from the BTU so that it does not interfere with
the SLWTs bringing the conduit to the beach.
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 Figure 5-9. BTU with berm liner

 

Anchoring the BTU
Dig a hole for the 1,500-pound lightweight BTU anchor which is buried about 100 feet inland of the BTU.

Dimensions of the hole are about 8 by 8 by 3 feet.  Lower the anchor in the hole with the shank toward the BTU.
Bury the anchor, covering it up to the jew’s harp.  Attach the 100-foot wire to the jew’s harp and to the inland end
of the BTU.

BTU OPERATIONS

After the BTU is installed and tested by the Navy personnel and flowing fuel, the remaining operations consist
of monitoring the flow, correct operation of the flow control valve, and routine maintenance of the BTU.  The BTU
operators must maintain continuous communications with the tanker and with the onshore unit.  Radio checks will
be conducted regularly by net control.  Any failure of radio communications is cause for immediate shutdown by
the tanker.  Operations at the BTU continue until fuel requirements are met.  There will be interruptions in
pumping during refueling of the tanker and when the SALM is being connected to the conduit string.  All other
procedures of the BTU are listed below.
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Controlling the BTU

 The BTU is operated by a Navy crewman for the benefit of the Army or Marine Corps onshore.  The BTU
crewman takes their orders from the onshore command unless other arrangements are worked out and reflected in
the OPORD.  The BTU crewman is trained to operate the BTU valves to perform certain functions during pigging,
flowing product, and hydro testing the lines.  The Army and Marine Corps should be sufficiently familiar with the
operation of the BTU so they can check valve alignment for the ordered function.  Depending on the downstream
arrangement of hoses, valves, and bladders, a misaligned valve in the BTU could divert the wrong fluid into a
storage bag and contaminate the bag.

 Disconnecting The BTU

 The method used for conduit retrieval determines when the BTU hookup hose is disconnected from the
conduit.  Onshore fuel connections BIU will be disconnected first and cleared from the immediate area.  Uncover
the hook up hose and conduit down to the surf area before disconnecting them.  When ready to disconnect the BTU
hookup hose from the conduit, secure the restraining collar and bridle to the seafloor conduit end fitting.  Shackle a
bulldozer’s winch wire to a pelican hook to the bridle and take a strain on the winch wire.  The pelican hook
provides a positive control for release of the conduit.  The hose and conduit are then unbolted and a female pulling
cap attached to the male end of the conduit.

 Flushing The BTU

 Before the BTU can be returned to the tanker, it must be flushed, drained, and dried. The Navy PHIBCB or
Army personnel need a freshwater supply air pump for this procedure.  Use a forklift or crane to tilt the BTU
casing once the flushing is completed.  Unbolt the BTU hook up hose from the inlet valve flange and prepare for
retrieval to tanker.

Retrieving The BTU

The BTU is prepared for recovery by PHIBCB or Army personnel.  A designated tow rigged SLWT proceeds
to the BTU site.  If a pier is available, forces ashore transport the BTU there and load it onto the SLWT.  They also
load the anchor, pendants, hook-up hose, and other fittings.  In the absence of a pier, the BTU, anchor, pendants,
and fittings are moved to the shoreline.  The SLWT passes its forward winch wire to the beach by small craft.  The
anchor, fittings, and pendant are then pulled out and lifted on deck with the A-frame.  At the tanker, the forward
boom of the tanker lifts the BTU and all its equipment from the SLWT to the forward deck.

Table 5-3.  Conduit and hose characteristics
Items Bore

Size
(inch)

Outside
Diameter
Normal
(inch)
Body/Ends

Maximum
Allowable
Working
Pressure
(psig)

Burst
Pressure
(psig)

Electrical
Continuity

Conduit 6.00 7.85/8.85 714 2220 No Requirement

Tanker Rail Hose 6.00 10.0/17.5 714 2220 Discontinuous
Floating Hose 6.00 12.0/13.0 714 2220 Continuous
Submarine A 6.00 28.0/30.0 714 2220 Continuous
Hose B 6.00 27.7/29.7 714 2220 Continuous

 C 6.00 26.7/29.5 714 2220 Continuous
Pigtail Hose 6.00 7.85/8.85 714 2220 No Requirement
BTU Hook-up Hose 6.00 7.85/8.85 714 2220 Discontinuous
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Section IV.  Planning and Administrative Considerations

OPDS DEPLOYMENT CONSIDERATIONS

When the OPDS tanker arrives, the JLOTS commander holds an OPDS deployment conference on board the
tanker.  The meeting is to coordinate efforts of the OIC OPDS and all participating OPDS deployment elements.
Attendees review the OPDS deployment plan.  They refine it for the existing scenario and work out last-minute
details.  The meeting considers all facets of OPDS installation to include:

• Site Surveys.  The survey must include maximum steepness of bottom gradient for SALM, 1:25 with good
hoding potential and nonrocky bottom; within 4 nautical miles of beach termination site (2 miles for two products);
and known depths.

• Swing Circle for the OPDS Tanker Around the SALM.  The swing circle must allow ½ -mile diameter with
no bottom hazards and minimum boat traffic in area (except to ship or for security).

• Conduit Route.  The route must be free of rocky escarpment or other bottom hazards that would cause
damage to the conduit and clear of boat traffic.

• Communications Plan.  The plan must include communication networks, procedures, equipment, control
stations and security requirements as needed.

PRODUCT DISCHARGE CONFERENCE

Before the initial pumping of product, the JLOTS commander will hold a PDC.  This PDC will ensure safe
pumping operations and mutual (ship and shore) understanding of procedures.  A review and initialing of the
OPDS POL communications checklist will also be done.  The checklist must be signed whether the deployment is
exercise or wartime.  The meeting includes the Army Petroleum Operations Officer, the ship’s master, and
pumping master.  Fuel quality, quantity, and product delivery schedule will be agreed upon before any product
discharge.  The OPDS deployment conference may be combined with the PDC.  Also with the PDC, the Army or
Marine Corps quality control specialists will inspect the ship’s product tanks and take fuel samples.  They will test
product samples IAW MIL-HDBK-200 to ensure the products to be pumped ashore meet specifications.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

The JLOTS commander is responsible for monitoring and keeping the OPDS OIC and ship’s master informed
of weather conditions.  During deployment and recovery operations, the OPDS OIC will determine when to
suspend operations due to weather.  During pumping operations, the ship’s master makes this determination and
will notify the Army or Marine Corps of intent to discontinue operations.

Section V.  Communications and Installation

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

The OPDS-installed tanker transceivers include as a minimum one each HF, VHF, and SSB or UHF
transmitters and receivers.  These units are used for general communications, OPDS deployment/recovery, and for
pumping operations.  There are 20 portable hand-held 5-watt transceivers (30-75 MHZ) that are part of the TOE.
The PHIBCB personnel on the tanker, support craft, and ashore will use those or similar radios in addition to
standard military VHF radios.  During deployment and recovery, the Army onshore will use PRC-77 or equivalent.
The hand-held VHF radios have a range of about 4 miles at tanker deck level and an operating life of six to eight
hours.

OPDS OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS

During OPDS deployment and recovery, long-range and secure tactical voice communications are not usually
required.  Operational communications require sufficient range to reach from the IPDS onshore and the tanker,
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which may be in excess of 20 miles.  Also, for tactical reasons, secure voice communications may be required.  The
Army petroleum distribution commander ensures communications equipment is compatible with the OPDS tanker.
If the communications equipment is not compatible for product scheduling or off-load operations, the Army unit
onshore will provide the necessary equipment.

WARNING

Any person who notices an unsafe condition is authorized to radio to the tanker to stop pumping.

ONSHORE COMMUNICATION PLAN

Good communications are needed throughout all phases of OPDS planning, deployment, recovery and
operation.  Most OPDS installation and recovery operations are controlled by soldiers using VHF walkie-talkie,
hand-held radios with at least six-channels. The onshore fuels distribution system delivers fuels from the BTU to
locations ashore.  It consists of one or more conduits, storage facilities, and pumping stations, as well as related
monitoring and control systems.

• A general list of communications areas required for onshore fuels distribution operations is given below.

 ••Ship-to-shore operation.

 ••Fuels dispensing.

 ••Conduit supply

 ••Conduit pump station operation.

 ••Conduit security.  Dedicated frequencies must be allotted to support these functions.

• The tactical petroleum terminal dispatch center controls the overall system.  The dispatch center acts as the
fuel scheduling and transportation control center.  It may be located up to 100 miles inland.

WARNING

The tanker will stop pumping whenever communications with the beach is list for one minute.

PUMPING COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROL

There must be a dedicated communications pumping network and a backup network that are manned and
operable every second so that the tanker can be advised to stop the pumps in an emergency.  The tanker has pump
shut down buttons in three locations, any one of which can be used to shut down the pumps under emergency
conditions (loss of lubrication, possible pump damage).  There is always a tankerman close to at least one of the
buttons, usually to two buttons during pumping operations.  However, they will not react until so directed by the
beach.  Any person along the flow path is authorized to give a stop pumping order to the tanker if he notices an
unsafe condition.  The tanker may shut down pumping operations because of equipment or other problems on
board the ship, but will always advise the beach as soon as possible.  The Army or Marine Corps must anticipate
all problems.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The sequence of events for the OPDS deployment is as follows:

• OPDS site surveys by UCT or other underwater units.

• The tanker arrives and anchors.

• The arrival conference is held.
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• Deploy tanker mooring area, SALM area, and conduit route marker buoys in surveyed areas.

• The first two of the SLWTs that are outfitted as two tugs are assigned to assist the tanker into the spread
moor by kedging the two quarter anchors.

• The tanker maneuvers with the help of two tow tugs into it four-point mooring.

• All four SLWTs pull conduit off the tanker and deploy as much as 4 miles of flexible pipeline to the beach.

• Install BTUs, berm if necessary.

• Conduit is pressure-tested.  When the tanker is within 2 miles of the BTU site, two flow lines can be laid.
Remove kinks and twists.  Connect each to a BTU.

• The Product Discharge Conference on the tanker is held.

• Within 48 hours of arrival, the tanker should be ready to pump petroleum products, as directed by the user
command to the beach at a rate of 1.2 million gallons per 20-hour day.

• Within seven days, and with divers and SLWT assistance, the SALM can be installed to provide
uninterrupted, all weather product delivery.
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CHAPTER 6

TACTICAL PETROLEUM TERMINAL

Section I.  Concept and Primary Components

Today's highly mobile military forces require a fuel supply system that is easily set up and flexible.
The fuel supply system must be able to hold large quantities of fuel. The older steel, welded pipelines have
been replaced with the new lightweight aluminum, quick-coupled IPDS.  The new system for fuel storage
now being used with the IPDS is the TPT as shown in Figure 6-1, page 6-3. The TPT replaces bolted and
welded steel bulk fuel tanks with lightweight collapsible fabric tanks in various capacities.  These new
tanks can be transported with minimal transportation assets compared to the steel tanks of the past.  They
can be installed in a fraction of the time of the older system. The TPT is a facility designed and packaged
for rapid erection at almost any location for the receipt, storage, and dispensing of liquid fuels.  Fuels can
be received into the TPT from the pipeline, tank vehicles, or railcars.  The TPT can dispense fuel into
tank trucks, 500-gallon collapsible drums, or return fuel to the pipeline for downstream distribution. The
facility can be disassembled and moved to another location or returned to an equipment storage facility.
The TPT can be used as the base terminal receiving fuel from ship-to-shore operations for distribution
forward through the pipeline.  It can also be used as the head terminal at the end of the IPDS for fuel
storage and further distribution forward by tank vehicle and hoseline to nearby airfields.

PRIMARY COMPONENTS
The standard TPT is modular with three identical Fuel Units.  A standard TPT is shown in Figure 6-2,
page 6-4.  The total TPT is stored in 77 twenty foot ISO containers.  A pipeline connection assembly will
be issued when the TPT is to be connected to a pipeline.  The primary components are discussed below.

FUEL UNIT
Each fuel unit consists of three Tank Farm Assemblies, with two 210,000-gallon collapsible

fabric tanks each, a Tanker-Truck Receipt Manifold, a Fuel Dispensing Assembly, a Transfer Hoseline
Assembly, six Fire Suppression Assemblies, an Optional Tank Configuration and a Fuel Unit Support
Assembly. A total of 24 ISO containers are used to store one Fuel Unit.

• Tank Farm Assembly.  The Tank Farm Assembly consists of two 210,000-gallon collapsible
fabric tanks, a hoseline pump and associated hose, valves, and fittings.

• Tanker-Truck Receipt Manifold.  The tanker-Truck Receipt manifold consists of a hoseline
pump and associated equipment to provide four receiving stations.  It is used to receive fuel from
commercial or military tanker-trucks.

• Fuel Dispensing Assembly.  Dispenses fuel directly to bulk fuel tank trucks and 500-gallon,
collapsible drums.

• Transfer Hoseline Assembly.  There are fifteen 500-foot hoses (7,500-feet) with ends flaked
in three tricons.  Each tricon also has coupling clamps and tools for connecting the hoses.
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• Fire Suppression Assembly.  The main component is the Wheeled Mounted Fire
Extinguisher. Skid mounted on a two wheeled trailer, the system is designed to apply the dry chemical
(Purple K) until the fire is under control and then apply the aqueous film forming foam (AFFF) creating a
blanket effect.

• Optional Tank Configuration.  Each fuel unit has two 50,000-gallon collapsible fabric tanks
with a transfer pump (350-GPM) that can be used for additional storage.

• Fuel Unit Support Assembly.  This assembly consists of the fuel unit’s ISIL, two floodlight
sets, a hoseline installation and repair assembly, a displacement and evacuation kit, a hoseline suspension
kit and a spare hoseline pump.

PIPELINE CONNECTION ASSEMBLY
The pipeline connection assembly is required if fuel is to be received or issued to the pipeline.  It

consists of the following major components.

• Switching Manifold.  Allows the TPT to be connected to the pipeline and controls the flow
in, out, and within the TPT.

• Contaminated Fuel Module.  Consists of two 50,000-gallon collapsible fabric tanks to hold
contaminated fuel for blending or disposal.

• Transfer Hoseline Assembly.  There are fifteen 500-foot hoses (7,500 feet) with ends flaked
in three tricons.  Each tricon also has coupling clamps and tools for connecting the hoses.

• Pipeline Connection Support Assembly.  Contains additional ISIL items, Aviation Fuels
Contamination Test Kit, Hoseline Suspension Kit, Displacement and Evacuation Kit, Hoseline Installation
and Repair Assembly, and a Fire Suppression Assembly.

.
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Figure 6-1. Tactical petroleum terminal
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Figure 6-2. Standard tactical petroleum terminal
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Section II.  System Components

THE 210,000-GALLON FABRIC COLLAPSIBLE TANKS

The 210,000-gallon capacity, fabric collapsible, fuel storage tanks also known as BFTA are complete
with fittings, accessories, and emergency repair items.  The BFTA as shown in Figure 6-3, page 6-9.  For
more information on the 5,000 barrel tank see Chapter 22.

THE 50,000-GALLON FABRIC COLLAPSIBLE TANKS

The eight 50,000-gallon fabric collapsible tanks furnished with the TPT are complete with fittings,
accessories, and emergency repair items.  The 50,000-gallon fabric collapsible tank is shown in Figure 6-
4, page 6-10.  For more information on the 50,000-gallon tank, see Chapter 22.

THE 600-GPM HOSELINE PUMPS

The 600-GPM hoseline pumps are wheel-mounted, diesel engine-driven, self-priming, air-cooled,
centrifugal units.  The pump is close-coupled to a turbo-charged diesel engine which can be operated
manually or automatically through an electric governor.  Controls regulating either mode of engine
operation are contained in the control panel mounted directly over the pump.  The pump and engine are
mounted on a two-wheel trailer assembly with internal towing bar and leveling supports.  The 600-GPM
hoseline pump has a discharge head of 350 feet and is rated at 2400 RPM.  The 600-GPM hoseline pump
is designed to--

•   transfer fuel from one tank to another

•   pump fuel to the dispensing set

•   pump fuel to the associated pipeline or hoseline system

•   pump fuels from the tank vehicle receipt manifold to the TPT storage tanks.

THE 350-GPM TRANSFER PUMP

The 350-GPM transfer pump can be field transported with a tow vehicle for short distances.  A long
distance move has to be made with a transport vehicle.  This pump unit is used in the contaminated fuel
module with the TPT.  The pump can also be easily moved and used as required in other locations and
services.  Figure 6-5, page 6-10,  shows a 350-GPM pump.  For more information on the 350-GPM pump
see Chapter 20.

METER/STRAINER ASSEMBLY

The four meter/strainer assemblies are aluminum single-case, positive displacement meters with 6-
inch double-groove connections.  A meter/strainer assembly is shown in Figure 6-6, page 6-11.  The
maximum working pressure is 150 PSI.  The maximum flow rate is 800 GPM.  A large numeral reset
counter mounted on the meter reads out in U.S. gallons.  A 0 to 1500 GPM flow indicator is included as
an integral part of the assembly.  The strainers included in the skid-mounted assembly upstream of each
meter have 6-inch cast steel strainers with 40-mesh stainless steel baskets with 6-inch double-groove
connections.  The strainers have a 150-PSI working pressure.  An air release head is mounted on the
strainer.  The meters and strainers are mounted together on a skid for easy handling and a firm setting.
Three of the four meters measure fuel into the fuel units.  The other meter is supplied for installation in
the hoseline return to the pipeline or to a user facility.  The strainers are to protect the meter assemblies.

FILTER-SEPARATORS

There are twelve 350-GPM filter/separators in the system.  The filter/separator is shown in Figure 6-
7, page 6-11.  For more information on the 350-GPM filter/separator see Chapter 21.
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PRESSURE-REGULATING VALVE ASSEMBLY

There is one pressure-regulating valve assembly in the TPT.  It consists of a steel skid-mounted, 7-
inch pilot-operated, pressure-regulating valve.  The valve is controlled so that it will not open unless the
upstream pressure is 50 PSI or above.  Downstream pressure is limited to a maximum of 125 PSI.  The
pressure-regulating valve assembly has a 7-inch flange to 6-inch IPDS single-groove adapters on each
side.  Pressure gages are installed in the control manifolding to show pressures on both the upstream and
downstream sides of the valve.  To protect the pressure-regulating valve from debris in the pipeline, a
sleeve strainer is supplied to insert into the scraper receiver at the end of the pipeline supplying fuel to the
TPT.  The pressure-regulating valve limits pressure into the TPT switching manifold to below 125 PSI
and maintains a pipeline pressure of 50 PSI or above in operation and 50 PSI on shutdown.  The pressure-
regulating valves are supplied as part of the switching manifold supply.

THE 6-INCH PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE ASSEMBLY

There are three 6-inch pressure control valve assemblies in the TPT.  These pressure control valves
are back pressure relief/back pressure regulators set at 30 PSI.  The unit is skid-mounted and fitted with
double-groove adapters.  These back pressure controllers are installed in the recirculating hoselines from
the fuel-dispensing assembly back to the tankage to maintain dispensing pressure at a maximum of 30
PSI.  These control valves are supplied as part of the dispensing assembly.

THE 1 1/2-INCH PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE

There are six 1 1/2-inch pressure control valves in the system, each set at 5 PSI.  The end fittings are
1 1/2-inch with cam-lock couplings.  These valves are part of the two 1 1/2- inch dispensing points at
each dispensing assembly, designated primarily for filling nonvented 500-gallon collapsible drums.  They
limit the loading pressure of the drums to 5 PSI.  The valves are supplied as part of the dispensing
assembly.

FUEL SAMPLING ASSEMBLY

There is one fuel sampling assembly in the TPT as shown in Figure 6-8, page 6-12.  It consists of a
pipe section with double-groove ends, a 1/2-inch tap into the line, a 1/2-inch ball valve, a 1/2-inch needle
valve, a goose-neck spigot, and a catch basin.  A set of hydrometers is supplied with the fuel sampling
assembly.  This assembly is located on the inlet line to the switching manifold for each TPT to permit
periodic sampling and quality control.

RANGE POLES

The TPT is supplied with 36 range poles Range poles are used to roughly estimate the quantity of fuel
in the fabric collapsible tanks in the TPT.   Each pole is made of two sections of steel tubing of nominal 1
1/8-inch outside diameter and of nominal 0.032-inch wall thickness.  The pole is 6½ feet long with a
hardened steel point permanently fastened to the lower end.  The two pole sections are locked together
with a spring catch.  Both sections are fitted in a two-pocket cotton duck carrying case.  Two poles are
supplied for each BFTA.  They are driven in the berms on opposite sides of the tank and a cord is
stretched across the tank.  The cord should be set at 6 feet 8 inches up from the base of the tank, which is
the full level.  Attaching a readily visible object, such as a ball, to the cord over the center of the tank
makes estimating tank height easier.

NESTABLE CULVERTS

Nestable culverts are 12-inch corrugated culvert pipe.  Hose can be routed through these nestable
culverts for protection from traffic weight and any other effects which might cause hose damage.  Nestable
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culverts can also be used to protect the hose from rock or from ballast and cinders under a railway spur.
The culverts are part of the TPT support assembly.

FLOODLIGHT SETS

There are six floodlight sets in the TPT.  A floodlight set is a wheel-mounted diesel engine-driven
generator with an integrally mounted telescoping tower carrying four high intensity lamps.  One set can
light 7.5 acres.  It has a generator set that is powered by a 7-cycle, air-cooled, multifuel engine.  It carries
a fuel capacity for 18 hours.  The setup locations for the six sets are determined by the requirements for
the particular TPT site.  Particular attention should be given to the lighting of fuel-dispensing areas, fuel
receipt areas, and heavy operating areas around the pumps and the switching manifold.  There is one
portable petroleum aviation fuel contamination kit supplied with the TPT.

FIRE-SUPPRESSION EQUIPMENT

Each TPT is furnished with 19 sets of fire-suppression equipment.  Each set contains a skid-mounted
dry chemical and AFFF fire extinguisher with a remote wheel-mounted hose cart; Purple K dry chemicals;
liquid foam; Kevlar hoods, gloves, coats, boots and trousers.  The particular TPT layout determines where
fire-suppression equipment is placed.  Whatever locations are selected, they should be readily accessible to
the operators and the fire suppression crew and.  These locations should be clearly flagged with prominent
signs.  Clothing should be stored in a dry, readily accessible building or container.

HOSE, FITTINGS, AND VALVE ASSEMBLIES

For the most part, the hose, fittings, and valves are used to interconnect the equipment described in
Table 6-1, pages 6-33 and 6-34, and Table 6-2, page 6-35.  They are preassembled into convenient units
that make installation more efficient.  There are 12 of these assemblies in the TPT system.

STORAGE AND TRANSFER SYSTEMS

The equipment described previously in this section make up the storage and transfer systems
described below.  Installation of these components is covered in Section III of this chapter.

Tank Farm Units

The tank farm units are the primary storage units for fuel in the TPT.  Fuel is pumped directly to the
fuel-dispensing assembly from the storage tanks of any tank farm unit assembly.  Fuel can be pumped
from the tank farm unit assembly to another tank farm assembly in the fuel unit or to an associated
pipeline or hoseline system if required in the particular operating area.  A tank farm unit consists of two
BFTAs, one 600-GPM hoseline pump, three 6-inch aluminum Ts, seven 6-inch gate valves, coupling
adapters, and enough 6-inch hose assemblies (suction and discharge) to connect the components.  Range
poles are provided to estimate the amount of fuel in the collapsible tanks. The maximum distances in the
fuel tank spacing is depends on the available hoseline and the minimum distances by safety
considerations.  The hoseline arrangements shown are examples.  Other arrangements may be more
suitable for certain situations.

Contaminated Fuel Unit

The contaminated fuel unit is used to store fuel that has become mixed or contaminated during
transport to the TPT.  This includes the interface which occurs in the pipeline batching and the fuel/water
interface at the time of the initial purge and fill operation.  Tank vehicle connections are provided so the
contaminated product can be transported for blending or disposal.  The contaminated fuel unit consists of
two 50,000-gallon fabric collapsible tanks, a 6-inch aluminum T, a 350-GPM pump, a 3-inch ball valve
assembly for loading tank vehicles, two 6-inch aluminum gate valve assemblies, and hoses and fittings to
connect the components.  Road access is required to allow the unloading of the 50,000-gallon tanks with
tank vehicles.
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Transfer Hoseline Assemblies

Three transfer hoseline assemblies are provided with the TPT.  Each assembly provides the
connection between the switching manifold, the tank farm units, and the return manifold to the pipeline
system.  Valve assemblies in the transfer hoseline allow the switching of fuel between the tank farm
assemblies.  Each transfer hoseline assembly has about--

•   23,000 feet of 6-inch lightweight collapsible discharge hoseline,

•   eleven 6-inch double-groove aluminum Ts,

•   eleven 6-inch aluminum gate valve assemblies,

•   one 6-inch hoseline suspension kit,

•   16 flaking box assemblies,

•   one displacement and evacuation kit,

•   three 6-inch double-groove coupling clamp sets.

The hoseline is provided in flaking boxes with two 250-foot lengths per box.  Four flaking boxes can
be stacked on the bed of a 5-ton cargo truck and flaked out continuously.

Fuel-dispensing Assemblies

Three fuel-dispensing assemblies come with each TPT.  The fuel-dispensing assembly is used to issue
fuels from a TPT.  There is one fuel-dispensing assembly for each of the three fuel units.  Using a tank
farm unit as its pumping source and bulk holding point, the fuel-dispensing assembly allows fuel loading
to tanker trucks and 500-gallon collapsible drums.  The major components of the fuel-dispensing
assembly include three 350-GPM filter/separators, three probe adapters for the portable fuel
contamination testing kit, six loading points for loading tank trucks, and two 500-gallon collapsible drum
loading points.  About 900 feet of hoseline and valves of various sizes are used to connect the components
of the dispensing assembly.

Tank Vehicle Receipt Manifold

The three tank vehicle receipt manifolds provide the TPT with the valves, hoselines, and fittings
necessary to allow the offloading of petroleum products from tank vehicles if required.  A bypass line
around the pump is provided, allowing the manifold to be used to load tank vehicles to supplement the
fuel-dispensing set, if required.  Depending on system requirements, the manifold can be installed fully or
partially.  Each of the manifolds has four tank vehicle unloading stations using 7-inch butterfly valves
with 3-inch quick-disconnect couplings.  A 600-GPM hoseline pump from the TPT support assembly is
used with each manifold.  The truck unloading valves are connected to 7-inch suction hose which is
connected to a 6-inch suction hose leading to the pump.  The bypass around the pump is made up of 6-
inch discharge hose.  Three 6-inch aluminum T assemblies and four 6- x 6- by 7-inch aluminum Ts
provide the necessary connection for the manifold.  To connect the receipt manifold to the TPT and
maintain a safe separation between the components, 250-foot long 6-inch hoseline sections from the
transfer hoseline kit can be used as needed.

Switching Manifold

The switching manifold controls the flow from the associated pipeline to the tank farm units and the
contaminated fuel unit.  It also controls the flow from the tank farm units to a pipeline or a user facility.
The manifold is made up of two parts; the receipt manifold and the return manifold.  The receipt manifold
receives fuel from the associated pipeline and tank vehicle receipt manifold and distributes the fuel to the
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tank farm unit.  The valves in the switching manifold allows cuts between batches of different fuels
arriving at the TPT from the associated pipeline, and, if necessary, from the tank vehicle receipt
manifolds.  The interface goes to the contaminated fuel unit.  The return manifold receives fuel from the
tank farm units and directs it to the associated pipeline or hoseline user facility.  The switching manifold
consists of--

•   Five units of 6-inch, 50-foot discharge hose,

•   50 double-groove coupling clamps,

•   Six 6-inch aluminum gate valve assemblies,

•   Nine 6-inch aluminum double-groove tees,

•   Four meter skid assemblies,

•   One pressure regulating valve assembly,

•   One sampling assembly,

•   Six 6-inch single-groove to double-groove adapters.

Only two of the 6-inch single-groove to double-groove adapters are used in the switching manifold,
one in the receipt manifold and the other in the return manifold.  The other adapters are available for use
in modifications that may be required in certain operating areas.  Ideally, the switching manifold should
be as compact as possible; however, certain situations may require extra length.  The switching manifold
setup may vary with site conditions and service requirements.

Optional Tank Configuration

The optional tank configuration can be used to replace or supplement the normal BFT's in the tank
farm units or provide for special storage as required.  There is one optional tank configuration supplied
with each TPT.  Each tank configuration contains up to six BFTAs, six 7-inch aluminum Y-assemblies,
six 7-inch aluminum gate valve assemblies, and four 7-inch aluminum tee assemblies.  Connections
between components are made with 7-inch hoseline assemblies, both suction and discharge.  Note that
each BFTA comes with a 10-foot section of 7-inch suction hose and a 7-inch aluminum gate valve which
are incorporated into the hoseline layout.  Each tank  is also supplied with a 4- to 6-inch adapter and a 6-
inch cam lock to double-groove adapter to allow the tank to be used separately.  Two 6-inch Ts are
provided to be used as required.
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Figure 6-3. The 5,000 barrel fabric collapsible tank

Figure 6-4. The 50,000 gallon fabric collapsible tank
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Figure 6-5. The 350 GPM  pump

Figure 6-6. The meter/strainer assembly
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Figure 6-7. Filters separator, liquid fuel

Figure 6-8. Fuel sampling assembly
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Section III.  Tank Farm Installation

LAYOUTS

The layout requirements for a TPT must be flexible to fit the particular site and service.  These
arrangements may be modified for practicality at a particular site.  The objective in any equipment
arrangement is to provide for efficient and safety in operations.  As a general rule, the TPT should be
arranged for maximum spacing between tank farm units and fuel units to the extent the particular
operating site requirements and hoseline availability permit.  This will provide for the highest level of
safety for the equipment and the operating personnel without adversely affecting operating efficiency.
Specific area service requirements may also affect layout and spacing.  For detailed information on TPT
layout, refer to FM 5-482.

Typical TPT Layouts

A typical TPT layout is shown in Figure 6-9, page 6-13. This layout is an example of a TPT which
has been arranged to make full use of the transfer hoseline provided for wide spacing between fuel
modules.  The layout assumes that adequately sized property is available and the equipment is wide spaced
for security reasons.  In many locations, due to terrain or operational situations, the layout may have to
differ substantially from that shown.  In a relatively secure area or when property available is limited, it
will be appropriate to arrange the system with much closer spacing between fuel units and equipment.  A
typical close-spaced TPT layout is shown in Figure 6-10, page 6-14 .  It is not imperative to lay out
tankage in a straight line.  Security demands or terrain may dictate otherwise.  Road access should always
be considered when planning a TPT site.  Ideally, there should be a limited number of entry points into
the TPT area, with each entry point having a control or checkpoint to monitor and route traffic in and out
of the area.  A road that can support two-way tank vehicle traffic should run along the perimeter of the
TPT site.  This road would give access to each fuel unit's fuel-dispensing assembly.  In the fuel-dispensing
areas, the roadway should be widened to at least 40 feet.  Through traffic should be routed away from the
fuel-dispensing area.  Similar fuel handling areas are needed for the contaminated fuel module and the
tanker truck receipt manifolds. Secondary roads should be made for MHE, pumps, fire-suppression
equipment, and maintenance equipment to be moved.  Under-road culverts through which hoselines pass
allow vehicles to cross over the hoselines without damaging them.  These culverts are installed as
necessary.  The hoseline suspension kit may also be used to provide for crossing under the hoseline.
Access must be provided to the pumps and near each tank berm.  An important point shown on the
general TPT layout is the location of the fire-suppression equipment.  A wheel-mounted fire extinguisher
should be located near each tank berm, at each fuel-dispensing assembly, at each tank vehicle receipt
assembly, and at the contaminated fuel module.  Extra units should be stationed at a central point ready
for use anywhere in the TPT.  Covered shelters or containers for housing the Kevlar fire-fighting clothing
and extra fire fighting supplies should be provided at central, easily accessible locations around the TPT.
The 20-pound hand-held fire extinguishers should be distributed and located at each pump, each
floodlight set, each fuel-dispensing area, and other operating areas at the discretion of the operating
supervision.  Personnel must know where all fire-fighting equipment is located at all times to prevent
confusion in an emergency.  Readily visible signs flagging the locations of fire extinguishers would be
helpful.  The floodlight sets should be placed to give light to the fuel-dispensing areas, fuel receipt areas,
and heavy operating areas around the pumps and the switching manifold.
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Figure 6-9. Typical wide-spaced TPT layout
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Figure 6-10. Typical closed spaced TPT layout

SITE SELECTION

Using both aerial and ground reconnaissance, the Army will probably preselect a specific site or at
least a desired area in which to set up the TPT.  (Refer to FM 5-482 for detailed information on site
selection).  There is not a completely ideal site. When picking a site, a decision must be made. When
evaluating the site, these factors must be considered in site selection.

•   Distribution Plan.  The need for the terminal in a general area can be decided only by the U.S.
Army's distribution plan.

•   Relation to the Area System.  The ability to supply the terminal with fuel must be considered.  This
will consider the primary source of supply and the hydraulics of the pipeline to the terminal.  In most
cases, the distribution plan will be the main factor.  It will cause the associated pipeline system design to
be such that it can deliver to the TPT site selected.

•   TPT Site Size.  The site selected must be able to hold the equipment and roadways needed.  The
previous paragraphs discuss these site requirements.  Compromise and rearrangement of equipment will
often be necessary.

•   Suitability of Terrain.  The selected site should be reasonably level and well drained especially
where the individual storage, loading, and unloading of equipment are planned.  The least amount of
earth moving work needed is better.  The less, the better.  Low and swampy areas should be avoided.  The
site should be as free as possible from heavy obstructions such as large rocks and trees.

•   Road Access.  If possible, the site should be located relatively near existing road systems capable of
carrying the traffic involved.  There must be access to that road system or a new road may need to be
constructed to connect the roads.
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•   Water Availability.  Water must be available at the site or making it available at the site.  The
operation must have water available for safety reasons even if it must be hauled to the site.  Water must be
available for the charging of the dry chemical/AFFF wheel-mounted fire extinguisher.  It is also needed
for general fire protection and personnel safety.

•   Layout.  After the site has been selected, a preliminary layout should be made.  This shows all the
major equipment and system locations, including tanks, pumps, floodlight sets, fuel-dispensing areas, tank
vehicle receipt areas, and the access roads.  The characteristics of the site available should be evaluated.
Then the preliminary layout should be reviewed and corrected if needed for a final layout on which
equipment locations are firm.  Final roadwork and tank pad and berm construction must be based on this
final layout.

SITE PREPARATION AND EARTHWORK

Final site selection and subsequently site preparation and earthwork must be based on the layout
discussed in the previous paragraph.  The site will probably not be ideal; therefore, there must be some
give and take between the layout and site preparation results.  Site preparation work should be based on a
grading plan that reduces cut and fill operations even if the plan is roughly prepared in the field.  The
plan should be based on actual on-site elevations and survey, observation of obstructions, and knowledge
of the types of soils that appear to be present.  The first step to prepare the site is to cut an access road to
the site unless one already exists.  Stake out the area that must be cleared.  Mark where the major
components will be located.  Cut, grub, doze, or if necessary, blast major obstructions; for example, trees,
boulders, or buildings.  Clear and grade the areas where a fuel unit will be located, transfer systems
installed, roadways built, and loading and unloading facilities installed.  There must be good drainage
from the site.  Plan cuts and fills so that the volume of cut soils roughly equals the required fill for low
spots, tank berms, and roadways.  If the area is fairly flat and requires only minimal grading, the materials
for roadways and tank berms can come from a borrow pit near the site which can, if desired, be converted
to a reserve water storage basin.   Keep in mind that the major equipment, most particularly the BFTAs,
should be set on virgin or cut soils, if possible, rather than on fill.  If tankage must be located on a filled
area, the fill must be compacted as it is placed.  Compaction after a deep fill has little effect.  When
extensive fill is required, the slopes must be such as to prevent slides and reduce erosion.  As a general
rule, there should be no slopes greater than 2:1 (approximately 25 °) in sandy or loamy soils.

Road

Road must be fully compacted and have good drainage.  If possible, they must have at least a surface
of gravel or crushed rock.  Each side of the road should have an adequate swale or ditch for good
drainage.  Drainage culverts should be placed as required.  The road, swale, ditch, and drain culvert
requirements will depend on the site and anticipated rainfall.  Roads must be constructed to permit ready
access to all areas for installation, operation, fuel loading and unloading, and fire fighting.

Tank Pad and Berm Construction

Proper tank pad and berm construction is most important to provide for tank operation and protection
from spill or a fire resulting from the spill.  Tank pads are preferably constructed of a loamy or clay soil
containing some sand so that a smooth area can be graded and hold its shape.  The longest slope should be
approximately 1° (degree) from horizontal. The low point should be where the tank drain will end up
when the tank is unrolled.  A small ditch and a basin for the tank drain line and drain valve can be
excavated by hand at the time the tank is unrolled.  The low point permits maximum pump out of the tank
and drainage through the drain line.  The base of the tank pad area must be virgin, cut, or well compacted
soil.  To avoid damage to the tank bottom, sticks, stones, or sharp objects must be removed before the tank
is installed.  Berms may be constructed before, after, or simultaneously with tank pad construction,
depending on job conditions.  The tank must be cleared on any rocks or clumps, that roll on to the tank
pads during berm construction.  Tank pad rough grading should be completed before berm construction
and should be finished after berm construction.  The preferred materials are soils containing a fairly high
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clay content to hold shape and sealing.  The berm should be compacted as it is constructed.  An alternate
to graded berms are sandbag berms as described earlier.  If a berm drain is installed, as recommended, it
should be laid in a hand-cut trough after the first layer of berm is placed and before the second layer is
placed.  Care must be taken to avoid damage by the equipment constructing the berm.  This can best be
handled by not installing the valve until after the berm is completed and giving the berm drain pipe plenty
of cover.  When the drain valve is installed, it should be left closed, or the integrity of the berm has been
compromised.  Berm liners should be installed after the pad and berm are completed.  A light layer of soil
(without rocks) may be spread over the liner to protect and hold it in place.

Pads for Other Equipment

To the extent possible, all operating equipment should be set on virgin or cut soils rather than fill.  If
a filled area cannot be avoided, it must be well compacted.  This is particularly important for the pumps
and floodlight sets.  If available, it is recommended that the areas on which equipment is placed be
covered with a 6 to 7-inch layer of coarse gravel or crushed rock.  The gravel or crushed rock should
extend out and around the equipment for several feet.  This will provide a high and dry area from which
to operate and maintain the equipment.   If coarse gravel or crushed rock is available, place it around
often-operated valve stations.

EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION

This section lists the equipment in the recommended installation sequence. Major equipment is
installed first, followed by major fittings and valve assemblies, and then by the interconnecting hoselines.
The transfer hoselines can be laid as soon as the location of the switching manifold is Setup.  When
equipment, valves, fittings and hoses  are being installed, internal cleanliness is very important.  Sand,
rocks, rags, tools, or clothing left inside will block the fuel flow or damage equipment.  Leave protective
caps and plugs in place until actually ready to make a connection.  Before closing a joint, inspect the parts
being assembled and remove any foreign material.

FLOODLIGHT SETS

Install the six floodlight sets that come with the TPT as soon as possible.  Sufficient light must be
available for night TPT installation.  Install the floodlight set according to the manufacturer's manual.
The location of the sets will depend on characteristics of the field site.

BFTA

Make sure that the tank pads are free of sharp objects and smooth before rolling out the tanks.  The
drain on the tank should be located over the low spot in the pad and the top fitting intended for pump
suction is the one closest to this drain.  Cut a small trench for the drain hose before unrolling that end of
the tank under which the drain hose will pass.  After cutting the trench, install the drain hose and valve
assembly.  Service, install on assigned pads, and assemble all components of the BFTAs as described in
the TM  overpacked with the tanks.  Six BFTAs are supplied per fuel unit and 18 per TPT.

The 50,000-Gallon Fabric Collapsible Tanks

Install the 50,000-gallon tanks the same as for the BFTAs..  Service, install on assigned pads, and
assemble all components IAW TM 5-5430-210-12.  Up to six tanks are in the optional tank configuration
and two per contaminated fuel unit.

The 600-GPM Hoseline Pumps
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Three 600-GPM pumps come with each fuel unit and nine per TPT.  One 600-GPM pump come with
the tank vehicle receipt manifold and three per TPT.  The TPT comes with three spare 600-GPM pumps
for use as needed.  Ground the pumps when they are installed.  Install the 600-GPM pumps as far from
the collapsible tanks as possible without deforming the tank top or causing long unsupported lengths of
suction hose.  The suction hose should lay on the ground without strain on the tank or pump.  Pump
engines and exhaust fumes are hot.  For safety reasons, keep them as far as practical and distance from the
tank will enhance safety.  Install, service, and prepare the 600-GPM hoseline pumps for operation IAW
the technical manual overpacked with each pump.

The 350-GPM Transfer Pump

Install the one 350-GPM transfer pump with the contaminated fuel unit.  The same preparation
procedures are used as with the 600-GPM pump.  Install, service, and prepare the 350-GPM transfer
pump IAW TM 5-4320-226-14.

Meter Skid Assemblies

Install the meter skid assemblies.  Three are supplied per fuel unit supply hoseline and one per
common header to associated pipeline or hoseline system.  Service and prepare the assemblies IAW the
manufacturer's manuals overpacked with the equipment.  Ground the meter skid assemblies when they are
installed.

Filter Separators

Install, service, and prepare the filter/separators IAW TM 5-4330-211-12.  Ground the
filter/separators when they are installed.  Three filter/separators are installed with each fuel-dispensing
assembly and nine per TPT.

Tank Farm Unit Assembly Hoselines, Valves, and Fittings

The following installation and assembly procedures are based on the shared berm layout shown in
Figure 6-11, page 6-18.

• Position crates containing Ts, pumping assembly, and gate valves near their respective installation
sites around the fabric collapsible tanks.

• Remove the 6-inch aluminum Ts, gate valves, adapters, coupling clamps, and coupling gaskets from
the crates.  Inspect all items for damage, cleanliness, and quantities required.

• Align mating surfaces of adapters, gate valves, and Ts.

NOTE:  When installing coupling clamps and gaskets, liberally apply grease to the gasket and the inside
surface of coupling clamp to prevent pinching during installation.  Then, pull the coupling gasket over
one grooved end of each mating joint.  Ensure the gasket is properly positioned over the full
circumference of the sealing surfaces.  Position the coupling clamp over the gasket.  While maintaining
alignment of mating parts, lock the coupling clamp securely.  Make sure all hoselines, fittings and valves
are clean internally.  Foreign materials may stop operations and damage equipment.
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Figure 6-11. Tank farm (Module) assembly layout, typical layout with separate berm constuction, hose,
valve, and fitting installation
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Check the position of the 600-GPM hoseline pump

•   Place crates containing hose and fittings near their respective installation position.

•   Uncrate and position the 6-inch discharge hose assemblies.

•   Remove the dust caps and connect the 5-inch suction hose and gate valve assembly to the tank
elbows.

•   Connect the coupling adapters to the gate valves.

•   Connect the 6-inch suction hoses between the coupling adapters and the gate valve assembly.

•   Connect the 6-inch suction hose to the T assembly and inlet side of the pump assembly.

•   Connect the 6-inch discharge hose between the outlet side of the pump assemblies and the gate
valve.

•   Connect the 6-inch gate valve to the transfer hoseline.

•   Connect the coupling adapters to the tank elbows.

•   Connect the 6-inch discharge hoses between the coupling adapters and gate the valve assemblies.

•   Inspect all connections to verify correct installation of coupling clamps, coupling gaskets, and
security of cam-lock devices.

CONTAMINATED FUEL UNIT HOSELINES, VALVES, AND FITTINGS

The following assembly and installation procedures are based on the contaminated fuel module
layout.  Make sure all hoselines, fittings, and valves are clean internally.  Foreign materials may stop
operations and damage equipment.

•   Connect elbows to the outlet ports of the 50,000-gallon tanks.  Connect 6- by 7-inch reducers to the
elbows.

•   Connect the coupling adapters to the 6-inch by 7-inch reducers.

•   Install the 6-inch discharge hoses between the coupling adapters and the gate valve assembly.

•   Connect the gate valves to the 6-inch T.

•   Connect the 6-inch discharge hose between the 6-inch tee and the beginning of the transfer
hoseline.

•   Connect elbows to the inlet ports of the 50,000-gallon tanks.

•   Connect 7-inch suction hoses to the tank elbows and 7-inch gate valves.

•   Connect the 7-inch suction hoses to the suction side of the 350-GPM transfer pump and the 7-inch
gate valve assemblies.

•   Connect the 7-inch discharge hoses to the discharge side of the transfer pump.

•   Connect the 7- by 3-inch reducer and the 3-inch ball valve assembly to the 7-inch discharge hose.

•   Inspect all connections to verify correct installation of the flanges, coupling gaskets, clamps, and
security of cam-lock couplings.

TRANSFER HOSELINE ASSEMBLY, VALVES, AND FITTINGS
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One transfer hoseline assembly is supplied with each fuel unit; three assemblies per TPT.  The
transfer hoseline set assemblies are crated in a partially assembled condition to ease packaging and
shipping.  Some assembly is required to place the Ts and gate valve assemblies in operating condition
before installation.  The following installation procedures are based on the transfer hoseline assembly
layout.  Make sure all hoselines, fittings, and valves are clean internally.  Foreign materials may stop
operations and damage equipment.

•   Position crates containing 6-inch Ts and gate valve assemblies near their respective installation.

•   Remove the 6-inch aluminum Ts, 6-inch aluminum gate valve assemblies, coupling clamps, and
coupling gaskets from the crates.

•   Inspect all items for damage, cleanliness, and quantities required.

•   Tighten flange adapters to the gate valves, being careful not to damage the gasket.

•   Connect the gate valves to the Ts.

•   Connect the needed quantity of transfer hoseline between the outlet port of the meter strainers and
Ts.  (Depending on which TPT is available, the transfer hoseline will be supplied either in 250-foot
lengths stored in flaking boxes or 600-foot lengths stored on hose reels.)

•   Inspect all connections to verify correct installation of flanges, coupling gaskets, clamps, and
security of cam-lock devices.

Fuel-Dispensing Assemblies

One fuel-dispensing assembly is supplied with each fuel unit; three per TPT.  Make sure all hoselines,
fittings, and valves are clean internally.  Foreign materials may stop operations and damage equipment.

Installation of Coupling Clamp and Gasket

• Liberally apply grease to the gasket and the inside surface of the coupling clamp to prevent
pinching during installation.

• Pull the coupling gasket over one grooved end of each mating joint.

• Ensure the gasket is properly positioned over the full circumference of the sealing surfaces.

• Position the coupling clamp over the gasket.  While maintaining alignment of mating parts, lock
the coupling clamp  securely.

• Check the position of the 350-GPM filter separators.

• Connect the 6x6x4 reducing tee adapters, 7-inch dispensing hose, 7-inch gate valves, and adapters
to the inlet side of the filter separator.

• Connect the adapters, water detection kit adapters, 7-inch gate valves, 7-inch dispensing hose,
adapter, and 7-inch 6x6x4 reducing tee to the outlet of the filter separators.

• Connect the 6-inch discharge hoses and the 6x6x4 reducing tee.

• Connect the 6-inch ball valve assembly to the 6-inch discharge hose.

• For the first six 6x6x4 reducing tees, install a 7-inch dispensing hose between the 7-inch butterfly
valves and the 7-inch adapter connection on the reducing tees.

• For the two remaining tees, connect the adapter to a 7-inch to 2-inch reducer to the 6x6x4 inch
tees.

• Connect the 2-inch to 1 1/2-inch reducer to the 7-inch to 2- inch reducer.

• Connect the 1 1/2-inch ball valve to the 2-inch by 1 1/2- inch reducer.
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• Connect the 1 1/2-inch pressure control valve to the 1 1/2- inch ball valve.

• Install the 1 1/2-inch dispensing hose on the outlet port of the pressure control valve.

• Connect the 1 1/2-inch ball valves to the ends of the 1 1/2-inch dispensing hose.

• Connect the 6-inch ball valve to the last reducing tee.

• Connect the 6-inch pressure control valve to the 6-inch ball valve.

• Inspect all connections to verify correct installation of flanges, coupling gaskets, clamps, and
security of cam-lock devices.

NOTE

Liberally apply grease to the gasket and the inside surface of the coupling clamp to prevent
pinching during installation. Then pull the coupling gasket over one grooved end of each mating
joint. Ensure the gasket is properly positioned over the full circumference of the sealing surfaces.
Position the coupling clamp over the gasket. While maintaining alignment of mating parts, lock the
coupling clamp securely.

TANK VEHICLE RECEIPT MANIFOLD HOSELINES, VALVES, AND FITTINGS

The tee assembly used in the tank vehicle receipt manifold is crated in a partially assembled condition
to facilitate packaging and shipping.  Some assembly is required to place the unit in operating condition
prior to installation.  Make sure all hoselines, fittings, and valves are clean internally.  Foreign materials
may disrupt operations and damage equipment.  The following installation procedures are based on the
tank vehicle receipt manifold shown in FM 5-482.

• Position crates containing tank vehicle receipt manifold components in their respective installation
positions.

• Remove the components from the crates as required.

• Check the position of the 600-GPM hoseline pump.

• Connect the 6-inch tee to the 6-inch gate valve and discharge hose assembly.  Connect these to the
discharge side of the pump.

• Connect the 6-inch suction hose to the suction side of the pump.

• Connect the 6-inch gate valve to one leg of the tee, then connect the 6-inch discharge hose to the
gate valves.

• Position and connect the two remaining tees.  Install the 6- inch gate valves.

• Connect the suction hoses and 6x6x4 tees.

• Connect the coupling adapters to the tee fittings.

• Connect the 7-inch suction hoses to the coupling adapters.

• Connect the 7-inch butterfly valves to the suction hoses.

• Install the 6-inch caps on the tee fittings.

• Connect the 7-inch by 3-inch reducer to the butterfly valves.

SWITCHING MANIFOLD
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The following assembly and installation procedures are based on the switching manifold shown in
FM 5-482.  Make sure all hoselines, fittings, and valves are clean internally.  Foreign materials may
disrupt operations and damage equipment.

• Position the crates containing the 6-inch aluminum tees, 6- inch gate valves, 6-inch sampling
assembly, 6-inch ball valves, hose assemblies, meter skid assemblies, and pressure regulating valve
assembly near their respective installation sites as indicated.

• Remove tees, valves, hoseline, pressure regulating valve assembly, sampling assembly, meter skid
assemblies, adapters, coupling clamps, and coupling gaskets from the crates.

• Inspect all items for damage, cleanliness, and quantities required.

• Connect the 6-inch tees together to form the configuration shown in FM 5-482.

• Connect the gate valves and ball valve assemblies to the tees.

• Connect the discharge hose between the gate valves and meter strainer assemblies as well as
between the tee and meter strainer on the return manifold.

• Connect the fuel sampling assembly to the tee as shown in FM 5-482.  In some cases hose may be
in between the sampling assembly and the switching manifold.

• Install the pressure regulating valve assembly in the pipeline to the switching manifold, upstream
of the fuel sampling assembly or as directed by the operating authority.  Six-inch IDS single groove pipe
is supplied by the associated pipeline.  If the system does not involve an associated pipeline, the feed line
(hose or pipe) can be tied directly into the pressure regulator and all downstream conduit can be hoseline.

CAUTION

Upstream (back pressure) and downstream (reduced pressure) pressures are preset as intended
to 50 PSI upstream minimum and 125 PSI downstream maximum.  DO NOT bypass upstream or
downstream pilots without supervisory instructions.  Bypassing the downstream pilot can result in
pressure or reduced pressure control settings without operating authority approval.

• On the return manifold, connect the discharge hose between the outlet side of the meter strainer
and the single to double- groove adapter.

• Inspect all connections to verify correct installation of flanges, coupling gaskets, clamps, and
security of cam-lock devices.

OPTIONAL TANK CONFIGURATION HOSELINES, VALVES, AND FITTINGS

The following assembly and installation procedures are based on the optional tank configuration.
Make sure all hoselines, fittings, and valves are clean internally.  Foreign materials may disrupt
operations and damage equipment.

• Connect elbows to the 50,000-gallon tanks.

• Connect the 7-inch suction hose assemblies to the elbows.

• Connect the 7-inch suction hose assemblies between the 7- inch suction hose assembles and the wye
assemblies.  Ensure the correct hose lengths are installed in the positions shown.  Make sure the correct
bend radii are maintained.

• Connect the 7-inch suction hoses between the 7-inch tee assembles and the wye assemblies.

• Connect the reducer and coupling adapter to the tee assembly.
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• Connect the tee to the reducer.

• Connect the elbows to the tanks.

• Connect the 7-inch discharge hose assembles and to 7-inch gate valve assemblies.

• Install the wye assemblies to the 7-inch gate valves.

•  Install the 7-inch discharge hose between the wye assemblies and the 7-inch tee assemblies.

•  Connect the reducer to the 7-inch tee assembly.  Connect the coupling adapter to the reducer.

•  Connect the tee to the adapter.

•  Inspect all connections for correct installation of flanges, coupling gaskets, clamps, and security of
all cam-lock devices.

FIRE SUPPRESSION EQUIPMENT

Check out, service, and install the fire suppression equipment in accordance with the overpacked
instructional manuals and specific instruction of operating management.  The wheel-mounted dry
chemical/AFFF units should be located such that they can be readily put into service at the fuel storage
units, fuel-dispensing sets, the switching manifold, the contaminated fuel module, and the tank vehicle
offloading area.  U.S. Marine Technical Manual 07661B-14/1 contains instructions on the dry
chemical/AFFF unit.  The 20-pound fire extinguishers should be placed according to the direct operating
authority.  It is recommended that one be placed near all pumps, floodlights, and loading spots.
Placement of the extra extinguishers not specifically located should be just outside the immediate
operating area in a highly visible location.

CAUTION

Thoroughly check out all fire suppression equipment at the time of locating in the unit.
Extinguishing equipment must be charged and in working order.  Clothing must be clean and in
good condition.  Clearly mark storage areas for fire suppression equipment and educate all
personnel on its location and use prior to bringing flammable fuels to any part of the system.

SAFETY AND NO SMOKING SIGNS

Prepare and install appropriate safety and no smoking signs at designated locations for the specific
site.  No smoking is allowed within 50 feet of any system or equipment containing flammable fuels.  Set
up "No Smoking" signs just outside of this boundary area.  Set up "No Smoking" signs around fuel-
dispensing and fuel receipt areas.  To minimize the threat of smokers, create a well- marked "Smoking
Permitted" area well away from the facilities and make that the only area in which smoking is permitted.
This area should not be lower than or down wind of the fuel handling area.  Set up "Shut Engine Off"
signs at fuel-dispensing and receiving areas.  Set up "Disconnect Hose Before Moving Vehicle" signs at
dispensing and receiving areas.  Place the following safety signs at appropriate locations:

•  "Danger - Hot Surfaces" - at pump engines.

•  "Danger - Moving Parts" - at pump and engines.

•  "Danger - Wear Goggle and Gloves" - at sampling position.

•  "Watch Your Step" - in congested areas.

PRESSURE TEST SYSTEM
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The TPT system, particularly the hose systems, should be pressure tested before it is placed in
operation.  The purpose of the test is to prove the integrity of the system, by locating leaks, blockages, and
installation faults.  The test is not to prove the strength of the materials; therefore, test pressures are
limited to the maximum design operating pressures.  A complete test is recommended; however, it is
understood that some deviation may be required due to specific site conditions and immediate operating
needs.  The extent of pressure testing and the test media used is up the operating authority.

Test Medium.

Tests can be conducted with air, water, or fuel.  The medium used is dependent on the conditions at
the specific site and installation/operations management decision.  From a safety standpoint, a water test
is the safest medium.  However, it has certain disadvantages, such as the difficulty of removing all water
from the system.  Air tests should not be conducted at pressures in excess of 50 PSI and, therefore, cannot
be used to locate leaks that occur at higher pressures.  A fuel test can be handled safely if care is taken and
the method will save time and is considered adequate.  If a fuel pressure test is conducted, it can be
handled in conjunction with the purge and commissioning program. After the test medium has been
decided and the line to be tested is filled, bring the test pressures up and hold them long enough to
thoroughly inspect the system for leaks and faults.  The test pressure is then taken off the system and the
leaks and faults corrected.  The system must be retested after these corrections are made.  A longer period
of holding the system at test pressures may be opted for at the discretion of the operation/installation
authority.

Maximum Test Pressures.

Testing is for locating leaks, loose connections, blockage in the system, and flaws in construction.
Testing will prove the integrity of the facility prior to regular operation.  The test pressures listed below
are less than maximum pressures.  The operating authority may designate lower pressures at their option.
When testing fabric collapsible tanks, no pressure is allowed other than static liquid head plus .10 PSI.
Make sure the tank vent is open and clear.  The tanks may be filled to approximately 85 percent of their
design capacity with fuel.  All inlet and outlet valves must be closed and blanked off.  Inspect for leaks.  If
any leaks develop, the tank must be emptied and repaired, tank refilled, and inspected for leaks.  If
sections of pipeline, connected with a suction hose, are being tested to higher pressures, the suction hose
must be blanked off and tested separately. Pressure tests may be performed using water, fuel or air. The
maximum test pressures for 7-inch pumps and smaller discharge hoses, valves and fittings are 150 PSI
when testing with water or fuel. The maximum test pressure for suction hose are 150 PSI when testing
with water or fuel. The maximum test pressure when testing with air is 50 PSI  for 7-inch pumps, smaller
discharge hoses, valves and fittings, and suction hoses.

Maximum test pressures for 6-inch pump discharge and transfer hose, valves, and fittings are:

NOTE

Certain fittings are rated at 75 PSI maximum.  These items are not to be exposed to test
pressure above 75 PSI.  They can be isolated or removed during the test.

Test Pressure Source.

 Test pressure can be supplied from any source capable of holding the test pressures.  The 600-GPM
hoseline pump is suitable for testing with water or fuel.  An air compressor must be available to proceed
with an air pressure test.  All test media, water or fuel, if incompatible with the particular fuel service for
which the system is intended, must be drained from the system before it is placed in service.
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CAUTION

Under no conditions are air pressure tests to be used on fabric collapsible tanks.  Remove all
connecting hoses to tanks to prevent this. Pumping air into fabric tanks can exceed the tanks venting
capacity, inflate, and possibly rupture the tanks.

Preparation for Testing.

Before the test is begun, actions should be taken to ensure that the test runs smoothly.  Be certain that
there are sufficient gaskets, repair equipment, etc. available.  Locate fire suppression equipment near the
testing area and be sure that it is in operating condition (when testing with fuel).  Make sure to have a
tank vehicle and drums available, in case a section has to be drained and have shovels amd materials
available to dig and line a pit in case there is a break and spill (when testing with fuel).  Have caps and
plugs available to blank off the section under test.  Valves in the system may be used to isolate hose
sections as necessary.  After all the TPT equipment, hose, valves, and fittings are physically connected,
there should be a meeting of all responsible personnel connected with the testing program.  Each phase of
the test plan including a communication plan shall be discussed and reviewed.  Prior to filling a section
for test, a final check should be made to verify:

• All valves are in proper position for filling.

• All hoses, valves, and fittings connections are tight and valve packing glands are tight.

• Pumps are in good working condition.

Fuel Test Procedure.

Adjust valves so that fuel can be pumped through the section under test, exhausting air.  Slowly pump
fuel into the system, not to exceed a flowrate of 200 GPM.  When all air is evacuated, close the discharge
valves, fill the section with fuel, and stop the pump.  Check all connections for leaks.  If no leaks are
found, start the pump and raise the pressure to 25 PSI, stop the pump, and check the gages.  If no leaks
are found and gages are okay, start the pump and raise the pressure to the selected test pressure.  Stop the
pump, check for leaks, and hold the test pressure for a period long enough to inspect the entire system
under test.  If leaks are found, relieve the pressure, drain the leaking section, and make repairs,
adjustments, or replacements as necessary.  At that point, pressure up the section again to test the repairs
made.

CULVERTS

Install culverts at road crossings where hoselines cross under an area where vehicle traffic is planned.
Erect signs advising drivers that there is a crossing at that point.  Place "Danger, Hoseline Crossing" signs
where they are needed. Hoselines can be easily damaged by vehicles crossing them.  Be sure well covered
culverts are installed where traffic is expected.  Permit no vehicles to cross unprotected hose.

HOSELINE SUSPENSION SETS

Install suspension sets at road crossings, small streams, and other areas where a nestable culvert may
not be used.

RANGE POLES

Each BFTA is supplied with two range poles, 36 per TPT.  Install the range poles and cords at all
BFTA sites.
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PAINT SYSTEM

Paint all metal parts that have not been previously painted or anodized to acceptable standards or that
have deteriorated in shipment and storage.  Prepare the surfaces and apply primer in accordance with MIL
T-704, Type A and finish coat per MIL-E-52798, Type I, sand color.

EQUIPMENT AND LINE IDENTIFICATION MARKING

Mark all major equipment, tanks, pumps, meter-strainers, filter- separators, operating valves, and
pump pressure gages with the equipment identification numbers. for efficiency and safety in operations.
Equipment that has large enough surfaces should be stencil painted using a color that contrasts well with
the background.  Small valves and other small equipment can be marked with metal strips bearing the
equipment number and wired in place.  This should be done after installation to make sure numbering is
correct. Consider marking hoselines and pipelines with color-coded bands and direction of flow arrows as
described in MIL STD 161.  Care must be taken to correct the marking if the service of a marked section
of hose is changed.

AREA CLEANUP

The installation personnel must clean up the area prior to starting operations. They must remove all
construction dregs, obstructions, and boxes.  Unused materials, hose, fittings, and the like should be stored
in  a specific area for future use.  All dust caps and plugs should be boxed and marked for use in the event
the system is disassembled for shipment.  The ISO container supplied with the TPT for ISIL parts may be
used for this purpose.

FINAL INSPECTION

It is important to make a final inspection using a checklist arranged essentially in the order of this
installation procedure. This should be done by supervisory and management personnel from both the
installation and operating groups.  The following inspection points should be emphasized:

• Integrity and height of tank berms - closed berm drain valve.

• Floodlight location, operability, and grounding.

• Fabric collapsible tank layout and connections.

• Pump location, operability, servicing, and grounding.

• Meter-strainer flow direction and grounding.

• Filter separator flow direction, test adapter installation, and grounding.

• Hoseline, valves, and fittings couplings closed, flanges tight, valve packing glands tight, valves in
operable position and closed.  No sharp bends, proper lay on tank tops, sandbags on free ends and bends
subject to whip, and the general condition of the hoseline.

• Sampling assembly in operable location, joints tight, valves closed, and grounding.

• Fire suppression equipment charged, ready to operate, and in proper location.

• Safety and no smoking signs readable and in proper location.

• Review pressure test results and evidence of corrective action.

• Road crossing protection (culverts and suspension devices) in place where needed.
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• Range poles installed properly with cross cord at correct height.

• Corrective painting complete.

• Equipment identification marking correct and adequate.

• Portable fuel testing kit intact.

• Cleanup of area adequate.

Correct the faults found in the inspection and then reinspect.  Do not proceed with the operations
until all points affecting the integrity and safety of the system are corrected.

Section IV.  Terminal Operations

OPERATIONS ORDER

Each terminal prepares its own operation order.  It is based on the daily pumping order issued by the
chief dispatcher.  The daily pumping order is covered in Chapter 9.  The contents and format of the
terminal operation order are described below.

NOTE

With the introduction of JP-8 as the single fuel on the battlefield, batching and scheduling may
not be needed in military pipelines and hoselines.  However, for purposes of this manual, batching
and scheduling procedures and fixed tankage will be discussed in the event multifuel pipelines are
required or commercial facilities are operated by Army personnel.  Motor gasoline and diesel fuel
will also be discussed in the event commercial facilities are operated by Army personnel.

Contents.

 The written operation should include the following for each operation:

• Specific personnel assigned to definite duties.

• Status of line fills and position of interfaces, if any exist.

• Valves, pumps, and tanks to be used.

• Estimated desired flow rates.

• Products and quantities of each product to be received or issued and the time operations are to
begin.

• Desired pumping pressures to be maintained.

• Communications system to be used.

• Fire fighting equipment to have on hand.

• Location of the vessel, if applicable, and its estimated time of arrival; number and size of hoses and
lines; and hose-handling equipment to be used.
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• Any special instructions or precautions.

Format.

  An operation order should include standard procedures, general orders, and special orders.  These
are discussed below.

• Standard procedures for commonly performed operations normally are prepared in advance.  These
operations include setting valves and selecting specific pumps.

• General orders include specific individual responsibilities by job assignment and the
communications system to be used, including the telephone control system.  Also, the general order
should include the fire fighting equipment needed for the operation.  The hose-handling equipment
to be used and the number and size of hoses needed for the vessel should also be listed.

• Special orders should show the specific products, the amount of each product to be moved, where
the products are to go, and the time to start and stop each operation.  If a vessel or barge is involved
in the operation and more than one berth is available, the orders should specify the berth to be used.

GENERAL OPERATING RULES AND PROCEDURES

Terminal design, product demands, and the nature of each receipt or issue of product determine
specific operating procedures.  However, there are certain rules and procedures that must be followed at
any terminal for efficient operation and safety.  They are described below.

Personnel Assignments and Training.

 All personnel must be trained to know the entire system so that each person will be familiar with
what the others are doing.  Only experienced and qualified personnel should be assigned to independent
work.  Each person must receive complete operational instructions and must understand them.  Personnel
should be trained to anticipate emergencies so that they can cope with various situations.

Operating Rules.

  There are general operating rules that must be followed.  They are listed below.

• Product in each fixed tank must be sampled and gaged and each collapsible tank must be sampled
before and after receipt.  The quantities received or issued must be volume corrected according to AR 710-
2.  All of a dissimilar product must be flushed from common lines and the manifold with the same product
being received or issued before an opening gage is taken.  Sampling and gaging procedures in Chapter 3
must be followed.  Quality surveillance procedures are covered in Military Handbook 200.

• Operations should be stopped and started slowly and carefully.  Valves should be opened and closed
slowly and pressures brought up gradually.  Pressure gages should be watched so that working pressures
are not exceeded.

• Tank vents must be checked for proper operation before product is pumped into or out of a tank.  A
stuck or clogged vent will cause pressure buildup in a tank.   The only way to check the vent is to detect
fume emission by smell or other means or to listen for vent clapping.

• During continuous pumping operations, the receiving tank should not be closed off until another
tank is opened.  If the pipeline is not in use, tank valves will normally be closed except where they need to
be left open to relieve line pressure caused by thermoexpansion.  All hatches on fixed tankage must be
closed except when in use for gaging or sampling.

• There must be positive communications between personnel at operating points in the system at all
times.
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• Water bottoms must never be used in fixed tankage unless they are authorized by the proper
technical authority.  If water bottoms are authorized, they should be checked monthly for hydrogen
sulfide.  Hydrogen sulfide is corrosive and causes the product to fail the copper strip corrosion test.

• Except to switch tanks, no more than one tank must be open to a line system unless necessary.

• All tanks must be kept as full as practicable to avoid evaporation caused by high temperatures.
Two tanks partially filled with the same product should be combined to make one full tank.

• Proper tools for each job must always be available.  Keys must be available for locked valves and
locked access pits.

• All safety precautions must be observed.  Operations must be stopped when conditions become
unsafe.  Any unusual condition must be investigated before an operation is continued.  If a tank starts to
leak, its contents must be transferred to another tank at once and necessary precautions must be taken.

• A gate valve must never be forced closed.  when a gate valve (rising or nonrising stem) is opened or
closed, the wheel should be turned back at least one-quarter turn from the fully open or closed limit.  This
allows free wheel movement to show the valve is not stuck.

• Valves should always be double-checked to make sure the correct ones are opened or closed.  Flow
into or out of a tank must be verified as soon as possible after the start of an operation.  Automatic tank
gages must be read within 15 minutes of the start of the operation and periodically after that.  Jet fuel
tanks must not be gaged manually while they are being filled or emptied.  Extreme caution must be used
when tanks containing other products are gaged while they are being filled or emptied.

• All bulk petroleum working tanks are gaged daily.  All nonworking tanks are gaged at least once a
week.

Receipt of Product.

There are a number of general procedures that need to be followed when product is pumped into
tanks.  These procedures are described below.

• For fixed tankage, inspect the empty tanks before they receive the assigned product.  If the tank is
dirty, free it of vapor and have it cleaned.  With all tanks, fixed and collapsible, drain any water collected
in the bottom.  If the fixed tank has a water bottom because of leaks, keep the water level below the tank
inlet.

• As a general rule, receive into only one tank at a time.

• Watch the tank filling operation closely.  For fixed tanks, take a rough gage on all tanks, except
those receiving jet fuel, every hour to avoid overflows and report cumulative receipts.  DO NOT take
ullages, water soundings, temperatures, and samples on any tank receiving jet fuel until at least 20
minutes after pumping has stopped and flow has ceased.  On collapsible tanks, watch the string line over
the tank to determine when the tank is close to being filled.

• When the tank is nearly filled, open up another tank's valve to divert fuel flow and close off the full
tank.  As a general rule, leave 5 percent of the fixed tank capacity for vapor space.  On collapsible
tankage, the top of the tank should just touch the string line suspended over the tank.  Use Appendix A as
a guide for outages for different products at different temperatures.

• When pumping jet fuel into an empty fixed tank, limit the flow rate.  Do not allow the flow rate
through the loading line to exceed 3 feet per second until the inlet is covered by at least 3 feet of product.
After that, resume the normal flow rate.  When pumping gasoline or jet fuel into a vapor-free tank, limit
the flow rate to one-fourth or one-fifth of the maximum flow rate until the inlet is covered by 3 feet of
product.
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• After product has had time to settle, drain any water from the tanks.  Perform quality surveillance
operations on the fuel.

Issue of Product.

The first in, first out policy (the issue of oldest stocks first) should be followed, and products should
not be mixed.  Follow the general procedures below for issuing fuel.

• Average issues seldom require more than one tank on- line at a time.  When large issues are
made from tanks with individual pumps, product may have to be issued from two or more tanks at a time
to have the desired flow rate.  When this is done, position an operator at each pump to regulate product
flow.

• In some facilities, the operators may be able to remotely control individual tank pumps
electronically at the tank, booster pump station, or delivery point.  They can shut down pumps quickly in
an emergency and operate the pumps without constantly being at each pump.  However, an operator must
be at each pump when gasoline or jet fuel is issued.

• Conduct quality surveillance according to Military Handbook 200.

Intraterminal Transfers

  Product may be transferred between tanks in a terminal when the terminal is not receiving product
from the main pipeline.  Product may be circulated to end stratification.  All free bottom water should be
drawn off before such operations.  Pipelines should be checked periodically during intraterminal transfers.

REMOVAL OF WATER FROM STORAGE TANKS

Water must be periodically removed from both fixed and collapsible storage tanks.

Remove water from fixed tanks as follows:

• Drain the water from jet fuel tanks after each product is received or daily.  Test tanks for water with
water-indicating paste each time a tank is gaged.  Keep a record of the water checks.

• Drain water bottom from all tanks, except jet fuel tanks, the day after product is received or just
before product is issued from the tanks.

• Check to see if there is water in tanks that have the water drawoff above the lowest point.  If there
is water, install an additional pump and a 3/7-inch water drawoff at the lowest point when the tank is
opened for internal inspection.

• Drain the water slowly into tanks or tank vehicles approved for waste water disposal.  Do not
discharge tank farm drains into public sewers or waterways.  Dispose of waste water in accordance with
the local hazardous waste SOPs.

• Remove water from fuel tanks before it gets high enough to be drawn into the fuel outlet.  For
permanent facilities, a product recovery system should be installed to separate fuel and water mixtures.

LINE DISPLACEMENT

Lines should be kept filled with product.  However, lines that are shutdown are sometimes drained to
prevent pilferage or sabotage.  Temperature changes, pressure loss, or air release may cause inaccurate
issues or receipts.  Therefore, lines must be filled or packed before each operation.  Where there is a loop
or double line system, lines may be filled by circulating product in them with or without booster pumps.
A line may be filled by allowing air to escape through one or more vents at the high points and at the end
of the line.  This process is much slower, and it may leave air pockets in the line and cause gaging errors.
However, this may be the only means available.  Water may be used to displace product only if specifically
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authorized by a technical authority.  This process is used as a last resort because it is difficult to remove
and dispose of the water completely.

PIPELINE METERS

Pipeline meters may reduce loss of product caused by leaks by allowing more reliable, continuous
checks of pipelines.  Also, they may reduce losses from terminal operations by providing a means of
checking product receipts and deliveries.  Meters may not stay accurate when they are in constant use.
They should be verified periodically or when their accuracy is in doubt.

RECORDS AND REPORTS

DD Form 250 (Material Inspection and Receiving Report).  DD Form 250 is a multipurpose form.  It
is used for reporting shipments and receipts of packaged petroleum and related products from contractors
and government-owned or consigned pipeline deliveries.  This form also is used to report shipments and
receipts by tank vehicle and tank car from contractors.  Instructions for preparing DD Form 250 are
contained in DOD 4140.25-M.

DD Form 250-1 (Tanker/Barge Material Inspection and Receiving Report ).  DD Form 250-1 is used
when bulk petroleum and related products are moved by tanker or barge.  It is used mainly to report origin
acceptance of the cargo, shipments and receipts of government-owned product, and destination acceptance
of tanker and barge cargo.  Instructions for preparing the form are in DOD 4140.25-M.

DA Form 5467-R (Petroleum Products Pipeline Leakage Report).  DA Form 5467-R is used to report
a leak found anywhere along the pipeline.

Class III Status Report.  A Class III status report must be kept for each terminal in the pipeline system
on a daily basis.  Although there is no prescribed form for this report.  The report shows the stock status of
the terminal for the past 24 hours.  It is sent to higher headquarters or to the chief dispatcher.  File copies
are kept at the terminal and at higher headquarters.  These copies are a permanent record of terminal
activities.  They are part of the total record for the pipeline system.  Minimum information needed in the
report is as follows:

•  Supply point number.

•  Date.

•  Report period.

•  Receipts of product, by type, into the terminal.

•  Total issues of product, by type, from the terminal.

•  Total amount of product on hand, by type, in storage tanks, tank vehicles, barges, and packages at
the end of the period.

•  Total ullage available for specific products by tank designation at the end of the period.

•  Information on unusable storage.  (Location and causes of leaks, ruptures, or other damage; other
reasons for unusable storage space; and anticipated changes in ullage due to maintenance are all
reported.)

•  Estimated requirements and issues, by type, for the next 24-hour period.

Daily Terminal Inventory Report.

The daily terminal inventory report is used only by coastal terminals that receive products by tanker.
The report shows levels of marine terminal bulk fuel stock and permits tanker cargo adjustments before
loading.  Amounts are reported in thousands of barrels to the nearest hundred barrels (for example, 17.2).
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The report is telephoned daily to the subarea petroleum office (SAPO).  It gives the location of the
terminal and the following information for each product:

•  Military inventory in shore tankage.

•  Commercial inventory in shore tankage allocated for military use.

•  Usable inventory aboard floating storage.

•  Days of supply on hand.

•  Usable inventory in port tankers being discharged or awaiting discharge.

DA Form 4786 (Petroleum Products Tank Farm Intake Record)

  DA Form 4786 is used to record the flow of petroleum products to the storage tank area from the
dock area or other point of entry..

DA Form 5463-R (Petroleum Products Tank Farm Outturn Record).

 DA Form 5463-R is used to record the flow of petroleum products from the storage tank area to tank
cars, tank vehicles, and pipelines.  It is used when shipments from the tank farm are consigned to
outgoing vessels, tank cars, or tank vehicles.  The form is also used if product is transferred from the dock
area to the loading rack, bypassing terminal storage in emergencies.

Weekly Bulk Petroleum Terminal Message Report.

  The bulk petroleum terminal message report (RCS:DLA(W)1884(DFSC-MIN)) is an operational
report for Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC) commodity management and for tanker cargo scheduling
review.  The report is also used to answer inquiries from all levels of the federal government.  Reports are
prepared as of 0800 (local time) on Friday of each week.  They are to arrive at DFSC no later than the
following Monday.  Information copies are sent to the proper joint petroleum office (JPO) and DFSC fuel
region.  Instructions for preparing the report are given in DOD 4140.25-M.

DD Form 1788 (Bulk Petroleum Terminal Report)

DD Form 1788 (RCS DLA(M)-1883 (DFSC)) is prepared by each terminal, terminal complex, or
tanker serving as floating storage that has custody of products owned by the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA).  Reports are prepared monthly.  Instructions for preparing and forwarding the report are given in
DOD 4140.25-M.

Annual Bulk Petroleum Storage Facilities Report

This report (RCS:DD-M(A)506) gives data on all bulk petroleum storage facilities of 500-barrel
capacity or more, either singly or in manifold systems.  The report, in a machine produced format, is
provided annually by the DFSC.  It is based on annual review and updates from the military departments
and DFSC activities.  All storage capacity changes, including product allocation changes, in excess of
10,000 barrels at any activity must be reported to the DFSC as changes occur.  Instructions for preparing
the report are given in DOD 4140.25-M

.

Section V.  Maintenance
This manual covers lubrication, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance of the materials

and equipment in a typical TPT.  On major items of equipment, such as hoseline pumps, collapsible tanks,
and filter separators, refer to the appropriate technical publication for detailed repair and maintenance
procedures.

LUBRICATION PRACTICES

Mechanical equipment requires lubrication to overcome friction and minimize wear, damage, or
corrosion.  A firm lubrication procedure and schedule should be established.  When the U.S. Army Lube
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Order is available, lubricate equipment in accordance with the instructions in it. In this section,
application of preservative compounds is included with lubrication where appropriate.  Pivot points on
various pieces of equipment should be lubricated regularly. Closure surfaces are lubricated to prevent
corrosion. Unpainted surfaces should be coated with lubricant to prevent corrosion. Generally, if a part
pivots, rotates, or slides and is subject to friction, it requires lubrication. Lubrication work can generally
be handled in conjunction with the preventive maintenance program.

Table 6-1.  Hose assemblies
Assemblies Quantity Length (ft) Location PSI 1/PSI 2 Notes

6-Inch  Lightweight
Collapsible
Discharge Hose

96 250 Packed 2 to a
flaking box

NA The flaking box dimensions
are 92 ¼ by 81 1/2 by 8 ¼
inches.  The hose is used in
the transfer hose assembly.

6-Inch Collapsible
Discharge Hose

163 50 NA 150-1 These hose sections are used
in the tank farm assemblies,
contaminated fuel module,
tank vehicle receipt manifold,
fuel-dispensing assembly, and
the switching manifold

6-Inch
Noncollapsible
Suction Hose

225 12 NA 100-2 These hose section are used
in the tank farm assemblies
and the tank vehicle receipt
manifold.

7-Inch Collapsible
Discharage Hose

13 12 NA  150-2 These hose sections are used
in the contaminated fuel
module and the optional tank
configuration.

7-Inch Collapsible
Dispensing Hose

4-6
or
4

25
or
50

NA 150-2 These hoses are used in the
fuel-dispensing assembly and
the 50,000-gallon TPT
optional tank configuration

Table 6-1. Hose assemblies (continued)
Assemblies Quantity Length Location PSI 1/PSI 2 Notes

7-Inch
Noncollapsible
Suction Hose

90 12 NA 100-2 They are used in the vehicle
receipt manifold,
contaminated fuel module,
and the 50,000-gallon TPT
optional tank configuration.

1½-Inch
Collapsible
Dispensing Hose

6 25 NA 100-2 These hoses are used in the
fuel-dispensing assembly.

6-Inch Double
Groove Coupling
Clamp

42 NA 25 clamps to
a box

NA These clamps are used with the
6-inch hoselines and the 6-inch
fittings and valves.  Each camp
comes with a prelubricated
gasket in its own plastic bag.
Packed also are a hammer drift
pin and two removable
assembly tools.  Although
similar in appearance, these
double-groove clamps and
gaskets must not be confused
with the IPDS and single-
groove clamps supplied for the
pipelines.  They are not
interchangeable. See Figure 6-
14.

1-Inch Collapsible 4 25 NA 100-2 The meter skid assembly uses
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Dispensing Hose this hose for operation.
6-Inch Single-
Groove Coupling
Clamp

NA NA NA NA Used throughout TPTs if
available.  The single-groove
clamps are compatible with
double grooving.  They fit into
only the firs groove of the
coupled components.  The
gasket is similar to that in the
double-groove coupling; for
example, prelubricated,
synthetic rubber, and a C-
shaped cross section.  The
gasket is compressed when the
clamp is closed.

7-Inch Single-
Groove Coupling
Clamp

18 NA NA NA The 7-inch single-groove
coupling clamps have the same
design characteristics as the 6-
inch single-groove coupling
clamp.
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Table 6-2. Fitting and valve assemblies
Assemblies Quantity PSI 1/PSI 2 Notes

6-Inch Gate Valve
Assembly

122 150-2 Gate valve assembly is a part of the tank farm assembly,
contaminated fuel module, transfer hoseline assembly,
tank vehicle receipt manifold, and the switching manifold.

6-Inch Double-
Groove Ball Valve
Assembly

13 NA Values are a part of the fuel-dispensing assembly and the
switching manifold.

7-Inch Quick-
Disconnect T-
Assembly

4 NA 1 male x 2 female— Two each.
3 male T— one each.
3 female T— one each.
All gaskets and bolts are supplied with the Ts.  These four
7-Inch T-assemblies are part of the 50,000-gallon TPT
optional tank configuration.

7-Inch Quick-
Disconnect Gate
Valve Assembly

24 NA These gate valves are part of the fuel-dispensing assembly
and the 50,000-gallon TPT optional tank configuration.

7-Inch Quick-
Disconnect Y-
Assembly

NA NA Two version of this Y-assembly are in the TPT.  There are
three units of the two female and one male version and
three units of the two male and one female version.  This
Y-assembly is a part of the 50-gallon optional tank
configuration.

7-Inch Quick
Disconnect Butterfly
Valve Assembly

30 NA The 7-Inch quick-disconnect butterfly valve is part of the
fuel-dispensing assembly and the tank vehicle receipt
manifold.

3-Inch Quick-
Disconnect Ball
Valve Assembly

1 NA This ball valve assembly is in the contaminated fuel
module.

1½ -Inch Quick
Disconnect Ball
Valve Assembly

12 NA These ball valve assemblies are a part of the fuel-
dispensing assembly.
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CHAPTER 7

INLAND PETROLEUM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Section I.  System Components

DESCRIPTION

The IPDS is a lightweight, rapidly deployable pipeline and terminal system used in undeveloped theaters.
It can interface with an existing fuel source, such as a refinery, or with the Navy’s OPDS.  Engineers install the
aluminum pipeline and pump stations.  An engineer pipeline construction support company can install 3 to 5 miles
of aluminum pipe in 24 hours.  Quartermaster pipeline and terminal operating units operate and maintain the
pipeline and pump stations once they are installed.  The IPDS can start at the beach interface unit and run as far
inland as practical.  It can also start at a TPT or commercial facility.  The TPT is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
The aluminum pipe is packaged in ISO shipping containers in 5-mile sets.  It takes 13 ISO containers to transport
5 miles of pipe with all the related valves and fittings.  Pump station intervals depend on system hydraulics.  The
normal interval on level ground is 15 miles.  Pipeline hydraulics are briefly discussed in Appendix C.  Detailed
information is provided in FM 5-482.  The system is modular in design and can be tailored for any locality of
operation. Basic components are pipeline, pump stations, and special assemblies.

THE 5-MILE PIPELINE SETS
All components used on the main run of the pipeline are in 5-mile sets.  Each set contains material

required for a complete 5 miles.  There are 1,404 sections of 19-foot long IPDS single-grooved aluminum pipe with
coupling clamps and gaskets.  The pipe is packed in 20-foot ISO containers with 156 sections of pipe in each of
nine containers.  An allotment of elbows and coupling clamps for directional changes and expansion/contraction
devices, as well as gate valves, vent assemblies, pipeline anchors, culvert, overcouplings, and repair clamps are
packed in four additional containers.  Individual components of the 5-mile pipeline sets are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

The 19-Foot Aluminum Pipe Sections
There are 1,404 sections of 19-foot lengths packaged in nine 20-foot ISO containers.  Each container has

156 sections as shown in Figure 7-1, page 7-2.  These pipe sections are used in the main run of the pipeline.  They
cannot be cut to different lengths due to the varying wall thickness, but each end may be regrooved once if
damaged.
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Figure 7-1. 19-foot aluminum pipe sections

The 9.5-Foot Aluminum Pipe Nipples
There are also forty-four 9.5-foot long pipe sections (Figure 7-2), or nipples, in each  5-mile set and 10

sections with each pump station.  These pipe sections are used anywhere in the pipeline where odd length sections
are needed.  They have a constant wall thickness and can be cut to any length and regrooved using the cutting,
grooving, and beveling machine.  Each 9.5-foot section has a black line down the length for easy identification of
nipple material.

Figure 7-2. 9 .5 foot aluminum pipe nipples

IPDS Single Grooves
The special groove design is wider than the standard commercial gro ove used with most pipe around the

world and is not interchangeable with the standard groove.  The IPDS single grooves are found on the high
pressure pipeline and pump stations.  The maximum allowable operating pressure is 740 PSI.
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High-pressure Coupling Clamps
The clamp has an integral gasket that makes pipe connections relatively easy.  The coupling clamps come

in sets of 25 clamps to a box.  Packed in the box with the 25 clamps are a hammer, extra gasket, extra retaining
pin, a drift pin, and two assembly tools.  The gaskets require lubrication for assembly.

Gate Valve Assembly
Gate valve assemblies are used as isolation block valves in the pipeline at about 1-mile intervals.  The gate

valves are skid mounted, 6-inch ANSI class 300, steel valves, with IPDS single groove ends.  Gate valves are
operated either fully open or fully closed.  There are five gate valves with each 5-mile set.

Check Valve Assembly
Check valve assemblies are used near the bottom of major grade changes in the pipeline to prev ent

backflow of fuel.  They are skid-mounted, 6-inch ANSI class 300, steel valves.  A hinged disk allows fuel flow in
only one direction.  Fuel flowing in the right direction pushes the hinged disk out of the way.  Fuel flowing in the
return direction pushes the disk against its seat and closes the opening.  An arrow on the valve indicates the
direction the fuel must flow to open the valve.  Check valves are self-operating and require little maintenance.
There are three check valves in each 5-mile set.

Pipeline Vent Assembly
The pipeline vent assemblies are made of a 1-foot long section of 6-inch steel pipe, grooved on both ends

to receive the IPDS single-groove coupling clamp (Figure 7-3).  The short section has a weldolet coupling and a
3/4-inch ball valve, fittings, and nipples.  The vent assemblies are installed, as determined by pipeline designers, at
high points to vent air from the system.  By changing their position, they can be used as drains at low points if
necessary.  There are five of these in each 5-mile set.

Figure 7-3. Pipeline vent assembly
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Pipeline Drain Assembly
Three pipeline drain assemblies with 2-inch ball valves and plugs are in each set.  They are similar to the

vent assemblies, however, they are designed to be placed in low areas of the pipeline to aid in fuel recovery when
the line must be drained.

Elbows and Tees
The IPDS comes with elbows and tees for directional changes in the pipeline (Figure 7-4).  Each 5-mile

set has elbows to allow turns and expansion/contraction.  There are sixty-two 90-degree, fifty-nine 45-degree, ten
22.5-degree, ten 11 1/4-degree, and twelve 6-degree elbows to give flexibility in laying the pipe.  There are two
sizes of 90-degree elbows in the system.  The long elbow is in the elbow set and is used in the pipeline.  The short
elbow is only found in pump stations and must not be used on the pipeline.

Figure 7-4. Elbows and tees
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Pipeline Anchors
Pipeline movement caused by thermal expansion will usually be in the direction that provides the least

resistance.  Anchors (Figure 7-5)  are used to direct movement toward expansion devices.  Anchors should be
located at midpoints between expansion devices.  There are 48 anchors with clamps in each 5-mile pipeline set.

Figure 7-5. Pipeline anchors
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Elevated Critical Gap Crossings
Elevated critical gap crossing materials are designed to allow the IPDS pipeline to cross up to 250-feet of

water or a gully.  An adequate pipeline expansion system must be provided to compensate for longitudinal thermal
expansion of the pipeline on the crossing.  Pipeline anchors are required to isolate the critical gap crossing
expansion system from the main pipeline.  There is a 2-foot minimum clearance above the high water level to
permit floating debris to pass under the pipeline.  Existing bridges may be used for gap crossings.  If the bridge
attached system is not practical in the field, the line is routed over the bridge deck using tunnel passage sets.  The
crossing material is part of the pipeline support assembly.

Nestable Steel Culvert
Nestable steel culverts are used when existing culverts are not available and bridges cannot be used for

roadway crossings.  These culverts are easily constructed by two people using only a stitch assembly and bending
bar.  There are 80 linear feet of nestable culvert with each 5-mile pipeline set for constructing road crossings.

Cutting, Grooving, and Beveling Machine
The portable pipe cutting, grooving, and beveling machine is used for the end preparation of IPDS pipe

and piping components (Figure 7-6).  The machine can bevel IPDS aluminum pipe in preparation for butt welding.
It can also groove the pipe to accept the coupling clamp and gasket.  The machine consists of a split frame with an
external chucking system that simultaneously centers and squares the machine on the pipe.  It can be powered by
pneumatic, electric, and hydraulic drive motors.

Figure 7-6. Cutting, grooving and beveling machine

Hydraulic Drive Head and Anchor
The hydraulic drive head used for installing pipel ine anchors consists of a hydraulic drive head, which

can be mounted on a JV-410 backhoe or the small emplacement excavator digger stick after removing the bucket,
and anchor adapter.  The anchor is a 1.5-inch square forged steel shaft, 60 inches long with a 6-inch diameter
tapered helix welded on the bottom.  When pressure is applied and the anchor is turned clockwise, it augers itself
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into the ground.  A clamp is installed around the pipeline and fastened to the anchor shaft, anchoring the pipe to
the ground.

Tapping Machine
The pipeline hot tapping machine is used for tapping into a pressurized pipeline to install a service tap or

pressure-relief device.  These devices can be installed without stopping the flow of fuel in the pipeline.  The
machine uses a hole saw and a holder-pilot to cut the pipe.  The holder-pilot holds the cut pipe plug after cutting so
it can be removed.  The machine has an adjustable automatic feed rate for any cutting condition.  It comes with a
ratchet crank for manual operation.

PUMP STATIONS
Each pump station has two skid-mounted, diesel engine-driven, mainline pumps (800 GPM).  Launcher

and receiver assemblies, a dual in-line strainer assembly, and a floodlight set are also components of pump
stations.  Except for the mainline pumps, all pump station equipment will be stored in 20-foot ISO containers.

The 800-GPM Mainline Pump
The 800-GPM mainline pump is a horizontal split case, three-stage centrifigual, skid-mounted unit as

shown in Figure 7-7.  It is driven by a turbo-charged diesel engine.  The pump contains a connect-disconnect
clutch to allow the engine to run without turning the pump.  It has an automatic pump controller with two modes
of operation:  manual engine speed control or discharge pressure control.  The manual engine speed control sets
the engine speed (RPM) regardless of the discharge pressure.  The discharge pressure control regulates the engine
speed to correspond to the discharge pressure set by the operator.  Conditions such as high coolant temperature,
low oil pressure, low pump suction pressure, or engine overspeed will allow safety shutdown devices to override
either control mode.  The instrument panel has a tachometer, voltmeter, lube oil pressure gage, a coolant
temperature gage, and suction and discharge pressure gages.  The pump has a discharge head of 1,800 feet and is
rated at 3,450 RPM.  The engine is a 855-cubic-inch, six-cylinder rated at 450 horsepower at 2,100 RPM.  The
entire assembly is 281 inches long, 79.5 inches wide, 132 inches high.  It weighs about 14,230 pounds.

Figure 7-7. 800-GPM mainline pump
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Scraper Launcher Assembly
The launcher assembly used to launch the pipeline scraper consists of the steel skid, the launching barrel,

and related piping and valves (Figure 7-8).  All components of the launcher assembly are steel.  The launching
barrel has a quick-opening closure, a pressure gage, a drain valve, and vent valve.  Located on the bypass is a ball
valve under a 1-inch thermal relief valve.  The initial set relief pressure is 740 PSI.  The set pressure can be
adjusted as necessary, depending on the location of the system.  The relief valve discharge is tied into the discharge
line from the vent valve on the launching barrel.  A 2-inch diameter, 25-foot long hoseline is connected to the vent
and drain to dispose of fuel when the barrel is being emptied.  A scraper passage signal is provided on the
downstream part of the assembly. The scraper launcher assemblies are supplied with the pump stations and are on
the outlet side of the pump stations.

Figure 7-8. Scraper launcher assembly

Scraper Receiver Assembly
The skid-mounted scraper receiver assembly consists of the receiver barrel and the related piping and

valves as shown in Figure 7-9.  All components of the receiver assembly are steel.  The receiver assembly has a
quick-opening closure, a pressure gage, a drain valve, and a vent valve.  The set pressure is 990 PSI.  The set
pressure is to be adjusted, as necessary, depending on the location in the system.  A scraper signal is located at the
entrance of the receiving barrel.
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Figure 7-9. Scraper receiver assembly

Strainer Assembly
A strainer assembly is installed in pump stations, upstream of the pumps to protect them from damage due

to dirt or debris in the pipeline.  The skid-mounted steel strainer assembly has two separate in-line vertical
strainers as shown in Figure 7-10, page 7-10.  The strainers have quick-opening closures to allow easy access to
the strainer basket.  Each strainer has a differential pressure gage and two ball valves.  There is a 1-inch ball valve
for draining the strainer from underneath and a 1/2-inch ball valve for pressure venting.  The assembly has four 6-
inch gate valves so either strainer can be bypassed for cleaning without interrupting fuel flow.  A 1-inch drain hose
is supplied with the strainer assembly.
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Figure 7-10. Strainer assembly

Floodlight Set
Floodlight sets are components of the pump stations.  Floodlight sets are discussed in Chapter 6.

The 3,000-Gallon Collapsible Fabric Tank
A 3,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank is installed at each pump station to supply the station with fuel.

The tanks can be filled by connecting to the pipeline or or by tanker-truck.  The same hose is used to receive fuel
into the tank and dispense fuel to the 110-gallon tank on the pumps.  For detailed information on the 3,000-gallon
collapsible fabric tank, refer to Chapter 22.

TACTICAL PETROLEUM TERMINAL
The standard TPT has storage capacity of 3,700,000 gallons in eighteen 5,000 barrel (210,000-gallo n),

collapsible fabric tanks.  The TPT is modular with three identical fuel units.  Each TPT also has one pipeline
connection assembly.  The total TPT is stored in 77 ISO containers.  For detailed information on the TPT, refer to
Chapter 6.

Section II.  INSTALLATION

PLANNING
Good predeployment and on-site planning are very important for a successful pipeline and pump station

installation operation.  This planning includes environmental protection regulations at all levels, including federal,
state, local, and host-nation.  The role of host nation support, fuel type and quantity to be supplied, location of
existing facilities, terrain to be crossed, and distances from bulk facilities to using units or terminals are all
planning factors for the IPDS.
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Route Reconnaissance
When conducting a site and route reconnaissance, you must have two known points:

• Where the fuel source is or will be located.
• Where the forces will be located requiring support.

When you are conducting the physical reconnaissance, on foot or by vehicle, stakes or other marking devices must
be used to show the actual path of the pipeline.  Location of valves, anchors, expansion/contraction devices, and
any obstacles must be marked on the trace.  Pump station locations can be adjusted somewhat from the locations
selected from the profile and hydraulic analysis.  However, every effort should be made to locate pump stations
near their ideal location.

Pipeline Route Selection
Selecting the best route for the IPDS pipeline is crucial to pro per operation and continuous flow of fuel to

users on the battlefield.  As mentioned above, a thorough initial reconnaissance is required to select the best
pipeline route.  Even with a thorough reconnaissance, changes may have to be made to the selected pipeline route
because of unforeseen problems.  Changes can be made as long as they do not cause a functional fault in the
system.  The staked-out routes and sites should be clearly recorded on current area maps.  The route stakings
should be line-of-site and readily visible to the route preparation and pipeline-laying crews.  Note the type of soils
and terrain so that earth-moving and other route preparation and other route and site preparation activities can be
planned.  Select routes that require little grading.  If grading is required, gradable soils are preferred over rocky
terrain.  Avoid steep lateral or axial grades if possible.  The fewer special support and guide devices required due to
terrain the better.  Select a pipeline route that is accessible from existing roadways whenever possible.  This will
aid in installation, inspection, operation, and maintenance.  However, do not lay the pipeline so that it may be
damaged by passing vehicles.  The initial reconnaissance must also determine the methods of handling various
pipeline crossing situations.  Crossings are grouped into three main categories:

•   Elevated critical gap crossings

•   Existing bridge crossings

•   Road crossings

A route requiring fewer newly constructed gap and stream crossings is better if the hydraulic design of the pipeline
is not adversely affected beyond the designed pipeline pumping capabilities.  If crossings have to be made, record
the type of crossing device and the length of the crossing so materials and equipment can be supplied in the correct
quantities at the proper location.  Stake out the crossing location and record special grading, ditching, or other
earth-moving requirements.  Schedule the delivery of materials and work on these crossings before the pipeline-
laying crews arrive.  When planning pipeline routes, avoid congested or populated areas.  Consider camouflage
and security against tampering and sabotage.

Pump Station Site Selection

The sites selected for the pipeline pump stations must be compatible with the hydra ulic design of the
pipeline and vice versa.  As a general rule, pump station siting takes precedence over the pipeline routing.
However,  the actual site chosen often represents a compromise between the ideal station location and the pipeline
routing.  If compromises must be made, always make them on the safe side of the hydraulic design, even if it
means a more difficult installation process.  In the initial reconnaissance, consider the adequacy of the preselected
sites for pump stations.  If relocation is required for some reason, note the change on the records and stake the
sites.  It is assumed that coordination with the host nation refinery or bulk facility has been made if needed.  The
initial reconnaissance should determine the booster pump station locations and a stakeout of it.  Determine the
point of tie-in for the hoseline to the booster pump from the TPT or host nation bulk facility.  Determine the
fittings, pipe, and hoseline required to be taken from pipeline and TPT stock.  If a host nation facility is used, they
must provide the tie-in pipe nozzle and valve at a location acceptable to the facility and the pipeline.  Pump station
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sites must be easily accessible.  A roadway is the best access; however, a heavy-lift helicopter can be used if a
roadway is not available.  Set up the pump station if possible on firm soil to support the weight of the equipment.
A special foundation, such as compacted backfill, may be needed if the soil is marshy or soft.  Make sure that the
area does not flood.  Any water accumulation in the area must be able to be pumped out.  The area must be about
330 square meters (3,552 square feet), about 28 meters (91.9 feet) by 12 meters (39.4 feet).  A space of about 8
(26.25 feet) by 8 meters (26.25 feet) is required for collapsible fuel tanks used to fuel the pump engines.  This area
must be within 60 meters (196.8 feet) of the pump engines but at least 30 meters (100 feet) away from the
operating area.  Do not set up the collapsible fuel tanks in an area higher than the pump station operating area.
These provisions could include drainage ditches or swales.

SITE AND ROUTE PREPARATION

Prior to installation of the IPDS,  the site and route must be prepared.  The following paragraphs briefly
describe these preparations.

Pump Station Access

Pump station sites should be accessible by road for construction, operations, and maintenance.  The road
should be wide enough to permit two-way traffic and turnaround.  If the roadway cannot enter the site because of
terrain, decide on another method to move construction and system operating equipment from the nearest roadway.
Skid and hoist equipment, tracked vehicles, or heavy-lift helicopters may be used.

Pipeline Access

There must be access to the pipeline, whether there are existing roadways or new ones have to be constructed.
Newly constructed roadways should be parallel to the pipeline route.  These roadways may be graded at the same
time as the pipeline trace.  The main use for these roadways is for construction, inspection, and maintenance; not
routine use.  The roads should be at least 10 feet wide, well graded, and well drained.  Unless the ground is very
soft and marshy, there is no need for gravel surfacing.  If a road construction problem arises, the roadway does not
have to be set up right next to the pipeline.  Because the pipeline sections are light, they can be carried short
distances by two men to the pipeline construction site.

Site Preparation

Depending on accessibility, it may be necessary to prepare the route before the pump station site.  The pump
station sites must be prepared in such a way as to accommodate an acceptable plot plan, access roads, and laydown
areas.  When preparing sites, remove heavily organic or marshy soils at the planning site and replace them with
compacted nonorganic soils.  Slope all sites so that any spills are drained away from the area.  Use swales and
ditches to help drainage.  Some areas may require digging and lining a sump to catch any fuel spills.  When
planning and preparing the pump station sites, designate an area outside of the operating area as a laydown area.
This area will be for receiving, sorting out, and controlling the boxes, crates, and equipment delivered for the
facility.  This area should be about 3,000 square feet and have road access.

Route Preparation

The pipeline route must be prepared at the same time that the access roadways are prepared.  Schedule this
operation well in advance of the pipeline equipment delivery.  Pipeline route preparation provides access for
pipeline installation.  This surface will be used to lay the pipeline and establish the support, anchoring, and
expansion/contraction system.  The pipeline route should be about 10 feet wide.  It should have 30-foot wide areas
for the expansion/contraction devices.  Lay as much of the pipeline directly on the ground as possible.  The ideal
situation is continuous ground support; however, at a minimum, the pipeline should be supported every 19 feet.
Use earth-moving equipment to remove the high spots and obstructions and fill the low spots.  This will increase
the rate at which the pipeline can be laid.  A field decision is required to determine specific excavation needs.
Consider thoroughly the approaches to crossing situations. Use existing crossing facilities (culverts and bridges) as
much as possible to prevent unnecessarily tying up construction equipment.  As the route is completed, place or
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replace the staking required for the pipeline construction crews.  Clearly record all actions you have taken to
prepare the route.  This will help the pipeline installation crews know of problems they may encounter.  Start
sandbag filling operations so they will be ready when needed for pipeline support.

EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEM INSTALLATION
Once the site and route have been prepared begin equipment and system installation.  Equipment and

system installation are described below.
Pump Station Installation

The pump stations may be installed at the same time or one at a time, depending on the construction schedule.
Install the pump station as given below.

• Prepare the pads for the pumps, receiver assemblies, strainer assemblies, and launcher assemblies.  Install
pads for other equipment as required.  Install pads under valves for support or proper elevation if needed.
Construct the pad and berms for the 3,000-gallon fabric collapsible fuel tanks.  If needed, set up the floodlight set
for operation.  Set the pipeline pumps on their pads; anchor and ground them.  Pay particular attention to pump
and engine leveling and alignment.  Set the strainer assembly in position and anchor it after the piping is installed.
Set the receiver, launcher, and strainer assemblies in position and anchor them after the piping is installed.
Ground all equipment during installation.

• After the berms and pads are constructed, roll out the 3,000-gallon tank inside the berm.  Before
installation, make sure the pad is free of any sharp objects that may puncture the bag.  Slight modifications may
have to be made for specific situations.

• Be careful when installing the piping.  Do not cause excessive strain initially or due to pressure and
thermal expansion when in operation.  Before anchoring the equipment to the pad, adjust the equipment to relieve
any possible strain.  Enough elbows are supplied with the system to use for elevations and modified layouts.  To cut
down on construction time, make the most use of the standard 19-foot pipe sections without having to custom fit
pieces.  If smaller pipe sections are needed, only the 9.5-foot sections can be cut using the cutting, grooving, and
beveling machine.  The best method of assembly is to pipe out from the pumps to the strainer and receiver, and
then to the launcher.  In the pump station, hold joint deflection to 1 degree at installation rather than the 2 degrees
allowed on the pipeline.  Before connecting any pipe sections together or to other equipment, make sure the joints
are clean, both internally and externally.

• Place fire extinguishers in the area where they are clearly visible.  Place one fire extinguisher at each
pump, one at the receiver, one at the launcher, and one near the 3,000-gallon fuel tank.  Also, place one additional
fire extinguisher just outside the immediate operating area in a highly visible location.

• Install the appropriate safety signs at the proper locations.

• When time permits, erect the lightweight panel buildings over the pumps.  Paint all metallic parts that have
not been previously painted or anodized or that have deteriorated during shipment.  Lubricate all rotating or
sliding surfaces.

• Before starting operations, clean up the area and pressure-test all connections for leaks, expansion, and
contraction.  The pressure testing may be done along with the purge and fill operation covered in the next section.
Make changes or repairs as necessary.

Pipeline Installation
 As soon as the site preparation is done and the necessary equipment has been delivered to the construction site,

the pipe-laying crews can start removing the pipe from the ISO containers and stringing it along the route.   Pipe
sections can be carried by two people to the installation site.  Keep the protective caps on the pipe until it is ready
for coupling.  After stringing the pipe along the route, the pipe-laying and coupling crew follows.  The pipe-laying
and coupling crews install pipeline using the following procedures:
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•    Remove the protective cap from the pipe, align the two pipe sections by laying them in the bottom half of
the coupling assembly, close the coupling assembly over the top of the pipe, and lock and pin the handle in place.
(Prior to installation, place a liberal amount of grease on the inside of the coupling gasket.  Make sure there is no
dirt or other debris on the gasket or pipe grooves before coupling).

•   Make sure there is an adequate supply of elbows on hand to allow for terrain conditions or directional
changes.  Install elbows during the pipe-laying process if the route or terrain requires a change of pipeline
direction.  If there are enough elbows available, use them for directional changes instead of cutting and grooving
short pieces of pipe.  This will ease the construction process.

•   Position expansion/contraction devices are positioned in the pipeline based on the hydraulic design,
normally every 50 couplings of 19-foot pipe.  The elbows and coupling clamps included in the
expansion/contraction sets must be used only with the expansion/contraction sets.  Plan on having a straight pipe
run of at least three or four sections going into an expansion/contraction device.

•    Install isolation gate valve and check valve assemblies in the pipeline as it is laid.  These locations are
based on the hydraulic design of the line.  Appendix C covers hydraulic pipeline design fundamentals.

•    Determine the placement of the vent assemblies according to the elevation survey.

•    Install the fuel sampling assemblies 1 mile upstream from each receiver.

•   Install the proper pipeline support as the pipeline is laid.  Drive in the pipeline anchors after correct
alignment has been checked on pipeline joints and couplings to be anchored.  Couple the pipeline into receivers
and launchers after they have been permanently placed and anchored.  Cut and groove nipples from the 9.5-foot
pipe sections as needed to eliminate as much strain as possible.

•    Recheck the expansion/contraction devices, alignment, anchoring, and supports after the line has expanded
and contracted through at least 24 hours of temperature changes.  Make corrections as necessary before initially
filling the pipeline with fuel.

•    Make a final inspection of the entire system before starting the pipeline into operation.  See Table 7-1 for a
checklist of the major points of inspection.
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Table 7-1.  Checklist of major points of inspection

Pipeline pumps serviced and properly installed.  Anchors in place; pumps grounded and ready for
operation.  Check against pump manufacturer's technical manual.

Flood and transfer pumps used as booster pumps serviced and located as instructed.  Check for
appropriate anchoring and grounding.  Ready for operation.  Check against pump manufacturer's
technical manual.

Dual strainer assemblies serviced, installed properly, anchored, grounded, and read to operate.

Receiver assemblies serviced, checked, installed properly, anchored, grounded, and ready to operate.

Launcher assemblies serviced, checked, and installed properly, anchored grounded, and ready to
operate.

All valves operable and accessible.  Packing glands tightened.  Proper location in system.

Check valves installed in proper flow direction throughout.  The directional arrow molded into the
valve body must point in the direction of flow.

ELO pressure regulating assemblies serviced, checked, properly set, grounded, and ready to operate.

Fuel tanks, berms, and hose system properly installed.

Sampling assemblies located and installed properly, grounded, and ready to operate.

Connection into supply source handled properly.

Connection into TPT switching manifolds correct.

All couplings closed and flanges tight throughout system.

Thermal relief valves on receiver and launchers properly set and installed.  Ball valves under relief
valves open.

Evidence that all pressure gages have been precalibrated and are adequate.  Any recalibration required
will be handled as part of the commissioning program.

All valves except the gate valves installed at 1-mile intervals for isolation are closed.

All piping properly supported and guided in the pipeline.

Pipeline anchoring and expansion/contraction systems installed properly.

Gap crossing and bridge crossing systems properly in place.

All piping properly supported at pump stations.

Floodlight sets at pump stations installed and operable.

All fire-suppression equipment charged, installed in accessible and visible location, and ready for use.

Safety signs installed.

Proper equipment identification marking in place.

All drainage systems, roadways, and road crossings checked.

In addition, ensure all areas are cleaned up and unused equipment and materials are returned to a proper storage
area.  Do not start operations until all deficiencies found in the inspection are corrected.  Ensure that procedures
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are in place for disposing of all waste fuel.  Make sure that operating communications systems are working
properly.  Conduct pressure tests at the same time as the purge and fill operations.  Inspect the system during and
after the test for evidence of leaks or other problems.  Correct all problems or leaks after the pressure test.

Installation Equipment
Specialized equipment is ass igned to the pipeline support company for handling, placing, and installing

valves, pumps, and pipeline anchors.  Installation equipment consists of:

• Cutting, grooving, and beveling machine,
• Hydraulic drive heads for anchor installation,
• Pipeline tapping machine,
• Deadweight tester,
• Surveying level,
• Alignment tools,
• Supplemental pipeline tool kit.

  Refer to FM 5-482 for detailed information on installation equipment.

Section III.  System Operation

PUMP STATION OPERATIONS

Ensure all special and local environmental protection requirements are used when the POL systems are being
operated.  Check with the local environmental compliance officer to identify special operating requirements.  The
IPDS can begin at the beach termination unit operated by the Navy.  It can also begin at a TPT manifold or at a
host nation bulk storage facility.  Whatever the beginning point, a booster pump station feeds the 6-inch IPDS
coupled aluminum pipeline.  The pipeline can be used as a multiproduct pipeline for several types of fuel,
including  JP-4,  JP-8, jet A-1, diesel, and MOGAS.  In a multiproduct pipeline system, fuel batching is required.
Batching is covered in more detail in Chapter 9 of this manual.  In batching of fuel, different  fuels have a tendency
to mix where two batches touch, commonly known as the interface.  The interface is diverted from the pipeline to
the contaminated fuel tanks at the TPTs.  This fuel may be reintroduced as a blending stock, or it may be a waste
product of which must be disposed.  To avoid waste, keep the interface as short as possible.  As JP-8 becomes the
single fuel on the battlefield, the need to batch fuels in the pipeline will stop.  The continued need for MOGAS will
require packaged fuel supply actions.

Pump Station Start-Up

There are a number of steps to put a pump station on-line.  Pump station start-up steps are:

• Check the pump units before actual starting time.  Perform before-operation maintenance.
• To start both pumps:
 ••   Set POWER ON/OFF switch to ON.
 ••   Set PANEL LIGHT ON/OFF switch to ON if needed.
 ••   Set MODE CONTROL MAN/AUT switch to MAN.
 ••   Turn ENGINE RPM/DISCHARGE PRESSURE control fully clockwise (low speed position).
 ••   Push ENGINE STOP switch in
 ••   Press PRESS TO TEST LAMPS switch.  Alarm lights should come on and then go off when push button is

released.
 ••   Verify that clutch is disengaged (down) position.
 ••   Press ENGINE START switch.  Keep switch depressed until engine fires.  If engine fails to fire, refer to the

Technical Manual Troubleshooting Chart.
 ••  After engine starts, observe ENGINE RPM gage to verify engine is idling at its idle speed (approximately

800 to 1,000 RPM).
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• Warm up pumps, with the pump discharge valves closed, until engines reach an operating temperature of
120°F at an idle speed of approximately 800 to 1,000 RPM.

• Ensure that the mainline, bypass, and side valves on the receiver and launcher are open.
• Ensure that the strainer is open and ready to operate.
• Open the suction valve on both pumps.
• When there is suction pressure, vent the air out of the pump case using the four vent valves, in order, from

lowest to highest.  Open valve until fuel flows from the pump, then close the valve before proceeding to the next
one.  Use a drip pan to catch discharged product.  Dispose of all hazardous waste IAW federal, state, local, and
host nation regulatory guidance.

• On the pump to be used, if there is at least 100 PSI suction pressure and increasing, engage clutch and
open the discharge valve slowly.  Place pump control in automatic mode and slowly increase the pump engine
speed to the discharge pressure required by the dispatcher.  Increase discharge pressure while maintaining 100 PSI
suction pressure.  If 100 PSI suction pressure cannot be kept during start-up, notify the dispatcher.

• Shut down the standby pump after the start-up discharge pressure has been attained.

Normal Shutdown

The pipeline dispatcher directs a normal shutdown.  To shut down the pump, the operator slowly turns the
discharge pressure control counterclockwise until the engine is idling.  He switches to the manual mode and
disengages the clutch.  After idling for at least one minute, the operator shuts the engine down.  The suction and
discharge gate valves are then fully closed.  Pressure should be taken off the pump by bleeding it off through the
casing vents.  This prevents pressure buildup due to the sun or atmospheric temperature.

Forced Shutdown

There are several reasons for a forced shutdown.  The pump itself has safety shutdown features that include
automatic shutdown due to:

•    Low suction pressure.

•    Engine overspeed.

•    High coolant temperature.

•    Low lube oil pressure.

Other mechanical problems may cause the pump to shut down without starting the automatic shutdown
features.

The pump operator should shut down the pump under the following conditions/situations:

•    If excessive noise or vibration is noticed.

•    If there is a sudden drop in discharge pressure which could be caused by a line break or operating error
downstream, the speed of the pump unit will suddenly increase if the pump is operating in the automatic mode.
The operator should adjust the discharge pressure set point downward by rotating the control counterclockwise to
reduce the pump speed.  If the problem downstream is temporary or minor, this will take care of it until it is solved.
If there is a major problem downstream, the pump engine speed will continue to increase. The operator should
deliberately shut down the pump unless told otherwise by the dispatcher.  If the operator does not or cannot shut
down the pump unit soon enough, it will shut down automatically due to engine overspeed.  In the event of a
sudden drop in discharge pressure when the pump is being operated in the manual mode, the operator should
reduce the engine speed.  If there is a major problem in the pipeline, the discharge pressure will continue to drop
and the pump should be shut down unless advised otherwise by the dispatcher.

•    A line break or operating error upstream can cause a sudden drop in suction pressure.  Unless advised
otherwise by the dispatcher, the operator should deliberately shut the pump down when the suction pressure drops
to 14 PSI.  If the pump is not shut down deliberately, it will start slowing down at 14 PSI and shut down if the
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pressure is 10 PSI or under continuously for 15 seconds.  If at all possible, manually shut the pump down before it
is shut down by any of the automatic safety features.   If the pump does shut down automatically, the operator
should advise the dispatcher and the next upstream and downstream pump stations immediately.

  If a shutdown is caused automatically by any of the situations discussed above except a sudden discharge
pressure drop and engine overspeed or a sudden suction pressure drop, the operator should begin placing the spare
pump on line unless the dispatcher  directs otherwise.  If the pump is operating in the automatic mode and the line
is blocked down stream, the pump speed will be markedly reduced toward idle speed and the suction pressure will
go up.  Unless the operator has prior knowledge of this happening, he should immediately notify the operations
downstream and the dispatcher.  If the line block continues without notice that it is temporary, the pump should be
shut down.  If the pump is operating in the manual mode and the line is blocked downstream, discharge and
suction pressures will suddenly increase.  The operator should immediately reduce the pump speed to reduce the
discharge pressure and should reduce to idle speed if necessary.  Under no condition should the discharge pressure
exceed 740 PSIG.  The operator should immediately notify operations downstream and the dispatcher if this
occurs.  As in the automatic mode, if the line block continues without notice that it is temporary, the pump should
be shut down.

Shifting Pumps During Operation

Prior to this operation, the spare pump must be flooded and purged.  Open the suction gate valve.  Warm the
spare pump engine up with the controls in the "manual" position and the clutch disengaged.  Engage the clutch
with the engine at idle and open the discharge valve.  Set the controls in the automatic mode and gradually move
the control to match the discharge pressure of the operating pump.  Monitor the suction pressure closely.  The on-
line operating pump will automatically slow down and the spare pump will speed up.  When the discharge
pressures of the two pumps match, gradually move the controls of the operating pump until the engine idles.  The
spare pump will speed up and take up the full load.  Set the discharge pressure as necessary to hold the system flow
rate desired.  When the spare pump has the full load and the suction pressures are steady, the pump that was
previously on line is shut down.  The spare pump is now the operating pump.

Pipeline Pump Fueling Facilities

The 3,000-gallon collapsible fabric tanks are used to store fuel for operating the pump stations.  There is one
collapsible tank for each pump station.  The tanks are located near each pump station and are operated IAW TM 5-
5430-210-12.  To transfer fuel from the 3,000-gallon tank to the fuel tanks on the pump skids or to an auxiliary
tank, connect the hose, valve, and hand pump; then start pumping.

STRAINER ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS

A strainer assembly is installed upstream of the pipeline pumps to protect them from damage due to dirt or
debris in the pipeline.  The assembly contains two strainers in parallel.  Normally, only one strainer is used at a
time with the other one on standby.  Strainers are put in service or taken out of service by opening and closing the
gate valves in the assembly.  Open the valves upstream and downstream of the strainer being put in service before
closing the valves of the strainer being taken out of service while the pipeline is operational.  Unless a strainer is
being isolated for depressuring, inspection, or maintenance, leave the discharge valve open and the inlet valve
closed on strainers not in service.  This will avoid the possibility of overpressuring due to thermal expansion.  The
strainers collect dirt and debris from the line before it enters the pump.  When the strainer has collected sufficient
dirt, the pressure differential across the strainer will increase showing that the strainer should be removed from
service and cleaned.  The initial (clean) pressure drop across the strainer will vary with the rate of flow and the
density/viscosity of the flowing fluid.  When the pressure drop has increased to a predetermined PSI (normally not
more than 5 PSI), place the other strainer in service.  Block, vent, drain, and open the dirty strainer.  Remove the
basket and clean it.  Remove any dirt that has accumulated in the bottom of the housing as well.  Check the
strainer for damage and wear before placing it back in the housing.  Replace the strainer closure, close the drain
and vent valves, and open the discharge valve.  The clean strainer is then on standby and ready for service when its
mate gets dirty.  It is possible that something from the pipeline can cut, break, or badly erode the strainer.  An
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indication of this may be that the pressure drop does not increase with usage.  If this is the case, disassemble and
inspect the strainer as given above.  If damage is found, replace or repair the strainer basket.

WARNING
Do not open the strainer closure unless the strainer is blocked in and has been thoroughly depressured by
first opening the drain valve and then the vent valve.  Be sure the drain hose is connected securely and
routed to a collection container or sump.

PIPELINE SCRAPER OPERATIONS

Purpose

Scrapers are used to enhance and speed the initial purge and fill operations and to clean the pipeline of
contaminates and obstructions that cause excessive drop in pressure.  Over a period of time debris, scale, and
particles that settle out of the fuel, may collect or build up in the pipeline.  Line scrapers are run through the
pipeline to prevent the debris from building up in the line.  The pipeline dispatcher will schedule the actual scraper
operation on a pumping order.  Scrapers are run from the launcher at one pump station to the receiver at the next
pump station.  There is a scraper indicator on each barrel that shows when the scraper has been launched and
received.  By walking along the pipeline, the scraper can be heard as it passes each coupling.

Scraper Velocity

Scraper velocities through the 6-inch pipeline at various rates of flow are given in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2.  Scraper velocity

Flow (GPM) Velocity
(MPH)

100 0.6

200 1.4

300 2.1

400 2.8

500 3.5

600 4.2

750 5.2

Types of Scrapers

Various types of scrapers or pigs for different services are available on the market.  Cupped scrapers
constructed entirely of polyurethane have been found to be the most serviceable in the IPDS pipeline. They are
intended for general service, including purge and fill operations.  Initially, five scrapers have been supplied with
each launcher cleaning.

Launcher Operations

Before a scraper can be launched, the downstream receiver must be ready to trap the scraper.  Insert the
scraper into the pipeline using the following procedures:

•    Check to make sure the launcher bypass valve is fully open.
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•    Close the side and mainline valves to isolate the barrel of the launcher assembly.

•    Open the launcher assembly vent valve to relieve pressure from the barrel.

•    Open the drain valve and drain the fuel from the launcher barrel into a container.

•    Open the safety vent on the end closure and then open the launcher barrel end closure.

•    Insert the scraper into the launcher barrel.  Push the scraper as far as it will go into the launcher barrel.

•    Close and tighten the end closure, close the safety vent valve, and close the drain valve.

 NOTE:  Close the safety vent valve only hand tight.  If it leaks after the barrel has been filled, use a
crescent wrench to tighten it.

•    Set by pushing the flag down.

•    Slowly open the side valve completely.

•    Close the launcher assembly vent valve when the barrel is full.

•    When directed by the dispatcher to launch the scraper, slowly open the mainline valve completely.

•    Slowly close the bypass valve.  As the bypass valve is closed, the flow is diverted through the barrel causing
the scraper to be carried or forced into the pipeline.

•    Watch the scraper indicater (Figure 7-11) for indication that the scraper has been launched.  Notify the
dispatcher the moment the scraper is launched.

•    Open the bypass valve after the scraper has been carried out of the launcher barrel by the flow of fuel.

•    Always operate with “wet” barrel, leaving the side, mainline, and bypass valves open.
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Figure 7-11. Scraper indicator

Receiver Operations

The scraper receiver assembly is shown in Figure 7-9, page 7-9 .  The recommended standard procedures to
operate the receiver are discussed below.  To receive the scraper:

•    Make sure the receiver barrel end closure is closed and tight.  Ensure the drain valve and safety vents are
closed.

•    Open the side, bypass, and mainline valves on the receiver assembly during normal operations.

•    Set the scraper indicator.

•    Close the bypass valve.  This directs the flow of fuel through the barrel.

Remove the scraper from the receiver using the following procedures:

•   When the scraper has entered the receiver barrel the scraper indicator will pop up.

•    Notify the dispatcher of the scraper arrival.

•    Open the bypass valve.

•    Close the mainline and side valves.

•    Open the receiver barrel vent and drain valve.  Drain the product into a suitable container.  Dispose of
hazardous waste IAW federal, state, local, and host nation regulatory guidance.

•    Open the safety vent and then open the receiver barrel end closure.
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•    Remove the scraper and clean out the receiver barrel.

•    Close and tighten the end closure safety vent.

•    Close the drain valve.

•    Open the side valve slowly to fill the receiver with fuel and close the receiver barrel vent.

•    After the receiver barrel is full, open the mainline valve.

•    During normal operations, leave all valves open.  The system should be run with a “wet” barrel.

Tracing of a Scraper

Scrapers are run from the launcher from one pump station to the receiver of the next pump station.  There are
several ways to trace scraper movement in the pipeline.  A small battery-operated transmitter attached to the
scraper sends a signal which is picked up on a receiver by a pipeline patroller.  A magnetized metal scraper can be
used with a detector sensitive to magnetic forces.  The detector, used by a pipeline patroller, registers an increase in
magnetic activity as the magnetic scraper passes by.  Because the IPDS uses aluminum pipe, do not use a chain
attached to the scraper.  This method could cause damage to the pipe sections.

Stuck Scraper

It is possible that a scraper could get stuck in a line during a run.  The scraper can probably be freed by
increasing the pressure in the line.  The increased force behind the scraper should push the scraper loose and move
it along with the flow of fuel.  Care should be taken not to overpressure the line.  If increasing the pressure in the
line does not free the scraper, the line must be taken apart to remove the scraper.  Do not try to free a stuck scraper
by putting another scraper in the line.  The second scraper may not free the first one and get stuck behind it.

PURGE, FILL, AND PRESSURE TEST OPERATIONS

Purge and fill operation must remove (purge) all air from the system and fill the system with a pumpable fluid.
The pressure test is to prove the integrity of the system.  It does not test the strength of the system.  Test pressures
are therefore limited to the design maximum allowable operating pressure which is 740 PSI in the IPDS.

Internal Cleanliness Assurance

Installation procedures emphasize the importance of internal cleanliness of the pipeline.  If areas of the system
are suspected of containing junk, sand, construction waste, or tools, they should be disassembled and cleaned out
before the purge, fill, and test is started.  The initial purge and fill will clean out the remainder.  The remainder
will then collect in the strainers and receivers where it can be removed after the procedures are completed and
before normal operations start.

Pressure Gages and Relief Valves

Before the purge, fill, and test operations can be started, all pressure gages must be reading correctly.  Set the
thermal relief valves to the correct relief pressure for their location.

Preparatory Steps

Before the operation can be started, all personnel involved must know their duties and the safety precautions
required.  Install all fire extinguishers as required.  Inspect the pipelines to be filled.  Make sure all couplings are
properly closed and there is no excessive coupling deflection.  Check that all supports, guides, anchors, and
expansion/contraction devices are in place.  Open all intermediate isolation gate valves installed at 1-mile intervals
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in the pipeline.  Close all other valves, including all vents, drains, and sampling assembly valves so there is a
known starting condition.  Check that adequate fuel is available at the pump stations and that the pumps and other
equipment are ready for operation.  Make sure the communication system is operational.

Purge, Fill, and Test Procedures

The pipeline should be initially purged, filled, and pressure-tested with fresh water from a source developed in
the field.  Water is injected upstream of the booster pump as close to the host nation facility or TPT as possible.
The fill rate is held to about 50 GPM, until the meter and booster pump are flooded and free of air.  Once the
booster pump is flooded, the hydraulic power can be supplied with the system pumps.  The pumps can also supply
the test pressures required.  A fill rate of about 200 GPM is recommended after the system is started.  Scrapers are
launched ahead of the water.  High point vents are used as necessary to assist in removing air and vapor.
Depending on the quantity of water available, the line may be tested all at once or by section.  The test pressures
for hoselines are not to exceed the design maximum operating pressures.  Hold the test pressures long enough to
thoroughly inspect the system for leaks and faults.  Take the test pressure off the system and correct the leaks and
faults.  Retest the system after corrections have been made.  To avoid corrosion, remove the water from the system
immediately after the test is complete by proceeding with the fuel fill operation.  In any case, a line only partially
filled with water, or not fully drained and dried, must not be exposed to air for any extended period of time.  The
fill with fuel takes place promptly after the pressure test is complete with fuel displacing the water.  The water is
disposed of at the EOL.  Launch scrapers at the first pump station in the line immediately after the fuel/water
interface has passed to remove remaining water.  The fuel/water interface is received into the head terminal
contaminated fuel module and of which is subsequently disposed.  Keep all water out of the clean fuel storage tank
and hoseline systems.  The purge and fill of the head terminal hoselines with fuel can take place after the pipeline
is packed with fuel.  Or it may take place with fuel from tank vehicles before the pipeline is ready.  The purge and
fill rate per hoseline should be kept below 200 GPM.  The fill rate should be held below 50 GPM until the meters
are flooded to avoid possible overspeeding due to high air flow.  Purge, fill, and pressure test all hoselines in this
manner before normal operations.

Alternative Purge, Fill, and Test Methods

In some cases, adequate fresh water may not be available for the recommended purge, fill, and test operations.
Nevertheless, the system must be commissioned properly.  Pressure testing is recommended in any case.  The other
methods, listed by preference based on safety, are given below:

•    Diesel fuel fill preceded by a freshwater plug.

•    Diesel fuel fill preceded by a nitrogen plug.

•    Diesel fuel fill--scraper only.

•    Jet fuel fill preceded by a water plug.

•    Jet fuel fill preceded by a nitrogen plug.

•    Jet fuel fill preceded by a diesel plug.

The reference to a plug above means a quantity of a buffer fluid, liquid, or gas, ahead of the fill fluid.  The
procedure is to launch a cupped scraper at the head of the buffer fluid and another ahead of the fill fluid.  This
creates a plug or buffer zone  between the volatile fill fluid and the air in the pipeline.  A large quantity of plug is
not required.  A plug of 1,000 gallons of water, which is about 650 feet long, is adequate.  A 300-cubic foot
cylinder of nitrogen would provide a plug over 1,000 feet long.  The "plug" fluid volume must be maintained.  It
may be necessary to inject more volume due to losses.  Due to the difficulty of ensuring that a nitrogen plug has not
been lost or overly diluted, a new plug volume must be injected at the launcher before each fill and test of a
pipeline section.  If there is any doubt as to the nitrogen plug volume or purity, inject more nitrogen.  The order of
the listing of the purge and fill methods above is related to the volatility and flash point of the fill and test fluid.
Avoid explosive fuel/air mixtures in the pipeline.  Use less volatile and flammable fluids for testing or initial use in
the pipeline.  An initial diesel fuel fill is preferred if available. Jet fuels with relatively high flash points such as JP-
5, JP-8, Jet A-1, or other commercial jet fuel grades of known high flash point are acceptable with the plugs listed.
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Jet fuel, JP-4, should be avoided as the initial fill and test fluid due to its low flash point.  If it must be used, take
special care to maintain low flow rates and an adequate buffer plug.  MOGAS is not recommended as the initial
purge and fill fluid.

PIPELINE FUEL TRANSFER

The IPDS is designed to operate without direct communications; however, normal operations should be
conducted with communications between the dispatcher, the pump stations, and the head terminals.  For safety
reasons, the receiving terminal controls fuel transfers.  Confirm that the terminal is ready and can receive fuel
before pumping starts.  The terminal must be able to stop the flow of fuel.  This includes shutdown due to the
completion of a planned fuel transfer or for other reasons.  Normally, operate the pipeline pumps in the automatic
discharge pressure control mode with the operator setting the control point.  Monitor the discharge pressure
continuously for high pressures in excess of the control set point.  Shut the pump down if the discharge pressure
exceeds 740 PSI.

Transfer Procedures

Fuel is transferred from the host nation bulk facility or beach termination unit to the head terminal.  Pumping
must start with the supplying bulk facility.  Start the booster pump as soon there is enough suction pressure (5 to
10 PSI minimum).  Start pumping at the pump stations when suction pressures reach 70 to 100 PSI.  Keep suction
pressures in this range until relatively steady conditions are established.  Then keep them above 50 PSI.  Increase
pumping rates to 600 GPM or higher, starting with the supplying bulk facility pumps (if available) and then at the
booster pump and the pipeline pump stations.  Suction pressure available is the controlling factor.  Control
pressure below 125 PSI into the head terminal by the pressure regulating valve assembly at the EOL or TPT intake.
Control back pressure in the pipeline at a minimum of 50 PSI.

Shut-Down Procedures

The pipeline is normally shut down by first shutting down the pump station closest to the head terminal.  The
pressure regulating valve at the EOL or TPT intake will automatically close when the upstream pressure drops to
50 PSI.  If the line is blocked in downstream of the EOL or TPT intake pressure regulator, the last closest pump
station is shut down when the suction pressure begins to increase.  The booster pump is shut down when the
suction pressure begins to increase or as the first pump station is shut down.  The supplying bulk facility pumps are
shut down when the booster pump shuts down.  Under these conditions, the line is blocked in fully packed and
under pressure.

Communication Failure

If communications fail and the terminal must stop the flow of fuel, do so by blocking in downstream of the
EOL pressure regulating valve, which will cause it to close.  The pump in the next upstream pump station will go
into idle or greatly reduce in speed due to the restricted flow and the automatic discharge pressure control.  The
suction pressure will increase rapidly.  These indicators will signal the operator to shut the pumps down.  Each
pump station downstream in succession will shut down when the operator sees the suction pressure increase or the
pump goes into idle or greatly reduces in speed.  The booster pumps will shut down when the first pump station in
the line shuts down.

EMERGENCY OPERATING PROCEDURES
Emergency operating procedures are given in Table 7-3, pages 7-25, and 7-26.  Use these procedures when an

emergency arises.
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Table 7-3.  Emergency operating procedures
Emergency Condition Procedure

Pipeline Separation Immediately shut down pumping.  The pump immediately
upstream of the break will possibly shut down on overspeed.
Immediately isolate the first upstream and first downstream
pump station from the break by closing the appropriate block
valves.

As soon as possible, close the intermediate isolation gate valves
on both sides of the break that are safely accessible.

Route fire-fighting equipment and crews to the area of the break.

If possible to do so safely, isolate the spill with earth diking and
ditching.  Drain  the spill away from the pipeline, if possible.

If fire occurs, extinguish the fire and stand by.

Clean up the spill.

Start repairs and recommissioning.  Determine the cause of the
break and take corrective action to avoid recurrence.

Serious Pipeline Leak Shut down pumping in an orderly fashion.  Shut down upstream
first and downstream when the suction pressure drops to 15 PSI,
thus reducing the line pressure as much as possible.

Close the intermediate isolation gate valves closest to and either
side of the leak.
Route fire-fighting equipment and personnel to the leak location.
If a fire occurs, extinguish the fire and stand by.
If there is a liquid accumulation, clean it up or drain it away
from the pipeline when it is possible to do so safely.
Depressure and drain the line in the area of the leak as necessary
to repair the leak.
Start repairs and recommissioning.  Determine the cause of the
leak and take corrective action to avoid recurrence.

Hoseline Break or Serious Leak Shut down any transfer taking place in that hoseline.
Route fire-fighting equipment and personnel to the leak area.
Extinguish any fire and stand by.
Block in the hoseline in the section having the leak.  Depressure
if under pressure.  Drain the hoseline in that segment.
Move the hoseline away from the spill area, and if possible,
repair or replace it.
Isolate the spill and clean it up.

Fabric Tank Rupture or Serious Leak Shut down any pumping into that tank.
Start pumping out of the tank to another tank that is a safe
distance from the ruptured tank.  Empty the ruptured tank.
Route fire-fighting equipment and personnel to the tank location.
Extinguish any fire and stand by.
Check the integrity of the berm.  Correct to the extent it is safe to
do so.  If the berm has broken out or is leaking seriously, isolate
the drainage with earthen dikes.
Pump out any accumulated fuel inside the berm.
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Repair or replace the tank.
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Table 7-3.  Emergency operating procedures (continued)
Emergency Condition Procedure

Break or Serious Leak in Pump
Station

Shut down the pump station.

Close the block valves on each side of break.

Bring in fire-fighting equipment and personnel.  If there is a fire,
extinguish it and stand by.

Clean up the spill.

Determine the cause of the break, make corrections, and repair
or replace necessary equipment.

Serious Spill Due to Operator Error Immediately shut down the pump or pumps supplying the spill.
Shut off valves nearest the spill that can be closed safely.

Move fire-fighting equipment and personnel to the area of the
spill.  Extinguish any fire and stand by.

Clean up the spill.  Educate the persons whose error caused the
spill and begin operations.

Overflowing Tank Shut down pumping into that tank.

Start pumping out of the overflowing tank bringing the level
down to an acceptable point.

Route fire-fighting equipment and personnel to the tank area.  If
a fire results, put it out and stand by.

Pump out any accumulated fuel inside the berm.

Inspect the tank for damage.

Start operations with that tank as necessary.

Fire Immediately shut off flow of fuel to the area.  If in a pump
station or terminal, shut down all operations.

Route fire-fighting equipment and personnel to the area and start
extinguishing the fire.  When the fire is under control, stand by.

Evacuate personnel not involved in the fire or critical to
operations.

Remove any fuel accumulations that caused the fire or are
subject to reignition.

Determine the cause of the fire and correct it.

Make repairs or replacements as necessary.
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Section IV.  Maintenance

LUBRICATION PRACTICES

Mechanical equipment requires lubrication to overcome friction and minimize wear, damage, or corrosion.
Lubricate equipment IAW U.S. Army lubrication orders, when available, and other established  procedures.  The
major equipment items requiring lubrication are the pumps and engines.  Valves and other equipment require
lubrication to keep them operating smoothly.  Pivot points on various equipment should be lubricated regularly.
Lubricate closure surfaces to prevent corrosion.  Coat unpainted surfaces with lubricant or preservative oil to
prevent corrosion.  Lubrication work can generally be handled along with the preventive maintenance program.

VALVE MAINTENANCE

Valves are devices used in pipelines and terminals to control the flow of fuel.  For the most part, they are hand
operated.  They can start, stop, direct, and slow the fuel stream.  There are several kinds of valves; each is designed
to do a specific job.  This section covers thermal pressure relief valves, pressure regulating valves, gate valves,
check valves, ball valves, and needle valves.  Each of these valves has special maintenance requirements.  To
maintain the valves in the best possible condition, follow these precautions:

•    Never force a valve with a wrench.  Try to find out why it is stuck; maybe the packing is too tight.

•    Open and close valves slowly to prevent damage.

•    Make sure pump station operators know which valves are being opened or closed.

•    Try to avoid interrupting pumping operations with maintenance operations.

•    Periodically inspect the outside of the valves for dirt; clean as necessary.

•    Inspect the outside of the valve for rust.  If the outside is corroded, scrape the valve to bare metal, coat with
primer, and paint with approved paint.  Do not paint the valve stems.

Valve Removal

Valves on the IPDS are fitted with flanges on each side.  These flanges bolt onto flanged fittings, which, in
turn, are coupled or welded to the pipeline.  If a valve becomes worn or damaged, it should be replaced.  To remove
a valve from a pipeline or terminal follow these steps:

•    Block off the line on each side of the defective valve and stage fire-fighting equipment.

•    Place a container under the valve to catch any spilled fuel. Dispose of the drained fuel IAW the local SOP
for hazardous materials.

•    Remove the flange bolts and gaskets.

•    Remove the defective valve.

•    Clean the flanges on the new valve with a wire brush.  Do not damage the surface of the flange.

•    Wipe off dirt with dry-cleaning solvent.

•    Coat the new gaskets with grease.

•    Lubricate the flange bolts with a thin film of grease.

•    Place the gaskets on the flanges and align the valve flanges with the pipe flanges.

•   Replace the flange bolts. Work around the flanges, tightening first one bolt and then the bolt exactly
opposite it on the other side of the face of the flange until all the bolts have been tightened evenly.
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•    Open the line to fuel flow and check for leaks.

Gate Valve Maintenance

Gate valves are used in pipelines to start or stop the flow of fuel.  Gate valves get their names from gates made
up of two disks that are separated by a solid or split wedge.  When the disks are lowered into the fuel stream, the
wedge forces the disks apart and pushes them against their seats to create a seal.  This cuts off fuel flow
completely.  Raising the wedge and disks allows fuel to flow freely and allows scrapers to pass through the valve.
Gate valves may have rising stems or nonrising stems.  Both types lower a gate slowly into the fuel stream,
reducing the amount of surge pressure produced in the line.  When a gate valve has a rising stem, the handwheel
remains at the same height as it is turned.  Turning the wheel counterclockwise causes a threaded stem in the
center to rise, bringing the gate up with it.  Turning the wheel clockwise causes the stem to move down, lowering
the gate into place.  One advantage of the rising stem gate valve is that it is easy to tell at a glance whether or not
the gate is open or closed.  The stem sticks out above the wheel when the valve is open, and it is level with the
wheel when the valve is closed.  When a valve has a nonrising stem, the stem does not move up or down.  As the
handwheel is turned, the gate moves up or down on an internal threaded stem.  Operate a gate valve in the
completely open or completely shut position.  Do not use it to slow or throttle fuel by half closing the gate.  This
will cause too much wear on the disks, and they will no longer form a tight seal in the closed position.  Operators
should back off on the handwheel a quarter of a turn to prevent freezing.  These precautions will prolong the life of
a gate valve.  Tighten the packing nuts with even tension if the valve is leaking around the stem.  Repack the valve
if tightening the packing nuts does not stop the leak.  To repack the valve:

•    Close the valve completely to keep fuel in the line.

•    Remove the handwheel nut and handwheel on nonrising stem gate valves. Skip this step on rising stem gate
valves.

•    Remove the packing nuts, packing flange, and gland.

•    Remove the old packing from the stuffing box with a packing tool.  Clean the stuffing box.

•    Cut a new piece of graphite spiral or graphite rings to fit the stuffing box.  Use the old packing as a cutting
guide.  If rings are used, cut the rings so that the ends meet exactly.

•    Coil the new piece of graphite into the stuffing box or place rings on top of one another in such a way that
the ends of each layer meet on the opposite side of the stem from the previous layer.  Force packing down firmly in
place.

•    Put the gland, packing flange, and packing nuts back in place.  Alternate tightening the nuts.  Back off on
nuts until they are a little more than hand tight.

•    Put the handwheel and handwheel nuts back in place.  Tighten the nut.

•    Open the valve and check for leaks.  If necessary, adjust packing nuts to stop a leak.

Check Valve Maintenance

Check valves are used on the discharge side of pumps and in tank farm manifolds to prevent the backflow of
fuel.  A hinged disk allows fuel to flow in one direction only.  Fuel flowing in the right direction pushes the hinged
disk out of the way.  Fuel flowing in the wrong direction pushes the disk against its seat and closes the opening.
An arrow on top of the valve points to the correct fuel flow direction.  Check valves are self-operating and require
little maintenance other than tightening the cover nuts regularly.  Brush scrapers cannot pass through check
valves.

Ball Valve Maintenance

There are several sizes of ball valves used in the IPDS.  They range from one-half-inch to 4 inches.  They are
used on various vents and drains and under pressure gages and thermal relief valves.  The 4-inch ball valve is used
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as the side valve on receivers and launchers.  The only maintenance required of the ball valves is to periodically
ensure that they are operating properly.

Thermal Relief Valve Maintenance

Thermal relief valves are installed on the receivers and launchers in all areas of the pipeline.  There is no
operator maintenance required of these valves.  Periodically ensure that they are operating properly.

STRAINER ASSEMBLY MAINTENANCE

Strainer assemblies should be inspected often and cleaned on an as-needed basis.  How often they will need
cleaning depends on how much fuel is pumped through the line strainers and how much debris is carried into the
strainers by the fuel.  Actually going into the strainers and checking the baskets may be the only way to tell if they
need cleaning.  On some lines, pressure gages may have been installed on each side of a strainer assembly.  The
difference between the readings on these two gages is called the pressure differential.  The pressure differential
should be noted and recorded on a regular basis.  If the pressure differential increases over a period of time; that is,
if the difference between the two readings increases, pressure is dropping from one side of the strainer to the other.
This is probably because a layer of particles is blocking the flow and the strainer needs cleaning.  To clean a
strainer assembly follow these steps:

•  Make sure an extra strainer basket and gasket are on hand.

•  Stop pumping operations.

•  Close the gate valves on each side of the strainer.

•  Place a container nearby to catch any spilled fuel and to hold the strainer basket removed from the assembly.

•  Remove the nuts from the bolts that hold the strainer cover in place.

•  Remove the cover.

•  Carefully lift out the basket.  Do not hit the basket against the housing.  This could damage the basket and
cause debris to drop down into the housing.

•  Put the dirty basket in the container.

•  Replace the cover on the line strainer, but do not bolt it down.

•  Clean the basket that was removed from the assembly by using compressed air or high pressure water.
Direct the flow of air or water against the outside of the basket in the opposite direction to the flow of fuel.  This
will force dirt out of the screen and basket.  Remove any gum or tar with dry-cleaning solvent.  Use a soft brush to
apply the solvent to the outside of the basket.

•  Inspect the basket for rust.  If the basket has become rusty, replace it with the extra basket.

•  Inspect the gasket.  If it is worn, replace it with a new one.

•  Put the cover back in place.

•  Replace the nuts and tighten them.

•  Open the gate valves on each side of the strainer assembly.

•  Start pumping operations.

• Check for leaks around the strainer.

PUMP UNIT MAINTENANCE
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All maintenance must comply with special permit conditions which may exist.  Consult the local
Environmental Compliance Officer to ensure proper operations at all times.  Pump operators and mechanics must
read the applicable manufacturer's technical manuals and current lubrication orders for their pump units.  These
publications give directions for operating specific pump units and instructions on maintaining them.  Pump units
that are used frequently should be inspected daily by the operator.  Idle pump units should be inspected regularly to
make sure they can be put into use quickly.  Defects should be noted and repaired before they damage the pump
units.  Defects that develop during pumping operations should be repaired as soon as pumping operations come to
an end.  If a problem develops which could damage the pump units or other pieces of equipment, pumping
operations should be stopped at once.  Some maintenance should be performed daily on pump units before, during,
or after pumping operations.  Other actions should be done quarterly or after 250 hours of operation, whichever
comes first.

PRESSURE GAGE MAINTENANCE

Pressure gages are instruments used in pipelines and storage facilities to measure and show the amount of
force being exerted by the fuel.  A pressure gage is made up of a glass front, a pressure indicator or dial, a
numbered scale, and a lever system.  This lever system measures the pressure and moves the indicator to a
particular reading on the scale.  Gages can be damaged by rust, vibrations, excess pressure, physical abuse, and
stress to the metal.  Inspect gages often.  Replace broken glass and tighten loose covers.  If the outside of a gage is
slightly rusty, carefully sand it down to the bare metal then prime and repaint it.  If a gage is extremely rusty or
cannot be repaired on the spot, report the gage to the pump station operator or pipeline supervisor.  Also, report a
gage that appears to be registering incorrect readings so that it can be calibrated.

METER MAINTENANCE

Meters are devices used to keep track of the amount of fuel that flows through sections of pipeline and into or
out of storage tanks or tank cars.  They can cut down on losses during fuel receipts and deliveries.  Meters can also
be used to detect leaks because a drop in throughput from one meter to the next is a sign that fuel is being lost
between those meters.  Positive displacement meters are most frequently used.  These meters allow only a set
number of gallons of fuel to enter a measuring chamber.  Then an inside mechanism rotates and the fuel is emptied
out of the chamber.  The meter then registers that amount of fuel in gallons on a counter.  Organizational
maintenance on meters is limited to simple repairs.  Do not try to take a meter completely apart in the field.  The
following steps can be taken at organizational level:

•    Pack the Driveshaft.  Read the manufacturer's manual for the meter.  Note that the driveshaft is packed
with ring packing to prevent leaks.  If the meter is leaking, tighten the packing gland by hand.  If this does not stop
the leak, the ring packing probably needs replacing.  Follow the directions in the manufacturer's manual to put in
new ring packing.

•    Replace Gaskets.  Follow the directions in the manufacturer's manual to replace worn gaskets.  Make sure
the gaskets are the right kind for that meter.  Using a gasket that is the wrong size or thickness will cause
vibrations in the meter.

•    Lubricate.  Add a few drops of light, general-purpose lubricating oil to the oiler.  Do this often to make sure
all the parts of the meter are moving freely.  Also, oil the countershaft, countergears, totalizer shutter, shutter
keyhole, and all working points with jewel bearing instrument lubricating oil.  Check the diagram in the
manufacturer's manual to locate these points.

•    Remove Water and Sediment.  Remove the meter drain plug once a week to let the water and sediment flow
out of the bottom of the meter.  Replace the plug when the bottom is clean.  If the meter has not been used in
sometime, drain out the water and sediment before putting the meter back on the line.

PIPELINE MAINTENANCE

Over a period of time, debris collects or builds up in a pipeline.  This debris may be small fragments, slag,
pieces of gaskets, and filings left over from the construction and repair of the pipeline.  It may also be particles that
settle out of the fuel during daily operations.  When debris starts to collect in the pipeline, the pipeline becomes
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rough.  Friction builds up in the line, slowing the flow of fuel.  As the fuel stream slows down, more debris settles
out and the diameter of the pipeline becomes smaller.  Less fuel passes through the line and the capability of the
pumps to push fuel through the line is reduced.  If the buildup of debris is allowed to continue, strainers clog, fuel
is contaminated, and eventually the pipe is completely blocked.  See Section III of this chapter on pipeline scraper
operations.
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CHAPTER 8

CONTROL OF PRODUCTS IN PIPELINES

INTERFACE CONTROL
Pipelines between bulk terminals are multiproduct lines.  Problems caused by pumping more than one

product through a pipeline involves mixing of the products and disposing of the mixed portions
(interfaces).  The progress of the different products and the interfaces must be followed so that the
products can be taken off the line at the right place.  The volume of interfaces depends on differences in
gravity and viscosity of adjacent products and on the pressure and velocity of the stream.  It also depends
on the interior condition of the pipe, the number of pump stations, and the distance traveled by the
interface.  The differences in gravity and viscosity will also effect interface disposal.  Interface size can be
reduced by maintaining a pumping rate needed to keep the heaviest product in the line in turbulent flow.
The size also can be reduced by putting products in the line in proper batching sequence and by keeping
the line pressurized during a shutdown.  Positive pressure will prevent the speed of the interface and the
interface volume will be cut down whether the interface stops on level ground or on a slope .  Principles of
pipeline hydraulics are covered in Appendix C, page C-7.

FLOW OF PRODUCTS

The two types of flow in a pipeline are laminar flow and turbulent flow (Figure 8-1, page 8-2).
Laminar flow is a smooth, streamlined flow in which product in a pipeline will flow in concentric layers.
Turbulent flow occurs when the velocity of flow increases beyond critical velocity and the layers
disintegrate.  The two types of flow can be shown by pumping a colorless liquid into a glass pipeline.  A
colored liquid is then injected into the pipeline.  The flow can be observed at points downstream.  At low
velocities, the color seems to flow in streaks or straight lines (A, Figure 8-1, page 8-2).  The streaks are
actually concentric layers.  This arrangement of layers is referred to as laminar flow.  As velocity
increases, laminar flow continues until the streaks waver and break into a slightly different pattern (B,
Figure 8-1, page 8-2).  This is the point of critical velocity.  At velocities higher than critical, the streaks
are dispersed at random throughout the stream (C, Figure 8-1, page 8-2).  This is referred to as turbulent
flow.  In both types of flow, stream velocity varies from zero at the pipe walls to a maximum at the center
(D and E, Figure 8-1, page 8-2).  The mean velocity of laminar flow is 0.5 of the maximum velocity.  The
mean velocity of turbulent flow is about 0.75 of the maximum velocity.  The velocity curve flattens in
turbulent flow.  In batching products, this shows how much less the tail product penetrates the head
product in turbulent flow than in laminar flow.  If the pipeline is kept in turbulent flow at all times, a
smaller volume of interface is formed.

USE LIMITS

The disposition of interfaces is determined by product use limits.  Off-specification products whose
qualities fall within established use limits still may be used for their intended purposes.  The extent to
which a product can be safely thrown off specification determines how much adjacent product can be
blended with it.  MIL-HDBK-200 is the guide for application of use limits.
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Figure 8-1. Laminar and turbulent flows

BATCHING PROCEDURES

Products likely to be batched in military multiproduct pipelines include MOGAS, kerosene, jet fuels,
and diesel fuel  (Figure 8-2, page 8-3).  Exact batching sequences are not fixed.  However, batches should
be arranged to protect critical products and to produce interfaces that can be used.  Closely related
products are adjacent in descending or ascending order of quality or gravity.  Products most closely related
in quality have the least difference in gravity.  They form interfaces that spread less with distance
traveled.  Also, they are most easily disposed of in one or both of the adjacent fuels.  This method of
batching simplifies quality surveillance.  Disposal of interfaces is also simplified by making heart cuts for
deliveries along the line.  Heart cuts are portions of pure product taken from the line before and after the
interface at intermediate terminals.  When heart cuts are made, the final terminal for any product is the
only place where interfaces are handled.  When a complete batch is taken off at an intermediate point, the
interfaces must be taken off also.  The preceding and following batches are then brought together with as
little mixing as possible.  The quality surveillance officer or chief dispatcher gives instructions on
disposing of interfaces.  Batch identification, batch changes, and batch residue are described below.

BATCH DESIGNATION

Product code numbers form the first part of a numerical batch designation.  The batch number forms
the second part.  For example, 1-21 is the batch designation for the twenty-first batch MOGAS pumped
since the first of the fiscal year.  Product code numbers in a pumping sequence may be in numerical order
(Figure 8-2, page 8-3).  Batch numbers are assigned for each fiscal year, beginning with number one for
the first batch of any fuel.  Pump stations record the numbers of passing batches at all times.  The time of
each batch change is recorded and reported to the dispatcher.
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Figure 8-2. Pumping sequence for batching fuels

DETECTION OF BATCH CHANGES

In control of product flow through the pipeline, it must be determined where one batch ends and
another batch begins.  The following methods are used to detect batch changes in the pipeline.

• Gravity Difference.  Batch changes may be detected by differences in gravity of two adjacent
products.  There may be a great difference, as between MOGAS and JP-8.  There may be little difference,
as between DF-1 and DF-2 (Figure 8-3, page 8-4).

• Color Change.  Batch changes may be detected by differences in color of two adjacent products.
There may be a great difference in color or almost no difference.

• Liquid Buffers.  Kerosene or some neutral product (in a relatively small amount) may be used as a
liquid buffer to separate incompatible products.  Water is not used to separate products.

• Physical Buffers.  A physical buffer is an object, such as a pig, rubber ball, or scraper constructed
entirely of polyurethane, placed in the line to separate batches and cut down on the interface.

• Dye Plug.  A plug of dye is injected into a line to separate like products belonging to different
customers.  Also, it is used to separate similar products with little or no color differences, such as DF-1
from DF-2.

BATCH RESIDUES

After deliveries and in idle pumps or stations after shutdowns, fuel stays in delivery lines, dead ends
of pipes, and manifolds.  Pipe 6 5/8 inches in diameter holds about 1½ gallons per foot.  Fuel in delivery
lines should be displaced as much as possible before new deliveries are started.  Pumps and pump
manifolds of an idle station may have 5 or 6 barrels of fuel.  This residue should be kept current with
changing batches so that it is not pumped into the line at the wrong time.  A pump or pump station not on
the line should be started up just before each batch changes and idled through the change to flush the
system.
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Figure 8-3. API and specific gravity scale for petroleum products

SWITCHING PROCEDURES

Protection of product specifications in the pipeline system begins in the lines leading into the base
terminal.  Before product is received, these lines should be freed of product received earlier.  It can be
displaced by the fuels to be discharged from the next tanker.  Water should not be used to displace fuels in
sea unloading lines.  There must be a clean interface when a new product is started in the pipeline.  At
this point, the dispatcher is interested in the total amount of the preceding product pumped into the line
and an opening gage on the new product.  The opening gage is made before the switch.  The closing gage
on the old product is made immediately after the switch.  As a rule, flying switches are made in batch
changes.  When interface arrives, an operator closes one tank valve while another operator opens a tank
valve on another tank, making a heart cut.  This is a precision operation.  The period of time in which
both valves are open must be as short as possible.  However, one valve must be opened before the other is
closed.

DELIVERY PROCEDURES

The interface lengthens quickly as it first starts downstream in the pipeline.  The farther it travels
down the line, the more slowly it lengthens.  About 65 percent of the total interface between two products
will occur in the first 20 percent of pipeline distance.  The dispatcher gives each station the expected
arrival time of the interface.  Each station reports the first through the final change of color or gravity at
one-minute intervals across the interface.  Deliveries to storage or to branch pipelines at intermediate
points should be made from heart cuts.  The main concern of the station is setting the proper valves and
determining when the interface has passed.  When the sampler opens the delivery valve or branch line,
fuel is taken off at the rate and time directed by the dispatcher.  Flying switches are used in deliveries.
However, the method of disposing of interfaces may complicate the switching procedure at a final station.

PRODUCT CUTS
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There may be times when product cuts are needed.  A number of factors must be considered when
making such cut. There are three ways to dispose interfaces.  These ways depend on the type of batch
change.  They are as follows:

• All of the mixture is cut into one or the other of the adjacent products.  This protects critical
products and creates usable interfaces.  The dispatcher should determine percentages of each product in
the interface to be cut into the adjacent products.

• The mixture is divided between the two adjacent products, usually at the mid-gravity point. This
provides minimum contamination for both products if blending tolerances are considered. Dispatching
personnel should determine percentages of each product in the interface to be cut into the adjacent
products.

• The whole interface is taken off the line into a slop tank and is blended with incoming products
later.  This mixture becomes a new product with its own identity.  Dispatching personnel should
determine the percentages of product in slop tanks that are to be used in blending.

DETERMINING TIME OF CUT
The type of batch change being made determines the right time to make the cut.  A line sampling

station may be a distance upstream from the pipeline manifold.  This distance is equal to a specific time
interval, usually about 15 minutes at the normal rate of flow.  The interval is not specified, but it should be
known because it represents the time available to prepare for the cut.  Also, the interval determines the
actual time of the operation,

Preparing for Color Change
While preparing for a color change, the sampler should take a sample from the line before the change

is expected.  Beginning with the sample in which the first change is noted, successive samples are taken at
one-minute intervals.  These samples are arranged in the order taken so that a definite time can be fixed
for the first and final change.

Preparing for Gravity Change
 When preparing for a gravity change, the terminal operations officer or the dispatcher gives the

station the corrected API gravities of the two products.  These gravities are converted to the gravities at
the existing line temperature.  This gives the complete gravity range through which the batch change will
take place.  The gravities must be converted each time the line temperature changes.  Observed gravities
and the times are recorded from the first change to the final change (Figure 8-4, page 8-5 ).
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 Figure 8-4. Batch change record based on gravity readings and time intervals

 Preparing for Color And Gravity Change
When preparing for a color and gravity change, color and gravity are observed before the expected

time of change.  The terminal operations officer or the dispatcher sets the time and frequency of
observation before and during the batch change.  The suggested procedure is to begin taking readings 20
minutes before the expected arrival time of the interface.  The samples should be taken at five-minute
intervals.  Beginning five minutes before the expected arrival time, samples are taken each minute.  When
the interface arrives, samples are taken at the rate of two or three per minute.  When samples are taken at
intervals of one minute or less, the sample line may be left open and flowing.  This ensures representative
samples during the actual change.

MAKING THE CUT

The terminal operations officer or the dispatcher issue instructions for making a cut.  They are based
on the pattern shown in Table 8-1.  The sampler watching the batch change is the key person in the
operation.  When the time comes, the sampler or an assistant operates the valves to make the cut.

Table 8-1.  Recommended cut points

BATCH CHANGE CUT POINT

From MOGAS to JP-4 At first good gravity for JP-4
From JP-4 to MOGAS At last good gravity for JP-4

From JP-4 to kerosene At first good gravity for kerosene

From kerosene to diesel At last good gravity for kerosene

From diesel to kerosene At mid-gravity

From MOGAS to kerosene At first good gravity for kerosene

From diesel to diesel At mid-gravity point

From diesel to MOGAS At last good gravity of diesel
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From MOGAS to diesel At first good gravity  of diesel

BATCH CHANGE RECORDS

Observation of gravity changes for reporting passage of interfaces or for making delivery cuts is based
on displacement meter readings or time intervals and on hydrometer readings.  The time of the first and
last gravity reading and the rate of flow should be reported to the dispatcher.  This information fixes the
exact time the interface passes.  It also shows the length and volume of the interface.  The format of the
batch change record is prescribed by the chief dispatcher.  Suggested formats are shown in Figures 8-4,
page 8-5,  and 8-5, page 8-7.  In both cases, the first reading recorded is the last reading taken before the
first change is noted.

DISPLACEMENT METER AND HYDROMETER

Figure 8-5, page 8-7, is an example of a batch change record based on displacement meter and
hydrometer (gravity) readings.  The batch change is from gasoline (64 ° API or 0.7136 specific gravity) to
kerosene (42° API or 0.8155 specific gravity).  The purpose of the change is to make a heart cut delivery
when the interface has passed the take-off point.  The change covers a specific gravity range of .1019
(.8155-.7136).  Line temperature is 38°F.  Gravity has been observed at 1-barrel intervals.  Volume and
composition of the interface are computed as follows:

• Specific gravity increased 10 points in the first 10-barrel increment (meter reading 371,590 barrels).
Specific gravity 0.7136 represents pure gasoline, and specific gravity 0.8155 represents pure kerosene.
Therefore, a 10-point increase represents 10/1,019 x 100 = 1.0 percent kerosene (0.10 barrel) in the first
increment.

• Gravity increased 2 points in the second increment for a total increase of 36 points.  Therefore, the
second increment has 36/1,019 x 100 = 3.5 percent kerosene (0.35 barrel).

• The percent of total gravity increase and the corresponding amount of kerosene are computed in like
manner for each increment.

• Based on gravity alone, the nineteenth 10-barrel increment has 99.6 percent (or 9.96 barrels) of
kerosene and the last of the gasoline.  The total of the barrel column shows 115.97 barrels of kerosene in
an interface of 190 barrels.  The interface has 61 percent tail product and 39 percent head product.

• The flash point tests show that even when good kerosene gravity has been reached, enough gasoline
stays to lower the flash point of kerosene to a dangerous level.  The 100 barrels added before the cut is a
safety precaution that was taken to remove this hazard.

• Figure 8-6, page 8-8, is a graphic showing the same batch change.  Point A is the beginning of the
interface at a meter reading of 371,580 barrels.  Point B is the approximate end of the interface at a meter
reading of 371,770 barrels.  Point C is the cut point at a meter reading of 371,870 barrels.  Area D
represents the volume of gasoline in the interface.  Area E represents the volume of kerosene as
determined by gravity.
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Figure 8-5. Batch change record based on displacement meter and gravity readings
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Figure 8-6. Graphic showing a batch change

MID-GRAVITY POINT

Figure 8-5, page 8-7, shows a sample mid-gravity cut point.  The mid-gravity cut point is reached in
the eighth 10-barrel increment at a meter reading of 371,660 barrels.  While percentages vary, mid-
gravity cuts divide interfaces into two unequal parts.  The smaller part next to the head product consists
mainly of head product.  The larger part next to the tail product consists mainly of tail product.  Because
the gravity of the tail part is heavier than the gravity of the head part, the tail product tends to penetrate
the head product.  The ninth 10-barrel increment has 53.2 percent (or 5.32 barrels) of tail product.  The
barrel column totals 17.10 barrels of tail product at this point.  Therefore, the 80-barrel part of the
interface that would go to tail product tankage has 98.87 barrels of tail product and 11.13 barrels of head
product.  A mid-gravity cut is mentioned for gasoline and kerosene for illustration only.  Such a cut would
not be made in practice.  It would be necessary to protect the octane number and the vapor pressure of the
gasoline and the flash point of the kerosene.

TIME INTERVAL AND HYDROMETER
Figure 8-4, page 8-5, shows a batch change record based on observation of gravity for a fixed time

interval of one minute.  The batch change shown is from kerosene (42.0 ° API) to gasoline (60.7° API).
Readings could have been recorded the same way as in Figure 8-5, page 8-7,  to compute the volume and
composition of the interface.  This record is adequate for recording the passage of an interface or for a cut
when the interface has passed.

ANALYSIS OF BATCH CHANGE REPORT
Data recorded in Figure 8-4, page 8-5,  can be made to show the same kind of information as that

shown in Figure 8-5, 8-7.  The information in Table 8-2, page 8-9,  has been computed as follows:

• The gravity differential is 61.2 - 42.3 = 18.9 o.

• The first gravity change is at 2019 and the final change is at 2040.  This is a period of 21 minutes.
At 2,800 barrels per hour, the interface has a volume of 980 barrels.  This is about 46.7 barrels arriving
each minute.

• Percentage and volume of gasoline are computed for each increment as in Figure 8-5, page 8-7.

• The total amount of gasoline in the interface is 560.85 barrels.  This is 57.2 percent of the tail
product as compared with 61 percent of the tail product in Figure 8 -5, page 8-7.
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Table 8-2.  Analysis of batch change report
Time
Taken

Corrected
Gravity

Gravity
Increment

Total
Increase

Percent
Gasoline Barrels

2017 42.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00
2019 42.5 0.2 0.2 1.0 0.47
2020 42.8 0.3 0.5 2.6 1.21
2021 43.6 0.8 1.3 6.8 3.18
2022 44.5 0.9 2.2 11.1 5.18
2023 45.5 1.0 3.2 16.9 7.90
2024 46.6 1.1 4.3 22.7 10.70
2025 47.8 1.2 5.5 29.0 13.54
2026 49.0 1.2 6.7 35.5 16.58
2027 50.2 1.2 7.9 41.8 19.52
2028 51.4 1.2 9.1 48.1 22.46
2029 52.6 1.2 10.3 54.4 25.40
2030 53.8 1.2 11.5 60.8 28.39
2031 55.0 1.2 12.7 67.1 31.34
2032 56.1 1.1 13.8 73.0 34.09
2033 57.0 0.9 14.7 77.7 36.29
2034 57.9 0.9 15.6 82.5 38.53
2035 58.7 0.8 16.4 86.7 40.49
2036 59.5 0.8 17.2 91.0 43.60
2037 60.1 0.6 17.8 94.1 43.94
2038 60.6 0.5 18.3 96.7 45.15
2039 61.0 0.4 18.7 98.9 46.19
2040 61.2 0.2 18.9 100.0 46.70

Total gasoline in interface … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … ..560.85 bbl
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CHAPTER 9

PIPELINE OPERATIONS

Section I.  Duties of Personnel

CHIEF DISPATCHER

The chief dispatcher is usually the petroleum distribution officer in a petroleum pipeline and terminal
operating battalion or petroleum group.  The dispatcher has operational control over the whole pipeline
system.  As a rule, the dispatcher’s office is normally located at the headquarters responsible for the co n-
trol of the pipeline distribution system.  The duties of the shift dispatchers are the same as those of the
chief dispatcher.  Shift dispatchers control operations in the name of the chief dispatcher.

Required Knowledge

The chief dispatcher must know--

• Knowledge and Skills, as required, by the Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures (SPCC)
Plan, for the particular installation and site over which the dispatcher has operational control.

• Capacity of storage tanks at each installation.

• Line fill and throughput for each section of pipeline.

• Hydraulics, including how to determine the normal working pressure for each section of line and the
maximum discharge pressure that each pump station can develop.

• Number and location of pump stations.

• Line profile and the critical points in the line.

• Stock status and daily needs.

• Physical and chemical properties of each petroleum product pumped.

• Equipment controls and input and take-off rates.

• Safety features for protection of equipment and products pumped.

• Safety requirements for personnel and personal protective equipment (PPE) necessary for specific
operations.

• Procedures for blending in additives and interfaces.

Required Determinations

The chief dispatcher must determine--

• Type of product to be pumped.
• Destination of each batch.
• Amount of each product in each batch.
• Estimated size of interfaces and estimated times of arrival of interfaces at pump stations and term i-

nals.
• Starting and stopping times of all pumping operations.

• Type of cut to be made with each interface.

• Pipeline pump station pressures and flow rates.
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• Condition of the interior, corrosion inhibitors, and scraper program.

Required Actions

The chief dispatcher must--

• Coordinate the development of monthly and daily schedules.

• Relay daily pumping orders to district dispatchers.

• Keep necessary records based on hourly reports from pump stations, tank farms, dispensing stations,
and other installations.

• Keep records of fuel received into the pipeline system, fuel delivered to installations along the line,
fuel left in the system, and fuel lost.

• Report daily information to higher headquarters.

Chief Dispatcher’s Office

Personnel in the scheduling and dispatching sections of the office of the chief dispatcher have various
duties.  These duties are described below:

Scheduling Section

Personnel in the scheduling section prepare the monthly pipeline schedules which are based on r e-
quirements to maintain stock levels.  They also prepare daily pumping schedules from the monthly sche d-
ule.  The daily schedules are usually prepared a week in advance.

Dispatching Section

Personnel in the dispatching section start, adjust, and stop all pumping operations.  To do this, they
issue daily pumping orders to the district dispatchers.  These orders are based on the daily and monthly
schedules and take into consideration any last minute changes or emergency requirements.

DISTRICT DISPATCHERS
District dispatchers are located at subcontrol headquarters in the pipeline system.  Each controls

pumping operations in their district according to the instructions of the chief dispatcher.  Hourly pumping
and delivery reports are sent to the chief dispatcher.  The hourly reports include barrels pumped from or
received into each storage location, corrected to 60°F.  Also the report includes suction and discharge
pressures and RPMs for operating pumps, batch changes, and flow rates.  A district dispatcher has certain
freedom of action in emergencies.  In the case of a line break, fire, or other interruption, the district di s-
patcher--

• Isolates the affected section of the line.

• Diverts upstream pumping into empty storage tankage or orders the line shut down.

• Halts pumping in the broken section of the pipeline.

• Instructs the terminal station downstream from the break to begin drawing fuel from its tankage and
to continue pumping or shut down.

• Informs the chief dispatcher at once of the shutdown.

• Identifies the shutdown section and reports the disposition and amount of flow to and from available
tankage.
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Section II.  Pipeline Communications System

DESCRIPTION

An efficient communications system is a must for the operation and maintenance of military pip e-
lines.  The system must be separate, continuous, and dependable.  The communications system must have-

• High-quality transmission to keep errors to a minimum.

• Enough channels or circuits to carry the traffic load.

• Prompt connections to avoid delays.

• Immediate alternate systems so there will be no interruptions in pipeline operations.

EQUIPMENT AND USE

Teletypewriters, telephones, and radio teletypes are the main items of equipment in the system.  R a-
dios provide communication between all dispatchers and between pump stations.  Radio communication is
also used to maintain contact with maintenance support teams and mobile air and land patrols.  The
communications system begins at the petroleum pipeline and terminal operating company.  Each company
uses teletypewriters, radios, telephones, and radio teletypes to control operations.  Telephones are used by
company elements for administration purposes.  They are also used for similar purposes by battalion and
group headquarters.  As a rule, all pump stations and tank farms have the same teletypewriter and tel e-
phone capabil ities.  Standby radio communications are provided between adjacent pump stations.

Teletypewriter Service

This is furnished on a party-line basis to all pump stations and tank farms in each district.  Each end
of the party line includes the subcontrol stations at either end of the district.  The circuit at each pump
station ends in a page-printing teletypewriter.

Party Line Telephone System.

This is provided to all pump stations and tank farms in the district.  It is also provided to the subco n-
trol station at each end of the district.  Each station on the party line is given an identifying code ring.

SYSTEM EXPANSION AND CONTROL

The system is expanded when there are petroleum pipeline and terminal operating battalions and p e-
troleum group headquarters.  The system is controlled by the chief dispatcher.  He uses the system to con-
trol the flow of products through the pipeline.

SIGNAL OFFICER

A signal officer is assigned to petroleum battalion or group headquarters.  One of his major functions
is to coordinate with appropriate signal agencies to ensure that they provide the required support.  The
signal officer has staff supervision over assigned and attached signal troop units.  He supervises internal
communication support activities for the headquarters.  He also inspects subordinate units to ensure
equipment is properly maintained and operated.  The signal officer assigned to a petroleum group hea d-
quarters takes part in the communications planning of the petroleum distribution system.  This duty may
include--

• Preparation of signal plans and policies for the headquarters and its subordinate operating units.

• Acquisition and allocation of required circuits and frequencies.

• Preparation of plans for emergency communication.
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• Designation of alternate means of communications to be used when the existing systems are di s-
rupted.

CHIEF DISPATCHER CONTROL STATION

The chief dispatcher is normally positioned away from the first district dispatcher.  The first district
dispatcher is usually at the harbor end of the pipeline system.  However, the chief dispatcher control st a-
tion may be combined with the first district dispatcher subcontrol station if needed.  The chief dispatcher
has a tape-printing and transmitting teletypewriter, a telephone, and radio facilities.  As a rule, the tel e-
typewriter is used as the main method of communication.

• The chief dispatcher has a direct teletypewriter channel to the district dispatcher at each subcontrol
station.  This channel is on a party-line basis as long as there are no more than nine subcontrol stations in
the pipeline system.  The chief dispatcher has a teletypewriter switchboard in which circuits to district
dispatchers end.  The switchboard allows the chief dispatchers to contact any or all district dispatchers
separately or in any combination.  It also allows district dispatchers to contact adjacent district dispatc h-
ers.

• The chief dispatcher has a telephone that allows him to talk to subcontrol stations 1 and 2.

• The chief dispatcher also has mobile, high-frequency radio facilities.  These facilities may be int e-
grated into the common system at the chief dispatcher control station or any subcontrol station.  The radio
has a radio-teletypewriter and voice capability.  This gives the chief dispatcher another means of contac t-
ing district dispatchers on a net operation basis.  The radio system may be operated by remote control
from the office of the chief dispatcher and the dispatcher at each district.

• The chief dispatcher notifies all pump stations of an impending shipment by having the message
punched on a teletypewriter tape.  The message is sent to all district dispatchers at the same time.  On
receipt of the message, district dispatchers decide if it is intended for all pump stations.  The district di s-
patchers then transmit the message through their respective communication circuits.  If a circuit to any
district station is out of order, the chief dispatcher uses the radio equipment for communication.

DISTRICT DISPATCHER SUBCONTROL STATIONS

All district dispatcher subcontrol stations have teletypewriters and telephones.  As a rule, the tel e-
typewriter is used as the main system of communications and the telephone as the secondary system.  The
system is organized as described below.

• Each subcontrol station has a direct teletypewriter channel to the chief dispatcher.  This channel is
provided on a private-line basis unless the chief dispatcher decides otherwise.

• Subcontrol stations 1 and 2 have direct telephone lines to the chief dispatcher.

• Each subcontrol station has a small telegraph and telephone switchboard.  This switchboard term i-
nates circuits coming into and within the district.  This arrangement allows the operation to be flexible.
Access to through circuits allows individual district dispatchers to function as the chief dispatcher in an
emergency.

• All pump stations and tank farms in a district communicate through a party line telephone channel
with manual code ringing and a party line teletypewriter channel.  These channels end in the subcontrol
stations at either end of the district.  The teletypewriter circuit at each district station ends in a teletyp e-
writer that can receive and send both tape and page copy.

• Relay services are provided by the subcontrol stations.  These services are mostly the relaying of
chief dispatcher channels to distant subcontrol stations.  Services are provided to other stations on the
pipeline system by request.
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• Each subcontrol station has mobile radio equipment.  This equipment allows the subcontrol station
to contact the chief dispatcher and any other subcontrol station.  The radio equipment may be used to
communicate if the party line teletypewriter circuit is interrupted.

Section III.  Schedules

Scheduling Factors

Scheduling is planning the movement of bulk petroleum products by pipeline from the base terminal
to intermediate terminals and pipe head terminals.  Before products can be scheduled for movement, the
chief dispatcher must determine when and where specific products will be required and how much storage
space is available.  He must also know how long it will take for the product to reach its destination after it
has been started through the pipeline.  Past experience is the best way to determine daily requirements
throughout the pipeline system.  With the above factors in mind, the chief dispatcher prepares consum p-
tion graphs.  These graphs show projected consumption and deliveries.  Under the supervision of the chief
dispatcher, the scheduling and distribution sections prepare a monthly pipeline schedule and a daily
pumping schedule.

CONSUMPTION GRAPH

The chief dispatcher keeps a consumption graph for each product handled at each storage point.
Each terminal keeps similar graphs for large volume users.  The graphs are valuable for showing present
and future stocks and storage positions.  They also show trends in consumption.  Sudden increases or d e-
creases in consumption are quickly recognized and can be reflected in scheduling.  A consumption graph
must show the total barrels of any given product for each terminal or storage location.  A separate graph
should not be prepared for each tank .  Figure 9-1, page 9-6,  is a consumption graph for diesel.  Inform a-
tion for this graph is given below.

• Storage capacity for the product in thousands of barrels (vertical axis) is plotted against time in
monthly intervals (horizontal axis).  Days are figured from 0001 of one day to 0001 of the next.

• Allowance for vapor space is 5 percent of the total storage capacity.  This is reflected at the top of
the graph.

• Safety level is shown at the bottom.  The safety level is normally determined (at theater level) based
on collective data.

• Calculated issues and receipts are shown by a broken line.  Actual issues and receipts are shown by a
solid line.  All receipts are shown by a vertical line at the end of the day.  Daily issues to local customers
and pipeline issues are shown on the same graph.

• Allowances must be made for tank cleaning and repairs.  The reduced storage capacity is subtracted
from the total capacity.

• Differences in stock on hand from day to day show the rate of consumption.  The average consum p-
tion rate from past experiences is used to plan for future issues.  Based on this projected consumption rate,
the system must be replenished by pipeline.
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Figure 9-1. Consumption graph

MONTHLY PIPELINE SCHEDULE

The monthly pipeline schedule as shown in Figure 9-2, page 9-8,  shows the programmed movement
of products through the pipeline.  The products required for the 30-day period must be determined.  Then
a schedule can be prepared to compute the time it will take for a product to reach its destination after it
has started into the pipeline.  This schedule is merely a graph which shows line capacity in barrels (di s-
tance) plotted against time (hour).  It is prepared on a sloping tabletop, which can be equipped with a full-
length parallel rule.  It is best to use an adjustable protractor with the parallel rule to ensure that the flow
is plotted correctly.  Information on this graph is given below.

• Before the graph is made, the number of hours a line is to be pumped each day must be determined.
Time is shown from the beginning to the end of a given working day.  The chart is drawn with the vertical
axis showing line fill.

• The horizontal axis is drawn to show the time period.

• Terminals are located on the chart by their respective line fill distance downstream from the base
terminal.  The terminals are plotted vertically.

• Each batch is labeled by product and batch number.  Each type of product is marked on the graph
with a different color.

• The distance in barrels divided by the pumping rate equals the number of hours it will take for a
given batch to reach a designated place.

• The slope of the throughput lines stays constant when there is no intermediate stripping and when
the pumping rate stays the same.  Stripping is when all or part of one or more batches is taken off the
main pipeline at an intermediate terminal.

• When products are taken into a terminal and half of the pipeline is shut down, this is plotted on the
monthly pipeline schedule.  A dotted line on the horizontal time axis shows the time the pipeline is shut
down.  A dotted line on the vertical axis shows the portion of the pipeline to be shut down.  A second ve r-
tical dotted line shows when the pipeline goes back on stream.  It should be noted on the schedule that this
is a static condition.

• Stripping of product at a terminal is shown in the same manner as a static condition--with horizontal
and vertical dotted lines.  It is noted in the block formed by the dotted lines that a stripping action is ta k-
ing place.

• The vertical lines represent terminals and stations.  The points at which the sloping lines intersect
the vertical lines show scheduled arrival times.

• When all of the throughput lines have been drawn, the graph represents all scheduled pumping and
delivery operations for the month.
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Figure 9-2. Monthly pipeline schedule

DAILY PUMPING SCHEDULE

The daily pumping schedule as shown in Figure 9-3 is used as a basis for preparing pumping orders.
It is an abbreviated tabular form of the monthly schedule for each day concerned.  This schedule shows
changes and emergency needs.  It is usually prepared a week in advance so that the dispatching section
can have a week’s supply.  The dispatching section uses the daily pumping schedule to prepare the
graphic progress chart and the daily pumping order.

Figure 9-3.  Daily pumping schedule
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Section IV.  Line Operations
TESTING OPERATIONS

The chief dispatcher keeps a week’s supply of daily pumping schedules.  He uses them to arrange
with the base terminal to test the products before pumping begins.  They are tested according to MIL-
HDBK-200.  Test results are recorded on DA Form 2077 Arrangements are also made for line sampling
and testing while the product is enroute.  This is done to mark the progress and position of interfaces.
Instructions for testing and disposing of interface are given to the terminals where they are to be taken off.

PUMPING OPERATIONS

The chief dispatcher decides the specific times batches are to be pumped into the line.  All stations
along the line are told of the starting time, amount of product, route, and destination.  The input station
reports every hour on cumulative barrels pumped, temperatures, pressures, and batch numbers.  Pump
stations along the line report every hour on line and atmospheric temperatures, pressures, product code,
and batch number.  This information is recorded on DA Form 4193 as shown in Figure 9-4, page 9-11
and 9-12.  The reports are sent to the district dispatchers who, in turn, send the reports to the chief di s-
patcher.  Pump stations are told of the expected arrival time of scrapers that may be in the line.

OPERATION REPORTS
Operation reports cover hourly pumping and delivery data from the various pipeline pump stations.

These reports are sent to the appropriate district dispatcher.  The reports provide a check on the operation
of the line.  The chief dispatcher decides the progress of batches and the position of interfaces by using the
various operation reports.  This information is recorded on the daily pumping record.  Some of the info r-
mation is used along with the graphic progress chart or with the stream tape.  Discrepancies between ba r-
rels pumped and barrels delivered must be investigated.  The pipeline day begins at midnight.  At that
time, the chief dispatcher sends a time signal to regulate all clocks in the system.  The first report is made
at 0100.  Station 1 reports first, and all others follow in order.  The report from a branch line takeoff st a-
tion follows that from the main line station where the branch begins.  Reports from input stations, way
stations, and takeoff stations will differ in content.  Reports need be no more than a single teletype line.
They are letter and figure-coded to save space and time.  Data should be arranged in sequence.  Then, they
will coincide with station logs and dispatcher’s pumping record.  More station reports and information are
given below.

Input Station Report
An input station provides various data to the dispatcher.  These data include--
• Batch number and product code.
• Tank number from which fuel is being pumped.
• Line temperature.
• Atmospheric temperature.
• Suction pressure.
• Station discharge pressure.
• Any change in gravity.
• Barrels pumped in last hour, corrected to 60°F.
• Cumulative barrels pumped since midnight, corrected to 60 °F.

Pump Station Report
A pump station provides various data to the dispatcher.  These data include--
• Batch number.
• Line temperature.
• Atmospheric temperature.
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• Suction pressure.
• Discharge pressure of each pump operating.

Figure 9-4. DA Form 4193 (Petroleum Products- Pump Station Hourly Operations Record)
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Figure 9-4. DA Form 4193 (Petroleum Products-Pump Station Hourly Operations Record) (continued)
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Takeoff Station Report

A takeoff station provides various data to the dispatcher.  These data include--

• Batch number.

• Tank number into which fuel is being pumped.

• Product or grade (API gravity).

• Observed temperature.

• Sample number.

• Cumulative barrels received since midnight, corrected to 60 °F.

Additional Information

Other needed information will be sent hourly to the chief dispatcher from the district dispatchers.
Data on rate of flow, position of interfaces, and inputs and takeoffs from the main line should be sent to
the chief dispatcher.  He uses these to keep a current plot on the graphic progress chart.

Reporting Instructions

There are various instructions that stations use for reporting data to the dispatcher.  These instru c-
tions are given below.

• Station 1 puts its report on the teletype promptly on the hour.

• All other stations stand by to report in sequence.

• Any station not able to report in sequence must report after all other stations have reported.

• All information not pertinent to the report is excluded.

• The sequence of reports is interrupted only by emergencies.

• Any station not reporting is contacted by the chief dispatcher.

Section V.  Dispatching Records And Controls

Daily Pumping Record

The daily pumping record as shown in Figure 9-5, page 9-14, is known also as the operation sheet or
train sheet.  The format may be changed locally to suit local needs or the requirements of higher hea d-
quarters.  Basically, the record details operations of the whole line in the same way the station log details
station operations.  The chief dispatcher uses data in hourly operations reports to keep the daily pumping
record.  The vertical axis shows a complete pipeline day beginning at 0000 and ending at 2400.  The hor i-
zontal axis is divided into separate sections for each pump station and terminal in the pipeline system.
Station sections are labeled by station number or location.  The first section is used for the base terminal.
Other stations and terminals follow from left to right downstream.  A suggested format is described below.
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Figure 9-5. Suggested format for daily pumping record
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Information Recorded

The tank column next to the left-hand time column is used to record the number of the tank from
which fuel is being pumped.  Cumulative input is the hourly batch total of fuel pumped.  The initial st a-
tion suction pressure is that supplied by gravity or a feeder pump.  Individual pump discharge pressures
and RPMs are recorded to show any problems.  RPMs should be the same for all pumps operating pro p-
erly.  Suction pressure for pump 1 only is recorded.  This is because the discharge pressure of pump 1 is
the suction pressure of the next pump.  Cumulative takeoff at depots and terminals is the hourly total of
deliveries from the line.  Rate of flow beyond a takeoff terminal should be no more than the amount
pumped into the pipeline minus the rate of takeoff.  Therefore, rate of flow beyond a full-stream takeoff
must be zero.  The tank column for delivery terminals is for the number of the tank receiving product
from the line.  Temperatures also help samplers to see gravity changes.  A section for remarks can be
placed below each station section of the format.  Batch numbers and changes, switching times, scraper
launchings and arrivals, and other needed i nformation may be put in the remarks section.

Preparation and Posting

The daily pumping record is prepared by the dispatcher on duty at midnight and at 0700 or 0800.
Postings for 2400 on the old sheet are carried over to 0000 on the new sheet.  Properly arranged station
logs help the dispatcher when he prepares and posts the daily pumping record.  Batch changes, showing
time of first and final change (gravity or color) and rate of flow, are posted in the remarks section.  Di s-
charge pressures should be monitored closely.  Any drop in discharge pressure could show a line tap or
break.  When a batch is completed at the terminal, the batch number and barrels pumped since midnight
should be shown under the respective section.  The number of barrels short or over for each hour should
be entered in the end point block.  The pipeline is over (black) when total deliveries exceed total pumping.
The pipeline is short (red) when the total pumping exceed the total deliveries.  A cumulative (over or
short) is carried for a complete day only.  The cumulative total for each shift can be checked by subtrac t-
ing the hourly deliveries from the hourly pumping since midnight.

GRAPHIC PROGRESS CHART
The graphic progress chart as shown in Figure 9-6, page 9-16, shows the position of batches and their

progress through the pipeline.  It is prepared one day in advance.  The chart cover a 24-hour period.

Preparation
The chart is prepared on a sloping table using a full-length parallel rule, a flow rate scale, and a pr o-

tractor or adjustable triangle.  Any scale can be used.  The chart is prepared as follows:
• Hours are shown on the vertical axis.
• Line fill terminals and pump stations are shown on the horizontal axis.  Line fill is shown to the

right of the midpoint, zero barrels.  Scheduled input is shown to the left of the midpoint.  The midpoint
represents the base terminal.

• Terminals, stations, and branch lines are shown on the vertical lines at the corresponding dow n-
stream line fill distance from the input point or base terminal.

• To determine when a new product is to be started into the line, a horizontal line is drawn left from
the entry point (base terminal).  The line is drawn a distance equal to the number of barrels scheduled to
enter.  An adjustable triangle that has been preset for the desired rate of flow is used to draw a sloping,
broken line from the end of the quantity line back to the base terminal time line.  The point where the
broken line crossed the base terminal time line shows the time that the new product must be started.

• A solid sloping line is extended to the right from the base terminal time line at the same rate of flow.
The degree of slope of this line shows the pumping rate of the throughput line.  If the terminal is told to
strip product from the pipeline, the slope of the throughput line must be changed.  The stripping action is
shown by a broken vertical line.

• Shutdown of the line is shown by a broken horizontal line.
• The points at which the sloping lines intersect the vertical lines (terminals and stations) show sche d-

uled arrival times.
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Figure 9-6. Graphic progress chart
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Use

The chart is put in use at midnight.  The dispatcher transfers batch positions from the bottom of the
previous day’s chart to the top of the new chart.  Actual positions of a given batch are determined by
hourly deliveries at terminals and the reported passing of interfaces.  When batches are moving ahead of
or behind schedule, the dispatcher can adjust the chart to show the change of the flow rate.  He draws a
new broken flow rate line to project delivery.  As a rule, the desired action is to adjust the flow rate temp o-
rarily to put the batch on schedule.  Each hour, the dispatcher draws horizontal lines using the appropriate
color for each batch to show the position of the different fuels in the line.  When all the batch lines have
been drawn, the chart represents all scheduled pumping and delivery operations for the day.

DAILY PUMPING ORDER

There is no set format for the daily pumping order.  Table 9-1, page 9-18, shows a sample pumping
order.  General guidelines for preparing the order are as follows:

• Time is shown in chronological sequence.  Definite times should be shown for specific actions.

• Locations are shown from the base terminal through intermediate terminals and pump stations to the
head terminal.

• Specific orders must be given for the respective terminals and stations.  Orders should be stated
briefly and clearly.

• All product and batch numbers must be designated.

• Amounts of products to be handled and type of interface cuts must be specified.

STREAM TAPE OPERATION

Stream tape operation is another way to show the movement of fuels through the pipeline.  It allows
the dispatcher to determine instantly and accurately the location of any batch, buffer, dye, plug, or scraper.
Arrival time at any terminal or branch line can be estimated easily.  The operation and items needed are
described below.

Dispatching Board

This board is needed for the stream tape operation.  It is a long worktable that parallels a pipeline
profile mounted on the wall above it.  Components of the board include a system of markers to show st a-
tions and terminals, the stream tape, and the guides or track in which the tape moves.  There are separate
tracks and tapes for each pipeline in the system.

Station Markers

The station markers may be movable metal or plastic pointers mounted on metal or plastic guides.
The first marker at the left or upstream end of the board represents the base terminal or input points.
Markers going to the right or downstream represent all other stations and terminals.  The markers are
spaced at distances and to the same scale as the pipeline profile on the wall above.

Stream Tape

The paper tape is 4 to 6 inches wide.  It is supplied in rolls.  The rolls are mounted under the left end
of the dispatching board.  The tape is fed through guides at the base terminal marker.  The top edge of the
tape has a printed scale.  The scale shows the line fill at the proper number of barrels per inch.  In co m-
mercial use, the bottom edge may have one or two colored bands.  The upper band stands for the shipper,
and the lower band stands for the product.  If there is only a single band, it stands for the product.
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Table 9-1.  Sample format for daily pumping order

TIMES LOCATION DESIRED ACTION

0001 Base Terminal Pump DF, batch 3-17, 8,000 barrels at 1,000 barrels
per hour.

Pump Station 1 Pump 8,000 barrels of DF at 1,000 barrels per hour

Pump Station 2 Pump JP-4, batch 2-16

Intermediate Term inal No action

Pump Station 3 Pump DF, batch 3-14

Pump Station 4 Pump MOGAS, batch 1-13

Head Terminal Receive JP-4, batch 2-12, at 1,000 barrels per hour.

0800 Base Terminal Switch from DF, batch 1-17, to JP-4, batch 2-18, and
pump 8,000 barrels.

Pump Station 7 Monitor the passage of interface, the end of batch 3-
17, and the front of batch 2-18.  Report.

Pump Station 2 Monitor the passage of interface, the end of batch 2-
16, and the front of batch 3-17.  Report.

Intermediate Terminal Prepare to receive JP-4, batch 2-16.  Check passage
of interface, end of batch 1-15, and front f batch 2-16.
At API gravity of JP-4, open JP-4 tankage and strip
500 barrels of JP-4 for 10 hours.

Pump Station 3 Monitor passage of interface, end of batch 1-15, and
front of batch 2-16.  Report.

Pump Station 4 Continue to pump MOGAS, batch 1-13.

Head Terminal Switch from JP-4, batch 2-3, to receive MOGAS,
batch 1-13.  Receive 5,000 barrels for five hours.
Interface will be taken into MOGAS tankage.

1600 Base Terminal Switch from JP-4, batch 2-18, to MOGAS, batch 1-
19.  Pump 8,000 barrels.

1800 Intermediate Terminal Close JP-4 tankage at good API gravity for JP-4.
Monitor passage of interface, end of batch 2-16, and
front of batch 3-17.
Report.Head Terminal Start receiving MOGAS, batch 1-13, at 1,000 barrels
per hour.

The number, width, and use of the posting spaces vary.  Usually, the top half of the tape is used for
pumping information.  This includes hours, barrels pumped, batch numbers, gravities, batch totals, batch
changes, dates, and other data.  The bottom half of the tape is used for delivery information.  This i n-
cludes hours, barrels delivered, total deliveries, station designations, and opening times.  The 4-inch tape
is divided into four posting spaces, each three-fourths of an inch wide.  The tape may be rerolled at the
downstream end of the board for storage. The steam tape can be used to record a variety of operations,
including pumpings, batch changes, and deliveries.  The tape can be used in the following ways.
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• Pumpings.  The dispatcher performs a number of the operations starting at 0001 using the daily
pumping order.  A color-coded tape is selected.  The free end is inserted in the track.  Each hour, the input
point reports the number of barrels pumped.  See Table 9-2, page 9-20.  This information is first posted on
the daily pumping record and then on the stream tape.  The dispatcher uses the printed scale to measure a
distance from the batch head equal to the barrels pumped in the first hour.  A vertical, broken pencil line
is then drawn from the proper graduation through the first posting space.  The line coincides with the i n-
put station marker and shows how far the batch advanced in the first hour.  Thereafter, the tape is ad-
vanced each hour by the number of barrels reported.  Errors in increments will be avoided if the hourly,
cumulative batch totals are scaled from the batch head.  Hourly barrels and cumulative batch totals are
posted in ink parallel with the vertical lines.  Hours are posted on the first horizontal line.  Batch numbers
and gravities are posted in the space below.  To estimate the arrival time of the batch head at any term i-
nal, the dispatcher measures the distance in barrels from the batch head to the terminal marker.  The di s-
tance in barrels divided by the pumping rate per hour equals the number of hours and minutes from the
time of the last posting.  When the first batch has been pumped, the tape is cut off at the total barrels
pumped.  A new tape is color coded for the next batch and trimmed to the tape.  The old batch number,
gravity, tank number, and total barrels are posted on the old tape.  This is usually posted in the second
posting space next to the junction.  The new batch number, gravity, and tank number are posted on the
new tape next to the junction and opposite the old data.

• Batch Changes.  Batch changes are reported as the times, in minutes, of the first and final change
in color or gravity.  Barrels pumped during the hour of change divided by 60 equals the rate per minute.
The number of minutes past the hour of the first and final changes multiplied by the rate per minute
equals the number of barrels past the hour to the head and tail of the interface.  To plot these positions, the
tape is advanced to the report hour.  A mark is made on the scale opposite the reporting station marker.
The two distances in barrels are scaled off from the index and marked.  Vertical red pencil lines are then
drawn from the two graduations through the first and second posting spaces.  The vertical lines should be
on either side of the batch head shown by the cut tape.  The distance between the red lines shows the pos i-
tion and length of the interface.  The station reporting the change and the date and time of first and final
changes are posted in red pencil beside the plot.

• Deliveries.  The spliced tape continues to be advanced until another new batch is started or a deli v-
ery is to be made.  When a delivery begins at some terminal, the proper batch is opposite the appropriate
terminal marker on the board.  The part of the tape that represents the batch is cut.  The downstream end
of the cut tape continues to advance in a stripping operation.  It advances at a rate equal to the original
throughput less  the take-off rate.  This is the new throughput.  If a full-stream delivery is being made, the
downstream end does not advance.  The upstream end of the tape is advanced and is lapped over the
downstream end by the number of barrels delivered.  This is true for a stripping operation or a full-stream
delivery.  Hourly deliveries are posted in the two bottom posting spaces.  Barrels delivered each hour are
scaled off from the cut, and vertical pencil lines are drawn through both spaces.  If there is no printed
scale at the bottom of the stream tape, cumulative hourly totals should be scaled from the cut.  Barrels
delivered each hour are posted in ink, parallel with the vertical lines.  Deliveries at different terminals
from the same batch are scaled from the same cut.  Alternate spaces are posted to show such deliveries.  A
red pencil line is drawn to mark the last delivery total.  The two ends of the tape are spliced in the lapped
position.  When the tape is removed for storage, all laps are let out again.  The tape is then replaced in its
original length.
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Table 9.2.  Sample tabulation of receipts and deliveries
DELIVERIES

TIME

RECEIVED
FROM
INPUT
POINT

TO
TERMINAL

Y

TO
TERMINAL

Z TOTAL

OVER
OR

SHORT

CUMULATIVE
OVER

OR
SHORT

0100 482 0 480 480 -2 -2
0200 486 0 482 482 -4 -6
0300 490 0 488 488 -2 -8
0400 502 0 500 500 -2 -10
0500 495 249 249 498 +3 -7
0600 505 248 254 502 -3 -10
0700 498 250 250 500 +2 -8
0800 510 251 261 512 +2 -6

(3,968) (998) (2,964) (3,962) (-6)
0900 512 252 260 512 0 -6
1000 507 251 257 508 +1 -5
1100 504 250 252 502 -2 -7
1200 500 249 249 498 -2 -9
1300 498 248 252 500 +2 -7
1400 495 247 251 498 +3 -4
1500 490 248 240 488 -2 -6
1600 488 242 243 485 -3 -9

(7,962) (2,985) (4,968) (7,953) (-9)
1700 492 0 494 494 +2 -7
1800 495 0 498 498 +3 -4
1900 498 0 500 500 +2 -2
2000 500 498 0 498 -2 -4
2100 505 503 0 503 -2 -6
2200 502 504 0 504 +2 -4
2300 500 249 252 501 +1 -3
2400 501 251 251 502 +1 -2

(11,955) (4,990) (6,963) (11,953) (-2)

Note:  Receipts and deliveries are in barrels corrected to 60°F.
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CHAPTER 10

PETROLEUM INSTALLATION MAINTENANCE

Section I.  Tank Farms and Pipeline Surroundings

MAINTENANCE OF SURROUNDINGS

The primary purpose of good maintenance practices at petroleum installations is to enhance safety and security
and to maximize service life.  These practices also enhance work force performance and public relations.  Working
personnel, military or civilian, perform better when high standards of safety, cleanliness, orderliness, and appea r-
ance are maintained.  This applies to all facilities, whether permanent, semipermanent, or temporary.  Under any
conditions, fire prevention, integrity of firewalls, safety, security, and environmental protection stewardship must
be considered in all petroleum installation maintenance procedures and policies.

GROUNDS

Constant attention should be paid to the installation grounds and the property around pipelines.  All areas
should be attractive and free of fire hazards.  To maintain the grounds, follow these steps.

• Mow grassy areas regularly.

• Use approved environmentally safe procedures for removal of unwanted plants from growing inside of fir e-
walls, near fire hydrants, around tank openings, and in fuel handling areas of operation.

• Collect litter, trash, fallen leaves, and other combustible materials.

• Cut overgrown bushes and foliage around pipelines to permit patrolling and easy access to control valves.

• “No Smoking” and “Confined Space Entry Requirements” signs posted are in good condition and legible at a
distance.

BUILDINGS AND SHELTERS

Buildings, pump station shelters, toolsheds, and all other similar structures should be kept in good condition
To maintain them, follow these rules.

• Inspect all painted areas for flaking or blistered paint.  Report areas that need repainting.

• Check the condition of roof gutters and downspouts.  Report any needed repairs.

• Remove any items that could become fire or safety hazards.  Follow general housekeeping procedures.

• Keep pump stations dry, clean, and well ventilated with approved adequate lighting devices.

FIREWALLS AND TANK MOUNDS

The firewalls which are built around aboveground tanks at permanent installations are usually made of co n-
crete or some impervious material.  These firewalls are subject to damage.  The mounds of earth that cover unde r-
ground tanks and the earthen firewalls (Figure 10-1, page 10-2) which are built around aboveground tanks in tact i-
cal areas are subject to erosion.  If left unchecked, erosion weakens firewalls so that they are not able to act as a
secondary containment for a spill or prevention of a fire from spreading to another source.  Also, the eroded soil
collects at the base of the firewalls.  This destroys the grade inside the firewalls so that runoff water flows to the
tank instead of from it.  The water corrodes the tank bottom.  It also washes away soil under the tank, causing the
tank to settle.  This settling puts stress on the tank structure and pipes.  To maintain firewalls and tank mounds,
follow these rules.
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• Check concrete firewalls regularly for cracks and other signs of damage.  Report any deterioration.

• Fill in eroded areas in earthen mounds and firewalls as soon as possible.

• Regrade earthen firewalls so that water flows away from the tank.

• Seed the filled in areas of tank mounds and the outside slopes of firewalls with grass or vines, or with gravel
or an asphalt like substance to hold soil in place.

• Dress the inside slopes frequently to replace eroded soil ; cover the inside slopes with gravel or perma prime.
Another possibility is to arrange for the inside slopes to be with concrete.  Another way to protect the ground is to
cover the surface with rubberized or petroleum impervious sheets within the earthen berms.

Figure 10-1. Earthen firewall

PIPELINE SUPPORTS

Hangers and tiedowns as shown in Figure 10-2, page 10-3 are used to attach pipelines to bridges and trestles.
Concrete embedded pipe anchors as shown in Figure 10-3, page 10-3, are used along pipelines to control mov e-
ment and reduce vibrations.  Other devices, such as wire ropes, cables, tower timbers, cross braces, and deadman
anchors, are used to suspend pipelines across streams and ravines.  To maintain pipeline supports, follow these
steps:

• Inspect all devices monthly for warped and loose hardware, breaks, and corrosion.  Repair, tighten, or replace
the hardware as needed.

• Allow enough space for the pipeline to expand in hot weather areas or to contract in cold weather areas when
tightening fixtures.

• Inspect concrete foundations and the steel rods of pipe anchors for signs of damage or corrosion every 3
months during the first year after construction and then every 6 months thereafter.
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Figure 10-2. Pipeline hangers and tie downs

Figure 10-3. Pipeline anchors
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WALKWAYS, RAILROAD TRACKS, AND CULVERTS

The roads, walkways, railroad tracks, and culverts required to operate a petroleum installation should be safe.
To maintain them, follow these steps.

• Patch or repair potholes and cracks as soon as possible.

• Fill in washed-out areas beneath roads and walkways before more damage results.

• Ensure the railroad tracks in loading/unloading areas for tank cars are well maintained.  Check the alignment
and condition of rails and ties.  Look for loose spikes, worn or loose switches, or unserviceable grounding systems.

• Keep pipeline culverts under roads, railroad tracks, and water crossings clean.  Inspect culverts after every
heavy storm.  Check them frequently during rainy weather and in the spring after the snow melts and the ground
thaws.  Remove any debris and sediment that may have collected.

SECURITY FENCES

Fences are necessary around petroleum installations to prevent trespassing, theft and sabotage.  To maintain
the security fences, follow these steps.

• Inspect the fencing, entrance gates, and fence posts regularly.  Repair defective areas immediately.

• Promptly fill in gaps created by erosion or animals burrowing under the fences.

Section II.  Waterfront Facilities

MAINTENANCE OF WATERFRONT FACILITIES

Waterfront facilities and tactical marine terminals are used to transfer fuel to and from tankers.  Maintenance
on the waterfront is a constant effort to stop the potential threat to the environment caused by the sea, ships, and
weather conditions  A regular program of inspections and maintenance is necessary to prevent as much damage as
possible from the seawater, salt, air, marine organisms, sunlight, and dry rot.  Furthermore, there are strict env i-
ronmental regulations, permits and SPCC Plans which require that certain maintenance be done on a strict time
schedule.  Every effort must be made to ensure these rules and time schedules are followed, both to the letter, and
the spirit of their intent.  Emergency repairs are also necessary to mend the structural damage caused by moving
vessels, ice, petroleum spills, and high waves.  Ongoing maintenance is essential to keep waterfront facilities and
marine terminals operational.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR WATERFRONT MAINTENANCE

Repairs to structures such as piers and pilings cannot be done by organizational maintenance personnel.  Ho w-
ever, they are responsible for maintaining the pipelines, hoses, hose-handling equipment, grounding systems, and
mooring devices at waterfront operations.

FUEL PIER AND JETTY PIPELINES

Pipelines on fuel piers and jetties as shown in Figure 10-4, page 10-5, are used in protected harbors to transfer
fuel.  The piers and jetties are usually equipped with several pipelines to carry different fuels.  The pipelines may
be supported on top of a pier or jetty, or they may be suspended below a pier with hangers (Figure 10-5, page 10-5).
Pipelines under piers are especially subject to damage because they are alternately submerged and exposed by tides.
To maintain the pipeline system--

• Inspect the pipelines, supports, and hangers frequently.  Look for corrosion, chipped paint, and any signs that
the protective coatings have failed.

• Sand the damaged areas to bare metal if necessary.  Apply an protective coating material such as zinc chr o-
mate, and then spot paint the pipeline, metal supports, and hangers.
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Figure 10-4. Multileg mooring facility

Figure 10-5. Pipelines under a  fuel pier
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SUBMARINE PIPELINES

Submarine pipelines are welded pipe sections connected to storage tanks on shore and laid under water to ship
moorings.  These pipelines are located at tactical marine terminals.  They are also located in areas that are not
navigable by ships and in areas where there are no piers.  Like the pipelines suspended under piers, submarine
pipelines are especially prone to corrosion and damage from the ocean.  The onshore sections should be inspected
frequently and repaired as required.  The underwater sections should be reported to support units.  The marker
buoys for submarine pipelines and the chains used to lift the lines off the ocean floor should be serviced the same
as for the markers and chains of the mooring facilities.

HOSELINES

Wire-reinforced neoprene rubber hoses are flanged to the ends of submarine and pier pipelines.  They provide
flexible connections to tankers.  Maintenance procedures of the hoselines include the following.

• Inspect the hoses for damage such as kinks, bulges, worn soft spots, and cuts that penetrate the wire rei n-
forcement.  Look inside the open ends for internal damage.

• Repair or replace hose sections, couplings, and gaskets as needed.

• Keep the hoses tightly capped when not in use.

• Test each hose to 1 1/2 times its normal working pressure every 3 months.  See Table 10-1.

WARNING

Do not go over 125 PSI unless it can be determined that the hoses were designed by the manufacturer to take
more.  During testing, look for leaks, bulges, and distortions in the hose.  Stencil the date of the test on the
hose in a subdued color (black or gray) and keep a written record of the tests.

Table 10-1.  Hose test pressures.
TYPE SIZE

(in)
TEST

PRESSURE
(PSI)

Hose assemblies, rubber, oil and gasoline
discharge, smooth-bore, lightweight
buoyant type (MIL-H-19001 (ships)) (lat-
est revision)

Hose and hose assemblies, synthetic ru b-
ber, reinforced, water- and oil resistant,
nonmagnetic and regular service, high-
pressure type (type C)  (MIL-H-19606
(ships))  (latest revision)

Hose and hose assemblies, rubber, oil-
and gasoline discharge, smooth-bore,
lightweight, buoyant type; reattachable
couplings and adapters (MIL-H-22240
(ships))  (latest revision)

Hose, rubber, gasoline, with reusable
couplings, low temperature (MIL-H-
6615, latest revision)

6

4
4
5

6
6
7

4

200

1,200
   800*
1,000

700
300
250

160

* TYPE D.
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HOSE-HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Hose-handling equipment consists of devices such as cranes, slings, hoists, winches, A-frames, and gin poles.
This equipment is usually located at the end of piers.  It is used to lift and suspend cargo hoses for fuel transfer.  It
is rigged to allow movement of the ship during transfer operations.  Maintenance requirements of hose-handling
equipment include the following.

• Lubricate all moving parts that are visible.

• Check for structural damage such as dents, buckling, cracks, and rust.

• Tighten all loose nuts on bolts and any other loose fixtures.

• Oil wire cables to keep them rust free.

• Test wire cables at least every 6 months.

MARINE LOADING ARMS

Marine loading arms (Chapter 4) are being used instead of hoses and hose-handling equipment at many w a-
terfront facilities.  Marine loading arms have a hydraulics system or a set of cables which moves the piping into
position.  Swivel joints provide a flexible connection between the piping and a tanker.  Maintenance requirements
of marine loading arms include the following.

• Lubricate the ball bearings in the swivel joints.
• Replace the packing, seals, and O-rings if a leak develops in the swivel joints.  Follow the instructions in the

manufacturer’s manual.
• Inspect the outside surface for rust.  If necessary, scrape to bare metal and then spot paint with primer and

rust-inhibiting semigloss enamel.
• Check the hydraulic fluid in the hydraulic arm.  See the manufacturer’s manual for more information.

WARNING

Do Not adjust the cables in a cable-operated arm.  This is not organizational level maintenance.

LINE-HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Bollards, bits, and capstans are hardware  devices used to moor a ship to a pier or jetty.  These devices are

made of cast iron or steel.  They are fastened to the pier with anchor bolts.  Line handling devices are subject to
corrosion.  The anchor bolts are especially subject to corrosion where they come in contact with the castings.
Maintenance requirements of line handling equipment include the following.

• Grout under the castings and coat the anchor bolts, nuts, and washers with asphalt enamel.
• Inspect` the grouting and coatings often and repair them as needed.

MOORING FACILITIES
A multileg mooring facility (Figure 10-4, page 10-5) is used to anchor a tanker in position offshore during a

fuel transfer.  A mooring facility is located at the ocean end of submarine pipelines.  Depending on the size of the
tankers to be moored, the mooring facility can have three, five, or seven legs as shown in Figure 10-6, page 10-8.
Each leg of a multileg mooring facility is made up of a marker buoy, sinker, anchor, and chain.  The chains and
buoys are subject to much wear and tear from the ocean and moving vessels.  Maintenance requirements of the
mooring facilities i nclude the following.

• Lift the chains and inspect them for corrosion and uneven wear at least once a year.
• Clean and recoat the chains if necessary.  Replace worn chains.
• Make sure cotter keys and forelock pins are securely in place in mooring chains.
• Inspect buoys frequently.
• Lift, sandblast, and recoat buoys with anticorrosive primer and antifouling paint at least once a year to keep

them watertight and to prevent corrosion.
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Figure 10-6. Typical mooring

PIER GROUNDING SYSTEMS

All the metal structures and pipelines on piers should be grounded.  Also, ships and tankers should be
grounded and bonded with a flexible copper cable during fuel transfers.  Maintenance requirements for the pier
grounding systems include the following.

• Check all cables for positive connection before each transfer operation of fuels.

• Ensure all cables have a C-clamp or a device with sharp teeth or prongs to make contact with the metal under
the painted surface of the ship

• Test the system frequently.  Replace broken wires and tighten loose connections as needed.
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CHAPTER 11

TANK CAR OPERATIONS

Section I.  Tank Cars and Facilities

TANK CARS
When rail facilities are available, tank cars may be used along with the pipeline to transport petroleum

products.  Each tank car should be used to carry only one grade of product.  If this is not possible, the tank car must
be inspected and cleaned between loads to avoid product contamination.  Tank cars vary in capacity and design.
Those used for petroleum products usually have one compartment and range in capacity from 6,000 to 16,000
gallons.  Other tank cars have more than one tank compartment and  carry more than one product at a time.  Tank
cars vary from those designed for narrow-gage foreign service to those designed for broad-gage foreign service and
standard-gage domestic service.  Some tank cars have heaters to  liquefy viscous products, but those without heaters
are generally used.  Figure 11-1 shows a typical petroleum tank car.  The dome, safety valve, and bottom outlet of
tank cars are described below.

Figure 11-1. Typical petroleum tank car

Dome

 Each tank car compartment has a dome as shown in Figure 11-2, page 11-2, to allow space for the product to
expand as the temperature rises.  The tank shell can be filled to the top.  Each dome has a manhole through which
the tank car may be loaded, unloaded, inspected, cleaned, and repaired.  Dome covers may be hinged and bolted on
or screwed on.  Most domes have vents and safety valves to let out vapors.
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 Figure 11-2. Tank car dome and bottom outlet
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 Safety Valve

 The safety valve used on most tank cars consists of a spring-loaded poppet valve which opens at a preset
pressure.  As pressure in the dome builds up to a point above the pressure setting of the valve, the valve is forced
off the valve seat.  This lets the excess vapors escape.  The spring closes the valve automatically when the pressure
drops to a level equal to the valve setting.

Bottom Outlet

Each tank car has a bottom outlet and is usually loaded and unloaded through it.  The outlet valve as shown in
Figure 11-2, page 11-2, is controlled by a valve rod handle or valve rod handwheel.  The outlets on tank cars used
in the United States are 5 inches in diameter.  Outlets on tank cars used overseas are generally 4 inches in
diameter.  All outlets have male threads.  A tank car elbow assembly is used to adapt a pump suction line to the 5-
inch outlet.  A 5- to 4-inch adapter must be installed between the elbow assembly and the tank car 5-inch outlet.

LOADING AND UNLOADING SITES AND FACILITIES

Engineer personnel construct standard loading and unloading facilities.  The equipment at these facilities
includes pumps, manifolds, grounding items, and fire-fighting items.  Portable pumping assemblies may be used in
undeveloped theaters.  This chapter deals mainly with the use of portable pumping assemblies for loading and
unloading tank cars.  However, the same procedures and safety precautions apply to all tank car operations.

SITE
Certain factors must be considered and provided for when choosing and preparing a site.  Consider these

factors.

• The site should be at least 100 feet from any building.

• The site should have adequate drainage.

• If tank cars are to be unloaded by gravity, the site must be elevated enough to have the proper flow at the
receiving container

• If tank cars are to be loaded by gravity, the loading site must be below the supply container.

• A spur track or bypass should be provided for loading and unloading tank cars.

• The track at the site should be level so that product in all parts of the tank car remains level.  This allows for
accurate gaging and keeps air and fuel from being trapped at one end of the car.

• If a tank truck is used to load or unload a tank car, it should be grounded to one or more ground rods to guard
against static electricity or stray current.

• A grounding cable should be permanently bolted between the track rails.

• Derails, which are wedge-shaped devices of wood or metal, should be placed at the head of the car.  They
prevent other cars from backing into the tank car during transfer operations.  Also, they are placed on the rails to
prevent the tank car from rolling.

FACILITIES
Loading and unloading facilities should be arranged so that several tank cars can be serviced at the same time.

Each servicing point at a facility should have bonding cables to bond the servicing point to the tank car shell and to
the track.  There should be an emergency valve some distance from the loading and unloading point.  This valve is
used to cut off the flow through the line in case of fire.  In some cases, product will flow by gravity to a loading and
unloading facility from bulk storage tanks or pipelines.  In other cases, fixed or portable pumping units must be
used to transfer the product.  Other equipment at the facility is described below.

• Distribution Manifold.  A distribution manifold made of pipes and valves extends along a loading and
unloading facility.  It provides outlets for servicing several tank cars at one time.  The manifold must be grounded.
Cables must be available to bond the manifold to the track and to the tank car.
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• Car Mover..  There should be a standard car mover for spotting tank cars at each loading and unloading
facility.

• Electrical Equipment.  Electrical equipment includes lights, switches, and motors.  They must be explosion-
proof and in good working order.

• Outlet Plug.  A wooden cone-shaped plug for the bottom of the tank car should be available in case of
emergency.

• Gossler Coupling .  The Gossler coupling allows a tank car to be bottom loaded or unloaded at any NATO
facility.  The coupling adjusts to fit any tank car bottom outlet or elbow and, with adapters, fits various hoses.
Figure 11-3 shows the Gossler coupling.

Figure 11-3. Gossler coupling

PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES

Certain precautionary measures must be taken when a tank car is loaded or unloaded.  Included among these
measures are the following:

• NO SMOKING signs must be placed so as to ensure that there is no smoking within 100 feet of the transfer
operation.

• No welding, open flames, or lights, other than explosion-proof flashlights or lanterns, are allowed within 100
feet of the transfer operation.

• The carrying of matches, lighters, or open lights is prohibited.

• All loading and unloading equipment must be bonded and grounded.
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Section II.  Procedures for Loading Tank Cars

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

A number of procedures must be followed before tank cars are loaded.  They are described below.

Sampling and Gaging

 Take a sample of the product that is to be transferred to the tank car.  Visually inspect it to make sure the
product has no unusual appearance.  If the identity or quality of the product is in question, test the product to make
sure it meets specifications before the transfer operation is started.  Also, gage the contents of the supply tank, and
record the data.  Take a water cut from the supply tank using water-indicating paste.  Drain any water before the
product is transferred.

 Inspecting Loading  Equipment

 Inspect pumps, hose, pipelines, and manifolds to see that they are clean and in good operation condition.
When possible, use equipment to handle only one product.  If more than one product must be handled by the same
equipment, make sure all previous product is thoroughly drained before a new product is handled.

 Spotting Tank Car

 Spot a tank car by using the following procedures.

• Make sure the track rails are properly bonded and grounded.  Ensure that cable connections are secure and
make bare metal-to-metal contact.

• Position the tank car so that there will be no unnecessary strain on the hose connections.

• Set the brakes and block the wheels of the tank car to keep it from moving during loading operations.

• Set and lock derails.

• Place STOP--TANK CAR CONNECTED signs between the rails at least 25 feet and preferably 50 feet
ahead of and behind the tank car or group of tank cars.  Place the signs so that they can be seen by switch crews on
the main line next to the spur track.  The signs should be at least 12 by 15 inches with black letters on a yellow
background.  The word STOP should be in 4-inch letters.  The words TANK CAR CONNECTED should be in 2-
inch letters.

• Place at least two fire extinguishers near the tank car where they will be in easy reach.

• If there is no permanent ground rod, drive a 4- to 5-foot iron rod into the ground beside the tank car.
Attach a ground wire between the tank car and the rod.  Soak the ground around the rod with water.

• If a tank car manifold is used, bond it to the tank car shell.

• When several rail cars are awaiting service, position cars with like products together (all MOGAS together,
all JP-8 fuel together, and all aviation fuel together).

• Place NO SMOKING signs in the area where they can be easily seen.

 Removing Dome Cover

 Stand on the windward side of the dome when releasing internal pressure or when removing the dome cover.
Remove the dome cover as follows.

• Clean all dirt from around the dome cover.

• Raise the safety valve on the dome to see if there is pressure in the tank.  Reduce any pressure in the tank
by keeping the safety valve open.

• Remove the padlock or seal that secures the dome cover.

• Loosen the dome cover slowly to permit any remaining pressure to escape through vents in the cover.  If
the tank car has a screw cover, place a bar between the cover lug and the dome knob.  Unscrew the cover two
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complete turns or until the vent openings are exposed.  If the car has a hinge-and-bolt dome cover, loosen the
nuts enough to release internal pressure.

• Remove the dome cover.

 Inspecting Tank Car

 Inspect the tank car to determine if it is suitable to receive the product.  Follow these steps.

• Make sure that the product last carried in the tank is the same product that is to be transferred to the tank.
If the product is not the same, follow the procedures in MIL-HDBK-200.

• Inspect the inside of the tank visually from the outside through the dome to make sure it is clean.  If there
is rust, sand, scale, dirt, or residue, the tank must be cleaned before it is filled.  Only authorized persons familiar
with procedures for cleaning tanks should enter the tank.  See Chapter 12 for tank cleaning procedures.

• Look for any foreign objects, such as tools, bolts, or old tank car seals, that may have fallen into the tank.
Such objects should be removed only by authorized persons.  Some objects may not contaminate the product,
inspect the tank for residual product.  Any residual product must be removed before the tank is filled.

• Inspect the inside and outside of the tank visually from the outside to make sure there are no holes, cracks,
leaks, or loose plates.  See that the tank is properly mounted to the underframe and that the tank is safe and
roadworthy.

• Inspect the dome, dome cover, and safety valve to make sure they work and are in good condition.  Make
sure that the vent holes in the dome cover are open and clean.

• Make sure the bottom outlet chamber is in good condition.

• Ensure that the outlet valve seats and seals properly.  Place a container under the bottom outlet chamber to
catch drainage.  It should stay there until the transfer is complete.  Open and close the outlet valve several times
with the valve rod handle or handwheel located in the dome.  If the valve does not seat properly, replace the valve
gasket or repair the valve.  In an emergency , load the tank car without repairing the outlet valve.  However, report
it so that personnel at the installation receiving the tank car will unload it through the dome.  The valve should
then be repaired as soon as possible.  When the outlet valve is operating, close it.

• If necessary, tank cars may be flushed with a small amount of the product to be loaded.  This will remove
traces of previous product, rust, and scale from the outlet sump.

 Removing Bottom Outlet Cap

 Make sure the outlet valve is seated before removing the bottom outlet cap.  Remove the bottom outlet cap as
follows:

• Remove the bottom outlet cap with the tank car wrench.  If the cap does not unscrew easily, tap the cap
lightly in an upward direction with a wooden mallet or block.  Let any product in the outlet chamber drain into the
drainage container.

• Open the outlet valve to allow any residual product to drain into the container.  Close the outlet valve, but
do not replace the outlet cap until the car is completely loaded.

• Dispose of any product in the container, and place it back under the outlet valve.

BOTTOM OUTLET LOADING

Tank cars should always be loaded through the bottom outlet.  This prevents vapor loss.  It also reduces static
electricity and the chance of product contamination.  Precautions and procedures for loading a tank car through the
bottom outlet are as follows:

• Place a pumping unit at least 50 feet from the tank car.

• Make sure the pumping unit is properly grounded.

• Make sure that the supply container is properly grounded and vented.
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• Make sure the hoseline connections are not laid on the ground without a dust cap or plug.  It could result in
contamination of product.

• Connect the pump suction line to the outlet of the supply container.

• Attach the tank car elbow or Gossler coupling to the tank car outlet.  Connect the pump discharge hose to
either the elbow or the coupling.  The tank car elbow is a part of the tank car loading facility and the FSSP.

• Station someone on the windward side of the dome to signal when the full mark is reached.

• Open the following valves before starting the pump:

 ••Outlet valve of the supply container.

 ••Pump valves necessary to permit flow through the pump.

 ••Tank car bottom outlet valve.

 ••Manifold valves, when a manifold is used.

• Start the pump following these precautions and steps.

 ••If spills occur while loading, stop the pump and cover the area with a blanket of foam from a foam fire
extinguisher.  If there is no foam fire extinguisher in the area, cover the spill with sand or dry earth.  Remove
contaminated earth and dispose of it according to current regulations.

 ••If sparks are seen while the car is being loaded, stop the pumps at once and check all bonding and
grounding connections.  All connections should have bare metal-to-metal contact.

 ••If the bad connection cannot be found, check the power equipment in the area for stray current.  Correct
any faulty condition.

 ••In the event of enemy attack, electrical storm, or fire, stop the transfer operation.  Disconnect the pump
discharge hose and tank car elbow.  Replace the bottom outlet cap.  If time permits, move the car out of the danger
zone, set the brakes, and ground the car.

 ••In case of a fire at a hinged dome, stop loading and close the dome.  In case of a fire at a screw dome,
throw a wet tarpaulin or blanket over the dome or use a carbon dioxide or foam fire extinguisher.

 ••If the loading operation is stopped for any reason, disconnect the pump discharge hose.

••Check the contents of the tank often to avoid overfilling.  However, never put your head in the dome.

••When the product level is near the full mark in the tank car, signal the pump operator to reduce pump
speed and get ready to stop the pump.  When a loading system that has a control valve is used, reduce the product
flow by partially closing the valve.  If the tank does not have a full mark, load the tank until the product reaches
the top of the shell.  When the tank is full, stop the pump, close all the valves, and disconnect the pump discharge
hose.

DOME LOADING

A tank car should be loaded through the dome only when bottom loading is not possible.  If the tank car must
be loaded through the dome, follow these steps.

• Place a pumping unit at least 50 feet from the tank car.

• Make sure the pumping unit is properly grounded.

• Make sure the supply container is properly grounded and vented.

• Make sure the hoseline connections are not laid on the ground without a dust cap or plug.  This could result
in contamination of product.

• Connect the pump suction line to the outlet of the supply container.

• Put the end of the loading hose or drop tube through the dome of the tank until it almost touches the  bottom
of the tank.  Bond the hose or drop tube to the tank.  Make sure the end of the loading hose or drop tube remains
submerged in the product in the tank during loading.  If the hose or tube does not extend far enough into the tank,
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product will splash and vaporize.  Splashing also causes static electricity.  Make sure there is no strain on the hose
that would cause it to move or come out of the tank.

• Open the following valves before the pump is started:

 ••Outlet valve of the supply container.

 ••Pump valve to allow flow through the pump.

 ••Loading rack outlet valve when a loading rack is used.

 ••Manifold valves when a manifold is used.

• Make sure all the connections are secure, and start the pump following these precautions and step.

••Check for leaks at the bottom outlet when product starts to flow into the tank.  If there are leaks, stop the
pump and try to seat the bottom outlet valve by turning the valve rod handle clockwise.  If the leak continues, stop
loading, recover the product from the tank, and clean up any spills.

••If spills occur while loading, stop the pump and cover the area with a blanket of foam from a foam fire
extinguisher. If there is no foam fire extinguisher in the area, cover the spill with sand or dry earth.  Dispose of
contaminated earth according to current regulations.

••Stop the pumps at once and check all bonding and grounding connections if sparks are seen while the
product is being loaded.  All connections should have bare metal-to-metal contact.  If the bad connection cannot be
found, check the power equipment in the area for stray current.  Correct any faulty condition.

••Stop the transfer operation in the event of enemy attack, electrical storm, or fire.  Then disconnect the
pump discharge hose and tank car elbow, and replace the bottom outlet cap.  If time permits, move the car out of
the danger zone, set the brakes, and ground it.

••Stop loading and close the dome if there is a fire at a hinged dome.  In case of a fire at a screw-type dome,
throw a wet tarpaulin or blanket over the dome or use a carbon dioxide or a foam fire extinguisher.

••Remove the hose or drop tube from the tank if loading is stopped for any reason.

••Check the contents of the tank often to avoid overfilling.  However, never put your head in the dome.

••Signal the pump operator to reduce pump speed, and get ready to stop the pump when the product level is
near the full mark in the tank car.  When using a loading rack or other system that has a control valve, reduce the
product flow by partially closing the valve.  If the tank does not have a full mark, load the product until it reaches
the top of the tank shell.  When the tank is full, stop the pump and close all the valves.  Carefully remove the
loading hose or drop tube from the tank to avoid spills.

FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES

Certain follow-up procedures must be performed after a tank car is loaded.  They are as follows:

• Allow the product to stand for at least 15 minutes so that suspended water or sediment can settle.

• Gage and sample the contents of the tank.  Take the temperature of the product,  volume correct the quantity
according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-2, and record the data.  Keep the sample for reference until the tank is delivered.

• Drain any water or sediment from the tank.

• Compare the amount of the product issued from storage tanks with the amount loaded on the tank cars after
the daily closing gages are taken.  Report excessive loss to the proper authority.

• Replace the bottom outlet cap.  Close and lock the dome cover when the tank car is full of product.

• Place an approved identification seal on the dome cover.  If the seal is in place, the receiver is assured that no
one has tampered with the car.  Record the seal marking on all the shipping papers.

• Remove the drainage tub from under the bottom outlet.  Properly dispose of any product that is in the tub.

• Remove any DANGEROUS-EMPTY signs, and replace them with FLAMMABLE signs.

• Disconnect the grounding wire from the tank car.  Remove the derails, if used, and remove the TANK CAR
CONNECTED signs.
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• Release the brakes, and move the car from the transfer area.

Section III.  Procedures for Unloading Tank Cars

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

Certain procedures must be followed before tank cars are unloaded.  The procedures to follow are given below:

Inspecting Receiving Containers
When inspecting receiving containers, you will need to follow certain procedures.  These procedures are as

follows:

• If the product in the tank car is to be transferred to cans or drums, inspect the cans or drums to make sure
they are cleaned in good condition.

• If the product in the tank car is to be transferred to a tank truck or semitrailer, inspect the vehicle tanks as
you would tank car tanks.

• If the product in the tank car is to be transferred to storage tanks, make sure the storage tanks are suitable
to receive the assigned product.

• If a receiving tank already has product in it, gage and sample the tank contents.  Make sure there is enough
outage in the tank to receive the product.  Visually inspect the sample to make sure the product in the receiving
tank is the same as the product in the tank car.  If there is any doubt, have tests made to verify the grade and
quality of the product before mixing it with a new product.  Gage the tank again, and record the data.

• Make sure that the receiving tank is grounded and vented.

 Inspecting Unloading Equipment

 Inspect pumps, hose, pipelines, and manifolds to see that they are clean and in good operating condition.
When possible, use equipment to handle only one product.  If more than one product must be handled by the same
equipment, make sure all previous product in it is thoroughly drained before new product is pumped.

 Spotting Tank Car

 A number of procedures are performed when spotting a tank car.  These procedures are described in Section II.
In addition, the following procedure apply to loading tank car.

• Checking Seals and Car Numbers.  Make sure the tank car is in the right place by comparing the car and
seal numbers with those on the shipping papers.  Make sure the seals and locks are intact.  Notify the proper
authority if cars arrive with broken seals or locks.  If there is an emergency and the tank car is needed immediately,
unload the tank car but do not use the product until it has been tested.

• Removing Dome Cover.  Pry the seals loose, and remove the dome cover.  If the safety valve is not
working, high pressure may develop in the tank car in hot weather.  If time permits, relieve the pressure by letting
the car cool overnight.  Relieving the pressure by venting allows product to vaporize.  It also causes a fire hazard.

TANK CAR INSPECTION

A number of procedures must be followed when inspecting a tank car.  Follow these steps.

• Inspect the tank car for leaks through the shell and the bottom outlet.  If there are any signs the car is leaking,
schedule it to be unloaded at once.  Place containers to catch leaking product, and clean up any spills.

• Gage and sample the contents of the tank car, and check the sample for appearance and color.  Take the
temperature of the product, volume correct the quantity according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-2, and record the data.
Slowly drain any water in the tank through the bottom outlet.  After the water is removed, gage the contents again,
volume correct the quantity  according to DA Pamphlet 710-2-2 and record the data.  Fuel that is cloudy or  off-
color may be contaminated.  Any questionable product should be thoroughly tested before it is unloaded.
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• Make sure the bottom outlet chamber is in good condition and the outlet valve is working properly (if it is
used for unloading).  In cold weather, water in the tank may freeze around the outlet valve and cause it not to
work.  To free the frozen valve, apply steam, hot water, or hot cloths to the outlet chamber.  A hot air duct tent
heater or a slave kit may be used by trained personnel, when authorized, to thaw the outlet.  Let the valve thaw in
the warm part of the day, when possible.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

A tank car should be unloaded through the bottom outlet.  The tank car may be unloaded through the dome
only when it is impossible to unload it through the bottom outlet.  When unloading a tank car through either the
bottom outlet or the dome, follow these safety precautions:

• If spills occur while unloading, stop the pump and cover the area with a blanket of foam from a foam fire
extinguisher.  If there is no foam fire extinguisher in the area, cover the spill with sand or dry earth.  Dispose of
contaminated earth according to current regulations.

• If sparks are seen while the car is being unloaded, stop the pumps immediately and check all bonding and
grounding connections.  All connections should have bare metal-to-metal contact.  If the bad connection cannot be
found, check the power equipment in the area for stray current.  Correct any faulty condition.

• In case of enemy attack, electrical storm, or fire, stop the transfer operation.  Disconnect the pump suction
hose and tank car elbow, and replace the bottom outlet cap or remove the drop tube or hose.  If time permits, move
the car out of the danger zone, set the brakes, and ground the car.

• In case of a fire at a hinged dome, stop unloading and close the dome.  In case of a fire at a screw-type dome,
throw a wet tarpaulin or blanket over the dome or use a carbon dioxide or a foam fire extinguisher.

• If loading is stopped for any reason, disconnect the pump suction hose or remove the hose or drop tube from
the tank.

BOTTOM OUTLET PROCEDURES

Certain procedures must be followed to unload a tank car through the bottom outlet as shown in Figure 11-4,
page 11-11.  These procedures are as follows:

• Place the pump at least 50 feet from the tank car.  Ground the pump.

• Measure the diameter of the bottom outlet of the tank to make sure the connection can be made with available
adapters.

• Turn the valve rod handle or handwheel clockwise to make sure the outlet valve is seated.  Place a drain tub
under the bottom outlet, and leave it there until the operation is completed.

• Loosen the bottom outlet cap one or two turns.  This permits product trapped in the outlet chamber to run into
the drain tub.  If the cap does not unscrew easily, tap it lightly in an upward direction with a wooden mallet or a
block.  Do not unscrew the cap completely.  If flow from the outlet does not slow down after about 15 seconds, the
outlet valve is not seated properly. In such a case, tighten the outlet cap and try to seat the valve properly.  Unload
the tank car through the dome if the valve cannot be seated.  When drainage from the outlet slows to a drip,
remove the outlet cap.

• Attach the tank car elbow or Gossler coupling to the tank car outlet.  Use the necessary adapters, and connect
the pump suction line to the tank car elbow or the coupling.

• Connect the pump discharge line to the inlet of the receiving container.

• Dispose of drainage collected in the drainage tub, and put the tub back in place.

• Place the dome cover over the manhole by propping it up with a block of wood under the edge.  This allows
air to enter the tank as the product is unloaded.

• Open the bottom outlet valve when all connections are secure.

• Open the proper valves in the line, and start the pump.
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• Watch for leaks around all connections when the product starts to flow.  If there are leaks, stop the pump and
make repairs before starting the pump again.

• Wait until all the product has been unloaded from the tank.  Let the pump drain the suction line, and then
stop the pump.  When the suction line is empty, the engine speed will increase noticeably.

• Close the inlet valve of the receiving container immediately after shutting down the pump so that product will
not drain back into the line.

Figure 11-4.  Unloading tank car through bottom outlet

DOME UNLOADING

Certain procedures must be followed when unloading a tank car through the dome as shown in Figure 11-5,
page 11-12.  These procedures are as follows:

• Place the pump at least 50 feet from the tank car.  Ground the pump.

• Place a drainage tub under the bottom outlet.

• Put the end of the unloading hose through the tank dome until it almost touches the bottom of the tank.  Keep
the hose below the surface of the product until the tank is completely unloaded.

• Connect the pump discharge line to the inlet of the receiving container.

• Place the dome cover over the manhole so that it rests against the hose and allows enough space for venting.

• Open the proper valves in the line, and start the pump.

• Watch for leaks around all connections when the product starts to flow.  If there are leaks, stop the pump and
make repairs before starting the pump again.

• Wait until all the product has been unloaded from the tank car.  Let the pump drain the suction line, and then
stop the pump.  When the suction line is empty, the engine speed will increase noticeably.

• Close the inlet valve of the receiving container immediately after shutting down the pump so that the product
will not drain back into the line.

• Remove the bottom outlet cap, if possible, and drain the product from the outlet chamber into the drainage
tub.
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Figure 11-5. Unloading tank car through dome

FOLLOW-UP PROCEDURES

Certain follow-up procedures must be performed after a tank car is unloaded.  These procedures are as follows:

• Make sure the tank car is completely empty.

• Gage and sample the product in the receiving tank, volume correct the quantity according to DA Pamphlet
710-2-2, and record the data.  Compare the amount of the product delivered to the receiving tank with the amount
of the product taken from the tank car.  Report excessive loss to the proper authority.  Allow enough time for water
and particles to settle in the receiving tank.  Drain the water from the receiving tank, gage the contents again, and
record the data.

• Remove the unloading hose or drop tube from the tank car.

• Close and unlock the dome cover.  Remove the drainage tub, and discard any product in the tub.

• If the tank car has FLAMMABLE signs, replace them with DANGEROUS EMPTY signs.

• Disconnect the ground wire from the tank car, and remove the derails, if used.

• Remove the TANK CAR CONNECTED signs.

• Release the brakes, and move the car from the transfer area.

• Notify the proper authority that the tank car is empty and that it is to be removed and reloaded.

• Report any defective car to the proper authority.
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CHAPTER 12

TANKS, TANKS CAR, AND TANK VEHICLES
MAINTENANCE AND CLEANING

Section I.  Storage Tanks and Tank Maintenance

USE OF STORAGE TANKS

Storage tanks are concrete, steel, and collapsible fabric containers used to store large amounts of fuel.  These
tanks must be large enough in size and number to hold fuel for current demands and  reserve for future needs.
Most storage tanks are located at tank farms.  Tank farms are groups of storage tanks and pumps connected by
pipelines and manifolds.  These pipelines and manifolds move fuel into, out of, and between the tanks.  Tank farms
are part of base terminals where tankers are loaded or unloaded, intermediate terminals where fuel is stored until it
is needed elsewhere, and head terminals where fuel is issued.

CONCRETE TANKS

Concrete tanks are permanent underground tanks made of reinforced cement.  They are covered with a 4-foot
mound of earth as shown in Figure 12-1.  Most concrete tanks have manholes and ladders which provide access to
the inside.  Pits containing pumps and other equipment may be located nearby.  Most of these tanks are coated or
lined on the inside to prevent leaks and to provide a barrier between the fuel and the concrete.  These tanks are
difficult to clean and to repair if they develop cracks or leaks.  All leaks should be reported for maintenance.

Figure 12-1.  Earthen mound over concrete tank
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STEEL TANKS

Steel tanks are made of metal plates called staves.  These staves are bolted or welded together. Bolted tanks as
shown in Figure 12-2 come in 100-, 150-, 250-, 1,000-, 3,000-, and 10,000-barrel sizes.  Neoprene rubber gaskets
are used to seal the edges of the staves and to prevent leaks.  Bolted tanks are used aboveground.  They are semi-
permanent because they can be taken down and reassembled at a new location.  The bolted steel cone roof is used
extensively by the military.  The tanks have free vents and have a high vapor  loss.  Welded tanks as shown in Fi g-
ure 12-3, page 12-3,  will hold volumes in excess of 10,000 barrels of fuel.  They are built for permanent use
aboveground or buried under a covering of cement or earth.  Because of the construction it requires skilled perso n-
nel.  Many aboveground welded tanks have floating roofs as shown in Figure 12-4, page 12-3.  These roofs move
up and down with the level of the fuel in the tank.  This reduces the amount of vapor in the space above the fuel
and lessens the chance of a fire or explosion .  The welded cone roof tank is better suited for the storage of high
volatile products than the bolted steel tank.   In areas subject to bad weather conditions, floating roof tanks with
permanent covers or domes have been developed for use.  Aboveground bolted and welded tanks should be built on
level foundations that have adequate drainage.  Concrete slab or concrete ring foundations are preferred.  The ou t-
side of the aboveground tanks should be painted a light color to protect them from corrosion and to reflect heat.
Each tank should be surrounded by a firewall high enough to contain all the fuel in the tank in the event of a leak.
As a safety measure, 1 foot should be added to the height of the firewall.  There are three types of floating roofs:

• Pan.  The pan type tank is a large, floating pan, slightly smaller in diameter than the tank shell.  A system of
flexible shoes closes the space between the edge of the roof and the tank shell.

• Pontoon.  The pontoon type tank has a system of closed compartments or pontoons to increase floating stabil-
ity and simplify the structure.

• Double Deck.  The double deck type tank has two separate decks over the entire tank surface.  It provides in-
sulation from  the sun’s rays and helps to cut down on loss of product from evaporation.

Figure 12-2.  Bolted steel tank
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Figure 12-3. Welded steel tank

Figure 12-4.  Cross section of tank with floating roof
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COLLAPSIBLE TANKS.

Collapsible fabric tanks as shown in Figure 12-5 are made of elastomeric-coated nylon.  They are currently
available in 3,000-, 10,000-, 50,000-, and 210,000-gallon sizes.  They are used for the temporary storage of fuel at
beachheads, FSSPs, and tank farms.  The major advantage of collapsible tanks is that they can be put into service
quickly.  Most of the time involved is used to prepare a graded site that is su rrounded by a firewall.

Figure 12-5.  Collapsible fabric tank

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE OF STEEL TANKS

When product characteristics of samples exceed deterioration limits, a physical inspection must be done on o p-
erating tanks and bulk storage tank ..  This inspection should take place whenever a tank’s condition shows ev i-
dence of excessive interior rusting or liner deterioration and microbial problems, and the bottom sludge creates a
problem as to the ability of the tank to maintain the quality integrity of the product being stored or issued.  Any
necessary maintenance should be performed as soon as possible.  The results of the inspections and the maint e-
nance performed on storage tanks should be recorded on DA Form 4177.

Steel Tank Exterior
Check the outside of an aboveground steel tank every month for leaks.  Be aware that seeping fuel discolors

paint.  Repair leaks if possible.  Do not try to repair a leak on the bottom of a storage tank.  First determine how
much fuel is being lost by checking the daily gage record and then report the leak to support maintenance.

Painted Surface
Check for rust and chipped paint on the sides of the tank every month.  Check the paint on the roof every 6

months and spot paint if necessary.  Do not paint the entire tank.  Painting an entire tank is a support maintenance
function.  To spot paint areas of the tank, follow these steps.

• Clean  the surface of the tank down to the bare metal with a wire brush.

• Paint the area with one coat of red lead primer (DOD-P-17545) and allow it to dry.

• Put two coats of rust-inhibiting semigloss enamel (Federal Specification TT-P-102) on the roof.  If the tank
has been camouflaged, use lusterless enamel (Federal Specification TT-E-527) in black, brown, ye llow, and sand.
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 Floating Roof

 Check the seal on a floating roof tank frequently.  Make sure it is in good condition and tightly sealed.  Report
any damage to support maintenance.  Check the roof daily during rainy, freezing, or snowy weather.  If the seal has
frozen to the tank surface, free the seal before raising or lowering the roof.  Shovel snow over the side of the tank
as soon as possible to prevent the collapse of the roof under the weight of the snow.

 Swivel Joint Pipe Drain or Hose

 Drain the water off the roof daily by opening the roof drain valve located on the tank shell at the bottom.
Clean the swivel joint pipe drain or hose and the sump.  Keep the pipe drain free of water during freezing weather.

 Vents

 Remove the screens every 6 months and clean them with dry-cleaning solvent.  Check for corrosion and da m-
age.  Repair, repaint, or replace if necessary.

 Pressure-Vacuum Breather Valve

 Remove the valve as shown in Figure 12-6 every 6 months.  Remove debris from the housing.  Clean the
screens with dry-cleaning solvent or compressed air.  Clean pallets, guides, and seats with dry-cleaning solvent or
mild liquid metal polish.  If metal polish is used, take care to remove the polish completely.  Lubricate stems and
guides.  Regrind corroded seats and pallets by placing fine grinding compound between the two parts and lightly
moving the pallet back and forth on its seat.  Then clean the parts as described above.

 

 
 Figure 12-6.  Pressure-vacuum breather valve
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 Flame Arresters

 Inspect the outside of flame arresters as shown in Figure 12-7 every 6 months.  Clean and spot paint if nece s-
sary.  Flame arresters have box-shaped tube banks made of flat and corrugated metal sheets.  Remove these tube
banks every 6 months and clean them with dry-cleaning solvent or compressed air.  Do not remove any of the
metal sheets from a tube bank.  To prevent damage to the tank during freezing weather, remove the entire flame
arrester from the tank before the tube banks become clogged with ice and prevent air from circulating.

 

 
 Figure 12-7.  Flame arrester and tube bank

 Liquid-Level Gage

 Follow the manufacturer’s instructions for maintenance.  If necessary, place silica gel inside the gage to absorb
moisture and prevent condensation on the glass.

 Gage-and-Thief Hatch

 Check the hatch cover for damage once a year.  To replace a damaged hatch cover, remove the pins and hatch
cover, put a new cover in place, and replace the pins.  Check the seal on the cover once a year for cracks and da m-
age.  Replace the seal if necessary.

 Manhole Cover

 Check the manhole cover and gasket regularly.  To replace a damaged cover or gasket, remove the pins and
washers on the hinge, remove the damaged cover or gasket, put the new cover or gasket in place, and replace the
pins and washers.

 Water Drain Valves

 Check the valves weekly for leaks.  To repair a leak in a water drain valve that has a float control check valve
device, unscrew the valve from the threaded flange, replace the D-ring, and screw the valve back into place.  If the
valve does not have a float control check valve device, pump fuel out of the tank until the level of the fuel in the
tank falls below the level of the valve.  Then remove the valve and replace the D-ring.  If replacing a D-ring does
not stop a leak, replace the entire valve.
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 Tank Stairways, Ladders, Handrails, Platforms, and Catwalks

 Check these areas to make sure they are safe to use and that they are securely attached to the tank.  Look for
corrosion and broken parts.  Repair, repaint, or replace them as needed.  Pay special attention to hollow handrails
which may have corroded from the inside.  Check the tread on stairways and ladders.  If it has been worn smooth,
it will be slippery when wet.  Check platforms and catwalks where water can collect and cause corrosion.  A small
hole may need to be drilled through the metal plate so that water will drain off the surface.

 Tank Interior

Make a visual inspection of the inside of the tank at regular intervals (MIL-STD-457).  A visual inspection is
made from the cleanout door or shell manhole.  The tank should be drained and ventilated to the point that fuel
vapors are no longer explosive.  Although it is not necessary to enter a tank to make a visual inspection, respirators
should be worn during the inspection.  Table 12-1 shows how often visual inspe ctions should be scheduled.

Table 12-1.  Frequency of visual inspections.

Inside of Tank Coated Filter/Separator Used on
Incoming Fuel

Frequency of Inspections

No No Every year

No Yes Every 2 years

Yes No Every 2 years

Yes Yes Every 3 years

REPAIR OF LEAKS IN WELDED STEEL TANKS

A leaking seam in a welded tank can be repaired by rewelding the seam.  Such welding can be done by skilled
welders.  See TM 9-237.  The tank must first be drained, freed of vapor, and cleaned.  After obtaining a permit
from the safety officer to weld, follow these steps.

• Move fire-fighting equipment near the tank.

• Make sure the welders wear protective clothing and shoes.

• Remove paint from the surface of the repair area with a wire brush.

• Make sure the welders use the right size and type of electrodes.

• Repaint the repair area after the leak has been fixed.

REPAIR OF LEAKS IN BOLTED STEEL TANKS

The method used to repair a leak in a bolted steel tank is determined by the size and location of the leak.  In an
emergency, a leak caused by a small hole in a stave can be stopped by driving a wooden leak plug into the hole.
Small holes can also be covered with patch bolts that are inserted from the outside and tightened with a wrench.
Large leaks in the metal plate that require replacing one or more staves are beyond the scope of organizational
maintenance.  Leaks at vertical seams can sometimes be stopped by tightening the nuts at the leaks seam with a
wrench.  Leaks at the chimes (horizontal edges) can usually be repaired by installing additional bolts or by repla c-
ing the gasket material.  To install additional bolts, drill holes between the bolts of the leaking chime.  Then use
new washers, insert a bolt into each new hold, and securely tighten a nut on each bolt.  To install new gasket mat e-
rial, take out enough bolts in the leaking chime to remove the gasket material at and around the leak.  Then cut out
the damaged section of gasket material, and chalk the area with putty.  Using new gaskets and washers on the
bolts, put the bolts back in and tighten the nuts.
NOTE:  Before many of the repairs can be made, the tank must be drained to a level below the leak.  If repairs
must enter a tank to make or finish repairs, the tank must be completely drained.  No one should enter the tank
until the fuel vapor level is below the explosive limit.  Small repairs which take a short time to complete, such as
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tightening a nut on a bolt, may then be made.  Repairers must wear protective clothing and respirators.  The tank
should be vapor freed for longer repairs.

INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE  OF COLLAPSIBLE TANKS
Collapsible tanks should be inspected frequently, and any necessary maintenance performed as soon as poss i-

ble.  Service to collapsible tanks should be recorded on DA Form 2404.  TM 5-5430-210-12 has detailed instru c-
tions on maintenance, troubleshooting, and repairs.  See Figure 12-8, page 12-9, to locate parts of the tank.

 Inspect and perform maint enance on the following:
• Surrounding Area.  Check the ground around the tank.  Remove sticks, rocks, and sharp objects that could

damage the tank or cause a leaks.
• Tank Exterior.  Check the tank for tears, holes, loose handles, and leaks. Make the repairs if poss ible.
• Fill and Discharge Parts.  Check the fittings, elbows, and holes for damage and signs of a leak.  If necessary,

clean the parts with dry-cleaning solvent.  Replace worn gaskets and packing.
• Vent Pipe.  Check the coupling, dust cap, and vent pipe for damage.  Look for signs of a leak.  Replace worn

gaskets.  Clean all parts with dry-cleaning solvent.  Make sure the dust cap can operate freely to relieve pressure.
• Drain.  This fitting is located on the bottom of the tank at the lower end.  Check the fitting and hose for leaks.

Replace worn packing and clean all parts with dry-cleaning solvent.
• Control Valves.  Check the fill and discharge valves.  Also, check the drain control valve.  Look for leaks.

To repair a leak, replace worn gaskets and packing.  Clean all parts with dry-cleaning solvent.  Look for bent
stems.  Repair or replace an entire valve if necessary.

• Tank Interior.  Sludge can build up in the bottom of a collapsible tank.  Remove this sludge and clean the
tank periodically to prevent fuel contamination.  Also clean the tank before using it to store a different fuel.  To
clean the inside of a tank, follow these steps.

••Drain the fuel from the tank.

••Remove the access plate on the filler and discharge fitting.

WARNING

Do not inhale fuel vapors.

••Dispose of sludge in a way that is not harmful to the environment as given in paragraph on sludge di s-
posal, page 12-25.

WARNING

Do not allow fuel or sludge to come in contact with the skin.

••Flush the tank with water.

••Replace the access plate.

••Open the drain and roll up the tank to remove as much water as possible.

••Unroll the tank and close the drain.

••Pump in a few gallons of fuel and roll up the tank again to wet the walls with fuel to prevent cracking.
Use the new fuel if service is being changed from one fuel to another.

••Unroll the tank and put it back into use.
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Figure 12-8.  Parts of a collapsible tank

REPAIR OF COLLAPSIBLE TANKS

The method used to repair a collapsible tank is determined by the size of the hole or tear in the tank.  A sea l-
ing plug is used to repair a hole up to 3/8 inch wide.  A sealing clamp is used to repair holes larger than 3/8 inch
and tears up to 7 inches.  Type I repair kit as shown in Figure 12-9 contains sealing plugs.  Type II repair kit as
shown in Figure 12-10, page 12-10,  contains sealing clamps and sealing plugs.

Figure 12-9.  Type I repair kit
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Figure 12-10.  Type II repair kit

Sealing Plug Repairs

To repair a tank with a sealing plug, follow these steps:

• Put on the protective hood and rubber gloves.

• Put a wooden plug into the hole to stop the leak until repair materials are ready to use.

• Remove the wooden plug and use a rotary cutter to cut a clean edge around the hole as shown in Figure 12-
11,  page 12-11.

• Push the cone-shaped end of the sealing plug through the hole.

• Pull the sealing plug up tight against the inside wall of the tank.

• Tighten the nut on the sealing plug with pliers and cut off the excess shank.
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 Figure 12-11.  Repairing a collapsible tank using plugs

 Sealing Clamp Repairs

 To repair a tank with a sealing clamp, follow these steps.

• Put on the protective hood and rubber gloves.

• Put a wooden plug into the hole if possible to stop the leak until a sealing clamp has been selected.

• Select the correct size sealing clamp.  The shorter side or width of the bottom plate of the clamp should fit
through the hole or tear.  It may be necessary to enlarge the hole or tear slightly by using a knife to insert the bo t-
tom plate as shown in Figure 12-12.

• Fold the hinged stud down and put the bottom plate through the tear.

• Straighten the stud and rotate the bottom plate so that the longer side or length of the bottom plate is in the
same direction as the length of the tear.

• Slide the upper plate over the stud and tighten the wing nut.

Figure 12-12. Repairing a collapsible tank using clamps
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Section II.  Tank Cleaning Precautions and Equipment

NEED FOR PLANNING AND TRAINING BEFORE TANK CLEANING

During any fuel-handling operation, fuel vapors can accidentally ignite, causing a fire or an explosion.  The
chance of this occurring during tank cleaning is especially high.  There are other health and physical hazards i n-
volved which make tank cleaning dangerous work.  The job can be performed without death, injury, or property
damage if the cleaning operation is carefully planned step by step and if members of the cleaning detail receive
extensive training.  A working knowledge of the dangers involved and hands-on experience with the safety equi p-
ment are essential.  At least two members of the cleaning detail must be trained and tested in first aid.  The trai n-
ing must include cardiopulmonary resuscitation and treatment for vapor inhalation.  In addition, the cleaning d e-
tail supervisor must prepare a fire plan for the tank in the event fuel vapors are ignited.

WARNING

Prior to confined space entry, all requirements under the OSHA Confined Space Entry Program
must be met.

PREVENTION OF FIRE AND EXPLOSION

The danger of fire and explosion during tank cleaning operations comes from the possible ignition of fuel v a-
pors.  The best way to prevent a fire or explosion during tank cleaning, therefore, is to eliminate all sources of i g-
nition and to reduce the concentration of vapors to a point where they will not ignite.  Fuel vapors can be ignited
when they come in contact with a source of ignition.  This is possible only when a certain amount of fuel vapor has
been combined with air.  A mixture of 1 to 8 percent fuel vapor and air will ignite at once when it comes in contact
with a spark or flame.  The mixture will burn if it is ignited in an open area where the hot gases produced have
room to expand.  The mixture will explode if it has ignited in a closed space where the heat and gases have no
place to go.  A mixture with less than 1 percent fuel vapor is too lean to ignite.  A mixture with more than 8 pe r-
cent fuel vapor is too rich to ignite.  Care must be taken when opening a tank with a mixture too rich to ignite.
The too-rich mixture could quickly change to an ignitable mixture after opening the tank.  The hydrogen sulfide
vapors found in crude oil tanks are also combustible.  They can ignite when the hydrogen sulfide content of the
tank is between 4.3 percent and 46 percent.  So that an explosion or fire does not occur during tank cleaning o p-
erations, the concentration of fuel and hydrogen sulfide vapors must be reduced as quickly as possible to levels that
will not ignite.  The best way to reduce the concentration is to circulate air through the tank.  The air weakens or
dilutes the vapor concentration.  Eventually the air displaces the vapors completely.  Care must then be taken to
make sure the vapors are not allowed to collect in low areas outside the tank.  These vapors could be ignited ou t-
side the tank, and the fire could spread back to the tank.  The other sources of ignition are covered in Chapter 2 of
this manual.

HEALTH HAZARDS

The atmosphere inside a tank that has been removed from service is hazardous to health.  The danger lies in
several areas.

Presence of Fuel and Sludge

Physical contact with fuel and sludge can cause serious damage to the skin.  Fuel and sludge remove natural
oils, leaving the skin chapped and cracked. These cracks are avenues for disease and infection to enter the body.
Areas of skin wet with fuel or sludge must be washed at once with soap and water.  The cleaning detail must wear
white clothing so that fuel stains can be spotted easily.  They must also wear rubber gloves and boots to protect
their hands and feet.
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Presence of Fuel Vapors

Fuel vapors, especially gasoline and jet fuel vapors, are narcotic.  Inhaling these vapors can slow the central
nervous system to the point that breathing stops.  In addition, inhaling even small amounts of these vapors can
irritate the lungs and respiratory system, causing pneumonia or leaving a person open to other respiratory diseases.
The poisonous or toxic limit is 500 parts per million.  The cleaning detail must wear respiratory equipment while
working until testing the fuel vapors produces a reading at or below that limit.  Workers may then work in the tank
up to 8 hours without respiratory equipment.  This does not apply to tanks that have been used to store leaded fuels.

Presence of Tetraethylead

Tetraethylead is a poisonous liquid.  Contact with tetraethylead can result in lead poisoning.  Therefore, great
care must be taken when entering a tank that has been used to store leaded fuel.  Inhaling the fuel vapors can be
fatal.  Cleaning details must wear respiratory equipment when working in leaded fuel storage tanks.  The equi p-
ment must be used even after the tank has been tested and declared vapor free because inhaling dust particles from
scale on the walls can also result in death.  Workers must also avoid direct contact with leaded sludge since lethal
amounts of lead can easily be absorbed through the skin.  This sludge is dangerous even after it has been removed
from the tank, so great care must be taken with its disposal.  The tank is not safe until it has been cleaned down to
the bare metal.

Presence of Hydrogen Sulfide

Exposure to hydrogen sulfide can cause death by paralyzing the respiratory system.  Victims become unco n-
scious and never regain consciousness.  Mild exposure damages the eyes.  Hydrogen sulfide, which is found in
crude oils with a high sulfur content, can usually be detected by its rotten egg odor.   Be cautious never to use the
sense of smell to determine whether or not hydrogen sulfide is present in a tank.  Use a piece of moist lead acetate
paper instead.  If hydrogen sulfide is present in the tank, it will blacken the paper.  The concentration of hydrogen
sulfide vapor can be measured by a hydrogen sulfide detector.  The toxic level is 20 parts per million.  It is not safe
to work in a tank without respiratory equipment until rea dings are at or below that level.

Lack of Oxygen

Normal air contains 21 percent oxygen.  A concentration of less than 7 percent is dangerous.  Fuel vapors in
addition to being narcotic, displace oxygen in a tank.  Respiratory equipment must be used during tank cleaning
until a tank has been cleared of fuel vapors.  Care must also be taken when entering a clean tank that has been
closed for a long time.  The metal surface inside may have rusted, using up the oxygen inside the tank.  No one
should enter such a tank until fresh air has been allowed to circulate inside the tank.  For more on health hazards,
see Chapter 2 of this manual.

PHYSICAL HAZARDS

In addition to fire and health hazards, there are physical hazards involved in tank cleaning.  Members of the
cleaning detail must take precautions to avoid the following:

• Collapse of ladders, scaffolds, and stairways.  Make sure they are in good condition and securely attached to
the tank.

• Collapse of thin roof sections.  Use wooden planks to distribute weight evenly when working on a roof.

• Accidental pumping of fuel into the tank.  Make sure lines to the tank are blanked off with blind flanges or
figure eight blinds.  Do not depend on closed valves.

• Tools and objects dropping from above.  Handle tools carefully.  Do not throw them and do not drop them
through the roof manhole.  Make sure fixtures inside the tank are securely attached to the tank and cannot be
knocked down.  Lower the swivel joint drain pipe to prevent accidental release during cleaning operations.

• Slipping on wet floors and tripping over hoses, pipes, and fittings.  Use extreme caution when moving around
inside the tank.
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• Colliding with other workers or tank supports in a poorly lighted tank.  Make sure lighting is adequate.
Workers must wear white so that they can be seen easily.

SAFETY EQUIPMENT SET

The safety equipment set as shown in Figure 12-13 contains nearly everything necessary to provide physical
and respiratory protection for two members of a cleaning detail.  No one must enter a tank without having some
experience handling and operating the components of the set.

Figure 12-13. Safety equipment set

Respirators and Air Hoses

Two respirators and four rubber air hoses are in the set.  Respirators are face masks which attach to air hoses.
The respirators must be approved by the Bureau of Mines.  When connected to a blower, respirators provide an
independent supply of fresh air to the wearer.  They must be worn at all times inside tanks that were used to store
leaded fuel.  They must be worn inside all other tanks until the tanks have been tested and found to be worn inside
clean tanks that have been closed for a long time. The following precautions must be taken with respirators and air
hoses:

• Inspect respirators before each use.  Also inspect them before they are stored.

• Make necessary repairs at once to ensure that the respirators are ready for use at all times.

• Test respirators before each use.  To test a respirator, cut off the air supply to the mask for a few seconds by
covering the end with the palm of the hand as shown in Figure 12-14, page 12-15.   If there are no leaks and the
straps have been adjusted properly, the face piece will collapse against the face.
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• When attaching respirators to air hoses, make sure the connections are tight and that gaskets are being used
to provide an airtight seal.  Replace worn gaskets if necessary.

• Never remove respirators while inside a tank.  The tank may have been vapor free, but the face pieces could
still be contaminated.

• When entering a tank, lift the air hoses over the edge of the manhole.  Pad the edge of the manhole to prevent
damage to the hoses.

• When a member of the cleaning detail enters a tank, someone must be assigned to tend the air hose and to
keep the worker under observation at all times.  The attendant must be dressed and outfitted to enter the tank to
rescue an unconscious or injured worker.

• Do not yank, twist, or step on air hoses.
• When inside a tank, do not wrap air hoses and lifelines around anything that could make an emergency exit

difficult.
• Wash each face mask and air hose with soap and water at the end of each day and let them dry b efore storing.

Figure 12-14. Testing a respirator

 Hand-Operated Blower
 The blower is mounted inside one of the two carrying cases for the set.  The handle is detachable and mounts

on the outside of the case.  The blower is operated with the lid closed.  When the handle is turned, fresh air is fed
through the air hoses to the respirators.  The blower must be set up on the windward side of the tank to make sure
the cleaning detail is receiving fresh air.  The blower must be attended at all times while workers are wearing re s-
pirators.

 Leather Harnesses and Lifelines
 Two leather harnesses and lifelines are in the set.  Workers wear harnesses into a tank when they wear resp i-

rators.  The lifelines attach to the back of the harnesses.  Lifelines are tended by the same workers tending the air
hoses.  Lifelines are used to trace workers inside a tank and to pull unconscious workers to safety.  All harnesses
and lif elines must be cleaned and allowed to dry before they are stored.
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 Firemen’s Boots and Rubber Gloves

 Four sets of boots and gloves are provided with the safety equipment set.  The boots and gloves are fuel resi s-
tant.  The boots have reinforced toes and nonslip soles.  Boots and gloves must be worn in the tank at all times.

 Explosimeter

 One explosimeter (combustible gas indicator) as shown in Figure 12-15, two sampling lines, and a probe are
in the safety equipment set.  An explosimeter is used to determine how explosive and toxic the atmosphere is inside
a tank.  The explosimeter must be approved for use by the Bureau of Mines.

 

 
 Figure 12-15. Explosimeter

 

• Operation.  Squeezing the rubber suction bulb draws an air sample through a probe and sampling line to an
analyzer unit.  A filament inside the unit burns the fuel vapors in the sample.  The flame produced is protected by a
flame arrester so that fuel vapors inside the tank are not ignited.  The filament is part of an electrical circuit su p-
plied with current by dry cell batteries.  Burning the fuel vapors increases the temperature of the filament.  As a
result, there is an increase in the electrical resistance of the filament.  This in turn creates a voltage imbalance
which moves the needle on the dial of the explosimeter--the greater the concentration of fuel vapors, the higher the
reading.

• Readings.  An explosimeter does not measure what percentage of the volume of a tank is made up of fuel v a-
pors.  It measures how explosive the contents are in a tank.  A concentration of 1 percent fuel vapors is explosive.
A reading of 100 percent on an explosimeter means that at least 1 percent of the contents of the tank consists of
fuel vapors which makes the contents 100 percent explosive.  No one should enter a tank when explosimeter rea d-
ings are at or above 100 percent.  A reading between 14 percent and 100 percent means that the tank is not safe
because of toxic vapors.  Workers must not go into the tank unless they are wearing respirators.  A reading between
4 percent and 14 percent means that workers could go into the tank without respiratory equipment but only for a
very short time.  To be on the safe side, such trips should be discouraged.  A reading of 4 percent on the expl o-
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simeter converts to approximately 500 parts per million, the toxic limit for fuel vapors.  Members of the cleaning
detail can work in storage tanks for 8 hours at a time without respiratory equipment when the explosimeter reading
is 4 percent or less.

NOTE: This does not apply to tanks that have been used to store leaded fuels.

• Directions for Use.  To use an explosimeter, follow these steps.

••Obtain six fresh 1.5-volt dry cell batteries and put them in the explosimeter.

••Turn on the explosimeter in a vapor-free area outside the tank.

••Flush the explosimeter with fresh air by squeezing  the bulb five times.  Add two squeezes for every 10
feet of line if a sampling line is being used.

••Move near the open manhole of the tank and take a sample of the air inside the tank by squeezing the bulb
until the reading on the explosimeter remains steady.  Wear the proper protective equipment.

••Note the reading.  It shows the concentration of combustible vapors in the sample.

••Flush the explosimeter with fresh air after each use.

••Turn the explosimeter off and remove the batteries before storing the unit.

••Service the unit, if necessary, by following the directions in the manufacturer’s manual.

HYDROGEN SULFIDE DETECTOR

The cleaning detail must determine what kind of fuel was stored in a tank before they start any cleaning o p-
eration.  Tanks that were used to store crude oils must be tested for the presence of hydrogen sulfide.  If the clea n-
ing detail is unable to determine what kind of fuel was stored in a tank, the tank must be tested for hydrogen su l-
fide to be on the safe side.  Respiratory equipment must be worn during the test.  A hydrogen sulfide detector as
shown in Figure 12-16 consists of a suction bulb, a glass detector tube, and a frame with a scale.  To use a hydr o-
gen sulfide detector, break off the ends of the glass detector tube and insert the tube in the frame.  Squeeze the bulb
10 times to draw a sample into the tube.  The reading on the scale is shown in percent. A content of 4.3 percent to
46 percent hydrogen sulfide is explosive.  The toxic limit is 20 parts per million or .002 percent.  Members of the
cleaning detail must not go into a tank until the percent of hydrogen sulfide is less than 4.3 percent.  They must not
remove respirators until the tank is vapor free.

Figure 12-16.  Hydrogen Sulfide Detector
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FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

A fire caused by ignited vapors is a class B fire.  Loaded stream, foam, carbon dioxide, or dry chemical fire
extinguishers may be used on a class B fire.  The extinguishers are available in hand and wheel units.  Members of
the cleaning detail should know how to operate these fire extinguishers.  Fire extinguishers are effective only in the
first stages of a fire, so the cleaning detail should be trained to act quickly.  See Chapter 2 for more information
about classes of fire and fire extinguishers.

PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT
Members of the cleaning detail must wear clean, white cotton coveralls when they go inside a tank.  White

must be used because it is easily seen inside a dim tank and it shows fuel stains easily.  Cotton must be used b e-
cause it cuts down on the generation of static electricity.  All protective clothing must be laundered at the end of
each workday.  To protect the team from falling objects and debris, they must wear safety helmets when they go
inside the tank.  When respirators are no longer needed, they must wear goggles to protect their eyes from loose
scale and cleaning solvents in the tank.

Section III.  Storage Tank Cleaning

RESPONSIBILITY
Vapor freeing, decontaminating, and cleaning tanks are organizational maintenance activities with two exce p-

tions.  Cleaning fixed tanks to apply rust proofing and coatings to the inside surface is the responsibility of the f a-
cilities engineer.  Cleaning fixed tanks that are a part of motor pools, service stations, and aircraft fueling systems
is also the responsibility of the facilities engineer.  A tank should not be cleaned unless it is absolutely necessary.
It is necessary to drain, vapor free, and clean a tank when the following actions take place.

Inspections
MIL-STD-457 states that a storage tank should be inspected periodically by physical entry.  This means that

the inspectors must go inside the tank to do the inspection.  The tank should be cleaned before such an inspection
takes place.  When these inspections are made depends on whether or not the inside of the tank is coated and
whether or not incoming fuel is pumped through a filter/separator.  See Table 12-2  for more information.

Table 12-2.  Frequency of physical entry inspections.
Inside of

Tank Coated
Filter/Separator Used

on Incoming Fuel
Frequency of Inspections

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Every 3 years

Every 4 years

Every 4 years

Every 6 years

Repairs
A storage tank should be drained, vapor freed, and cleaned for any repairs to the tank, inside or outside, that r e-
quire welding or the use of tools that could ignite vapors.  The tank should also be cleaned whenever it is necessary
to enter the tank to make lengthy repairs.

Fuel Contamination
A storage tank should be cleaned as often as necessary to maintain fuel quality.  MIL-STD-457 states that a

sample should be taken from an active tank at least every 30 days.  A sample should be taken from a less active
tank at least every 180 days.  If laboratory tests show that the fuel is being contaminated by rust and dirt in the
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tank, the tank should be cleaned.  If tests show that the fuel is being contaminated by bacteria, the tank and lines
should be flushed with fresh clean water.  If bacteria reappears in later tests, the tank should then be cleaned.

Sludge Buildup

Dirt, gums, waxes, and resins settle out of fuel in a storage tank.  This sludge collects on the bottom of the
tank.  When the sludge hardens, it forms a heel which cannot be pumped out.  This heel remains in the tank when
the tank is emptied and filled.  The heavier or darker the fuel, the more sludge is left behind.  Fuel pumped in on
top of this layer of sludge can become contaminated.  When bottom samples show fuel contamination or when
gagging reveals that too much sludge has built up, the tank should be cleaned.

Change of Product

A tank should be used to store only one kind of fuel so that quality can be maintained.  If the service of a tank
has to be changed from one fuel to another, the tank should be cleaned before pumping in the new fuel.  See MIL-
HDBK-200, Table V, for guidelines.

NOTE:  The service of a tank may be upgraded by gradually pumping in fuel of a higher quality than that prev i-
ously pumped into the tank.  Fuel contamination will always be a result of such an upgrade.  This should be taken
into consideration before a decision is made to use this method to change service.  This method should never be
used to make radical changes.  For example, the method should not be used to change tank service from diesel fuel
to AVGAS.

Removal of Tank from Service

If a decision is made to take a storage tank out of service for longer than 4 months, the following actions
should be taken:

• All concrete tanks should be cleaned.

• Steel tanks used to store fuel oil, diesel fuel, and lubricating oil should be cleaned.  They should then be
coated with the same product they contained.  This will preserve the metal.

• Steel tanks used to store gasoline, jet fuel, and kerosene should be cleaned and then coated with ge neral-
purpose lubricating oil (Federal Specification VV-L-800) to preserve the metal.

• Steel tanks to be dismantled should be cleaned and coated with general-purpose lubricating oil.

NOTE:  It is not necessary to coat a tank that was taken down to move it to a new site for reassembly.

Reactivation of Tank

If a decision is made to put an inactive tank back into service, the following actions should be taken:

•Steel tanks that have stood empty for sometime should be cleaned to remove the rust which may have formed
on the inside.

•Steel tanks that were coated with lubricating oil should be cleaned before they are used to store gasoline, jet
fuel, or kerosene.

•Inactive tanks that were ballasted with water or fuel should be cleaned to remove rust and sludge.

FACILITIES ENGINEER DUTIES

When there is a reason to justify cleaning a tank, the facilities engineer is notified.  The facilities engineer
should--

• Determine the need to enter any tank that has been used to store leaded fuel.

• Determine the need to enter any other tank capable of holding 1,000 or more barrels of fuel.

• Make sure there is a safety equipment set available for use.
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• Obtain the services of a safety engineer experienced in tank cleaning safety. The safety engineer should be
present when any tank containing leaded fuel is entered.  The safety engineer should also be present when any tank
capable of holding 1,000 or more barrels of fuel is entered.

• Request medical advice from The Surgeon General (AR 200-1), if necessary.

• Obtain the services of a contractor to clean a tank if local demand for tank cleaning is so infrequent that the
local work force cannot maintain a level of expertness (AR 420-49).  The contractor should be instructed to provide
all the equipment and take all the precautions necessary to protect life, health, and pro perty.

CLEANING DETAIL SUPERVISOR DUTIES

The cleaning detail supervisor oversees all cleaning operations.  The cleaning supervisor should--

• Gather the following information:

 ••Kind of fuel stored in the tank.

 ••Reason for cleaning the tank.

 ••Condition of the tank and any repairs to be made.

 ••Amount of corrosion and sludge present in the tank.

 ••Last date the tank was cleaned and how well it was cleaned.

• Train the cleaning detail.  This training must include instruction on the dangers involved in tank cleaning,
the use of the safety equipment set, and the safety precautions that apply to tank cleaning.

• Prepare a fire plan for the tank.  Everyone should know what is expected of him in the event of a fire or e x-
plosion.

• Delegate various jobs to specific members of the cleaning detail.

• Make sure at least two members of the detail have recently been trained and tested in cardiopulmonary resu s-
citation.

• Determine whether or not every member of the detail is in good physical condition and able to working in the
tank.  Workers who are tired or sick will develop more problems inside the tank.

• Inspect all safety equipment to make sure it is in good condition and ready for use.

• Make sure fire-fighting equipment is nearby.

• Arrange for the safe disposal of sludge.  See AR 200-1.

• Contract, if necessary, for the use of a vacuum truck to remove sludge and haul it to a disposal area.

• Furnish the environmental engineer with information on the tank and sludge disposal to obtain a safety pe r-
mit.

• Examine the area around the tank to make sure all sources of ignition have been removed.

• Make sure the tank is isolated before starting cleaning operations.

• Be present during cleaning operations to provide instruction and guidance.

• Make sure no one enters the tank until vapor readings are in the safe zone.

• Tell members of the cleaning detail to leave the tank if they smell fuel vapors.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

In addition to the safety equipment and clothing already described, other tools and equipment are needed to
clean a tank.  Make sure the following items are on hand before starting cleaning operations:

• Blind flanges or Figure eight blinds to provide positive shutoff to the tank.

• Pump to move sludge from tank bottom to tank vehicle.

• Tank vehicle or vacuum truck to carry sludge to disposal site.
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• Air eductor or ejector to raw fuel vapors out of the tank.

• Blowers or fans to drive fuel vapors out of the tank.

• Shovels, scrapers, wire brushes, buckets, and wheelbarrows.

• Long-handled push brooms, scrub brushes, squeegees, and mops.

• Towels, washcloths, and bath soap for each member of the cleaning detail.

• Water hose and nozzle.

• Disinfectant for face masks.

• Clean rags and airtight metal cans to store oily rags until they can be destroyed.

• First aid kits.

• Wrenches and tools necessary to blank off the tank, enter the tank, and tighten loose tank access ories.

• Warning signs to post during tank cleaning.

• Sign-painting kit and yellow paint to stencil tank after cleaning.

• Ladders and scaffolding to reach upper areas of the tank shell.

• Detergents, cleaning solvents, and kerosene.

ISOLATING A TANK

Before vapor-freeing and cleaning operations can begin, a tank should be isolated.  The tank should be co m-
pletely cut off from the rest of the terminal and pipeline system.  There should be no way to accidentally pump fuel
into the tank.  There should also be no way for fuel vapors to drift back into the tank after it has been vapor freed.
To isolate a tank, follow these steps.

• Use the lowest tank connection and pump or drain as much fuel as possible out of the tank.  If necessary,
pump in enough water to cover the tank bottom.  What fuel is left and the sludge that had not hardened will float
on top of the water.  Pump this liquid sludge to a tank vehicle and then draw off the water.  Do not allow oily water
to spill on the ground.  Be aware that some tanks, especially underground ones, may have permanently installed
sump pumps for removing liquid sludge.  Some may even have their own sludge disposal systems to pipe sludge to
a disposal area.

NOTE:  Never pump water into a concrete tank.

• Close the valves outside the firewall on all lines going to and from the tank.  Attach a sign to each valve,
warning workers not to open the valves.

• Drain and flush all the lines into the tank.

• Break all lines and remove the valves nearest to the tank.  Replace the valves with either blind flanges or fi g-
ure eight blinds  as shown in Figure 12-17, page 12-22.   Make sure the solid half of the figure eight blind is down
in the line.  If figure eight blind holders have already been permanently installed near the tank, it is not necessary
to remove the valves.  Reverse the blinds so that the solid half  closes off the line.  All blank ends and blinds should
be strong enough to withstand any pressure that might be exerted in the line.  Respirators should be worn when
blanking lines to tanks which were used to store leaded fuels and crude oils.
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Figure 12-17.  Blanking off a tank with blind  flanges or figure eight blinds

VAPOR FREEING A TANK

Vapor freeing is actually the complete replacement of fuel vapors in a tank with fresh air.  A tank is usually
considered vapor free when the concentration of fuel vapors is below the toxic and combustible levels.  Vapor
freeing is a dangerous operation.  Workers who open the manholes and cleanout doors of leaded fuel or crude oil
tanks should wear respirators.  No one should be in the area around the tank during vapor freeing except for those
who approach the tank from time to time to conduct vapor tests.  Several methods are used to vapor free tanks.
Some methods are better than others.  The method used depends on the kind of tank being cleaned and the situ a-
tion.

Natural Ventilation

 Natural ventilation, or airing, is the easiest method to use.  Its main advantage is that it uses natural forces.  It
require little or no equipment and no outside power source.  However, there are several disadvantages to this
method.  First it takes longer than other methods.  The concentration of vapors inside the tank is explosive and
toxic for a longer period of time.  Vapors may collect at ground level outside the tank creating another hazard.
Second, this method is not practical for underground tanks because of the lack of natural circulation.  To ventilate
a tank naturally-

• Remove the roof manhole cover.

• Remove the tank shell manhole cover or cleanout door.

• Allow air to circulate freely through the tank.

• Take vapor readings periodically.  Do not start sludge removal until the tank is vapor free.

 Forced Ventilation

 Forced ventilation uses an outside force to direct the flow of air into the tank.  This speeds the vapor freeing
process.  This is the most commonly used method.  Two methods are used to force ventilate a tank.

• Blower or fan method.  A blower or fan usually installed in the tank shell manhole or cleanout door is used to
blow fresh air into the tank.  Fuel vapors escape through the roof manhole.  The blower or fan, may be steam-
turbine, gasoline-engine, or electric-motor driven.  Gasoline-powered units should be located away from the tank
on the windward side.  They should be equipped with spark arresters.  Canvas ducts are used to carry the air to the
tank.  Electric-motor driven units should be explosion proof.  To use a blower or fan--

 ••Open the tank shell manhole or cleanout door.

 ••Set up gasoline-engine powered units away from the tank and lay canvas ducts on the ground to the tank
opening.  Mount other units in the tank opening.  When using this method to vapor free underground tanks, attach
the blowers to pipes leading to the tank bottom or to ducts or hoselines.  These ducts or hoselines are fed through
roof openings to the tank bottom.
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 ••Remove the roof manhole cover.

 ••Start the blower and ventilate the tank until vapor readings are in the safe zone.

• Air ejector or eductor method.  An air ejector, or eductor, is used to draw fuel vapors out of the top of the
tank.  The unit is installed in the roof manhole. Fresh air is allowed to enter through the tank shell manhole or
cleanout door.  To use an air ejector or eductor--

 ••Open the roof manhole and install the unit.

 ••Operate the unit to create a pressure differential between the inside and outside of the tank.  Use the low
setting at this point to avoid creating a vacuum.

 ••Once a pressure differential has been established, open the tank shell manhole or cleanout door.  This a l-
lows fresh air to be drawn into the tank.  In underground tanks, open pipes leading into the bottom of the tank.

 ••Operate the unit at full speed until the tank is vapor free.

 

 

 Steam Ventilation

 This method uses steam to displace fuel vapors.  Steam ventilation has many disadvantages.  Its use is discou r-
aged except in tanks where iron sulfide is known to be present.  On large diameter tanks, steam is not effective;
however, it is effective on tank trucks and rail cars.   The disadvantages are--

• It generates static electricity which could ignite vapors.

• It is a slow method.  Producing enough steam to displace fuel vapors in a large tank is difficult.

• The temperature must be at least 170° F to prevent condensation.  This temperature is difficult to maintain in
cold weather.

• Steam damages the linings of coated tanks and causes cracks in concrete tanks.  It should never be used to
vapor free a concrete tank.

 Water Displacement

This method uses water to take the place of fuel vapors in the tank.  Fuel vapors exit as the tank is filled to
overflowing.  The oily water produced by this process has to be treated before disposal.  Water displacement is
practical for small tanks only.  It should not be used in areas where water supplies are limited.

VAPOR TEST
Periodic vapor tests are made during vapor-freeing operations.  They are made with an explosimeter and, if

necessary, a hydrogen sulfide detector.  The tests are made to check on the progress of the vapor freeing.  Vapor
tests are also conducted during tank-cleaning operations to make sure the tank is safe for members of the cleaning
detail.  To conduct a vapor test--

• Read the manufacturer’s manuals and the paragraphs on explosimeter and hydrogen sulfide detector in this
section.

• Wear a respirator and approach an open cleanout door or tank shell manhole.  Insert the probe through the
door as shown in Figure 12-18, page 12-24.  Take the first reading in the area where vapors are leaving the tank.
Do not enter the tank at this time.

• Step inside the tank to take readings when the readings from the opening fall to 14 percent.  Hold the probe
about 1 foot above the sludge.  Turn off fans, blowers, and eductors while testing to get a true sample of the air in
the tank.

 WARNING

 If samples are also being taken with a hydrogen sulfide detector, do not enter the tank until
readings from the door are at or below the 4.3 percent explosive limit for hydrogen sulfide.
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• Take samples often at various points inside the tank.  Leave the tank between tests.  Flush out the explosim e-
ter with fresh air and reset at 0.  Put a new glass tube in the hydrogen sulfide detector for each test.

• Repeat the tests until explosimeter readings are at or below the toxic limit of 4 percent.  If samples are also
being taken with a hydrogen sulfide detector, repeat the tests with the detector until readings are at or below the
toxic limit of .002 percent.

• Continue to take samples after members of the cleaning detail have entered the tank to start sludge removal
operations.  Additional fuel vapors may be trapped in the sludge.  These vapors will be released when the sludge is
disturbed.  If readings reach dangerous levels, members of the cleaning detail should leave the tank.  They should
not reenter the tank until readings are again in the safe zone.

Figure 12-18.  Vapor testing at cleanout door

CLEANING OPERATIONS

After a tank has been declared vapor free, members of the cleaning detail can usually enter the tank to begin
cleaning operations.  Some underground steel tanks may not be entered.  These tanks should be cleaned using the
method described in the paragraph on cleaning uncoated tank cars and tank vehicles, page 12-8 .   To clean tanks
that do allow entry--

• Stencil a warning sign near the entrance to the tank if the tank was used to store leaded fuel.  Wear respir a-
tors in the tank and use forced ventilation until the tank has been cleaned down to the bare metal.

• Before starting to work, inspect the inside of the tank for loose fixtures and repair the tank if necessary.
Lower the swivel joint drain pipe to the tank floor.

• Use a high-pressure water hose to dislodge sludge, loose rust, and scale.

• Continue to take vapor tests.  Leave the tank if readings show toxic concentrations of fuel vapors.  Since it
takes more time to leave an underground tank than an aboveground tank, an increase in the concentration of fuel
vapors in an underground tank should be detected quickly.

• Lay a suction hose in the tank and use a pumping assembly to pump liquid sludge to a tank vehicle as shown
in Figure 12-19.  If a vacuum truck is being used, the pumping assembly is not necessary.
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• Brush, sweep, or scrap the remaining sludge into piles and shovel it into buckets or wheelbarrows.

• Use wire brushes and scrapers to remove rust and scale from the uncoated surface of tank walls and floor.
Use scaffolds or ladders to get to out-of-reach areas.

• Dispose of the sludge and debris.

• Clean the tank, fixtures, and supports.  If necessary, drill small holes at the bottom of hollow structures and
supports.  Flush them from the top with water and allow to drain.

• Scrub the walls and floor with kerosene, cleaning solvent, or detergents, if necessary.  Do not damage tank
coatings.

• Rinse the walls and floor with water.  Mop up all water and wipe dry with lint-free rags.

Figure 12-19.  Pumping sludge to tank vehicle

SLUDGE DISPOSAL

The cleaning detail supervisor should arrange for the disposal of the sludge.  All activities should be coord i-
nated with the environmental engineer whose job it is to consider the effect or impact the disposal of the sludge
will have on the environment.  The method used to get rid of the sludge should not damage the environment or
harm humans or animals (AR 200-1).  For these reasons, sludge cannot be buried or carelessly dumped on the
ground.

Unleaded or Nonhydrogen Sulfide Sludge

Sludge that does not contain lead, hydrogen sulfide, or other harmful chemicals can be disposed of by farming
or weathering.
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• Farming.  Sludge can be farmed at selected sites.  These sites should be level, well drained, well ventilated,
and sunny.  The sludge should be hauled to the site, evenly distributed on the ground, and plowed in with the to p-
soil.  Later the land can be used to grow crops.

• Weathering.  Sludge can be weathered at selected sites similar to those used for farming.  An even layer of
sludge 3 inches deep should be spread on the ground with hoes, rakes, and shovels.  The area should be roped off
and warning signs put up.  The sludge should be left undisturbed for 4 weeks (or longer if the temperature is below
freezing).  The rope and sign can be taken down after the weathering is complete.  The sludge can then be left
there, or it can be hauled away.

 Leaded or Hydrogen Sulfide Sludge

 Sludge that contains lead, hydrogen sulfide, or other harmful chemicals can be disposed of by controlled
burning or by depositing it at specified sites.

• Controlled burning.  Harmful sludge can be burned in high-intensity heat furnaces that do not give off emi s-
sions.

• Depositing at specified site.

• Sludge can be taken to hazardous materials disposal sites.  These sites are specially designated areas which
have been set aside permanently for the disposal of dangerous substances such as nuclear wastes and toxic chem i-
cals.  The disposal sites must also be approved by EPA.  All trucks used to transport sludge must be approved by
state and federal agencies and a certificate issued for each vehicle.

AFTER-CLEANING OPERATIONS

Certain tasks should be done when the cleaning detail finishes mopping up in the tank.  The job is not co m-
plete until these final tasks are done.

Tools and Equipment

 Dispose of the rags and brooms used to clean leaded fuel and crude oil with the sludge from these tanks.
Thoroughly clean all other tools and equipment with soap and water.  You can use kerosene if necessary.  Disinfect
face masks.  Allow all pieces in the safety equipment set to dry before storing them.

 Pumping Assembly

 To clean the pump assembly--

• Put the end of a suction hose into a barrel or drum of clean water.  Attach the hose to a water faucet or couple
the hose to a water hose.

• Start the pump and if necessary, turn on the water.  Run the pump until the pump and the hose have been
thoroughly flushed with water.  Dispose of the water in a way that is not harmful to the environment.

• Put the end of the suction hose into a drum or container of solvent.  Flush the pump and the hoses with 1 or 2
gallons of solvent.  Drain the solvent from the pump and hoses.

 Stenciled Sign

 Use yellow paint to stencil the cleaning date on the tank near the tank shell manhole or cleanout door.

 Tank Ballast

Ballast or weight steel tanks that are being taken out of service in hurricane areas to prevent them from being
blown away.  Ballast empty steel tanks in flood areas to prevent them from floating away.

NOTE:  Ballasting is not a common practice.  It should be done only if past experience has shown it to be nece s-
sary.  Light fuels or water with a rust inhibitor can be used for ballast.  Water should not be used as ballast in areas
where there is a chance it will freeze.  Also, if other ballast is available, water should not be pumped into tanks
which will be used to store gasoline, jet fuel, or kerosene.
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Hygiene

 At the end of each work day and at the end of the job, make sure all members of the cleaning detail bathe with
soap and water and change to clean clothes.

 DA Form 4177

Complete DA Form 4177.  Enter the cleaning date and any other important facts.

Section IV.  Tank Car and Tank Vehicle Cleaning

RESPONSIBILITY FOR INSPECTING AND CLEANING

Tank cars and tank vehicles should be inspected before each use according to MIL-HDBK-200.  The inside of
the tank, including the dome, should be free of rust, scale, dirt, and sludge before new fuel is loaded.  These in-
spections should be made by those responsible for loading the fuel.  Organizational maintenance personnel are
responsible for cleaning the inside of tank cars and tank vehicles, whenever necessary, to prevent fuel contamin a-
tion.  They are also responsible for cleaning tank cars and tank vehicles for a change in service or for repairs that
could ignite vapors.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

The same dangers that are present during the cleaning of bulk storage tanks are present during the cleaning of
tank cars and tank vehicles.  Cleaning detail members should be familiar with the safety equipment and follow the
same safety precautions described in Section II of this Chapter.

CLEANING UNCOATED TANK CARS AND TANK VEHICLES

Some tank cars and all tank vehicles have uncoated steel interiors.  These tank units should be vapor freed and
cleaned using steam.  Steam cleaning should also be used to clean underground steel tanks that do not allow entry.
To clean a tank with steam--

• Move the tank car to a bypass or spur track.  Move the tank vehicle to an open area outdoors.  Set the brakes.
Lock derails in place at each end of the tank car.  Chock the wheels of the tank car or tank vehicle.

• Remove all sources of ignition in the area.  Do not start the engine of a tank vehicle during cleaning oper a-
tions.

• Put up signs warning of the danger of tank cleaning.

• Drain the tank car or tank vehicle of all fuel.

• Arrange for a supply of steam.

• Obtain or make a steam spray nozzle and cover plate as shown in Figure 12-20, page 12-28.

• Contact the environmental engineer and arrange for the disposal of sludge.  See AR 200-1.

• Place a container under the tank car or tank vehicle to catch sludge.  If necessary, have more containers
available.

• Remove the dome or manhole cover.

• Bond the steam nozzle to the tank shell with a bare copper wire.  Check the rails under the tank car for co r-
rect bond and ground as shown in Figure 12-21, page 12-29.  To ground the track vehicle-

 ••Drive a grounding rod about 3 feet into the ground.  Soak the area around the rod with water to get a bet-
ter ground.
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 ••Unwind the ground cable from the tank vehicle.  Attach the cable clip to the grounding rod as shown in
Figure 12-22, page 12-29.

• If the tank car or vehicle has only one compartment , steam the tank for an hour.  Check the tank outlet.  If
the steam of condensation and liquid sludge is still heavy, continue to steam until the flow of sludge stops.  If the
tank car has more than one compartment, steam clean each one until sludge no longer flows from the outlet.  Allow
the tank to cool.

• Insert the pole of an explosimeter through the dome or manhole.  Test for vapor concentration.  Start stea m-
ing operations again if the tank is not yet vapor free.

• Look inside the tank when it is vapor free to determine whether or not there is enough sludge left to justify
entering the tank to remove it.  Use an explosion-proof light or flashlight.

• Wear protective clothing and respirators when entering the tank.  Shovel the sludge into buckets and remove
the buckets through the dome or manhole as shown in Figure 12-23, page 12-30.   Lower a water hose inside and
use it to flush any remaining sludge through the tank outlet to a container.

• Climb out of the tank and replace the steam nozzle and cover plate.  Turn the steam on and insert the siphon
hose into a container of solvent.  Place the solvent container under the tank outlet to recycle the solvent through the
tank several times.  Shift the nozzle to reach all sides of the tank.  After the tank has been sprayed with solvent,
move the siphon hose to a container of clean water to rinse the walls and floor.  Remove the steam nozzle and
cover plate.  Allow the tank to cool before reentering.

• Flush all the lines on the tank vehicle.  Clean the filter/separator and line strainer.

• Dry the inside of the tank with lint-free rags.

Figure 12-20. Steam spray nozzle and cover plate
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Figure 12-21. Grounding a tank car

Figure 12-22. Grounding a tank vehicle
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Figure 12-23. Removing sludge

CLEANING COATED TANK CARS

Some tank cars are coated on the inside to prevent rust.  Never use steam to vapor free and clean a coated tank
because steam can damage the coating badly.  To vapor free and clean a coated tank car--

• Move the tank car to a bypass or spur track.  Set the brakes.  Lock derails in place at each end of the tank car.
Chock the wheels as an added measure.

• Remove all sources of ignition.  Check the rails under the car for correct bond and ground.
• Post warning signs.
• Drain all the fuel from the tank car.
• Remove the dome cover.
• Mount an air ejector or eductor in the dome to drain fuel vapors out of the car by suction.  The air ejector may

be powered by steam or compressed air.  Bond the unit to the tank before operating it.
• Operate the air ejector until the tank is vapor free.  Periodically, stop to test for fuel vapors with an expl o-

simeter.
• Place a container under the tank car to catch sludge, solvents, and oily water after vapor-freeing operations

are finished.
• Open the tank outlet.
• Use a wooden scraper to loosen sludge and to put it in a bucket.  Do not use metal tools.  Lift the bucket out

through the dome and dispose of the sludge in a way that will not harm the environment.
• Use a bristle scrub brush to clean the walls and bottom with solvent.  Do not use steel wool, wire brushes, or

abrasive cleansers which could damage the tank coating.
• Rinse the walls and floor down with warm water.

• Wipe the inside dry with lint-free rags.



PART THREE

AIRCRAFT REFULEING

This part provides guidance for Army aircraft refueling operations including doctrine for
refueling safety.  It provides an overview of procedures to be used by aircrews, ground crews, and
other refueling point personnel during aircraft refueling and defueling.  Step-by-step procedures of
specific tasks can be found in the appropriate MTP and STP.  This part is oriented toward
operations at temporary and forward area refueling points.  However, the chapters on quality
surveillance and aircraft refueling and defueling concern all Army aircraft refueling operations.
Chapters in this part describe the dangers associated with aviation fuels and refueling operations.
Included in these chapters are the procedures that should be used to ensure the safety of
personnel, equipment, and the ecological environment and the guides for developing an effective
training program.

Note:  In most small helicopters, the fill port is on the right and the pilot’s exit is to the right, so
an accident at the nozzle could block the pilot’s escape route.  The copilot’s exit is to the left;
therefore, he usually operates the aircraft during refueling.  Throughout these chapters, when the
pilot is referred to, both the pilot and copilot are included.
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CHAPTER 13

AVIATION FUELS

Section I.  Description of Fuels

JET OR TURBINE FUELS

Jet turbine fuels used in turbine-engine-powered Army aircraft have an API gravity range of 36° to 57°API
and a boiling range of approximately 100° to 600°F. The types of jet fuels used in Army aircraft are JP-4 (wide-cut
gasoline type) and JP-5/JP-8 (kerosene type).  JP-8 is mainly used in Army and Air Force aircraft.  JP-5 is used by
the Navy.  Commercial jet fuel procured locally under federal specification follow these guidelines. Navy activities
are authorized to use JP-5 in Army turbine-engine-powered aircraft that they base on naval vessels if specified e n-
gine adjustments are made.

JET FUEL ADDITIVES

DOD-procured JP-4/8 contains the additive FSII.  It also contains an SDA and CI at concentration reco m-
mended by vendor on QPL 25017.  However, for application of lubricity improvement only, a concentration of 250
PPM (1 quart/1000 gallons) will be used.

FSII
FSII prevents the water in fuel from freezing at normal water-freezing temperatures. Two types of FSII are a p-

proved for inhibiting turbine fuels.  EGME is required for turbine fuels other than JP-5.  DIEGME has been spec i-
fied for use with JP-5 to protect the flash point.  Frozen water particles that collect on the filter screens can cause
fuel starvation. This leads to engine failure. When using FSII as an additive to JP-4, the use limit is 0.08 percent
minimum FSII by volume. When used for JP-5, the use limit is 0.10 percent minimum FSII by volume.  This pe r-
cent of FSII lowers the freezing point of any dissolved water in the fuel to the freezing point of the fuel itself. If the
FSII content of the fuel decreases, the icing protection also decreases. If JP-4/8 contains less than 0.08 percent FSII
by volume or less than 0.10 for JP-5, blend it to use limits as soon as possible. This can be done by blending exis t-
ing stocks, by locally injecting FSII during intraterminal transfer, or by resupply. If the mission prohibits the poss i-
bility of blending or inhibiting low FSII stock, permission for limited use of stocks containing 0.08 to 0.20 percent
FSII by volume can be obtained by contacting the United States Army Petroleum Center through appropriate co m-
mand channels.

SDA
SDA increases the fuel's conductivity thereby permitting rapid depletion of any static charge generated during

movement. This additive is usually injected by personnel at the supporting DFSP located closest to the using acti v-
ity. When properly injected, JP-4 will have a conductivity level between 150 and 600 CU. (This is also referred to
as the pS/M.  The accepted use limits permit issue of fuel with conductivity levels of 100 to 700 CU.  A CU level
below 100 increases the hazard for explosion ; a CU level above 700 adversely affects fuel probes on board aircraft.
Blending or injection may be necessary to obtain the required level.

CI

CI in fuel attaches itself to metal surfaces such as the interior of a pipeline.  It reduces the effects of water and
particulate contamination from corroding the interior surface of the pipeline.  CI is the most significant component
to JP-8 that provides lubricity to fuel wetted parts in reciprocating engines.
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WARNING
Should it become necessary to inject either FSII, SDA, or CI, exercise extreme caution. Both of
these additives, in the neat form, are extremely dangerous and can cause serious health prob-
lems, both near- and long-term.

AVGAS

Aviation gasolines are hydrocarbon mixtures with an API gravity range of 63° to 75° API and a boiling range
of 80° to 340°F. Aviation gasolines are used to power reciprocating-engine aircraft. AVGAS is available in three
grades— 80/87, 100/130, and 115/145. AVGAS permits high compression, supercharged engines to develop
maximum power without preignition (knocking). The Army requirements for AVGAS are decreasing and will be
eliminated as reciprocating-engine aircraft are phased out of the Army inventory. Detailed guidance on specific a-
tion requirements for AVGAS is included in Military Specification MIL-G-5572F.

Section II.  Quality Surveillance

REQUIREMENTS

The quality and cleanliness of turbine fuel are vital to the safety of turbine-engine-powered aircraft.  Turbine
engines have more stringent fuel cleanliness requirements than do reciprocating engines.  Because turbine engines
have high fuel consumption rates, contaminants accumulate in them rapidly.  Fine sediment in the fuel may block
the engine fuel supply system and erode critical parts in the engine and fuel control systems.  Free water (water not
dissolved in the fuel) may freeze at high altitudes and plug the fuel screens.  This causes the engine to flame out
and possible loss of aircraft.  Saltwater is extremely dangerous because of its potential effect on certain aircraft
instruments.  Turbine-engine-powered aircraft must have high-pressure, complex metering equipment to measure
fuel precisely over a wide range of altitudes, speeds, and powers.  Also, contaminants must be separated out of tu r-
bine fuel before the fuel can be pumped into the aircraft.  Turbine engine filters cannot remove fine sediment, e x-
cessive amounts of sediment, or water from the fuel.  Separating the contaminants from JP-5 and JP-8 is time co n-
suming and further complicated by their high viscosity and specific gravity .

RESPONSIBILITY

Any unit or organization that has military owned aviation fuel in its physical possession is responsible for se t-
ting up and maintaining an adequate quality surveillance program.  Each person involved in aircraft refueling is
responsible for ensuring that the fuel pumped into an aircraft is clean, bright, and on specification and that it does
not contain any free water or sediment.

AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL

Sampling and testing of petroleum products must be done by trained personnel. Personnel requirements are
described below.

• Sampling.  No person must be permitted to draw an aviation fuel sample unless he is thoroughly familiar
with and can satisfactorily perform all required sampling as outlined in Chapter 3 . The importance of good sam-
pling techniques cannot be overemphasized. If a sample submitted for testing does not truly represent the sampled
product, the value of the test is lost.

• Testing.  All petroleum testing must be done by trained personnel.  Only trained personnel may teach oper a-
tors to perform API gravity, Aqua-Glo, and particulate contaminates by color indicator method tests on fuel owned
by their units. (The color indicator test for particulate contamination is designed to be part of the preflight checks
for aviation fuels.  This is not a substitute for monthly laboratory filter effectiveness testing.)  Do not let untrained
personnel conduct these tests. Trained personnel are available to make liaison visits and to give technical help to
units they support. Units that handle aviation fuels should use this technical expertise and help.
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COMMON CONTAMINATION HAZARDS

Quality surveillance testing and sampling are used to find common contamination hazards. The hazards that
affect aircraft are sediment, water, microbiological growth, and commingled fuel.

Sediment

Sediment from tanks, pipes, hoses, pumps, people, and the air contaminates fuel. The most common sediments
found in aviation fuels are pieces of rust, paint, metal, rubber, dust, and sand. Sediment is classified by particle
size.

• Coarse sediment.  Particles classified as coarse are 10 microns in size or larger (25,400 microns equal 1
inch).  Coarse sediment settles out of fuel easily, and it can also be removed by adequate filtering.  Particles of
coarse sediment clog nozzle screens, other fine screens throughout the aircraft fuel system, and most dangerously,
the fuel orifices of aircraft engines.  Particles of this size also become wedged in sliding valve clearances and valve
shoulders where they cause excessive wear in the fuel controls and fuel injection equipment.

• Fine sediment .  Particles classified as fine are smaller than 10 microns in size.  Removing fine sediment by
settling or filtering is effective only to a limited degree. Fine sediment accumulates in fuel controls and forms a
dark, shellac-like surface on the sliding valves.  It can also form a sludge like material that causes fuel injection
equipment to operate sluggishly. Particles of fine sediment are not visible to the naked eye, but they do scatter
light.  This light-scattering property makes them show up as point flashes of light or as a slight haze in the fuel.

 Water

 Either fresh or saltwater may be in fuel.  Water (fresh or salt) may be present as dissolved or free water.

• Free water.  Free water can be removed from fuel by adequate filtering. It can be seen in the fuel as a cloud,
emulsion, droplets, or in large amounts at the bottom of a tank, sample container, or filter/separator.  Free water
can freeze in the aircraft fuel system, can make certain aircraft instruments malfunction, and can corrode the co m-
ponents of the aircraft fuel system. Saltwater is more corrosive than fresh water.  Ice in an aircraft fuel system can
make the engines fail.

• Dissolved water.  Dissolved water is water that has been absorbed by the fuel. It cannot be seen and cannot be
separated out of the fuel by filtration or mechanical means.  The danger of dissolved water is that it settles out as
free water when the fuel is cooled to a temperature lower than that at which the water is dissolved.  Such a cooling
of fuel is likely at high altitudes.  Once freed, all the dangers of free water are present.

 Microbiological Growth

 If there is no water in the fuel, microbes cannot grow. Microbiological growth is brown, black, or gray and
looks stringy or fibrous. It causes problems because these organisms hold rust and water in suspension and act as
stabilizing agents for water-fuel emulsions. These suspensions cling to glass and metal and can cause false fuel
quantity readings. They also make fuel controls operate sluggishly and make fuel flow dividers stick. Microbiolog i-
cal growth in aircraft fuel is a reliable indication that the fuel filters have failed, that the water has not been pro p-
erly stripped from the fuel, or that the fuel storage tanks need to be cleaned more frequently. Addition of FSII to
JP-4 has helped curb microbiological growth. However, it is still necessary to remove all water from aviation fuel
and aircraft fuel systems.

 Commingled Fuel

Since each aircraft engine is designed to burn one particular type and grade of fuel, the consequences of using
a mixture of different fuels can range from small variations in engine performance to total loss of power and e n-
gine failure. The consequences of commingling depend on the physical properties of the fuel.
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FILTER/SEPARATORS

Filter/separators help to keep fuel clean and free from water. When fuel is left in the dispensing hose at the
end of the day's operation, it should be recirculated through the filter/separator before operations resume.  Fi l-
ter/separators must qualify under Military Specification MIL-F-8901E. The capacity of the unit must suit the c a-
pacity of the pump. Follow the steps described below to keep filter/separators in good condition.

• Step 1.  Check the filter/separator sumps each day, and drain any water. Sample any fuel-water mixture in a
clean glass jar and check for water.  Then dispose of the sample in an approved fuel container.  Further disposition
should be IAW local regulations.

• Step 2.  Check the accuracy of the pressure differential indicator or gage annually.  The appropriate interm e-
diate DS, intermediate GS, unit maintenance, or directorate of logistics personnel must perform this check.  Keep a
record of this check either by marking the indicator or gage or by keeping a logbook.

• Step 3.  Keep a daily record of pressure differential readings.  With new clean filter elements, the pressure
differential is usually 2.5 PSI or less.  It should increase slowly and gradually.

• Step 4.  Inspect the elements immediately when there is a sudden drop in the pressure differential. An el e-
ment may have ruptured.  If there is no sign of rupture, submit a fuel sample to the laboratory to test the filter's
effectiveness.

• Step 5.  Check new filter elements if there is no increase in the pressure differential after several months of
operation. The elements may not be properly installed, or some may be ruptured.

• Step 6.  Change the filter elements at once when the reading on the pressure differential indicator is red (35
PSI and up).  Change them at the end of the daily operation when the reading is in the yellow (20-35 PSI). After
instal ling new filter elements, they should be checked for effectiveness by the supporting petroleum laboratory.

• Step 7.  Change the filter elements at least every 24 months or at the time interval specified by the manufa c-
turer.  Also change the elements when laboratory tests show excessive sediment or water.

• Step 8.  Test all filter/separators for filter effectiveness every 30 days by having a product sample tested at a
certified laboratory.

• Step 9.  Change the elements immediately if the pressure differential exceeds the limits listed in the appropr i-
ate TM for a refueling vehicle.

• Step 10.  Mark the filter/separator housing with the date when the filter elements were first put into use or
when the filter elements were last changed.

SAMPLING AND TESTING FREQUENCY

How often aviation fuels are sampled and tested depends on several factors. It depends upon whether the fuel
is taken from a fuel source, a system or refueler, or an aircraft tank.

Fuel from Fuel Sources

Identify aviation fuels before they are used to fuel aircraft. Each fuel source must be sampled, identified by vi s-
ual check of the color and appearance, and then classified by the API gravity test (Appendix I).  Run Aqua-Glo and
particulate contaminant tests on the fuel during the filling of each aviation fuel source. Sampling and testing will
be performed by the supplying unit.  Fuel used at a forward area refueling point must be sampled, tested, and cla s-
sified.  Plainly mark the aviation fuel source (collapsible drum, tank vehicle) before delivery to the forward area. If
the fuel for a forward area refueling point moves through the parent unit, the parent unit must classify it.  If the
fuel is deli vered directly by a CSS unit, the delivering unit must classify the fuel before delivering it.

Fuel in a System or Refueler

Sample and test the fuel in a system or refueler daily for water at the start of aircraft refueling operations and
again when changing the filter elements of the filter/separator on the system or refueler. Perform this test with the
Aqua-Glo kit. The Aqua-Glo test must be made on a moving stream of fuel. Test refuelers during the daily preo p-
erational recirculation of fuel. Sample the fuel in a system when the pump is operating and at least one nozzle is
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open. This sampling and testing should be performed on FARE system by the parent unit before the FARE is d e-
ployed to a forward area.

Fuel in Aircraft Tanks

A visual check of the fuel in aircraft tanks must be made by the flight crew before the first flight of each
working day.  The pilot or crew chief must draw a sample from each tank as part of preflight procedures.  The
sample must be taken after the fuel tank sumps have been drained.  The sample must be drawn in a clean, clear
glass container.  The size of the sample may vary between ½  and 1 pint depending on the condition of the fuel.  If
contamination shows in the sample, more fuel should be drawn. If water, sediment, or any other suspicious matter
is visible in the fuel after 1 quart or more is drawn, the supervisor should be consulted for instructions.

LABORATORY TESTING

Laboratory testing ensures that the fuel's quality meets specifications; that unknown products are identified ;
that existing or potential contamination causes are identified.  It also ensures that unfavorable field test results are
corroborated and that off-specification fuels are not used. Each using agency, installation, and unit submits petr o-
leum samples to its supporting laboratory for testing by qualified technicians (Appendix C-14 of AR 710-2).  Su b-
mit these samples IAW MIL-HDBK-200 and as follows:

•When requested by petroleum offices.

•When fuel quality is questionable.

•When local classification is not possible or needs corroboration.

•When a filter/separator is first placed in service, after changing the filter elements,

and every month thereafter.

•After any aircraft crash in which the engine failed or engine failure is suspected.

PREFLIGHT SAMPLING AND TESTING

Certain minimum requirements for testing at the unit/organization level must be carried out before refueling
aircraft and before flight. The scope of the testing is restricted by the availability of testing equipment suitable for
use in field situations and by the short time frame in which test results must be obtained. This testing identifies the
most common forms of aircraft fuel contamination. These are commingling, particulate matter, and water.

Testing Fuel From Fuel Source

Fuel supplies must be tested to confirm their identities (API gravity test) to detect water (Aqua-Glo test) and to
detect particulate contaminates by color comparator ratings. The aviation fuel contamination test kit is designed to
provide a final check on aviation fuel just before fueling of an aircraft. It includes the API gravity test, the Aqua-
Glo test, and the Millipore test (a test for particulate contaminates). The kit, used primarily by aviation companies,
is operated by the fuel truck operator.

• Fuel classification (API gravity test ).  Each type and grade of fuel has a particular API gravity range. The
API gravity test shows whether a fuel is actually what it is supposed to be. It is used hand in hand with visual e x-
amination. A visual check differentiates fuels by color: JP-4, JP-5, and JP-8 are clear to amber; combat MOGAS is
red; and AVGAS, grade 100/130, is green. The API gravity test confirms the color identification. This test is ne c-
essary because the dyes used in fuels may lose color with age or when subjected to heat. The API gravity test is a
measure of the average specific gravity or weight of the hydrocarbons (molecules) present. Appendix I includes the
API gravity ranges of common military fuels, an equipment list, and the procedures required to conduct the API
gravity test.

• Water detection (Aqua-Glo test).  The presence of water in a fuel is tested with the automotive/aviation fuel
water detector kit, commonly called the Aqua-Glo kit.  Aviation fuels may not be used if they contain more than 10
PPM of water.  The Aqua-Glo water detection test checks to see that the filter/separator is working properly. If a
reading is below the maximum allowable amount (10 PPM), the fuel is within the limits prescribed by military
specification.  If the test shows more than 10 PPM of water in the sample, the fuel is off specification.  This shows
that the filter/separator failed or that there is a malfunction in the system.  The fuel and the system or refueler
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pumping it should be removed from service immediately for further examination. The fuel must be segregated and
sampled.  The sample is sent to the supporting laboratory for all tests called for by its specification.  The equipment
must be inspected to see if any source of water is present.  The filter/separator must be opened and its filter el e-
ments removed and replaced.  Before the system or refueler may be placed back in service, it must be retested to be
sure that the water content of the fuel is below the maximum reading.  Appendix E includes the equipment and
procedures required to conduct the Aqua-Glo test.

• Fibrous material .  Samples of fuel that are to be dispensed to aircraft should contain no more than 10 fibers
when a 1-quart sample is visually examined.  When more than 10 fibers can be seen, the filter or filter/separator
elements are not functioning properly.  Corrective action should be taken.

• Filter membrane color ratings. Filter membrane color ratings are used to determine the quality of aviation
turbine fuels (its particulate contamination ).  Appendix G  discusses the use and procedures of this test. Another
method of determining particulate contaminant is ASTM D 2276.

 Testing Fuel in Aircraft Tanks

 Fuel in aircraft tanks must be checked by the aircraft crew before flight operations begin.  Taking a preflight
sample is the only way to ensure that the fuel on board does not contain water or other visible contaminants. (The
sample must be taken after the fuel tank sumps have been drained. Check for contamination by taking a sample
from fuel sumps and filters IAW the operator's manual.) Although visual checks safeguard against and warn of
contamination, they do not ensure that the checked product meets all requirements of its specification. When a
visual check shows that the fuel may be contaminated, the aircraft should not be permitted to fly and the fuel sa m-
ple should be sent to the supporting laboratory for testing. Any remaining fuel in storage should be isolated and not
used until test reports are received. Any fuel that fails a visual check should be segregated and held  until labor a-
tory test results are received. To visually check a fuel, draw a sample in a clean sample bottle and look for the items
described below.

• Color.  The color of an aviation fuel depends on its type and grade. Leaded fuels must be dyed, so AVGAS is
dyed differently for different grades.  Grade 100/130 is dyed green and grade 80/87 is dyed red. Jet fuels, because
they are unleaded, are not dyed.  They may be any color from water white to amber.  Proper color shows freshness
and uniformity, but not necessarily quality.  An off color or color of the wrong intensity does not always mean that
the fuel is off specification; however, it does mean to look for contamination signs.

• Cleanliness and brightness.  The fuel should be clean and bright. Cleanliness and brightness are distinct from
fuel color. Clean means without visible sediment, cloud, haze, emulsion, or free water. Bright means having the
characteristic sparkle of clean, dry fuel in transmitted light.

• Cloud or haze.  Ordinarily, a cloud or haze in fuel shows the presence of water, but cloudiness can be caused
by large amounts of fine sediment. Cloudy fuel is not acceptable for use in aircraft. When a clean, bright fuel cools,
a light cloud may form.  Such a cloud shows that dissolved water has separated into a very small amount of free
water. Since free water is not acceptable in aviation fuels, the fuel should be rejected.  If a cloud is present in a fuel
after it has been passed through a filter/separator system, the filter elements in the filter/separator should be r e-
placed.  Also, the source tank should be stripped of both water and emulsion.  Cloudy fuel should be recirculated
through fresh filter elements.  A precipitation cloud can be removed by a filter/separator that is working properly.

• Sediment .  To be visible to the naked eye as specks, sediment particles must be larger than 40 microns. Vis i-
ble sediment particles in a sample show that the filter/separator is not working properly; that there is a source of
contamination downstream of the filter/separator; or that the sample container was not cleaned properly. In a sa m-
ple of clean fuel, no sediment should be visible. However, even with the most efficient filter/separator and careful
fuel handling, occasionally there will be visible sediment particles in fuel. This sediment will normally be in the
form of an extremely fine powder, rouge, or silt.

• Water.  Entrained water may appear as a cloud or haze and it may settle out.  Free water may be visible as
droplets or at the bottom of the sample container.  If any free or entrained water is present, the fuel is unacceptable.

• Fibrous material .  A quart sample of acceptable aviation fuel should not contain more than 10 fibers MIL-
HDBK-200).  The presence of more than 10 fibers per quart indicates that the filter/separator from the servicing
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vehicle is not working properly or that the filter elements are breaking down.  The fibers can be detected visually,
but a specific count can be determined only by laboratory testing.

SAMPLING AFTER AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS

Fuel samples are taken after aircraft mishaps by an accident investigating team appointed by the proper
authority.  See DA Pamphlet 385-40.  Investigation of Class A through E accidents/incidents is required as part of
the aircraft accident prevention program. When an aircraft accident occurs in CONUS, the TAV representative at
the responsible petroleum field office should be informed. Combat losses are not considered accidents. Therefore,
the sampling requirements described below do not apply to incidents classified as combat losses.

Sampling From Aircraft

Fuel and lubricant samples should be taken from the aircraft as soon as possible after the incident. Take the
samples as follows:

• Use the sampling kit assembled for this purpose.

• Draw a 4-ounce sample of fuel from the aircraft tank.  If the aircraft has tanks that do not flow into each
other, take a sample from each tank.  Check the sample for color, visible water, sediment, and contaminants.

• Draw a 2-gallon sample if the aircraft used jet fuel (clear to amber). If the aircraft used AVGAS (green or
light blue), draw a 5-gallon sample.  Draw 1 gallon of lubricating oil from the aircraft.

• Close all sample containers tightly and tag each with a DA Form 1804.  Fill in the sample tag to provide
complete identifying information including type of product, where the sample was taken, why the sample was
taken, name of person who took the sample, date the sample was taken, aircraft identification number, and any
other useful information.  More details of sampling and tagging procedures are found in FM 10-67-2.

• Forward these samples to the appropriate petroleum laboratory (Appendix C-14 of AR 710-2).

Sampling From Fuel Sources
Retrace the fuel records of the aircraft. Obtain information and collect the samples as follows:
• Record the date of the last refueling before the incident; the system or number of the refueler (tank vehicle);

and the name of the unit, organization, or supplier of the last refueling service. Check the results of the filter eff i-
ciency and Aqua-Glo tests of the refueler. Also check the records of the daily filter pressure differential readings.

• Contact the organization that provided the last refueling. Record the date that the applicable refueler, tank,
or drum was filled and the bulk storage system from which it was filled.

• Contact the organization responsible for the bulk storage system. Record the date the fuel was received into
the storage system and the supplier of the fuel.  Check the bulk storage test results.  If the fuel in storage has not
been tested for 90 days, it should be retested. The storage tank records should show the daily water bottom checks
and test results when products were received.

• Draw a sample (2 gallons of JP-4, JP-5, or JP-8; 5 gallons of AVGAS) from the refueler, tank, or drum that
was used to refuel the aircraft. Draw a sample from the bulk storage system from which the refueler, tank, or drum
was filled.

• Close the samples tightly. Tag each with the required information, and forward all samples to the appropr i-
ate petroleum laboratory for analysis.

 Sampling Kit
 The sampling kit is needed to take fuel samples from downed aircraft. It should be kept in a suitable container

to protect it and to aid transport to and from the crash site. The kit includes the following:
• Eight 1-gallon sample cans (packed two to a shipping container).
• Sample tags, shipping tags, and labels.
• Vacuum pump thief which is a local purchase item.
• Two clear, 4-ounce sample bottles to use for visual checks.
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• Clean rags.
• Sample stoppers.
• One 10-foot, 1/8-inch-diameter bonding cable with connector clips.

• Other tools such as wrenches, screwdrivers. and a hammer.
• Placard that has sampling and shipping instructions for samples taken.

 Aviation Fuel Contamination Kit

The purpose of the aviation fuel contamination kit is to provide a capability to perform daily checks prior to
dispensing  and monthly checks for filter effectiveness.  It has the capability to perform type C testing, Aqua-Glo
test, and matched weight monitors for particulate contamination.  The kit can be operated by an aviation fuel ha n-
dler, but the matched weight monitors must be sent to a petroleum laboratory.

SAMPLE FUEL DISPOSAL

Fuel samples should be disposed of in an approved fuel container. At permanent installations, the local defense
property disposal office disposes of contaminated fuels that are not suitable for use.

OFF-SPECIFICATION PRODUCTS

When a petroleum product is tested, it may be classified in one of three ways. The product may meet military
specification it may meet deterioration limits as specified in MIL-HDBK-200, or it may be off specification.

• Disposal.  If a petroleum product does not meet the criteria established in its military specification or its det e-
rioration limits, the supporting laboratory notifies the activity that it has the product. Also notify one of the fo l-
lowing:

 ••USAPC Petroleum Field Office (East). The states east of the Mississippi River are served by the Chief,
United States Army Petroleum Center , Petroleum Field Office East, ATTN: SATPC-QE, 54 M Avenue, Suite 9,
New Cumberland Army Depot, New Cumberland, PA 17070-5008.

 ••USAPC Petroleum Field Office (West). The states west of the Mississippi River are served by the Chief,
United States Army Petroleum Center, Petroleum Field Office West, ATTN: SATPC-QW, Building 247, D e-
fense Depot Tracy, Tracy, CA 95371-5000.

 ••Defense Fuel Supply Center. Overseas, the appropriate DFSC regional office should be contacted through
command channels. DFSC areas of responsibility are in  AR 710-2. A recommendation on the disposition or
reclamation of the product should be included with the notification.  The notification should be sent by the
quickest and most efficient written means available, such as an immediate message. The holding unit marks the
segregated off-specification fuel and does not use it or transfer to DRMO until disposal instructions are received
from the appropriate office.

 Reclamation

 Reclamation either restores the quality of a contaminated or off-specification product so that it will meet its
original specification, or it changes the quality so that the product will meet the specification for a lower grade of
fuel.  Proper reclamation results in purifying, dehydrating, downgrading, or blending the fuel. When USAPC d i-
rects reclamation, the work is performed by the supporting petroleum unit which has the necessary equipment.
Normally this work is closely supervised by personnel of the supporting petroleum laboratory.

 

 Petroleum Recovery, Recycling, and Disposal

Policy and guidance for the recovery, recycling, and disposal of contaminated petroleum-based products are
provided in AR 710-2 .
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CHAPTER 14

AIRCRAFT REFUELING EQUIPMENT

FORWARD

In aircraft refueling operations, equipment and policy are interrelated.  The two basic types of refueling sy s-
tems, closed-circuit and open-port, are presented in this chapter, as is the policy for their use.  Hose requirements
are also given.  The 500 -gallon collapsible drum, which can be used with the FARE but is not an end-item comp o-
nent, is also discussed. The type of nozzle used influences the safety of the operation and therefore refueling policy.
Nozzles and hoses are equipment elements that are common to all refueling operations whether refueling service is
supplied by a FARE system, a larger temporary system, or a refueler.

CLOSED-CIRCUIT REFUELING
Closed-circuit refueling is a system of refueling in which the nozzle mates with and locks into the fuel tank.

This eliminates spillage.  Any closed system of aircraft refueling depends on two basic pieces of equipment- -a re-
ceiver that is mounted in the aircraft and a nozzle.  These two pieces of equipment are designed for each other.
They mate or lock together before fuel can flow through them.  The Army has two equipment systems.  They are
the CCR system that is part of the FARE system and the D-1 pressure system (also called the centerpoint system).
Its components, except for the receiver, are mounted on the M970 semitrailer.  The CCR system is described b e-
low.

CCR Fill Port
The CCR fill port  as shown in Figure 14-1, page 14-2, is built into the aircraft.  It includes a float-operated

valve that controls the flow of fuel into the aircraft tank or tanks.  The valve is set to close at a certain level.  It
shuts off the flow automatically if the rate of fuel flow exceeds the aircraft’s maximum safe flow rate.  The device
in the receiver that mates to the CCR nozzle is recessed several inches inside the receiver.  A bypass opening, co v-
ered by a sliding panel, is positioned inside the receiver in the space between the outside dust plug and the mating
device.  When the sliding panel over this bypass is pushed aside, it is possible to refuel an aircraft that has a CCR
receiver with a conventional automotive-type nozzle.  A variation is a CCR receiver mounted on a hinged panel
that swings inward when unlatched to allow access for open-port refueling.  This procedure, though not desirable,
is used during changeover from closed- to open-circuit refueling.

 CCR Nozzle
There are currently four models of CCR nozzles in the Aviation community.  They are the Wiggins, Aeroquip,

Tube Alloy, and J.C. Carter.  All four have a cam-lock coupler.  A unisex coupler, model 125-0505, is available for
use with the HTARS.  The CCR nozzle as shown in Figure 14-2, page 14-3, mates the fuel supply line to the CCR
fill port as shown in Figure 14-3, page 14-3.  When the nozzle drybreak coupling is coupled onto the port’s re-
ceiving nipple, it locks the two parts together mechanically.  The two parts stay latched together until they are
opened by a pull on the latch release (a lanyard on the Wiggins model and a handle on the newer models).  A valve
in the CCR nozzle keeps the nozzle closed so that fuel cannot flow unless the nozzle is mated to the port, even if
the flow control handle is accidentally moved into the FLOW position.  The same valve will shut off the flow of
fuel if, for some reason, the nozzle is unlatched from the fill port before the flow control handle is moved to the NO
FLOW position.  The CCR nozzle can be operated at flow rates up to 150 GPM.  Its pressure regulator limits the
pressure, at the point of connection to the fill port, to 15 PSI.  The nozzle has a strainer assembly (100-mesh, wire
cloth strainer) set between the nozzle inlet and the nozzle coupling.  These assemblies unscrew so that the strainer
can be taken out to be cleaned.  The nozzle is equipped with both a bonding plug and grounding clip.
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Figure 14-1. CCR fill port components
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 Figure 14-2.  CCR nozzle

 

 
 Figure 14-3. CCR nozzle mated to CCR fill port
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 Open-Port (Gravity-Fill) Nozzle Adapter

 An open-port nozzle adapter as shown in Figure 14-4,  changes the CCR nozzle making it possible to service
an aircraft using the open-port refueling method.  The nozzle adapter is used when the aircraft is not adapted to
CCR or when the CCR receptacle is damaged; the adapter is not used in closed-circuit refueling.  The open-port
nozzle adapter is like the conventional nozzle used to refuel vehicles.  It has its own dust cap.  It locks into the di s-
charge end of the CCR nozzle as shown in Figure 14-5,  so that the CCR system can be used to fuel aircraft with
conventional fill ports.  A squeeze-type, trigger grip opens and shuts the flow control valve of the adapter, but the
flow control valve of the CCR nozzle itself must be open before fuel can flow.  The adapter, like any conventional
nozzle, must not be modified with a device that locks the trigger open.  If such a locking device has been added, it
must be removed.  The adapter must be held and operated by hand during refueling.  The nozzle adapter can be
used if, in unusual circumstances, it is necessary to bypass the CCR system.  Example:  if a CCR receiver malfun c-
tions, the CCR nozzle will not mate to it properly and it will not be possible to pump fuel through the CCR system.
In such cases, the adapter can be mated to the CCR nozzle and used to pump fuel through the bypass in the r e-
ceiver as shown in Figure 14-6,  page  14-5.

 

 
 Figure 14-4. CCR open-port (gravity-fill) nozzle adapter
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 Figure 14-5. CCR open-port (gravity-fill) nozzle adapter mated to the CCR nozzle

 

 
 Figure 14-6. CCR open-port nozzle adapter positioned through bypass in  the CCR  fill port

 Closed-Circuit Equipment Use
Use of closed-circuit equipment is especially desirable when aircraft are being serviced by the rapid-refueling

method.  Rapid refueling is used to reduce the ground time needed to refuel aircraft, particularly helicopters used
in support of combat operations.  Reducing ground time does two things.  First, it reduces the amount of time that
the aircraft is a stationary target.  Second, it cuts the time that ground forces are without air support.  In spite of its
major advantage in a tactical situation, rapid refueling is less safe than refueling with the engines shut down.
Closed-circuit equipment is preferred because of its builtin safety features.  CCR prevents spills; prevents fuel v a-
pors from escaping at the aircraft fill port; and prevents dirt, water, and other contaminants from entering the ai r-
craft fuel supply during refueling.  These factors contribute to safe ground operations by reducing the fire hazard
and safe flight operations by protecting the quality of the fuel used.

OPEN-PORT REFUELING
Open-port refueling is refueling by inserting an automotive-type nozzle into a fill port of a larger diameter.

Most of the Army’s fueling nozzles are designed for open-port refueling.  Because the port is larger than the no z-
zle, fuel vapors can escape through the fill port during open-port refueling operations.  Airborne dust and dirt, as
well as rain, snow, and ice, can get into the fill port during refueling.  This contamination lowers the quality of the
fuel in the tanks and endangers the aircraft.  Spills from overflowing tanks are possible in open-port refueling.
Spills can be caused from the sudden power surge that occurs when another nozzle in the system stops pumping.
This throws the whole push of the pump to the operating nozzle.  Because of these dangers, rapid refueling by the
open-port method is restricted to combat, vital training, or testing use.

Open-Port Nozzles
The Army has standard 1-inch, 1 1/2-inch, and 2 1/2-inch, automotive-type nozzles that are used in aircraft

refueling.  The standard Army overwing nozzle is an open-port nozzle.  It is equipped with a ring shaped bumper
that prevents it from going too far into the fill port mounted in the wing of a fixed-wing aircraft.  This bumper can
be removed.  Then, the nozzle can be used like an automotive type nozzle to fuel an aircraft equipped with a fill
port on the side of the fuselage.  The CCR nozzle adapter also is used as an open-port nozzle.  Although all these
nozzles, with the exception of the CCR adapter, are shown as equipment of refueling vehicles, any can be used
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with a hose, filter/separator, pumping assembly, and fuel source to form a small, temporary aircraft refueling sy s-
tem.

 Open-Port Nozzle Use
No Army, open-port nozzle may be equipped to stay open automatically.  Open-port nozzles must be held open

by hand throughout their use in refueling.  If any automatic device has been added to the nozzle to hold it open, the
device must be removed.

REFUELING POLICY
Except as indicated below, an aircraft may not be refueled with its engines operating.  The engines must be

shut down before refueling begins.  The exceptions are described below.
• Closed-Circuit Rapid Refueling.  All Army aircraft may be refueled with engines running provided that

closed-circuit equipment is used.
• Open-Port Rapid Refueling.  In combat operations, the open-port method of rapid refueling may be used for

helicopters when, in the judgment of the aviation commander, the requirements of the tactical mission and the
benefits of reducing ground time outweigh the risks of this method of refueling.  In noncombat situations, helico p-
ters may be refueled by this method only when there are compelling reasons to do so.  Example:  Aviation co m-
manders may decide that open-port rapid refueling must be done for purposes of training, field testing, or combat
testing.  When the FARE system is used for rapid refueling in a training situation, a berm should be built around
the 500-gallon drums whenever possible.

AIRCRAFT REFUELING HOSE
Hose used for aircraft refueling operations must be in good condition.  Hose should be inspected before use.  If

bulges, blisters, tears, or soft spots are noticed, replace the hose.  If during normal operations the hose leaks or
bulges, discontinue operations and replace the hose immediately.  Hydrostatic testing of hose, other than sea hose
and cargo hose, is not required.  However, testing can be performed on all hoses.

Testing
To perform hydrostatic test procedures, specialized equipment is needed.  This equipment is normally found at

maintenance facilities.  The maintenance facility can perform the test procedures when the hose is uncoupled from
the vehicle.  Operators are not expected to follow the procedures described below in a tactical or field situation:

• Use a liquid for the test that will not damage the hose or contaminate aviation fuel when the hose is returned
to service.  Use a liquid such as water, mineral spirits, solvent, or a kerosene-type aviation fuel.  Do not use JP-4 or
blends of kerosene and gasoline.  Whatever liquid used, handle it according to applicable handling proc edures.

• Connect one end of the hose to a cap equipped with an air bleeder valve that can produce enough pressure
for the test.  Lay out the hose in a straight line, and remove all kinks and twist s.  Make sure all connections are
tight.

• Open the air bleeder valve, and pump liquid into the hose while holding the capped end up.  Close the
bleeder valve when the hose is full of liquid and all air is removed.  All air is removed when a solid stream of li q-
uid comes out of the bleeder valve.

Raise the pressure in the hose to the required level and maintain it for at least one minute.  Check the hose for
leaks.  If a leak is located at a place other than a hose coupling juncture, release the pressure in the hose and
tighten the coupling.  Then bring the pressure back up to the required level, and hold it again for at least one mi n-
ute.  Replace or repair the hose if a coupling leaks, bulges, or has distortions in it.

Salvage and Recoupling
Hose that has been removed from service because it failed when tested or is damaged may be repaired  and re-

turned to use after testing.  If part of the hose is in good condition and is long enough, cut off the damaged part and
replace the coupling.  Be sure that all the damaged portion is removed, including any part that shows signs of ca r-
cass saturation.  If the hose leaks at the coupling juncture, cut off at least the portion that is inserted into the co u-
pling.  Test the recoupled hose at its operating pressure.  Lengths of suction hose that are in good condition but too
short to justify recoupling may be saved and prepared for use in defueling.
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THE 500 GALLON COLLAPSIBLE DRUM

The 500-gallon collapsible drum as shown in Figure 14-7, page 14-8,  is a durable, nonvented collapsible
container.  It may be used as a fuel source or for transporting and storage of fuel.  When filled to its 500 gallon
capacity, the drum is cylindrical in shape with rounded ends.  The drum fabric is impregnated with fuel -resistant
synthetic rubber.  The front and rear closure plate s are connected by three wire ropes providing interior support.
The front closure plate has a threaded coupler valve assembly.  Newer models have a threaded coupler valve on
both the front and rear closure plates.  Procedures for filling, transporting, and storing the drum are described b e-
low.

 Filling the 500-Gallon Collapsible Drum
Use the pressure control valve to fill the 500-gallon collapsible drum.  The pressure control valve should be

used when drums are filled to prevent overfilling that could result in personal injury, equipment damage, and env i-
ronmental damage.  To fill drums with the pressure control valve, perform the following:

• Place empty drums in position for helicopter pickup.
• Move a spill container to the drum being filled first.
• Pull the tank vehicle within 50 feet of the drums.
• Ground the tank vehicle.
• Put a fire extinguisher within reach of the operation.
• Unreel the hose and remove the nozzle if applicable.
• Connect the hose to the inlet of the pressure control valve  using necessary adapters.
• Connect the outlet end of the 1 1/2-inch pressure control valve to one end of a length of discharge hose and

then couple the other end of the hose to the elbow coupler valve.
• Hold the elbow coupler valve over the spill container, and open the valve enough to let air out.  Push the

FILL button on the pressure control valve.  As soon as the air is pushed out and the fuel flows, close the elbow
valve.

• Couple the elbow to the drum, and open the elbow valve.
• Push the FILL button on the elbow valve, and fill the drum.  The pressure control valve will shut off the flow

when the drum is full.
• Close the elbow valve when the drum is full, and dis connect the elbow.
• Move to the next drum.  Repeat the previous three steps until  all drums are filled.

Transporting the 500-Gallon Collapsible Drum
The drum can be transported by three primary methods using accessory items.  It can be airlifted using sling

loading equipment.  It can be transported by cargo vehicle using the tie -down kit.  Also, it can be transported for
short distances over smooth terrain, at speeds not exceeding 10 mph, using the towing and lifting yoke.

 Storing the Collapsible Drum
Drums should be stored full of fuel.  Too much collapsing and expanding of the drum takes its toll on the fa b-

ric.  This is especially true during cold weather when the drum can become brittle and crack.  In hot weather , fuel
will expand.  Always drain a small amount of fuel from the drums before storage to keep pressure down in hot
weather climates.  If local fire regulations prevent the storage of drums full of fuel, they should be completely
drained.  Never fill the drums with air.  There is always some fuel left inside after the drums have been drained.
Vapors inside the drums can cause an explosion.
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• Store the drums indoors if possible.  Use a dark, cool, well ventilated area with a smooth surface.  Store the
drums away from any source of heat that could damage the fabric or start a fire.  Never stack the drums on top of
each other or place equipment on top of them.  That causes the fabric to wear and crack.

• If drums must be stored outdoors, keep them out of direct sunlight.  The sun can cause the fabric to dry out
and crack.  Place the drums in a tent or under a tarp to block the sun and keep snow or ice off during cold weather.
Keep the canvas propped up so air can circulate.  If no shelter is available in hot climates, cover the drums with
wet burlap or other cloth.

DRUM CELL

EXTERIOR CLOSURE RING

SWIVEL RING

ANCHOR SHACKLE

Figure 14-7. Filled 500-gallon drum
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CHAPTER 15

REFUELING FROM REFUELING SYSTEMS

Section I.  Forward Area Refueling Equipment

UNIT-LEVEL REFUELING OPERATIONS
Unit-level refueling operations in theaters of operation are usually carried out by individual aviation units.  A

lightweight, air-transportable refueling system is used at the unit level.  At present, the system authorized to most
units that have the refueling aircraft mission in forward areas is the FARE system.  This system can be set up by
skilled personnel within 15 minutes of delivery to a site.

USE
The FARE system is designed for refueling helicopters in forward areas.  It is lightweight and can be flown to

the refueling point by helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft.  The bulk fuel for the system is usually flown to the site in
500-gallon collapsible drums by utility or cargo helicopters.  Chapter 14 describes how these tanks are filled.  The
FARE system can also use collapsible tanks, tank vehicles, and semitrailers as fuel sources .  To do so, the adapters
which are included in the system are used.

EQUIPMENT
The FARE system (NSN 4930-00-133-3041) consists of a pumping assembly, filter/separator, hoses, nozzles,

grounding equipment, and valves and fittings.  The components of the system, packed for transport, and the fire
extinguishers that should be used with the system are shown in Figure 15-1, page 15-9, and TM 5-4930-229-12&P.

Pumping Assembly
The pumping assembly includes a 100-GPM gasoline engine-driven centrifugal pump.  The pump inlet co n-

nection is a 2-inch female fitting, and the outlet is a 2-inch male fitting. The pump-engine assembly and the e n-
gine’s fuel tank are all housed in a tubular aluminum frame.  Refer to TM 5-4320-256-14 for maintenance and
operation of the pumping assembly.

 Filter/Separator
 The 100-GPM filter/separator is used to remove sediment and free water.  For more information on the fi l-

ter/separator, see Chapter 21 or TM 5-4330-217-12.

Discharge Hose and Fittings
The FARE system has two sets of discharge hose, fittings, and nozzles.  The T-Kit and Y-Kit are both

mounted in a tubular aluminum frame.  The equipment in the two sets includes the following:
• Four 50-foot lengths of 2-inch discharge hose.
• Two 2-inch male couplings.
• Two 2-inch butterfly valve assemblies.
• Two 2-inch elbow coupler valves.
• One T-fitting assembly.
• One Y-fitting.
• One 2-inch male to 4-inch female coupling.
• One 2-inch male to 3-inch female coupling.
• Two closed-circuit nozzle assemblies, each with an open-port nozzle adapter.  (There are three models of

CCR nozzles that can be used with the FARE: 1.  Wiggins Model CCN 101/14; 2.  Aeroquip Model AE83206R;
and 3. Model 125-1000.)

• Two 2-inch male-to-male adapters (NSN 4730-00-887-3824).
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• Water detector kit adapter.

 Suction Hose and Fittings

Two canvas carrying cases hold the suction hose and their fittings.  The equipment in the two sets include the
following:

• Twelve 5-foot lengths of 2-inch suction hose.

• Four 5-foot by 5/8-inch grounding rods, each with nozzle hanger and striker.

 Other Required Items

 Other items of equipment are needed to conduct aircraft refueling operations with a FARE system.  These are
fire extinguishers and a fuel source.

• Fire extinguishers.  Extinguishers are not components of the FARE system.  Providing fire extinguishers is
a command responsibility.  Three fire extinguishers are required for each FARE system used in aircraft refueling--
one to be within reach of the pump operator and one for use at each nozzle.  Fire extinguishers acceptable for use
are 20-pound dry-powder (NSN 4210-00-257-5343) and the 15-pound CO2 (NSN 4210-00-202-7858).

• Fuel source.  No fuel source is provided as a component of the FARE system.  Generally, 500-gallon co l-
lapsible drums are used because they can be airlifted full to the fuel point.  But the FARE system can also be
adapted to use larger fuel reservoirs or the ERFS tanks for aircraft to aircraft refueling.  Collapsible drums and
tanks are issued separately.  The number of drums or tanks, as well as the type of fuel to be used, is determined by
the number and type of aircraft the FARE point is to support.

LOCATION

The operations and training officer (S3) of the aviation battalion or the operations officer of the aviation co m-
pany plans the unit operations.  As part of these plans, he chooses the general area for a refueling point and spec i-
fies the amount and type of refueling support that will be needed.  The specific site is selected either by the co m-
pany operations officer, a pathfinder or a pathfinder team.  If the operations officer selects the site, he should
physically check the area.  He must choose a site that has enough open ground for the aircraft to land and lift off
safely.  The site must be flat or have only a slight slope.  He then informs the personnel who are to set up the sy s-
tem where and when to establish the refueling point, how much of what type of fuel to take, and the type of setup
required.  If a pathfinder selects the specific sight, he enters the general area on foot or by vehicle, aircraft, or par a-
chute to survey the possible locations.  He has sufficient training to select a site that meets aviation requirements.
He radios coordinates of the site to the units that will setup and use the site.  He will also select the specific location
for the refueling system.  Operating personnel will choose the specific location at the site that is best for laying out
the equipment if a pathfinder does not select the site.

SITE LAYOUT

When the layout of a FARE system is being planned, five factors must be considered in addition to METT-T.
These are described below.

Spacing Between Aircraft

Usually OH-6, OH-58, AH-1, UH-60, AH-64, or UH-1 helicopters are refueled at a forward refueling point.
There must be 100 feet of space between these aircraft (rotor center to rotor center) (as shown in Figure 15-2, page
15-10).  In an emergency, a CH-47 or CH-54 may have to be refueled.  Do it with the same layout but only if no
other helicopter is at the site.

Wind Direction

Lay out the FARE system so that the helicopter can land, refuel, and take off into a direct head wind or a left
or right quartering head wind (Figure 15-2, page 15-10).  If it is impossible to lay out the system this way, lay it
out so that the aircraft will land, refuel, and take off in a crosswind.  Avoid laying out the system so that helico p-
ters will have to land or take off downwind.  Such a maneuver is very dangerous because it is difficult to control a
helicopter when its tail is to the wind on landing or takeoff.
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 Vapor Collection

 By laying out the site at right angles to the wind for helicopter landing and takeoff, the wind will carry the fuel
vapors away from the site.  This is the best layout.  Remember that fuel vapors are heavier than air and that they
will collect in a valley or hollow.  If the site slopes, lay out the equipment on the higher ground.

 Drainage

 Do not lay out equipment in a place where a spill will drain into a stream, river, wetland, seashore, lake, or
other environmentally sensitive area.  A spill could contaminate the water and create an unsuspected fire hazard
downstream of the site.  Choose a part of the site that is firm enough to support the weight of the aircraft and the
fuel drums.

 Camouflage

Camouflage is the only protection at a FARE point in a combat zone.  Site features will be depended upon b e-
cause airlifting in camouflage materials is not practical.  When possible, put the pump, filter/separator, and fuel
drums in woods or brush, along a hedgerow, or in positions where natural shadows will disguise the shadow pa t-
terns of the equipment.  It may be possible to conceal most of the hose in woods, with nozzles hung on hangers at
the edge of the tree line.  Deep grass can be bent over the hoses to help conceal them.  When spray paint is avai l-
able, use earth and grass tones to dull and conceal couplings and fittings.  Heaped dirt or large rocks can be used
alongside of the hoses (never on top) to break up the characteristic straight shadows.  However, remember that
shadow patterns change during the day.  Move equipment, if necessary, to use these changing patterns.

SITE PREPARATION

All sticks, stones, and debris should be cleared from the area.  They can be sucked up and thrown out by rotor
wash.  Also clear the immediate refueling area, paths of approach, and hover lanes.  To prevent fires, clear dry
grass, leaves, and brush away from the pumping assembly.  In some cases, engineer personnel prepare the site.
This occurs when the site must be bulldozed (on a mountain) or if the site must be treated with dust suppressant (in
a sandy desert).  In such cases, the company or battalion operations officer must arrange for site preparation, in
advance, with the engineers.

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

Lay out the FARE system in the way that is best for the specific situation.  Tailor the layout to avoid obstacles,
to take advantage of terrain features, to achieve maximum dispersion, and to operate within a restricted amount of
space.  The only mandatory feature of the FARE system layout is the spacing between aircraft.  The layout dire c-
tions that follow use all the hose.  Figure  15-3, page 15-11, shows the FARE system laid out with all component
hose.  Regardless of the layout that fits the situation, follow one basic rule when laying out equipment: Never take
a dust cap or plug off until ready to couple the next piece of equipment.  Follow the same rule, in reverse, when
uncoupling.  Always position spill containers before uncoupling.  Uncouple, drain, then cap or plug immediately.
Couple removed caps and plugs together to keep them clean.  Keep dirt out of the system.  Use the butterfly valves
to shut off the flow from one or both drums, to switch from one to another, or to shut down the system.  Thus, the
butterfly valves serve as an emergency shutoff, providing quick positive shutoff.  Remember the lives of the ai r-
crews and the troops they are supporting depend on the quality of the fuel pumped into the aircraft.  Lay out the
FARE system using the procedures described below.

• Position Pump and Filter/Separator .  Place the pumping assembly on a cleared level spot.  Have the inlet port
facing the place where the collapsible drums will be.  (In this system, all inlet ports are female and all outlet ports
are male.) Connect the female end of a 5-foot length of suction hose to the pump outlet.  Connect another length
of suction hose to the first suction hose.  Connect the male end of the second hose length to the inlet port of the
filter/separator.

• Ground Pump and Filter/Separator .  Drive one ground rod into the ground between the pump and fi l-
ter/separator.  For the depth required to ensure a proper ground, see Chapter 2.  Attach the pump ground cable
clip and the filter/separator grounding clip to the grounding rod.
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 Connect to Two 500-Gallon Drum

To lay out the system as shown in Figures 15-2, page 15-10, and 15-3,  page 15-11, do the following:

• Couple the male end of a 5-foot length of suction hose to the inlet port of the pump and couple a T-fitting
to the female end of the suction hose.

• Couple a butterfly valve to each inlet of the T-fitting.  The arrows on the valves should point in the dire c-
tion of the fuel flow (toward the pump).  The butterfly valves are used to shut off the flow from one or both drums,
to switch from one to another, or to shut down the system.  Thus, the butterfly valves serve as an emergency shu t-
off, providing quick positive shutoff.  A butterfly valve is open when its handle is parallel to the centerline of the
valve and closed when its handle is perpendicular to the centerline.

• Couple four 5-foot lengths of suction hose to each butterfly valve, and roll fuel drums into position near
the ends of the suction hoses.

• Connect an elbow coupling to each drum’s outlet port.

• Use a male-to-male adapter fitting to connect the two female fittings at each drum. (There is a female end
on the suction hose and a female end on the drum elbow coupler.)

 Connect Other Supply Sources

If hooking the FARE system to a bulk fuel supply, such as a collapsible tank, put a butterfly valve in at the
connection to the suction line and use the 2- to 4-inch coupling adapter.  The valve will control the flow of fuel to
the FARE system.

Assemble Discharge Hose

The discharge hose can be assembled in several different ways, but any arrangement must provide for
enough distance between helicopters.  A typical layout is shown in Figure 15-2, page 15-10.  A schematic drawing
of this layout is provided in Figure 15-3, page 15-11.  To assemble the hose for this layout, connect the female co u-
pling at the end of a 5-foot length of suction hose to the outlet port of the filter/separator and the male end to the
female inlet of the Y-fitting.  Connect two 50-foot lengths of discharge hose to one outlet of the Y-fitting and two
50-foot lengths to the other outlet.

Assemble Dispensing Points
When the discharge hose is laid out, walk down it about 10 feet toward the Y-fitting.  Drive a ground rod

into the ground.  (For the depth required to ensure proper ground, refer to Chapter 2.)  Go back to the end of the
hose, attach the CCR nozzle, carry the nozzle back to the grounding rod, and hang the nozzle on the nozzle
hanger.  A ttach the clamp of the grounding cable to the ground rod.  If aircraft that are not equipped for closed-
circuit refueling are expected, hang the open-port nozzle adapter on the nozzle hanger too.  Loop the last 10 feet of
hose back on itself as shown in Figure 15-2; page 15-10,  no hose should lie beyond the nozzle hanger.  Pace off
the distance from the ground rod to a point 10 feet from the outer end of the second 50-foot hose on the other arm
of the Y-fitting.  If it is less than 100 feet, move the hose farther apart and set up the other dispensing point the
same way.

Position Fire Extinguishers
Place one fire extinguisher at the pump and one by each combination ground rod/nozzle hanger.  They must

be in place at all times.  Finally, go back and check the whole system to make sure all the fittings and couplings are
locked tight.  Make sure all four ground cables (from the pump, filter/separator, and one from each nozzle) are
securely clipped to the three ground rods (one for the pump and filter/separator, and one for each nozzle).  The
completed system should look like the system in Figures 15-2, page 15-10, and 15-3, page 15-11.

PREPARATION FOR OPERATION

Before starting up the system, fill the pump engine gas tank with fuel or run a supply line from a fuel source
(tank, can, or drum) to the fuel selector valve on the pump frame.  Check the oil level in the pump engine cran k-
case.  Then start up the system.  If no aircraft are expected until a prearranged time, turn the system off after this
initial startup and check.  Follow procedures described below to ensure the equipment will be operational when
needed.
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• Priming the Pump .  The pump can be primed by gravity or manually.  Always prime the pump with the same
type of fuel that will be pumped into the aircraft.  Gravity prime and manual prime are described in the STP 10-
77F15-SM-TG.

• Priming the Filter/Separator .  If the fuel level in the supply source is above the filter/separator, the fi l-
ter/separator will fill by gravity flow.  If gravity flow primes the pump but does not fill the filter/separator, start the
pump.  Turn on the pump engine to idle speed.  Close the filter/separator air vent as soon as fuel appears in the
sight glass and let the pump fill the filter/separator.  Check the pressure differential indicator of the filter/separator
to ensure that the filter elements are operating properly.

• Checking for Full Prime .  The pump should obtain a full prime (maximum suction lift) in about four mi n-
utes.  If full flow is not reached in five minutes, stop the pump.  Try to find the problem.  Do not run the pump
more than five minutes without a flow.  This will cause the pump to overheat and damage the pump shaft seal.  If
the pump has not obtained a full prime follow troubleshooting procedures outlined in the STP and TM 5-4320-256-
14

• Inspecting Hose.  Inspect all hose daily before use.  Follow the steps described below.

••Check hose covering.  If any part of a hose length shows signs of blistering, saturation, or nicks and cuts
that expose a significant amount of reinforcing material, remove that length of hose from service.  Hose should not
be removed from service if nicks or cuts penetrate only the outer surface, unless the rubber in the immediate area of
the nick or cut is loose.  Usable parts of the hose should be salvaged and recoupled.  If a length of discharge hose is
removed, remember that the layout must change to allow enough space between aircraft.

••Check the couplings .  Look for coupling slippage.  Coupling slippage usually appears first as a misalig n-
ment of the hose and coupling or as a scored or freshly exposed part of the hose where the slippage has occurred.
Look for signs of leakage at the coupling.  If a coupling is slipping or leaking, remove that le ngth of hose from
service.  Salvage and recouple hose.

••Check the hose within 12 inches of the couplings .  Check the hose closest to the coupling with particular
care because most hose failures occur in this area.  Check all the way around the hose, pressing lightly and feeling
for soft spots.  If weak or soft spots are found, remove the hose from service.  Salvage and recouple hose.

••Test the hose.  Test the hose at normal operating pressure by running the pump with the nozzle closed.
Look for abnormal twisting or ballooning .  Twisting and ballooning indicate that the hose carcass is weakening,
so remove the hose from service immediately.  Salvage and recouple.

••Check the nozzle screens .  Remove the nozzle screens, and check their contents for particles of hose li n-
ing.  Particles of rubber left in new hose from the manufacturing process may appear during the first week of use.
If such particles appear more than twice during the first week or appear thereafter, remove the length of hose from
service immediately because it is deteriorating.  Also check the screens for dirt and for other particles that may
show that the filter/separator has failed.  Report any such indications to your supervisor.  Clean and replace the
nozzle screens.

Sampling

As soon as the system is full of fuel, draw a sample from each nozzle.  Check the samples visually for sed i-
ment and with the Aqua-Glo test for water contamination.  If dirt is visible in the samples, it may show that dirt
got in the couplings while the system was being laid out.  Flush out the fuel in the discharge lines into a suitable
container.  When moving to the refueling point, carry an extra drum to contain this fuel.  After flushing the lines,
take another sample from each nozzle.  If the fuel does not pass the second check, do not use it.  Notify your supe r-
visor immed iately.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

The FARE system should be primed and ready for operations as soon as it is laid out and the fuel has been
sampled.  The pump should be started and idling before the first aircraft arrives.  There should be at least three
people, besides the air traffic controller or pathfinder, present during FARE point operations--one to tend the pump
and one to tend each of the two nozzles.  (A member of the crew of the aircraft being refueled can operate the no z-
zle fire extinguisher.)  However, aircrew members must be properly trained and able to handle the refueling of
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their own aircraft if the need arises.  All three of the personnel should hold MOS 77F.  The sequence of actions in
refueling is vital to the safety of the operation.  This sequence is described below.

Land Aircraft

The ground guide directs approaching aircraft and tells the pilot where to land.  If necessary, guide the aircraft into
final position.  (Use the marshaling signals discussed in Chapter 2.)  Check to see that armaments aboard the ai r-
craft have been set on SAFE.

Deplane Crew and Passengers

Only the pilot may remain in the aircraft during refueling.  Passengers should go to the passenger marshaling area.
If required, a crew member may assist with the refueling by manning the fire extinguisher.

Position Fire Extinguisher

Carry the fire extinguisher from its position by the ground rod to the side of the aircraft by the fill port.

Turn Off Radios

All radios must be turned off for refueling except for the radio used to monitor air traffic control.  The pilot
must not transmit while actual refueling is taking place.

Ground and Bond the Nozzle to the Aircraft

Either insert the nozzle bond plug into the bond plug receiver on the aircraft or attach the connector clip to a
bare metal part of the aircraft.  Usually the clip is attached to the skid structure of helicopters; it should never be
attached to the radio antenna or to a propeller.  When the CCR nozzle is used, it is grounded to the ground rod.
Connecting the bonding wire grounds the aircraft and bonds the nozzle to the aircraft.

Remove Dust Cap

 After bonding the nozzle, remove the dust cap from the nozzle and then remove the plug from the aircraft fill
port.  Never put a dust cap on the ground.  This could get dirt and dust in the fuel system.

 Refuel

During refueling, the pump operator has one set of duties and the nozzle operator has another.  These are d e-
scribed below.

• Pump operator.  Watch the refueling operation.  Maintain visual contact with the nozzle operator.  When
aircraft are being refueled, run the pump engine at full throttle.  When flow stops at both nozzles, cut the speed
back to idle.  If other aircraft are waiting for fuel or are in sight, let the engine idle.  If not, shut down the engine.
(The pump engine can idle for a long time without damage, but idling unnecessarily cuts down on the serviceable
life of both the pump and the engine.)  Watch the 500-gallon drum that fuel is coming from so that a change can
be made when it is getting low.

•Nozzle operator.  The nozzle operator has different duties depending on which type of refueling is taking
place.  The duties are described below.

CAUTION

The nozzle operator must maintain physical contact with the nozzle at all times while refueling.

••Closed-Circuit Refueling.  Insert the CCR nozzle into the receiver (fill port) mounted on the aircraft.  If
the CCR nozzle and port will not mate, look for dirt in the fill port.  Wipe out the port with a clean rag, wipe off
the nozzle, and lock the parts together.  Pull back on the control handle latch, and then push the flow control ha n-
dle up and toward the aircraft into the FLOW  position.  If the tank is to be filled completely, watch the back of the
nozzle.  When flow stops automatically, a red indicator will pop out on the back of the nozzle.  If the tank is not
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going to be filled completely, watch for the pilot to signal when to stop flow.  When he signals or the red indicator
pops out, pull the flow control handle back toward the hose into the NO-FLOW position.

 ••Open-port refueling.  Take the dust caps off the front of the CCR nozzle and the back of the open-port
nozzle adapter.  Lock the adapter into the CCR nozzle before bonding the nozzle to the aircraft and removing the
nozzle dust cap and the fill port cap or plug.  Pull back on the control handle latch.  Put the nozzle adapter deep
into the fill port.  Push the CCR nozzle flow control handle up toward the aircraft into the FLOW position, and
slowly squeeze the trigger of the open-port nozzle to let the flow start.  Watch the pilot for a signal if the tank is
not going to be filled completely; watch the fill port if the tank is to be filled completely.  When the tank gets close
to full, let up on the trigger and finish filling slowly.  Release the trigger, and pull the CCR nozzle flow control
handle back to the NO-FLOW position (back toward the hose).  Drain remaining fuel out of the nozzle before ta k-
ing it out of the fill port.

 Replace Caps and Plugs

 Replace the plug of the aircraft fill port.  Then recap the nozzle.

 Remove Nozzle Bond

 Unplug the nozzle bonding plug or release the connector clip  Carry the nozzle back to its hanger; do not lay it
on the ground or drag it across the ground.

 Remove Fire Extinguisher

 Take the fire extinguisher back to its position by the ground rod.

 Board Crew and Passengers

 Have the members of the crew and passengers reboard the aircraft.

 Direct Aircraft Lift-Off

 On direction from the ground guide, have the aircraft lift off.

 Turn Off Pump

 If no other aircraft are in sight or expected shortly, turn off the pump.  Although the pump can idle for long
periods, unnecessary idling cuts down on its serviceable life.

 Change Fuel Drums

If 500-gallon drums are used as the fuel source, the drums may need to be changed frequently.  If the suction
manifold is used properly, a continuous flow of fuel can be kept while drums are changed.  It is hard for even an
experienced soldier to tell when a 500-gallon collapsible drum is empty because the drum is a closed, unvented
container.  When the drum begins to draw together and has sharp, folds (as shown in Figure 15-4, page 15-11),
open the elbow coupling valve to the other full container.  The pump engine’s speed will increase and will vibrate
when the flow from the first drum gets low.  When this occurs, open the butterfly valve to the full drum.  When the
pump starts to draw fuel from the full drum and is pumping at full capacity, the engine speed will return to normal
and vibration will stop.  Close the elbow coupling valve to the empty drum.  Allow enough time for the system to
fill with fuel from the fresh drum.  If the fuel was not tested before delivery, take a sample from each nozzle for
inspection.  If the fuel passes visual inspection, continue operations; if it fails the visual check, radio for instru c-
tions.  Do not use fuel that has not passed inspection.  After doing the visual check, unlatch and remove the elbow
valve coupler from the empty drum and roll a full one into its place.  Latch the suction manifold to the fresh drum
by coupling the elbow valve coupler to the drum adapter.

DISASSEMBLING PROCEDURES

Three soldiers are needed to disassemble and move the FARE system.  Before it can be moved, the fuel must
be drained.  The procedures for disassembling and moving the system are described below.

• Step 1.  Stop the pump engine.

• Step 2.  Close the elbow coupling.
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• Step 3.  Place a suitable container under the connection at the outlet of the filter/separator.  Disconnect the
outlet coupling and put the end of the discharge hose into the container.

• Step 4.  Open the filter/separator air vent.  Drain the fuel from the filter/separator into the container.  Plug
and cap the filter/separator inlet and outlet.  Close the air vent and drain the valves.

• Step 5.  Lift the nozzle and nozzle end of the hose.  Disconnect the nozzle.  Plug the nozzle inlet and set it
aside.  While another soldier holds the open end of the hose up, walk the fuel in the hose back toward the Y-fitting.
(Lift the hose as you walk, or lay it over your shoulder, to force the fuel to drain into the container.)  When the Y-
fitting is reached, lift it.  Holding the Y-fitting up, disconnect the drained hose.  Cap the Y-outlet.  Go back out the
same section of the hoseline, and disconnect the coupling between the two 50-foot lengths.  Roll one length of hose
while another soldier rolls the other.  To roll the hose, cap the male (outer) end and use the capped end as a reel to
roll the hose on as shown in Figure 15-5, page 15-12.  When the hose length is rolled, plug the female end.

• Step 6.  Repeat step 5, working from the other nozzle back to the Y-fitting.
• Step 7.  Lift the Y-fitting to drain the remaining fuel from it and from the 5-foot length of suction hose into

the container.  Disconnect and plug the Y-inlet, and cap and plug the length of suction hose.
• Step 8.  Move the container of drained fuel over to the pump.  Drain the pump casing and remaining lengths

of suction hose into the container.  Cap and plug the pump inlet and outlet.  Close the container of drained fuel.
(This fuel may not be used to fuel aircraft until it has been sampled, tested, and found to be on specification.)

• Step 9.  Stow each component in the space provided for it in a frame or canvas container.  Place the fire e x-
tinguishers for the nozzles and pump with the packaged components of the system.  Remove the ground rods and
place them in the suction hose containers.

• Step 10.  Move the system components, collapsible drums, and fire extinguishers to the next  site.  They may
be moved by helicopter or cargo vehicle.

ADVANCED AVIATION FORWARD AREA REFUELING SYSTEM

The AAFARS will eventually replace the FARE system.  The development of the AAFARS results from a
need to decrease the refueling time for the aviation company and to field a more environmentally safe system.  The
AAFARS is a four-point refueling system that provides a minimum of 55 GPM at each refueling point simultan e-
ously.  Each refueling point is separated by a distance of 100 feet.  The system will be assembled using commercial
components including a pumping system, filtration system, lightweight hoses equipped with unisex dry-break co u-
plings, and three types of refueling nozzles.  The primary source of fuel supply will be the 500-gallon collapsible
drum, although the system will be compatible with other fuel sources as is the FARE.  The key function of the
AAFARS will be to simultaneously refuel four helicopters in tactical locations using the center point refueling (D-
1),  CCR, or open-port nozzles.  The system will be able to interface with existing U.S. Army, Air Force, Navy,
and Marine Corps aircraft and fuel sources as well as having interoperability with NATO and other allied nation’s
refueling equipment.
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Figure  15-1. FARE system components packed for transport
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Figure 15-2. Typical layout of FARE system
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Figure 15-3. Schematic drawing of FARE system

Figure 15-4. Empty 500-gallon collapsible drum
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Figure 15-5. FARE discharge hose rolled for packing

Section II.  Temporary and Semipermanent Refueling Systems

CHARACTERISTICS

When demand for refueling at a specific location exceeds the capabilities of the FARE system or when there
are not enough FARE systems to meet the demand, construction of a temporary or semipermanent system is nece s-
sary.  Such a system is assembled from components used in the fuel system supply point.  A system of this type has
greater tank capacity, pump capacity, and flow rates than a FARE system.  These factors may justify the establis h-
ment of the system on the basis of economy.  A temporary system takes hours instead of minutes to set up and uses
larger equipment.  It is not as mobile as a FARE  system.  It covers a larger area, so it is more difficult to camo u-
flage and is more vulnerable to enemy attack.  Light construction equipment may be needed to level landing pads
or prepare the berms around the collapsible tanks.  Because all these characteristics make the system unsuitable for
forward areas, this system type is usually not set up ahead of the division rear area.  Use of this system forward of
the brigade rear area is not recommended.

USE

A temporary refueling system is used to refuel aircraft in the field, usually in a rear area.  The length of time
that a temporary refueling point is used depends on the tactical situation.  The point may be used for a few days, a
few months, or even years.  It may be that the refueling point is temporary only in the sense that it is not a perm a-
nent airfield with a built-in, underground refueling system.
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EQUIPMENT

Standard petroleum-handling equipment, the FSSP components, and the CCR nozzle with open-port adapter
are used to assemble a temporary refueling system.  The amount of equipment required depends on the planned use
of the system--the type and number of aircraft to be serviced at the point.  The basic equipment needed to set up a
temporary refueling system to refuel aircraft are described below.

Fuel Reservoir

Ordinarily, a 3,000-, 10,000-,  20,000-, or 50,000-gallon collapsible tank is used to provide bulk fuel storage.
Any of these tanks can be moved to a field site easily.  One or more of these tanks may be used to meet the required
operating capability of the system.

Pumping Assembly

The 350-GPM pumping assembly is used for temporary refueling systems.  It can be moved to the site by hel i-
copter, fixed wing cargo aircraft, truck, or trailer.  Although the assembly is trailer-mounted and it may be towed
short distances by a vehicle, it should not be towed across country or in convoy moves.  The pumping assembly
includes the valves, gages, and controls needed to operate it.  It is equipped with a ground rod and cable.  The main
components of the pumping assembly are the pump and pump engine.  Chapter 20 gives more information on
pumps.

• Pump.  The self-priming, centrifugal pump is rated at 350 GPM at 80 PSI (275 feet of head rated on
MOGAS).  It has two inlet ports and two outlet ports.  Gate valves control these ports.  Suction and discharge pres-
sure gages are mounted on the instrument panel.

• Engine .  Two types of engines are used to power the pump-gasoline and diesel.  The gasoline engine is a 4-
cylinder, air-cooled engine.  The diesel engine is a 3-cylinder, air-cooled engine.  The engines have gages and
starter switches mounted on their instrument panels.

 Filter\separator

 The 350-GPM filter/separator is used with the 350-GPM pump.  This filter/separator is designed for a flow
rate of 350 GPM and a top working pressure of 150 PSI.  See Chapter 21 for more information.

Other Components

The number and type of other components required to complete the refueling system (hoses, valves, reducers,
nozzles, and fittings) and the way in which these components are assembled are determined by the desired size of
the system and the type of aircraft to be serviced

LOCATION

The aviation commander who determines that a temporary refueling point is required also specifies its general
location.  He delegates selection of the specific site to subordinates.  Because a large, temporary refueling point is a
valuable target for the enemy and cannot be displaced as quickly as a small FARE point, a temporary system is
usually set up in a secure area rather than in the forward combat zone.  The selected area must provide enough
open space to allow for safe landing and takeoff of aircraft; the land must be relatively level and well drained.

SITE LAYOUT

When planning the layout of a refueling point, your first consideration is to design the facility to accommodate
the number and type of aircraft that the refueling point will be required to handle.  Other factors to consider are the
required spacing between aircraft, prevailing wind direction, vapor collection, drainage, camouflage, and choice of
a passenger marshaling area.

Spacing Between Aircraft

The spacing between aircraft depends on the type of aircraft.  It depends on two features of the aircraft.  These
are the dimensions of the fuselage and the size of the circular pattern created by the rotor blades.  The spacing r e-
duces the possibility of collisions and prevents one helicopter from being overturned by another.  Table 15-1, page
15-14, shows the MINIMUM spacing to be used between aircraft during refueling.
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Table 15-1.  Minimum spacing required between aircraft during refueling
AIRCRAFT POSITION MINIMUM

ROTOR-HUB TO
ROTOR-HUB

CH-47 SIDE BY SIDE
NOSE TO TAIL

180 FEET
140 FEET

UH-60 100 FEET
AH-64 100 FEET
OH-6 100 FEET
OH-58 100 FEET
AH-1 100 FEET
UH-1 100 FEET

• Small helicopters .  Use the same layout to fuel all of the small Army helicopters.  The fueling nozzles
must be placed so that there is a 100-foot space between nozzles.  Figure 15-6, page 15-17, shows a six-nozzle la y-
out for small helicopters (OH-6, OH-58, AH-1, and UH-1).  Layouts for five-, four-, three-, and two-nozzle systems
for these aircraft are shown in Figure 15-7, page 15-18.  These layouts provide 100 feet between nozzles which is
adequate spacing for rapid refueling.

• CH-47.  Setup a separate refueling point for CH-47 helicopters if they are refueled at the point.  There are
two reasons for this.  First, enough space must be allowed between a CH-47 and any other helicopters so that the
rotor wash from the CH-47 will not turn the other helicopter over.  Second, a CH-47 is refueled from both sides, so
a separate refueling system lets both sides be refueled at the same time.  This decreases ground time.  The reco m-
mended layout for a CH-47 refueling point is shown in Figure 15-8, page 15-15-20.  Lay out the CH-47 point at a
separate site or on the same site as the refueling point for the small helicopters.  If both points are laid out on one
site, allow 200 feet between the last nozzle of one system and the first nozzle of the other system.  For CH-47 hel i-
copters to land side by side, the recommended rotor hub spacing is 200 feet and the minimum is 180 feet.  When
landing nose to tail, the recommended distance is 160 feet and the minimum is 140 feet.  The recommended layout
provides adequate spacing for CH-47 helicopters regardless of the direction of the landing.  If in an emergency or
unusual situation, a CH-47 must be refueled at a point laid out for the small helicopters.  Have the CH-47 land
some distance from the refueling system and taxi in.  Have the CH-47 taxi to the end nozzle.  Do not allow any
other helicopters to use or approach the adjoining nozzle until the CH-47 lifts off.  When refueling is complete,
have the CH-47 taxi away from the refueling system and lift off from a designated point some distance away from
the system.  If a CH-47 is refueled at a two-nozzle point, have it land between the two nozzles and do not allow
other aircraft to land at the point until the CH-47 has cleared the area.  The CH-47C/D has a D-1, single-point
refueling system.  When the aircraft is equipped in this way, it is refueled in the same manner as the CH-54.

NOTE:  The CH-54 poses the same rotor wash problems to small helicopters as the CH-47 does.  The D-1 nozzle is
use for the CH-54 and CH-47C/D.

• UH-60.  The UH-60  is equipped with CCR and D-1 receivers.   When the D-1 nozzle is available, it
should be used.  Otherwise, the CCR nozzle is used for refueling the UH-60.  When neither CCR or D-1 nozzle is
available, the local commander may authorize open-port refueling.  When servicing UH-60 helicopters, position
them so that the space from rotor hub to rotor hub is 125 feet (recommended).  The minimum spacing for these
aircraft is 100 feet.  See Table 15-1, page 15-14.

Wind Direction

In an area that has a prevailing wind pattern, lay out the refueling system across the wind (at a right angle to
the wind) so that helicopters can land, refuel, and take off into the wind.  Because this arrangement is not always
possible, the recommended layout provides sufficient distance between nozzles to allow aircraft to land into the
wind regardless of wind direction.  Figure 15-9, page 15-21, shows how the recommended layout can be used u n-
der various wind conditions. Similar approaches and landing directions apply to CH-47 helicopters.
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Vapor Collection

Another advantage of a crosswind layout is that the wind will carry fuel vapors away from, rather than across,
the refueling point.  Because fuel vapors are heavier than air, they will flow downhill.  For this reason, lay out the
refueling point out on the higher portion of a sloped site and not in a hollow or a valley.

Drainage

Position the refueling point on a part of the site that is firm. Do not lay out equipment in a place where a spill
will drain into a stream, river, wetland, seashore, lake, or other environmentally sensitive area.  It must be firm and
well drained enough to support the weight of the aircraft and refueling equipment.

Camouflage

The extent and type of camouflage required depend on the tactical situation.  If camouflage is intended pr i-
marily to disguise the refueling point from enemy aircraft, the main concern should be the equipment shadow pa t-
terns and straight lines of the hose manifold.  When possible, place the pump, filter/separator, and fuel tanks in
woods or brush, along a hedgerow, or in positions where natural shadows will disguise the shadow patterns of the
equipment.  Use camouflage nets and support systems to distort shape and conceal the equipment.  Ensure camo u-
flage is staked down securely to prevent being torn loose by rotor wash.  Use natural terrain contours and veget a-
tion to help break up the straight lines of the hoses.  Use camouflage nets to cover parts of the hoselines that are
not close to the nozzles or landing areas.  One method of breaking up the straight lines of hoselines is to cut
branches, stick them into the earth under the hose that is not close to the nozzles, and weigh them down with the
hose.  Where grass or other vegetation is deep, bend it over the hoseline  to conceal the hose from aerial observ a-
tion.

Passenger Area

In laying out the site, set aside and mark off space for a passenger marshaling area.  The passenger marshaling
area should be at least 50 feet from the nearest nozzle.

SITE PREPARATION

How much preparation is required will depend on the intended use of the temporary refueling point.  The
commander who decides to set up the temporary refueling point determines how much preparation is required.  If
engineer support is required for ground leveling, dust-suppressant treatment, berm construction, or other site d e-
velopment, the same commander requests the support.  The tactical situation, particularly air superiority and site
vulnerability, is a major factor in determining the amount of site preparation required at the site.

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT
Figures 15-6 through 15-12, pages 15-17 through 15-24, are guides to laying out equipment systems.  Figure

15-10, page 15-22,  shows the layout for the refueling  system assembly of a six-nozzle system designed to service
OH-6, OH-58, AH-1, UH-60, AH-64, and UH-1 helicopters.  Figure 15-8, page 15-20, shows a recommended lay-
out for the refueling system of CH-47 helicopters.  Figure 15-12, page 15-24, is a detailed drawing of the layout for
the six-nozzle system of CH-47 helicopters.  It focuses on the principal valves and fitting assemblies.  The CH-47
system varies from the other system (Figure 15-11, page 15-23) in that the hose sections are arranged to provide
increased distance.  Figure 15-13, page 15-25, shows the main valve and fitting assemblies of all recommended
temporary refueling system equipment la youts.

NOTE:  All final lengths of discharge hose in temporary systems should be positioned as shown for the hose at the
extreme right of each drawing of the system (the other hoses are shown pulled out full length for refueling).
The last 10 feet of dispensing hose should be looped back so that the nozzle can hang on the nozzle hanger that is
attached to the ground rod.  No hose should be lying forward of the ground rod when an aircraft lands at the no z-
zle.  In a tactical area, the proper layout of the collapsible tanks may have to be modified.  The tactical situation,
physical limitations of the site, and requirements for protection and camouflage must be weighed against the sta n-
dards for proper layout.  The following concerns must be weighed in specific tactical areas:

• Fuel supplies and tanks may need to be guarded.
• Tanks may need to be shielded from enemy fire.
• Tanks may need to be camouflaged.
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• Only limited areas of firm ground to support filled tanks in all types of weather may be available.

 Grounding Equipment

 In a temporary refueling system, ground the pump, the filter/separator, and each nozzle.  For guidance on
ground rods and grounding procedures, see Chapter 2.

 Positioning Collapsible Tanks

Prepare positions for 3,000-, 10,000-, 20,000-, or 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  Clear and grade an area for
each tank.  The grade of the area should not be steep because filled, collapsible tanks tend to creep or roll on a hil l-
side.  However, a slight slope toward the manifold end of the tank (not more than 6 inches per 20 feet for recta n-
gular tanks or 3 inches per 20 feet for square tanks) helps drain the tanks when it must be moved.  A berm must be
built around each tank and an impermeable liner must be added between layers of suitable fill, such that damage to
the tank and liner is reduced.  The berm must be large enough to hold all the fuel in the tank and one foot of fre e-
board.  Before the walls are built, lay a drainpipe (sections of 4-inch suction hose will do) and close the end of the
drainpipe with a valve.  Build up the berm over the drainpipe, and then make sure the drainpipe is not blocked or
closed.  The valve should be kept closed to keep the fuel in the berm in case of a leak or tank rupture, but it may be
opened when it is necessary to drain off rainwater.  If drainage is a problem in the area, dig out a position for each
tank.  This will also capture the fuel in case the tank ruptures.  The berm dimensions are described below.

• The 3,000-gallon collapsible tank.  Build the berm 3 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  The inside d i-
mensions of the berm should be 15 feet 6 inches by 15 feet 6 inches.  Maintain a distance of 3 feet from the edge of
the tank to the base of the berm.

• The 10,000-gallon collapsible tank.  Build a berm that is 3 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  Make the
inside dimension of the berm 26 feet by 26 feet.  Maintain a distance of 3 feet from the edge of the tank to the base
of the berm.

• The 20,000-gallon collapsible tank.  Build a berm that is 4 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  The i n-
side dimensions of the firewall should be 35 feet long and 31 feet wide.  Maintain a distance of 3 feet from the edge
of the tank to the base of the berm.

• The 50,000-gallon collapsible tank.  Build a berm that is 4 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  The i n-
side dimensions of the firewall should be 73 feet long and 33 feet wide.  Maintain a distance of 4 feet from the edge
of the tank to the base of the berm.

Positioning Fire Extinguishers

Position a fire extinguisher at each refueling nozzle and at the pump assembly.  Place the fire extinguishers as
shown in Figures 15-6, through 15-8, pages15-17 through 15-20 and 15-10 through 15-12, pages 15-22 through
15-24.  Twenty pound carbon dioxide (CO2) or equivalent capacity dry chemical fire extinguishers are reco m-
mended.

PREPARATIONS FOR OPERATIONS

Be sure all safety precautions are taken.  Be sure the danger control measures are being used.  For example,
ensure that no unnecessary vehicles or electrical equipment are within 50 feet of a nozzle.  Have landing lights in
place, if appropriate.  See that members of the ground crew have and are wearing all protective clothing and
equipment necessary.  Have required warning signs in place.  Before daily operations begin, the fuel storage tanks,
hoses, nozzles, pumps, filter/separators, bonding and grounding equipment, and fire extinguishers must be
checked.  These procedures are described in the paragraph Preparation for Operations, on page 15-5.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

Following the sequence of actions in refueling is vital to the safety of operations.  This sequence is described in
the paragraph Sequence of Operations, page 15-6.

EMERGENCY FIRE AND RESCUE PROCEDURES
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The best preparation for coping with an emergency is the fire-fighting and rescue training that all refueling
personnel should receive.  The procedures and guidelines of what personnel should do in a fire or crash emergency
are found in Chapter 19.

Figure 15-6. Layout of six-nozzle temporary refueling system for OH-6, OH-58, AH-1,
and UH-1 helicopters
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Figure 15-7. Layout of five-, four-, three-,and two-nozzle refueling system for OH-6, OH-58, AH-1,
and UH-1 helicopters
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Figure 15-7. Layout of five-,four-,three-, and two-nozzle refueling system for OH-6, OH-58, AH-1,
and UH-1 helicopters (continued)
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Figure 15-8. Layout of temporary refueling system for CH-47 helicopters
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Figure 15-9. Temporary refueling systems under various wind conditions
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Figure 15-10. Suggested layout for six-nozzle refueling system for OH-6, OH-58, AH-1, UH-60,AH-
64, and UH-1
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Figure 15-11. Suggested layout of refueling system for CH-47 helicopters
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Figure 15-12. Six nozzle refueling system for CH-47 helicopters showing principal valves and fitting
assemblies
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Figure 15-13. Principal valves and fitting assemblies of temporary refueling systems
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Section III.  HEMTT Tanker Aviation Refueling System

CHARACTERISTICS

The HTARS is a kit that consists of enough hoses, fittings, and nozzles to expand the HEMTT tankers cap a-
bility to hot refuel up to four helicopters simultaneously using the on-board fuel-servicing pump.  The equipment is
lightweight, has manually operated controls, and is equipped with valved and swivel adapters that allow conne c-
tions between camlock and unisex type fittings.  See Figure 15-14,  for unisex connections.  This equipment can be
used in forward areas.  It can be transported in the storage box of the HEMTT tanker.

Figure 15-14. Unisex connections

EQUIPMENT

The HTARS (NSN 4930-01-269-2273) consists of discharge hoses, valves and fittings, nozzles, and overpack
spares. The components of the system are shown in Figure 15-15, page 15-27.
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Figure 15-15. HTARS components and layout

Discharge Hoses

 The system consists of both 2- and 3-inch discharge hoses.  One 3-inch by 50-foot hose is used to connect the
HTARS to the HEMTT tanker.  Ten 2-inch by 50-foot discharge hoses transfer the fuel from the HEMTT tanker
to the aircraft.  Six hoses are used in the manifold and one in each of the four issue lines.  There are 11 carrying
straps for easy handling of rolled hoses.

Valves and Fittings

The following valves and fittings are components of the HTARS:
• Three T-connectors with a flow control handle to open and close the valve.  The T-connector splits the flow

of fuel.

• Two elbow connectors to direct the flow of fuel.

• Three valved adapters to connect threaded and unisex parts as well as camlock and unisex parts.

• One swivel adapter to connect camlock and unisex parts.

 Nozzles

 The HTARS is equipped with four types of nozzles.  There are four CCR nozzles with unisex adapters as
shown in Figure 15-16, page 15-31.  Four overwing nozzles can be mated to the CCR nozzles to perform open-
port refueling.  The system has one recirculation nozzle (Figure 15-17, page 15-31)  that can be connected to the
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HEMTT tanker to recirculate fuel in the system..  It is equipped with a fuel sample port to obtain a sample of fuel.
The recirculation nozzle mates to the CCR nozzle.  There are four D-1 nozzles to equip the system for center-
point refueling (Figure 15-18, page 15-31).

 Overpack Spares

 Each system has one overpack spare with additional parts and accessories.  The following parts are in the
overpack spares:  one T-connector, one 2-inch by 50-foot discharge hose, one carrying strap for easier handling of
the rolled hoses, 10 dust seals, two dust caps, and four grounding rods.

 Other Required Items

Other items of equipment are required to conduct aircraft refueling operations with the HTARS.  A minimum
of five fire extinguishers are required--one to be within reach of the on-board pump and one at each refueling
point.  The signs described in Chapter 2 will need to be posted at the refueling site.  Also, water cans and spill
containers will need to be available.

SITE LAYOUT

When planning the site layout for HTARS, you must consider the five factors in addition to METT-T.  The
factors to be considered are spacing between aircraft, wind direction, vapor collection, drainage, and camouflage.
These factors are described in Section I, page 15-2 and 15-3.

SITE PREPARATION

The immediate refueling area, paths of approach, and hover lanes should be cleared before operations.  All
sticks, stones, and debris should be cleared to prevent them from being sucked up or transformed into dangerous
projectiles by the rotor wash.

EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

Lay out the HTARS in a manner most practical for the situation.  Avoid obstacles and take advantage of te r-
rain features.  When laying out the equipment, never remove a dust cap until ready to make a connection.  This
will prevent dust or particulate matter from entering the system and causing fuel contamination.  Likewise, when
disassembling, cap equipment immediately after uncoupling.  When laying out the HTARS, follow the procedures
below.

Position Vehicle

Select the most level ground available to position the M978 HEMTT tanker.  Avoid areas near bodies of water
to avoid contamination and use the highest ground available to prevent vapor accumulation.  When positioning the
vehicle, remember the system should be laid out so that helicopters can land and refuel into a headwind or cros s-
wind.  Make the most use of natural concealment.  Position the vehicle to allow easy exit without blocking exits.
After positioning vehicle, drive a ground rod at least 3 feet into the ground (specific depths for soil types are d e-
scribed in Chapter 2), attach the vehicle ground cable to the ground rod, position fire extinguishers within easy
reach, and post NO SMOKING signs.

Connect System Components

Connect the 3-inch by 50-foot discharge hose to the suction hose on the HEMTT tanker (the tanker suction
hose is connected to the bulk receptacle filtered on the HEMTT tanker).  Connect the T-to the 3-inch discharge
hose.  Roll a 2-inch by 50-foot discharge hose from both sides of the T-and connect both discharge hoses to the to
the T.  Connect another T to the end of each 2-inch discharge hose.  Roll out and connect two 2-inch by 50-foot
discharge hoses to each outer tee.  At the end of both outer 2-inch discharge hoses, connect an elbow fitting.  U n-
roll and connect a 2-inch by 50-foot discharge hose to each of the two Ts and elbow fittings..  Put FLOW handles
in flow position after connections are made as shown in Figure 15-19, page 15-32.

NOTE:  The unisex fittings will not connect if the FLOW handles are in the flow position.
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Connect Nozzles

Connect the type of nozzle to be used for the operation to the 2-inch discharge hose at each point.  The CCR
and D-1 nozzle connect to the 2-inch discharge hose.  The overwing (open-port) and recirculation nozzle mate to
the outlet of the CCR nozzle.  These nozzles are described in Chapter 14.  Also, refer to TM 5-4930-235-13&P for
information on nozzles.

Ground Equipment

Drive a grounding rod into the ground 10 feet back from the end of each dispensing hose (ground rod r e-
quirements are described in Chapter 2).  Loop the dispensing hose at each point back to the ground rod and hang
the nozzle on the ground rod hanger.  Connect the clip of the nozzle grounding wire to the ground rod at each
point.  At each point, place a CO 2 or dry chemical fire extinguisher.  Also, place a spill container and a filled 5-
gallon water can at each point.

Camouflage Equipment

Camouflage the truck and system to the extent required by the tactical situation.  Natural concealment such as
woodlines, hedgerows, vegetation, and natural terrain contours should be used when possible.  Straight lines of the
hoseline can be broken up by breaking branches and placing them under the hoseline to hold them in place.  Ca m-
ouflage netting may be used for the vehicle and parts of the system that are not near the refuel points.  Camouflage
must be staked down securely to keep it from being torn loose by rotor wash.

PREPARATION FOR OPERATION

Ensure all safety precautions have been taken.  Verify that all safety and fire-fighting equipment is in place
and serviceable.  Check landing lights if they are required.  Perform daily and before operations checks on the
HEMTT tanker IAW TM 9-2320-279-10-1 and on the HTARS IAW TM 5-4930-237-10.  Inspect the discharge
hoses, valves and fittings, nozzles, and grounding systems.  Ensure that all refueling personnel have and are
wearing the proper protective clothing (Chapter 2).  As soon as the system is full of fuel and ready to operate each
day, draw a sample from each nozzle.  If the fuel does not pass tests and inspections, do not use it.  Isolate it, r e-
sample it, send the sa mple to the supporting laboratory, and await the laboratory’s instructions on disposition.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS

The HTARS has two primary modes of operation, refuel and recirculation.  In the refueling mode, fuel is
pumped from the HEMTT tanker through the system hoses to the refueling points (nozzles).  In the recirculation
mode, the refueling nozzle (CCR or D-1) is disconnected from the refueling point and the recirculation nozzle is
connected.  The recirculation nozzle is connected to the HEMTT tanker and fuel circulates through the system
hoses and back to the tanker.  The HTARS can operate in both modes at the same time.

Refueling Mode

To operate the HTARS in the refueling mode, follow these procedures:
• Start and operate the HEMTT tanker IAW TM 9-2320-279-10-1.

• Ensure the soldier manning the nozzle guides the aircraft into position using the signals described in Cha p-
ter   2 Check with the pilot to be sure that all armaments are on SAFE.

• Deplane the crew and passengers.  Passengers must go to the designated passenger marshaling area.  Me m-
bers of the crew, except the pilot or copilot who may remain at the controls if necessary, should deplane and assist
with the refueling, or man fire extinguishers.

• Position a fire extinguisher at the HEMTT tanker and at each nozzle point.  Carry the nozzle fire exti n-
guisher out to the aircraft, and place it within reach of the aircraft fill port.

• Ensure the pilot notifies his commander that he will be off the air during refueling.  He may monitor his r a-
dios during refueling, but he should never transmit.  The crew chief and pilot may talk by intercom during refue l-
ing.
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 NOTE:  Ground the aircraft.  Grounding of aircraft during refueling is no longer required by NFPA standards 77
and 407.  Grounding will not prevent sparking at the fuel surface.  (See Chapter 2, Section III for more inform a-
tion).

• Bond the nozzle to the aircraft in one of two ways.  Either by inserting the bonding plug into the plug r e-
ceiver or attaching the clip of the nozzle bonding cable to a bare metal part of the aircraft other than the antenna.

• After the nozzle is bonded to the aircraft, remove the dust cap from the nozzle and open the aircraft’s fill
port.

• Verify that all valves between the HEMTT tanker and the fuel nozzle are open.

• Do not leave the nozzle at any time during refueling.  Stop the flow of fuel if there is any emergency at the
refueling point.  Three types of nozzles can be used for aircraft refueling.  Use of the center point (D-1), CCR, and
overwing (open-port) nozzle are described below.

 ••Center point refueling nozzle operation.  Remove the dust cover from the end of the nozzle body.  Grasp
the handles and hold the nozzle in alignment with the aircraft refueling adapter.  Press the nozzle body against the
adapter and turn handles to the right until the end of the nozzle mates and locks to the aircraft refueling adapter.
Rotate the control handle to the full OPEN position.  The pilot will signal when the tank is full.  To disconnect,
rotate the control lever to the full CLOSED position.  Grasp the handles and rotate the nozzle body to the left until
it disconnects from the aircraft adapter.

 ••CCR nozzle.  Mate the CCR nozzle to the fill port.  Pull back on the control handle latch, and then push
the flow control handle up toward the aircraft into the FLOW position.  If the aircraft is to be filled completely,
watch the back of the nozzle. A red indicator will pop out of the back of the nozzle when the aircraft tank is full.
Pull back on the flow control handle to move it into the NO FLOW position.  Unlatch the nozzle.

••Overwing (open-port) nozzle.  Rapid refueling (hot) using the open-port nozzle is restricted to combat
or vital training (Chapter 14).  The decision to use the open-port nozzle must be made by the commander.  The
open-port nozzle is mated to the CCR nozzle.  The end of the nozzle is placed in the aircraft fuel tank adapter.  Set
the CCR nozzle to FLOW.  Squeeze the control handle to dispense fuel.  Watch the fill port when filling the tank.
As the tank nears full, ease up on the trigger and finish filling more slowly.  When the tank is full, release the tri g-
ger.  Move the flow control handle on the CCR nozzle to the NO FLOW position.  Be sure that flow has stopped
completely before removing the nozzle from the fill port.

• Replace the cover of the aircraft fill port and put the dust cap back on the nozzle.

• Unplug the nozzle bonding plug or release the bonding clip.  Carry the nozzle back to the hanger.  Do not
lay it or drag it across the ground.

• Release the grounding cable clip from the aircraft.

• Take the fire extinguisher back to a position near the nozzle hanger.

• Have the aircrew and passengers reboard the aircraft.

• Turn off the pump on the HEMTT tanker if no other aircraft is being refueled.

• After receiving clearance, the aircraft lifts off.

 Recirculation Mode

 One recirculation nozzle is supplied with the HTARS.  To recirculate the entire system, the recirculation pr o-
cedure must be performed for each refueling point.  To perform recirculation, follow the procedures listed below.

• Connect the recirculation nozzle to the refueling point (CCR nozzle).

• Reposition hoses as required to reach the HEMTT tanker.

• Connect the recirculation nozzle to the HEMTT tanker bottom loading receptacle A.  Press the nozzle
body against the A receptacle and turn the handles to the right until the nozzle body locks firmly to the receptacle.

• Start and operate the HEMTT tanker IAW TM 9-2320-279-10.

• Set the CCR nozzle to OPEN.  Rotate the recirculation nozzle control lever to the full OPEN position.
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• If needed, fuel samples may be taken during the recirculation mode.  The recirculation nozzle is equipped
with a hand-operated ball valve to allow sampling of the fuel entering the tanker.  To take the fuel sample, place
the end of the tube in the sample container.  Slowly move the control handle on the ball valve to the open position.
When sampling is complete, set the control handle on the ball valve  to the closed position.

• When recirculation is complete, set the recirculation nozzle control handle to the closed position.  Set the
CCR nozzle to the NO FLOW position.

• Shut down the HEMTT tanker IAW TM 9-2320-279-10-1.

• Disconnect the recirculation nozzle from the HEMTT tanker.

EMERGENCY FIRE AND RESCUE PROCEDURES

The best preparation for coping with an emergency is the fire-fighting and rescue training that all refueling
personnel should receive.  The procedures and guidelines of what personnel should do in a fire or crash emergency
are found in Chapter 19.

Figure 15-16. Model 125-1000 CCR nozzle

Figure 15-17. Recirculation nozzle
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Figure 15-18. D-1 center-point refueling nozzle
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FLOW

NO FLOW

Figure 15-19. Discharge hose FLOW handles

Section IV.  Fat Cow (CH-47) FARE
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PURPOSE
To provide a continuous presence of aviation assets on the modern battlefield requires greater FARP mobility.

Logistical requirements may require a more rapid and mobile response for aviation fuels than can be met by tank
vehicles or the sling loading of collapsible drums into an area of operation.  Aircraft-to-aircraft refueling offers a
reduction in turnaround time at unit trains through rapid insertion, refueling of aircraft, and extraction of Class III
assets.  This refueling technique also reduces the time that supporting as well as supported aircraft are on the
ground and most vulnerable.  Since it is possible to perform this operation closer to the FLOT, there is a reduction
in the loss of lethal aviation assets due to refueling/rearming thus increasing force projection.  Aircraft-to-aircraft
refueling systems and procedures for the Fat Cow are given below.

Fat Cow
The CH-47 has capability to pump a maximum of 2320 gallons of fuel to other aircraft.  Fuel is contained in

standard noncrashworthy 600-gallon ERFS tanks (crashworthy tanks are preferred) located in the cargo compar t-
ment of the tanker aircraft.  One to four tanks may be installed with enough refuel equipment to set up either two
refuel points per aircraft.  In any configuration, the FARP can easily be set up and operational within 10 minutes of
landing.  Also, the on board fuel can also be used to extend the range of the tanker aircraft.

Equipment
Equipment used in Fat Cow refueling operations consists of ERFS tanks, electric pump, filter/separator, hoses,

nozzles, grounding equipment and valves and fittings.  There is currently no unique system for aircraft-to-aircraft
refueling.  The system in use combines components of the ERFS, FARE, and HTARS.  Major components are di s-
cussed below.

• Tanks.  The Fat Cow uses up to four ERFS tanks.  They are metal, noncrashworthy, 600-gallon capacity
tanks.  Crashworthy tanks are preferred.  The tanks can be filled to 580 gallons providing up to 2320 gallons for
refueling other aircraft.  The tanks are secured to the aircraft using 5,000-and 10,000-pound cargo strap asse m-
blies.  Although noncrashworthy tanks are currently in use, they should be replaced with crashworthy tanks when
available.

• Pumping assembly.  Electrically driven, explosion-proof, pumps are located aft of the rearmost tank, secured
to the floor, and connected to the manifold.  The pump receives AC and DC power from the aircraft’s electrical
system and is connected to the utility receptacles in the cabin.

• Filter/separator.  A 100-GPM filter/separator is secured to the aircraft floor.  This is the same filter/separator
used with the FARE system.  It contains five elements, each in a canister, that remove free water and particulate
contaminants.  It has an air vent valve, a pressure differential indicator, a water sight glass, and a water drain valve
that is hand operated.  For more information on the 100-GPM filter/separator, see Chapter 21.

• Hoses.  The hoses used for the Fat Cow should be 2-inch in diameter.  Use suction hoses on the suction side
of the pump and collapsible discharge hose on the dispensing side of the system.  Use enough length of hose to
maintain required spacing between refueling points and between tanker aircraft and refueling points.  The standard
camlocking hoses in the FARE system can be used.  However, the unisex, dry-break couplings as used in the
HTARS are recommended because of environmental considerations.

• Fittings, valves, and nozzles.  Fittings, valves, and nozzles used for the Fat Cow are the same as those used
for the FARE and HTARS described in Sections I and III.  A Y-fitting is used between the discharge hose follo w-
ing the filter/separator and the discharge hose to the refueling points.  Butterfly valves may be inserted for quick,
positive shutoff within the system when camlocking hoses are used.  HTARS hoses have FLOW-NO-FLOW valves
at the dry break connections.  The nozzles used are the same as those used on the FARE:  CCR and D-1 nozzles.
See Chapter 14 and the previous sections of this chapter for more information.

Site Selection
Follow the general guidelines for site selection covered in the previous sections.  The landing zone should be

large enough to accommodate the tanker aircraft with minimum spacing between refueling points (see Table 15-1).
For multitanker aircraft operations maintain a minimum of 300 feet separation between tanker aircraft.  Ensure the
ground can support the aircraft and operation.  Avoid wet, snow-covered or muddy ground and thick brush.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES OF DEPLOYMENT
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Advantages

The advantages of the Fat Cow (CH-47) FARE are given below.
• The CH-47 is an instant FARP.  Once the CH-47 is on the ground, the system can be ready for refueling

within 10 minutes.

• The system can be displaced quickly.  When refueling operations are completed, the FARP is packed up,
the CH-47 takes off, and the site is cleared within minutes.

• The Fat Cow is useful for special operations.

 Disadvantages
The disadvantages of the Fat Cow are given below.
• The ERFS tanks are airworthy when installed, operated, and maintained as described in TM 55-1560-307-

13&P.  With this configuration, however, fuel can leak into the cabin and a catastrophic incident can occur in the
event of a hard landing or an accident.  When the noncrashworthy ERFS tanks are installed, the potential for fires
during a crash increases.

• The armanents of the CH-47 provide limited protection.  Therefore, advance planning is required when r e-
connaissance and/or attack elements are used to escort the CH-47 with Fat Cow installed.

• The aircraft should be shut down and blades secured to prevent safety hazards.  The rotor wash from the CH-
47 presents a safety hazard to smaller aircraft.

• The CH-47 burns a tremendous amount of fuel; this must be planned for logistically.
• The signature of the CH-47 makes it vulnerable to detection and attack.
• Use of the Fat Cow diverts valuable aviation assets from other missions.  It may be more advantageous to

perform the refuel mission with other refueling systems.

Section V.  C-17 FARP USING THE HTARS

PURPOSE
   Another option for greater FARP mobility is the C-17 FARP using the HTARS, 100-GPM pump, and 100-GPM
filter/separator (for fuel post operations evacuation from system).  The C-17 aircraft is able to deploy to forward
areas where only short runways and limited ramp spaces are available.  The C-17 aircraft will land in a forward
area to act as a ground tanker to provide fuel to receivers on the ground.  The receivers can be aircraft, trucks,
bladders, or other equipment.  The C-17 can deliver fuel through either one or both of its single point receptacles.
The C-17 booster pumps are used to defuel the aircraft using the HTARS and additional Army components.  Defu-
eling can be done up to a rate of 520-GPM, depending on the number of booster pumps used.

Site Considerations
   The site selected for C-17 FARP operations must be consistent with C-17 capabilities.  The C-17 is can operate
from small airfields with limited supporting infrastructure.  The airfield runway must be 3,000 to 5,000 feet long
and 90 feet wide.  A paved runway is not required; it may be merely graded and compacted gravel or clay.  A 500-
by 200-foot area is required for the FARP site.

Equipment
   Required equipment includes: HTARS (see Section III for description), two 100-GPM filter/separators (see
Chapter 21), five fire extinguishers, four water cans, and four spill containers.  A 100-GPM pump (see Chapter 20)
is required for post operations fuel evacuation of the system.

Layout
   Configure the HTARS and additional components as shown in Figure 15-20, page 15-37.  Required minimum
distance between aircraft must be achieved.  Lay out the system in the most practical manner taking advantage of
any terrain features.  When laying out the equipment, never remove a dust cap until ready to make a connection.
This will r educe the chance of dust or particulate entering the system.

Connection of System Components
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   Starting at the supply aircraft, connect using a single point nozzle (D-1 type).  After connecting the nozzle, pe r-
form a locked nozzle check.  Connect a 2-inch by 50-foot discharge hose to the nozzle using the sexless dry break
fitting.  Install a T-fitting to the end of the discharge hose.  Connect a 2-inch by 50-foot discharge hose to both
remaining ends of the T-fitting.  After these lengths of hose, connect a 100-GPM filter/separator.  Lay out the r e-
mainder of the HTARS into a modified configuration resulting in two refueling points separated by at least 200 feet
between points and 300 feet from the C-17.  At each refueling point, connect the type nozzle to be used in refueling
(CCR or D-1).  After making all connections, make sure that all valves in the sexless fittings are in the open pos i-
tion.  After opening each valve, manually attempt to disconnect the drybreak connection.  If the hardware is a s-
sembled properly, the equipment will not di sconnect.  If it does disconnect, replace the faulty connection.

Grounding and Other Equipment
   Drive a grounding rod into the ground 10 feet back from the end of each dispensing hose.  Loop the dispensing
hose back to the ground rod and hang the nozzle on the ground rod hanger.  Connect the clip of the nozzle
grounding wire to the ground rod at each point.  Place a fire extinguisher, a spill container, and a filled 5-gallon
water can at each point.  Also place a grounding rod at the filter/separator and connect using the filter/separator
grounding wire. Also place a fire extinguisher at the filter/separators.

Operation
   Operate the system in compliance with safety procedures in Chapter 2 and the following operation steps:

• The soldier operating the nozzle guides the aircraft into position using the signals described in Chapter 2.
Check with the pilot to ensure that all armaments are on SAFE.

 
• Members of the crew, except the pilot or copilot who may remain at the controls if necessary, should d e-

plane and assist with refueling or man the fire extinguishers.

• Carry the fire extinguisher out to the aircraft and place it within reach of the aircraft fill point.

• The pilot should notify his commander that he will be off the air during refueling.  He may monitor his
radios during refueling, but never transmit.

• Ground the aircraft.

• Bond the nozzle to the aircraft in one of two ways.  Insert the bonding plug into the plug receiver on the
aircraft or attach the clip of the nozzle bonding cable to a bare metal part of the aircraft other than the antenna.

• After the nozzle is bonded to the aircraft, remove the dust cap from the nozzle and open the aircraft’s fill
port.

• Verify that all valves are open.

• Signal to the refueling supervisor using predefined hand signals that point is ready to provide fuel.  Open
nozzle and refuel.  Do not leave the nozzle at any time during the refueling.  Stop the flow of fuel if there is any
emergency at the refueling point.

• After the receiving aircraft is full, shut off the nozzle.  Disconnect nozzle from the aircraft.  Replace the
cover of the aircraft fill port and put the dust cap back on the nozzle.

• Unplug the nozzle bonding plug and carry the nozzle back to the nozzle hanger.

• After receiving clearance, the aircraft is free to take off.
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• Evacuate fuel from the system using the FARE pump and recover the components using the following
procedures:

••  Close D-1 nozzle.
••Install the FARE pump 10-feet away from the SPR panel.
••Reverse the flow direction of each filter/separator.
••Start pump and run at idle.
••Recover hoses, starting at the refueling point.
••Stop pump and disconnect from the tanker aircraft.

ADVANTAGES/DISADVANTAGES

Advantages
   The advantages of the C-17 FARP are listed below.

• The C-17 can deliver bulk fuel to remote areas using small airfields with unimproved runways and little
supporting infrastructure.

• The system can be set up and operational quickly.

• The C-17 FARP is useful for special operations.

Disadvantages
   The disadvantages of the C-17 FARP are listed below.

• The C-17 aircraft is diverted from other valuable missions to perform FARP operations.  The use of other
FARP systems may be a more desirable allocation of resources.

• The C-17 requires a 3,000- by 90-foot minimum runway for landing.

• The operation may not be strategically advantageous in consideration of viable alternatives.

• The Army unit operating the FARP is responsible for transportation of personnel and equipment to the
FARP site.
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Figure 15-20. HTARS configuration and additonal components for C-17 FARP
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CHAPTER 16

REFUELING FROM TANK VEHICLES

Section I.  Refueling Vehicles

Use
Petroleum tank vehicles serve two functions.  They may be used for fuel servicing or bulk transport.  The m a-

jor difference is that fuel servicing vehicles have a filter/separator and bulk transporters do not.  Refueling vehicles
are used to refuel Army aircraft at a fixed or semifixed, airport type facility.  However, refueling vehicles are not
used exclusively to refuel fixed-wing aircraft.  They are not normally used in rapid refueling.  Although their use
with the HTARS or FARE components can aid in tactical situations where mobility is an asset.  Refueling vehicles
are mainly used when it is more practical to take the fuel to the aircraft than to take the aircraft to the fuel.

VEHICLE REQUIREMENTS
All aviation fuel must pass through a filter/separator before it is loaded into a refueler.  (A refueler is a tank

truck, tank semitrailer, or truck with a tank and pump unit.) It must be filtered again before it is pumped into an
aircraft.  All vehicles, except the M131A4, M131A5, and the M967, have filter/separators.  (On the M49 and
M131 series, the suffix “C” indicates a filter/separator.) Any of the refuelers described can be connected to the
CCR system by substituting the CCR nozzle for the standard open-port (gravity-flow) nozzle.  Tank vehicle fuel
compartments must carry only one grade or type of fuel.

FUEL-SERVICING TANK SEMITRAILERS
The fuel-servicing tank semitrailers are the M969, M970, M131A4C, and M131A5C.  See the appropriate

technical manual for operation and maintenance information.  These refuelers are described below.  For more i n-
formation see Chapter 24.

M969
The M969 tank semitrailer is used mainly for automotive refueling.  It has a four-cylinder diesel engine-

driven, 4-inch centrifugal, self-priming, low-head pump assembly.  It has  a stainless steel, single compartment
tank that holds 5,000 gallons, plus 3 percent capacity for expansion.  It is equipped with a filter/separator and a
dual dispensing system.  The filter/separator consists of 15 filter elements, 5 canisters, and 15 go/no-go fuses.
Each dispensing system has a meter, a hose reel with electric rewind, 50 feet of 1 1/4-inch dispensing hose, and a
dispensing nozzle.  The M969 semitrailer may be used for open-port refueling.  Its nozzles cannot be used when
the D-1 or the CCR nozzle is required.  The fuel flows at a rate of 60 GPM through one nozzle only or through
both nozzles at the same time.  The M969A1 tank semitrailer is equipped with a hose trough cover, a control panel
cover, a rear ladder, front and rear drains, and a tachometer and lead assembly that have been introduced for r e-
pairing or upgrading the M969.  More information on the M969 can be found in TM 9-2330-356-14 .

M970
The M970, 5,000-gallon, fuel-dispensing tank semitrailer is designed for underwing and overwing refueling of

aircraft.  The M970 has the same engine as the M969, but has a 3-inch, high-pressure, centrifugal pump.  It also is
equipped with the same 3-stage filter/separator as the M969, a recirculation system, and two refueling systems--one
for underwing and one for overwing.  One meter is used with both refueling hoses.  The M970A1 is equipped with
the same additional features as the M969A1 (described above).

• Underwing refueling system .  The system consists of 50 feet of 2 1/2-inch hose, an electric-rewind reel, and a
deadman control.

• Overwing refueling system .  The overwing refueling system consists of 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch hose, an ove r-
wing dispensing nozzle, an electric-rewind hose reel, and a closed-circuit dispensing nozzle.  This nozzle is inte r-
changeable with the overwing nozzle.
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• Recirculation system.  This system allows fuel sampling and complete recirculation of fuel through the fi l-
tering and dispensing system to remove condensation and contamination.

 M131A4C
 The uses of the M131A4C are the same as the M131A5C.  The main difference between this model and the

M131A5C is the tank configuration.  This tank semitrailer has four tank compartments each of which holds 1,250
gallons of fuel.  There are slight differences in the pump, pump engines, hose reels, filter/separators, and other
equipment.  They are also located differently.  The M131A4C has three 15-foot sections of suction hose stored in
hose tubes.  It has a rear roadside equipment cabinet equipped with a reel of 2 1/2-inch hose (225-GPM dispen s-
ing) and a 2 1/2-inch, automotive type nozzle.  The forward roadside cabinet of the M131A4C has a 1 1/2-inch
hose (0- to 55 GPM dispensing) on reel with the standard 1 1/2-inch, automotive-type nozzle.

 M131A5C
The M131A5C tank semitrailer is one of the most commonly used fuel-servicing tank semitrailers in the

Army.  It has a 5,000-gallon capacity and weighs 12 tons.  The entire vehicle is about 31 feet long, 8 feet wide, and
9 feet high.  This semitrailer has a great deal of flexibility because it can be used in most fueling operations;  that
is, it is capable of fuel transport, fuel transfer, and fuel servicing of containers, ground vehicles, and aircraft.  It is
used in open-port refueling of aircraft that have a maximum fuel acceptance rate of 225 GPM.

• Tank body.  The tank is made of stainless steel.  It has two fuel compartments.  Each holds 2,500 gallons of
fuel.  A slip-proof walkway of steel grating runs along the top of the tank body.  Each compartment has a 20-inch
manhole cover with a filler cover and lock, an emergency dump valve, and a drainpipe. A load level indicator is
welded to the collar of each manhole.

• Side cabinets.  The M131A5C has an equipment cabinet on each side of the tank body.  The roadside cabinet
is equipped with a reel of 1 1/2-inch, reinforced dispensing hose with 2 1/2-inch, automotive type nozzle equipped
with 100-mesh nozzle screen;  the rate-of-flow selector dial;  the engine control instruments; and the fi l-
ter/separator pressure gages.  The manifold valves and dump valve levers are also in this cabinet.  The curbside
cabinet holds the pump, pump engine, and battery.

TANK TRUCKS
The tank trucks used for aircraft refueling are the M978 and the M49A2C.  These tank trucks are described

below.  See Chapter 29 for more information.

M978
 The M978 tank truck, also called the HEMTT, is used to refuel aircraft, transport bulk fuels, and service co m-

bat vehicles.  The M978 tank truck is able to transport bulk fuels in areas where other tank trucks cannot operate.
It has a stainless steel 2,500-gallon tank with a single compartment shell.  The fuel system of the truck includes a
pump and a filter/separator.  Power for the 300-GPM centrifugal pump comes from the truck engine.  The truck
also has an alternate fuel delivery pump.  This 25-GPM pump is powered by 24 DC from the truck’s electrical sy s-
tem.  The filter/separator is located in the rear cabinet.  It is a 300-GPM unit with a pressure differential indicator,
15 filter and canister assemblies, and a manual drain valve.  A sampling probe, for use with the Aqua-glo water
test kit, is located on the discharge side of the filter/separator.  The tank truck has two hose reels in the rear cab i-
net.  Each hose reel has 50 feet of 1 1/2-inch dispensing hose.  Each 1 1/2-inch hose has a 50-GPM capacity.  The
hose ends have male, quick-disconnect fittings and bonding connections.  Each hose reel has a fuel-servicing no z-
zle.  The HEMTT also has a 15-foot section of 3-inch suction hose.  The HEMTT can also refuel aircraft with the
HTARS.  See Chapter 15 for more information.

 M49A2C
The M49A2C tank truck is used in open-port refueling, in transporting fuel, and in servicing fuel containers

and ground vehicles.  It has a stainless steel 1,200-gallon tank.  The tank is evenly divided into two compartments.
Power for the pump comes from the truck engine.  A speed control linkage controls the speed of the truck engine,
its power takeoff, and the fuel delivery pump.  A 35-foot length of 1 1/2-inch reinforced hose (with a standard 1
1/2-inch, automotive-type nozzle equipped with 100-mesh nozzle screen) is mounted on the roadside of the tank.

TANK AND PUMP UNIT
The tank and pump unit is also used in aircraft refueling. The tank and pump unit consists of a 50-GPM

pumping assembly, two 600-gallon aluminum tanks, and related equipment.  The frame assembly makes it easier
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to take the pump off the truck for maintenance work or to use it as a pump unit for fuels that are stored in ground
tanks. One electric model and several gasoline models of the tank and pump unit are currently in use .  A newer
model tank and pump unit (Figure 24-3, page 24-5) consist of tank control levers at the rear of the unit, a bottom
loading port, 500-gallon fuel tanks, and a bottom loading valve that opens automatically when fuel pressure is a p-
plied and is closed automatically by the jet level sensor when the tank is full (when filled through bottom loading
port).

Section II.  Refueling Operations

PERSONNEL TRAINING
The drivers (operators) of tank vehicles may not have received formal training in the specialized field of ai r-

craft refueling.  The responsible unit commander should set up and maintain a safety training program for them.
They should be thoroughly trained in the step-by-step procedures covered in this section.  Emphasis should be
placed on the quality requirements for aviation fuels (Chapter 13), on fuel spills and fire-fighting techniques
(Chapter 19), and petroleum safety (Chapter 2).  Any accident involving fuel, an aircraft, or a tank vehicle may
result in fire.  Only drivers who have completed the safety training and have demonstrated their ability to refuel
aircraft using the proper procedures should be assigned to aircraft refueling operations.

VEHICLE PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS
There are two types of preoperational checks on refueling vehicles.  One type is the preoperational check on

the vehicle as a vehicle.  For example, checking the inflation of the tires or the water level of the radiator is a veh i-
cle check.  Checks of this type are outlined in the equipment technical manual.  The other type are the checks pe r-
formed to ensure that the vehicle is ready to refuel aircraft.

DAILY PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS AND PROCEDURES
Each day, before operations, the driver of the refueling vehicle should check the condition of the truck’s ele c-

trical system.  This system is important since defective wiring can cause sparks.  Also, it is a good safety practice to
equip refueling vehicles with a hard-shell cab top as opposed to a canvas top.  This is for the protection of vehicle
operators.  In addition, before refueling an aircraft, personnel must perform the actions described below.

Recirculate Fuel
 Ground the refueler to a ground rod.  Then, with the help of an assistant, assemble the hose to recirculate the

fuel that was in the hose overnight.  Start the pump engine and pump (or the truck engine and pump).  Recirculate
the fuel.  Recirculation of the fuel does two things.  Passing the fuel through the filter/separator removes any water
that has settled overnight.  The process allows the filter/separator pressure differential to be checked.  The refueler
must be grounded while fuel is being recirculated because of the static charge that builds on aviation fuels in m o-
tion.

 Check Equipment
 Check the pressure differential of the filter/separator.  Record it.  Check the oil level in the pump engine. (or

truck engine if it powers the pump).  Check the engine for oil leaks.  Check the exhaust pipe and spark arrester for
cracks and leaks.

 Check for Leaks
 Check the tanks, pipes, pump, filter/separator, meter, hose reels, manhole cover, valves, and nozzles for leaks.
 

 Inspect Hoses
Inspect all hoses as described below.  These checks are important to follow:

• Check hose cover.  Extend all hose completely, and check the outside cover of the hose.  If any part of the
hose length shows signs of blistering, saturation, or nicks and cuts that expose reinforcing material, remove that
length of hose from service.  Focus particular attention within 12 inches of the couplings, as this is where most
hose failures occur.  Usable parts of the hose should be salvaged and recoupled.

• Check couplings.  Look for coupling slippage.  Coupling slippage usually shows first as a misalignment of
the hose and coupling or as a scored or freshly exposed part of the hose where the slippage has occurred.  Look for
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signs of leakage at the coupling.  If a coupling is slipping or leaking, remove that length of hose from service.  Sa l-
vage and recouple.

• Test hose.  Test the hose at normal operating pressure.  Run the pump with the nozzle closed.  Look for a b-
normal twisting or ballooning.  Twisting or ballooning shows that the hose carcass is weakening, so remove the
hose from service.

• Check nozzle screens.  Remove the nozzle screens.  Check their contents for particles of hose lining.  Part i-
cles of rubber left in new hose from the manufacturing process may appear during the first week of use.  If particles
appear more than twice during the first week or appear thereafter, remove the length of hose from service because
it is deteriorating.  Also check the screens for dirt and for other particles that may show that the filter/separator has
failed or that moving parts are wearing down.  Report any such indications.  Clean and replace the nozzle screens.
The nozzle screens must be hand tightened only.

 Check Bonding
 Check the nozzle bonding cable, bond plug, and bond  clip.  They must be in good condition to make the

positive bond required to prevent a spark.

Check Grounding
Check the grounding cable and its clips for defects.  They must be in good condition to make a safe ground to

carry the static charge off the truck.  Be sure the refueler is carrying a ground rod.

Check Placement
Check to see that the fire extinguisher, spill container, dust plugs, and dust caps are in place.

Test Fuel
Draw a sample of fuel from the fuel probe coupling after recirculating the fuel and making other checks.  Test

the fuel as discussed in Chapter 13.  If the fuel does not pass the tests, notify the person in charge.  Isolate the su s-
pect fuel, resample it, send the sample to your supporting laboratory, and await the laboratory’s instructions on
disposition.

QUARTERLY PREOPERATIONAL CHECKS
Once a quarter, before operations, check the fueling system of the tank vehicle.  Remove the pump strainer and

line strainers.  Check them for dirt.  Clean and replace them as necessary.  Also check and clean the meter screens.
Perform these maintenance checks immediately whenever a nozzle strainer or a lab report on a fuel sample shows
contamination or whenever filter/separator elements are inspected or changed.

SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS
Refueling from a tank vehicle requires at least two people.  If only the vehicle operator and his assistant are

present, the operator should attend the pump and the assistant should handle the nozzle.  A fire extinguisher
should be within reach of each.  Where possible, the aircraft crew chief should be present to oversee the entire o p-
eration and another member of the aircraft or ground crew should man the fire extinguisher at the nozzle.  After
the aircraft parks, its engines are shut down, the rotor blades are secured, and armaments are set on SAFE, the
refueling operation sequence can start.  The procedures must be done in the sequence described below.  If you are
rapid refueling from the refueler, supplement the procedures with those in Chapter 15.

Check the Aircraft
Check the interior of the aircraft.  No one should be on board during refueling unless the pilot must be on

board to monitor the quantity of fuel to be loaded.  Find out before starting the refueling sequence whether or not
there is a person in the aircraft.  Check with the pilot to ensure that all armaments are on SAFE.

Position the Refueler
Drive the tank vehicle into position in front of the aircraft.  Use the approach route shown in A, Figure 16-1,

page 16-5.  Do not drive the refueler directly toward the aircraft because brake failure could cause a serious acc i-
dent.

• Minimum distances.  Keep a distance of at least 10 feet between the refueler and the aircraft.  There must be
at least 10 feet between the refueler and rotor blades of a helicopter.  Keep a distance of at least 20 feet between the
exhaust pipe of the pump engine (or truck engine) and the aircraft fill port and tank vent.  See B, Figure 16-1 page
16-5.
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• Refueler path.  Park the refueler so that there is a clear open path to drive it away from the aircraft in an
emergency.  Do not detach a tank semitrailer from its tractor when refueling an aircraft.  The tractor must be ready
to pull the trailer away from the aircraft if the need arises.

• Ground guides.  If the refueler can be driven into position without backing, do so.  If the refueler must be
backed toward the aircraft, bring the truck to a full stop 20 to 25 feet away from the aircraft or its rotor blades.
Have another soldier act as a ground guide.  Follow his signals to guide the final backing approach until he stops
the refueler at the proper distance from the aircraft and its fill port or vent.  See C, Figure 16-1.

• Parking.  Stop the refueler’s engine (unless it powers the pump), and set the brake.  Chock the tires of the
refueler and, if appropriate, the aircraft.

Figure 16-1. Positioning tank vehicle for refueling aircraft
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 Check the Fuel
 Check the fuel in the tank to make sure it is the right type for the aircraft.  Check the sight glass of the fi l-

ter/separator to make sure all water has been drained out.

 Position Fire Extinguishers
 Place the truck fire extinguisher by the pump.  Place a fire extinguisher by the aircraft fill port.  Have members

of the ground crew or aircrew man these two fire extinguishers.  If there are no personnel available to man the fire
extinguishers, place them near the pump and nozzle operators.  Position them where they will not be in the oper a-
tor’s way and where they are not likely to be engulfed if a fire should start.

 

 Ground the Refueler
 Unreel the ground cable, and attach it to an existing ground rod.  If no ground rod exists at the location, drive

the refuelers ground rod into the earth to required depth and attach the clip to the rod.  See Chapter 2.

 Bond Nozzle to Aircraft
 Bond the nozzle to the aircraft before the dust cap is removed from the nozzle and the plug is removed from

the fill port.  If the aircraft has a receiver for the bond plug, use the plug.  If not, attach the bonding clip to a bare
metal part of the aircraft.

 Open Fill Port
 Open the fill port and remove the nozzle dust cap.  If an open-port nozzle or the CCR nozzle adapter is being

used, put the nozzle well down into the fill port.  Do not open the nozzle until it is inside the fill port.  If the CCR
nozzle is being used, mate the nozzle into the fill port.  If they will not latch together, look for dirt in the fill port
or on the nozzle.  Wipe the fill port out and clean the nozzle; then mate the two together.

 Refuel
 The procedures for refueling depend on the type of refueling.  They are described below.
• CCR.  Pull back on the control handle latch, and then push the flow control handle up toward the aircraft and

into the FLOW position.  If the tank will be filled completely, watch the back of the nozzle.  A red indicator will
pop up at the back of the nozzle when the tank is full.  The flow shuts off automatically.  If the tank will be filled
only partially, watch the pilot for a signal to stop the flow.  Pull the flow control handle back toward the hose to
move it into the NO FLOW position.  Unlatch the nozzle.  Replace the fill port plug and the nozzle dust cap.

• Open-port refueling.  Open the nozzle slowly to reduce splashing and to reduce the turbulence of the fuel a l-
ready in the tank.  Do not leave the nozzle at any time during the refueling operation.  Do not block or wedge the
nozzle lever open.  If the nozzle handle has been notched, remove the notches so that the handle cannot stay open
unless someone is holding it open.  Slow the flow of fuel as the tank nears the fill level.  Top off the tank so that
the fuel will not overflow.  Stop the flow completely before taking the nozzle out of the fill port.

• D-1 (underwing) refueling.  Mate the D-1 (center-point) nozzle to the receiver mounted on the aircraft by
gripping the two handgrip handles and turning them clockwise to lock the nozzle to the receiver.  Turn the latch
handle counterclockwise, parallel to the hoseline, to allow fuel to flow.  (The latch handle will not turn to the
OPEN position unless the nozzle is locked to the receiver.  If it will not turn, release the nozzle by turning the
handgrips counterclockwise.  Begin again.)  The M970 (5,000-gallon semitrailer) and the M978 HEMTT (2,500-
gallon tank vehicle) are equipped with a fuel safety device (deadman control) and a D-1 nozzle.  To start the flow
of fuel to the nozzle, squeeze the deadman control.  The flow is stopped by releasing the pressure on the deadman
control upon the pilot’s signal.  Turn the latch handle clockwise, across the hoseline, and turn the handgrip ha n-
dles counterclockwise to release the nozzle from the receiver.  (The handgrip handles will not turn back to release
the nozzle unless the latch handle has been turned back to the NO- FLOW position.)

 Close Fill Port
 Replace the plug on the fill port.  Replace the nozzle dust cap before disconnecting the nozzle bond.

 Undo Nozzle Bond
 Remove the nozzle bond plug or undo the bonding clip.  Reel up the hose and nozzle.  Do not drag the nozzle

across the ground.
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 Replace Fire Extinguisher
 Replace the fire extinguisher used at the nozzle.

 Undo Refueler Ground
Release the clip on the ground rod, and reel up the grounding cable.  Do not drag the cable clip across the

ground.  Guide the cable back onto the reel to prevent damage to the grounding system.  If the refueling operation
is over and the refueler’s ground rod was used, pull the rod up and stow it in the refueler.  Place the fire exti n-
guisher in the refueler.

EMERGENCY FIRE AND RESCUE PROCEDURES
The best preparation for a fire emergency is knowing the dangers, particularly the rate of flame spread on

aviation fuels, knowing how to use a fire extinguisher, and preparing yourself to make an instant decision and take
instant action.  The basic actions that should be planned for and carried out quickly if a fire breaks out are d e-
scribed in Chapter 19.
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CHAPTER 17

DEFUELING

Methods
Fuel must be removed from an aircraft’s fuel tank when maintenance must be done on the fuel system, when

the fuel level gages are to be calibrated, and when work on the aircraft requires use of electrical equipment or other
equipment that might generate heat or sparks.  The tank must also be defueled if the aircraft is to be shipped or
stored.  Defueling is more dangerous than fueling because, even though relatively small amounts of fuel are i n-
volved, the procedure is more difficult and drainage provisions are usually inconvenient.  All safety precautions
must be observed.  The general rule of defueling is that it must be done outdoors without damage to the aircraft or
its fuel system, without fuel waste, and without safety violations.  Aircraft fuel tanks must be defueled by power or
by gravity.  For speed and efficiency, power should be used to remove most of the fuel and only final draining
should be done by gravity.  These methods are described below.

Power Defueling
The bulk of the fuel in an aircraft’s tanks should be removed by suction.  A pump/engine assembly or the

pump of a refueler provides the power.  The aircraft can be defueled either with a defueling tube or by using a piece
of salvaged suction hose.

• Defueling tube.  A defueling tube is fitted onto the suction hose.  The tube is inserted into the tank and most
of the fuel is pumped out.

• Suction hose.  A piece of 1- or 1 1/2-inch salvaged suction hose may also be used to defuel an aircraft.  The
end that will be inserted into the tank is cut at an angle so that the reinforcing wire is cut only once.  The cut end
of the reinforcing wire is also rounded to keep it from damaging the fuel tank.  The hose is inserted into the tank
and most of the fuel is pumped out.

Gravity Defueling
Gravity defueling is the process of draining the tanks by opening the drain valves or petcocks of the aircraft

fuel system.  It is a slow and dangerous process.  Some suitable container must be placed under the valves to catch
the fuel.  Except in an emergency, this method should be used only to complete the draining of the aircraft fuel
system after the bulk of the fuel has been removed by a pump.

OUTDOOR DEFUELING PROCEDURES
Aircraft refueling must be done outdoors, except when the responsible commander directs indoor defueling.

When defueling is done outdoors, general safety precautions must be followed.  Defueling may be into a tank veh i-
cle or into a container.

General Safety Precautions
The general safety precautions for outdoor defueling are as follows:

• Aircraft fuel tank openings must be at least 50 feet from any hangar or building.  They must be the proper
minimum distance from radar equipment.

• No aircraft, vehicle, electrical equipment, open-flame device, or any other spark generator must be allowed to
operate within 50 feet of the aircraft.

• No smoking is allowed within 50 feet of the aircraft.

• Aircraft engines and radios must be shut down.

• Only those personnel actually required to conduct the defueling operation and to operate the fire equipment
are allowed within 50 feet of the aircraft.
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• All defueling operations must be stopped if there is an electrical storm in the immediate area or if there is a
fire, fuel spill, crash, or accident at the refueling point or airfield.

• The fire chief or senior fire officer will decide when a defueling operation warrants a fire truck and personnel
present.  Fuel service personnel will man fire extinguishers for all defueling operations.

 Tank Vehicle Defueling
 The procedures for defueling into a tank vehicle are as follows:

• Drive the tank vehicle into the same position as when refueling, but park it as far from the aircraft as the
length of the hose will permit.  Park the tank vehicle so that there is a clear and open route to drive away from the
aircraft in an emergency.

• Ground the tank vehicle by connecting one clip of the ground cable’s Y-cable to a ground rod.  If there is no
ground rod in place at the site, drive the vehicle’s ground rod to the specified depth.  See Chapter 2 for more i n-
formation.

• Ground the aircraft by connecting the clip at the other end of the Y-cable to an unpainted surface of the ai r-
craft other than the radio antenna or propeller.

• Bond the defueling tube to the aircraft with a bonding plug or clip.  A length of suction hose may be used if a
defueling tube is not available.

• Remove the plug from the aircraft fuel port, if appropriate, or slide the shield off the open port adapter ope n-
ing of the CCR receiver.

• Insert the defueling tube or length of suction hose into the tank. If the aircraft has a drain port, attach the
suction hose to the aircraft’s drain port using the required adapters.

• Start the pump and pump the fuel out.  As soon as the flow stops, shut down the pump.

• Remove the defueling tube or length of suction hose from the tank, and close the tank.

• Remove the bond and reel up the hose.

• Remove the ground connection to the aircraft, then the ground connection between the tank vehicle and the
ground rod.  Reel up the grounding cable.

• Drive the tank vehicle away.

Container Defueling
Gravity defueling is the procedure to place fuel into a container.  It is a dangerous procedure.  The fuel builds

considerable static charge as it falls into the container.  It also splashes and agitates the fuel already in the co n-
tainer.  The soldier who opens the fuel system’s drain valves or petcocks is likely to get his arm and sleeve wet
with fuel.  Fuel soaked clothing should be removed with care.  Observe all safety precautions.  Fuel should be
washed off the skin with soap and water.  A fire truck (as required) or personnel with fire extinguishers must stand
by during the entire operation.  The procedures for defueling into containers are as follows:

• Ground the container by attaching the grounding wire clip to the container on one end and a ground rod at
the other end.

• Ground the aircraft to the ground rod by connecting a cable to an unpainted surface of the aircraft, other than
the radio antenna or propeller, and to a ground rod driven to the specified depth.

• Open the valves or petcocks, and drain the remaining fuel from the aircraft fuel system.

• Remove the ground to the aircraft after draining is complete, and then remove the ground to the container of
the fuel.
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INDOOR DEFUELING PROCEDURES
When an aircraft is scheduled for maintenance, the fuel system may have to be drained.  Whenever possible,

the aircraft should be defueled outdoors before it is moved into a hangar or maintenance tent.  However, during
routine maintenance disassembly, an unexpected condition can be discovered that makes defueling necessary.  If
the aircraft is either in a jig or on jacks when the discovery is made, moving the aircraft outdoors is probably i m-
possible.  In such a situation, the responsible commander must be notified immediately and all alternatives to i n-
door defueling should be considered.  If indoor defueling is to occur, follow the procedures described below.

Preparing to Defuel
A number of procedures must be followed when preparing to defuel indoors.  These are as follows:

• Move all aircraft that can be moved out of the hangar and park them at least 50 feet away from the hangar.

• Open the main doors of the hangar, and close any office or shop doors that open into a hangar.  Opening the
main doors provides maximum ventilation and will allow the force of an explosion to dissipate.

• Turn off all engines, electrical equipment, or other possible spark sources within 50 feet.  Do not start or
continue the operation if there is an electrical storm in the immediate area or a fuel spill, crash, fire, or any other
emergency at the airfield.

• Clear at least 50 feet of all personnel and equipment that are not required for defueling.

 Grounding
 In a hangar, a water pipe or a buried grid usually provides the ground connection to an aircraft.  In a tent, a

ground rod provides this ground connection.

 Defueling
Procedures to defuel an aircraft indoors are the same as those for defueling into a tank vehicle or container

outdoors.

DRAINED FUEL DISPOSITION
Drained fuel should be disposed of properly.  Dispose of all drained fuel according to AR 710-2.  See Chapter

13 for more information.
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CHAPTER 18

OTHER WAYS OF TRANSPORTING PETROLEUM

Section I.  External Loads

SLING-LOADING OPERATIONS
Petroleum may be transported in 500-gallon collapsible fabric drums using the sling loading method.  This

method enables obstacles to be overcome that hinder other modes of transportation.  One or two drums can be sling
loaded with a sling set of at least 10,000-pound capacity.  Sling nets can be used to transport refueling system
components.  Refer to FM 55-450-4 for rigging instructions.  For more detailed information on external load pr o-
cedures, see FM 57-38.

LANDING POINTS
All sling-loading operations use 80- to 100-meter diameter landing points.  Conditions of the area, such as

dusty surfaces or obstacles, may require increased spacing between loads, reducing the number of helicopters that
can operate at the site at one time, and decreasing the overall speed of the operation.  When selecting a site, you
should make sure the site is cleared of any loose materials or debris to prevent it from being blown into the ground
crew or rotor blades, or drawn into the helicopter engines.  The landing site should provide maximum security and
concealment.  Landing points used for supply or resupply should be located near supply points to reduce ground
movement of cargo after delivery.

UNIT RESPONSIBILITIES
Most sling-load operations involve three elements:  the supported unit whose equipment will be moved, the

supporting unit that will fly the loads, and the pathfinder element.  Each element’s responsibilities are discussed
below.

• Supported Unit.  The supported unit must coordinate in advance with the supporting unit.  The supported
unit will provide slings, straps, clevises, and any other equipment required for the move.  They will perform the
actual rigging of the aircraft.  Ideally, the supported unit will provide the hook-up team.  They will also ensure that
the loads are properly rigged and do not exceed the allowable cargo load of the aircraft.

• Supporting Unit.  The supporting unit provides advice and technical assistance to the supported unit as
needed.  The unit will ensure that the load does not exceed the allowable cargo load of the aircraft transporting the
load.

• Pathfinder Element.  The pathfinder element provides advice and assistance to both the supported and su p-
porting units.  The pathfinder will supervise the rigging and inspection of all loads.  It will also ensure that the
load does not exceed the authorized load capacity of the aircraft.  It will also provide ground guidance and air tra f-
fic control during the sling load.

EQUIPMENT
The essential equipment used in external load operations are cargo nets and slings.  The components are d e-

scribed below.  Inspection, care, and storage of sling sets and nets are described in FM 55-450-1.

Sling Sets
Sling sets are used to externally transport 500-gallon collapsible drums.  The primary sling sets used are the

10,000- and- 25,000-pound capacity.  Both sling sets are similar except for a few minor differences.  All parts are
clearly marked.  Do not mix up the sets.  A sling with only one lifting leg is shown in Figure 18-1, page 18-2.  O b-
vious differences between the two sling sets are shown in Table 18-1.
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Figure 18-1. The 10,000-pound capacity sling set components

Table 18-1. Visible differences between the 10,000- and 25,000-pound capacity sling set

ITEM 10,000-POUND CAPACITY 25,000-POUND CAPACITY

SLING ROPE COLOR OLIVE DRAB BLACK

SLING ROPE DIAMETER 7/8-INCH 1 ¼-INCH

CLEVIS COLOR DULL GRAY ALUMINUM GOLD STEEL

NUMBER CHAIN LINKS 111 (APPROXIMATE) 88

WEIGHT 52 POUNDS 114 POUNDS

• Nylon rope assembly.  The nylon rope assembly is made from double-braided nylon rope with an eye splice at
each end.  The assembly is 12 feet long.  However, the manufacturing process and shipment can result in shrin k-
age.  The shrinkage is normally temporary and is usually restored with use.  To ensure proper load distribution, the
variation in lengths should not exceed 6 inches.  The part number, NSN, and the capacity of the individual legs are
embossed on the eye splice.  The 2,500-pound nylon rope assembly is 7/8-inch in diameter.  It is used with the
10,000-pound sling set.  The 6,250 pound nylon rope assembly is 1 1/4-inch in diameter.  It is used with the
25,000-pound sling set.
NOTE:  Each of the four legs will carry only one fourth of the total weight capacity of the sling sets.

• Apex fitting.  The metal apex fitting attaches directly to the helicopter hook, except on the UH-1.  A nylon
donut must be used between the sling and the aircraft hook because of the shear pin design of the UH-1 hook.
Each apex fitting consists of a clevis, pin, safety bolt, and locknut.  The clevises for both capacity sling sets are the
same size but are made of different metals and have different pin sizes.  The 10,000-pound capacity clevis is dull
gray colored aluminum and uses a 1 1/8-inch diameter pin.  The 25,000-pound capacity clevis is made of gold
color alloy steel and uses a 1 1/2-inch pin.

• Grab hook assembly.  The grab hook assembly is attached to the lower eye of the nylon rope.  It is used to a t-
tach the nylon rope assembly to the chain.  It is also used to adjust the length of the chain.  The chain is kept on the
grab hook by a spring-loaded keeper.  The same type of grab hooks are used for both the 10,000- and 25,000-pound
capacity slings.  However, they are not interchangeable.  The 10,000-pound capacity is smaller.  The part number
and capacity are embossed on the grab hook.
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• Chains.  The chains for both size slings are welded steel alloy.  The normal length of the chain is 8 feet, a l-
lowing for adjustments from 0 to 4 feet.  The chain is used as a loop.  The 10,000-pound capacity set has about 111
links and the 25,000-pound set has 88 links.  The links in the 25,000-pound set are larger than the 10,000-pound
set.  Every tenth link on both sets is painted olive drab.  The chain is attached to the grab hook so that the free end
will contain 10 links to the first painted link.  When rigging a load, start counting the links from the free end.

Cargo Nets
There are two sizes of cargo nets.  These are 5,000- and 10,000-pound capacity cargo nets.  These nets are

used to externally transport general cargo.  Maintenance, inspection and rigging instructions are described in FM
55-450-3.  The 5,000- and 10,000-pound nets are both used in the same manner.  They are described below.

• The 5,000-pound capacity net.  The 5,000-pound capacity net as shown in Figure 18-2 has a cubic capacity of
125 cubic feet.  The net is octagon shaped and measures 15 feet across the flat sides.  The net is olive drab in color
and is made of nylon cord with webbing lifting loops.  Each set of four lifting loops has a metal hook located at the
top center to provide an attachment point to hook the lifting legs to the apex fitting.  The apex fitting is a metal,
oval-shaped device attached to one of the four suspension straps.  The four hooks are hooked to the apex.  The apex
fitting is then attached to the helicopter cargo hook.

• The 10,000-pound capacity net.  The 10,000-pound capacity net as shown in Figure 18-3 is also made of n y-
lon mesh cord with webbing lifting loops.  The net has a maximum cubic capacity of 380 cubic feet, weighs 96
pounds, and comes in a canvas cover.  The net is black nylon, octagon shaped, and measures 18 feet across the flat
sides.  A yellow cord outlines the load area in the center of the net.  There are four sets of lifting legs made from 1
3/4-inch wide nylon webbing attached to the outside of the net.  Each leg is 11 feet in length with a hook to attach
to the apex.

Figure 18-2. The 5,000-pound capacity cargo net

Figure 18-3. The 10,000-pound cargo net
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HOOKUP AND RELEASE PROCEDURES
Hookup of a load requires a team effort.  The hook-up team requires a minimum of three personnel:  the si g-

nalman, the hook-up man, and his assistant.  The signalman must position the aircraft over the load so that the
hook-up man and his assistant can discharge the static electricity and attach the load to the aircraft as quickly and
safely as possible.  Release of the load is usually done by the air crew and only requires a signalman from the
ground crew.

Ground Crew Protective Measures and Equipment
Ground crews working around hovering aircraft are exposed to a variety of hazards.  To protect the crews the

following equipment is recommended or required.  See  Figure 18-4, page 18-5.
• Helmet.  The helmet provides protection against head injuries from flying debris and from being caught b e-

tween the aircraft and the load.  Helmets must be securely fastened.
• Eye protection.  Goggles must be worn as a minimum to protect the eyes from airborne dust and debris

caused by rotor wash.  A helmet with shield can also be used.  A protective mask provides the best protection;
however, it can cause a problem with depth perception and is not recommended for signalmen.

• Hearing protection.  Prolonged exposure to high intensity noise experienced in sling load operations can
cause hearing da mage.  Earplugs or earmuffs must be worn.

• Hand protection.  Leather gloves should be worn to protect the hands and fingers.  If electrical gloves are
available,  they should be worn by the person manning the static wand for added protection from static discharge
burns.

• Static discharge wand.  In flight a helicopter generates and stores a charge of static electricity.  When the
helicopter lands, this charge is grounded out.  While the helicopter is in flight, however, this charge remains stored
unless a path is provided for it to be channeled into the earth.  A ground crewman provides this path by contacting
the helicopter cargo hook with the apex fitting when the aircraft is hovering over the cargo hook-up point.  A l-
though this charge may not cause an electrical burn, it can cause a muscular reaction which may, if the individual
concerned is on an unsure footing, result in injury from a fall.  An individual shocked by the electricity may also
suffer a delayed discomfort from muscular cramps or spasms.

••To avoid the possibility of a static electric shock, ground crewmen use static discharge wands (field exp e-
dient or manufactured) and grounding stakes to ground the cargo hook.  Since the wand channels the electricity
from the helicopter directly into the ground, the ground crewman will not be shocked when he connects the apex
fitting to the cargo hook as shown in See Figure 18-5, page 18-6.

••Inspect the static discharge wand for serviceability.  Select the grounding stake location, it should be on
the opposite side of the ground crew’s exit direction so that they will not trip over it as they depart.  When opera t-
ing on hard surfaces, position the load near the edge of the surface so the grounding stake can be driven into the
ground.

••Drive the stake into the ground until it is firmly seated--at least 6 to 8 inches in firm ground and 24 inches
in sandy or loose soil.  Drive the stake in at a 45-degree angle away from the side of the load in case someone falls
on it.  Connect the cable clamp to the vertical shaft of the stake.

••Even though the helicopter has been grounded, the ground crew should not touch the cargo hook.  Since
the helicopter can recharge in less than 1 second, the wand operator must maintain continuous grounding contact.
If contact is lost, all personnel must pull back from the cargo hook until contact is reestablished.

• Other equipment.  Smoke grenades are used to mark the location of the landing point or to show wind dire c-
tion.  Flashlights with wands are used to give hand and arm signals during night oper ations.
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Figure 18-4. Ground crew safety equipment
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Figure 18-5. Grounding technique

Safety Measures
In addition to using the proper equipment, the following safety measures must also be followed:

• Wear long-sleeved shirts with the sleeves rolled down and fa stened.  Button the shirt collar.

• Police the sling-load area thoroughly before conducting operations to reduce the amount of debris that can be
thrown around by rotor wash.

• Remain alert during hookup and release operations.  Be ready at all times to get clear of the load.  Soldiers
have been crushed between the aircraft and loads, have had loads dragged over them, or have taken an unwanted
ride because they have inadvertently become entangled with the load.  Use extra caution if the load must be
mounted to affect hookup.  Slings under tension can crush a limb against the load.
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Ground Crew Duties

The ground crew will normally have one signalman and two hook-up men.

• Duties of the signalman.

••Before the arrival of the aircraft, the signalman directs the positioning of the load.  He inspects the load
for proper rigging and that it is ready to fly.

••As the helicopter approaches, the signalman positions himself 20 meters in front of the load maintaining
eye contact with the crew and gives the hand and arm signal “assume guidance.” As the helicopter reaches the
load, he gives hand and arm signals to position the aircraft directly over the load and close enough for the hook-up
men to place the apex fitting on the cargo hook.  It is critical that the signalman positions himself where the pilot
is able to see him.

••During the hookup, the signalman must observe the apex fitting and cargo hook.  Once hookup has been
done, he must hold the aircraft at a hover until the hook-up men are clear of the area.  When they are clear, the
signalman signals the aircraft upward slowly so that the sling legs gradually take up the load.  This is to ensure
that the sling legs are not fouled.  If they are fouled, the signalman motions the pilot downward and then instructs
him to cut away the load.  If the load has been successfully suspended, the signalman will give the signal to depart
and move quickly out of the way.

WARNING

At no time will the signalman allow a suspended load to pass over the head of any ground crew member.

• Duties of the hook-up men.

••One man handles the static discharge wand and the cargo hook while the other controls the apex fitting of
the sling load.  Hookup must be done quickly yet safely to reduce helicopter hover time and minimize exposure
time of the hook-up men under the helicopter.

••The hook-up men will be in position of the load when the helicopter arrives.  As the helicopter hovers
over the load, the hook-up men position themselves to perform the hookup quickly and not obscure the signalman’s
observation of the operation.

••When the helicopter is in correct position for hook-up, the static ground man grounds the aircraft by co n-
tacting the static wand to the cargo hook as shown in Figure 18-5, page 18-6,  and maintains continuous grounding
contact.  The hook-up man then places the apex fitting on the cargo hook and ensures that the hook is properly
closed.

••After the load is properly hooked to the aircraft, the hook-up team moves quickly aside to the predesi g-
nated rendezvous area.  If any of the legs become fouled and it is necessary to rehook the load, the signalman not i-
fies the pilot.

Release Procedures
For release operations, the hook-up team is referred to as the cargo release team.  As the helicopter approaches

the site, it takes instructions from the signalman, who will guide them to the cargo release point.  The cargo release
team stands by unless they are needed to manually release the load.  The signalman directs the helicopter to set the
load on the ground and then gives the release signal.  At this time, the apex fitting should fall free of the cargo
hook.  If it does not, the signalman signals the aircraft to hover and then directs the cargo release team to move
under the helicopter to manually release the load from the hook.  When the load is free of the hook and the release
team is no longer under the aircraft, the signalman directs the aircraft to depart and quickly moves out of the way.
If the cargo release hook cannot be opened by activating it from within the helicopter or by the cargo release team,
emergency release procedures will be required.  The doughnut will have to be disassembled and the aerial delivery
slings passed through the hook.  If an apex fitting or clevis is used at the attachment point, unscrew the nut and
remove the pin.  In extreme cases, it may be necessary to derig the load and have the helicopter set down to resolve
the situation.
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Section II.  Aerial Bulk Fuel Delivery System

DESCRIPTION
The ABFDS, shown in  Figure 18-6, is designed to be installed as part of the C-130,  C-141, or C-5A aircraft.

The most commonly used aircraft are the C-130 and C-141 .  The system uses aerial pillow tanks mounted on a
modular platform (2 on a C-130, 3 on a C-141, or 10 on a C-5A) to convert the aircraft quickly and safely into an
aerial tanker with a 6,000-gallon capacity for C-130,  9,000-gallon capacity for a C-141, and 30,000-gallon capacity
for a C-5A.  It has an off-load capacity of 1,200 GPM.  Fuel can be off-loaded into trucks, bladders, other contai n-
ers, and in extreme emergencies, other aircraft .  The ABFDS consists of 3,000-gallon pillow tanks, a pallet and tie-
down system, two pumping assemblies, two bidirectional flow meters, suction and delivery hoses (additional hose
is needed for C-141 installation), and auxiliary equipment and parts.  When the system is equipped with a fi l-
ter/separator it becomes the ADDS.  An outside pumping source may be used to fill the tanks.  The systems man i-
fold permits both tanks to be emptied with only one pumping module.  Air Force personnel are responsible for i n-
stalling and operating the system, but Army petroleum personnel take part in the off-loading operation.

Figure 18-6. Aerial bulk fuel delivery system

Aerial Pillow Tanks
The 3,000-gallon-capacity, rubber-coated pillow tanks are made with internal baffling.  This baffling weakens

the forces created by the forward and backward surge of the fuel so that it will not affect the flight of fixed-wing
aircraft.  A special harness surrounds the tank to prevent forward movement of the tank during landing under crash
conditions.  Each tank has an automatic, vapor-elimination valve which is connected by hoses to an overboard vent
port.  This valve keeps vapors from collecting.  Fuel is received and discharged through an elbow fitting mounted
on each tank.

Pallet and Tie-Down System
Each 3,000-gallon pillow tank is mounted on a 240-inch-long, 108-inch-wide aerial delivery platform.  The

tanks are held on the platforms by a series of tie-down straps strong enough to withstand the force of a crash.  The
platforms fit on the aircraft conveyor system and are securely locked to the aircraft floor.  The two pumping mo d-
ules are mounted on a cargo pallet that is 108 inches long and 88 inches wide and held by straps.  The pallet is
locked to the aircraft ramp.
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Tank Armor System
The tank armor system is an optional item of equipment.  It is a blanket in the form of a “sandwich” of plastic

reinforced with glass.  The blanket wraps around the lower two-thirds of each pillow tank.  The system has a glass-
reinforced floor liner which protects the tank if the platform splinters from ballistics entering through the aircraft
floor.  The tank armor system does not protect the pillow tanks from ballistics, but it does cut down on tearing and
helps control leaking.

Pumping Modules
One 600-GPM pumping module is connected to each pillow tank.  A valved crossover lets one pump fill or

discharge from both tanks.  The two centrifugal pumps (one per module) are run by four-cylinder, 20-horsepower,
gasoline-driven engines (Model 4A084-II).  When a C-5A is used, it is equipped with four pumping modules .  A
detailed description of the pumps is in TM 5-2805-213-14.  Figure 18-7 shows the pumping modules.  A vented,
pressurized tank mounted in the module contains fuel for the engine.  A 24-volt battery starts the engine.  Each
engine has a flexible exhaust pipe long enough to reach overboard when the aircraft ramp is down and the engines
are running.  Each pump has a manually operated drain valve located on the lower part of the pump housing.  A
drain hose, long enough to reach beyond the aircraft ramp, is attached to this valve when the pump must be
drained.

Figure 18-7. Pumping modules

Bidirectional Flow Meters
The two turbine, bidirectional flow meters give readings on the flow of product through the 4-inch line in

which they are installed.  Each meter is encased in a tubular frame and has a 4-inch, cam-locking male coupling at
one end and a female cam-locking coupling at the other end.  The meters are usually installed between the pump
outlet and manifold inlets, but they may be installed along any point in the 4-inch line to monitor the product flow
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in either direction.  The reading indicator is an odometer which shows the total in digits on two numerical dial
counters.  Both counters may be reset to zero.

Suction and Discharge Hoses
The AEBDS has enough suction and discharge hose to install it on the C-130 aircraft.  More lengths of hose

are required when it is used on the C-141 aircraft.  All hoses are 4 inches in diameter.  They have cam-locking
couplings, one male and one female, at e ither end.  The following are the hoses in the system:

• A 28-foot suction hose to connect the forward tank to the pump module manifold.

• An 8-foot suction hose to connect the rear tank to the pump module manifold.

• Two 4-foot suction hoses, with elbow fittings at the male coupling end, to connect the pump outlet to the
meter when the meter is installed at the manifold inlet.

• Two 20-inch suction hoses to replace the meters when they are not installed.

• A 50-foot suction hose to connect the system to an unpressurized, outside fuel supply.

• Four 25-foot delivery hoses to off-load fuel in the tanks.  The hoses may be coupled in one 100-foot length or
two 50-foot lengths.  The system also has two D-1 nozzles for use with the discharge hose.

Auxiliary Equipment and Parts
The frame of the right-hand pumping module has a storage box for the auxiliary equipment and parts.  The

auxiliary equipment and parts in the system include--

• Two 4-inch, female, back-to-back, cam-locking couplings

• Plugs and caps for sealing the cam-locking couplings during shipment

• Two caps for sealing the Victaulic coupling ends on the man ifold

• Two starter ropes for the auxiliary engine

• shims for tightening the cam-locking couplings

• A quick-disconnect plug and hose assembly for draining the engine crankcase

The system also has two devices for detecting volatile fumes.

ALTERNATE CAPABILITY EQUIPMENT
The ABFDS has been modified to include an ACE package by adding a filter/separator with a hose rack and a

35-PSI Center Point Receptacle nozzle.  When the ACE package is added to the ABFDS, it becomes the ADDS as
shown in See Figure 18-8, page 18-9.
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Figure 18-8. Aerial fuel delivery and dispensing system

Components and Functions of the ACE Package
• Filter/separator module.  The filter module is designed to fit between the pumping modules.  It connects both

outlets by means of an interconnecting manifold, thus permitting operation of either pumping module.  The fi l-
ter/separator is rated at 350 GPM and uses a manual vent valve with sufficient hose to allow overboard venting
when required.  The filter contains 18 elements and 18 canisters.  The outlet of the filter is fitted with a dry break
adapter to allow disconnecting in the aircraft without the hazard of a fuel spill.

• Hose rack and hoses.  A hose rack is mounted on top of the filter/separator frame.  The rack is large enough
to store the hoses and nozzles required to operate the system.  The rack is fitted with three strap assemblies to s e-
cure the hoses during transportation.  Hoses included in the ACE package are three 2 1/2-inch by 50-foot sections
of delivery hose with camlocking couplings on either end.

• Fire extinguishers.  Two hand-held, dry chemical, fire extinguishers with mounts are provided.  One is
mounted for access to the equipment operator and the other is mounted for access by the aircraft servicing perso n-
nel.

• Static grounding reel.  A manually operated static discharge reel is mounted on the filter/separator frame.
The reel contains 165 inches of grounding cable to attach to the equipment being serviced.

• Fuel servicing nozzles.  Two types of nozzles are used with the ADDS.  The center point receptacle nozzle
will mate with the D-1 receptacle on the M969 and M970 fuel semitrailers as well as the M978 HEMTT.  The
nozzle has a built-in pressure/flow regulator that limits the fuel delivery pressure to 35 PSI.  It also includes a
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quick disconnect dry-break with an in-line strainer.  The nozzle is fitted with a 2 1/2-inch camlocking end to a t-
tach to the 2 1/2-inch delivery hose.  A CCR nozzle is used for helicopter refueling cap ability .

USE
The ABFDS, installed in the C-130 aircraft, is used for aerial resupply of bulk petroleum.  This resupply takes

a variety of forms.  The system can be used for the initial movement of bulk petroleum into a theater of operations.
It can be used to move bulk petroleum into forward areas.  The system is valuable in situations where bulk petr o-
leum is required in an area of operations where tank vehicles cannot go.  The system is also capable of quick r e-
sponse;  it can move bulk petroleum over long distances over a short period of time.  For off-loading, the system
can be connected to any item of equipment that can be coupled to a 4-inch line, such as an FSSP, a tank vehicle, or
an assault hoseline.

Section III.  Wet- Wing Defueling

DESCRIPTION
Wet-wing defueling is transferring fuel from fixed-wing aircraft fuel tanks to collapsible fabric tanks or tank

semitrailers.  This method of bulk fuel resupply allows the aircraft to carry an internal load of dry cargo plus avi a-
tion turbine fuel without requiring additional aircraft to provide fuel support.  Wet-wing defueling can supplement
other bulk fuel delivery systems.  Aircraft used in wet-wing defueling operations include the C-5A, C-130, and C-
141 cargo aircraft.  Wet-wing defueling from the center point refueling port of these aircraft into Army collapsible
fabric tanks or tank semitrailers can be done with an acceptable degree of risk using the correct procedures.  Four
aircrew members perform the operation.

EQUIPMENT
It is the Army’s responsibility to maintain and inspect fuel transfer equipment to ensure that the system is free

of leaks in the first 60 feet from the aircraft center point refueling port.  Do not use the Army’s 350-GPM pump in
wet-wing defueling because the excessive suction created could collapse the aircraft fuel manifold; fuel booster
pumps on board the aircraft must be used to transfer fuel.  The Army will provide the equipment described below
to perform wet-wing defueling on Air Force cargo aircraft.

Hose
One 60-foot length of 3-inch collapsible defueling hose is required.  The hose must be at least 60 feet in length

to make sure no cam-locking couplings are within the 50-foot safety cordon around the aircraft.

Nozzle
The wet-wing defueling operation requires one nozzle.  Use the D-1 (center point) refueling nozzle.

WARNING
Remove the dust cover and inspect the nozzle nose area for obvious damage and cleanliness before each use.  Vis u-
ally inspect the nozzle-locking mechanism before each fueling operation to determine that the mechanism is co m-
plete and is functioning properly.  No lubrication is required between overhauls.

Coupler
One 3-inch, dry-break coupler is needed.  Use it to connect the D-1 nozzle to the hose.

Fire Extinguisher
At least four potassium, stored pressure, dry chemical fire extinguishers are required.  These extinguishers

must be rated by Underwriter’s Laboratory, incorporated at 80-B:C.  Place and man the fire extinguishers as fo l-
lows:

• One within 50 feet on the side of the operating aircraft engines (C-130 only), (APU, or GPU.
• One within 30 feet of the side of the center point port being used.
• One at the receiving tank or semitrailer.
• One unmanned spare within 100 feet of the center point port being used.
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C-5A AIRCRAFT
C-5A aircraft have an APU and two center point refueling ports on each side of the aircraft.  The fuel flow rate

is 600 GPM from each port.  The fuel booster pumps can be operated using a GPU or the aircraft APUs.  When an
APU is used to power the pumps, place it on the opposite side of the aircraft from the center point port being used.
Figure 18-9 shows the layout for wet-wing defueling of a C-5A aircraft.

Figure 18-9. Wetwing defueling of C-5A aircraft

C-130 AIRCRAFT
The C-130 aircraft can sustain a fuel flow rate of about 400 GPM when using all 10 fuel booster pumps.  Only

four of the booster pumps can be used if the fuel is not carried in the external tanks.  The four booster pumps pr o-
duce a flow rate of about 150 GPM.  The on-board booster pumps can be powered with a GPU or by number one
and two engines.  Both engines must be running to power the electrical buses.  Do not use the APU in this oper a-
tion.  Figure  18-10, page 18-14, shows the layout for wet wing defueling of C-130 aircraft.
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Figure 18-10. Wetwing defueling of C-130 aircraft

C-141 AIRCRAFT
The C-141 aircraft has two center point refueling ports that can be operated separately or together.  The fuel

flow rate is 500 GPM through one center point refueling port and 600 GPM through both center point refueling
ports.  The fuel booster pumps can be powered by either a GPU or the APU.  Figure 18-11, page 18-15, shows the
layout of wet-wing defueling of C-141 aircraft.

GROUNDING AND BONDING REQUIREMENTS
Grounding and bonding requirements for Air Force aircraft must be followed during wet-wing defueling.  Use

the best available ground in a fuel transfer operation.  Because of the location of the operation, a proper ground
cannot always be ensured.  Therefore, bonding must be used to ensure equal electrostatic potentials are maintained
between aircraft and the fuel receiver.

FIRE SAFETY
Sources of vapor ignition peculiar to wet-wing defueling are the operation of APUs, GPUs, and aircraft en-

gines, particularly on the C-130.  The most likely location for a fuel spill or fire during the defueling operation is at
the aircraft center point refueling port during connection or disconnection.  Ignition here could result from vapors
reaching an APU or aircraft engine that is running or from a fuel splash or vapors reaching hot aircraft brakes.
Static electricity could also be a source of ignition.  Position the largest piece of fire-fighting equipment  available
at the aircraft center point refueling port during the operation.
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Figure 18-11. Wetwing defueling of C-141 aircraft
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CHAPTER 19

AVIATION FIRE-FIGHTING AND RESCUE TRAINING

Section I.  BasicFire-Fighting Training

RESPONSIBILITIES
Armywide, fire-fighting and rescue training for these duties are engineer responsibilities.  On a fixed airfield

where there is a fire department, the fire chief or marshal is responsible for training fire fighters and rescue crews.
This includes auxiliary personnel.  When there is no fire department or nearby engineer activity or when the nea r-
est engineer activity is not staffed to provide training, the unit commander must ensure that adequate training is
provided.  He usually delegates this duty to the training officer.  The training officer, or other assigned soldier,
should work closely with the nearest fire chief and unit safety officer.  The training officer is also responsible for
keeping the motivation high.  Endless variations can be used in training personnel.  Actual use of assigned equi p-
ment on test fires is also effective in keeping motivation high during the routine aspects of the training program.
The training program should include a training plan or outline that provides continuous training for all personnel.
The training plan details and evaluates the scope, depth, and effectiveness of the training program.  A guide to the
subject matter and examples of practical exercises are described in the following sections.

BASICS OF FIRE-FIGHTING
Teach the basics of fire-fighting first.  As new personnel come into the unit, repeat this training.  In the tact i-

cal phase of training, review the basics and have the students practice with equipment.  Teach personnel only a
minimal amount of theory.  Personnel, other than supervisors, need only enough theory to react intelligently to an
emergency and for motivation.  The subjects to be included in this phase of training are described below.

Hazards
Explain fuel, static electricity, and other sources of ignition as possible causes of fires.  Emphasize the rate at

which flames spread on aviation fuels .  Also cover the ignition dangers of flammable, vapor-air mixtures.  Teach
aircraft safety including the hazard of rotor blades, the location and types of armaments carried on Army aircraft,
the reaction of armaments in fires, and the dangers of approaching operating aircraft engines.  Chapters 2 gives
details.

Principles of Fire and Fire Extinguishing
Instruct personnel about the three elements required for fire, factors that contribute to the spread of fire, and

the principles of fire extinguishing.  They should understand which approach is appropriate for which type of fire
at a refueling point.  Chapter 2 gives more information on this area.  For more detailed information, see TM 5-315.
Keep the information simple; relate it directly to practical fire situations that personnel are most likely to exper i-
ence in their duties.

Principles and Types of Fire Extinguishers
Discuss the different types of fire extinguishers that could be used in everyday operations.  Explain the type or

class of fire for which each is intended, the active agent or agents in each type of extinguisher, and the principle on
which its effectiveness depends.  For concise information, see Chapter 2.  For more detailed information see
TM 5-315.  Include a brief review of extinguisher theory before actually using the extinguisher.

USE AND CARE OF EQUIPMENT
The common types of fire extinguishers used are dry chemical, CO 2, foam, and water.  These are discussed in

detail in Chapter 2.  Demonstrate, using the proper technique, these fire extinguishers.
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Demonstration and Practice Operation
Explain and demonstrate the operation of each type of fire extinguisher.  After the explanation and demo n-

stration, have personnel operate each type of extinguisher.  Rotate personnel so that each will become thoroughly
familiar with the fire extinguishers.

Demonstration and Practice of Application Technique
Demonstrate the proper technique for applying each available type of extinguisher agent to a fire.  For each

type, emphasize the discharge time of the model.  After the explanation and demonstration, have personnel pra c-
tice the proper application technique.  Then, have personnel extinguish a fire.  Warn them that petroleum fires may
flare up when the extinguishing agent is first applied.  Train personnel to work individually and as a team.

Practice of Extinguishing Class B Fires
Using staged fires, demonstrate the proper technique for extinguishing Class B fires.  Have personnel practice

extinguishing the fires described below.  To practice, the following materials will be needed:

•Aviation fuel in a safety can (off-specification fuels may be used).

•One or more metal pans, tubs, or cut portions of 55-gallon drums, at least 18 inches in diameter and 4 inches
deep.

•Shredded paper.

•Cans of water or a water source.

•Dry chemical, CO2, or other appropriate extinguisher.

•Water extinguishers to be used by personnel being trained.

•One 15-pound CO2 or 20-pound dry chemical fire extinguisher, and one 2 1/2-gallon water extinguisher for
emergency use only.

NOTE:  If there is no paved area on which these fires can be built, provide sufficient water or water exti n-
guishers to use in case grass or brush catches fire.

••Practical fire 1.  In a safe outdoor location, pour gasoline in a narrow strip (4 or 5 inches wide) about 5
feet long.  Light one end using shredded paper.  Then have personnel put out the fire.

••Practice fire 2.  In a safe outdoor location, pour gasoline into a metal tub, pan, or drum; leave at least 1
inch between the fuel level and the top of the container.  To save fuel, partially fill the container with water and
then float gasoline on the water.  If the fuel level in the container is too high, burning fuel could overflow during
the training and cause a serious fire.  Light the gasoline with shredded paper, and have personnel extinguish the
fire.

••Practice fire 3.  When water extinguishers are available, light shredded paper and a small amount of dry
grass or brush on the ground in a safe outdoor location.  Shield these materials from the wind, if necessary, to keep
them from blowing around and starting an unplanned fire.  Light the materials and let them kindle thoroughly.
Have the personnel use the CO2 or other Class B fire extinguisher until all visible flames are out.  Usually, the fire
will flare up again in a few moments.  Then have personnel put it out with water extinguishers.  This practice fire
shows that an extinguisher for one class of fire is not necessarily effective on a fire of another class.

Practice of Extinguishing Class A Fires
Using staged fires, demonstrate the proper techniques for extinguishing Class A fires.  Have personnel practice

extinguishing the fires.  The following materials will be needed:
•A metal wastebasket or similar metal container.
•Shredded paper.
•Dry grass or brush.
•Gasoline in a safety can.
•A metal pan, tub, or portion of a drum approximately 18 inches in diameter and 4 inches deep.
•One or more water-type extinguishers for use by trainees.
•One 2 1/2-gallon, water-based extinguisher and one 15-pound CO2 or 20-pound dry  chemical extinguisher

for emergency use only.
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NOTE:  If there is no paved area on which these fires can be built, provide sufficient water or water extinguishers
to use in case grass or brush catches fire.

••Practice fire 1.  In a safe outdoor location, place shredded paper, dry grass, and small pieces of dry brush
in the metal waste basket.  Light the material with shredded paper, and allow it to kindle thoroughly.  Have pe r-
sonnel put out the fire with the water-type extinguisher.  See that they soak the material thoroughly and cool down
the container to prevent the fire from rekindling.

••In a safe outdoor location, pour gasoline in the metal tub or pan or float gasoline on water in the tub.
Leave at least 1 inch between the top of the fuel level and the top of the container.  Light the gasoline with shre d-
ded paper and have personnel try to put the fire out with a water-type fire extinguisher.  Usually they will not be
able to extinguish the fire.  Then have them try to put out the fire with a CO2 or other fire extinguishers.  This
practice fire shows the unsuitability of most water extinguishers for petroleum fires.

Care of Equipment
Teach personnel to inspect fire extinguishers each day on reporting for duty.  They should ensure that the fire

extinguisher, or other equipment, is in place and that the pressure gage shows required pressure (on stored-
pressure equipment).  Periodic technical inspection, maintenance, and recharging or replacement are engineer r e-
sponsibil ities.

KNOWLEDGE OF LAYOUT
Train personnel to be familiar with all features of the airfield or refueling point.  Teach them how to get to any

specific location by the shortest route (in all kinds of weather and in darkness). Teach them where all fire and
emergency equipment are located, where and how to shut off fuel flow, and where and how to give the alarm.  If
there is a water system on the field or site, teach them where outlets are and how to open them if necessary.

FIRST AID
Personnel who may be deployed at temporary forward area refueling or FARE system points should be given

priority for first aid training.  The training officer should check with the nearest medical activity to arrange for
periodic first aid instruction to be given either by their medical personnel or a trained first aid instructor.  If poss i-
ble, a member of the unit involved in aircraft refueling should become qualified as a first aid instructor so that the
training capability will exist within the unit.  First aid procedures are in FM 21-11.  Emphasize the first aid proc e-
dures most likely to be needed during refueling.  These might include burns, smoke inhalation, moving injured
personnel, and other fire-fighting and crash rescue first aid needs.

AIRCRAFT IDENTIFICATION
Personnel must recognize the aircraft that may use the refueling point.  They should be able to identify each

type of aircraft.  Current Army aircraft are shown in  Figure 19-1 thru 19-13.  Explain to personnel that they must
be thoroughly familiar with the various aircraft to fight a fire and rescue trapped personnel.  In an emergency
situation, they may be working in smoke, fumes, or in darkness.  Have personnel train with actual aircraft whe n-
ever possible.

Figure 19-1. AH-1 (Cobra) attack helicopter
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Figure 19-2. AH-64 (Apache) attack helicopter

Figure 19-3.RAH-66 (Comanche) reconaissance attack helicopter

Figure 19-4. OH-6 (Cayuse) observation helicopter
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Figure 19-5. OH –58 (Kiowa ) observation helicopter

Figure 19-6. UH-1 (Iroquois or Huey) utility helicopter
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Figure 19-7. UH-60 (Blackhawk) utility helicopter

Figure 19-8. U-21 (Ute) operational aircraft
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Figure 19-9. C-12 (Super King Air) light transport or surveillance aircraft

Figure 19-10. OV-1 (Mohawk) operational aircraft

Figure 19-11. U-8 (Seminole) operational aircraft
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Figure 19-12. CH-47 (Chinook) cargo helicopter

Figure 19-13. CH-54 (Tarhe or Flying Crane) cargo helicopter

Section II.  Basic Crash Rescue Training

APPROACH AND ENTRY
No one should assume that an aircraft accident has been fatal to the aircrew.  Fire is often a delayed result of a

crash impact and, if the fire-fighting response is immediate, personnel in the aircraft may be rescued.  Regardless
of the extent of the fire or limited fire-fighting capability, fire-fighting and crash rescue operations should start
immediately.  Basic crash rescue training must be concerned with how to approach and get into the aircraft.  Teach
personnel about the principal hazards, including armaments and fuel, they will face when attempting an approach
and entry.  At semipermanent airfields, personnel should be familiar with fixed-wing aircraft as well as rotary-
wing aircraft.  They may need to know aircraft of other services also.  At forward area refueling points, helicopter
training should be emphasized.
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Approach

The route of approach of the aircraft is determined by the position of personnel in the aircraft, the position of
the armaments board, and the location of the fire and the wind direction if the aircraft is on fire.  Use crash rescue
charts (if available) to train personnel on the best method of approach to each type of aircraft.  Use different fire
and crash situations.  When possible, train personnel using actual aircraft.  Have personnel approach aircraft,
identify location of personnel on board, and open exits.

Entry

Use crash rescue charts (if available), to teach personnel where the exits are and where personnel may be l o-
cated in each type of aircraft.  Familiarize them with every opening device both inside and outside the aircraft.
Have personnel work the openings until they know them well enough to operate them effectively in darkness,
smoke, or other conditions of low visibility.  For detailed information on Army aircraft exits, see TM 5-315.

EVACUATION

Train personnel to decide whether the hazards of a situation are so great that the aircrews should be evacuated
from the aircraft instantly or whether the fire should be fought first until help arrives to assist in rescue.  Som e-
times wreckage or twisted controls make it difficult or impossible to rescue personnel without help.  Extreme care
should be used in moving the injured.  Train the personnel how to release the aircrew from safety belts, shoulder
harnesses, parachutes, and ejection seats.  Use the procedures described below.

Ejection Seats

Personnel must learn the correct release procedures for ejection seats.  Use aircraft equipped with seats.  A s e-
rious accident can occur if personnel release an ejection seat instead of a soldier.  For example, to release the MK-
J5D (Martin-Baker) ejection seat in the OH-1 (Mohawk) aircraft, use the manual override handle.  See Figure 19-
13.  Squeeze the trigger and hand grip and pull the handle up and aft (toward the rear of the plane).  This frees the
soldier from the seat.
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Figure 19-14. MK-J5D (Martin-Baker) ejection

Parachutes

The two basic types of parachutes used in Army fixed-wing aircraft are back type and the attachable chest type.
The parachute harness may have either three clip-type fasteners as shown in Figure 19-15, page 19-11, or one
quick-release box as shown in Figure 19-14.  The parachute harness may also have one or two parachute canopy
releases.  Train personnel how to release any parachute harness equipment.  When possible, have them release a
soldier in an a ctual aircraft.
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Figure 19-15. Parachute harness with clip-type faseners
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Removal of Injured Personnel
There is no substitute for actual experience in this phase of training.  If you have an aircraft seat to use in

training, have a soldier act as an unconscious victim (limp deadweight) and have the other personnel practice r e-
leasing and removing him from the seat.  If possible, have a first aid instructor teach the best way of moving the
victim.  Teach personnel that it is always easiest to remove a soldier through the normal route in and out of the
aircraft.  Only if the door or canopy is jammed and impossible to open should rescuers try to enter and remove vi c-
tims by another route.  Whenever possible, practice with an actual aircraft to give personnel a chance to become
familiar with the small space and limited approach and exit possibilities.

Section III.  Tactical Fire-Fighting and Rescue Training

TACTICAL TRAINING
As soon as personnel have learned the basic fire-fighting and crash rescue procedures, they should be trained

in the tactics of attacking various fires.  Fires at refueling points can involve aircraft and petroleum, petroleum
alone, and grass or brush.  During tactical training, hot drills are performed.  Tactical training should be directed
toward developing speed, tactics of deployment, and the teamwork required to conduct successful fire-fighting and
crash rescue operations.  It also helps to teach conservation of fire extinguishing agents.

AIRCRAFT FIRES AND CRASHES
The tactical aim in fighting aircraft fires is, first, to make rescue possible and, second, to try to save the ai r-

craft.  The primary objective is to isolate the fuselage from the fire, cool it, and establish and maintain a fire-free
escape route until all personnel are evacuated.  When possible, build a sample fire in a crashed fuselage or build a
mock-up to use so that personnel can practice with an actual fire.  Described below are the basic procedures to fo l-
low when fighting an aircraft fire.

Approach the Scene
When mobile fire-fighting and rescue equipment is available, approach the fire or emergency by the fastest

route.  Stress to personnel that the fastest route may not be the shortest route.  They must also consider route sur-
facing, weather conditions, and similar factors when determining the shortest route.  Conduct timed runs to various
locations on the airfield or refueling point to practice.  Caution personnel in vehicles to be careful as they near the
accident scene to avoid hitting personnel escaping from the fire or crash or injured personnel lying on the ground.
Stress special care when an aircraft fire or crash is approached in the dark or under conditions of low visibility.

Position Equipment
Teach personnel where to position fire-fighting and rescue equipment (mobile or hand-held).  Teach them to

keep the following in mind:

• The equipment operator must be able to see the fire or wreck and its surroundings.

• The equipment must be positioned where it will not be engulfed in fire.  On flat terrain, the best position is
upwind.  On a slope, the equipment must be placed up-slope from the fire or crash because both fuel and fuel v a-
pors run downhill.

• No piece of equipment should block access to the fire or crash by other fire-fighting or rescue equipment.

• The equipment must be placed so that the fire can be fought effectively.  If rescue is involved, the equipment
must be positioned so that the flames can be kept away from trapped personnel and a safe escape route kept open
until everyone is out of the aircraft.

Approach the Aircraft
Teach personnel that their approach to the aircraft and fire depends on their knowledge of the aircraft i n-

volved.  This includes the location of exits, fuel tanks, armaments, and other flammable and explosives on board.
Warn them that if the aircraft engine is operating that they must beware of rotor blades or propellers, turbine e n-
gine air intake and exhaust vents, and the effect of rotor or prop wash on the stream of a fire extinguishing agent.
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Practice Rescue
Have personnel practice entering the aircraft and releasing and removing personnel.

Give First Aid
Simulate likely injuries and have personnel give first aid.

PETROLEUM FIRES
Train personnel in the tactics of approaching a petroleum fire that does not involve an aircraft.  The principles

of approach to a site and the positioning of equipment are the same as for an aircraft fire.  Reemphasize that both
fuel and fuel vapors flow downhill and that personnel must consider the danger of being engulfed by fire.  Teach
them that if the fire involves flowing fuel, the first thing to do is shut off the flow.  Be sure each person knows
where cutoffs are and how to close fuel nozzles and valves that shut down pumps.  If there are emergency cutoffs,
see that personnel know where they are and how to operate them.  If possible, float some fuel on water in an empty
berm and have personnel practice putting out the fire.

GRASS AND BRUSH FIRES
If fire extinguishers for Class A fires are available, train personnel how to fight grass and brush fires.  Teach

them to expect aircraft or petroleum fires to lead to grass or brush fire.  Wind usually determines the direction in
which a grass fire moves, so the best approach is from upwind.  Usually the approach should start at the upwind
edge and work around the sides of the fire.  However, at a refueling point, personnel must consider the position of
the fuel supply and of the aircraft in relationship to the wind and fire.  Teach them that depending on the location
of the fire and the speed of its advance it may be necessary to attack the fire from downwind or crosswind to cut it
off from the fuel supply and aircraft.



PART FOUR

PETROLEUM SUPPLY POINT OPERATIONS

This part describes petroleum handling equipment and its use as well as Class III supply point
operations.  It includes information on set up and management of a Class III supply point, assault
hoseline, and refuel on the move; receipt, issue and storage of bulk petroleum; and descriptions
and uses of petroleum handling equipment.  This part is oriented toward tactical field operations
and deals with the responsibilities of both management and operator personnel.
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CHAPTER 20

PUMPS

This chapter describes pumps up to and including the 350-GPM.  For information on larger
capacity pumps, see Chapters 6 and 7.

Section I.  Hand-Operated Pumps

THE 1-QUART-PER-STROKE DISPENSING PUMP

The 1-quart-per-stroke dispensing pump  (NSN 4930-00-287-8293) is used chiefly to transfer
lubricating oil.  The pump can be attached to a 55-gallon drum or a 600-gallon tank.

 Description

 This pump as shown in Figure 20-1, page 20-2, consists of a pump assembly, a suction pipe, and a
discharge tube.  It can be installed in a 1 ½- or 2-inch drum opening and on the 600-gallon, skid-mounted
tank.  The piston is raised and lowered by a gear-and-rack mechanism which is driven by a crank handle.
Turning the handle to make one complete stroke of the piston delivers 1 quart of product.  The handle
must then be returned to its original position before more product can be delivered.  The pump has an
adjustable stop so that it does not deliver too much or too little product.  Product is delivered through a
nozzle which is positioned to connect with an adjustable swing arm return tube.  The return tube lets
excess product drain back into the drum through a channel located in the pump base.  If the work area is
not under cover, the pump suction pipe and the drum vent plug must be tightened securely and protected
with a waterproof cover when the pump is not in use.  This keeps water from seeping through the drum
openings and contaminating the product.

Use

This pump is used chiefly to transfer lubricating oil from 55-gallon drums to smaller containers.

THE 12-GPM DISPENSING PUMP

The 12-GPM dispensing pump  (NSN 4930-00-263-9886) is used to transfer automotive gasoline,
kerosene, fuel oil, and diesel fuel.  The pump transfers these products from and to various containers.

 Description

 The 12-GPM pump as shown in Figure 20-2, page 20-2, consists of a pump assembly, a suction pipe,
a discharge hose, and a valveless nozzle.  The pump is designed to be installed in a 1 ½- or 2-inch drum or
tank opening.  Depending upon the manufacturer’s design, the pump may be one of three types:  rotary,
diaphragm, or piston.  The pump discharges through an 8-foot length of 3/4-inch hose with nozzle.  When
not in use, the nozzle is placed in the nozzle bracket on the discharge fitting.  The pump suction pipe must
be tightened securely to the drum vent plug and protected with a waterproof cover when the pump is not
in use.

 Use

The 12-GPM pump is used to transfer automotive gasoline, kerosene, fuel oil, and diesel fuel from
55-gallon drums; 600-gallon skid-mounted tanks; or other petroleum containers with a 1 ½- or 2-inch
standard treaded bung opening.
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Figure 20-1. The 1-quart-per-stroke dispensing pump mounted in a 55 gallon drum

Figure 20-2. The 12-GPM hand-driven dispensing pump installed in a 55-gallon drum
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THE 15-GPM DISPENSING PUMP

The 15-GPM dispensing pump  (NSN 4930-00-276-0087) is used to transfer fuel from 55-gallon
drums or 600-gallon, skid-mounted tanks.  This fuel can be pumped directly to equipment fuel tanks.

 Description

 This unit as shown in Figure 20-3, 20-4, consists of a hand-driven, reciprocating pump; a suction stub
assembly; a hose assembly; a nozzle; and a brace assembly.  The pump body is mounted to the suction
stub assembly which fits into the 2-inch opening of the drum.  The suction stub assembly includes a
telescoping suction tube and a threaded bung adapter.  The pump is operated by a push-pull action of the
lever; the lever drives the piston within the pump, forcing fluid to the pump outlet.  The pump discharges
through a 20-foot length of 1-inch hose and a standard nozzle with a 100-mesh, wire-cloth strainer.  A
grounding wire equipment with alligator clamp and bonding plug is attached to the nozzle to permit
electrostatic bonding between the nozzle and other equipment.  The brace assembly is attached to the top
of the pump and to the chime of the drum to hold the pump securely during pumping operations.  The
pump suction pipe of this pump must be tightened securely to the drum vent plug and protected with a
waterproof cover when the pump is not in use.

Use

The 15-GPM pump is used to transfer fuels from 55-gallon drums or 600-gallon, skid-mounted tanks
direct to equipment fuel tanks.  If no other aircraft refueling equipment is available, this pump may be
used to refuel light aircraft if a 15-GPM filter/separator that qualified under Military Specification MIL-F-
8901E is used with the pump.

Section II.  Power-Driven Pumps

THE 50-GPM, GASOLINE-ENGINE-DRIVEN PUMPING ASSEMBLY FOR BULK TRANSFER
OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

The 50-GPM pumping assembly is used for bulk transfer of flammable liquids.  If a 50-GPM
filter/separator is used, this pump can be used to refuel aircraft.  A 50 -GPM electric pump used with the
tank and pump unit is described in Chapter 2 4.

 Description

 The 50-GPM pumping assembly as shown in Figure 20-4, page 20-5, consists of a pump and engine
assembly mounted on an oval aluminum base.  The assembly has sections of suction and discharge hose,
two 1½-inch dispensing nozzles, a drum-unloader suction suction stub, and two toolboxes containing tools
and accessories.  The pumping assembly is equipped with a carrying handle .  It fits into a rectangular
aluminum box that can be used as a carrying case.  The box has an oval inner compartment to hold the
mounting base of the pump and engine assembly.  An outer compartment holds the coiled lengths of hose,
the drum-unloader suction stub, the ground rod, and the muffler.  The dispensing nozzles are stored in
mounting brackets on the underside of the box lids.  The pumping assembly must be bonded and grounded
before operation.  TMs 5-4320-237-15 and 10-4320-202-15 contain information on the operation and
maintenance of 50-GPM pumping assemblies.

• Pump.  The pump is a self-priming, centrifugal pump.  It is coupled to the engine by an intermediate
adapter.  The pump impeller is mounted directly on an extension of the engine crankshaft.  Pump suction
and discharge ports have 1 ½- inch, cam-locking coupling adapters with dust caps.

• Engine.  A one-cylinder , four-cycle, air-cooled gasoline engine is used to power the pump.

• Hose and fittings.  Two 25-foot sections of 1½-inch, wire-reinforced suction hose and two 50- foot
sections of 1½-inch, collapsible discharge hose come with the pumping  assembly.  Each section of
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suction hose is fitted with a 1½-inch, female cam-locking coupling half on one end and a 1 ½-inch, male
cam-locking coupling half on the other.  The discharge hoses have 1 ½-inch, female cam-locking coupling
halves on both ends.  All cam-locking coupling halves are fitted with dust caps or plugs.

• Hose and fitting kit.  The hose and fitting kit is used to adapt the 50-GPM pumping assembly to
fill 5-gallon fuel cans and dispense directly into vehicle fuel tanks.  The basic kit consists of two Y-
branches; four 25-foot, collapsible discharge hoses; and four 1-inch dispensing nozzles.  Dust caps and
plugs are also supplied.  When the kit is used with the pumping assembly, the two 1 ½-inch nozzles are
replaced by the two Y-branches.  Four 1-inch hoses, each fitted with a discharge nozzle, are then attached
to the Y-branches.  The kit comes in a carrying case.  The items in the case are four 1-inch dust caps; two
1½-inch dust plugs; four 1-inch dust plugs; four collapsible discharge hose assemblies (each 1 inch in
diameter by 25 feet long with a male and female cam-locking coupling half); four 1-inch, manually-
operated, fuel- and oil-servicing nozzles; and two 1 ½-inch Y-branches.

Use

The 50-GPM, portable pumping assembly is used to transfer fuel from one bulk storage tank to
another and from storage tanks, tank cars, and tank vehicles to 55-gallon metal drums, 500-gallon
collapsible drums, vehicles, and aircraft.  When the aircraft or diesel vehicles  are being refueled , the 50-
GPM filter/separator must be used.  With the suction stub attached to the suction hose, the pumping
assembly can be used to empty 55-gallon drums.  When equipped with a hose and fitting kit, it can be
used to fill 5-gallon fuel cans and refuel vehicles.  The pumping assembly is also issued as part of the can
and drum cleaning machine.

Figure 20-3. The 15-GPM,  (mounted on a 55-gallon drum) and 15-GPM filter/separator connected
for refueling  hand-driven dispensing pump
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Figure 20-4. The 50-GPM pumping assembly

THE 100-GPM, GASOLINE-ENGINE-DRIVEN PUMPING ASSEMBLY FOR BULK TRANSFER
OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

The 100-GPM pumping assembly is used to transfer fuel from storage tanks, tank cars, and tank
vehicles to smaller capacity containers.  These containers include 5-gallon cans, 55-gallon drums, and
500-gallon collapsible drums.

 

 Description

 The 100-GPM pumping assembly as shown in Figure 20-5, page 20-6, consists of a gasoline-engine-
driven pump mounted on a frame, a rigid-wall suction hose, two discharge hoses, and two manually
operated hose nozzles.  The unit must be grounded before operation.  TM 5-4320-259-12 gives
information on the operation and maintenance of the 100-GPM pumping assembly.  Another 100-GPM
pumping assembly is used as a component of the  FARE system.

• Pump.  The centrifugal pump is coupled directly to the engine.  The pump impeller is mounted on
the threaded end of the engine crankshaft.  After it is primed the first time, the pump is self-priming.  The
pump, which has a 1 ½-inch suction port, discharges through a pipe cross.  The two side ports of the pipe
cross are used for hose connections while the upper port is used for priming.  All ports on the pump are
fitted with caps to keep out dirt when the pump is not in use.

• Engine.  An air-cooled, one-cylinder, gasoline-driven, four-cycle engine is used to power the pump.
It develops 2½ horsepower at 3,600 RPM.  Its speed is controlled by a mechanical governor which
controls the opening and closing of the carburetor throttle.  The engine is splash-lubricated.

• Hoses and nozzles.  The ½-inch suction and discharge hoses have cam-locking fittings so that they
can be easily attached to the related ports.  The 10-foot section of suction hose is stored on top of the
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pumping assembly.  The two 25-foot sections of discharge hose are stored in containers mounted on each
side of the pump.  Two manually operated nozzles to control the flow of liquid are attached to the ends of
the discharge hoses.  The 1 ½-inch nozzles have cam-locking couplings.

Use

The 100-GPM pumping assembly is used to transfer fuel from storage tanks, tank cars, and tank vehicles
to 5-gallon cans, 55-gallon drums, and 500-gallon collapsible drums.  It can also be used to refuel vehicles
and aircraft.  When aircraft or diesel vehicles are being refueled, the 100-GPM filter/separator must be
used.

Figure 20-5. The 100 GPM pumping assembly

THE 350-GPM PUMPING ASSEMBLY FOR BULK TRANSFER OF FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

The 350-GPM pumping assembly is used mainly with the FSSP.  It may also be used with the Army’s
collapsible tanks and with the assault hose line.

 Description

 The 350-GPM pumping assembly as shown Figure 20-6, page 20-7, (gasoline- or diesel-engine
driven) is mounted on a two-wheel trailer.  The assembly can be moved by a towing vehicle using the
attached tow bar.  However, it must be towed for only short distances at speeds not exceeding 20 mph on
surfaced roads.  If the pumping assembly must be moved for a long distance, it should be loaded on a
cargo vehicle or flatbed using a lifting device with at least a 2,000-pound capacity.  The assembly must be
moved on these vehicles.  The gasoline-engine-driven pumping assembly is covered in TMs 5-4320-218-
15, 5-4320-242-14, 5-4320-272-12, 5-4320-272-34, and 5-4320-273-14.  The diesel-engine-driven
pumping assembly is covered in TM 5-4320-226-14.
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• Pump.  The 4-inch, conventional-type, self-priming, centrifugal pump is designed to deliver 350
GPM at approximately 275 feet of head.  It has two female inlet (suction) ports and two male outlet
(discharge) ports.  Gate valves control all the ports.

• Gasoline engine.  The four-cylinder gasoline engine is air-cooled.  The starter switch is on the
instrument panel.  Gages on the panel show engine vacuum, oil pressure, RPM, pump suction and
discharge pressures, and hours of operation.

NOTE:  When 350-GPM pumping assemblies are used with the 4-inch hose line outfit, they are equipped
with a pressure regulator to control the flow of product through the hose line.

Use

The 350-GPM pumping assembly is used mainly with the FSSP.  It moves fuel from the source of supply
to the tanks and from the tanks to the dispensing equipment.  The pump may also be used with any of the
collapsible tanks now used by the Army and with the 4-inch hose line outfit (assault hose line).

Figure 20-6. The 350-GPM pumping assembly
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CHAPTER 21

FILTER/SEPARATORS

This chapter covers filter/separators up to and including 350-GPM.  For information on larger filter/separators,
see Chapters 6 and 7.

USE

Filter/separators remove solid contaminants and entrained water from liquid fuels.  Those covered in this
manual range in capacity from 15 GPM to 350 GPM.  All filter/separators discussed in this manual use identical
filter elements and canisters meeting the requirements of Military Specification MIL-F-52308.  Filter elements and
canisters are used in varying numbers depending on the flow rate of the specific filter/separator.  Filter/separators
must be used in varying numbers depending on the flow rate of the specific filter/separator.  Filter/separators must
be used when automotive gasoline or diesel fuel is pumped to the user’s refueling vehicles or when vehicles are
refueled.  They must also be used on all lines pumping aviation fuel directly to aircraft or to vehicles that refuel
aircraft.  In addition, all fuel loaded into aircraft refueling vehicles must be filtered again before it is pumped to
aircraft.

MAINTENANCE

Filter/separators help you keep product clean and water-free at the Class III supply point.  The steps you
should take to keep your filter/separators in good condition are outlined below:

• Test the accuracy of the pressure differential indicator once a year.

• Check the filter sumps each day, and remove any water you find.

• Keep a daily record of pressure differential readings. Pressure differential indicator readings should be kept
in a daily log to determine when maintenance is needed.  A suggested format for the daily log is shown in  Figure
21-1.  The pressure differential will vary slightly in day-to-day operations because of different pumping rates and
differences within products.  The pressure differential with a clean, new element is usually 2.5 PSI or less.  It
should increase slowly and gradually with use.

• Inspect the filter elements immediately if there is a sudden, significant drop in the pressure differential.  It
may mean that a filter element has ruptured.

• Check the new filter elements if there is no increase in the pressure differential after several months of o p-
eration.  You may find that the elements are not properly installed or that some have ruptured.

• Change the filter elements at once when the reading on the pressure differential indicator is in the red (35
PSI and up).  Change them at the end of the daily operation when the reading is in the yellow (20-35 PSI). When
changing filter elements and canisters, always wear safety goggles and gloves to prevent fuel from contacting the
eyes or skin.

• Change the filter elements at least every 24 months or when an inspection shows they are ruptured or not
properly installed.  Stencil the month and year the filter elements are changed on the top of the filter/separator.

• Check the performance of all filter/separators, regardless of product in service, every 30 days by submitting
samples.  Send the samples to a designated laboratory.  Those not in use will be tested immediately before being
placed in service and every 30 days thereafter while in use.

STANDARD FILTER ELEMENT AND CANISTER ASSEMBLY

The standard filter/separator consists of a filter element and a canister assembly.  The direction of the flow of
fuel aids in the function of the filter/separator.
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Filter Element

The standard filter element (NSN 4330-00-983-0998) fits inside the canister.  The element is a perforated tube
surrounded by a fiberglass filtering material, which in turn is wrapped with several layers of different materials.
The fiberglass material filters solid particles from fuel.  The outside of the element consists of layers of fiberglass,
acetate, cotton knit, and fiberglass screen.  This part coalesces (combines) fine particles of water in the fuel to form
water droplets, which settle because they are heavier than the fuel.  The service life of the standard filter element is
24 months.

Canister

The canister is a cylinder approximately 5 inches in diameter and 23 inches long.  It consists of an outer and
inner tube.  The inner tube, made of perforated metal and a metal screen, supports the filter element.  The outer
tube is made of perforated metal lined with a nonsticking, metallic-coated screen.  An end seal plate at the top of
the canister can be taken off to reach the filter element.

Fuel Flow

Raw fuel enters the center tube of the filter element through a fitting at the bottom of the canister.  Solid co n-
taminates are removed as the fuel flows outward from the perforated center tube through the fiberglass filtering
material.  As the fuel passes through the outer layers of the element, fine particles of water in the fuel are coalesced
into droplets.  The fuel containing the coalesced water passes through the inner tube of the canister into the space
between the inner and outer tubes.  The metallic-coated screen of the outer tube does not allow water droplets to
pass through it, and they fall to the bottom chamber of the filter/separator.  Only clean fuel passes through the
outer canister tube into the filter/separator tank.  Figure 21-2 shows the flow of fuel through a 100-GPM fi l-
ter/separator.

THE 15-GPM FILTER/SEPARATOR

The 15-GPM filter/separator is used with the 15-GPM, hand-operated dispensing pump.  It may also be used
to refuel light aircraft.

Description

The 15-GPM filter/separator as shown in Figure 21-3 is a vertical, portable unit consisting of an aluminum
tank mounted on an aluminum skid.  The tank has fuel inlet and outlet valves, a water drain valve, and a water
level sight gage.  The fuel inlet and outlet valves are identical, 1-inch manually operated ball valves; they are a t-
tached near the bottom of the tank.  Cam-locking couplings for 1-inch hose are provided at the inlet and outlet
connections.  The water drain valve is a ½-inch manually operated ball valve; it is also mounted near the bottom of
the filter/separator.  The water level sight gage consists of a plastic sight and a ball float; it is mounted on the side
of the tank to show the water level in the base of the tank.  This filter/separator contains a go/no-go fuse which
shuts off the flow of fuel if water gets past the canister.  The cover, held in place by four bolts, has a manually o p-
erated pressure vent valve to let air out of the unit.  The filter/separator is 27½ inches high and weighs 20 pounds
when empty.  Its top working pressure is 25 PSI.  The filter/separator must be grounded before it is used.  Detailed
information on the 15-GPM filter/separator is in TM 5-4330-230-12.

Use

The 15-GPM filter/separator is used with the 15-GPM, hand-operated dispensing pump to pump fuel that must
be free of solid contaminants and water.  If no other aircraft refueling equipment is available, the 15-GPM pump
and filter/separator may be used to refuel light aircraft.

THE 50-GPM FILTER/SEPARATOR

The 50-GPM filter/separator is used with the 50-GPM pumping assembly.  The type I model is intended for
open field use.  The type II model is intended for use with the tank and pump unit.
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Description

The 50-GPM filter/separator as shown in Figure 21-4 consists of an aluminum tank with a removable cover,
an inlet pipe with dust plug, an outlet pipe with dust cap, a manually operated water drain valve, an air vent valve,
a pressure differential indicator, and a sight glass.  Four filter element and canister assemblies are installed on a
mounting plate near the bottom of the tank.  A float ball in the sight glass shows how much water is in the tank;
the ball sinks in fuel and floats in water.  The pressure differential indicator shows when the filter elements should
be changed. The unit is 36 inches high, 20½ inches long, and 16 inches wide; it weighs 85 pounds.  It has a flow
rate of 50 GPM.  The filter/separator must be grounded before use.  A grounding rod and cable come with the unit.
TM 5-4330-232-12 gives more information on the use and upkeep of the 50-GPM filter/separator.

Use

The 50-GPM filter/separator is used with the 50-GPM pumping assembly in refueling systems at airfields and
with equipment for servicing ground vehicles.  The type I filter/separator as shown in  Figure 21-4 is frame-
mounted; it is intended for open field use.  The type II model has no frame and is intended for use with the tank
and pump unit.

THE 100-GPM FILTER/SEPARATOR

The 100-GPM filter/separator is used with the 100-GPM pumping assembly.  It is used mainly as part of the
FARE system.

Description

The 100-GPM filter/separator as shown in Figure 21-5 has an aluminum tank with a removable cover.  Its f e-
male inlet has a dust plug, and its male outlet has a dust cap.  Five filter elements, each in a canister, are set on a
mounting plate near the bottom of the tank.  The filter/separator is mounted on a tubular aluminum frame.  The
filter/separator has an air vent valve, a pressure differential indicator, a sight glass, and a manually operated water
drain valve.  A float ball in the sight glass shows how much water is in the tank.  The ball sinks in fuel but floats in
water.  The pressure differential indicator shows when to change the filter elements.  The flow rate of the fi l-
ter/separator is 100 GPM, and its top working pressure is 75 PSI.  The unit must be grounded before it is used.
More information on the 100-GPM filter/separator is in TM 5-4330-217-12.

Use

The 100-GPM filter/separator is used mainly with the 100-GPM pumping assembly as part of the FARE sy s-
tem.  It is also issued as an individual item of equipment for use with various models of 100-GPM pumping asse m-
blies.

THE 350-GPM FILTER/SEPARATOR

The 350-GPM filter/separator has several uses.  It is used with the FSSP or separately.

Description

The 350-GPM filter/separator as shown in Figure 21-6 consists of an aluminum pressure tank with a remo v-
able head.  The tank is welded on a tubular aluminum frame for support and protection.  It has an inlet pipe
through which unfiltered fuel enters, an outlet pipe through which the filtered fuel leaves, an internal inlet man i-
fold, and risers for mounting 18 filter element and canister assemblies.  The filter/separator also has an air vent
valve so that air can be let out of the tank, a sight glass to show the water level by means of a float ball, and a
manually operated water drain valve to drain water from the tank.  A pressure differential indicator shows when
the filter elements need to be changed.  The filter/separator is 40 inches high, 47 inches long, and 33 inches wide;
it weighs 375 pounds.  It is designed for a flow rate of 350 GPM and a top working pressure of 150 PSI.  The unit
must be grounded before operation.  TM 5-4330-211-12 has more information on the 350-GPM filter/separator.
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Use

The 350-GPM filter/separator is used in airfield refueling systems, motor fuel servicing equipment, and mil i-
tary hose line systems.
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Figure 20-1. Suggested format for a filter/separator daily log
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Figure 21-2. Flow of fuel through the 100-GPM filter/separator

Figure 21-3. The 15-GPM filter/separator
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Figure 21-4. Frame-mounted (type1), 50-GPM filter/separator
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Figure 21-5. The 100-GPM filter/separator

Figure 21-6. The 350-GPM filter/separator
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CHAPTER 22

STORAGE CONTAINERS AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Section I.  Packaged Petroleum Products and Fuels

DESCRIPTION

Packaged petroleum products are not the same as packaged petroleum fuels.  Both are described below.  Ap-
pendix H provides standard reference data on various petroleum containers.

Products

 Packaged petroleum products include lubricants, greases, hydraulic fluids, and other specialty products that
have been packaged at the procurement source.  They are received directly from the vendor or issued through ge n-
eral supply depots or supply points following MILSTRIP.

 Fuels

Packaged petroleum fuels include fuel in reusable containers of 500 gallons or less.  The containers used most
often are 5-gallon cans, 55-gallon drums, and 500-gallon collapsible drums.  Fuels are usually issued in bulk.  The
need to transfer bulk petroleum fuels to packaged containers depends on such operational factors as the quantities
required for daily operations, the capabilities of the units to receive and store fuels, the existence of a bulk distrib u-
tion system, and the tactical situation.

THE 5-GALLON FUEL CAN

This container is used to issue small quantities of fuel.  A more complete discussion of its use is given below.

Description

The 5-gallon fuel can as shown in Figure 22-1, page 22-3 , is made of 20-gage sheet steel.  The welded body is
clinched to the bottom chime by a double seam.  The head, welded to the top of the body, is fitted with three ca r-
rying handles and a 2-inch threaded flange with closure assembly.  A vent tube is welded to the underside of the
head and connected to a small vent hole in the flange.  The vent makes the product flow freely when it is poured
from the can.  The can is closed by a threaded plug which screws into the flange.  The plug is attached to the can
by a swivel wire, a swivel-wire hasp, a connector link, and a cotter pin.  It is fitted with a synthetic-rubber, gas o-
line-resistant gasket.  The plug can be removed from the flange, and a flexible spout (inset of Figure 22-1, page 22-
2) can be put in its place to help pour product from the can.  A cap and screen can be screwed into the end of the
spout to screen out gross sediment.

Use

 The 5-gallon can is used to issue small quantities of fuel to using units.  It is especially useful when conditions
are such that the container must be carried by hand.

 Inspection

 There are a number of checks you should make to see if 5-gallon cans are serviceable.  These checks are di s-
cussed below.

• Paint Condition .  Check the condition of the paint on each can.  Mark the can if it needs to be painted.

• Dents.  Check the number and depth of dents on each can.  If you count no more than six dents and each is
less than one-half of an inch deep, you can use the can without repairing it.  If you count no more than four dents
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and each is less than 1½-inch deep, you can use the can if the dents can be removed without weakening the metal
or container construction.  Reject a can as nonrepairable when dents over one-half of an inch long are present
along the chime, when dents have caused the metal to rupture, or when dents exceed in number or depth the limits
set above.

• Contamination .  Check the interior of each can for general cleanliness.  Cans containing removable contam i-
nates should be cleaned thoroughly before they are used.  Label a can as nonrepairable if it contains a residue of
asphalt or tar or a similar substance that you cannot remove.

• Rust.  Check the inside and outside of each can for rust.  Cans with moderate exterior rusting are repairable if
you can buff or sandblast the rust off without weakening the metal.  Label the can nonrepairable if there is a great
deal of rust on its outside.  The inside of the can must be free of loose rust before it can be used.  Label the can as
nonrepairable if there is so much rust on the inside that you cannot remove it with solvent or caustic was hing.

• Holes.  Check each can carefully for holes.  A hole, rip, or rupture anywhere in the can (except the handle a s-
sembly) makes it nonrepairable.

• Flange.   Check the condition of the flange on each can.  Ensure it is securely seated in the head and that the
flange threads are in good condition.  Cans with crossed, stripped, rusted, or worn flange threads are classified as
nonrepairable.

• Filler Plug, Gasket, and Swivel Wire.   Check each can for missing or defective filler plug, gasket, or swivel
wire.  Mark the can to show the repair it needs.

• Vent Tube.  Check the condition of the vent tube in each can.  Clean clogged vent tubes.  Use cans with br o-
ken or missing vent tubes only in an emergency.

• Handle Assembly .  Check the condition of the handle assembly.  You can use cans with holes, dents, or rips
in the handles if you can carry them without hurting your hands.  If the handle needs repairing, mark where the
repairs are needed.  Classify cans with missing, broken, or badly smashed handles as nonrepairable.

 Cleaning

 The cans must be thoroughly inspected before and after cleaning.  You can clean the cans by sloshing solvent
around inside and allowing them to drain into a waste fuel container.  This method removes most of the residual
product, sand, and other foreign matter from the cans.

 Filling

 The 5-gallon cans as shown in Figure 22-2, page 22-4,  must be filled to a level between one-fourth and three-
fourths of an inch below the lowest point on the closure threads.  The can holds approximately 5.14 gallons of
product when filled to the highest level (one-fourth of an inch below the lowest point of the closure threads).

 Marking

All markings on 5-gallon cans should be in three-fourths of an inch letters.  Place the marking on the can as
shown in Figure 22-3, page 22-4.

THE 55-GALLON STEEL DRUM

The 55-gallon steel drum is used to issue fuels and lubricating oils to units.  It cannot be hand carried like the
5-gallon can.

Description

The 55-gallon drum as shown in Figure 22-4, page 22-5 , is made of either 16- or 18-gage, hot-rolled sheet
steel.  It has rolling hoops and an enameled exterior finish.  The drumheads are held to the cylindrical body by
double-seamed chimes.  Chimes of the 16-gage drum are reinforced by a strip of sheet steel (inset of  Figure 22-4,
page 22-5).  Two flanged closures, a 2-inch plug, and a 3/4-inch plug (vent) are mounted in the top head of each
drum.  The 16-gage drum is more durable than the 18-gage drum and can be reused.  The 16-gage drum can be
identified by the letter “O” embossed on the head of the drum.  The 18-gage drum is primarily a disposable shi p-
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ping container.  Product can be dispensed from the 55-gallon drum by a hand-driven pump mounted in the 2-inch
closure.  A drum-unloader suction stub can be connected to the suction hose of a power-driven pumping assembly
to empty the drum.  When the drum is in a horizontal position, a drum faucet can be installed in the 3/4-inch cl o-
sure to draw off small quantities of product.  The 55-gallon drum has an authorized capacity of 54 gallons for fuels
with flash points lower than 80 ° F and 55-gallons for fuels with flash points higher than 80°F.  The closures co n-
sist of a threaded flange pressed into the drumhead, a male threaded plug, and a synthetic-rubber gasket.  Both
closures on any one drum should be of the same type, either Rieke or Trisure.  A Rieke plug can be screwed into a
Trisure flange, or vice versa, but it will usually leak.  The two designs are not the same, and part of one cannot be
used with part of the other.  The plug and gasket must match the flange as shown in Figure 22-5, page 22-5.

Use

The 55-gallon drum is used to issue fuel and lubricating oil to using units.  It can also be used in most situ a-
tions.  However, it cannot be used when the terrain or tactical situation makes it necessary to deliver fuel in co n-
tainers that can be hand carried.

Inspection
There are a number of specific checks you should make to see if 55-gallon drums can be used.  These checks

are discussed below.

• Initial Inspection .  The quickest and most economical way to inspect the drums is to check them for obvious
major defects.  Major defects which make drums nonrepairable are a great amount of rust inside or outside; a badly
bent shape; damage to either flange, many holes or large holes; or residue of asphalt, tar, or similar substance that
you cannot remove.

• Detailed Inspection .  If you find no major defects during the initial inspection, give the drum a second, more
detailed inspection.  Ensure each drum meets the minimum serviceability standards described in Table 22-1, page
22-6.
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Figure 22-1. The 5-gallon fuel can

Figure 22-2. Fill level for 5-gallon can
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Figure 22-3. The 5-gallon can markings

                
Figure 22-4. Chimes on 55-gallon drum

Figure 22-5. Closures of 55-gallon drum
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Table 22.1.  Minimum standards of serviceability for 55-gallon drums
PART GENERAL

REQUIREMENT
DENTS

ALLOWED
HOLES

ALLOWED
CONDITION OF EXTERIOR
AND INTERIOR OF METAL
ALLOWED

Body a.  Numerous
small dents are
acceptable.
b.  Condition of
paint of no im-
portance.

a.  Up to 3 inches in
depth if not more
than six dents in
body.
b.  No restriction on
length.

a.  None resulting
from rust.
b.  Other up to
three-fourth inch
in greatest dime n-
sion are acceptable
if not more than
four holes in the
body.

Exterior: Must be free of
severe pitting that would
weaken drum structure.
Interior: Must be free of pit-
ting (If product residue pre-
vents the determination,
drum will be considered a c-
ceptable until cleaned and
reinspected.)

Chime Should be tight on
both types of
drums.  Reinforc-
ing metal strips
should be in place
on 16-gage drums.

16-gage.  None
greater than one-
fourth inch in depth
with no restriction
on length or num-
ber.
18-gage.  None
greater than three-
fourth inch in depth
and 5 inches in
length with no more
than four dents per
chimes

16-gage.  No holes
allowed and no
ruptures accept-
able if they sepa-
rate reinforcement
from chime.
18-gage.  None
greater than three-
fourths inch in
depth and 5 inches
in length with no
more than four
dents per chime.

See information for body,
above.

Flanage No defective
threads, gasket
seat, or weld.

None. None. Exterior:  Moderate rusting if
gasket set and threads are not
impaired.
Interior:  See information for
body, above.

Head Must be restorable
to approximate
original contour.

Up to 2 inches in
depth if not more
than two dents per
head.

a.  None resulting
from rust.
b.  Up to three-
fourths inch if not
more than one
hole per head.
c.  None located
within 2 inches of
flange weld or
chime.

See information for body,
above.

Hoops Should be restor-
able to approxi-
mate original
shape.

None greater than
five-eights inch in
depth, no limitation
in nu mber.

Up to three-
fourths inch, not
to exceed three
holes per hoop.

See information for body,
above.

Side
Weld

No indication of
cracking or dete-
rioration

Up to 2 inches in
depth, not to exceed
three dents per weld.

None. See information for body,
above.
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 Cleaning

 The drums must be cleaned by the method described for cans.  After cleaning a drum, inspect it with an exte n-
sion light to ensure the inside is clean and free from rust.  If  you find sediment, clean the drum again as described
above.  If it is still not clean, classify it as unserviceable.  When you are sure the drums are clean and free from
rust, put bung plugs, vent plugs, and gaskets back in place.  Insert and tighten the plugs in the drums unless you
are going to fill them immediately.  If you store the drums temporarily, tighten the plugs by hand.  If you store
them for a long time, tighten plugs with a wrench.

 Filling

 To make sure that there is enough vapor space in 55-gallon drums, only 54 gallons of light product or 55 ga l-
lons of heavy product can be put into each drum.  A light product is one which gives off flammable vapors at or
below 80°F, and a heavy product is one which gives off flammable vapors above 80°F.  If you have no metering
devices, fill the drums to the level shown in Figure 22-6, page 22-8 .  If you are going to put 54 gallons of product
in a drum, fill it to a level 2 inches below the head.  If you are going to put 55 gallons of product in a drum, fill it
to a level 1½ inches below the head.

Marking

All markings on 55-gallon drums should be at least three-fourths of an inch.  Mark the top head of the drum
as shown in Figure 22-7, page 22-9.

THE 500-GALLON, LIQUID-FUEL COLLAPSIBLE FABRIC DRUM
The 500-gallon collapsible fabric drum can supply fuel to isolated ground troops.  It can be towed short di s-

tances by trucks, carried by trucks, or carried by aircraft.

Description

 The 500-gallon collapsible drum as shown in Figure 22-8, page 22-9, is a nonvented container made of fabric
impregnated with fuel-resistant, synthetic rubber.  The cylindrical body is of four-ply fabric; the convex ends of
six-ply fabric.  The drum has a closure plate on each end.  The plates are tied together inside the drum with su p-
port cables so that they do not expand in length when the drum is filled.  Each closure plate has a swivel ring with
two anchor shackles.  A lifting sling or towing and lifting yoke can be attached to these shackles.  It can also be
used to tie a drum to a vehicle.  The drum is filled and emptied through an 1½-inch quick coupling elbow coupler
valve and check valve adapter in the front closure plate.  When the pressure control is used for the filling oper a-
tion, the 1½-inch discharge hose of the control is attached to the elbow coupler valve.  When the pressure control is
not used, the hose of the pumping assembly is attached directly to the elbow coupler valve.  A filled drum is about
5 feet 2 inches long and 4 feet 5 inches in diameter; it weighs about 4,000 pounds. It is designed for a regular
working pressure of 4 to 5 PSI and a top working pressure of 45 PSI.  The collapsed drum can be moved by truck.
Each drum is used for only one type of fuel.  Repair kits for the 500-gallon collapsible drum can be used to make
temporary repairs.

• Pressure control.  The pressure control is used to keep from pumping too much fuel into a nonvented co l-
lapsible drum.  Too much fuel could cause the drum to rupture.  For information on filling collapsible drums using
the pressure control, see Chapter 19.  Figure 22-9, page 22-10 , shows the pressure control.  Figure 22-10, page 22-
10, shows it connected for filling a drum.

• Elbow coupler.  The elbow coupler as shown in Figure 22-11, page 22-11 , has a 2-inch, cam-locking female
coupling for connecting to the drum and a 1½-inch, cam-locking female for connecting to the hose.  The FARE
system includes an elbow coupler with a 2-inch fitting for connecting to the hose.  The elbow coupler has a valve to
shut off the flow of the fuel into and out of the drum.
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• Emergency repair kit.  The emergency repair kit is used for temporary repairs only.  For detailed information
see, Chapter 12.
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Figure 22-6. Fill level for 55-gallon drum
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Figure 22-7. The 55 gallon drum markings

Figure 22-8. Filled 500-gallon collapsible drum
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 Figure 22-9. Pressure control

 

 

 Figure 22-10. Pressure control connected between a 50-GPM pumping assembly and a 500-gallon collapsible
drum for a filling operation
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 Figure 22-11. Elbow coupler

 Use

 The 500-gallon collapsible drum is used to supply fuel to isolated ground troops.  The drum can also be used
for storage.  Filled drums can be towed or rolled by hand a short distance to a dispensing area, used with a tie-
down kit to convert cargo trucks into fuel carriers, and delivered by aircraft.

• Towed by truck.  A filled drum can be towed a short distance to a dispensing area by a cargo truck as shown
in Figure 22-12, page 22-12.  A towing and lifting yoke must be used, and the drum must not be towed over sharp
objects or rough ground.

 NOTE:  The yoke can be used for lifting the drum only when the drum is empty.

• Carried by truck.  Collapsible drums can be carried from a filling site to a dispensing area in a 2½- or 5-ton
cargo truck or on a stake and platform trailer.  Tie-down kits as shown in Figure 22-13, page 22-13 are used to
secure the drums during transport.  A filled 500-gallon drum weighs about 4,000 pounds.  Do not exceed the
weight lim itations of the vehicle.

• Carried by aircraft .  Filled drums can be dropped by parachute, delivered by aircraft sling-load as shown in
Figure 22-14, page 22-13  or transported as air cargo.  The drums must not be free-fall airdropped.  Rigging proc e-
dures in FM 10-564/TO 13C7-37-1 must be followed.
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Inspect

The serviceability of 500-gallon collapsible drums can be determined by inspecting the items listed below.  See
TM 10-8110-201-14&P for more information.

• Body Fabric.  Check the body fabric for holes, cuts, tears, deterioration, or leaks.  The drum can be used if
the rubber coating only is worn from the body fabric.

• Closures.  Check the front and rear closure rings for cracks, leaks, or missing cap screws.  Check the front
closure plate for stripped threads or a missing pipe plug.

• Coupler Elbow Valve Assembly .  Check the coupler elbow valve assembly for loose or missing gaskets or a
corroded or stuck valve.  Also check for cracked or missing parts.

• Pressure Control.  Check the pressure control for body cracks.  Also, check for loose or missing cap screw
and nuts.

 Cleaning

 The 500-gallon collapsible drums are sent to the general support maintenance repair facility for cleaning.

Filling

For procedures for filling 500-gallon collapsible drums, see Chapter 14.

Marking

All markings on 500-gallon collapsible drums can vary between 2 to 5 inches.  Mark both ends of the drum as
shown in Figure 22-15, page 22-14.  Put the filling date on the drum when you are using it for temporary storage
of petroleum fuels.

Figure 22-12. Filled 500-gallon drum being towed by cargo vehicle
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Figure 22-13. Filled 500-gallon drums loaded on a cargo truck and held with a tie-down kit

Figure 22-14. Helicopter carrying filled 500-gallon drums
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Figure 22-15. The 500 gallon collasible drum markings

Section II.  Bulk Petroleum Containers

BULK PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

Bulk petroleum products include those petroleum products transported in pipelines, tankers, tank cars, tank
vehicles, and other bulk carriers.  Containers discussed in this section are used to store and deliver bulk petroleum
products in quantities over 500 gallons.  For maintenance procedures see Chapter 13.

THE 3,000-GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FABRIC TANK

The 3,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank is made of single-ply, elastomeric-coated nylon.  It has four carrying
handles, a filler/discharge assembly, and a vent fitting assembly.  The tank is issued with a hose and gate valve
assembly and emergency repair items.  When filled, the tank is about 12 feet 6 inches square and 4 feet high.

Filler/discharge assembly

The filler/discharge assembly as shown in Figure 22-16, page 22-17 , is located on top of the tank.  It consists
of an access door fitting, a 4-inch suction stub, an oval closure plate, a 4-inch flanged adapter coupled to a 4-inch
elbow fitting, and a 4-inch dust cap.
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Vent fitting assembly

The vent fitting assembly as shown in Figure 22-17, page 22-18 , is located near the center of the top of the
tank near the filler/discharge assembly.  It consists of a vent flange attachment and a 2-inch, quick-disconnect,
male coupling half connected to a 2-inch, quick-disconnect, female coupling half.  It also consists of a 2-inch dust
cap, a 2-inch vent pipe, a flame arrester, and a pressure relief cap with gasket.  The pressure relief cap of the vent
assembly opens automatically when the vapor pressure inside the tank reaches 10 PSI.

Hose and valve assembly

The 3,000-gallon collapsible tank comes with a hose and valve assembly to help transfer the product because
this tank is issued as a separate item and not as part of a system.  The assembly consists of 4- to 3-inch reducer; a
3-inch, wire-reinforced hose assembly (4 feet long); and a 3-inch gate valve.  The 4-inch female end of the reducer
is connected to the 4-inch elbow fitting of the filler/discharge assembly on the tank.  The 3-inch male end of the
reducer is connected to the 3-inch hose assembly which, in turn, is coupled to the 3-inch gate valve.

Use

The 3,000-gallon collapsible tank is used for temporary storage of liquid fuels where larger collapsible tanks
are not practical.  With the hose and valve assembly attached, the tank can receive and dispense bulk petroleum
fuels.  The tanks is generally used in small bulk petroleum operations.

THE 10,000-GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FABRIC TANK

The 10,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank looks a lot like the 3,000-gallon collapsible tank,  It consists of either
one or two filler/discharge assemblies, a vent fitting assembly, a drain fitting assembly, and various hoses and
valves.

Description

 The 10,000-gallon tank is made of single-ply, elastomeric-coated nylon with six carrying handles.  The tank
also has emergency repair items.  When filled, the tank is about 20 feet 6 inches square and 4 feet high.

• Filler/discharge assemblies.   The filler/discharge assemblies as shown in Figure 22-16, page 22-17 , are on
top of the tank.  They are similar to that of the 3,000-gallon collapsible tank.

• Vent fitting assembly .  The vent fitting assembly as shown in Figure 22-17, page 22-18, is located on top of
the tank.  It is just like that of the 3,000-gallon collapsible tank.  The pressure relief cap of the vent assembly on
the 10,000-gallon collapsible tank opens automatically when the vapor pressure inside the tank reaches 10 PSI.

• Drain fitting assembly .  The drain fitting assembly is used to remove water.  It is located on the bottom of
the tank.  It consists of a vent flange attachment, a drain fitting, and a plug and chain.  The assembly has an 8-foot
length of 3/4-inch, nonwire-reinforced hose assembly with male fittings on both ends and a ½-inch, rising-stem
gate valve.  These items are attached to the drain fitting assembly to help drain water from the tank.

Use

The 10,000-gallon collapsible storage tank is used to store petroleum products.  It is usually a part of the
FSSP, but it is also issued as a single item for additional bulk storage.

THE 20,000-GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FABRIC TANK

The 20,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank is primarily used in the FSSP.  Its description and use are covered
below.
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Description

The 20,000-gallon collapsible tank as shown in Figure 22-18, page 22-19 , is made of elastomeric-coated ny-
lon.  It has 12 carrying handles, two filler/discharge assemblies with access doors, a vent fitting assembly, and a
drain fitting assembly.  When filled, the tank is about 28 feet long, 24 feet wide, and 5 feet high.

• Filler/discharge assemblies .  The two 4-inch filler/discharge assemblies are identical to those on the 3,000-
and 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  They are located on top of the tank, 6 feet from each end and 4 feet from the
centerline.  The assemblies are catercornered from each other.

• Vent fitting assembly .  The vent fitting assembly is identical with those on the 3,000- and 10,000-gallon co l-
lapsible tanks.  It is located in the top center of the tank.  The pressure relief cap of the assembly opens automat i-
cally when the vapor pressure inside the tank reaches 10 PSI.

• Drain fitting assembly .  The drain fitting assembly, located on the bottom of the tank, is used to remove w a-
ter.  The assembly is identical to those on the 3,000- and 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks.

Use

The 20,000-gallon collapsible tank is used to store bulk petroleum products.  The primary use is in the FSSP.
It is also issued as a single item for additional bulk storage.

THE 50,000-GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FABRIC TANK

The 50,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank is used for storing liquid fuels in large bulk petroleum operations.  It
has several uses.

Description

The 50,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank is made of single-ply, elastomeric-coated nylon.  It has 18 carrying
handles, two filler/discharge assemblies with access doors, a vent fitting assembly, and a drain fitting assembly.
The tank also has a hose and valve assembly and emergency repair items.  When filled, the tank is about 65 feet
long, 25 feet wide, and 6 feet high.

• Filler/discharge assemblies .  The two filler/discharge assemblies as shown in Figure 22-16, page 22-17 , are
located on top of the tank.  One is located at each end so that the tank can receive and discharge fuel from both
ends.

• Vent fitting assembly .  The vent fitting assembly are shown in Figure 22-17, page 22-18 , is centrally pos i-
tioned on top of the tank.  It is the same as that on the 3,000-gallon collapsible tank.  The pressure relief cap of the
vent assembly opens automatically when the vapor pressure inside the tank reaches 10 PSI.

• Hose and valve assembly .  Because the 50,000-gallon collapsible tank is issued as a single item of equipment
and not as part of a system, it has a hose and valve assembly to help transfer product.  The assembly consists of a
4-inch, wire-reinforced hose assembly (10 feet long) and a 4-inch gate valve.  The female end of the 4-inch hose
assembly is connected to the 4-inch elbow fitting of the filler/discharge assembly on the tank.  The male end of the
hose assembly is coupled to the 4-inch gate valve.

 Use

The 50,000-gallon collapsible tank is use to store liquid fuels in large bulk petroleum operations.  With the
hose and valve assembly attached, the tank can receive and dispense fuels at temporary beachheads and at interm e-
diate points along trunk hoseline and pipeline systems.  The tank may also be used for temporary storage at supply
installations and airfields until permanent facilities can be built.  The tanks are also used in tactical Class III su p-
ply points to issue bulk petroleum to tank trucks and tank semitrailers.  As part of the Class III supply point, the
tanks provide maximum flexibility in the handling of various fuels (MOGAS and JP-8).
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THE 210,000-GALLON COLLAPSIBLE FABRIC TANK

The 210,000-gallon collapsible fabric tank is also called the BFTA.  It stores bulk petroleum products.

Description

The BFTA is made of single-ply, elastomeric-coated nylon.  The tank has a vent assembly, two filler/discharge
assemblies, and two drain assemblies.  When filled, the tank is about 69 feet long, 69 feet wide, and 6 feet 9 inches
high.

• Filler/discharge assemblies .  The two 6-inch filler/discharge assemblies are located on top of the tank.  One
assembly is located at each end of the tank so that fuel can be received and dispensed at both ends.

• Vent fitting assembly .  The vent fitting assembly is identical to those on other collapsible tanks.  It is l o-
cated in the center of the top of the tank.  The relief valve opens when the internal tank vapor pressure reaches 10
PSI.

• Drain fitting assemblies .  The 2-inch drain fitting assemblies are located on the bottom of the tank, one at
each end.  The assemblies are used to drain water from the tank.

 Use

The 210,000-gallon collapsible tank is used to store liquid fuels in large bulk petroleum operations.  The tanks
are used primarily in the TPT and are issued as separate items of equipment.

EMERGENCY REPAIR ITEMS

Emergency repair items are issued with each collapsible tank.  See Chapter 12 for a description of emergency
repair items.
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Figure 22-16. Filler/discharge assembly (same on 3,000-, 10,000-, 20,000-, and 30,000-gallon

collapsible tanks)
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Figure 22-17. Vent fitting assembly (same for all collapsible tanks)
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 Figure 22-18. 20,000-gallon collapsible tank
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CHAPTER 23

FUEL SYSTEM SUPPLY POINT

DESCRIPTION
The FSSP is the Army’s primary means for the receipt and storage of bulk petroleum and for its issue to

combat forces under tactical conditions.  The FSSP is not issued as a complete system.  The major components are
issued as separate items of equipment to add to the flexibility of the system.  The number of major components
depends on the size and configuration of the system.  An FSSP normally consists of two 350-GPM pumping
assemblies, two 350-GPM filter/separators, six 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks (An augmented FSSP increases
total storage capacity by using larger collapsible tanks, six bottom loading points, two 500-gallon collapsible drum
filling points, and six refueling points.  These components of the fuel system are connected by about 2,400 feet of
hose and 11 types of fittings.  When an FSSP is requisitioned, you will only receive the hoses and fittings to
connect the above components.  Figure 23-1, page 23-2,  shows a typical layout.  Table 23-1, page 23-3, lists the
components.

Receiving Manifold
The receiving manifold consists of a Y- and T-assembly (reducing from 4 to 3 inches), lengths of 3-inch

suction hose, and 3-inch gate valves.  With this manifold, the FSSP can receive product from more than one
transporter at a time.  It also provides a way to switch from one supply source to another.  Grounding equipment
must be used whenever fuel is received through the manifold, because contact between the manifold and the
ground is not perfect.  Chapter 28 gives information on receiving product into the FSSP.

Pumping Assemblies, Filter/Separators, and Collapsible Tanks

The FSSP uses specific pumping assemblies, filter/separators, and collapsible tanks.  Each is described in the
following paragraphs.  See Figure 23-1, page 23-2 ,  for these components.

• The 350-GPM pumping assemblies.  The 350-GPM pumping assemblies are used as components of the
FSSP.  There are normally two per supply point.

• The 350-GPM filter/separators.  Vertically mounted, 350-GPM filter/separators are used in each FSSP to
remove entrained water and solid contaminants from the fuel before it is pumped into vehicles or container.  There
are normally two filter/separators per supply point.

• The 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  The FSSP normally has six 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  One
hoselines manifold assembly with two T-fittings and one assembly with one T-fitting are used with each tank.  The
manifold as shown in Figure 23-2, page 23-4 , has two rising-stem, double-acting gate valves to control the flow of
fuel into and out of the collapsible tank.

 Bottom Loading Points
 The fuel system has six 3-inch bottom loading points to load fuel into tank semi-trailers.  Each bottom loading

points consists of a T-assembly (reducing from 4 to 3 inches) coupled to a 3-inch, cam-locking coupling valve
followed by 25 feet of 3-inch discharge hose coupled to a 3-inch, cam-locking coupling valve.

 The 500-Gallon Collapsible Drum Filling Points
 There are two 500-gallon collapsible drum filling points in the FSSP.  Each point consists of a T assembly

(reducing from 3 to 1½ inches) coupled to a 1½-inch, cam-locking coupling valve followed by 25 feet of 1½-inch
discharge hose coupled to a 1½-inch, cam-locking coupling valve.  The pressure control, not a component of the
FSSP, is also used for the filling operation.  The inlet of the pressure control is attached to the downstream end of
the 1½-inch discharge hose, and the 5-foot length of pressure control discharge hose is connected from the control
outlet to the drum elbow coupler valve.
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 Figure 23-1. Typical layout of the FSSP
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Table 23-1.  Components of the FSSP

NO

ITEM DESCRIPTION REQD

1 Tank, 10,000-gallon, collapsible, petroleum 6
2. Valve, 3" gate, flanged, with M and F CL 3
3. Hose, suction, 3" x 12, M CL one end, F CL other 16
4. Y and T assembly, flanged, M CL 3" and 4" 1
5. Hose, suction, 4" x 10', M CL one end, F CL other 83*
6. Pump, 350-GPM, 4", with M and F CL 2
7. Valve, gage, 4", flanged, with M and F CL 25*
8. Manifold with two T fittings 00*
9. Manifold with one T fitting 00*
10. Hose, discharge, 4" x 50', with M and F CL 8
11. Y assembly, flanged, 4", with one F CL inlet and 2 M 1
12. Hose, discharge, 4" x 25', M and F CL 9
13/ Filter/separator, 350-GPM, 4", with M and F CL 2
14. Y assembly, flanged, 4", with two F CL inlets and one 1
15. T-assembly, flanged, 4" , with two M CL and one F 1
16. T assembly, flanged, 4" x 3", with one 4" M CL, one 6
17. Hose, discharge, 1½" x 25', M and F CL 5
18. Hose discharge, 3" x 25', M and  F CL 4
19. Valve, quick-acting, 3", M and F CL 12
20. Reducer, 4" F CL x 3" M CL 1
21 Hose, discharge, 3" x 50', M and F CL 2
22. T assembly, flanged, 3" x  ½", with one 3" F CL, one 5
23. Valve, quick-acting, 1½" M CL 4
24 Hose, discharge, 1" x 25', M and F CL 6
25 Reducer, 3" F CL x 2" M CL 1
26. Valve, quick-acting, 2", M and F CL 1
27. Hose, discharge, 2" x 25', M and F CL 7
28. Tee, reducing, 2" F CL x 2" M CL x 1" M CL 6
29. Nozzle, 1", with adapter 6
30. Dust cap for 4" CL 2
31. Dust cap for 2" CL 1
32. Dust plug for 4" CL 1
NOTE:  *Each of the six storage tanks comes with a manifold consisting
of eight lengths of hose, one double T, and one single T, and two 4-inch .
gates valves.
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 Figure 23-2. Manifold and hose assemblies

 

 Can and Drum Filling and Vehicle Refueling Points
 There are six 5-gallon can and 55-gallon drum filling and vehicle refueling points in the FSSP.  Each point

consists of a T-assembly (reducing from 2 to 1 inch) followed by 25 feet of 1-inch discharge hose coupled to a 1-
inch aluminum nozzle.

 Hose, Fittings, Accessories, and Tools
 The FSSP uses suction and discharge hoses, various types of fitting assemblies, and certain accessories and

tools.  These components are described in the following paragraphs.

• Suction and discharge hoses.  The two types of hose assemblies used in the FSSP are suction hose assemblies
and discharge hose assemblies.  Each hose assembly has a male coupling (with a dust cap) on one end and a female
coupling (with a dust plug) on the other end.  Figure 23-1, page 23-2, shows where the lengths of hoses are used.
The dust caps and plugs must be used when the hose sections are not connected to the system.

• Fitting assemblies.  Eleven types of fitting assemblies as shown in Figure 23-3, page 23-5, are used in the
FSSP to connect hose sections, valves, and components.  Dust caps and plugs must be kept on the assemblies when
they are not in use.  To prevent loss, dust caps and dust plugs are attached to the hose fittings with a chain.  Ensure
that all fittings have gaskets.  Chapter 28 shows the location of each fitting assembly.

• Accessories and tools.  Accessories and tools come with the FSSP so that it can be connected to different fuel
transporters, other pumping assemblies, or pipelines.  They can also be used to connect the components of the
FSSP in many combinations.  The tools used to repair hose assemblies include a hose clamp locking tool, buckles,
and bandings.  Accessories include an adapter for connecting a tank car to a hose assembly, a pipe clamp coupling,
a pipe coupling for connecting the FSSP to a pipeline, reducers for connecting different size hoses, coupling halves
(flanged and threaded) to make a number of connections, gate valves, and Y-fittings.

USE
The FSSP is used at distribution points to provide storage facilities for transferring bulk fuel from one means

of transport to another and at dispensing facilities for bulk reduction or delivery of fuel to using vehicles.  The
FSSP can receive product from tank trucks, railway cars, pipelines, hoselines, and aircraft.  Since it can also
receive fuel from ocean tankers, it is able to support beached operations.  It can store 60,000 gallons of bulk
petroleum.  It can store even more if additional or larger collapsible tanks are added.  However, this expansion
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requires additional hoses, fittings, and valves.  The FSSP can be easily moved from one place to another.  It can be
divided in half to handle two different types of fuels at two different locations as shown in Figure 23-4, page 23-6.
It can also be changed to a 10-point, rapid-refueling system for rotary aircraft.

Assembly A.  Flanged Y and T assembly— three
4-inch Adapter flange to 3-inch male, one 4-inch
male.

Assembly F.  Quick-acting valve in these sizes: 3-inch,
cam-locking coupling and adapter with 2-inch body, 2-
inch, cam-locking coupling and adapter with 2-inch body,
1 ½-inch cam locking coupling and adapter with 1 ½ -inch
body.

Assembly B.  T assembly— two 4-inch male, one
4-inch female.

Assembly G. Y assembly— two 4 inch male, one 4-inch
female.

Assembly C.  T assembly— one 4-inch female, one
4-inch male, one 4-inch adapter flange to 3-inch
male.

Assembly H.  Y assembly— two 4 inch female, one 4-inch
male.

Assembly D.  T assembly— one 3-inch female,
one 3-inch female, one 3-inch adapter flange to 1
½  inch male.

Assembly I.  Y assembly— one 4 inch male, two 4-inch
adapter flange to 3-inch male.

Assembly E.  Reducer T— one 2 inch female, one
2-inch male, one 1-inch male.

Figure 23-3. Fitting assemblies in the FSSP
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Figure 23-4. Suggested layout for fuel system divided for handling two different fuels or for moving
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CHAPTER 24

UNIT AND VEHICLES USED TO TRANSPORT BULK PETROLEUM

Section I.  Tank and Pump Unit

DESCRIPTION

The tank and pump unit as shown in Figures 24-1, page 24-4 and 24-2, page 24-4, consists of a 50-GPM
pumping assembly, two 600-gallon aluminum tanks, and related equipment.  One electric model and several gas o-
line models of the tank and pump unit are currently in use.  However, the gasoline pump is being replaced by the
electric pump when requisitioned.  The unit is designed to be transported on the 5-ton, 6X6, cargo truck.  It is ne c-
essary to transport the tank and pump unit on the 5-ton cargo truck because when the unit is filled with fuel it e x-
ceeds the load limits of the 2½-ton cargo truck.  The tank and pump unit can be used to refuel aircraft because the
filter/separator complies with Military Specification MIL-F-8901E. A newer model tank and pump unit  as shown
in Figure 24-3, page 24-5,  consists of tank control levers at the rear of the unit, a bottom loading port, 500-gallon
fuel tanks, and a bottom loading valve that opens automatically when fuel pressure is applied and is closed aut o-
matically by the jet level sensor when the tank is full (when filled through bottom loading port ).  A general de-
scription of the components and installation procedures follows.

Pump Unit

The 50-GPM pumping assembly is used to issue bulk petroleum.  The pumping assembly as shown in Figure
24-4, page 24-6 includes a pump and engine assembly, a filter/separator, a manifold, hose reels, a ground reel,
hose and fittings, and related equipment.

•  Electric motor.  The electric motor is powered by the vehicle electrical system.  Electrical connection is pr o-
vided by an intervehicle power cable attached to the NATO slave receptacle of the vehicle on one end and the
electric motor on the other.  The electric motor is controlled by an ON-OFF toggle switch or an ON-OFF cable
assembly connected to the junction box.

•  Gasoline engine .  The gasoline engine is a one-cylinder, four-cycle, air-cooled, hand-cranked engine.  A r a-
dio-shielded magneto supplies the ignition spark.  A governor controls the engine speed by varying the throttle
opening to suit the pump load.  The engine has a 1-gallon fuel tank.

•  Pump.  The pump is a 50-GPM, self-priming, centrifugal pump.  On the gasoline engine model tank and
pump unit, the engine is connected to the pump by an intermediate coupler and the impeller is screwed on the e x-
tension of the engine crankshaft.  On the electric motor model, the impeller is mounted on the extended shaft of the
electric motor.  On all models, the pump and engine or motor are mounted on a common base plate to aid removal
and use in other pumping operations.

•  Filter/separator .  The filter/separator is a vertical, 50-GPM unit that is designed for a maximum operating
pressure of 25 PSI.  It has four filter elements and canister assemblies, two pressure gages, a sight glass, and two
drains.

•  Manifold .  The manifold controls the flow of product to the suction side of the pump.  Two cam-locking
couplers provide connections or inlets for the tank suction lines.  The product flows from either or both tanks to the
suction side of the pump through the manifold outlet and a section of hose.  Some models are equipped with a di s-
charge hose running from the filter/separator to the manifold.  This permits discharging from the manifold outlet
when the three-way valve is positioned to close off the suction side.  Other models use the manifold for suction
only, and the three-way valve opens or closes the front and rear inlets on the manifold.
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•  Hose reels.  The dispensing hoses are stored on two reels, each with a recoil tension spring.  A 40-foot
length of 1½-inch, noncollapsible discharge hose is used on each reel.  Product from the filter/separator enters
through a pipe at the hub of the reel and is discharged through the hose.

•  Ground reel.  A ground reel is attached to the frame of the pumping assembly so that the tank and pump
unit can be grounded.  One section of the ground wire must be clipped to a ground rod near the tank and pump unit
before the other section is connected to the vehicle being refueled.

•  Metering kit .  The metering kit (NSN 4930-01-108-9568) consists of a meter, a hose assembly, couplers,
cap screws, and washers.  The meter is a volumetric, positive displacement meter.  It has a five-digit reset counter
and a nonsetback totalizer that registers 9,999,999 gallons.  The metering kit can be used with all tank and pump
units.

Related Items of Equipment

Other items issued with the pumping assembly are a drum suction stub for emptying 55-gallon drums, two
dispensing nozzles, a starter rope, a carbon dioxide fire extinguisher, and tie-down assemblies as shown in Figure
24-1, page 24-4.  Nozzles must be fixed so that they must be held open by hand.  All nozzles must be tended at all
times.

The 600-Gallon Tanks

Two welded aluminum, skid-mounted tanks come with the tank and pump unit.  The shell of each tank has a
manhole assembly, a pump port drain plug, and a discharge valve assembly.  Controls for the discharge valve are
on top of the tank.  The discharge valve outlet is at the bottom rear of the tank, and the drain plug is at the bottom
front.  A baffle inside the shell reduces the surge of product during transport.  Two lifting rings are attached to the
top of each end of the shell to make handling easier.  Tie-downs are provided for securing the tanks in the vehicle
bed.

USE

The tank and pump unit can be used to fill and empty 5-gallon cans, 55-gallon drums, and 500-gallon co l-
lapsible drums.  It can be used to temporarily store product, refuel ground vehicles, and replace or supplement sp e-
cial-purpose vehicles.  The unit may also be used to fuel aircraft if no other aircraft refueling equipment is avai l-
able.

INSTALLATION

The tank and pump unit is designed to be transported in standard 5-ton cargo trucks.  Blocking frames are not
necessary for stabilizing the unit in the truck bed.  Wood blocking presents a fire hazard because the material is
combustible and will absorb fuel.  To install the tank and pump unit on a cargo truck, do as follows:

• Lower the tailgate of the truck and remove the tarpaulin, bows, racks, and seats.

• Install the tank and pump unit.

 NOTE:  The NO SMOKING WITHIN 50 FEET signs painted on the sides of the 600-gallon tanks must not be
obstructed.

• Released the ratchet of the tank tie-down assembly by pressing the release in the ratchet handle.  Hold the
release, pull the handle down until the side cams engage, and push the static ratchet locks up from the ratchet
dogs.  This allows the center ratchet spool to rotate in either direction.  To aid in unrolling the nylon strap, turn the
ratchet hook opening down on a flat surface.  Press down in the center of the ratchet while pulling the strap away
from the ratchet.

• Place the tie-down straps over the tank ends.  Attach the brackets to the sides of the truck, and attach the
strap end and ratchet to them.

• Move the ratchet handle up and down until the strap is tight.  Push the ratchet handle to the LOCK position.
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• Hook the loose bracket of the pump tie-down assembly over the top of the reel frame (the long side with the
hole out and down).  Hook the bracket attached to the strap end beneath the rear of the truck 8 to 10 inches right of
center.

• Insert the strap end, rear to front, through the slot in the center of the ratchet spool.  Pull the slack through
the ratchet spool.

• Unlock the ratchet.  Move the ratchet handle up and down until the strap is tight.  Push the ratchet handle to
its locked position.

• Raise the tailgate.

OPERATION

The tank and pump unit is used to dispense all types of automotive, aviation, diesel, and burner fuels.  Only
one type of fuel should be carried in and dispensed from the unit at one time.  Dispensing with the tank and pump
unit may be done in various ways to meet different situations in the field.  Even though differences exist between
the models, all the tank and pump units operate basically the same.

Preparing for Start of Tank and Pump Units

A number of steps and precautions must be followed before starting the tank and pump unit.  These steps are
as follows:

• Check the suction hose connections between the tanks and the pumping assembly to ensure that they are
properly locked into place.

• Connect the ground wires from the ground reel on the pumping assembly to the grounding rod driven into
the ground close to the vehicle being refueled.

• Maintain at least 25 feet between vehicles being refueled.

• Open only the fill port of the vehicle being refueled.  Do not refuel two vehicles at one time unless there
are two people available to monitor both nozzles constantly.

• Open the hand valves on the filter/separator sight glass assembly, and allow the sight glass to fill.  If the
glass does not fill, open the petcock on the lower valve to release the air.  Close the petcock when the sight glass if
full.

• Check the sight glass for the presence of water, and drain when necessary.

 NOTE:  Some models have a pipe plug drain instead of the petcock on the filter/separator.  This pipe plug drain
must be removed to drain water.

• Attach the nozzle grounding cable to the vehicle being refueled.

WARNING

Normally the pump will automatically prime itself by gravity flow when the tanks are full.  Do not remove
the priming cap to check for pump prime.  This will result in a fuel spill.  Entrapped air will be released
through the dispensing nozzle when it is first opened for dispensing.

Starting the Gasoline Engine

Several important steps must be followed to start the gasoline engine.  These steps are as follows:

• Open the coupler angle valve assembly by turning the handwheel counterclockwise.

• Move the four-way valve handle to the required position.
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• Move the remote pump switch to the ON position.

• Stopping the Engine/Motor.  To stop the gasoline engine, close the discharge valves on the tanks and allow
the engine to idle for three to five minutes.  After the engine has cooled, shut off the ignition switch.  To stop the
electric motor, turn the remote pump switch to the OFF position.

Figure 24-1. Tank and pump unit
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Figure 24-2. Mounted tank and pump unit

1. Bottom Loading Port
2. Dispensing Reel
3. Filter Separator
4. 50 GPM Electrical Pump
5. Quick Dry Disconnect Adapter
6. Tank Control Levers
7. Toolbox
8. Static Discharge Reel
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Figure 24-3. New model tank and pump unit

Figure 24-4. Pumping Assembly
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Section II.  Tank Trucks

M49A2C

The M49A2C tank truck is used mainly for transporting bulk petroleum and for general refueling.  Its d e-
scription and use are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Description

The M49A2C tank truck as shown in Figures 24-5, page 24-7, and Figure 24-6, page 24-7,  is mounted on a
modified M45A2 chassis.  The truck has a multifuel engine and single front and dual rear tires.  It is about 23 feet
long, 8 feet wide, and 7 2/3 feet high.  TM 9-2320-209-34P gives details on this tank truck.  The components of
the vehicles are discussed below.

NOTE:  This FM uses the terms curbside, roadside, left side, and right side.  Curbside and roadside refer to the
right and left sides, respectively, of a vehicle parked at the curb on the right side of the two-way street.  The left
side of the vehicle is the driver’s side.

•   Tank body and equipment .  The tank body is a stainless steel, 1,200-gallon shell divided into two 600-gallon
compartments.  Each compartment has a manhole and filler cover assembly as shown in Figure 24-7, page 24-8.
There is a walkway on each side of the tank body.  A 5-pound carbon dioxide fire extinguisher is mounted on the
left rear and the right front of the tank body walkways.  An equipment compartment or cabinet is located at the
rear of the tank body.  This compartment houses the fuel delivery system of the tank truck.  The components of this
system and their location in the rear compartment are shown in Figure 24-8, page 24-8.

•   Delivery pump .  A rotary, positive-displacement pump, located in the rear equipment compartment (Figure
24-8, page 24-8), pumps fuel from the tank truck.  The pump is rated at 80 GPM at 700 RPM.  The speed of the
pump is governed by a speed control linkage assembly.  The throttle control is located on the instrument panel in
the operator compartment.

•   Filter/separator .  There is an upright filter/separator in the rear equipment compartment (Figure 24-8, page
24-8) of the M49A2C tank truck.  It has three filter elements, three go/no-go fuses, a pressure gage, and an aut o-
matic dump valve.

•   Hose and nozzle assembly .  A 35-foot length of 1½-inch reinforced hose with a standard 1½-inch nozzle is
mounted on the left side of the tank body.
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Figure 24-5. Roadside view M49A2C

Figure 24-6. Curbside view of M49A2C tank

Figure 24-7. Manhole and filler covers of tank compartments on M49A2C tank truck
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Figure 24-8. Rear equipment compartment of M49A2C tank truck

Use

The M49A2C tank truck can carry bulk petroleum both on and off the road.  However, it can carry only 600
gallons when it travels off the road because the forward tank must be left empty.  The truck can be used to fill and
empty 500-gallon collapsible drums and 55-gallon drums and to refuel ground vehicles.  The tank truck is used
also in the open port refueling of aircraft.  More information on the M49A2C can be obtained in the appropriate
TM.  Appendix K covers various conversion procedures that must be followed when changing products in tank
cars and tank trucks.

M978 HEMTT

The M978 tank truck is used to haul and dispense bulk petroleum fuels.  It is primarily used to refuel vehicles
and aircraft.

Description

The M978 tank truck as shown in Figure 24-9 is a 10-ton, 8X8 vehicle.  It is on-the-road and off-the-road, all
weather and all-terrain vehicle.  The truck has an eight-cylinder, two-cycle, turbocharged, liquid-cooled, diesel
engine.  It can haul and dispense 2,500 gallons of bulk petroleum.  The tank truck can ford water up to 48 inches
deep.  It is about 8½ feet tall and about 33 1/3 feet long.  It has a highway cruising range of 300 miles.  The co m-
ponents of the vehicle are discussed below.

•   Tank body and equipment .  The tank is a stainless steel, 2,500-gallon, single compartment shell with one
manhole cover.  A cabinet at the rear of the vehicle houses the vehicle’s fuel delivery manifold system, hose reels,
ground cables, a deadman shutoff, and a filter/separator.
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•   Delivery pump .  Fuel is pumped from and into the vehicle by a 300-GPM centrifugal pump.  The pump is
driven by a power takeoff from the vehicle’s engine.  The vehicle also has an alternate fuel delivery pump.  This
25-GPM pump is powered by 24 volts DC from the vehicle electric system.

•   Filter/separator .  The filter/separator is located in the cabinet at the rear of the M978 tank truck.  It is a 300-
GPM unit with a pressure differential indicator, 15 filter and canister assemblies, and a manual drain valve.  There
is a sampling probe on the discharge side of the filter/separator for use with the Aqua- Glo water test kit.

•   Discharge and suction hoses .  The tank truck has two hose reels in the cabinet at the rear of the vehicle.
Each hose reel has 50 feet of 1½-inch dispensing hose.  Each hose has a 50-GPM capacity.  The hose ends have
male cam-locking couplings and bonding connections.  Each hose reel has a fuel-servicing nozzle.  The HEMTT
also has a 15-foot section of 3-inch suction hose.

Figure 24-9. Roadside view of M978-tank truck

 Use

The truck can travel on all types of terrain with a full payload.  It is able to transport bulk fuels in areas where
other tank trucks cannot operate.  The tank truck can service two vehicles at one time.  Because it is equipped with
a filter/separator, it may also be used to refuel aircraft.

Section III.  Tank Semitrailers

M131A5C

The M131A5C tank semitrailer is used to carry and transfer fuel, service containers, and refuel
ground.vehicles.  Its description and use are explained in the following paragraphs.

Description

This vehicle as shown in Figures 24-10, page 24-11 and 24-11, page 24-11 is a 12-ton, four-wheel, 5,000-
gallon tank semitrailer.  It is normally towed by a 5-ton, 6X6 tractor truck that has a fifth wheel.  The semitrailer is
about 31 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 9 feet high.  TM 9-2330-272-14&P has details on this tank semitrailer.  The
components of the vehicles are discussed below.

•   Tank body and equipment .  The tank body of the M131A5C is made of stainless steel.  It is divided into two
2,500-gallon compartments.  Each compartment has a 20-inch manhole cover and a filler cover with a vent valve
as shown as Figure 24-12, page 24-11.  The top of the tank body has a steel grate so that personnel do not slip
when they walk on the walkway.  The walkway, reached by a ladder at the rear of the vehicle, gives access to the
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manhole covers.  An equipment cabinet is mounted on each side of the tank vehicle.  These cabinets hold the
semitrailer discharge and loading system.  The components of this system located in the roadside equipment cab i-
net are shown in Figure 24-13, page 24-12.  Figure 24-14, page 24-13,  shows the system components located in
the curbside equipment cabinet.  A hose compartment is mounted on the tank body above the roadside equipment
cabinet as shown in Figure 24-10, page 24-11.  The hose compartment is horizontally divided into three tubes
which house three 15-foot lengths of suction hose and gage stick.

•   Auxiliary engine and pump assembly .  The auxiliary engine and pump assembly is located in the curbside
cabinet as shown in Figure 24-14, page 24-13.  It is used to pump product into or out of the compartments.  The
assembly has a two-cylinder, four-cycle, horizontally opposed, air-cooled engine and a self-priming, 225-GPM
centrifugal pump.  The pump is connected directly to the engine through a shaft mounted on a bearing.  The e n-
gine and pump are separated by a fire wall.

•   Filter/separator .  A filter/separator is mounted on the right side of the tank body on the M131A5C tank
semitrailer.  It has 15 elements and 5 canisters.  The unit also has 15 go/no-go fuses mounted in the canister el e-
ments.  The filter/separator’s operating pressure is 75 PSI. Its capacity is 300 GPM.

•   Dispensing hose and reels .  The M131A5C tank semitrailer has 2½-inch and 1½-inch dispensing hose reels.
Both reels are stored in the roadside equipment cabinet.  The 2½-inch dispensing hose reel holds a 50-foot section
of 2½-inch dispensing hose.  This hose has a 2½-inch nozzle.  Its discharge capacity is 225 GPM.  The 1½-inch
dispensing hose reel holds a 50-foot section of 1½-inch dispensing hose.  This hose has a 1½-inch nozzle and is
used for low-rate discharge (0 to 55 GPM).

Figure 24-10. Curbside view M131A5C
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Figure 24-11. Roadside front view M131A5C tank semitrailer

Figure 24-12. Manhole and filler covers and walkway of the M131A5C and M131A5 tank

1. 1 ½ -INCH NOZZLE 13. PUMP INTAKE VALVE

2. 1 ½ -INCH HOSE ON REEL 14. PUMP CUTOFF VALVE HANDWHEEL

    (0 TO 55-GPM DISPENSING)

3. HOSE REEL HANDCRANK  15. REAR COMPARTMENT MANIFOLD VALVE

     ATTACHED TO SHAFT       HANDWHEEL

4. FIRE SYSTEM NOZZLE 16. HOSE REEL HANDCRANK CLAMPS

5. CONTROL AND INSTRUMENT 17. GRAVITY DISCHARGE VALVE

    PANELS

6. RATE-OF-FLOWSELECTOR 18. 3-WAY VALVE LEVER

 VALVE

7. METER 19. FRONT COMPARTMENT MANIFOLD

      VALVE HANDWHEEL

8. 225-GPM CUTOFF VALVE 20. PUMP DISCHARGE VALVE

   HANDWHEEL

9. FIRE SYSTEM NOZZLE 21. STATIC REEL

10. 2 ½ INCH HOSE ON REEL 22. EMERGENCY DUMP VALVE OPERATING 

     (225-GPM DISPENSING)       LEVERS

11. 2 ½ -INCH NOZZLE

12. HOSE REEL CRANKSHAFT
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Figure 24-13. Roadside equipment cabinet of the M131A5C tank semitrailer

1. EXHAUST
2. FIXED FIRE EXTINGUISHER NOZZLE
3. CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
4. PUMP DISCHARGE LINE
5. PUMP SUCTION LINE
6. FUEL TANK AND SEDIMENT BOWL
7. BATTERY
8. BATTERY LEAD
9. FIRE WALL PANELS
10. ENGINE
11. SPARK PLUG CABLE
12. BREATHER
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Figure 24-14. Curbside equipment cabinet of the M131A5C tank semitrailer

Use
The semitrailer can travel cross-country with a reduced payload of 3,300 gallons (1,650 gallons in each tank

compartment).  It can fill or empty 3,000-, 10,000-, and 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  The vehicle can transfer
product to or receive it from the FSSP.  Also, the semitrailer can be used in the open-port refueling of aircraft that
can take on fuel at rates of 225 GPM.  Chapter 16 has more information on the M131A5C tank semitrailer and
aircraft refueling.

M967

The M967 tank semitrailer as shown in Figures 24-15, page 24-14,  and 24-16, page 24-14,  is a bulk hauler
with a self-load and self-unload capability.  It is designed for general highway and limited cross-country use.  It has
a 5,000-gallon- capacity tank.  The semitrailer can be transported by a C-130 aircraft.  It is designed to be towed by
a 5-ton, 6x6 tractor truck or by a similar vehicle equipped with a fifth wheel.  The M967A1 version of this semi-
trailer is equipped with a hose trough cover, front and rear drains, and a tachometer and lead assembly.  Detailed
information on the semitrailer is found in TM 9-2330-356-12&P.
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Figure 24-15. Curbside view M967 tank semitrailer

Figure 24-16. Roadside view M967 tank semitrailer
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Description

The stainless steel body of the M967 consists of one 5,000-gallon fuel compartment.  The compartment co n-
tains pressure and vacuum vents and a manhole with locking device.  The fuel delivery system is mounted on the
sides of the vehicle.  On the curbside of the vehicle are a pump and engine compartment, a pump engine fuel tank,
a landing gear crank, a hose trough, and an emergency shutoff valve.  On the roadside of the vehicle are a hose
trough, a ground board, a toolbox, a piping assembly, a control panel, and a portable grounding rod.

Use

The M967 semitrailer is used for bulk delivery of fuel.  It does not have the dispensing capability of the M969
or the M970.  The four-cylinder, four-cycle auxiliary engine and pumping system can deliver bulk fuel at a rate of
up to 600 GPM and can self-load at a rate of up to 300 GPM.

M969

The M969 as shown in Figures 24-17 and 24-18, page 24-16,  is a fuel-dispensing semitrailer.  It has the same
bulk delivery and self-load capabilities as the M967.  It also has a 5,000-gallon-capacity tank and can be towed and
transported in the same way as the M967 tank semitrailer.

Figure 24-17. Curbside front view of M969 tank semitrailer
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Figure 24-18. Roadside view of M969 tank semitrailer

Description

The tank body and the auxiliary engine and pump assembly are identical to those of the M967.  The M969A1
version of this semitrailer is equipped with a hose trough cover, a control panel cover, a rear ladder, front and rear
drains, and a tachometer and lead assembly.  Additional differences found on the M969A1 model are an elasto-
meric-type drive coupling between the fuel-dispensing pump and the engine assembly, a new axle, bogie, and
braking system .  The vehicle components are discussed below.

•   Tank body and equipment .   The M969 has the same equipment that is included with the M967.  It also has
the equipment needed for automotive refueling and limited aircraft refueling.  This equipment is mounted on the
sides of the vehicle.  The filter/separator, the pump and engine assembly as shown in Figure 24-19, page 24-17, the
engine’s fuel tank, the landing gear crank, the emergency shutoff valve, a hose trough, and the battery compar t-
ment for two batteries are located on the curbside of the M969.  A hose trough, a portable grounding rod, a control
panel, the manifold valving, and a hose reel cabinet as shown in Figure 24-20, page 24-18,  are on the roadside of
the vehicle.

•   Filter/separator .  The filter/separator is rated at 300 GPM and 15 PSI.  It has three filtering stages.  In the
first stage, 15 filter elements remove solid particles and coalesce any water in the fuel.  In the second stage, five
canisters separate the water from the fuel and let it drain into the filter/separator sump.  Finally, 15 go/no-go fuses
act as safety devices to shut off the flow of fuel if the other two stages allow water to exceed a safe level.  Three of
these fuses are in each of the second-stage elements.  Other parts of the filter/separator include an automatic drain
valve, a manual drain valve, and a pressure gage.  When water in the filter sump reaches a certain level, the water
is removed by the automatic drain valve.  This valve  is operated by a float which rises in water and sinks in fuel.
As water enters the filter sump, the float rises.  When the float rises to a certain level, a valve opens in the drain
valve assembly allowing pump pressure to be applied to a diaphragm valve.  The opening of the diaphragm valve
causes the automatic drain valve to open, allowing the water to drain.  As the water is being drained, fuel flow is
continued.  If water enters the sump faster than the automatic drain valve can carry it away or if the filter elements
fail, the go/no-go fuses stop the flow of fuel.  The pressure gage is located on the instrument panel in the roadside
equipment cabinet.  It shows the amount of restriction in the filter/separator.
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•   Meters.  Two 100-GPM meters are located in the roadside cabinet of the M969 tank semitrailer.  To reset a
meter to zero, the operator must push in and turn clockwise the meter reset knob on the side of the meter.  The
meters may be used to measure fuel during fueling or defueling operations.

•   Dispensing hose assemblies .  The M969 tank semitrailer has three dispensing hose assemblies.  Three 14-
foot sections of 4-inch suction hose are stored in troughs on the sides of the vehicle.  This assembly has a bulk d e-
livery rate of up to 600 GPM and a self-load rate of 300 GPM.  The other two hose assemblies are located in the
hose reel compartment.  Each of these assemblies has a meter, a hose reel with electric rewind, 50 feet of 1 1/4-
inch hose, and a dispensing nozzle.

Figure 24-19. Pump and engine assembly of M969 tank semitrailer
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Figure 24-20. Hose reel cabinet of M969 tank semitrailer

 Use

The M969 tank semitrailer is used primarily for bulk fuel delivery.  It may also be used for limited aircraft r e-
fueling.  See Chapter 16 for more information.

M970

The M970 as shown in Figures 24-21, page 24-19, and 24-22 page 24-19 ,  is specifically designed to refuel
aircraft.  Its description and use are discussed below.
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Figure 24-21. Curbside view M970- tank semitrailer

Figure 24-22. Roadside view M970 tank semitrailer
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Description

The M970 tank semitrailer has a 300-GPM bulk delivery capability and a self-load capability.  It has the same
5,000-gallon capacity as the M967 and M969.  It can be towed and transported in the same way as the M967 and
M969 semitrailers.  The M970 has a 3-inch, high-pressure centrifugal pump and a recirculation system.  The
M970A1 version of this semitrailer is equipped with a hose trough cover, a control panel cover, a rear ladder, a
front and rear drain, and a tachometer and lead assembly.

•   Tank body and equipment .  In addition to the equipment on the M967, the M970 has special-purpose
equipment required for overwing and underwing aircraft refueling.  This equipment is mounted on the sides of the
vehicle.  A filter/separator, a pump and engine compartment, the engine’s fuel tank, a landing gear crank, an
emergency shutoff valve, a hose trough, and a battery compartment for two batteries are on the curbside of the v e-
hicle.  A hose trough, a portable grounding rod, a ground board, a toolbox, a piping assembly, a control panel, the
manifold valving, and a hose reel cabinet as shown in Figure 24-23, page 24-21,  are on the roadside of the vehicle.

•   Filter/separator .  The M970 has the same filter/separator as the M969.  It has a pressure differential gage
that is mounted on the control panel of the roadside equipment panel.

•   Meter.  The M970 tank semitrailer has one 300-GPM, full-metering meter located in the hose reel cabinet.
The meter serves all three dispensing assemblies.

•   Dispensing hose assemblies .  There are three dispensing hose assemblies on the M970 tank semitrailer.
One is made up of three 14-foot sections of 4-inch suction hose stored in hose troughs on the vehicle.  The other
two assemblies are located in the roadside equipment cabinet.  One assembly is for underwing refueling.  It i n-
cludes 50 feet of 2½-inch hose with an electric rewind reel, a deadman control, and a D-1 nozzle.  The overwing
refueling assembly has 50 feet of 1½-inch hose, an overwing dispensing nozzle, and a hose reel with electric r e-
wind.
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Figure 24-23. Hose reel cabinet of M970 tank semitrailer
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 Use

The M970 is used chiefly for underwing and overwing aircraft refueling.  The recirculation system facilitates
fuel sampling and allows for complete recirculation of fuel to remove condensation and contamination.

M1062

The M1062 as shown in Figures 24-24 and 24-25, page 24-22,  is a bulk fuel semitrailer designed and used to
receive transport and discharge bulk fuel on improved roads.  Its description and use are discussed below.

Figure 24-24. Curbside view M1062 semitrailer

Figure 24-25. Roadside view M1062 tank semitrailer
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Description

The M1062 has a loading capability of 300 GPM using an external pump.  It has a single compartment with a
capacity of 7,500 gallons plus 3 percent expansion space and weighs 11, 566 pounds empty and about 65,556
pounds full.  Full weight will vary depending on product being hauled.  The entire vehicle is about 34 foot long, 8
feet wide, and 8 feet 9 inches high.  It is designed to be towed by the M915/915A1 tractor equipped with a fifth
wheel.

•   Tank Body and Equipment.  The stainless steel tank body of the M1062 tank semitrailer is constructed as
one 7,500-gallon compartment with seven baffles.  The fuel-handling equipment includes all the necessary piping,
fitting, hose, and valves for handling the fuel from the curbside.  Forward of the rear wheel is the spare tire carrier,
landing gear, hose trough, and upper fifth wheel plate at the front

 Use

The M1062 is a bulk fuel line hauler and can be loaded with an external 300 GPM pump.  The semitrailer has
no on-board filter/separator or pump for retail issues.

VAPOR RECOVERY KIT.

The vapor recovery system as shown in  Figure 24-26,  page 24-24,  can be installed on all models of tank
semitrailers and is required in certain ecological areas.  The system allows a fuel depot to collect or recover the
vapors and gases that are present during the loading operation.  Vapors can also be recycled back to the semitrailer
through the recovery system during loading operations.  The system consists of a vaportight line running from the
sealed hood on the emergency valve vent (directly behind the manhole cover) to the rear of the tank.  The rollover
rail on the roadside of the semitrailer is used as part of the line.  The adapter on the end of the line is compatible
with the 4-inch quick disconnect vapor recovery connections at a majority of fuel depots.
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Figure 24-26. Typical vapor recovery system

Section IV.  Other Considerations of Tank Vehicles

REFUELER MARKINGS

Specific markings are required on all vehicles transporting hazardous material.  Vehicles that carry bulk fuels
must be marked on both sides and the back of the tank body with the words FLAMMABLE and NO SMOKING
WITHIN 50 FEET.  The word FLAMMABLE must be printed in block letters 6 inches high.  The words NO
SMOKING WITHIN 50 FEET must be printed in block letters and numbers 3 inches high.  They must be placed
directly under FLAMMABLE or to the right of it on the same line.  On vehicles used in combat, these markings
are the same color as the registration markings, usually black on olive drab.  On vehicles used on public highways
in CONUS, the markings are in red letters on a white background.  The capacity of each bulk tank must be marked
(NUMBER) GALS below and to the right of each tank manhole cover.  Refuelers must be marked, on each side of
the tank, with the military symbol for the type of fuel the tank contains. The markings should be 6 inches high for
semitrailers, 4 inches high for trucks, and 3 inches high for two-wheel trailers.  Refuelers must be placarded IAW
AR 55-355 and applicable DOT regulations.
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CAMOUFLAGE

Concealing tank vehicles is important in a theater of operations because of their tactical importance.  D e-
stroying petroleum supplies and its transportation can effectively cripple a modern, highly mobile force and ground
its aircraft.  Dispersion is important because of the possibility of one explosion causing other explosions.  FM 20-3
and TM 5-200 provide detailed camouflage instructions.  Nearby engineer units should be asked for advice and
help in planning local camouflage measures; however, each unit is responsible for camouflaging the vehicles it
uses.

factors described below can reveal the locations of tank vehicles.  Preventive measures are also given.

Tracks

Any vehicle leaves tracks when off a paved surface.  Vehicle tracks show up very clearly to aerial observers,
especially in dew or snow.  The best way to conceal tracks is to make them where they cannot be seen from the air.
For example, turn off the road into a wooded area.  If the refuelers must be driven in the open, drive parallel to
hedges, fences, cultivated fields, or other terrain features that make the tracks less conspicuous.  Tracks should be
continued past the refueling point (to the next road or to a farm) to give the appearance that they logically go
somewhere other than to the refueling area.

Shine

 Shine is a giveaway to an unnatural object in a landscape.  The windshield, headlights, and cab windows of a
tank vehicle are most likely to shine in sunlight, moonlight, or the light of flares.  Shine is hard to counteract b e-
cause light can be reflected through even the smallest gaps in cover.  Dark cloth is an ideal cover.  In the field,
foliage or foliage attached to camouflage nets is usually all that is available.  Camouflage paint should be used to
dull the body of the vehicle and any shiny part of the fittings or hose couplings.

Shadow

Fender shadows and the dark shadow under a vehicle reveal its presence.  Each vehicle also casts a characte r-
istic shadow pattern that can reveal its type.  The best way to conceal the shadow is to use natural shadows.  A
large natural shadow is usually dark enough to hide a refueler parked within it.  A refueling vehicle cannot safely
be parked within a shadow of a large building, so tree shadows are the only shadows likely to be large enough to
conceal it.  If a refueler must be parked in the open, it should be parked where its shadow will fall on an irregular
surface such as onto brush or into woods.  Then the irregular surface will distort the characteristic shape of the
vehicle shadow.  Camouflage paint can also help conceal shadows.  Dark blotches can break up fender patterns,
and light paint interspersed with dark patches near the bottom of the tank vehicle can help break up the straight
lines of the undercarriage.

VEHICLE PARK

Several factors are considered when laying out a parking area for vehicles.  These are described below.

•   Layout.  Seven considerations determine the proper layout for a vehicle park.  When a vehicle park is laid
out properly, it will--

 ••  Leave enough space between refuelers so that they can be driven out quickly in an emergency.

 ••  Ground vehicles.

 ••  Let fire control personnel and equipment get to each refueler.

 ••  Keep fuel that leaks out of a tank vehicle from draining toward a nearby building.

 ••  Leave at least 25 feet between each refueler and the nearest building that has windows or doors on the
side or sides that face the vehicle park.

 ••  Keep refuelers out of flight paths.
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 ••  Provide side protection, such as revetments, when needed.

 Tactical and Other Concerns

 In a tactical area, the proper layout of a vehicle park may have to be modified.  The tactical situation, physical
limitations of the site, and requirements for protection and camouflage must be weighed against the standards for a
proper layout.  The following are among the concerns that must be weighed in a specific tactical area:

•   Fuel supplies and tank vehicles may need to be guarded.

•   Tank vehicles may have to be shielded from enemy fire.

•   Vehicle park may have to be camouflaged.

•   Paved areas or hardstands may be limited.
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CHAPTER 25

REFUEL ON THE MOVE

CONCEPT

The Army’s highly mobile force depends on fuel to sustain it on the battlefield more than it ever has
in the past.  As in Operation Desert Storm, a mobile and maneuverable force needs large amounts of fuel
in a timely fashion to maintain its offensive posture.  Combat vehicles must be refueled efficiently, ra p-
idly, and safely.  For combat forces to remain maneuverable, fuel resupply must be flexible and innov a-
tive.  ROM is normally accomplished as far forward on the battlefield as the tactical situation permits,
prior to the tactical assembly area.  The doctrinal purpose of ROM is to extend the time that ground m a-
neuver forces can spend on the objective, although ROM can be tailored to other situations as well.  When
vehicles enter a ROM site for refueling, they receive a predetermined amount of fuel (usually timed) and
they move out to return to their convoy or formation.  This distinguishes it from routine convoy refueling
operations.

WARNING
Due to safety considerations, normal vehicle refueling is done with the engine off.  AR 385-55 states that
commanders will apply all normal safety standards to their operations unless it is necessary to change to
do the mission.  In training situations, changes may be authorized only by the commander.  Commanders
will evaluate the significance of the assumed risk versus the training benefit.  In combat operations, co m-
manders will make decisions based on METT-T and risk analysis.

CONSIDERATIONS

In planning a ROM operation, METT-T must be considered.  Based on these considerations, identify
plan, and conduct the type of ROM operations that best support the commander’s scheme of m aneuver.

Mission
The mission drives the need for ROM operations.  Since the ROM site is a vulnerable, high value target,
consider other refueling options which will do the mission.  ROM missions are most often used to support
extended moves to a tactical assembly area before an attack or before retrograde moves.

Enemy
Known or expected enemy activity in the area of operations and area of interest must be considered.

Clear and secure the ROM site before the fuel semitrailers arrive.  Risk increases significantly as the ROM
gets closer to the FLOT.  Consider enemy artillery range when choosing the ROM sites and concealing its
operations.  Air defense assets should support the ROM site if there is any enemy air threat.

Terrain

A thorough terrain analysis is an essential part of a successful ROM operation.  Examine the routes of
march, supporting road networks, cover and concealment, the locations of check points, and whether or
not the terrain can support loaded fuel semitrailers and high traffic flow.  A movement using multiple
routes of march may require several ROM sites.  Wet, swampy, or restrictive terrain will not support most
ROM operations due to the weight of the fuel trailers and the high traffic flow.

Troops
The status of combat vehicle crew and supporting unit soldiers must be analyzed.  Do they have

enough crew members to operate the issue nozzle themselves and let the driver remain in the vehicle
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during refueling?  Are the soldiers trained on ROM operations?  Analyze the forces available to secure the
ROM site and perform traffic control.

Time

Time must be considered.  Consider the time it will take to cover the distances vehicles will be mo v-
ing;  the amount of time available to coordinate, secure, establish, and camouflage the ROM  site; the a c-
ceptance rate of unit vehicles and the number of minutes of fuel they will receive.  Also, determine how
far in advance of the main body the security force and fuel semitrailers can deploy while still concealing
the projected unit move.  The ROM site personnel must ensure each vehicle receives the correct number of
minutes of fuel.  If not, the following march units will back up.

VEHICLE HOLDING/ MARSHALING AREAS

Set up these areas at locations before and after the ROM site.  Coordinate areas before to the start of
the operation.  Use the first area (prior to the ROM site) to organize the march column into serials of v e-
hicles equal to the number of refueling points available.  Call the vehicles forward out of the holding area
one serial at a time to move into position to receive the predetermined amount of fuel.  When each serial
has received its allotted fuel, it moves to the second holding area (after the ROM site).  In the second
holding area, organize the vehicles back into their convoy march elements or combat formations.  Figure
25-1 shows a recommended layout and marshaling areas for a ROM.

Figure 25-1. 8-Point ROM

PRIOR PLANNING

Plan a contingency for equipment failure.  Make sure there is enough room in the site to move
equipment.  Make the most use of natural cover and concealment.  Include a signal system to coordinate
the operation.  Use signals to start and stop refueling operations, and coordinate the vehicle serials to and
from the holding areas.  Use the arm and hand signals or flags during the day.  Long distances may r e-
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quire radio communications. At night or in low visibility conditions, use chemical light or flashlights for
signals.

SAFETY PROCEDURES

• Enforce grounding and bonding procedures for fuel semitrailers, pumps, filter/separators and each
refueling point.

• Make sure fuel handlers wear protective clothings (for example, standard combat uniform, hearing
protection, goggles, and gloves).  With the exception of the standard uniform, other items are normally
provided by the organization.

• Locate fire extinguishers at each refueling point and source of fuel (but not so close that they cannot
be reached in the event of a fire).

• Place fuel drip pans at each refueling point and fuel source.  When draining drip pans, observe fire,
safety, and environmental precautions.

• Ensure the fuel spills procedures and equipment should include, as a minimum, sorbents, shovels,
and containers.  An SOP should detail equipment and procedures for response in a field environment.
Ensure that the SOP follows federal, state and local r equirements.

RESPONSIBILITIES

For the ROM operation to be expedient and personnel to be proficient on the battlefield, prior coord i-
nation and planning must be conducted throughout the chain of command.  Successful conduct of ROM
operations will require all units to work together.  Planning must include both supporting and supported
units.  It must cover in detail the organization, sustainment, and protection of ROM site(s) and the o r-
ganization and conduct of the overall operation.

Planning Staffs
Determine if you need more  support requirements to conduct ROM operations and coordinate there

requirements with your higher headquarters.  Coordinate with higher headquarters for operational and
intelligence data.  Analyze all factors involved, including the METT-T, to determine the type of refueling
operation needed to support the mission.  The recommendation is then forwarded to the commander.  S e-
lect the location for the ROM site based on the METT-T, the ROM configuration, and the established
march route.  Coordinate ROM security support before setting up the ROM site.  Coordinate with the
military police for traffic control support at the site.  Receive and review estimated fuel requirements and
coordinate with the Class III section of the MMC.  Review and coordinate the vehicle movements into the
refueling area to prevent convoy backup.

ROM Site Personnel

 Set up, perform PMCS, operate, and retrieve the equipment used in the operation.  Ensure safety (for
example, grounding, bonding, fire extinguishers, no smoking signs, drip pans, spill equipment is in place
and personnel are familiar with procedures).  Ensure personnel are familiar and equipped with operational
control signals (flags, lights, radio) to be used.  Man fuel nozzles to refuel vehicles when convoy perso n-
nel (assistant driver or commander) are not available to refuel their own vehicles.  Ensure vehicles safely
enter and move through the ROM site and receive the prescribed amount/time of fuel.

Refueling March Unit

March unit commanders are subordinate to the ROM site commanders during the refueling operation.
Before entering the ROM site, vehicle operators close up vehicle intervals and reduce speeds per SOP.
March units’ personnel follow instructions from ROM personnel.  ROM site personnel regulate the
amount of furling IAW the time limits set up.  Vehicle passengers (assistant drivers or commander) refuel
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their vehicles.  Vehicle drivers remain in their vehicles.  Air guards will continue to observe assigned
sectors during the refueling operations.

ROM EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION

ROM is a concept that is equipment independent.  As long as the concept is followed, any number of
current equipment configurations can be used to do a ROM operation.  ROM operations can be employed
anywhere on the battlefield where there is a need to rapidly refuel combat vehicles.

ROM

The ROM kit consists of enough hoses, valves, and fittings to refuel up to eight combat vehicles at the
same time.  The kit takes care of transporting the ROM.  Any cargo vehicle with a payload capacity
greater than 1.5 tons can be used.  The ROM weighs about 2,900 pounds.  It cannot be loaded on the fuel-
transporting semitrailer due to the weight limit of the semitrailer.  The main fuel source is the 5,000-
gallon fuel semitrailer (model 969s and M131A5C) using onboard pump and filter/separator.  The ave r-
age flow rate at each of the eight nozzles, using the fuel semitrailer, is 35 GPM.  The area to set up and
operate the eight-point ROM kit is about 550 feet long by 150 feet wide.  Multiple tankers can be co n-
nected to the ROM kit by means of a Y- or T-fitting and valves.  One tanker will be dispensing fuel
through the ROM to refuel vehicles.  The remaining tanker is backup and ready to replace the issuing
tanker when it is empty.

NOTE:  If conducting multiple tanker operations, fuel should not be received into and dispensed out of
the same tanker at the same time.  This would only be possible through top loading, which is a safety ha z-
ard.

As a tanker is emptied, the fuel dispensing source is transferred to the backup tanker by the resetting of
the values at the Y and/or T.  This will allow fuel issues to continue to the combat vehicles.  Fuel sem i-
trailers can be shuttled to and from the ROM site to maintain a fueling tanker on-site.

Mini-ROM

Setting up several Mini-ROMs (four-point ROM), dispersed within the same general area, can reduce
the vulnerability of the operation.  More security personnel may be required to cover the larger operational
area.  More traffic control personnel may be required as a result of the multiple ROM sites.  Set up a main
TCP along the route of march before the mini-ROM sites.  Set up communications to coordinate traffic
control between the main TCP and the mini-ROM sites.  When a march unit reaches the TCP, direct it to
break down into subelements that equal the number of refueling points at each individual mini-ROM site
and proceed to a designated location.  Figure 25-2 shows a recommended layout and marshaling areas for
a mini-ROM.
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Figure 25-2. Mini-ROM

Collapsible Tank(s) With Pump and Filter/Separator
Collapsible tankage (for example, 10,000- and 20,000-gallon bags) could be used as the fuel source in

ROM operations when the tactical situation does not dictate a highly mobile refueling system and large
quantities of fuel are paramount.  The ROM system using collapsible tanks as shown in Figure 25-3
should be avoided in forward areas where vulnerability to enemy actions and lack of mobility expose o p-
erations to high risk.  Planning for ROM operations using collapsible tankage should take into account the
additional terrain requirements.  The terrain must be level and free of debris.  Additional area is required
for setting up the equipment (for example, collapsible tank(s), pumps, and filter/separators).
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Figure 25-3. Collapsible Tank ROM
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CHAPTER 26

CLASS III SUPPLY POINT

This chapter covers the movement, establishment, arrangement, and operation of tactical Class III supply
points.  All examples concerning the number of personnel and amount of equipment are based on the supply sec-
tion of a petroleum supply company.  Although the personnel  and equipment may change when you consider, for
example, the quartermaster supply company, the principles and techniques will remain the same.

Section I.  Movement

PLANNING

Before you begin to move, you must develop a plan.  You will need to make sure you have all your personnel
and equipment on hand when you begin to move the supply point.  Find out how much time you have in which to
prepare your crew and equipment for the move.  There are some tasks that should be taken care of before you
move.  These include surveying the area to which you will be moving, coordinating with an engineer unit, and d e-
veloping a flow plan.  These tasks are described in the following paragraphs.

Take an Area Survey

Go over the area where the supply point will be located.  Decide where to place the entire supply point.
Choose an arrangement for the FSSP that fits the situation and the terrain.  Also, decide where you want the truck
parking, bulk storage (50,000-gallon collapsible tanks), and bulk reduction storage areas and other bulk reduction
equipment.

Coordinate Engineer Support
When you go to look over an area for the first time, take a member of an engineer unit with you.  After you

choose a site for each part of the supply point, you can give this information to the engineers.  With this inform a-
tion, the engineer unit can prepare individual tank sites, remove underbrush from bulk reduction areas, clear truck
parking areas, and build an improved road through the site (if one is needed).  If you do not have engineer support,
your unit needs to prepare the site before you start setting up the equipment at the new site.

Develop a Flow Plan
After you select the specific sites for the parts of the Class III supply point, develop a flow plan so that you do

not handle products and containers more than you have to.  Figure 26-1, page 26-2, shows a suggested flow plan.
The flow plan identifies steps which can be eliminated, combined, or changed to make the operation more efficient.
It can also show unnecessary delays in handling and transporting.  When developing the plan, consider the loc a-
tion of bulk storage, packaged product storage, bulk reduction, and can and drum cleaning areas.  Also consider
the flow of traffic through the supply point.  Only one-way traffic should be permitted in the supply point.  Study
the area, and make up a flow plan before the supply point moves to the new location.

PERSONNEL
Make sure that all personnel are on hand for the move to the new site.  Table 26-1, page 26-2, shows perso n-

nel needed to operate a Class III supply point.  The table shows the usual strength levels of a supply section in a
petroleum supply company.  In some situations, you will have to augment personnel.  The usual  strength consists
of a section chief, assistant section chief, and 31 crew members.

EQUIPMENT
Make sure your Class III supply point equipment is on hand and ready for use.  If any items are not working

properly, try to have them repaired or replaced before you move.  Table 26-2, page 26-3, lists the major items of
equipment it takes to operate a Class III supply point.  The equipment may vary according to the situation.  Make
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sure you have the necessary vehicles needed to transport the equipment to the new site.  Table 26-3, page 26-3, lists
the vehicles you need.

Figure 26-1. Flow plan for a suggested Class III supply point

Table 26-1. Personnel needed to operate a Class III supply point (based on the petroleum
supply section of a petroleum supply company)

POSITION TITLE GRADE MOS/ASI NUMBE
R

Section Chief E7 77F40 1
Petroleum Heavy
Vehicle Operator

E5 77F20/H7 1

Petroleum Inventory
Control

E5 77F20 1

Petroleum Heavy
Vehicle Operator

E4 77F10/H7 2

Petroleum Supply
Specialist

E4 77F10 5

Petroleum Supply
Specialist

E3 77F10 10
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Table 26-2.  Equipment required to operate a Class III supply point (based on petroleum sup-
ply section of petroleum supply company).

EQUIPMENT NUMBER
Fuel System supply point 1
Collapsible fabric tank repair kit 1
500-gllon collapsible drum 3
Pressure control for filling nonvented drums 3
500-gallon collapsible drum tie-down kit 1
500-gallon collapsible drum towing and lifting yoke 1
50,000-gallon collapsible tank 6
20,000-gallon collapsible tank 4
10,000-gallon collapsible tank 4
350-GPM pumping assembly 10
Fuel handling hose line outfit (assault hose line) 1
Electric floodlight 1
Gas engine generator (3 KW) 1
Filter/separator 8
FARE system 1

Table 26-3.  Vehicles needed to transport equipment in the Class III supply point.
VEHICLE NUMBER

Semitrailer, stake, 12-ton, with equipment 4
Tractor truck and 5-ton, 6x6, long wheelbase, with
equipment

4

Cargo truck and 5-ton, 6x6, long wheelbase, with
equipment

2

Cargo trailer, 1½ ton, 2-wheel, with equipment 2

LOADING PLAN

Prepare a loading plan for moving the supply point.  Your plans for loading personnel and equipment should
apply to every type of transport that may be used in a movement.  Make the plan before the move to allow time for
packing.  Base your plan on the type of transport to be used; the number of persons involved; and the type, size,
weight, and quantity of supplies and equipment to be moved.  When preparing the plan, consider the priority of
loading and the safety of equipment and supplies in transit.  Design the plan to permit quick and orderly unloading
and regrouping of personnel and equipment.  Once the equipment is loaded, make sure it is properly secured and
make sure the pumps are braced, blocked, and tied.

MOVEMENT METHODS

Moving (or displacing) the supply point consists of taking it down at one place, loading it on transporters, and
moving it to the new site.  There are two ways you can do this, and the one you use depends on your situation.  One
way is to move the entire supply point to the new site.  The other way is to move by leapfrogging.  This means you
move one-half of the FSSP to the new site and leave the other half at the old site to give limited service.  In this
way, support to the user is not interrupted during the move.  Divide the system in half.  The first thing you do
when moving is to transfer product at the supply point to fuel transporters.  Tell the drivers of these vehicles how
to get to the new site or to meeting  points where they can exchange trailers or transfer the load to other tank veh i-
cles.  You can also use these transporters to store and issue product on a temporary basis at the old and new supply
points.  You can start to take down the supply point just as soon as you move the fuel.  The sequence in which you
take down the equipment should be based on the requirements at the old and new sites.  Usually, you dismantle the
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FSSP first unless you are using the leapfrogging method.  In any case, it is important that you work quickly once
the order is given.  Your main concern is to get to the new site as soon as possible and get set up.

EQUIPMENT MOVEMENT

You can take down most of the equipment without following procedural steps or guidelines.  Do it as simply
and quickly as you can, but avoid spills and accidents.  The three items which need your special attention are the
FSSP, the 50,000-gallon collapsible tank, and the FARE system.  Chapter 15 tells you how to move the FARE sy s-
tem.  Movement of the other two items is discussed below.

Fuel System Supply Point

First, drain the fuel from the collapsible tanks into the hose system.  Close the valves at each tank so that the
fuel does not flow back into the tanks.  Then place a container under each tank drain port and drain the fuel that is
left in the tank.  Stow the tanks in their carrying case.  Now, starting at the receiving point, drain the fuel from the
receiving side of the system into the discharge side.  Keep the discharge pump running for suction.  Disconnect the
hose assemblies and stow them in containers (when available).  Be sure to install all dust caps and plugs on the
hose assemblies as you dismantle them.  Then disconnect the discharge pump and drain the fuel from the hose a s-
semblies on the discharge side of the system.  Disconnect the hose assemblies and place them in containers (when
available).

The 50,000-Gallon Collapsible Tank
First, drain the tank,  Use a 350-GPM pumping assembly for suction.  Then disconnect under the tank drain

port and drain the fuel left in the tank.  Place a container under the tank drain port and drain the fuel left in the
tank.  Then drain the fuel from the hose assemblies, disconnect them, and place them in canvas bags.

Section II.  Site Selection

GUIDELINES

Your next higher headquarters will assign you an area of operation, but you must choose your site within that
area.  You should make sure the Class III supply point is located as close to supported units as dispersion factors,
sources of supply, and the tactical situation permit.  Use vacated forward sites or existing facilities when you can.
The site you choose should be reasonably level and well-drained to prevent water damage.  Avoid low areas or fill
them in so that vapors do not collect.  You may choose a site in low hills or rolling country, but never choose one
uphill or upstream from other installations which would be in the path of escaping fuel.  Concealment is important
also.  Select a site that gives enough cover from enemy observation and attack.  Your site should be large enough to
meet the needs of product supply and distribution plans, but not so large that handling operations become ineff i-
cient.  Provide for at least two storage areas with balanced stocks in each.  The site should have easy access to road
nets, and at least one road should run through the supply point.  However, do not choose a site that is near impo r-
tant communications and population centers that may be enemy targets.  There should be two large areas (one in
the front and one in the rear) which can be used for truck parking.  Keep in mind that you may have to expand the
supply point.  The site you choose should have enough space for you to add more collapsible tanks and truck par k-
ing areas .  Figure 26-2,  page 26-5,  shows an ideal site and sites that you should not use.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR FSSP

When you select the FSSP site, consider cover and concealment, road nets, dispersion factors, terrain, and site
preparation requirements.  Make sure the site is suitable for the fuel system layout.  Standard arrangements of the
FSSP are shown in Section III.
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Figure 26-2. Site selection guidelines

Cover and Concealment

Select a site for the collapsible tanks, pumps, and filter/separators that is in the woods or in a tree line where
the natural  shadows disguise the telltale shapes.  Use camouflage nets if you have them.  When you lay hoseline,
make use of natural terrain contours and vegetation to break up straight lines.  One way to do this is to cut
branches, stick them in the earth under the hose, and then weigh them down with the hoseline.  Where you have
deep grass or other vegetation to break up straight lines.  Where you have deep grass or other vegetation, bend it
over the hoseline to hide the hose so that it is not seen from the air.

Road Nets

Choose a site for the receiving, truck bottom loading, and vehicle refueling points that is next to a road in the
Class III supply point.  You can then load or unload trucks and refuel vehicles without leaving the road nets in the
supply point.
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Distance Between Items

You must consider the distance between items when you select the sites for the equipment in the FSSP.  In
other words, how far apart should you put your components?  Table 26-4 shows the usual distances between them.
These distances are approximate, and they can vary with the terrain, natural cover, concealment, hose available,
and road nets.  However, you must put the 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks at least 40 feet apart.

Table 26-4.  Usual distance between components of the FSSP

FROM TO

DISTANCE NEEDED
(FEET)

Receiving Manifold Receiving pump 60

Receiving pump Manifold on first tank 60

10,000-gallon tank 10,000-gallon tank 40

Manifold on last tank Discharge pump 60

Discharge pump Filter/separators 40

Filter/separators First fuel-servicing nozzle 60

Fuel-servicing nozzle Fuel-servicing nozzle 25

Last fuel-servicing nozzle First 500-gallon drum filling point 75

500-gallon drum filling point 500-gallon drum filling point 50

Last 500-gallon drum filling point First bottom loading point 75

Bottom loading point Bottom loading point 75

Terrain

Select level terrain for the FSSP.  Look for a tank site without slopes.  A large slope may cause filled tanks to
roll sideways, backwards, or forward.  Put the pumps and filter/separators on level ground.  Try to place the di s-
charge pump at a lower level than the collapsible tanks so that there will be good suction to the pump.

Site Preparation

Deal with these three major items of equipment in the FSSP--the collapsible tanks, the pumps, and the fi l-
ter/separators.  Slope the tank sites gently toward the manifold end to help drain the tanks when they are removed.
Slope the site for each tank no more than 3 to 6 inches in the direction of the tank’s fill port.  Build a fire wall
around each tank.  Make it large enough to hold the contents of the tank and 1 foot of freeboard.  To do this, build
the fire wall 3 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  Make the inside dimensions of the fire wall 26 feet by 26
feet.  Maintain a distance of 3 feet from the edge of the tank to the base of the fire wall.  If an engineer unit pr e-
pares the site, give them this information.  The pump and filter/separator sites must be cleared of dry grass, leaves,
and trash.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR EQUIPMENT

You must also select a site for other equipment in the Class III supply point.  This equipment includes 20,000-
gallon collapsible tanks, 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks, and 500-gallon collapsible drums.  The FARE system site
is discussed in Chapter 15.  Use the information in the following paragraphs to help you select a site for this
equipment.

The 20,000-Gallon Collapsible Tanks

The site you choose for the 20,000-gallon collapsible tanks should be similar to that for the 10,000-gallon co l-
lapsible tanks.  Choose a site that is nearly level with a gentle slope toward the manifold end of the tank.  Space the
tanks about 150 feet apart.  Build a fire wall around each tank.  Make it large enough to hold the contents of the
tank and 1 foot of freeboard.  To do this, build the fire wall 4 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  Make the
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inside dimensions of the fire wall 35 feet long and 31 feet wide.  Maintain a distance of 4 feet from the edge of the
tank to the base of the fire wall.  If an engineer unit prepares the site, give them these measurements.  Place the
discharge pumps at a level lower than the tanks to aid pump suction.

The 50,000-Gallon Collapsible Tanks

Choose a site for the 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks that is similar to that for the 10,000- and 20,000-gallon
collapsible tanks.  Build the fire wall 4 feet high and 18 inches wide at the top.  Make the inside dimensions of the
fire wall 73 feet long and 33 feet wide.  Place the discharge pumps at a level lower than the tanks to aid pump su c-
tion.

THE 500-Gallon Collapsible Drums

Select a firm, level site near the source of supply.  Select a site that allows drums to be easily lined up for fil l-
ing and rolled away after filling.

SELECTION CRITERIA

Select a reasonably level site that can hold container stacks.  Choose a site with good drainage so that water
does not damage the containers.  Avoid low areas because dangerous vapors collect in them.  Do not use an area
with a cinder base or marshland and wasteland overlaid with peat; they are usually damp.  Use such areas only if
no other site is available.  Be sure the site has natural cover and concealment and is large enough for future expa n-
sion.  Do not locate near other areas of operation.  Stay at least 500 feet away for low-flash products and 200 feet
for high-flash products.  Your site must be away from overhead electric lines so a broken wire cannot fall on the
drums.  Clear the site of all underbrush that may get in the way or present a fire hazard.  Spread sand, gravel, or
similar material over areas where you store containers.  They help drain the area and provide a more stable base for
the stocks.  Do not use ashes or cinders because they are corrosive.  Build a dike at least 18 inches high around
each major storage division in which low-flash products are stored.  This dike must be able to hold all the liquid in
the drums stored in the area and have a freeboard of at least 6 inches.  Choose a site for at least two clearing (i n-
coming and outgoing) areas.  These will be used to segregate incoming and outgoing mixed loads (railroad cars or
truckloads).  Each area should have its own site.  The sites should be located next to each other so that the same
personnel can operate both areas.

Section III.  Layout

SITE PREPARATION

Stop the convoy bringing the supply point equipment at an agreed on location which is close to the site and
well suited for off-loading of equipment.  You can begin off-loading and layout operations at once if an engineer
unit has already prepared the site.  If your site is not prepared, you must prepare it.  Your first concern as you begin
the layout is to be able to receive and issue bulk petroleum as soon as possible.  For this reason, off-load and lay out
the FSSP first.  Then turn your attention to bulk reduction operations.  Set up the bulk reduction issue and storage
area.  Place in this area the 50-GPM pumping assemblies, 500-gallon collapsible drums, 55-gallon drums, and 5-
gallon cans.  You can now begin to issue both bulk and packaged products.  Next, set up the bulk storage area with
its 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks and 350-GPM pumping assembly.  Finally, set up the supply point safety and
security items.

STANDARD FSSP ARRANGEMENTS

Lay out the FSSP to take advantage of the terrain, natural cover, concealment, available hose, and road nets.
If you must handle two types of fuel (for example, JP-8 and MOGAS), you may have to divide the fuel system (see
Chapter 28).  Some typical arrangements are shown in Figure 26-3, page 26-8.  If none of these arrangements are
suitable, you may change them to fit your needs.
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Figure 26-3. Typical arrangements
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FSSP COMPONENTS

The best way to lay out the FSSP is to put the collapsible tanks in their prepared sites first.  Then put the
pumps and filter/separators in place and lay out all the fitting assemblies and hoses.  Then make the connections
and attach the fuel- and oil-servicing nozzles.  Make sure you have placed the components to conform to the a r-
rangement that you chose for the fuel system.  Lay out the components of the fuel system as discussed below.

• Collapsible Tanks.  Place the tanks at the prepared sites so that when you take them from their containers and
unfold them, they are in position.  Be careful not to step on the tanks as you unfold them.  Then inspect the tank
fabric for cuts, snags, or other damage.  Also, make sure the tank filler and vent assemblies are in good working
order.

• Pumps.  After you put the 350-GPM pumping assemblies in place, lower the retractable support and chock
the wheels of each pump.  Then drive a ground rod into the ground near each pump.  Attach a ground cable to the
rod and to the pump frame.

• Filter/Separators.  After you place the 350-GPM filter/separators in position, put shims under the skids to
help level them.  Drive a ground rod into the ground near each filter/separator, and attach a ground cable to the rod
and to each unit.  The last thing you do is to connect a hose or a pipe to the automatic water drain port to carry
water away from the unit.

• Fitting Assemblies and Hoses.   Put all fitting assemblies and hoses in their proper places.  Make sure all su c-
tion hose is on the receiving side of the system and all discharge hose is on the dispensing side.  Place 3-inch di s-
charge hose at the tank truck bottom loading points.  Place 1½-inch discharge hose at the 500-gallon collapsible
drum filling points and 1-inch discharge hose at the vehicle refueling points.  Now, start at the collapsible tanks
and connect all hose and fitting assemblies.  Make sure all dust plugs and caps are left on the hoses and fittings
until they are connected into the system.

• Fuel- and Oil-Servicing Nozzles.   Attach the six nozzles to the 1-inch discharge hose assemblies.  Make sure
the nozzle dust cap covers the spout of each nozzle.  Make a support for the nozzles so that they do not lie on the
ground when not in use.

OTHER SUPPLY POINT EQUIPMENT

When setting up the layout of the Class III supply point, allow for the 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks, and the
FARE system.  These components are described in the following paragraphs.

The 50,000-Gallon Collapsible Tanks
The 50,000-gallon collapsible tank is the largest container for storing bulk petroleum in the Class III supply

point.  Each section of a petroleum supply company has four of these tanks.  The site on which the tanks are set up
is usually called the bulk storage area.  For best results, use the four tanks separately.  This way your Class III su p-
ply point can handle the two most commonly used fuels:  MOGAS and JP-8.  For example, JP-8 may be placed in
the FSSP while MOGAS may be placed in the 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks (two tanks for each product).  If you
do not need this much flexibility, you can manifold the four tanks together so that they will hold 200,000 gallons.
The tanks are serviced by 350-GPM pumping assemblies.  Set up the tanks the same way you set up the 10,000-
gallon collapsible tanks.  Then place the pumps and connect the fitting assemblies and hoses.

FARE System
The layout discussed here applies to the FARE system when it is used in gas-station-type operations for refueling
ground vehicles.  When you lay out the FARE system to refuel aircraft, you must consider many other factors that
this chapter does not cover.  See Part III.  Lay out the FARE system in the way that best suits your needs.  Use all
or part of the hose provided.  You can plan the layout to avoid obstacles, take advantage of terrain features, or op-
erate in a limited space.  However, you must have at least 25 feet between vehicles.  A typical layout of the FARE
system is shown in Figure 20-2, page 20-2.

BULK REDUCTION STORAGE AREA

Set up, in the bulk reduction storage area, a separate stocking area for each product and type of package.  If
you have an area for each, you can inventory and control the stock more easily, and you are not as likely to identity
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the product incorrectly.  Use a block system to separate large amounts of stored supplies so that the entire stock of
one product is not lost if there is an enemy attack or a fire.  Plan the exact layout and size of the stacking area a c-
cording to local conditions and safety requirements.  Aisles between double rows of drums (units) are usually 9 to
10 feet wide.  You can reduce the width to 4 feet if this leaves you enough room to handle the product.  Allow 15 to
30 feet for aisles between sections of containers and 50 to 150 feet between blocks.

Layout for 5-Gallon Cans

A specific layout of a stacking area for 5-gallon cans is suggested.  This layout is shown in Figure 26-4.

Figure 26-4. Suggested layout  for 5-gallon cans

Layout for 55-Gallon Drums

Plan the layout of a stacking area for 55-gallon drums according to the type of product in the drums and the te r-
rain.  Petroleum products are classified as light or low flash (flash point at or below 80 °F) and heavy or high flash
(flash point above 80°F).  Some high-flash products are kerosene, diesel fuel, and lubricants.  Some low-flash
products are gasoline and jet fuels.  Store low-flash and high-flash products in separate areas.  A suggested layout
of a stacking area for 55-gallon drums of low-flash products is shown in Figure 26-5, page 26-11.  Blocks are made
up of nine 70-foot-square sections, and each section is divided into five parallel units with 9-foot aisles between
units.   The width of the aisles may be reduced to 4 feet if this leaves you enough handling room.  Rows of drums
containing low-flash products must be no more than 35 drums long and three tiers high.  You may store a larger
quantity of high-flash products in a block.  The number of sections in the suggested layout is a guide only.  You
can lay out the drum stacking area any way that suits the terrain, but the rows of drums must be no more than 35
drums long, and you must leave enough space between units, sections, and blocks.

Layout for 500-Gallon Collapsible Drums

There is no set method for laying out a storage area for 500-gallon collapsible drums.  A suggested layout is
shown in Figure 26-6, page 26-11.  Make double rows, five drums long, with the fill ports facing outward.  Leave 3
feet between the butts of the drums and 9 or 10 feet between double rows.  This gives vehicles and personnel easy
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access to the drums when they load or rig them for delivery.  Use the section and block plan when you store a large
number of drums.  However, you should put only three double rows in a section and make three sections to a block.
In each section, you have 300 drums; and in each block, you have 90 drums.  Leave 30 feet between sections and
150 feet between blocks.

Figure 26-5. Suggested layout for 55-gallon drums

Figure 26-6. Suggested layout for 500-gallon collapsible drums
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SAFETY AND SECURITY ITEMS
Once your supply point is set up, you must take steps to make sure it is safe and secure.  To do this, follow the

steps listed below.
• Checkpoints.  Set up a checkpoint at the entrance and one at the exit of the operating area.  Give personnel

coming to the area a safety briefing at entrance checkpoint.  Fire prevention at the checkpoint is discussed in
Chapter 2.  Use the checkpoints not only to control the vehicles going in and out, but also to account for the receipt
and issue of petroleum in the supply point.

• Fire Plan.   Develop a fire plan.  See Chapter 2 for details.
• Signs.   You must set up many different types of signs in the area of operation.  Place stock locator signs at

petroleum storage areas, including bulk reduction storage sites.  Place signs identifying NO SMOKING areas and
dangerous areas throughout the supply point.  You must also set up speed control and traffic direction signs.

Section IV.  Operation

FUEL FLOW
Before you can work at a Class III supply point, you must understand how petroleum flows through it.  You

should know where it is received, which items of equipment transfer and store it, and where and how it is issued.
Figure 26-7 is a flow plan for a suggested Class III supply point.  A transporter brings the fuel to the Class III su p-
ply point where it is routed to the FSSP and the four 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  From the FSSP, the fuel can
either be issued or put into containers and stored in the bulk reduction storage area until it is issued.  Fuel stored in
the 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks is issued as bulk petroleum.  There are only a few steps in the flow of petroleum
through the entire Class III supply point, but the process is not so simple when you look at the flow of petroleum
through the FSSP and the 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks.

Figure 26-7. Flow plan for a suggested Class III supply point
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Flow Through the FSSP

The first step is to inspect the fuel when it arrives.  The product then enters the system through the receiving
manifold.  It usually moves under suction from one of the 350-GPM pumps used as a receiving pump.  The product
may also move under positive pressure from a transporter, pipeline, or hoseline.  When you have both fi l-
ter/separators installed on the delivery side of the system, the receiving pump distributes the product directly to the
tanks through the hoseline manifold.  The other 350-GPM pump is used to draw fuel from the tanks and discharge
it through the two filter/separators into the hose header system.  When you leave one filter/separator installed on
the receiving side of the system, the receiving pump distributes the product to the receiving filter/separator and
then to the collapsible tanks.  After that, the flow of product is the same, except the fuel is drawn through only one
filter/separator on the discharge side of the system instead of two.  You can also draw from the supply source d i-
rectly to the discharge side of the system.  This procedure bypasses the storage tanks.  You need only one pump
and one filter/separator for this operation.

Flow Through the 50,000-Gallon Collapsible Tank

The first step is the inspection of the product.  The fuel then enters from the transporter through a receiving man i-
fold made up of a suction hose and gate valve.  The product usually moves under suction from a 350-GPM pum p-
ing assembly that distributes it into the 50,000-gallon collapsible tank.  Another 350-GPM pumping assembly acts
as a discharge pump and distributes the fuel from the tank to the discharge hose assembly.  The discharge hose
assembly consists of a gate valve and discharge hose.  From the discharge hose assembly the product moves into a
transporter.

PERSONNEL

How you use your personnel is one of the most important parts of managing a Class III supply point.  In other
words, how many do you need for a specific operation?  Where should you place them in relation to the equipment?
What tasks should you give them to do?  It is important that you assign specific tasks to your personnel at the Class
III supply point, but you should also try to be flexible.  The best way to use all of your personnel wisely is to let the
job determine the assignment.  For example, if you have no issues scheduled for the FSSP, you can use the workers
assigned there to improve the fire walls around the collapsible tanks.  On the other hand, there may be a time when
the supply point, or a section of it, is not busy.  You may then use your workers to improve the camouflage and
concealment of the area, improve drainage ditches and roadways, make sure the safety equipment is serviceable,
and do operator and organizational maintenance on the equipment in the supply point.  Although the number of
persons you assign to a specific task may vary greatly with your mission, it is still possible to obtain an average
number for each operation.

FSSP Operations

For a single shift, you need eight workers to operate the FSSP efficiently.  Place them at certain strategic
points in the operation as described below.

• Receiving Side.   Assign two workers to the receiving manifold.  Make them responsible for transferring
bulk petroleum from the transporter to the fuel system.  They operate all valves at the receiving point and make all
necessary hose connections.

• Pumps and Valves.  Assign three workers to the pumps and control valves.  Have one worker operate each
pump, and have the third worker control the valves on the discharge and receiving manifold of the collapsible
tanks.  Once the pumps are started, they can be monitored by one worker.  This enables two workers to devote their
full time to valve control and fuel flow problems.

• Dispensing Side .  Assign three workers to the delivery side of the system (six 5-gallon can and 55-gallon
drum filling points and two 500-gallon collapsible drum filling points).  Make them responsible for dispensing
petroleum and controlling the fuel flow.  They prepare the various filling points, operate the control valves, and
make all necessary hose connections.  When tank vehicles are filled, have the truck driver help dispense the fuel.
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 The 50,000-Gallon Collapsible Tank Operations

 For a single shift, you need four workers to operate one 50-gallon collapsible tank.  You generally have one
50,000-gallon collapsible tank, two 350-GPM pumping assemblies (one receiving pump and one discharge pump),
and one dispensing line.  In the Class III supply point, you use the 50,000-gallon collapsible tank mainly for large
volume distribution of bulk petroleum.  Place the workers as follows:

• Place one worker at the receiving point.  Make this worker responsible for transferring bulk petroleum
from the transporter to the tank.  Have the worker operate the valves and make all necessary hose connections.

• Place one worker at each of the two 350-GPM pumping assemblies.  Make each worker responsible for c o-
ordinating the flow of petroleum.

• Place one worker at the dispensing line.  Make this worker responsible for issuing bulk petroleum and
controlling the fuel flow in the dispensing line.

 The 500-Gallon Collapsible Drum Filling Operations
 You need only two workers to do this job efficiently.  However, there are several methods of filling 500-gallon

collapsible drums.  Two of the most commonly used methods are to fill the drums directly from the FSSP or to use
the 50-GPM pumping assembly.  The positioning and the tasking of the crew vary with each of these methods.
When drums are filled directly from the FSSP, assign one worker to the control valves of the filling point.  Make
this worker responsible for controlling the flow of petroleum to the drums.  Assign the other worker to the drums.
Make this worker responsible for preparing the drums for filling, making all connections, and monitoring the fil l-
ing operation. When the 50-GPM pumping assembly is used, you still need two workers for the filling operation.
Have one worker operate the 50-GPM pumping assembly and control the flow of petroleum.  Assign the other to
the drums with the same responsibility as in the method described before.  For both methods, you need a vehicle to
remove the filled drums to the bulk reduction storage area.

 The 55-Gallon Drum Filling Operations

 Although you usually fill 55-gallon drums directly from the FSSP, you can also use the 50-GPM pumping a s-
sembly with the hose and fitting kit.  When you use six fuel- and oil-servicing nozzles on the FSSP, you need 10
workers at each nozzle.  You also need two workers to bring empty drums to the filling points and two workers to
remove filled drums to the bulk reduction storage area.  Make the six workers at the servicing nozzles responsible
for bonding the nozzles to the containers and filling the drums to the proper level.  If you have a forklift, use it to
move the filled drums to the storage area.

The 5-Gallon Can Filling Operations

There are two methods of filling 5-gallon cans.  You can use the fuel- and oil-servicing nozzles at the FSSP or
the 50-GPM pumping assembly with the hose and fitting kit.  The number of workers you need to fill the cans
varies with the method you use.  When the cans are filled directly from the FSSP, the operation is essentially the
same as for the 55-gallon drum.  When the cans are filled using the 50-GPM pumping assembly with the hose and
fitting kit, you need seven workers.  Because this method is usually conducted near the bulk reduction storage area,
you need only one worker to bring empty cans and one to remove the filled ones.  Also, have one worker operate
the 50-GPM pumping assembly and control the flow of petroleum.  Place one worker at each of the four dispensing
nozzles of the hose and fitting kit.  Have them bond the nozzles to the cans and fill them to their proper level.
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CHAPTER 27

HOSELINE OUTFIT

DESCRIPTION

The hoseline outfit, also called the assault hoseline, is a temporary system to carry bulk petroleum.  It is d e-
signed so that it can be quickly moved to a new site and easily installed.  It can transport fuel at a rate of about 350
GPM across rolling country.  The hoseline outfit consists of 13,000 feet (about 2.5 miles) of 4-inch collapsible hose
packed in flaking boxes, a 350-GPM pumping assembly, a flow control kit, a roadway crossing guard, a hoseline
suspension kit, a hoseline assembly, a hoseline packing kit, and a repair kit.  Detailed information on the layout
and operation of the hoseline outfit is covered in Section II of this chapter.

Hose and Flaking Boxes

The 4-inch, lightweight, collapsible rubber hose is packed in 13 flaking boxes with 1,000 feet to a box.  Each
1,000-foot section consists of two 500-foot lengths joined together with an aluminum grooved coupling.  A swivel
joint with grooved ends is attached to one end of the assembly.  This joint lets the hose assembly rotate contin u-
ously at the swivel connection.  The hose is black with a yellow lay line.  Figure 27-1 shows how the hoseline is
packed in the flaking boxes.  Three to five full flaking boxes are usually on a truck.  However, this depends on the
type of truck available and the terrain the truck must cross to lay the hoseline.  Each box nests into the one below
it, and each has retainer pins to keep it from shifting.  There are two types of hose retainers.  One is a removable
plywood closure shown in Figure 27-1 which, is placed over the two ends of the box.  The other is a fabric retainer
which replaces the plywood closures when the hose is being let out from the box.

Figure 27-1. Hose packed in flaking box
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The 350-GPM Pump Pressure Regulator

The 350-GPM pump that comes with the hoseline outfit is equipped with a pressure regulator.  The regulator
controls the idle of the pump.  It adjusts the pressure if there is a significant increase or decrease in pressure in the
hoseline.

Flow Control Kit

The flow control kit consists of two 4-inch gate valves; one 4-inch T; two check valves; two 4-inch hose a s-
semblies (each 5 feet long); one strainer assembly; one roll of electrician’s tape; and couplings, nipples, adapters,
and coupling halves.  These items are stored in a metal chest when not in use.  The kit is used to control the flow of
fuel in the hoseline.  This is done by installing the various components in the hoseline at desired locations.

Roadway Crossing Guard

The roadway crossing guard as shown in Figure 27-2 must be installed to protect the hoseline when it crosses
a roadway.  Figure 27-3 shows a roadbed with the crossing guard installed.

Figure 27-2. Roadway crossing guard

Figure 27-3. Roadway crossing guard installed on roadbed
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Hoseline Suspension Kit

The hoseline suspension kit consists of 350 feet of wire rope, 350 feet of manila rope, 25 wire-rope clips, 60
shackles, 60 hose saddles, 14 steel pickets, 4 steel blocks, 4 turnbuckles, and 4 wire-rope thimbles.  These items are
stored in a metal chest when not in use.  The kit is used to suspend segments of the hoseline system over streams or
uneven areas as shown in Figure 27-4.

Figure 27-4. Suspension kit used with hose line system

Hoseline Displacement and Evacuation Kit.

The hoseline displacement and evacuation kit as shown in Figure 27-5 consists of a ball injector, a ball r e-
ceiver, a displacement ball, an air eductor, 8 grooved couplings, and 16 pipe caps.  It also has a metal storage
chest.  The kit is used to remove liquid fuel, vapors, and air from the hoseline system.  It also flattens the hose so
that it can be easily packed into flaking boxes.

Figure 27-5. Hose line displacement and evacuation kit
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Sling Assembly
The sling assembly as shown in as shown in Figure 27-6 is used to lift and handle flaking boxes.  The four-leg

lifting sling is equipped with a spreader bar.  The assembly can lift up to three full flaking boxes at a time, but it
will be damaged if it lifts more than three.

Figure 27-6. Sling assembly

Hoseline Packing Kit.
The hoseline packing kit consists of a chain hoist, a hose puller, two hose clamps, and a metal storage chest.

The kit is used when packing sections of the hoseline system into the flaking boxes as shown in Figure 27-7.  It is
generally used when temperatures drop below 40°F.  Below 40°F, the hose becomes less flexible and harder to
pack.

Figure 27-7. Hose line packing kit being used
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Repair Kit

The repair kit contains tools and materials needed to repair the hoseline system.  They are stored in a metal
chest when not in use.  Table 27-1 lists the components of the repair kit.

Table 27-1. Components of the repair kit.

COMPONENTS QUANTITY

Hose clamps 4

Grooved-to-hose adapter 10

Banding buckles 100

Solvent (1-pint can) 3

Hammer 1

Rubber tape 150 feet

Socket wrench and handle 1

Knife 1

Tape 350 feet

Screwdriver 1

Rubber adhesive (8-ounce can) 5

Grooved couplings 8

Banding tool 1

Banding strap 200 feet

Rags 20 square feet

USE

The hoseline outfit is used to transport bulk petroleum in a variety of ways.  The outfit can be temporarily co n-
nected to a rigid pipeline for bulk delivery of petroleum to FSSPs.  Where railroad transportation ends, the hoseline
outfit can be connected to railway tank cars to transport bulk fuel to Class III supply points or storage terminals.
The outfit can also be used at an airhead complex where bulk supplies are delivered by aircraft equipped with the
ABFDS.

LAYOUT

After you have set up the Class III supply point and started operations, you may be required to lay out the h o-
seline outfit.  Follow the procedures below to lay out the hoseline outfit.

Choosing a Route

Select a direct route which is free of obstacles.  If possible, try to parallel an existing road to aid construction,
operation, and security.  A route parallel to a secondary, all-weather road is better than a heavily traveled main
supply route.  If the road you choose winds a lot, make a cross-country cutoff.  Bypass difficult terrain such as
marshes, swamps, and water courses.  Also, avoid thickly populated areas.  Take advantage of natural cover such
as fence lines, woods, and hedgerows.  However, do not disturb the natural cover by grading or leveling.  Try to
avoid rocky areas which might damage the hose.

Loading Boxes

You can load three to five flaking boxes on one truck.  Use the sling assembly Figure 27-6, page 27-4 , to load
them.  Do not use a forklift truck because this puts a lot of stress on the boxes and may damage them.  Ensure you
nest the boxes properly when you load them, and make sure the retainer pins are in place.  Secure the stack of
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boxes on the truck to keep them from sliding.  Leave the plywood closures as shown in Figure 27-8 in place during
loading and transporting.  When you get to the distribution point, take the plywood closures off and replace them
with fabric retainers.  These retainers automatically break away when the hose is pulled from the box.  Keep them
for future use.  Before you start distributing the hose from the flaking boxes, connect the tail coupling on the top
box to the lead coupling of the box below it.  Do this until you have connected all the hose couplings on the truck.
This lets you play out the whole truckload of hose without stopping to make connections.

Figure 27-8. Laying the assault hose line on a road

Distributing Hose

To start laying the hose, pull out the lead end of the hose from the top flaking box and hold it on the ground
while the truck moves forward.  When 100 feet are pulled from the truck, there is no longer any need for you to
hold back the hose because its weight on the ground is enough to keep it from being dragged along by the truck.
As the truck moves forward, the hose automatically comes out of the flaking boxes.  You can play out the hose at
speeds up to 35 MPH; however, a speed of no more than 20 MPH is recommended.  As you lay the hose, walk
along the line and straighten out kinks or binds and remove small obstructions which might damage the hoseline
on a road Figure 27-8.  Pick up the hose and move it to the road ditch or to a bank across the ditch.  Never leave
the hose on the roadway.

Crossing Streams.

There are several ways you can lay the hoseline across a stream or watercourse.  If there is a bridge, suspend
the hoseline on improvised brackets outside the bridge railing.  If there is no bridge, you may lay the hoseline d i-
rectly in the streambed if it is narrow and not apt to flood.  Use the hoseline suspension kit, as shown in Figure 27-
4, page 27-3, to cross a wide stream.  Fabric saddles as shown in Figure 27-9, page 27-7 , with eyes for easy wire
attachment come with the kit.
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Figure 27-9. Fabric saddle used in hose line suspension kit

Crossing Gaps

You should also use the hoseline suspension kit to span small gaps with steep sides.  For a wide crossing, build
a suspension bridge with a flat deck or floor to hold the hose.  This eliminates the sags that occur when the suspe n-
sion kit is used.

Crossing Roads

To cross a highway or railroad, run the hoseline under a bridge or through a culvert, if possible.  You can pull
the hoseline through the culvert with a rope or push it through with a piece of lumber or a small-diameter pipe.  If
there is no bridge, install the roadway crossing guard Figures 27-2, page 27-2, and 27-3, page 27-2 , to protect the
hoseline.  Never bury unprotected hoseline in a railroad.  When crossing a railbed, you can either install a piece of
heavy wall pipe in a shallow ditch under the rails or suspend the hose over the railbed at a suitable height.  As soon
as possible, replace the hoseline at a railway crossing with welded pipeline because of the fire hazards caused by
trains.

PUMPING STATIONS

Assault hoseline pumping stations have one 350-GPM pumping assembly.  If you are using only one hoseline
outfit, place the pumping assembly at the beginning of the hoseline system.  Because this pump does not have a
pressure-regulating device, you must monitor it at all times for changes in hoseline pressure.  You must set up
pumping stations when you connect several hoseline outfits together.  There is a formula you can use to locate
pumping stations on level ground using motor gasoline in the hoseline.  If you use a product other than motor
gasoline, the distance between pumping stations (given by this formula) changes.  For example, if you use a pro d-
uct heavier than motor gasoline, the pumping stations should be closer together.  If the product you use is lighter
than motor gasoline, the pumping stations should be farther apart.  The distance between pumping stations (given
by this formula) also changes with the height of the terrain.  For example, if you place the hoseline on an uphill
slope, the pumping stations should be closer together.  If you place the hoseline on  downhill slope, the pumping
stations should be farther apart.
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PRESSURE-REDUCING STATIONS

When you place the hoseline on a steep downhill slope for some distance, there may be more pressure on the
hoseline than it can take.  If this occurs, install a pressure-reducing station in the line to relieve the pressure.  The
station consists of a regulating (receiving) storage tank.

CHECK VALVES

Install check valves as shown in Figure 27-10 (they are part of the flow control kit) in the hoseline system to
keep the fuel from flowing back when you stop the pumps.  You usually have a backflow when your hoseline se c-
tions are on an uphill slope.  The check valve has a hinged disk which closes when the fuel flows in the wrong d i-
rection and pushes against it.  Put your check valves at the downstream end of the pump discharge manifold and
near the bottom end in hoselines on uphill slopes.

Figure 27-10. Check valve installed in the hose line

HOSELINE TESTING

Once you have set up the assault hoseline, fill it with fuel and run a pressure test to check for leaks.  Start the
pumps slowly, and raise the fluid pressure in the system gradually in increments of 50 PSI.  Hold the pressure each
time you raise it, and inspect the hoseline for leaks.  Keep doing this up to and including 150 PSI.  Even though
the design burst pressure of the hose is higher, your test should not exceed the rated safe working pressure of 150
PSI.  If the line pressure does not build up, stop the pumps because the line probably has a leak.  You can usually
fix leaks at couplings, fittings, or valves by tightening, adjusting, or replacing gaskets.

HOSE REPAIR

Leaking and broken hoses need to be repaired as soon as possible.  Follow these steps to repair the hose:

Leaking Hose

Use the repair kit to fix seeping or fine spraying leaks which occur in the hose wall during testing or use.  Fix
them at once so that they do not break the hose.

• Reduce the pressure in the hoseline.  This cuts down on the fuel coming out of the leak.

• Clean an area about 6 inches wide on each side of the leak with solvent.  If you do not have any solvent, wipe
the area clean and dry.
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• Apply a thin coat of rubber adhesive to this area, and let it get tacky.  This takes about five minutes.

• Cover the adhesive area with a spiral wrap of 2-inch-wide rubber tape.  Overlap each wrap about 1 inch.

• Apply two spiral wraps of 2-inch vinyl-plastic tape to the area in the opposite direction.  Wrap the tape as
tightly as you can without causing the hose to buckle.

• Keep some pressure on the hose so that it stays cylindrical.  A tape patch is shown in Figure 27-11 .

Figure 27-11. Completed tape patch

 Broken Hose

 To repair breaks, splits, or punctures in the hose wall, cut out the defective area and join the cut ends with two
coupling sleeves and a coupling.  You can repair only collapsible hose in this way because suction or hard wall
hose has a wire wrap on the inside which makes cutting almost impossible.

• Shut down the system and ensure there is no pressure in the hoseline.

• Put a hose clamp (from the repair kit) on each side of the break as shown in Figure 27-12, page 27-10.

• Cut the hose about 6 inches from the edge of the break and check the inside for damage.  If you find any, cut
the hose again to remove the damaged area.

• Wipe the end of the hose clean and dry.

• Put solvent on the inside of the hose, about 6 inches deep, and apply adhesive to the cut raw end.  While the
solvent is drying, put a coat of adhesive on the outside of the coupling sleeve.

• Place the sleeve in the hose immediately so that the adhesive can act as a lubricant.

• Use the banding tool, which comes with the repair kit, to put banding straps on the hose as shown in Figure
27-13, page 27-10.

• Bond the sleeve to the hose with three banding straps as shown in Figure 27-14, page 27-11.

• Apply the bands tightly, cut off the excess, and secure them with buckles.  Stagger the buckles around the
hose.

• Apply a coat of adhesive to the other cut end.

• Repeat the above steps on the other end of the hose.

• After you have completed both ends, connect the coupling sleeves with a grooved coupling, remove the hose
clamps, and start pumping.
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Figure 27-12. Clamp applied to hose

Figure 27-13. Coupling repair showing the use of the handing tool
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Figure 27-14. Completed coupling repair

HOSE EVACUATION

You cannot move the assault hoseline to a new location until you remove the fuel from the system and get all
vapor and air out so that the hose is flat and ready to be packed.  To do these things, use the displacement and
evacuation kit.

Removing Fuel

Follow these steps to remove fuel from the system.

• Place a hose clamp on the section of hose just in front of the pump discharge manifold where the hoseline
system starts.

• Disconnect the hose from the pump, and attach the ball injector, with the ball, to the end of the hose as shown
in Figures 27-15, page 27-13  and 27-16, page 27-13.

• Move the pump to the other end of the assault hoseline, and connect it to the system.

• Put a second hose clamp on the end of the hose that connects to the pump suction manifold.

• Attach the ball receiver as shown in Figures 27-17, page 27-14  and 27-18, page 27-14.  Connect the hose to
the pump.

• Attach an air compressor hose to the ball injector at the start of the system, and inject compressed air into the
hose behind the ball.

• Remove both hose clamps from the system.  You usually need 20 to 25 PSI of air pressure to move the dis-
placement ball at a satisfactory rate.

• Start the pump and keep it running to move the fuel forward an d into storage.

You can also remove fuel from the hoseline by gravity if you have a tank truck to drain the filled lines.  Do not
use water to displace fuel from the system.
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Removing Vapor and Air

After the displacement ball has moved through the line, you must still remove the vapor and air from the a s-
sault hoseline.  Follow these steps to remove vapor and air from the assault hoseline.

• Take the ball receiver off the end of the hoseline and put an airtight cap in its place.  If you do not have a cap,
you can seal the hose by bending it back on itself several times and tying it.

• Go to the beginning of the assault hoseline and disconnect the air compressor hose from the ball injector and
attach the suction end of the air eductor as shown in Figure 27-19, page 27-15.

• Put the compressor hose on the inlet side of the eductor and turn on the air.  This creates a vacuum and draws
the vapor and air from the hoseline.  You must operate the eductor about 10 minutes for each 1,000 feet of hose.

• When the hose flattens to a ribbon-like form, stop the air, fold back the end of the hose, and tie it.

Remove the ball inlet and air eductor.  You are now ready to pack the hoseline into the flaking boxes.

DISPLACEMENT

The first thing you do when displacing the assault hoseline is to put all but one of the flaking boxes along the
line at 1,000-foot intervals.  Then, follow the procedures below.

• Keep one flaking box on the pickup vehicle.

• Back the vehicle over the hoseline as it lies on the ground.

• Have two crew members pick up the hose from the ground and pass it to two others on the vehicle.

• Start packing the hose into the flaking box by first placing the end of the hose, with the coupling attached, at
the left front of the box (Figure 27-1, page 27-1).

• Lay the hose along the length of the left side of the box.

• Run the hose around the back of the box, and then make successive folds, from left to right, until you reach
the front.

• Be sure to bend the hose so that it fills the entire width of the box.

• Ensure the folds are packed tightly together so that you can get 1,000 feet of hose in the plywood closures
(Figure 27-1, page 27-1) and fabric retainers.

• If the temperature is below 40°F, you may have to use the hoseline packing kit to get the hose in the flaking
box.

• When using the kit, make about 15 folds in the box.  Then lay a plank across the face of the hose, attach the
hose puller, and compress the hose in the box.  Put one clamp on each side of the box to keep the hose in place, and
then remove the plank and hose puller.

• Repeat this process about every 15 to 20 folds until the entire hose is packed in the flaking box.
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Figure 27-15. Unassembled ball injector

Figure 27-16. Assembled ball injector
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Figure 27-17. Unassembled ball receiver

Figure 27-18. Assembled ball receiver
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Figure 27-19. Air Eductor
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CHAPTER 28

RECEIPT, STORAGE, AND ISSUE Of BULK PETROLEUM

Section I.  Bulk Petroleum Operations

HANDLING PROCEDURES

You usually receive bulk petroleum at the Class III supply point in 5,000- and 7,500-gallon tank semitrailers.
You may also receive it in petroleum tank cars and through the assault hoseline.  When bulk petroleum arrives at
the Class III supply point, you can store it in three types of containers:  10,000-gallon collapsible tanks, 20,000-
gallon collapsible tanks, and 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  From the supply point, you can issue bulk petroleum
to tank vehicles and tank cars.  This chapter covers step-by-step procedures for the receipt, storage, and issue of
bulk petroleum at the Class III supply point.  The procedures and illustrations are based on the FSSP, but they also
apply to the 50,000-gallon collapsible tank because of the similarity between the two operations. Environmental
guidance is in Chapter 1 of this publication and AR 200-1.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

There are a number of safety precautions that you must follow when you receive, store, and issue bulk
petroleum.  These precautions are described below:

• HAZMAT materials for spill response must be present and available.

• Proper protective clothing and equipment must be worn by the handlers at all times during operations.

• Post NO SMOKING signs around the area of operation so that anyone working in the supply point or driving
through it can see the signs immediately.  Do not let anyone carry matches and lighters in the operations area.
Place fire extinguishers at all receipt, storage, and issue points.

• Keep at least 25 feet between tank vehicles during receipt and issue operations.  Also, keep all tractors
coupled to tank semitrailers while product is being transferred so that the semitrailers can be moved quickly from
the area in case of an emergency.

• Keep the canvas top and rear curtain of the tractor in place when the tank vehicle is carrying, loading, or
unloading product.  The curtains keep the tractor from being splashed with fuel from the vehicle catwalks.

• Keep a wooden, cone-shaped stopper handy to plug the bottom outlet of the tank car in an emergency when
you load or unload a tank car.  Also, ensure that all coal-burning locomotives in use near the transfer areas have
smokestack and firebox screens.

• Bond and ground all vehicles and equipment before you start to receive or issue fuel.

• Stop the pump and clean the area of a spill at once.  If  there is a possible source of ignition, cover the area of
the spill at once with sand or dry earth.  If you have no source of ignition, hose down the spill and cover it with
sand or dry earth.  All contaminated soil must be removed and disposed of according to local SOP and current
regulations.

• Stop the pump immediately and inspect all grounding and bonding connections if you see sparks.  Ensure all
grounding and bonding connections are making a bare metal-to-metal contact.  If you cannot find any faulty
connections, look at the power equipment in the area to find the cause of the stray current.

• Stop the transfer operation at once and close the cover of a tank vehicle or the hinged dome of a tank car.  If
a fire starts at a screw-type dome of a tank car, smother the flames by throwing a wet tarpaulin or blanket over the
dome or by spraying the flames with a carbon dioxide or foam fire extinguisher.
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• Stop all transfer operations if there is an enemy attack, electrical storm, or fire in the area.  Then cut off the
flow of fuel to the tank vehicle or tank car, remove the hoses, and move the vehicle or tank car out of the danger
zone.

• Use your equipment for handling only one type of product to prevent product contamination.  If you have to
use the same equipment to handle several products, drain the equipment thoroughly of the product it just handled,
and clean it if necessary.  In addition, use tank vehicles and tank cars to carry only one type of product.  If you
must use them for more than one fuel, inspect and clean them well between loads (Military Handbook 200).

• Ensure all electrical equipment you use in the area is explosion proof and in good operating condition.

• Do not permit welding, open flames, or lights (other than approved explosion proof flashlights or lanterns)
within 100 feet of any receipt, storage, or issue operation.

• Place drip pans under all locations where leaks or spills may occur.  Drip pans should be used when you are
connecting or disconnecting hoseline or pipeline couplings.  They should also be placed under tank vehicle or tank
car loading connections.

SAFETY AND IDENTIFICATION MARKINGS

Mark the products you handle to identify them as shown in ARs 385-30 and 750-58 and MIL-STD-161.  You
must identify the type of product at each storage point with stenciled marks, decals, or placards.  See Chapter 24
for the safety markings required on tank vehicles.

TANK CAR LOADING AND UNLOADING SITE

A number of steps are required to select and prepare the tank car loading and unloading site.  These steps are
described in Chapter 11.

Section II.  Receipt

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

Some of the things you must do before you receive bulk petroleum are outlined below.  They apply chiefly to
tank vehicles and tank cars.  If you want to check yourself on tank vehicle and tank car procedures during the
actual transfer operation, use the checklist shown in Appendix J.  Some of the items on the list, however, do not
apply to tactical Class III supply point operations but apply instead to terminal operations.  See Chapter 6 for
special information on terminals.

Prepare Delivery Schedule

Prepare a delivery schedule to avoid delays and interruptions at the Class III supply point.  Before the product
arrives, you should be notified of the type and amount of product and the approximate date and time it will arrive.
This gives you time to plan for the receipt of the product.

Inspect Receiving Equipment

Inspect pumps, filter/separators, hose, manifolds, valves, and fittings to see that they are clean and in good
working condition.  Make sure your storage tanks are clean and free of contamination.  If you need to clean or
repair storage tanks, tank vehicles, or tank cars, see Chapter 12 for details.  Also, inspect the storage tanks to see if
there is enough ullage in them to receive the incoming shipment.  Do these things before the transporter gets to the
supply point.

Spot the Transporter

The first thing you do when the transporter arrives at your supply point is to position it so that hose
connections can be made.  When unloading a number of transporters at the same time, ensure they are at least 25
feet apart.  If you are dealing with a tank car, follow the procedures in Chapter 11.
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Check Seals and Numbers

After you have the transporter in place, compare the transporter and seal numbers with those on the shipping
papers to ensure you have received the right shipment.  Look at the seals and locks carefully to see if there are
signs of tampering or pilfering.  If you find a broken seal or lock, notify the proper authority, but do not use the
product until it has been sampled and tested.  If the transporter has no seals, you must carefully inspect the product
to verify its quality and quantity.

Open Manhole and Dome Covers

When you open the manhole (tank vehicle) or dome cover (tank car), stand on the windward side of the
transporter.  Clean all dirt and cinders from around the opening.  Raise the safety valve or vent valve to see if there
is internal pressure in the tank.  If there is pressure, reduce it by raising the safety valve or vent valve and keeping
it open.  Take the cover off slowly to let the remaining pressure escape.  If  you have a tank car that has a screwed
on cover, place a bar between the cover lug and dome knob and unscrew the cover two complete turns or until the
vent openings are exposed.  If you have a tank car that has a hinge-and-bolt dome cover, loosen the nuts enough to
let out the pressure inside the tank.

Measure and Sample Products

After you open the cover, measure and sample the product in the transporter.  Gage the tank, make an API
gravity test, and take the temperature of the product.  Then correct the volume to 60°F according to DA Pam 710-
2-2, and record the data.  Take a sample, and examine it for color, brightness, and clarity.  Look for a cloud, haze,
emulsion, or droplets of water on the sides of the sample container.  Also, check for accumulated water on the
bottom of the container.  Cloudy or hazy fuels contain some undissolved water.  If you see sediment or suspended
foreign matter, you know the product is contaminated.

Inspect the Transporter

Inspect the transporter for leaks through the shell and bottom outlet.  If the transporter is leaking, unload the
fuel at once.  Place a container under the leak, and clean up any spills.  Also, ensure that the discharge outlet is in
good condition.  The valve may stick in cold weather because water from the tank may freeze around it.  To free a
frozen valve, apply a steam jet, hot water, or hot cloths to the outlet chamber.

TANK VEHICLE UNLOADING

Use the appropriate TM for specific instructions on the operation of tank vehicles.  Follow the steps below
when you receive bulk petroleum into your Class III supply point from a tank vehicle:

• Ensure the vehicle and the major components in the supply point are bonded and grounded.  Place a
drainage tub under the discharge manifold of the tank vehicle.  Do not forget that you also need a fire extinguisher
near the receiving point.  Be sure to follow all the safety precautions.

• Connect the suction hose to the discharge port of the vehicle.  Then assign someone to the top of the tank
vehicle to watch the level of fuel as the product is discharged from the vehicle.  Ensure that the manhole covers
stay open during the receipt operation.  Do this so that the tank shell does not collapse in case of a vent failure.

• Open the discharge valves on the tank vehicle and the suction valve on the 350-GPM pumping assembly in
the FSSP.  Then start the pump and idle it for three to five minutes.

• Open the manifold valves of the collapsible tank that will receive the product.  Ensure your tanks have
enough ullage to receive the shipment.  Also, ensure all the other valves between the collapsible tank and the tank
vehicle are open.

• Open the discharge valve on the pumping assembly, and increase the speed on the pump to operating speed.
Continue this pump speed until you empty the tank vehicle.  Figure 28-1, page 28-5, shows the product moving
through the FSSP.
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• Idle the pump back for about three to five minutes before you shut it off.  Close the discharge valve on the
pump and the manifold valves of the storage tank.  Then close the gravity discharge valve on the tank vehicle and
the suction valve on the pump.

• Uncouple the suction hose from the tank vehicle, close the manhole covers, and disconnect the bonding and
grounding equipment.  Then move the tank vehicle from the receiving point, and get ready to unload the next
vehicle.

TANK CAR UNLOADING THROUGH THE BOTTOM OUTLET

Always unload a tank car through the bottom outlet.  However, if the bottom outlet is broken or you do not
have the necessary adapter fittings, unload the tank car through the dome.  No matter how you unload the car,
always follow applicable safety precautions and the preliminary procedures discussed previously.  Follow the steps
listed in Chapter 11 to unload tank cars through the bottom outlet.

TANK CAR UNLOADING THROUGH THE DOME

The procedures for unloading a tank car through the dome are almost the same as those for unloading through
the bottom outlet.  You pump the fuel the same way, and your preliminary, safety, and follow-up procedures are the
same.  The only difference is that you place the suction hose through the dome instead of connecting it to the
bottom outlet.  When you put the suction hose through the dome, ensure it touches the bottom of the tank.  Keep
the hose below the surface of the product until you finish unloading the tank.  Be sure never to let air under
pressure into a tank car when you are unloading by displacement.  When the tank car is almost empty, move the
hose around so that you draw all the product from the car.  If possible, remove the bottom outlet cap and drain the
product from the outlet chamber.

RECEIPT OF PRODUCT THROUGH THE ASSAULT HOSELINE

The assault hoseline is usually connected to the discharge hose of the 350-GPM pumping assembly on the
receiving side of the FSSP as shown in Figure 28-2, page 28-6.  With this setup, the assault hoseline bypasses the
receiving pump.  Also, you can connect the assault hoseline to a 50,000-gallon collapsible tank with this setup.
See Chapter 27 for facts on how to set up, operate, and displace the assault hoseline.  Follow the steps below to
receive bulk petroleum into the FSSP through the assault hoseline:

• Ensure you have good communications with the upstream pumping stations.  You must keep in close touch
during hoseline operations to prevent accidents such as overfilled or ruptured tanks.

• Ensure you have enough ullage in your storage tanks to handle the incoming shipment after you receive a
pumping order.  It tells you how much product will be delivered to the supply point.  Then check your pumps,
filter/separators, hose, manifolds, valves, and fittings to ensure they are clean and in good working condition.
Also, ensure that the major items of equipment in the supply point are grounded and bonded.

• Open the manifold valves on the collapsible tank that will receive the product.  Make sure all the other
valves between the collapsible tank and the hoseline are open.  Then open the mainline valve on the assault
hoseline.

• Tell the upstream pumping station that you are ready to receive the product.  Once the products start to flow,
have some crew members walk the length of the hoseline to look for leaks in the hose, fittings, and valves.

• Transfer product to a number of storage tanks if you have a large shipment.  To do this, first open the
manifold valves on an empty storage tank and then close the manifold valves on the tank that has just been filled.
Keep doing this until the entire shipment has arrived.

• Tell the upstream pumping station to reduce the flow rate when you have received almost all of the shipment
or when you are filling the last storage tank.  Then gradually shut down the hoseline.  You must keep in close
touch with the pumping station so as to keep from overfilling or rupturing a storage tank.

• Close all valves in the FSSP after the shipping order is complete.  Then shut off the main valve on the
assault hoseline.
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Figure 28-1.Receiving product into the FSSP from tank vehicles

 Figure 28-2. Receiving product into the FSSP through the assault hose line
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Section III.  Storage

STORAGE CONSIDERATIONS

At the tactical Class III supply point, you should always store bulk petroleum in collapsible tanks.  If you are
in a supply section of a petroleum supply company, you can store up to 420,000 gallons of bulk petroleum (120,000
gallons in the FSSP and 300,000 gallons in the six 50,000-gallon collapsible tanks).  But storage is much more
than putting product in a tank.  It involves such things as inspections, product circulation, tank repair, and even
the disposal of excess product.  The storage of bulk petroleum can be as dangerous as its receipt and issue, so
always follow applicable procedures.

STORAGE PRACTICES

There a number of practices you should always follow when storing bulk petroleum.  These practices are listed
below.

• Make sure you have a separate handling system for each type of petroleum product you store.  Never mix
various fuels together, and never mix leaded and unleaded gasoline.

• Install a filter/separator in the supply line between the storage tanks and the dispensing points.

• Do not store your hoses in a way that will bend them sharply over brackets.  Do not leave hoses lying on the
ground where vehicles may run over them.  In addition, put dust caps and plugs on all hoses when they are not in
use.

• Drain any water in your collapsible tanks through the drain fitting assembly.

• Clean line strainers and nozzle screens each day.  When you remove the screen in a pressure nozzle, first
disconnect the adapter.  If you find any damaged strainers or screens, repair or replace them at once.

• If you find any particles of rubber or lint in a screen, it may show that the hose is deteriorating.  Sediment,
scale, or rust in the nozzle screen may show the failure of a filter element.

• Put dust caps on all nozzles when you are not using them.  This keeps dust, dirt, and sediment from entering
the nozzle spout and contaminating the fuel.

• Run a string across the top of your collapsible tanks so that you do not overfill them.  Put the string 4 feet off
the ground for 3,000- and 10,000-gallon collapsible tanks.  When the top of the tank reaches the string, it means
the tank is full.

• Follow the first-in, first-out rule so that products do not deteriorate due to prolonged storage.  Issue packaged
products in damaged containers first, regardless of age.

• Inspect your facilities and operations regularly.  Keep records of inspections, tests, checks, tank cleaning,
and maintenance.  Follow up on deficiencies to ensure they are corrected.

• Keep equipment records on the items in the supply point.  Use DD Form 1970 to record and control the use
of equipment when you do not use the equipment logbook for this purpose.  Use DA Form 2404 to record
inspections and service before, during, and after use of equipment.  DA Pamphlet 738-750 has more information
on the use and preparation of these records.

INSPECTIONS

Inspections are the key to finding out how well your Class III supply point is performing.  They give you
firsthand information on how the equipment and products are maintained from day to day.  Inspections let you
make on-the-spot corrections.  They also give you information on the availability of required publications, accuracy
of supply records and procedures, supply economy practices, care of tools and equipment, and status of authorized
stock levels of equipment and repair parts.  Follow the steps below when inspecting your Class III supply point:

• Inspect the collapsible tanks and hoses in your supply point each day for signs of leaks, tears, punctures,
unusual wear, and fabric deterioration.
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• Inspect the operating equipment in the supply point daily to evaluate operator maintenance and ensure
that the equipment is in good working order.

• Inspect fire-fighting equipment and drainage facilities weekly to see that they are in good condition.
Make sure that the storage area is free of trash, weeds, or other combustible material.

• Survey the traffic control system often to ensure that traffic is routed efficiently.  See that there is no
unnecessary equipment in the area to hinder traffic movement or access to fire fighting-equipment.

FILTER/SEPARATORS

Filter/separators help you keep the product clean and water-free at the Class III supply point.  The steps you
should take to keep your filter/separators in good condition are outlined in Chapter 21.

PRODUCT CONSOLIDATION AND CIRCULATION

When you consolidate or circulate product, you simply move it from one storage tank in the supply point to
another.  You should consolidate your stock so that several storage tanks are filled with product and several are
empty.  This way you can be ready to receive and issue large quantities of bulk petroleum on short notice.  You also
cut down on the number of tank switches you have to make during receipt and issue.  Circulate the stock in your
supply point so that the heavier portions of the product do not settle to the bottom of the tank and the light ends do
not come to the top.  Also, circulation ensures a good mixture of all the additives in the fuel.  Step-by-step
procedures for consolidating fuel at that FSSP are given below:

• Ensure the equipment in the FSSP is grounded.  Then open the manifold valves on the collapsible tank from
which you are transferring product.

• Open the suction valve on the 350-GPM pumping assembly and the manifold valves on the collapsible tank
that will receive the product.  Ensure all the other valves between the two collapsible tanks are open.  Make your
daily preventive maintenance checks on the pump.  Then start the pump, and idle it for three to five minutes.

• Open the discharge valve on the pump, and increase the pump speed to the operating level.  Continue
pumping this way until you have finished the transfer.  Figure 28-3, page 28-11, shows the product moving
through the FSSP.

• Idle the pump back for three to five minutes before you shut it off.  Close the discharge valve on the pump
and the manifold valves on the collapsible tanks while the pump is idling.  Then close the suction valve on the
pump.

EMERGENCY TANK REPAIR

If any of the collapsible tanks develop a leak, repair them at once with emergency repair items.  Chapter 12
covers tank repairs.

DISPOSAL OF EXCESS

If you are in CONUS or an overseas activity and you have an excess in bulk or packaged fuels of 500 gallons
or more per product grade, report the excess by sending a message to the Commander, USAPC.  Include in your
message the quantity, location, type of product, NSN, and latest laboratory test results.  If you are in an overseas
command, also report the excess to the appropriate DFSC field office or the JPO.

Section IV.  Issue

ISSUE CONSIDERATIONS

Issuing bulk petroleum is perhaps the most important responsibility you have at the Class III supply point.
The reason you are in the field is to get large quantities of petroleum to the units you support.  In the theater of
operations, you issue liquid petroleum in bulk as far forward as the tactical situation permits.   Usually the units
you support pick up bulk petroleum from the supply point in their own vehicles.  When you use the FSSP, make
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your bulk issues from the bottom loading points.  Step-by-step procedures for issuing bulk petroleum to tank
vehicles and tank cars are discussed in this section.

PRELIMINARY PROCEDURES

There are a number of preliminary steps you should take before issuing bulk petroleum from your Class III
supply point.  These steps are discussed below.

Prepare Issue Schedule

Prepare an issue schedule before any transporter arrives at the supply point.  Start by telling your customer
how much and what type of product you have on hand.  Then tell him when he can pick up product at the supply
point.  If your transporters are delivering the product, tell the customer when it will arrive at his supply point.  Try
to avoid delays and interruptions when you are scheduling issues.  In other words, do not have more transporters at
your supply point than you can handle at one time.  Also, ensure you have enough product on hand to fill all your
orders.

Inspect Equipment

Ensure that the discharging equipment in the supply point is in good working condition.  Inspect your pumps,
filter/separators, collapsible tanks, hose manifolds, valves, and fittings daily to see that they are free of leaks and
contaminations.

Spot the Transporter

When the transporter arrives at the supply point, check the customer’s issue request to ensure it is properly
authorized.  Then position the transporter at an issue point.

Inspect the Transporter

Open the manhole or dome cover to inspect the transporter.  As part of your inspection, do the following:

• Check the inside and outside of the tank for holes, cracks, or loose plates.  Ensure there are no leaks in the
tank.  See that the tank is properly mounted to the frame and safe for the road.

• Inspect the inside of the tank to see if it is clean.  If you see a residue on the bottom of the tank such as rust,
sand, or dirt, reject the transporter and have it cleaned according to directions in Chapter 13.  Let only authorized
personnel, familiar with tank-cleaning procedures and safeguards, enter the tank.

• Check the interior of the tank for foreign objects such as tools, bolts, or old seals.  Have authorized personnel
remove objects from the tank.  Some objects do not contaminate the product, but they may damage valves.  Also,
look for residual product in the tank.  If you see any, remove it before you fill the tank.

• Inspect the fuel delivery system of the transporter for damage.  On tank cars, check the dome, dome cover,
bottom outlet chamber, and safety valve to ensure they are in good condition.  See that the vent holes in the dome
cover are open and free of dirt.

• Ensure the tank car outlet valve seats and seals properly.  To do this, first place a drainage tub under the
bottom outlet chamber.  Then open and close the outlet valve several times by working the valve rod handle or
handwheel located inside the dome.  If the valve does not seat properly, reject the car and report the malfunction to
the local transportation officer who will schedule the repair.  However, you may load the tank car in an emergency
without repairing the valve, but report the broken valve to the unit receiving the tank car so that they can unload it
through the dome.  In any case, the tank car should be scheduled for repair as soon as possible.  Ensure the outlet
valve is closed after you have checked it.

• Ensure the product last carried in the tank is the same as the product you are going to put in it.  If it is not,
follow the procedures in MIL-HDBK-200.  If you think it is necessary, flush the tank of the transporter with a
small amount of product to remove any traces of the last product as well as rust and scale.  Then collect this
product and put it in a waste container.  Appendix K has a conversion chart for procedures that should be followed
when changing products in tank cars and tank trucks.
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TANK VEHICLE LOADING

Bulk petroleum can be issued to tank vehicles from your Class III supply point.  Before you start, look over the
applicable safety precautions and the preliminary procedures previously described.  See the appropriate TM for
detailed information on the operation of tank vehicles.  Follow the steps below to issue bulk petroleum to tank
vehicles from your Class III supply point:

• Ensure the vehicle and all issue equipment are bonded and grounded.  Place a fire extinguisher at the issue
point and a drainage tub under the receiving manifold of the tank vehicle.

• Connect the discharge hose to the receiving port of the tank vehicle.  If the vehicle does not have an
automatic shutoff, assign someone to the top of the tank body to watch the product as it comes into the tank so that
you do not overfill the vehicle.

• Make your preventive maintenance checks on the 350-GPM pump.  Open the receiving valves on the tank
vehicle and the manifold valves on the collapsible tank supplying the product.  Ensure all the other valves between
the collapsible tank and the tank vehicle are open.  Then open the suction valve on the 350-GPM pumping
assembly.  Start the pump, and idle it for three to five minutes.

• Open the discharge valve on the pump, and increase its speed to operating speed.  Pump at this rate until the
tank vehicle is about three-fourths full.  Then reduce the speed of the pump, and finish filling the tank at this rate.
Figure 28-4, page 28-12, shows the product moving through the FSSP and into the tank vehicle.

• Idle the pump back for about three to five minutes when you have filled the tank and before you shut it off.

• Quickly turn off the system.  Start by closing the pump discharge valve and the tank vehicle receiving valve.
Then close the manifold valves on the collapsible tank and the suction valve on the pump.  The last step is to
uncouple the discharge hose from the tank vehicle.

• Close the manhole cover, and move the vehicle to the designated area.

• Let the product stand for about 15 minutes so that suspended water or sediment can fall to the bottom of the
tank.  Then measure and sample the product in the transporter.  Gage the tank, make an API gravity test, and take
the temperature of the product.  Then correct the volume to 60°F, and record the data.  Take a sample, and
examine it for color and appearance.

• Close the manhole covers, and remove the drainage tub.  Then disconnect the bonding and grounding
equipment.

TANK CAR LOADING THROUGH THE BOTTOM OUTLET

Always load a tank car through the bottom outlet unless the bottom outlet is broken or you do not have the
adapter fittings you need.  When this is the case, load the tank through the dome.  Loading through the bottom
outlet is by far the better way because it prevents vapor loss, reduces static electricity, and protects the fuel against
contamination from outside sources.  Before you start loading, take the appropriate safety precautions and perform
the necessary preliminary procedures.  Then follow the steps in Chapter 12.

TANK CAR LOADING THROUGH THE DOME

Tank cars should be loaded through the dome only when bottom loading is not possible.  Top loading must be
approved by the first commander in line.  The procedures for loading a tank car through the dome are almost the
same as those for loading through the bottom outlet. You operate the pump in the same way and perform the same
preliminary, safety, and follow-up procedures.  The only difference is that you place the discharge hose in the dome
instead of connecting it to the bottom outlet.  Follow the steps in Chapter 12.
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Figure 28-3. Consolidating or cirulating product in the FSSP
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Figure 28-4. Issuing product from an FSSP to a tank vehicle



APPENDIX A

ALLOWABLE OUTAGE FOR EXPANSION OF
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS IN STORAGE TANKS

EXPANSION OF PRODUCTS

GROUP
NUMBER

RANGE OF
GROUP

(DEGREES
API/60°F)

CORRE-
SPONDING
(DEGREES
API/60°F)

COEFFICIENT
OF

EXPANSION
PER

FAT 60°F

WITH
INCREASE

OF
10°F

(Percent)

WITH
INCREASE

OF
20°F

(Percent)

WITH
INCREASE

OF
30°F

(Percent)

WITH
INCREASE

OF
40°F

(Percent)

WITH
INCREASE

OF
50°F

(Percent)

WITH
INCREASE

OF
60°F

(Percent)
0 Up to 14.9 6 .00035 .35 .70 1.05 1.40 1.75 2.10

1 15.0 to 34.9 22 .0004 .40 .80 1.20 1.60 2.00 2.40

2 35.0 to 50.9 44 .0005 .50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00

3 51.0 to 63.9 58 .0006 .60 1.20 1.80 2.40 3.00 3.60

4 64.0 to 78.9 72 .0007 .70 1.40 2.10 2.80 3.50 4.20

5 79.0 to 88.9 86 .0008 .80 1.60 2.40 3.20 4.00 4.80

6 89.0 to 93.9 91 .00085 .85 1.70 2.55 3.40 4.25 5.10

7 94.0 to 99.9 97 .0009 .95 1.90 2.85 3.80 4.75 5.70
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APPENDIX B

TANK STRAPPING
Terms

There are a number of terms used in describing tank strapping procedures.  Some of these terms are defined
below.

• Tank Height.   Tank height is the distance from the top of the tank shell to the inside surface of the tank
floor.

• Oil (Product) Height.  Oil (product) height is the highest fill point of the tank.  This is not necessarily the top
of the tank.

• Deadwood.  Deadwood is any part of the interior of the tank that reduces or adds to the volume.  Such items
as ladders, supports, bolts, nuts, and channels are deadwood in the tank.

METHODS

As a rule, a strapping chart is prepared for each storage tank because tanks of the same size may vary in
capacity.  Storage tanks must be filled before they are strapped, because the walls expand slightly when the tanks
are filled.  Tank strapping methods are given below.

All-Rings

The all-rings method is very accurate.  Its error rate is only one-fiftieth of 1 percent.  This method requires the
following:

• Measurement of the outside circumference of each ring of the tank.

• Measurement of the height of each ring of the tank.

• Computation of the inside diameter of each ring of the tank.

• Computation of the volume of the tank.

Average Circumference

The average circumference method is less accurate than the all-rings method.  This method results in an
average of one-tenth of 1 percent error.  The average circumference method requires the following:

• Measurement of the outside circumference of all rings of the tank and the average of these measurements.

• Computation of the diameter from the circumference averages.

• Computation of the inside diameter of the tank.

• Computation of the volume of the tank.

One-Ring

The one-ring method has an error rate of about one-fifth of 1 percent.  This method requires the following:
• Measurement of the diameter of the second or third ring of the tank.
• Measurement of the total height of the tank.
• Computation of the inside diameter of the tank.
• Computation of the volume of the tank.
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Computation

This paragraph gives an example of a tank strapping computation on a single-ring tank as shown in Figure B-
1, pageB-3. The information on tank measurements and deadwood that is needed in the strapping procedure is
given in
Table B-1, page B-4

• First, find the OD of the tank.

OD  =  circumference
π

OD = 40.5
3.1416

OD = 12.9 feet

• Then find the ID of the tank.

ID = OD - 2 x wall thickness

ID = 12.9 feet - 2 (.04 feet)

ID = 12.82 feet

• Now find the V of the tank, uncorrected for deadwood.

V = π  ID2 height x 7.48 gallons per cubic foot
4

V = 3.1416 (12.822) 20 x 7.48
4

V = 2580 x 7.48

V = 19300.5 gallons (uncorrected)

• Find the volume of the pipe connection and the cleanout door.

V pipe connection =    π  D H2 x 7.48
4

V pipe connection = 3.1416 (.672)   2 x 7.48
4

V pipe connection = 5.27 gallons

V cleanout door = length x height x depth x 7.48

V cleanout door = 3 x 5 x 1 x 7.48

V cleanout door = 112.2
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• Now find the volume of the deadwood.  The only deadwood in this tank is the roof support.

V roof support =   π   D2 H x 7.48
4

V roof support =  3.1416 (.52) 20 x 7.48

4

V roof support = 29.32 gallons

• Find the total volume of the tank.

V uncorrected + V cleanout door + V
pipe connection = total volume

19,300.5 + 112.2 + 5.27
= 10,417.97 gallons

• Now, subtract the deadwood from the total volume to get the total corrected volume of the tank.

19,417.97 - V roof support
= total corrected volume
19,417.97 - 29.32 = 19,388.65 gallons
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Figure B-1.  Single ring tank
Table B-1.  Tank measurements and deadwood

TANK MEASUREMENTS

Outside circumference
Wall thickness
Height
Pipe connection
Cleanout door

DEADWOOD
Roof  support
Pipe connection
Cleanout door

40 feet 6 inches
1/2 inch
20 feet
2 feet long, 8 inches in diameter
3 feet by 5 feet by 1 foot

MEASUREMENTS
6 inches in diameter
2 feet long, 8 inches in diameter
3 feet by 5 feet by 1 foot
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APPENDIX C

FUNDAMENTALS OF PIPELINE HYDRAULICS

Section I.  Physical Properties of Petroleum

TYPES OF PROPERTIES

Petroleum products have both chemical and physical properties or qualities.  This manual is mainly concerned
with kerosene, automotive gasoline, jet fuel, and diesel fuel.  Both physical and chemical properties are of concern
to the scheduler and dispatcher.  However, only physical properties as they affect product storage and movement in
pipelines are covered in this appendix.  They include density, gravity, viscosity, compressibility, effect of temper a-
ture, and vapor pressure.

Density
All substances have weight.  Their weight depends on the number and arrangement of molecules of which they

are composed.  Weight is a measure of the force of gravity.  The weight of a definite mass of a substance varies
slightly in different parts of the country because gravity varies.  For this reason, weight and mass are not identical.
Mass stays constant, but weight may not stay constant.  The weight density or specific weight of a substance is its
weight per unit volume.  The term specific refers to a unit quantity.  In the metric system of measurement, the mass
of 1 cubic centimeter of water is 1 gram.  Therefore, the density or specific weight of water is 1 gram per cubic
centimeter.  In the English system of measurement, the density or specific weight of water is expressed as 62.3
pounds per cubic foot.  Specific volume is the space occupied by a unit quantity.  In the metric system, 1 gram of
water occupies 1 cubic centimeter.  In the English system, 62.3 pounds of water occupies 1 cubic foot.

Gravity
Gravity is the attraction between matter and the earth’s center.  It is properly referred to as acceleration due to

gravity, which is the change in speed of a body falling freely toward the earth.  This change in speed is 32.2 feet
per second.  This means that during each second of fall, the speed increases 32.2 feet per second.  Gravity is mea s-
ured by weight.  Petroleum operations are concerned with specific gravity and API gravity.  Specific gravity and
API gravity and formulas for converting one to the other are described below.

• Specific Gravity.   Specific gravity is a means of comparing weights of substances.  This is independent of the
actual numerical value of the pull of gravity in any locality.  Specific gravity is the ratio between the weight of a
quantity or volume of a substance and the weight of an equal quantity of water.  It is a relative measure of weight
density compared with water.  Solids and liquids are usually compared with water at its maximum density at 4 °C.
The specific gravity of water is 1.  A substance of specific gravity 0.5 weighs half as much as water.  A substance
of specific gravity 5.0 weighs five times as much as water.  Petroleum products moved by pipeline are lighter than
water.  Therefore, their specific gravities are fractions in a narrow numerical range.  Specific gravity is measured
with a hydrometer.

• API Gravity.  The petroleum industry uses the API gravity scale almost exclusively to designate gravities of
products.  API gravities are based on reciprocals of specific gravities.  They are whole numbers with a greater n u-
merical spread.  The API scale has a range of 0 ° to 100°.  Water has a gravity of 10° API.  This leaves a spread of
90° API between the heaviest and lightest petroleum products.  API gravity is inversely proportionate to specific
gravity.  In other words, the higher the specific gravity, the heavier the product and the lower the API gravity.  The
lightest products have the highest API gravities.

• Formulas and Conversion Table.  Formulas for converting specific gravity to API gravity and vice versa are
given below.  Table C-1 lists API gravity and corresponding specific gravity and weights at 60 °F.

Degrees API gravity = 141.5 -131.5
specific gravity (60/60°F)

Specific gravity (60/60°F) =                        141.5
131.5 + degrees API
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Table C-1. API gravity equivalents at 60°F
POUNDS PER BARRELS PER

API SPECIFIC SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

US
GALLON

IMPERIAL
GALLON

BARREL LONG
TON

METRIC
TON

SHORT
TON

1… … … … … … .. 1.0679 8.895 10.683 373.59 5.996 5.901 5.353
2… … … … … … .. 1.0599 8.828 10.602 370.78 6.041 5.946 5.394
3… … … … … .… . 1.0520 8/762 10.523 368.00 6.087 5.991 5.435
4… … … … .… … . 1.0443 8.697 10.446 365.32 6.132 6.035 5.475
5… … … .… … … . 1.0368 8.634 10.369 362.63 6.177 6.080 5.516
6… … … .… … … . 1.0291 8.571 10.294 359.98 6.223 6.124 5.556
7… … … .… … … . 1.0217 8.509 10.219 357.38 6.268 6.169 5.596
8… … … .… … … . 1.0143 8.448 10.146 354.82 6.313 6.213 5.637
9… … … .… … … . 1.0071 8.388 10.074 352.30 6.359 6.258 5.677
10a… … ..… … … 1.0000 8.328 10.002 349.78 6.404 6.303 5.718
11… … … ..… … .. 0.9930 8.270 9.932 347.34 6.449 6.347 5.799
12… … … … ..… .. 0.9861 8.212 9.863 344.90 6.495 6.392 5.799
13… … ..… … … .. 0.9792 8.155 9.794 342.51 6.540 6.437 5.839
14… … ..… … … .. 0.9725 8.099 9.727 340.16 6.585 6.481 5.880
15… … ..… … … .. 0.9659 8.044 9.661 337.85 6.630 6.525 5.920
16… … ..… … … .. 0.9593 7.989 9.595 335.54 6.676 6.570 5.961
17… ..… … … … .. 0.9529 7.935 9.530 333.27 6.721 6.615 6.001
18… ..… … … … .. 0.9465 7.882 9.466 331.04 6.766 6.660 6.042
19… ..… … … … .. 0.9402 7.830 9.404 328.86 6.812 6.704 6.082
20… … ..… … … .. 0.9340 7.778 9.341 326.68 6.857 6.749 6.122
21… … ..… … … .. 0.9279 7.727 9.280 324.53 6.902 6.793 6.163
22… … … … ..… .. 0.9218 7.676 9.219 322.39 6.948 6.838 6.204
23… … … … ..… .. 0.9159 7.627 9.160 320.33 6.993 6.882 6.244
24… … … … ..… .. 0.9100 7.578 9.101 318.28 7.038 6.927 6.284
25… ..… … … … .. 0.9042 7.529 9.042 316.22 7.084 6.972 6.325
26… … ..… … … .. 0.8984 7.481 8.985 314.20 7.129 7.017 6.365
27… … … … … … 0.8927 7.434 8.928 312.23 7.174 7.061 6.406
28… … … … … … 0.8871 7.387 8.872 310.25 7.220 7.106 6.446
29… … … … … … 0.8816 7.341 8.817 308.32 7.265 7.150 6.487
30… … … … … … 0.8762 7.296 8.762 306.43 7.310 7.194 6.527
31… … … … … … 0.8708 7.251 8.708 304.54 7.356 7.239 6.568
32… … … … … … 0.8654 7.206 8.654 302.65 7.401 7.284 6.603
33… … … … … … 0.8602 7.162 8.603 300.85 7.446 7.328 6.648
34… … … … … … 0.8550 7.119 8.550 299.00 7.492 7.373 6.689
35… … … … … … 0.8499 7.076 8.498 297.19 7.537 7.418 6.730
36… … … … … … 0.8448 7.034 8.448 295.43 7.582 7.462 6.770
37… … … … … … 0.8398 6.992 8.399 293.71 7.628 7.506 6.810
38… … … … … … 0.8348 6.951 8.348 291.94 7.673 7.552 6.851
39… … … … … … 0.8299 6.910 8.299 290.22 7.718 7.597 6.891
40… … … … … … 0.8251 6.870 8.251 288.54 7.764 7.641 6.931
41… … … … … … 0.8203 6.830 8.203 286.86 7.809 7.686 6.972
42… … … … … … 0.8156 6.790 8.155 285.18 7.854 7.731 7.013
43… … … … … … 0.8109 6.751 8.109 283.58 7.900 7.774 7.053
44… … … … … … 0.8063 6.713 8.062 281.95 7.945 7.819 7.093
45… … … … … … 0.0817 6.675 8.017 280.35 7.990 7.864 7.134
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Table C-1. API gravity equivalents at 60°F (continued)
POUNDS PER BARRELS PER

API SPECIFIC
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

US
GALLON

IMPERIAL
GALLON BARREL

LONG
TON

METRIC
TON

SHORT
TON

46… … … … … … 0.7972 6.637 7.971 278.75 8.036 7.909 7.175
47… … … … … … 0.7927 6.600 7.927 277.20 8.081 7.953 7.215
48… … … … … … 0.7883 6.563 7.882 275.65 8.126 7.998 7.256
49… … … … … … 0.7839 6.527 7.838 274.09 8.172 8.043 7.297
50… … … … … … 0.7796 6.491 7.794 272.58 8.217 8.088 7.337
51… … … … … … 0.7753 6.455 7.752 271.11 8.262 8.132 7.377
52… … … … … … 0.7711 6.420 7.710 269.64 8.308 8.176 7.417
53… … … … … … 0.7669 6.385 7.668 268.17 8.353 8.221 7.458
54… … … … … … 0.7628 6.350 7.626 266.70 8.398 8.266 7.499
55… … … … … … 0.7587 6.316 7.586 265.27 8.444 8.130 7.539
56… … … … … … 0.7547 6.283 7.546 263.89 8.489 8.354 7.579
57… … … … … … 0.7507 6.249 7.505 262.46 8.534 8.400 7.620
58… … … … … … 0.7467 6.216 7.465 261.07 8.850 8.444 7.661
59… … … … … … 0.7428 6.183 7.427 259.73 8.625 8.488 7.700
60… … … … … … 0.7389 6.151 7.387 258.34 7.670 8.534 7.742
61… … … … … … 0.7351 6.119 7.349 257.00 8.716 8.578 7.782
62… … … … … … 0.7313 6.087 7.310 255.65 8.761 8.623 7.823
63… … … … … … 0.7275 6.056 7.273 254.35 8.807 8.668 7.863
64… … … … … … 0.7238 6.025 7.236 253.05 8.852 8.712 7.904
65… … … … … … 0.7201 5.994 7.199 251.75 8.897 8.757 7.944
66… … … … … … 0.7165 5.964 7.163 250.49 8.943 8.801 7.984
67… … … … … … 0.7128 5.934 7.127 249.23 8.988 8.846 8.025
68… … … … … … 0.7093 5.904 7.091 247.97 9.033 8.891 8.065
69… … … … … … 0.7057 5.875 7.055 246.71 9.079 8.936 8.107
70… … … … … … 0.7022 5.845 7.020 245.49 9.125 8.980 8.147
71… … … … … … 0.6988 5.816 6.986 244.31 9.169 9.024 8.187
72… … … … … … 0.6953 5.788 6.951 243.10 9.215 9.069 8.227
73… … … … … … 0.6919 5.759 6.917 241.88 9.260 9.114 8.269
74… … … … … … 0.6886 5.731 6.883 240.70 9.305 9.159 8.309
75… … … … … … 0.6852 5.704 6.849 239.53 9.351 9.204 8.350
76… … … … … … 0.6819 5.676 6.817 238.39 9.396 9.248 8.390
77… … … … … … 0.6787 5.649 6.784 237.26 9.442 9.292 8.430
78… … … … … … 0.6754 5.622 6.752 236.12 9.487 9.337 8.470
79… … … … … … 0.6722 5.595 6.720 234.99 9.532 9.382 8.511
80… … … … … … 0.6690 5.569 6.687 238.86 9.578 9.427 8.552
81… … … … … … 0.6659 5.542 6.656 232.76 9.623 9.472 8.593
82… … … … … … 0.6628 5.516 6.624 231.67 9.668 9.516 8.633
83… … … … … … 0.6597 5.490 6.595 230.62 9.714 9.559 8.672
84… … … … … … 0.6566 5.465 6.563 229.53 9.759 9.605 8.713
85… … … … … … 0.6536 5.440 6.533 228.48 9.805 9.649 8.754
86… … … … … … 0.6506 5.415 6.503 227.43 9.850 9.694 8.794
87… … … … … … 0.7476 5.390 6.473 226.38 9.895 9.738 8.835
88… … … … … … 0.6446 5.365 6.443 225.33 9.941 9.784 8.876
89… … … … … … 0.6417 5.341 6.415 224.32 9.986 9.828 8.916
90… … … … … … 0.6388 5.317 6.385 223.27 10.031 9.874 8.957
91… … … … … … 0.6360 5.293 6.357 222.31 10.077 9.917 8.996
92… … … … … … 0.6331 5.269 6.328 221.30 10.122 9.962 9.038
93… … … … … … 0.6303 5.245 6.300 220.33 10.168 10.006 9.077
94… … … … … … 0.6275 5.222 6.273 219.37 10.213 10.050 9.117
aWater (H2O AT 60
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VISCOSITY

Viscosity is the internal resistance of a liquid to flow.  A liquid is said to be viscous if it is sluggish or thick.
Lubricating oil must be viscous enough to maintain a lubricating film under all operating conditions.  However, it
must not be so viscous that it becomes a drag or causes a power loss.  Absolute viscosity is a measure of the force
required to produce motion.  The unit of force in the metric system is called the poise.  One poise is equal to 100
centipoises.  Viscosity is measured by noting the time in seconds for a standard amount of product to flow through
a viscosimeter.  The Saybolt Universal instrument is the type of viscosimeter commonly used for such measur e-
ments.  A more accurate instrument for measuring viscosity is the Ubbelohde viscosimeter.  Conversions from
kinematic to Saybolt viscosity can be taken from the ASTM table (Table C-2).

Table C-2.  Kinematic viscosity converted to Saybolt Universal viscosity

KINEMATAIC
VISCOSITY

EQUIVALENT SAYBOLT
UNIVERSAL VISCOSITY,

SECONDS KINEMATAIC
VISCOSITY

EQUIVALENT SAYBOLT
UNIVERSAL VISCOSITY,

SECONDS

cSt AT 100°F
BASIC VALUES

AT 210°F cSt AT 100°F
BASIC VALUES

AT 210°F

2… … … … … … .. 32.6 32.9 27 128.1 129.0
2.5… … … … … .. 34.4 34.7 28 132.5 133.4
3… … … … … … .. 36.0 36.3 29 136.9 137.9
3.5… … … … … .. 37.6 37.9 30 141.3 142.3
4… … … … … … .. 39.1 39.4 31 145.7 146.8
4.5… … … … … .. 40.8 41.0 32 150.2 151.2
5… … … … … … .. 42.4 42.7 33 154.7 155.8
6… … … … … … . 45.6 45.9 34 159.2 160.3
7… … … … … … .. 48.8 49.1 35 163.7 164.9
8… … … … … … .. 52.1 52.5 36 168.2 169.4
9… … … … … … .. 55.5 55.9 37 172.7 173.9
10… … … … … … 58.9 59.3 38 177.3 178.5
11… … … … … …

.
62.4 62.9 39 181.8 183.0

12… … … … … …
.

66.0 66.5 40 186.3 187.6

13… … … … … …
.

69.8 70.3 41 190.8 192.1

14… … … … … …
.

73.6 74.1 42 195.3 196.7

15… … … … … …
.

77.4 77.9 43 199.8 201.2

16… … … … … …
.

81.3 81.9 44 204.4 205.9

17… … … … … …
.

85.3 85.9 45 209.1 210.5

18… … … … … …
.

89.4 90.1 46 213.7 215.2

19… … … … … …
.

93.6 94.2 47 218.3 219.8

20… … … … … …
.

97.8 98.5 48 222.9 224.5

21… … … … … …
.

102.0 102.8 49 227.5 229.1

22… … … … … …
.

106.4 107.1 50 232.1 233.8
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23… … … … … …
.

110.7 111.4 55 255.2 257.0

24… … … … … …
.

115.0 115.8 60 278.3 280.2

25… … … … … …
.

119.3 120.1 65 301.4 303.5

26… … … … … …
.

123.7 124.5 70 324.4 326.7

Over 70… … … .. Saybolt
seconds =

centistokes x
4.635

Saybolt
seconds =

centistokes x
4.667

Note:  To obtain the Saybolt Universal viscosity  equivalent to a kinematic viscosity determined at tF, multiply the equiv a-
lent Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100F by 1+(t - 100) 0.000034: for example, 10cSt at 210°F are equivalent to 58.9 x
1.0070 or 59.3 seconds Saybolt Universal at 210°F.

Compressibility

All fluids are compressible to an extent.  That is, they can be made to occupy less space by increasing the pre s-
sure or decreasing the temperature.  Liquids have perfect elasticity.  They return to their original volume when the
pressure is lowered or the temperature is increased.  Products of the highest API gravity have the greatest co m-
pressibility.  They can generate the highest surge pressure, known as hydraulic shock or water hammer.  Products
of high API gravity can also be transferred at the highest rate of flow.  This also increases the possibility of surge
pressure.  Surge pressure must be avoided.  Apart from surge pressure, compressibility has little significance in
military di spatching of petroleum products.

TEMPERATURE

The effects of product temperature and its measurement and correction are described below.

Effects

Product temperature affects all of the properties discussed above.  Volume, API gravity, compressibility, and
volatility increase with temperature.  Density, specific gravity, and viscosity decrease when the temperature i n-
creases.  Pipeline throughput is higher in summer than in winter and requires less power.  A pipeline heated by the
sun delivers a greater volume.  The API gravity is also higher in a pipeline than in the cool interior of a storage
tank.  Lubricating oil may be too thick to lubricate an engine properly when the engine is started on a cold mor n-
ing.  The same engine oil may thin out under operating temperatures.  The change in viscosity with temperature is
called vi scosity index.  It varies from product to product.

Measurements

Product is measured and tested many times between manufacture and consumption.  Input stations report to
the dispatcher temperatures and quantities pumped every hour.  Takeoff stations report temperatures and quantities
received every hour.  Quantities are determined by gaging as shown in Tables C-3 and C-4, page C-6.  Because of
the effects of temperature on volume and gravity, all measurements are corrected to 60 °F.

Table C-3. Gage data for military bolted tanks (capacities shown in barrels of 42 gallons)

DEPTH 100 bbla 250 bbla 500 bbla

1,000 bbla

or
3,000 bblb 10,000 bblb

¼ in 0.24 0.69 1.35 2.57 8.81
½ in .49 1.38 2.70 5.15 17.62
¾ in .73 2.07 4.06 7.72 26.43
1 in .98 2.76 5.41 10.30 35.23
2 in 1.97 5.52 10.82 20.59 70.47
3 in 2.96 8.28 16.23 30.89 105.70
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4 in 3.95 11.04 21.64 41.18 140.94
5 in 4.94 13.80 27.05 51.48 176.17
6 in 5.93 16.56 32.46 61.77 211.41
7 in 6.92 19.32 37.87 72.07 246.64
8 in 7.91 22.07 43.28 82.36 281.88
9 in 8.90 24.83 46.68 92.66 317.11

10 in 9.89 27.59 54.09 102.96 352.35
11 in 10.88 30.35 59.50 113.25 387.58

1 ft 0 in 11.87 33.11 64.91 123.56 422.82
2 ft 0 in 23.76 66.22 129.83 247.09 845.64
3 ft 0 in 35.66 99.34 194.74 370.64 1,268.46
4 ft 0 in 47.54 132.45 259.65 494.19 1,691.28
5 ft 0 in 59.43 165.56 324.56 617.74 2,114.09
6 ft 0 in 71.32 198.67 389.48 741.28 2,536.91
7 ft 0 in 83.21 231.79 454.39 864.38 2,959.73
8 ft 0 in 95.10 c264.90 c519.30 988.38 3,382.55
9 ft 0 in 106.99 c298.01 584.22 c1,111.93 3,805.37

Table C-3. Gage data for military bolted tanks (capacities shown in barrels of 42 gallons) Cont.
10 ft 0 in 118.88 331.12 649.13 1,235.47 4,228.19
11 ft 0 in 130.77 364.24 714.04 1,359.02 4,651.01
12 ft 0 in 142.66 397.35 778.96 1,482.57 5,073.83
13 ft 0 in 154.55 430.46 843,87 1,606.12 5,496.64
14 ft 0 in 166.44 463.57 908.78 1,729.66 5,919.46
15 ft 0 in 178.33 496.69 973.69 1,853.29 6,342.28
16 ft 0 in 190.22 529.80 1,038.61 1,976.76 6,765.10
17 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,100.30 7,187.92
18 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,223.85 7,610.74
19 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,347.40 8,033.56
20 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,470.95 8,456.38
21 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,594.49 8,879.19
22 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,718.04 9,302.01
23 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,841.59 9,724.83
24 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … 2,965.13 10,147.65

a One-ring tank.
b More than n-ring tank.
c Capacities greater than nominal size are produced by adding one additional ring.  No more than one is permi t-
ted.

Table C-4.  Deadwood for military bolted tanks (capacities are in barrels of 42 gallons)

DEPTH 100 bbla 250 bbla 500 bbla

1,000 bbla

or
3,000 bblb 10,000 bblb

1 ft 0 in 0.007 0.008 0.010 0.030 0.055
2 ft 0 in .013 .016 .020 .060 .110
3 ft 0 in .019 .024 .030 .089 .164
4 ft 0 in .026 .032 .40 .119 .217
5 ft 0 in .031 .039 .048 .145 .279
6 ft 0 in .036 .046 .057 .169 .340
7 ft 0 in .042 .053 .065 .195 .405
8 ft 0 in .047 .058 .073 .219 .467
9 ft 0 in .052 .066 .081 .243 .508

10 ft 0 in .058 .073 .089 .268 .548
11 ft 0 in .063 .079 .098 .292 .586
12 ft 0 in .069 .086 .105 .317 .624
13 ft 0 in .074 .093 .113 .340 .665
14 ft 0 in .079 .100 .122 .366 .700
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15 ft 0 in .084 .106 .129 .390 .740
16 ft 0 in .090 .113 .137 .416 .779
17 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .441 .817
18 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .464 .855
19 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .490 .893
20 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .521 .933
21 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .538 .972
22 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .562 1.006
23 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .586 1.100
24 ft 0 in … … … … . … … … … … … … … .690 1.368

a One-ring tank.
b More than one-ring tank.
CCapacities greater than nominal size are produced by adding one additional ring.  No more than one is permi t-
ted.

Corrections

Volume correction to 60°F requires observation of both gravity and temperature.  They should be taken as
close to the same time as possible.  Combination hydrometers and thermometers make this easier.  If specific gra v-
ity is taken, it must be converted to API gravity.  Gravity at the observed temperature is corrected to 60°F.  Volume
correction factors are based on true or corrected gravity.  Corrections are made according to the API/ASTM-IP
Petroleum Measurement Table (Tables 5B and 6B) and DA Pam 710-2-2.  Table 5B gives factors for correcting
observed API gravity to true gravity at 60°F.  Table 6B gives correction factors for each degree or half degree of
API gravity and each degree or half degree of temperature.  Gravity must be corrected to 60°F to ensure that the
multiplier is selected from the proper group.  This is most important near the ends of the eight gravity ranges.  The
multiplier is a ratio volume at 60 °F to volume at the observed temperature.  If the observed temperature is higher
than 60°F, the multiplier is less than 1 and the corrected volume will be smaller.  If observed temperature is less
than 60°F, the mult iplier is less than 1 and the corrected volume will be larger.

Section II.  Flow in Pipelines

HYDRAULICS

The principles of hydraulics govern flow in pipelines.  Hydraulics is the branch of science that deals with the
behavior of liquids.  It also deals with the equipment required to raise liquids to higher elevations and to transfer
them from place to place.  The broad subject includes the pressure and the equilibrium of liquids at rest ( hydroki-
netics), as in an operating pipeline, and forces exerted on liquids by objects in motion (hydrodynamics), as in
pumping equipment.

PRESSURE

Pressure is the main element in pipeline hydraulics.  All forces producing pipeline flow and those opposing it
can be measured in terms of pressure or head.  Coupled military pipelines are low-pressure systems that operate at
pressures of not more than 600 PSI.  The low pressure requires closer pump station spacing than in commercial
pipeline.  Pump stations are spaced about 12 to16 miles apart in military systems on level terrain.  Welded lines
constructed for the military operate at higher pressures.  The two types of pressure in a pipeline are static and d y-
namic.

Static Pressure
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Static pressure is a measure of pressure in liquids at rest.  At any level in any size or shape of container, static
pressure depends solely upon the vertical height of liquid above that level.  Unit pressure at the bottom of all co n-
tainers shown in Figure C-1, page C-8, is the same, 1 PSI.  A column of water 1 inch square and about 27 inches
high weighs 1 pound.  The force of 1 pound acts on an area of 1 square inch in the first container.  The second
container holds 4 pounds of water distributed over 4 square inches.  The third container holds 16 pounds distri b-
uted over 16 square inches.  The fourth holds 64 pounds distributed over 64 square inches.  Total pressure varies at
the bottom of all containers in Figure C-1, page C-8, and Figure C-2, page C-8, but unit pressure is the same, 1
PSI.  The height of water in all the containers, 27 inches or 2.31 feet, is the head required to produce a pressure of
1 PSI.  Static pressure in any column of water is the head in feet divided by 2.31 or multiplied by 0.433 (Table C-5,
page C-9).  Static pressure is proportionally less in a petroleum product because of its lower specific gravity.  The
formulas for converting head to pre ssure and vice versa are as follows:

Pressure (PSI)  = head (in feet) x specific gravity
2.31

or

Pressure (PSI) = 0.433 x head (in feet) x specific gravity

or

Head (in feet) = PSI
0.433 x specific gravity

Figure C-1. Pressure in containers of different dimensions
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Figure C-2. Pressure in irregularly shaped containers

Table C-5.  API gravity, corresponding specific gravity, weights, and pressure at 60°F

API GRAVITY
SPECIFIC
GRAVITY

POUNDS PER
CU FT FEET PER PSI PSI PER FOOT

10 1.0000 62.30 2.31 0.433
15 .9659 60.17 2.39 .418
20 .9340 58.18 2.48 .404
25 .9042 56.32 2.56 .391
26 .8984 55.96 2.57 .389
27 .8927 55.61 2.59 .386
28 .8871 55.26 2.61 .384
29 .8816 54.92 2.62 .381
30 .8762 54.58 2.64 .379
31 .8708 54.24 2.66 .377
32 .8654 53.90 2.67 .374
33 .8602 53.58 2.69 .372
34 .8550 53.25 2.70 .370
35 .8498 52.93 2.72 .368
36 .8448 52.62 2.74 .365
37 .8398 52.31 2.75 .363
38 .8348 52.00 2.77 .361
39 .8299 51.69 2.79 .359
40 .8251 51.39 2.80 .357
41 .8203 51.09 2.82 .355
42 .8155 50.79 2.84 .353
43 .8109 50.51 2.85 .351
44 .8063 50.22 2.87 .349
45 .8017 49.93 2.88 .347
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46 .7972 49.65 2.90 .345
47 .7927 49.37 2.92 .343
48 .7883 49.10 2.93 .341
49 .7839 48.82 2.95 .339
50 .7796 48.55 2.97 .337
51 .7753 48.29 2.98 .335
52 .7711 48.02 3.00 .334
53 .7669 47.76 3.02 .332
54 .7628 47.50 3.03 .330
55 .7587 47.25 3.05 .328
56 .7547 47.00 3.06 .326
57 .7507 46.75 3.08 .325
58 .7467 46.50 3.10 .323
59 .7428 46.26 3.11 .321
60 .7389 46.01 3.13 .320
61 .7351 45.77 3.15 .318
62 .7313 45.53 3.16 .316
63 .7275 45.30 3.18 .315
64 .7238 45.07 3.19 .313
65 .7201 44.84 3.21 .311
66 .7165 44.61 3.22 .210
67 .7128 44.39 3.24 .308
68 .7093 44.16 3.26 .307
69 .7057 43.94 3.27 .305
70 .7022 43.72 3.29 .304
71 ,6988 43.51 3.30 .302
72 .6953 43.30 3.32 .301
73 .6919 43.08 3.34 .299
74 .6886 42.87 3.35 .298
75 .6852 42.66 3.37 .296

Dynamic Pressure

Dynamic pressure or head is a measure of pressure in liquids in motion.  Dynamic head is also a measure of
potential energy or energy of position.  Figure C-3, page C-10, shows the relationship between static head and d y-
namic head.  Static head at ground level behind the nozzle is measured by the vertical height of liquid in the tank
above the ground.  When liquid starts to flow down the pipe, it loses static head, but it gains in dynamic head.
Potential energy becomes kinetic energy or energy in motion.  Dynamic head or velocity is greatest at ground level
where the stream changes direction and starts to rise.  Dynamic head decreases after that until all velocity is lost.
Meanwhile, the stream regains some portion of its initial static head and final static head is the head loss because
of friction and change in direction.  In other words, dynamic head is the static head required to accelerate the
stream to its flowing velocity.  It is the elevation to which a pump can push a co lumn of liquid.
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Figure C-3. Relationship between static head and dynamic head

Pascal’s Law

Pascal’s law states that pressure, applied to the surface of a liquid, is transmitted equally in all directions
through the liquid.  It adds that, at any point, pressure acts at right angles to the confining container with und i-
minished intensity.  Figure C-4, page C-11, shows Pascal’s law and the effect of total pressure.  Unit pressure is the
same on both pistons, 10 PSI.  This pressure is transmitted throughout the liquid.  Therefore, a total pressure of 30
pounds on one piston can exert a total pressure of 1,000 pounds on the other.  This principle is used in hydraulic
presses, jacks, and brakes.

Atmospheric Pressure

Atmospheric pressure is caused by the weight of air above the earth.  It is the same everywhere at any given
elevation.  Atmospheric pressure is similar to static pressure in liquids.  The height of a column of air depends
upon the height of the column.  It is measured by the height in inches it raises a column of mercury in a barometer.
Atmospheric pressure is 14.695 PSI at sea level and proportionally less at higher altitudes.  Maximum suction lift
of centrifugal pumps at sea level is 33(+) feet of water (14.695 PSI x 2.31).  Pump engines are affected at elev a-
tions greater than 3,000 feet because of thinner air.  This same condition lowers atmospheric pressure.  Design
loads on pumps are usually reduced by 4 percent for each 1,000 feet of elevation above 3,000 feet.  Normal suction
pressure of 20 PSI is based on a design fuel of 0.725 specific gravity.  This pressure should be increased to 30 PSI
for elevations over 5,000 feet.
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Figure C-4. Illustration of Pascal’s law

Vacuum

A vacuum is created when pressure is reduced below atmospheric level.  The theoretical limit of pressure r e-
duction is absolute zero or perfect vacuum.  Vacuums are measured as absolute pressure in inches of mercury.
Pump suction reduces atmospheric pressure at the point of intake.  This allows atmospheric pressure on the source
of supply to push liquids into the pump.  Figure C-5 shows the relationship between atmospheric pressure, gage
pressure, vacuum, and absolute pressure.

Figure C-5. Interrelationship of atmospheric pressure, gage pressure, vacuum, and absolute pressure
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Vapor Pressure

All liquids, especially light petroleum products, tend to vaporize.  This results from motion of the molecules of
which they are composed.  Motion of molecules near the surface causes some to escape into the air.  The tendency
to vaporize is called volatility.  Volatility increases with temperature and decreases with pressure.  Vapor pressure
is formed when a vaporizing liquid is confined in a closed container like that used in the Reid vapor pressure test.
The temperature at which vapor pressure is the boiling point of the liquid.  For this reason, liquids boil at lower
temperatures at high elevations than at sea level.  Vapor pressure reduces the effect of atmospheric pressure acting
on the liquid.  Maximum net suction lift is reduced accordingly.  For this reason, pump suction pressure always
must be greater than the vapor pressure of the product.  Normal suction pressure of 20 PSI should be increased to
30 PSI for operating temperatures over 100°F.

NATURE OF FLOW

The two types of flow are laminar and turbulent.  They are covered in Chapter 9.  Liquids flow in pipelines b e-
cause of gravity or pump action. In both cases, they flow because of pressure.  Pressure is supplied by weight of the
liquid in gravity flow and by pump action in discharge flow.  While pressure and head are almost synonymous,
they are actually proportional to each other.

RESISTANCE OF FLOW

Flow in a pipeline continues until the head producing it has been lost.  The loss of head or the difference b e-
tween pressure at the source and at any point downstream is caused by factors that resist flow.  The main factors
that resist flow are friction of the pipe walls and viscosity of the liquid.  Friction loss calculations are covered in
detail in FM 5-482, Chapter 4.  To calculate friction loss for JP-8, use Table C-6, page C-14,  and Figure C-6, page
C-13.  Less important factors in flow resistance include:

• Entrance to the pipe.

• Sudden changes in cross-sectional area or direction of flow.

• Resistance of valves and fittings.

• Passage through equipment, such as meters and traps.

• Corrosion or deposits in the line.

RATE OF FLOW

The rate of flow depends on pump pressure and differences in elevation.  It also depends on gravity and vi s-
cosity of the product, diameter and length of the pipe, and roughness of the pipe.

Pressure

There is friction between the liquid and the pipe walls.  The pressure needed to overcome this resistance is e x-
pressed as pressure drop or loss in pounds per square inch per mile of pipe as shown in Figure C-7, page C-15.
The pressure needed to overcome the resistance of valves and fittings is similarly expressed in equivalent lengths of
pipe as shown in Figure C-8, page C-16, and Table C-6, page C-14.  The total pressure needed to overcome all
resistance in the line is pressure drop per mile times length of the line in miles.  There is a direct relationship b e-
tween pressure and rate of flow.  This is shown by the fact that about double the pressure is needed to increase
throughput by one half as shown in Table C-8, page C-16.
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Figure C-6. Kinematic viscosities for common military fuels

Table C-6.  Pipe lengths equivalent to lubricated plug valves
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125-POUND CAST IRON
AND 150-POUND

NONFERROUS METAL

250-POUND
CAST IRON

150-POUND STEEL 300-POUND STEEL

Nominal
Size

(inches)

Regular
(feet)

Short
Pattern
Wedge
Gate
(feet)

Venturi
(feet)

Regu-
lar

(feet)

Venturi
(feet)

Regular Short
Pattern
(feet)

Venturi
(feet)

Regular
(feet)

Short
Pattern
(feet)

Venturi
(feet)

6 12 44 36 12 36 9.6 14.4 36 … … … 42 … … …
8 18 54 54 18 54 12.0 48.0 54 9.6 54 54

10 24 60 60 24 60 … … .. 54.0 60 … … … 66 60
12 30 72 78 … … … 78 … … … 72.0 84 … … … … … … 77

Table C-7.  Relationship of pressure and quantity with length and diameter constant
RELATIVE
PRESSURE

INCREASE
IN
PRESSURE
(percent)

RELATIVE
QUANTITY
(percent)

INCREASE
IN
QUANTITY
(percent)

RELATIVE
PRESSURE

DECREASE
IN
PRESSURE
(percent)

RELATIVE
QUANTITY

DECREASE
IN
QUANTITY
(percent)

1.00 … … … … . 1.00 … … … … .. 1.00 … … … … .. 1.00 … … … … ..
1.02 2 1.01 1 .98 2 .99 1
1.04 4 1.02 2 .96 4 .98 2
1.06 6 1.03 3 .94 6 .96 4
1.08 8 1.05 5 .92 8 .95 5
1.10 10 1.06 6 .90 10 .94 6
1.12 12 1.07 7 .88 12 .93 7
1.15 15 1.08 8 .85 15 .91 9
1.20 20 1.11 11 .80 20 .88 12
1.25 25 1.14 14 .75 25 .85 15
1.30 30 1.16 16 .70 30 .81 19
1.40 40 1.22 22 .60 40 .74 26
1.50 50 1.26 26 50 50 .67 33
1.75 75 1.38 38 .40 60 .58 42
2.00 100 1.49 49 .30 70 .49 51
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Figure C-7. Pressure loss due to friction in pipe
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Figure C-8. Pipe lengths equivalent to valves and fittings
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Elevation

Pressure needed to overcome friction is not the total pressure supplied if the product is to be pumped over a
hill higher than the pump.  The pressure equivalent of the difference in elevation in feet must be added to the pre s-
sure needed to overcome friction.  If the liquid is to flow downhill from the pump, the difference in elevation can
be subtracted.  Otherwise, the liquid will flow proportionally farther at the same pump pressure.  Elevation or static
pressure acts at all times on a filled line whether the liquid is flowing or not.

Gravity

Specific gravity of the product is important because the liquid being moved has weight.  The greater the sp e-
cific gravity, or the lower the API gravity, the greater must be the pump pressure to move it.  As heavier products
are pumped in the line, pressure must be increased to keep the same flow rate.  At the same pressure, flow rate falls
off to suit the heaviest product being pumped.  Observed gravity should be used in rate-of-flow computations i n-
stead of true gravity.  This is because the computation will be concerned with an actual, not theoretical, condition.
Changing from 40 API gravity to 60 API gravity lessens pressure requirements 10 percent.  At the same pressure,
changing from 40 API gravity to 60 API gravity increases rate of flow about 7 percent.

Viscosity

Viscosity and specific gravity of product affect pump pressure in the same way.  As more viscous products are
pumped, pressure must be increased to keep the same rate of flow as shown in Table C-8.  Both gravity and visco s-
ity vary with temperature.  Therefore, locations with temperature differences of about 50 °F require 10 to 20 percent
higher pumping pressures in winter.

Table C-8.  Relationship of viscosity, quantity, and pressure
RELATIVE QUANTITY WITH
PRESSURE CONSTANT

RELATIVE PRESSURE WITH
QUANTITY CONSTANT

VISCOSITYa Ab Bc VISCOSITYa Ab Bc

35 120 100 35 73 100
40 110 91 40 85 117
45 104 86 45 90 128
50 100 83 50 100 137
55 97 81 55 105 144
60 95 79 60 109 150
70 91 76 70 117 161
80 89 74 80 123 168
90 87 72 90 128 175

100 85 71 100 132 182
125 82 68 125 142 194
150 79 66 150 150 205
200 75 63 200 162 222
300 71 59 300 182 249

a Viscosity in Saybolt Universal seconds.
b Quantity or pressure relative to 50 seconds.
c Quantity or pressure relative to 35 seconds.

Diameter of Pipe

The pressure needed to pump at a given flow rate decreases rapidly as pipe diameter increases.  It requires
about 85 feet of pressure drop per mile to pump gasoline at the rate of 550 GPM through a 6.407-inch pipeline.
Only about 22 feet of pressure drop are needed to pump at the same rate through 8.407-inch pipeline as shown in
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Figure C-6, page C-13.  The decrease is about 74 percent.  The same rate of flow requires about 600 feet of pres-
sure drop for 4.344-inch pipeline.  This is an increase of more than 500 percent.  At any given pressure, throug h-
put may be increased about threefold by increasing the pipe diameter 50 percent.

Length of pipe

Required pumping pressure increases directly with distance pumped.  In other words, pressure drop per mile is
proportional to distance pumped.  If distance is doubled, pressure must be doubled.  If pressure stays constant, rate
of flow varies inversely as the approximate square root of length.  For example, if station spacing is decreased by
one half, flow rate will increase by about one half.

Roughness of pipe

Required pumping pressure increases directly with roughness of pipe  For this reason, scrapers and corrosion
inhibitors must be used to keep the pipeline in good operating condition.

Section III.  Examples of Flow

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT

Figure C-9 shows what is meant by hydraulic gradient.  The figure shows a tank with a pipeline of uniform
size and grade connected at point A and discharging into the atmosphere at point B.  Vertical pipes that open to
the atmosphere have been connected at points X, Y, and Z.  The tank is filled with product to a height of 10 feet
above A and B.  The hydraulic gradient exists only under conditions of flow.  It is assumed that the level of product
in the tank stays the same when flow begins.  Product rises in each of the vertical pipes to a height (D, E, and F)
that represents the remaining feet of head at X, Y, and Z.  The head that has been lost at each point is proportional
to the length of pipe through which product has flowed.  Pressure head is lost uniformly from A to B.  This un i-
form loss of head is the hydraulic gradient.  It is shown by the line co nnecting points C, D, E, F, and B.

Figure C-9. Hydraulic gradient
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DOWNHILL FLOW

Figure C-10, shows a situation in which the product flows downhill.  Conditions are the same as in Figure C-
8, page C-16, except that point B is 10 feet below the tank connection A.  This change increases the head to 20
feet.  The new C to B line is the hydraulic gradient.  This gradient is steeper than in Figure C-8, page C-16.  The
rate of flow or velocity is also greater.

Figure C-10. Downhill flow

UPHILL FLOW

Figure C-11, page C-20, shows a situation in which product flows uphill.  The point of discharge B is 5 feet
above the tank outlet A.  Effective head has been reduced to 5 feet.  The hydraulic gradient is not as steep as that in
Figure C-9, page C-18 .  The rate of flow is also less.  The tank could not be emptied by gravity below point D.
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Figure C-11. Uphill flow

SIZE OF PIPE

Figure C-12, page C-21,  shows a situation in which size of the line is increased at point X.  Pressure lost b e-
cause of friction is greater in smaller pipe than in the larger pipe.  Therefore, the hydraulic gradient is not a
straight line from A to B.  Instead, it has a steeper slope from A to X and a lesser slope from X to B.
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Figure C-12. Varying size of pipe
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APPENDIX D

PMCS CHECKLISTS

Use of Forms
Forms are prepared to schedule inspections and preventive maintenance and to record the results of inspections and the

need for repairs.  They are also used to report preventive maintenance performed, to note repairs made, and to request services
of support maintenance.  In addition, forms are used to keep track of the time equipment is in use or out of service, and to
provide data for reports on the condition and status of equipment.

Responsibility for Record Keeping
Most maintenance records are the responsibility of the TAMMS clerk.  However, some forms should be filled out by

equipment operators and repairers  Some forms require only one or two brief comments; others require many detailed entries.
Some are filed in the appropriate equipment logbook.  Others are turned over to the TAMMS clerk or maintenance supervisor
for further action.  The maintenance forms that pipeline equipment operators and repairers should be familiar with are briefly
described in this appendix.  DA Pamphlet 738-750 gives additional information on all these forms except DA Form 4177 and
DA Form 10-242.

DD Form 314
DD Form 314 is used to show when equipment is scheduled for periodic preventive maintenance and when maintenance

has been performed.  The reverse side of DD Form 314 is used to record the time a piece of equipment was not mission
capable either because of maintenance or because repairers were waiting for parts from supply.  Not all preventive
maintenance should be recorded on DD Form 314.  Only preventive maintenance that is performed on a time or mileage basis
should be scheduled and recorded on DD Form 314.  For example, DD Form 314 should be used to schedule and record
maintenance that is done every 3 months, after 1,000 hours of operation, or every 5,000 miles.

DA Form 2404
DA Form 2404 is used to report any faults or malfunctions discovered by an equipment operator.  It is also used by

organizational maintenance personnel to record periodic maintenance services and spot check inspections.  This form is a
temporary record of needed and completed repairs.  DA Form 2404 should be 75destroyed after all uncorrected faults have
been recorded on DA Forms 2402 and 2407 or action has been taken to request repair parts.  However, if the equipment is not
combat ready because of needed repairs, DA Form 2404 should be kept on file until the equipment has been repaired.

DA Form 2407
DA Form 2407 is used by organizational maintenance personnel mainly to request support maintenance.  It is used when

organizational maintenance personnel cannot repair a piece of equipment because of a lack of ability or proper tools.  All
copies of DA Form 2407 are sent with the faulty equipment to the support activity.  The receipt copy is sent back to the owning
organization where it is kept on file until the equipment is returned.  DA Form 2407 is also used to report maintenance on
certain sample items and to submit warranty claims.  DA Form 2407-1 is used where there are not enough lines on DA Form
2407.  DA Form 2405 is used by the owning organization to keep a record of DA Forms 2407 sent to support maint enance.

DA Form 2409
DA Form 2409 is used to keep a complete maintenance history on a piece of equipment.  Its use is mandatory for some

pieces of equipment.  See DA Pamphlet 738-750.  DA Form 2409 should be maintained as a separate equipment log.  Every
inspection or test specified in the appropriate TM should be noted on the front of DA Form 2409.  Every corrective action
taken by organizational personnel should be noted on the back of the form.  The form is kept for 6 months after the last
inspection or corrective action noted.
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DA Form 4177
DA Form 4177 is used to schedule inspections and preventive maintenance on a fixed utility or structure

such as storage tank.  It is also used to record completed maintenance and repairs to tank.  Additional info r-
mation on scheduling inspections and performing required maintenance on storage tanks is in Chapter 12 of
this manual.  DA Form 4177 should be kept on file locally for the duration of the equipment.  All lines on the
reverse side of the form should be used.  Instructions for preparing the format are given as follows.

Front of DA Form 4177
The front of DA Form 4177 should be filled out as follows:

• Enter the location and identification number of the tank in the Equipment Number block.

• Briefly describe the tank in the Descri ption block.  Include the capacity of the tank.

• Enter the name of the person who will perform the preventive maintenance on the tank in the Preventive
Maintenance To Be Done By block.

• Review the appropriate TMs and list the inspections to be performed and the maintenance actions to be
taken in the Work To Be Done blocks.

• Number the work list consecutively in the Item Nr block.

• Enter the number of the TMs and the paragraph which describes the work to be performed in the Refe r-
ence block.

• Enter how often the inspection or maintenance action should be performed in the Frequency block.

• Enter the day and the time the work should be performed in the Time block.

• Place a check in each block at the top of the form where the months are listed if inspections are made on
some items each month.  Write SA in the appropriate blocks for semiannual maintenance and A in the appr o-
priate block for annual maintenance.

Back of DA Form 4177

The back of DA Form 4177 should be filled out as given below.

• Enter the date the work was performed in the Date block.

• Enter the corresponding item number for the work performed in the Work Done block.  These numbers
are listed on the front of the form.  Special maintenance and repairs performed on the storage tank, but not
listed on the front of the form, should be described briefly.

• Enter initials in the Initial block.

DA Form 10-5464-R

DA Form 10-5464-R is usually filled out by a pipeline patroller to report a pipeline leak.  The completed
form is turned over to the pipeline supervisor to be signed by the section chief and platoon leader.  To fill out
this form--

• Enter the date and time in the blocks in the top right corner labeled Date and Time.

• Enter the name of the unit that the report goes to in the To block and the name of the unit the report is
from in the From block.

• Enter name and grade in the Reported By block.

• Enter name of platoon and section in the Platoon And Se ction block.
• Enter the number of the pump station nearest the leak and the number of the joint where the leak was

found in the Location Of Leak blocks.
• Enter an estimate of the amount of leaked fuel in Fuel Lost block.
• Enter the apparent cause of the leak in the A pparent Cause Of Leak blocks.
• Enter a description of the kind of repair made in the Disp osition block.
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• Enter a description of any other actions taken to protect life and property in the Precautions Taken
block.
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APPENDIX E

WATER DETECTION (AQUA-GLO) TEST

EQUIPMENT

To test aviation fuels for undissolved (free) water, use the Aqua-Glo III ultraviolet detector kit as shown in
Figures E-1A and E1B, page E-1 and page E-2.  The standard test method for undissolved water is ASTM D 3240-
86a.  The following equipment is required to perform this test:

Aqua-Glow series III Free Water Detector Unit

The Aqua-Glo series III determines the degree of undissolved water content.  The ultraviolet lamp assembly
has a single, permanent fluorescing standard, positioned under a photographic-type iris diaphra gm that can be
opened or closed to increase or decrease the amount of ultraviolet light.  The water content is determined by a d-
justing the diaphra gm lever arm until the fluorescing standard and the test pad shows equal brightness in the ultr a-
violet light.  The balance is reached when the zero-centering ammeter reads ZERO.  The amount of water is read
PPM on the diaphragm lever arm scale that has been precalibrated in the factory.

Test Pads

The fuel sample passes through a uranine dye-treated filter pad.  Free water in the fuel reacts with the uranine
dye.  When the pad is illuminated by ultraviolet light, the dye contacted by the free water will fluoresce a bright
yellow.  The pad is packaged in a hermetically sealed packet.  The test pads are packaged 50 to a box.

Test Pad Holder and Sample Line

A test pad holder and sample line are used to draw the fuel sample through the test pad.  The test pad holder is
coupled to a sampling coupler mounted on the downstream side of the fi lter/separator.

Paper towels or blotters

Paper towels or blotters are used to remove excess fuel from the test pad before testing is conducted for free
water.

Tweezers

Tweezers are used at all times when the test pad is being handled .

Figure E-1A. Aqua-Glo Series III ultraviolet detector kit
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Figure E-1B. Aqua-Glo Series III ultraviolet detector kit

TEST PREPARATION

To ensure accurate free water detection, the Aqua-Glo III detector must be assembled for operation and cali-
brated before each use and after every hour of use.  These procedures are described below:

• Slide the meter assembly into the track on the ultra violet lamp assembly .

• Turn on the water detector, setting the indicator switch to the appropriate power source:  set to AC (50 or 60
Hz, 110-120v, using power cord), internal battery, or external battery (using external battery cord).  See Figure E-
2, page E-3.  When using the internal battery, ensure the battery is charged  if the battery is in a low or no battery
power condition.  A low battery condition can be identified by sluggish response of the meter  or failure of the de-
tector to stay calibrated during two successive tests.  Use of the detector in a low or no battery condition will pro-
vide inaccurate test results.

• Remove the calibration pad stored in the kit.  Always handle the pad with tweezers  The pad is covered with
a clear plastic shielding and has a coding standard written on one side.  Note the “SET” code in the center of the
pad, this is the calibration setting you will use for calibrating.  The sample pad in  Figure E-3, page E-3, has a cal i-
bration set code of “5.3.”  Ensure that the calibration and fluorescing standard are a matched set.  The fluorescing
standard  located under the hinged light shield has an alphanumeric code, and should match the code on the cal i-
bration standard.  Although the “SET” numbers on the standards may or may not be the same, the code for the
standards must be the same .  You should label or mark the detector with the calibration/fluorescing code to ensure
the proper pad is used during calibration.  Matched standard sets can be ordered under NSN 6630-01-245-5989.

• Using tweezers, insert the calibration pad in the test area window located on the bottom of the water detector.
Lift the covers curved metal tab and place the pad (text facing you) in the depressed circular area in the center of
the test area as shown in Figure E-4, page E-4.  Close the test area cover and stand the water detector upright.

• Position the light-modulator lever, located on the side of the water detector, until the lever is directly above
the number on the scale corresponding to the set number shown on the calibration pad  as shown in  Figure E-5,
page E-4.

• Depress the switch button on the instrument pack and read the calibration meter.  If the meter reads “0,” the
water detector is calibrated as shown in  Figure E-6, page E-5.  If the meter reads any increment other than “0,” you
must adjust the internal calibration screw until the water detector is “zeroed-out.”

• To adjust the internal calibration screw, remove the outer screw on the side of the calibration meter housing
using the jeweler’s screwdriver.  Insert the jeweler’s screwdriver into the housing and turn the internal adjustment
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screw.  Depress the switch button on the instrument pack as you turn the screw until the meter lever reads “0.”
Replace the outer screw and the water detector is calibrated.  See Figure E-7, page E-5.

• Remove the calibration pad  from the test area, using tweezers, and place it back in the kit.

Figure E-2. AC/internal/external power settings

Figure E-3. Calibration pad and calibration set code
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Figure E-4. Placement of calibration pad in test area window

Figure E-5. Set the light-modulator lever
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Figure E-6. Calibration meter lever shaft reading “0”

Figure E-7. Zeroing-out the meter lever
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SAMPLING PROCEDURES

The sampling coupler must be permanently attached to a fuel probe mounted downstream from the fi l-
ter/separator.  For the test to be accurate, the sample must be taken from a moving stream of fuel.  The sample
should be drawn at a rate of 600 to 800 mL/minute.  When sampling the fuel in a system, ensure the pump is ru n-
ning and at least one nozzle is open.  If sampling the fuel in a filter, take the sample while recirculating  the fuel
before operations.  Take the sample using the procedures described below.

• Couple the detector pad holder assembly, with the toggle valve closed (parallel to the line), to the sampling
coupler.  The detector pad holder assembly includes plastic tubing, the detector pad holder, toggle valve, and sa m-
pling coupler.

• Flush the sampling line immediately before sampling.  Put the end of the plastic tubing in a container that
will hold approximately 1 gallon.  (Note:  The amount of free water in a sample is very sensitive to the temperature
of a sample.  Using bottles or cans for a sample container could result in errors due to sample temperature or a d-
sorption of water on container walls.)  Open the toggle valve by turning the handle up (perpendicular to the line).
Flush the detector pad assembly by displacing at least 1 liter of product .  Shut the toggle valve and uncouple the
detector pad assembly.

• Unscrew the two halves of the detector pad holder.  Using tweezers, take the detector pad out of its envelope
and put it, orange side up, in the recess in the outlet side of the holder .  If the sample pad has any discoloration,
unevenness in dye content, or a faded yellow appearance, select another sample pad.  Screw the pad holder asse m-
bly back together.  When using a three-way valve, the assembly may be flushed with the pad in place.  Do not r e-
move the test pad from the hermetically sealed envelope until ready for use.  The pad can absorb moisture from the
air, rain, or sneezing.  Exposing the test pad to the air on a humid day will ruin the pad in a matter of mi nutes.

• Couple the detector pad assembly back to the sampling coupler, with the toggle valve closed, and put the end
of the plastic tubing into the neck of the plastic sample bottle.  Open the toggle valve and allow 500 mL of product
to pass through the sample pad.  Normal sample volume is 500 mL, but if the reading is off scale, sample volumes
as low as 100 mL may be used.

• Close the toggle valve and uncouple the detector pad holder from the sampling coupler.  Unscrew the dete c-
tor pad holder.  Slip one prong into the notch in the pad holder , and lift the pad out.  Press the test pad between dry
paper towels or blotters to remove excess fuel.

TEST PROCEDURES

Test the fuel after the equipment has been prepared and the sample is drawn.  For maximum accuracy, read
the test pad within three minutes after sampling is begun .  Use the following procedures for testing.

• Using tweezers, put the pad in the test pad slot in the bottom of the ultraviolet lamp assembly.  Ensure that
the orange side faces the ultraviolet lamp.  Turn on the lamp.  Press the hooded button of the meter assembly while
moving the light modulator lever as shown in Figure E-8, page E-7.  Watch the meter scale while moving the light
modulator lever until the meter pointer points to zero.  Always move the modulator arm in the same direction to
avoid backlash.  Release pressure on the hooded button and shut the lamp switch off when the meter pointer has
settled on zero.  The meter pointer should stabilize in about a minute.

• Take the reading from the scale below the lever at the point where the lever crosses the scale.  Record the
reading and sample volume.  With a 500 mL sample, the scale reads directly in PPM of free water in the fuel.  If
your reading is 10 PPM or below, the test is finished and the fuel may be used for Army or Air Force aircraft.
Readings of 5.0 PPM or below are required for use in Navy and Marine Corps aircraft .

• If the reading is off the scale (on the high side), repeat sampling and testing procedures using a sample vo l-
ume below 500 mL but no lower than 100 mL.  Record the reading from the point where the lever crosses the
scale, when the meter pointer points to zero, and perform the following calculation:

Free water, ppm = (meter reading, ppm) (500)/(sample volume, mL)

If the retest shows more than the 10 PPM of water, submit a sample to the supporting laboratory for inspection and
disposition instructions and take the fuel and refueler or fuel system out of service.
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CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE

Keep the kit and its components clean.  Store the components in the kit and replace components when necessary.
Proper maintenance is essential.  Follow cleaning and maintenance instructions in TM 10-6640-221-13&P.

Figure E-8. Reading the undissolved water level
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APPENDIX F

PROCEDURES FOR TESTING RESISTANCE TO GROUND

TESTING AGAINST A KNOWN GROUND

When a ground rod is being tested against a known ground, the resistance of the known ground is so small
that the total resistance in the test circuit is accepted as a measure of the ground rod’s resistance.  Since the known
ground may be some distance from the ground rod being tested, inspectors should carry with them up to 500-feet of
building wire, type TW, number 14 AWG or larger, solid copper (or any other solid copper wire number 14 AWG
or larger).  To test against the known ground, connect a 24-volt aircraft battery, the ground rod being tested, a
multimeter, and the known ground in series.  Read the battery voltage and the milliamperes flowing through the
circuit.  Use the following formula to find the resistance, E equals volts, and I equals milliamperes:

R =  1,000E
I

Take a second set of readings with the polarity of the battery reversed (reverse the flow of current in the circuit).
Use the same formula to find the resistances.  The average will approximate the true resistance of the ground rod.

TESTING AGAINST TWO TEST STAKES

Use this method of testing the ground rod’s resistance when there is no known ground against which to test.
Drive two test stakes (other ground rods) into the earth near the ground rod being tested.  Use R1 to equal the re-
sistance in ohms of rod 1, R2 to equal the resistance of rod 2, and R3 the resistance of rod 3.  Test and compute the
resistance between each pair of rods (rods 1 and 2, rods 1 and 3, and rods 2 and 3) using the method and formula
used to test against a known ground.  Let A be the resistance between rod 1 and 2 (R1 + R2 =A).  Let B be the re-
sistance between rods 1 and 3 (R1 + R3=B), and C be the resistance between rods 2 and 3 (R2 + R3=C).  Use these
figures to solve the following equations for the resistance of the three rods:

R1 =  A +B -C R2 = A + C - B

2 2

R3 =  B + C -A

2

Not one of these resistances should be more than 10,000 ohms.  If the resistance is higher, redrive and retest rods
until resistances are below 10,000 ohms.  If after continued tests the resistance is not below 10,000 ohms, remove
the rod or mark it as shown in Chapter 2.
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APPENDIX G

FILTER MEMBRANE COLOR RATINGS
FOR PARTICULATE CONTAMINATION

IN AVIATION TURBINE FUELS

USE

The filter membrane color ratings are used to determine the quality of aviation turbine fuels.  Another method
of determining particulate contamination is ASTM D 2276.  These tests are not a substitute for required monthly
tests that must be performed in a laboratory.  When preflight or daily fuel samples pass the color test, use the fuel.
If the fuel fails the color test, send a sample to the supporting laboratory.  There are two types of field monitors
used to rate filter membrane color.  The first has a single membrane filter (identified by blue and red protective
plugs).  Use this monitor for daily checks.  The second type has a double membrane filter (identified by yellow and
red protective plugs) and is used to submit the monthly samples to the laboratory.  Do not use the fuel until the test
reports are returned from the laboratory.

EQUIPMENT

The color rating when performed in the field requires  the following equipment:

• Sample valve connection.

• Flexible pressure hose.

• Selector valve.

• Field monitor casing.

• Field monitor.

• Graduated receiver.

• Back pressure connection (for sampling from pipes or lines in which the pressure is too low to obtain a
proper sample in a reasonable time).

SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Insert the sampling valve connection in the fuel line of the tank vehicle.  Place this connection on the dow n-
stream side of the filter/separator.  After placing the sampling valve connection in the line, leave it there perm a-
nently.  See Figure G-1, page G-3.  Follow the steps described below to take a sample for the color test.

• Step 1.  Unscrew the top of the monitor casing on the sampling assembly.  Remove the protective plug from
the bottom (cobweb) side of the field monitor.  Place the monitor, with the bottom side down, in the body of the
monitor casing.

• Step 2.  Remove the protective plug from the top of the field monitor.  Put both plugs in a safe, clean place.

• Step 3.  Replace the top of the monitor casing with the monitor in the monitor body.  Screw the top in place.
Hand tighten it only.

• Step 4.  Attach one end of the bypass flushing hose to the selector valve and the other end to the downstream
side of the monitor casing.

• Step 5.  Connect one end of the sampling line to the bottom of the monitor casing.  Place the free end of the
line in the sample receiver.  If possible, use a graduated receiver that holds 5 liters.

• Step 6.  Remove the dust caps from the sampling valve connection in the fuel line and from the flexible pre s-
sure hose.  Connect the sampling assembly to the sampling valve connection.

• Step 7.  Place the selector valve in the FLUSH position.
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• Step 8.  Flush the sampling assembly with approximately 1 gallon of fuel after reaching the proper fuel flow
and line pressure.  The pressure on the line must be at least 25 PSI.  The fuel runs through the bypass flushing hose
and not through the field monitor.

• Step 9.  Turn the selector valve to the SAMPLE position.  Take a 1-gallon sample.  When you have the r e-
quired amount of fuel in the sample receiver, turn the selector valve to the OFF position.

• Step 10.  Disconnect the sampling assembly from the sampling valve connection (allow one minute after
sample is complete before disconnecting as a precaution against electrostatic discharge ).  Replace the two caps (one
on the sampling valve connection and the other on the flex ible pressure hose).

• Step 11.  Remove the field monitor from the monitor casing, and replace the protective plugs.  Handle the
field monitor carefully.  Do not open it.

• Step 12.  Connect the field monitor to the metal syringe. Use the syringe to remove any fuel product inside
the monitor.  Pump the syringe two or three times to remove all of the fuel.  When pumping the syringe,  use slow
strokes to prevent damage to the filter.

COLOR COMPARISON

To use the color standards, match the color of the filter in the field monitor to the closest color sample in the
color scale.  Do this in a location shielded from direct sunlight to ensure an accurate match.  Check color standards
in use frequently against a new, unused set of color standards to eliminate the possibility that sunlight or soiling
due to handling may have changed the colors.  Use a set of color standards printed within two years for verific a-
tion.  Ratings between 0 to 3 can darken naturally by one number over time .  When the filter has a color rating
above 4 on any one of the color scales (A, B, or C), the fuel is unacceptable in its present state. Take another sa m-
ple using the field monitor.  If it also fails, send the fuel sample to the supporting laboratory for verification and
distribution instructions.  Report the following information when forwarding the field monitor:  date, monitor s e-
rial number, sa mple location and volume of sample, and line pressure and flow rate.
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Figure G-1. Sampler assembly



APPENDIX H

STANDARD PETROLEUM CONTAINERS

Table H-1. Data on standard petroleum containers*

Containe
r

Empty
Weight

Gasoline
Auto-
motive
Combat

Kerosene Diesel
fuel

Lubricating
oil engine

Grease Length Width
or

diameter

Height Cubic feet
(including
planning
factor)

Long
ton

Measure-
ment ton

Number
of full

containe
rs on a

2½
truck

Drum,
55-gallon
16-gage2

70 411 443.0 457.0 479.0 -- -- 23 7/16 35 12.0 5.93 3.33 14

Drum,
55-gallon
18-gage2

50 391 423.0 437.0 459.0 -- -- 23 7/16 35 12.0 -- -- 14

Can,
 5-gallon,
fuel

10.5 41 -- -- -- -- 13 3/4 6 3/4 18 1/2 1.0 53.50 30.00 120

Drum, 5-
gallon,
cylindrical

11 -- 45.2 46.2 49.2 66.00 -- 11 1/2 13 9/16 1.0 40.70 40.00 101

Case,
twenty-
four 1-
quart
cans

7.5 -- -- -- 59.6 -- 16 3/8 12 3/16 11 5/8 1.5 37.30 20.00 90

Case, six
5-quart
cans

8.43 -- -- -- 75.7 -- 22 14 10 1.9 29.10 20.00 65

Pail, 35-
pound3

5.0 -- -- -- 43.1 40.25 -- 11 1/2 13 9/16 1.1 49.60 40.00 125

Drum,
120-
pound

16 -- -- -- 139.7 136.00 -- 14 7/8 26 3/4 3.4 14.70 11.76 36

* See notes on following page.
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NOTES:
1. Data for 55-gallon drums and 5-gallon fuel cans are based on average weight of automotive combat gasoline;

data on 35-pound pails and 120-pound drums are based on average weight of grease; data on all other
containers are based on average weight of engine lubricating oil. (Continued)

2. The standard 55-gallon drum (Military Specification PPP-D729E) has an authorized capacity of 54 gallons for
products with flash point of less than 80 degrees Fahrenheit.  For 55 gallons for products with flash point over
80 degrees Fahrenheit.  The specification shows maximum capacity of 57.75 gallons.  The drum is identified
by the letter “O” embossed on the head of the drum.

3. Data are based on the average empty weight of a Class 1 pail. The average empty weight of the Class 2 pail is
5.75 pounds
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APPENDIX I

VOLUME CONVERSION

ASTM/API/IP TABLE 5A/B

ASTM/API/IP Table 5A/B gives the values of API gravities at 60 °F corresponding to API gravities observed
with a glass hydrometer at temperatures other than 60 °F.  In converting an API gravity at the observed temperature
(API hydrometer indication) to the corresponding API gravity at 60 °F, two corrections are necessary.  The first
correction is the change in volume of the glass hydrometer by temperature.  The second correction is the change in
volume of the oil.  Both corrections have been applied to this table.

NOTE: This table must be used with API gravities (hydrometer indications) measured with a soft glass hydrometer
calibrated at 60°F.

FUEL CLASSIFICATION BY API GRAVITY PROCEDURES
The first step in volume conversion is fuel classification.

• Taking the Readings.  Described below are the procedures that must be followed during fuel classification.

• Step 1.  Draw a 300-milliliter sample of fuel from the drum, nozzle, or other fuel source.  Put it into a clean
dry sample bottle, quart bottle with lid, or a sample can.  Cover the sample container.  Take the sample to a tent,
building, or other sheltered place to conduct the test.  Conduct the test promptly while the sample is fresh.

• Step 2.  Agitate the contents of the sample container by shaking it thoroughly.

• Step 3.  Slowly and carefully pour the sample down the inside of a clean, dry hydrometer cylinder, filling the
cylinder a pproximately 3/4 full.

• Step 4.  Allow any air bubbles that are deep in the liquid to rise to the surface.  Hold the cylinder just below
the rim with one hand, and tap the top of the cylinder sharply with the cupped palm of the other hand to remove
surface air bubbles.

• Step 5.  Set the cylinder on a level surface where it is pr otected from air currents.

• Step 6.  Use the hydrometer with the range closest to the API gravity range of the fuel you think you are
testing.  See Figure I-1, page I-2.  For example, if you think the fuel is diesel and the API gravity range of diesel is
between 30.0 and 42.0, use the third or fourth hydrometer from the equipment list.

• Step 7.  Check the mercury column if the hydrometer being used has a built-in thermometer.  If the mercury
has separated, the hydrometer will not take acceptable temperature readings, and you should use another h y-
drometer.  If a hydrometer with an accurate thermometer is not available, you may use a calibrated tank the r-
mometer to measure the temperature.

• Step 8.  Lower the hydrometer gently into the sample.

 NOTE:  If the hydrometer sinks or floats with the scale out of the fuel, you have selected the wrong one for the type
of fuel you are testing.  Try another hydrometer close to the same range.  Keep trying until a hydrometer floats in
the sample.

• Step 9.  Stir the sample gently by raising and lowering the hydrometer, and watch the movement of the me r-
cury in the thermometer.  (A fast registering thermometer should give an accurate reading in 30 to 45 seconds.)
When the mercury stops moving, take a temperature reading and record it.

• Step 10.  Allow the hydrometer to come to rest, but not touching the side of the cylinder.  If it moves to the
side, move it back to the center of the liquid and spin it gently.
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• Step 11.  When the hydrometer is floating freely at rest, read it to the nearest scale division.  Have your eye
slightly below the level of the liquid, and raise it slowly until the surface of the liquid appears to be a straight line
across the hydrometer scale.  Record the gravity reading to the nearest scale division as shown in Figure I-2,
page I-3.

• Step 12.  Stir the sample gently again by raising and lowering the hydrometer, and take a second temper a-
ture reading.  If the temperature of the fuel has not varied more than 1 °F from the previous reading, record the
temperature to the nearest 1°F.  This is your test temperature reading.  If the temperature of the sample has
changed more than 1 °F, repeat steps 9 through 12 until the te mperature is stable (within 1 °F).

Figure I-1. Typical API gravity ranges (corrected to 60 degrees)
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Figure I-2. Hydrometer ready to be read

Correcting Observed Reading to 60°F
Using Table 5A/B, correct the API gravity of the observed temperature to API gravity at 60°F.  Table 5A is

used for JP-4 and Table 5B is used for petroleum products other than JP-4.  Example:  Assume the observed h y-
drometer reading is 40.4 and the observed temperature is 83 °F.  The product is not JP-4.  The steps are given be-
low to correct the observed reading to 60°F.

• Step 1.  Find the Table 5B page that lists API gravity of 40 through 45 at observed temperature across the
top and the observed temperature range of 60° through 90°F down the left side.
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• Step 2. Read down the left side until you find the observed temperature (83.0°F).  The observed API reading
of 40.4 is rounded to 40.5 (The API gravity is in increments of 0.5, so the observed API gravity must be rounded to
the nearest 0.5).  Read across the table to where the observed API gravity of 40.5 intersects the observed tempera-
ture of 83.0°F.  The API gravity at 60°F is 38.7.

NOTE:  For more precise API gravity correction to 60°F, interpolation is used.  See ASTM 1250.  However, when
API gravity is corrected to 60°F for the purpose of volume correction using Table 6A/B, interpolation is not r e-
quired.

• Step 3.  API gravity that is recorded on the gage worksheet for volume correction use only must be rounded
off to the nearest 0.5.  Round off to the nearest 0.5 as follows:

 ••If the fraction is .1 or .2, round down to the nearest whole degree.  (For example, 42.2 becomes 42.0.)

 ••If the fraction is .3, .4, .5, .6, or .7, round to the nearest .5 degree.  (For example 38.3 becomes 38.5, or
38.7 becomes 38.5.)

 ••If the fraction is .8 or .9, round up to the nearest whole number.  (For example, 42.8 b ecomes 43.0.)

Classifying the Fuel
The fuel is now classified.  The steps are described below:

• Step 1.  Compare the corrected API gravity with the API gravity ranges shown in Figure I-1, page I-2.  If the
corrected API gravity of the product is lower or higher than expected, it indicates possible commingling with either
heavier or lighter products.

• Step 2.  If the corrected API gravity is NOT within range for the fuel you are testing, isolate and mark the
fuel container; sample the fuel; and send the sample to your supporting laboratory for identification, complete
analysis, and disposition instructions.  Do not use the fuel until you receive disposition instructions from the lab o-
ratory.

ASTM/API/IP TABLE 6A/B
ASTM/API/IP Table 6A/B gives you the facts you need to convert product volumes observed at temperatures

other than 60°F for values of API gravity in the range of 0 ° to 100° API.  The volume correction factor in these
tables makes no allowance for the thermal expansion of tanks and other containers.  You must use these tables with
API gravity values at 60°F and values measured at Fahrenheit temperatures.  Table 6A is used for JP-4 and table
6B is used for all petroleum products other than JP-4  See DA PAM 710-2-1.  For example, what is the volume of
63,162 gallons of diesel at 83°F?  The product’s API gravity at 60°F is 38.5.  Use the Table 6B column “API gra v-
ity at 60°F,” headed 38.5° API, and note that against an “Observed Temperature” of 83 °F the factor is .9890.
Therefore, 1 US gallon of product having a gravity of 38.5 ° API at 60°F and measured at 83°F occupies at 60°F a
volume of .9890.  Thus, 63,162 US gallons measured at 83 °F occupy a volume of 63,162 X. 9890 (or 62,467) US
gallons at 60°F.
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APPENDIX J

CHECKLIST FOR DELIVERY AND UNLOADING

Preparing for Delivery

• Has gaging, sampling, and measuring equipment been cleaned and checked?

• Has receiving tank been gaged to determine if there is enough room to receive the scheduled quantity?

Prior to Unloading

• Have the vendor’s delivery documents been checked for completeness?

• Has the delivery conveyance been spotted at the correct location?

• Has adequate fire extinguishers and NO SMOKING signs been positioned?

• Has the delivery conveyance been properly bonded and grounded and inspected for leaks or other
defects?

• Have the cargo hatch and valve seals been inspected for defects?

• Have the cargo hatches been opened to determine level of product?

• Is product clear and bright as viewed through a clean jar?

• Has the delivery tank been checked for eater using water-finding paste on the gage stick or tape?

• Has cargo temperature been determined a time of delivery?

• Has the cargo tank been gaged to determine quantity?

• Has the measured quantity been volume corrected to 60°F IAW DA Pamphlet 710-2-2?

• Have quantity surveillance samples been taken?

During Unloading Operations

• Are receiving personnel and the driver of the conveyance standing by?

• Is traffic being controlled to avoid the unloading area as much as possible?

• Are dispersing operations discontinued during unloading operations?

 After Cargo is Unloaded

• Has the delivery conveyance been inspected to ensure the cargo tank is completed empty?

• Have the vehicle ground been disconnected and the discharge hoses secured?

• Have product spills been cleaned up IAW with current regulations?

• Has the receiving tank been gaged?
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APPENDIX K

CONVERSION CHARTS FOR TANK CARS, TANK TRUCKS AND
US/NATO FUEL CODES AND PLACARD ID NUMBERS

Table K-1 can be used when converting tank cars and trucks to carry a different petroleum product.  When
lubricating oil is being carried, equipment must be free of loose rust, scale, and dirt.  Explanations of the numerical
symbols are listed below the chart.

Table K-1.  Conversion chart.
Product to be loaded

Last
product
carried

AVGAS
MIL-G-

5572

MOGAS
MIL-G-

3056

JP-4
MIL-T-
5624

JP-5
MIL-G-

5624

JP-8
MIL-T-
83133

Petrl
solvent
or paint
thinner

Kero-
sene

MIL-P-
25576

Diesel
fuels

VV-F-
800

Burner
fuel oil
VV-F-
815,

Gr 1 &
2

Burner
fuel oil
VV-F-
815,

Gr 4, 5,
& 6

Lubri-
cating
oils

AVGAS
MIL-G-
5572

1 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

MOGAS
MIL-G-
3056

3 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

JP-4 Jet
fuel
MIL-T-
5624

3 2 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

JP-5 Jet
fuel
MIL-T-
5624

3 2 2 1 3 3 2 2 2 2 3

JP-8 Jet
fuel
MIL-T-
83133

3 2 2 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 3

Petrl
solvent
or  paint
thinner

3 2 3 3 3 1 3 3 3 3 3

Kerosene
MIL-P-
25576

3 2 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 2 3

Diesel fuels
VV-F-800

4 3 4 4 4 5 5 1 2 2 3

Burner fuel
oil VV-F-
815, Gr 1
& 2

5 3 5 5 5 5 5 2 1 2 3

Burner fuel
oil VV-F-
815, Gr 4,
5, & 6

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 1 5

Lubri-
cating oils

5 4 5 5 5 5 5 3 2 2 1

Number explanations:
1-No conversion necessary because the same product is being loaded.
2-Drain tank and manifold and empty filter/separator.
3-Drain tank and manifold, empty filter/separator, and flush with product to be loaded.
4-Steam clean, dry, and change filter elements.  If the equipment has a coated interior, do not steam clean; wash tank and change filter elements.
5-Do not load

TABLE K-2.  US/NATO Fuel Codes and Placards ID Numbers
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US NATO FUEL CODES PLACARD ID NO.

MOGAS F-46, F-49, F-57 UN 1203

DF-1 F-75 NA 1993

DF-2 F-54 NA 1993

JP-4 F-40 UN 1863

JP-5 F-44 UN 1863

JP-8 F-34 UN 1863

AVN 115/145 F-22 UN 1203

DF MARINE F-76 NA 1993



APPENDIX L

Petroleum Product and Crude Oil Factors

Table L-1 provides data on petroleum products and crude oil.

Table L-1.  Petroleum product and crude oil factors at 60°F
Degrees API Gravity Pounds Barrels per Barrels per day required to equal

Item Range
From         To

Average Specific
gravity

US
gallon

Imperial
gallon

Per
barrel

Long
ton

Metric
ton

Short
ton

One metric ton
per year

One long ton
per year

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
Aviation  Gasoline:
  Grade:
    115/145 66.0 75.0 69.2 0.7050 5.868 P7.048 246.47 P9.088 P9.945 8.115 0.0272 0.0248
Motor Gasoline:
    Combat Grade 55.1 61.4 58.4 0.7451 6.203 P7.330 260.74 P8.599 P9.410 7.678 0.0258 0.0236
Jet Fuels:
   JP-4 48.1 56.5 53.5 0.7657 6.375 P7.650 267.58 P8.366 P8.234 7.469 0.0225 0.0229
   JP-5 36.0 48.0 41.0 0.8203 6.830 P8.203 286.86 P7.809 P7.686 6.972 0.0211 0.0214
   JP-6 46.0 50.0 48.7 0.7852 6.538 P7.846 274.39 P8.158 P8.029 7.284 0.0220 0.0223
   Thermally Stable 46.7 48.0 47.3 0.7914 6.589 P7.907 276.75 P8.094 P7.966 7.227 0.0218 0.0222
   JP-8 37.0 51.0 43.3 0.8095 6.7456 P8.100 283.31 P7.907 P7.782 7.060 0.0213 0.0193
Napthas:
   Cleaning Solvent 45.0 55.0 48.0 0.7883 6.563 P7.882 275.65 P8.126 P7.998 7.256 0.0219 0.0223
   Other Napthas 50.0 74.0 62.0 0.7313 6.087 P7.310 255.65 P8.761 P8.623 7.822 0.0236 0.0240
Kerosene 39.0 46.0 42.0 0.8156 6.790 P8.155 285.18 P7.854 P7.730 7.013 0.0212 0.0215
Diesel Fuels 34.0 37.0 36.0 0.8448 7.034 P8.448 295.43 P7.582 P7.462 6.770 0.0204 0.0208
Residual Fuel Oils:
   Navy Special 12.1 21.4 18.0 0.9645 7.882 P9.466 331.04 P6.766 P6.660 6.041 0.0182 0.0185
   All Others  3.0 25.0 12.0 0.9861 8.212 P9.863 344.90 P6.495 P6.392 5.799 0.0175 0.0178
Lubricating Oils:
   Aviation (Recip) 26.6 28.4 27.7 0.8888 7.401 P8.888 310.84 P7.206 P7.092 6.434 0.0194 0.0197
   Aviation (Jet-Petroleum) 29.6 29.6 29.6 0.8783 7.314 P8.784 307.19 P7.292 P7.177 6.511 0.0197 0.0200
   Aviation (Jet-Synthetic)  8.6 25.7 22.0 0.9218 7.676 P9.219 322.39 P6.948 P6.838 6.204 0.0187 0.0190
   Diesel Engine 24.3 27.4 26.3 0.8967 7.467 P8.968 313.61 P7.143 P7.030 6.377 0.0193 0.0196
   Other Heavy Duty 23.0 31.0 27.0 0.8927 7.434 P8.928 312.23 P7.174 P7.061 6.406 0.0193 0.0197
   All Others 26.0 29.0 27.0 0.8927 7.434 P8.928 312.23 P7.174 P7.061 6.406 0.0193 0.0197
Insulating and Transformer Oils 29.5 31.5 30.0 0.8762 7.296 P8.765 306.43 P7.310 P7.194 6.527 0.0197 0.0200
Fog Oil 34.0 37.0 36.0 0.8448 7.034 P8.448 295.43 P7.582 P7.462 6.770 0.0204 0.0208



Table L-1.  Petroleum product and crude oil factors at 60°F (continued)
Degrees API Gravity Pounds Barrels per Barrels per day required to equal

Item Range

From           To

Average Specific
gravity

US
gallon

Imperial
gallon

Per
barrel

Long
ton

Metric
ton

Short
ton

One metric ton
per year

One long ton
per year

Liquified Petroleum Gases ....... ....... ....... ........... 4.450 P5.344 186.90 11.989 11.799 10.704 0.0323 0.0328
Greases ....... ....... ....... 1.0002 8.330 10.004 349.86 P6.402 P6.301 5.716 0.0173 0.0175
Asphalt and Road Oils ....... ....... ....... 1.0326 8.601 10.329 361.24 P6.201 P6.103 5.537 0.0167 0.0170
Petroleum Coke ....... ....... ....... ........... ......... ........... 401.00 P5.589 P5.500 4.990 0.0151 0.0153
TYPICAL CRUDE OILS:
From:
   United States 10.0 48.0 35.0 0.8499 7.076 P8.499 297.19 P7.537 P7.418 6.729 0.0203 0.0206
   Canada  5.0 48.0 35.0 0.8499 7.076 P8.499 297.19 P7.537 P7.418 6.729 0.0203 0.0206
   Mexico 12.0 42.0 28.6 0.8838 7.360 P8.838 309.12 P7.247 P7.133 6.470 0.0195 0.0199
   Columbia 21.1 46.8 25.7 0.9001 7.495 P9.001 314.79 P7.115 P7.003 6.353 0.0192 0.0195
   Venezuela 10.3 48.0 26.1 0.8978 7.426 P8.978 313.99 P7.134 P7.021 6.369 0.0192 0.0195
   Saudi Arabia 27.7 38.2 36.2 0.8438 7.026 P8.438 295.09 P7.591 P7.470 6.770 0.0205 0.0208
   Kuwait 31.9 31.9 31.9 0.8660 7.211 P8.660 302.86 P7.396 P7.280 6.604 0.0199 0.0203
   Iran 31.0 38.0 37.2 0.8388 6.984 P8.388 299.33 P7.637 P7.516 6.818 0.0206 0.0209
   Iraq 32.1 41.7 35.0 0.8499 7.076 P8.499 297.19 P7.537 P7.418 6.729 0.0203 0.0206
   Egypt 17.0 41.0 24.0 0.9100 7.578 P9.101 318.28 P7.038 P6.927 6.284 0.0190 0.0193
   British Borneo 19.0 38.0 36.4 0.8428 7.017 P8.428 294.73 P7.600 P7.480 6.786 0.0205 0.0208
   Indonesia 17.2 38.5 34.5 0.8524 7.098 P8.524 298.12 P7.514 P7.395 6.709 0.0203 0.0206
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APPENDIX M

FLOW CONVERSION CHART

Table M-1 provides data on converting flow measurements.

Table M-1.  Conversion chart
To convert To Multiply by
Barrels/day GPH 1.7500000

GPM 0.0292000

Barrels/hour Cu ft/min 0.0936000
Cu ft/sec 0.0015600

GPM 0.7000000

Gallons/hour Cu ft/hr 0.1337000
Cu ft/sec 0.0022280

GPM 0.0166670

Gallons/minute Bbl/day 34.2857000
Bbl/hr 1.4286000

Bbl/min 0.0238100
Cu ft/day 192.5000000
Cu ft/min 0.1337000
Gal/day 1,440.0000000

Liters/sec 0.6308000
Cu ft/sec 0.0022280

Cubic feet/minute Gal/sec 0.1247000
Liters/sec 0.4720000

Cubic cm/sec 472.0000000

Cubic feet/second Million gal/day 0.6463170
Gal/min 448.8310000

Cubic yards/minute Cu ft/sec 0.4500000
Gal/sec 3.3670000

Liters/sec 12.7400000

Liters/minute Cu ft/sec 0.0005886
Gal/sec 0.0044030
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APPENDIX N

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS

MSD are published by the manufacturers of chemicals.  They give a wealth of information on the particular
products.  These are particularly beneficial when a product contains a mixture of ingredients.  The MSDS provides
you important information about the chemical substance, its hazards, and the procedures to follow to avoid injury
and illness.  Ensure that all personnel assigned, attached, or working around, read and fully understand the MSDS
before they handle any products.  The MSDS contains the following general sections.  See Figure N-1, pages N-1
through N-6.

WARNING
Commanders at all levels must cooperate in community environmental action programs and must comply with the
requirements of the Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act as best they can.  This is a Federal
requirement.

• Hazardous Ingredients/Identity Information (Name and Product).  Lists the substance’s hazardous comp o-
nents, chemical identification, and common names.  Workers exposure limits to the chemical are included.

• Physical/Chemical Characteristics.  Includes boiling points, vapor pressure, vapor density, specific gravity,
melting point, evaporation rate, water solubility, and appearance and odor under normal cond itions.

• Fire/Explosion Hazard Data.  Lists ways to handle hazards such as fire-fighting equipment and pr ocedures.

• Reactivity Data.  States whether the substance is stable and which substance and situation to avoid so it will
not react.  Spill or Leak Procedures and Disposal.  Addresses what to do if the substance spills or leaks, how
to dispose of the substance, and what equipment and procedures are needed for cleaning up spills and leaks.

• Spill or Leak Procedures and Disposal.  Addresses what to do if the substance spills or leaks, how to dispose
of the substance, and what equipment and procedures are needed for cleaning up spills and leaks.

• Health Hazards Data.  States how chemicals could enter the body, such as inhaling, penetrating the skin, and
swallowing.  Discusses the possible hazards that could come from exposure, and lists chemicals that may be ca r-
cinogens.

• Special Protection Information.  List ways to reduce harmful exposure as well as special work or hygiene
practices that should be followed.

• Special Handling and Storage Precautions.

• Hazardous Ingredients.

• Other Information.

DoD Hazardous Materials Information System
This system produced by DoD, provides information on labeling requirements, chemical characteristics, phys i-

cal characteristics, health effects, safety precaution, handling procedures, fire fighting, and spill procedures for
chemical in the DoD supply system.  Hazardous Materials are listed in the HMIS in order of its NSN (the last nine
digits).  If you only know the part number, trade name, FSCM, or specification number, sections at the back of the
HMIS may give you a cross reference to the NSN.  HMIS currently contains more than 40,000 product entries.
The system is available through a microfiche set, magnetic tapes, and CD-ROM.  HMIS is designed to suit the
normal informational needs Of DoD personnel involved in emergency response, safety, industrial hygiene, storage,
handling, and transportation.  A separate section of the HMIS which is now available is devoted to disposal co n-
siderations.  All data are republished in their e ntirety on an annual basis with updates each quarter.
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DOD Hazardous Materials Information System
DOD 6050.5-LR

As Of April 1997

Proprietary Version – For U.S. Government Use Only
FSC:  9130
NIIN:  010315816
Manufacturer’s CAGE:  0HIN7
Part No. Indicator:  A
Part Number/Trade Name:  JP-8 JET FUEL

General Information
Item Name:  TURBINE FUEL, AVIATION

Company’s Name: SUNBELT REFINING CO

Company’s Street:  5415 E RANDOLF RD

Company’s P.O. Box:  2179

Company’s City: COOLIDGE

Company’s State:  AZ

Company’s Country:  US

Company’s Zip Code:  85228-2179
Company’s Emerg Ph #: 602-723-9585, 800-424-9300 (CHEMTREC)
Company’s Info Ph #:  602-723-9585
Distributor/Vendor #1:
Distributor/Vendor #1 Cage:
Distributor/Vendor #2:
Distributor/Vendor #2 Cage:
Distributor/Vendor #3:
Distributor/Vendor #3 Cage:
Distributor/Vendor #4:
Distributor/Vendor #4 Cage:
Safety Data Action Code:
Safety Focal Point:  D
Record No. For Safety Entry:  003
Tot Safety Entries This Stk#: 027
Status: SE
Date MSDS Prepared:  200CT92
Safety Data Review Date: 04JAN93
Supply Item Manager:  KY
MSDS Preparer’s Name:
Preparer’s Company:
Preparer’s St Or P.O. Box:
Preparer’s City:
Preparer’s Zip Code:
Other MSDS Number:
MSDS Serial Number: BPQWL

Figure N-1.  Material Safety Data Sheets
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Report for NIIN: 010315816

Specification Number: MIL-T-83133
Spec Type, Grade, Class: JP-8
Hazard Characteristic Code: F4
Unit Of Issue: GL
Unit Of Issue Container QTY: BULK
Type Of Issue Container: BULK
Net Unit Weight: BULK

Report for NIIN: 010315816

NRC/ State License Number: N/R

Net Explosive Weight:

Net Propellant Weight-Ammo: N/R

Coast Guard Ammunition Code:

Ingredients/Identity Information
Proprietary: NO

Ingredient: KEROSENE

Ingredient Sequence Number:  01

Percent:  100%

Ingredient Action Code:

Ingredient Focal Point:  D

NIOSH (RTECS) Number: 0A5500000

CAS Number:  8008-20-6

OSHA PEL:  100 PPM

ACGIH TLV:  100PPM 9091

Other Recommended Limit:  100 PPM (MFG)

Proprietary: NO

Ingredient: BENZENE (SARA III)

Ingredient Sequence Number: 02

Percent: <0.1%

Ingredient Action Code:

Ingredient Focal Point:  D

NOISH (RTECS) Number: CY1400000

CAS Number: 71-43-2

OSHA PEL: 1 PPM/5STEL1910.1028

ACGIH TLV:  10 PPM; A2; 9293

Other Recommended Limit:  NONE SPECIFIED

Figure N-1.  Material Safety Data Sheets (Cont.)
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Report for NIIN:  010315816

Physical/Chemical Characteristics
Appearance And Odor: CLEAR LIQUID WITH PARAFFINIC ODOR.

Boiling Point: 300F, 149C

Report for NIIN: 010315816

Melting Point: UNKNOWN

Vapor Pressure (MM Hg/70 F): <10 MM

Vapor Density (Air=1): 4 (AIR=1)

Specific Gravity: 0.77-0.84

Decomposition Temperature: UNKNOWN

Evaporation Rate and Ref: UNKNOWN

Solubility In Water: NEGLIGIBLE

Percent Volatiles By Volume: N/K

Viscosity:

PH: N/K

Radioactivity:

Form (Radioactive Matl):

Magnetism (Milligauss): N/P

Corrosion Rate (IPY): UNKNOWN

Autoignition Temperature:

Fire and Explosion Hazard Data
Flash Point: 100F, 38C

Flash Point Method: TCC

Lower Explosive Limit: 0.5

Upper Explosive Limit: 6.0

Extinguishing Media: FOAM, DRY CHEMICAL, CARBON DIOXIDE, WATER-FOG SPRAY.

DO NOT USE A DIRECT STREAM OF WATER.

Special Fire Fighting Proc: USE WATER SPRAY TO COOL FIRE-EXPOSED

CONTAINERS, STRUCTURES, AND PROTECT PERSONNEL. USE FOAM TO BLANKET LIQUID.

USE AIR-SUPPLIED RESPIRATOR EQUIMENT.

Unusual Fire And Expl Hazrds: VAPORS MAY FORM EXPLOSIVE MIXTURES WITH AIR.

VAPORS HEAVIER THAN AIR AND MAY TRAVEL CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE TO SOURCE OF

IGNITION AND FLASH BACK.

      CONTACT MAY CAUSE IRRITATION, BURNING,
DERMATITIS, IRRITATION OF NOSE AND THROAT, HEADACHES, DIZZINESS, AND LOSS OF CON-
SCIOUSNESS. INGESTION: MAY CAUSE IRRITATION OF DIGESTIVE TRACT.

Figure N-1. Material Safety Data Sheets (Cont.)
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Report for NIIN: 010315816

Carcinogenicity- NTP:  NO

Carcinogenicity- IARC:  NO

Carcinogenicity-OSHA:  NO

Explanation Carcinogenicity:

Signs/Symptoms Of Overexp: EYES: IRRITATION, BURNING, REDNESS, TEARING.

SKIN: IRRITATION, BURNING, REDNESS, DERMATITIS. INHALATION: NOSE AND THROAT

IRRITATION, HEADACHE, LOSS OF COORDINATION, DIZZINESS, LOSS OF CONSCIOUSNESS. INGES-
TION: IRRITATION OF DIGESTIVE TRACT.

Med Cond Aggravated By Exp: PERSON WITH PRE-EXISTING DISEASE INVOLVING EYES, SKIN, OR
RESPIRATORY TRACT MAY BE AT INCREASED RISK FROM EXPOSURE. ALSO ALLERGIES, ASTHMA,
HAY FEVER, SKIN CONDITIONS OR  OPEN SORES MAY BE AGGRAVATED.

Emergency/First Aid Proc: EYES: FLUSH WITH LARGE AMOUNTS OF WATER. IF IRRITATION PERSISTS,
GET MEDICAL ATTENTION. SKIN: REMOVE CONTAMINATED CLOTHING. WASH

AREA WITH SOAP AND WATER. INHALATION: MOVE TO FRESH AIR. IF NOT BREATHING GIVE CPR.
IF BREATHING DIFFICULT GIVE OXYGEN. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION. INGESTION: DO NOT IN-
DUCE VOMITING. GET MEDICAL ATTENTION.

Precautions for Safe Handling and Use

Steps If Matl Released/Spill: WEAR RESPIRATORY PROTECTION. STOP FLOW. ELIMINATE IGNITION
SOURCES. CONTAIN SPILL BY DIKING. KEEP PRODUCT OUT OF SEWERS AND

WATERWAYS.  RECOVER LIQUID WITH VACUUM TRUCK. ABSORB RESIDUE WITH ABSORBENT
AND PLACE WASTE IN PROPER CONTAINER FOR DISPOSAL.

Neutralizing Agent: NONE SPECIFIED BY MANUFACTURER.

Waste Disposal Method: DISPOSE OF WASTE MATERIAL IN ACCORDANCE WITH LOCAL,

STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS. NOTIFY AUTHORITIES OF ANY SEWER, WATERWAY OR EX-
TENSIVE  LAND CONTAMINATION.

Precautions-Handling/Storing: STORE IN COOL, WELL VENTILATED AREA AWAY FROM HEAT,
SPARKS, OPEN FLAMES AND STRONG OXIDANTS. KEEP CONTAINERS CLOSED AND PROTECT
FROM PHYSICAL DAMAGE.

Other Precautions: REMOVE OIL-SOAKED CLOTHING PROMPTLY. IF MATERIAL IS ACCIDENTALLY
RELEASED IN A CONFINED AREA, PROVIDE ADEQUATE VENTILATION.

Control Measures
Respiratory Protection: USE NIOSH/MSHA APPROVED RESPIRATOR. USE SUPPLIED-AIR EQUIPMENT IN
CONFINED SPACES. USE ORGANIC VAPOR RESPIRATOR IN OPEN AREAS IF NECESSARY.

Ventilation: USE LOCAL EXHAUST VENTILATION IN CONFINED WORKING AREA.

EXPLOSION-PROOF MECHANICAL VENTILATION RECOMMENDED.

Protective Gloves: NITRIL OR PVC GLOVES.

Eye Protection: GOGGLES OR FACESHIELD IF SPLASHING.

Figure N-1.  Material Safety Data Sheets (Cont.)
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Report for NIIN:  010315816

Other Protective Equipment: SPLASH APRON TO AVOID CLOTHING CONTAMINATION AND REPEATED
SKIN CONTACT. PROVIDE AN EYEWASH STATION AND SAFETY SHOWER.

Work Hygienic Practices: WASH AFTER HANDLING AND BEFORE EATING, DRINKING, OR SMOKING.
LAUNDER CONTAMINATED CLOTHING BEFORE REUSE.

Suppl. Safety & Health Data: DON NOT EAT OR SMOKE WHILE USING THIS PRODUCT.

    

Figure N-1.  Material Safety Data Sheets (Cont.)
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APPENDIX O

FORCE PROVIDER

Force Provider is a modularized housing facility that supports a variety of missions such as soldier rest,
housing for reconstituting units, an refugee housing.  Force Provider provides such features as climate-
controlled tents, kitchen facilities, modern morale and recreational facilities, and a variety of soldier welfare
and support functions.  Force Provider will bring a quality of life to soldiers as far forward as the division su p-
port area that was not possible before.

Force Provider operations require significant fuel storage and distribution capabilities.  These capabilities
support four functions:  a bulk DF-2/JP-8 storage and distribution system, a 500-gallon drum DF-2/JP-8 diesel
storage system (capable of supporting generator operation at up to nine different sites), a bulk gasoline and
fuel storage distribution system, and bulk DF-2/JP-8 storage for other prime power generating capabilities.
Force Provider is equipped with systems already in the Army inventory to support these fun ctions.

Although Force Provider will be fielded as a company-level organization, the basic building block of the
system is a module operated by a Force Provider platoon.  A module can support 550 people and will be d e-
ployed as far forward as the division support area.  The following paragraphs will discuss the fuel storage and
distribution capabilities for a module.  A Force Provider company can command and control up to six mo d-
ules.

The bulk DF-2/JP-8 storage and distribution system consists of two FARE systems with 100-GPM pumps
and 100 filters/separators, two 10,000-gallon collapsible fabric tanks, four 500-gallon collapsible fabric drums,
three berm liner assemblies, various adapters, associated hoses, and fuel spill control equi pment.

The 500-gallon drum storage system provides for two 500-gallon drums to support each of nine potential
generator locations.  A camlock to hose adapter assembly and three straight tube-to-hose adapters are also pr o-
vided for connecting the coupler elbow valve assembly and the ge nerator fuel line.

The bulk gasoline and fuel storage distribution system consists of a 50-GPM pumping assembly, a 50-
GPM filter/separator, one 3,000-gallon collapsible tank, one berm liner assembly, various adapters, associated
hoses, and fuel spillage control equipment.

Two 10,000-gallon fabric tanks are provided for fuel storage should prime power generations units be
used instead of the nine tactical generator sets.  Adapters and 2-inch hose are provided to connect the bags to
the prime power unit generation set.  These bags can be used as auxiliary storage if prime power generation
units are not used.

Each module also has a 5,000-gallon tanker and a TPU for fuel distribution and storage.  This brings the
total storage capacity for each module to approximately 65,000 gallons.   This is anticipated to be a three-day
supply of fuel for a Force Provider modules without prime power generation support (for example, that use
only the small tactical generators) are anticipated to use about 7,000 gallons of DF-2/JP-8 and 1,000 gallons of
MOGAS a day.  Operational tests of a “bare-bones” Force Provider module (soldier did not have vehicles,
minimal laundry operations, minimal morale and welfare functions, good weather) showed that fuel consum p-
tion was about 7 to 10 percent of this level.  Each module’s equipment is operated by a 10-person petroleum
distribution section headed by a Sergeant First Class.

Force Provider’s fuel supply equipment should be among the first containers shipped to the Force Provider
site.  This enables the quick start of fuel support operations to support efficiently further site preparation a c-
tivities and to allow time for fuel storage to be completely filled.  An experienced POL handler should acco m-
pany engineers as they lay out the Force Provider site to make sure they choose a suitable location for POL
facilities.  Free bags that are 3,000 gallons larger should be at lest 300 feet from the main Force provider ca n-
tonment, 15 feet from rods, and 250 feet from other fuel bags and large generators.  The 500-gallon drums
should be at least 15 feet from roads, 15 feet from generators, and at least 9 feet from any other areas where
Force Provider operations take place.  Other considerations for POL site selection are the same as for any other
Class III site.
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GLOSSARY
Section I.   Acronyms and Abbreviations

A
AAFARS-Advance Aviation Forward Area Refueling System
ABFDS-Aerial Bulk Fuel Delivery System
AC-alternating current
ACE-alternate capability equipment
AFDDS-Aerial fuel Delivery and Dispensing System
AFFF-aqueous film forming foam
AH-attack helicopter
ANSI-American National Standards Institute
APU-auxiliary power unit
AR-Army regulation
ATC-air traffic control
AVGAS- aviation gasoline

B
bbl-barrel
BFTA-bulk fuel tank assembly
BIU-beach interface unit
BPH-barrels per hour
BS&W-bottom sediment and water
BTU-beach termination unit

C
C- Celsius
CCR-closed circuit refueling
CH-cargo helicopter
CO2- carbon dioxide
CONUS-continental United States
CSS-combat service support
cSt-centistokes
CU- conductivity units
cu-cubic

D
d-inside diameter of pipe
DA- Department of the Army
DA PAM-Department of the Army pamphlet
DIEGME- diethylene glycol monomethyl ether
DFSC-Defense Fuel Supply Center
DFSP- Defense Fuel Support Point
DLA- Defense Logistics Agency
DOD- Department of Defense
DOT-Department of Transportation
DRMO-Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office
DWT-deadweight tonnage

E
ECAS-Environmental Compliance Assessment System
EGME- ethylene glycol monomethyl ether
ERFS-Extended Range Fuel System
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EPA-Environmental Protection Agency
F
FARE- forward area refueling equipment
FLOT- forward line of own troops
FM- field manual
FSII- fuel system icing inhibitor
ft- feet; foot

G
gal(gl)- gallons
GPH-gallons per hour
GPM-gallons per minute
GPU-ground power unit

H
HAZCOM-hazardous communications
HAZMAT-hazardous material
HEMTT-heavy expanded mobile tactical truck
hd- head
HM-hazardous material
HMIS-hazardous material information system
HP-horsepower
HTARS-HEMTT Tanker Aviation Refueling System
HW-hazardous waste

I
IAW-in accordance with
ID- inside diameter
in- inch
ISCP-Installation Spill Contingency Plan

J
JLOTS- joint logistics over the shore
JP-jet propulsion
JPO-Joint Petroleum Office

K
k-viscosity in centistokes
KW-kilowatt

L
l-liter
LARC-V-Lighter amphibious resupply cargo vehicle
lb-pounds
LIN-line item number
LRB-lay/repair barge

M
max- maximum
METT-T- mission, equipment, tactics, troops-time
mg- milligram
min- minimum
ml- milliliter
MILSTRIP-military standard requisitioning and issue procedures
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MIL HDBK-military handbook
MOGAS- motor gasoline
MOS-military occupation speciality
MPH-miles per hour
MSC-Military Sealift Command
MSDS-material safety data sheet

N
NATO-North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NEPA-National Environmental Policy Act
NSN-national stock number

O
OCONUS-outside Continental United States
OD- outside diameter
OH-observation helicopter

P
PDC-Product Discharge Conference
PHIBCB-Navy Amphibious Construction Battalion
PLL-prescribed load list
POL-petroleum, oils, and lubricants
PMCS-preventive maintenance checks and services
PN-part number
PPM-parts per million; also p/m
pS/M- Pico-Siemens/Meter
PSI- pounds per square inch
PSP-perforated steel planking
PSIG-pounds per square inch gauge
PPM- parts per million
PQAR-petroleum quality assurance representative

Q
QM-Quartermaster

R
RAH-reconnaissance attack helicopter
RE-Reynolds number
ROM-refuel on the move
RRF-ready reserve force
RPM-revolutions per minute
RRP-rapid refueling point

S
SALM-single anchor leg mooring
SAPO-subarea petroleum office
SEE-small emplacement excavator
SDA- static dissipating additive
SLWT-side loadable warping tug
SOP-standard operating procedures
SPCCP-Spill control and countermeasure plan
spec-specification
sp gr-specific gravity
SPM-single point mooring
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STANAG- NATO Standardization  Agreement
STP-soldier training publication
SWAPDOP-Southwest Asia Petroleum Distribution System
T
TAU-twin agent unit
TAV- technical advisory visit
TCP- traffic control point
TDA-table(s) of distribution and allowances
TM-technical manual
TOE-table of organization and equipment
TPU-tank and pump unit
TPT-tactical petroleum terminal

U
UCT-underwater construction team
UH-utility helicopter
ULLS-unit level logistics system
USAPC-United States Army Petroleum Center

V
v- volume

W
wt- weight
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Section II.  Terms

absolute pressure.  Pressured measured with respect to, zero pressure, as distinct from pressure measured with
respect to some standard pressure, sure as atmospheric pressure  Thirty pounds per square inch atmospheric
pressure is equivalent to 44.7 pounds per square inch absolute pressure.

absolute viscosity.  The force which will move 1 square centimeter of plane surface with a speed of 1 centimeter
per second relative to another parallel plane surface from which it is separated by a layer of the liquid 1
centimeter thick.

accelerated gum test.  A test to determine the amount of gum and lead precipitate formed in aviation fuels as a
result of accelerated oxidation or aging.  Potential gum is the amount of residue obtained by evaporating the
fuel at the end of the specified aging period.

accountable officer.  An individual, either civilian or military, required to ensure that accurate recording of
property transactions is accomplished and records pertaining thereto are maintained. (Accountability is
concerned primarily with records, while responsibility is concerned primarily with custody, care, and
safekeeping.)  See Responsible officer.

acid.  A chemical compound usually having a sour taste and capable of neutralize alkalis and turning blue litmus
paper red.

acidity.  The amount of free acid in a substance.

acidizing.  A method of increasing  production from an oil well.  Hydrochloric acid is pumped outward from the
well bore into the surrounding formation to dissolve limestone or sandstone.  This action makes larger flow
channels.

acid treating.  A process for removing undesirable elements in oil by contacting it with sulfuric acid.  The acid
sludge which is formed by the action of the acid on the oil separated from the oil.  It takes with it coloring
matter, some sulfuric compounds, and unstable bodies.  The remaining oil is finished by neutralizing,
rerunning, or clay treating and becomes lighter in color and more stable.

adapter.  A fitting used to change from one type of coupling to another type.

additive.  An agent used for improving existing  characteristics or  for imparting new characteristics to certain
petroleum products.

aft.  Near or at the stern (rear) of a vessel.

air-fuel ratio.  The ratio of the volume of fuel to volume of air burned in an engine.  The ratio in a gasoline engine
is about 12 to 15 to 1.

air test.  A method used to test a pipeline when a water test is not possible or desirable.  The line is sectionalized
by block valves and tested in lengths that depend upon the capacity of available compressors.  The air and
vapor mixture could create a hazardous condition from flammable mixtures in lines that have been used for
volatile products.

alkylate.  The product obtained in the alkylation process.  Chemically, it is a complex molecule of the paraffinic
series, formed by the introduction of an alkyl radical into an organic compound.

alkylation.  An important synthetic process for the manufacture of components aviation gasoline.

all-levels sample.  A sample taken by lowering a closed sampler to the drawoff level of a tank, opening the
sampler, and raising it at a uniform rate so that it is between 75 and 85 percent full when it emerges from the
liquid.

American Petroleum Institute.  The institute represents and is supported by the petroleum industry.  It
standardizes the tools and equipment used by the industry.  It promotes the advancement of research in the
petroleum field.
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American Society for Testing and Materials.  A national scientific technical organization formed for the
development of standards or characteristics and performance of materials, products, systems, and services and
the promotion of related knowledge.

amidship.  An indefinite area of a ship midway between the bow (front) and the (rear).

anchor.  A device used to control pipeline movement.  An IPDS pipeline anchor is a 2½-inch square by 5 foot long
steel bar with a screw end.  Anchors are in the 5-mile pipeline set and pipeline support assembly.

anchor clamp.  A two-piece iron clamp that fits over an IPDS pipeline anchor to hold the pipe in place.

aneroid barometer.  A barometer in which the action of the atmospheric pressure bending a metal surface is made
to move a pointer.

anhydrous.  Free of water, especially water of crystallization.

anode.  See electrode.

antieline.  Folds of earth layers which are bent upward.

antifoam agent.   An additive used in some lubricating oils to control foam.

antiknock.  Resistance to detonation or pinging in spark-ignition engines.

antiknock agent.   A chemical compound such as tetraethyllead which, when added in  small amounts to the fuel
charge of an internal-combustion engine, tends to lessen knocking.

antioxidant.  A chemical added to gasoline, lubricating oil, and certain other petroleum products to inhibit
oxidation.

API gravity.  See specific gravity.  An arbitrary scale expressing the gravity or density of liquid petroleum
products.  The measuring scale is calibrated in terms of degrees API.  The gravity of any petroleum product is
corrected to 60°F (16°C).

appearance.  Refers to the visual examination of fuels.  The terms used to describe appearance are clear and
bright, hazy, and cloudy.

aromatic (noun).   One of a broad class of unsaturated hydrocarbons that is characterized by the ring structure of
its molecules.

aromatic (adjective).   Derived from, or characterized by, the benzene ring.

ash content.  The percent by weight of residue left after combustion of a sample of fuel oil or other petroleum oil.

asphalt.  Black to brown solid semisolid cement-like material which gradually liquefies when heated and which
has bitumen as its main constituents.  Asphalt occurs in nature is obtained as a residue from cracked stocks or
from the distillation of certain crude oils

assault hoseline system.  A petroleum hoseline system, composed of hose, collapsible storage containers, and
portable pumps, which can be readily installed to supply fuel to rapidly advancing combat areas.

astern.  Directly behind a vessel.

atmosphere.  The mass of air surrounding the earth.  The pressure of the air at sea level is used as a unit of
measure.

atmospheric pressure.  a.  The pressure of air, more specifically, the pressure of that sea level.  b.  As a standard,
the pressure at which the mercury barometer stands at 760 millimeters or 29.92 inches (equivalent to
approximately 14.7 pounds per square inch).

atmospheric tank.   A storage tank, either flat or cone-roofed, designed primarily for the storage of low vapor-
pressure products.  The tank, which may be of bolted, riveted, welded construction, is not intended to
withstand appreciable pressure or vacuum.
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atom.  The smallest complete particle of an element which can be obtained that retains all physical and chemical
properties of the element.  According to present theory, the atom consists of a nucleus of protons and neutrons
positively charged, surrounded by negatively charged particles called electrons.

autoignition.   The spontaneous ignition and the resulting very rapid reaction portion of all the air-fuel mixture in
an engine.  The flame speed is many times great that which follows normal spark ignition.  The noise
associated with it is called knock.

automotive gasoline (MOGAS).  A hydrocarbon fuel for use in internal-combustion engines and procured by the
military under two specifications.  The specification for leaded and unleaded gasoline is VV-G-001690.
Specification MIL-G-3056 specifies combat grade type I and II.

average sample.  A sample that consists of proportionate parts from all levels of the product.  For example, an
average sample from a horizontal, cylindrical tank or from spherical tank should contain more material from
the middle of the tank where the diameter is the greatest.

aviation fuels (AVFUELS).  Those refined petroleum products specifically formulated and blended for use in
aircraft engines, both jet engines and piston (reciprocating) engines.  AVGAS (below) is an aviation fuel.

aviation gasoline (AVGAS).  A hydrocarbon fuel for use in reciprocating piston-type aircraft engines.  AVGAS is
characterized by high vapor pressure and distillation range and high tetraethyllead content.  It is procured by
the military under specification MIL-G-5572.

bacon bomb.   A thief-type sampler, also called a tank-car thief, consisting of a special metal cylinder tapered at
both ends and fitted internally with a plunger valve that opens automatically when the sampler strikes the
bottom of the tank car.  A trip cord may be attached to make it possible to open the cylinder at any desired
depth.  The sampler is used in storage tanks and tank cars to take bottom samples of liquid products of 2 PSI,
or less; Reid vapor pressure; and samples of semiliquid products.

ballast.  Water, usually saltwater, carried in tanker cargo tanks when the tanks are empty of petroleum products to
reduce buoyancy and improve stability and sea-keeping qualities.  Ballast may be clean or black, depending on
whether it is contaminated with petroleum products.

ball valve.  A quick-acting valve that has a rotating ball with a hole through it that lets fuel flow straight through
when the valve is open.  Fuel flow shuts off when the ball rotates 90 degrees. Most ball valves open and close
with 1/4 turn of a valve handle.

barge.  A flat-bottomed boat used to carry cargo on inland waters or in lighterage service.  Barges are usually
towed.  A petroleum barge has internal tanks to transport liquid cargo.

barium-base grease.  A water-resistant grease with high heat stability made by thickening a petroleum oil with a
barium soap.

barometer.  See aneroid barometer.

barrel (bbl).  A common unit of measurement of liquids in the petroleum industry.  It equals 42 US standard
gallons.

base terminal.  The initial pipeline facility for receiving, storing, and distributing petroleum products which are
entering a theater of operations.

basket strainer.  A steel mesh sieve that removes large particles from the fuel stream to protect pumps, meters,
and gages.

batch.  A specific quantity and type of product pumped into a pipeline.

batch change.   Change or transition from one product to another in a pipeline, as evidenced by a change in
product color or gravity or both.

batching.  Determining the sequence in which two or more products are to be pumped and introducing those
products into the pipeline in a sequence that results in the least formation of interfacial material.
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beach interface assembly.  A manifold with tanks and fittings that connects to the Beach Termination Unit.  Used
to adapt the OPDS to the IPDS and to dispose of seawater and fuel interfaces.

beach termination unit.   A manifold at the end of the OPDS flexible pipeline that connects the OPDS to the
IPDS.

beaker.  A cylindrical glass vessel with straight sides, a flaring rim, and pouring lip used in the laboratory.

bend.  A curved length of pipe struck to a larger radius than a pipe elbow or ell.  Pipe bends of 45°, 90°, or  180°
are often specified as one-eighth, one-quarter, or one-half bends.  A slight bend is often  called a spring.

bending machine.   A device for bending lengths of pipe to make horizontal or vertical changes in direction of the
pipeline.

benzene.  Colorless liquid hydrocarbon, with one ring of carbon atoms.  Made from coal tar and by catalytic
reforming of naphthenes, it is used in the manufacture of various products, as a solvent, and as a component of
high-octane gasoline.

benzol.  The general term which refers to commercial or technical benzene.

bitumen.  A mixture of hydrocarbons of natural or pyrogenous origin, or both, which are frequently accompanied
by their nonmetallic derivatives and which are completely soluble in carbon disulfide.

black cargoes (dirty cargoes).  A general term used to refer to liquid cargoes of crude oil.

black oil.  A general term applied to crude oil and the heavier and darker colored petroleum products such as
residual fuel oils.

bladder bird.  A C-130 transport aircraft carrying petroleum to a forward unit or staging field in one or two
3,000-gallon collapsible tanks equipped with a 4-inch hose system.  The bladder bird can pump out 1,200 to
6,000 gallons of fuel in 6 to 15 minutes of ground time.

blank.  See figure-eight blank .

blank flange.  A pipe-connecting flange supplied without bolt holes but otherwise ready for use.  The fitting is
intended to be drilled to suit the application.  The blank flange is not the same as a blind flange.

bleeding.  Separation of liquid lubricant from a lubricating grease.

blending. a. Mixing refinery products to suit market conditions. b. Mixing on-specification fuel with off-
specification fuel to bring the latter to specification or use limits (a method of reclamation). c. Mixing an
interface with either or both adjacent products, or with a third product, without degrading any of them beyond
use limits.

blind flange.  A flange used to close the end of a pipe or to close a pipeline to produce a dead end.  It is used to
ensure that there will be no movement of product.  The blind flange is not the same as a blank flange.

block valve.  Any valve in the main line of a pipeline used to section a line.

boiling point.  The temperature at which a substance boils or is converted into vapor by bubbles forming within the
liquid.  The temperature varies with atmospheric pressure.

boiling range.  The range of temperature, usually determined at atmospheric pressure in standard laboratory
apparatus, over which the boiling or distillation of an oil commences, proceeds, and finishes.

bolted tank.  A semipermanent, prefabricated storage tank.  The plates of the tank shell are bolted together rather
than welded or riveted.  Military bolted tanks have capacities of 100; 250; 500; 1,000; 3,000; or 10,000
barrels.

bonding.  Electrically connecting units or containers before operations begin in order to equalize any static
potential that might exist and to provide a continuous path for any static potential that might be generated
after operations begin.  See grounding .
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booster station.  A pump station used to boost the discharge from tanker pumps to base-terminal storage or used
along the pipeline for added throughput.

bottled gas.  Ordinarily, butane or propane, or butane-propane mixtures, liquefied and bottled under pressure.  See
liquefied petroleum gas.

bottoms.  In a distilling operation, the portion of the charge remaining in the still or flask at the end of a run; in
pipe stilling or distillation, the portion which does not vaporize.

bottom loading.  Refers to the loading of a railway tank car or tank vehicle through the bottom outlet.  Bottom
loading reduces loss through vapor formation.

bottom sample.  A sample taken with a Bacon bomb or thief sampler from material at the bottom of a tank.  See
Bacon bomb.

bottom sediment and water.   Amount of sediment and water measured in the bottom of a tank.

branch station.  a.  A pump station on a branch or lateral pipeline. b.  The movement of gas (product vapors of air)
in and out of the vent lines of storage tanks to alternate heating and cooling.

bright.  See clear and bright.

bright stocks   Pressure distillate bottoms which have had petrolatum wax removed and which have been filtered
so that the stock has a low cold test and a good color (dark red by transmitted light and green by reflected
light).  Bright stock constitute the body of lubricants manufactured for internal-combustion engines.

british thermal unit (BTU).   The quantity of heat required to raise by 1 degree Fahrenheit the temperature of 1
pound of water at its maximum density (39°F or 4°C).

bulk petroleum products.  Those petroleum products (fuels, lubricants) which are normally transported by
pipeline, rail tank car, tank truck, barge, or tanker and stored in tanks or containers having a capacity of more
than 55 gallons, except fuels in 500-gallon collapsible containers, which are considered to be packaged.  See
packaged petroleum products.

bulk reduction.  Packaging bulk petroleum products in cans, drums, and 500-gallon collapsible containers.

bunkering fuel   A fuel oil carried by  ships for their own use.

burner fuel oil.  A fuel oil used under boilers and in furnaces to generate power or heat.  Under Federal
Specification VV-F-815, it is produced in six grades: FS Number 1, FS Number 2, FS No 4, FS Number 5
(Light) FS Number 5 (Heavy), and FS Number 6. Under specification MIL-F-859, one grade, Navy special, is
produced.

bushing.  A hollow pipe fitting with both internal and external threads used to connect pipes or pipes and fittings
of different diameters.

butane.  Either of two isomeric, flammable, gaseous hydrocarbons, of the paraffin series, n-butane or isobutane.
Bottled butane is referred to as LPG and is used for domestic and laboratory purposes and for general brazing.

Butterworth.  A commercially developed method of cleaning and gas-freeing cargo tanks of tankers by spraying
hot water from a special machine.

butt weld.  A weld between two abutting ends or edges without overlapping.

bypass.  A means of diverting flow of fluid in a system past some part of the system through which the fluid
normally flows, as in conducting the stream around a pump station.

cable toot drilling.  A method of drilling in which a steel bit is alternately raised and lowered to strike  the
formation.

calcium-base grease.  A grease composed of a mineral oil thickened with calcium (lime) soaps and suitable for
slow-moving machine parts.  It does not retain consistency at high temperatures.
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calibration.  a.  The graduation of a measuring instrument. b.  The determination of accuracy of graduation in a
measuring instrument.

calk.  To seal the seams between adjacent plates or planks, generally by driving some expansive or impervious
material between them.

calorie (cal).  The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 gram of water 1 degree centigrade, at or
near the temperature of maximum density.  This unit is called a small calorie or gram calorie.

calorific value.  The heat liberated by the combustion of a unit quantity of fuel.

calorimeter.  An apparatus for measuring quantities of heat, such as the bomb calorimeter, which is used to
determine the heat of combustion or the thermal value of a fuel in calories or British thermal units.

cam-locking coupling   A type of low-pressure, quick-disconnect hose fitting that opens and closes with two levers
on the female coupling half.  Hoses with cam-locking fittings are used in the terminals and the day tank
assembly in the pipeline pump station.

capacity table.  A table indicating capacity of bulk storage tanks.

carbon dioxide.  A heavy, colorless gas, CO2, that will not support combustion (therefore, useful as a fire-
extinguishing agent).

carbon monoxide.  A colorless, odorless, and poisonous gas, CO, resulting from the incomplete combustion of
carbon.

carbon residue.  The carbonaceous residue formed after evaporation and pyrolysis of petroleum product.  The
residue is not entirely composed of carbon, but is a coke which can be further changed by pyrolysis (ASTM
Method D 189).

carbon tetrachloride.  A colorless, nonflammable liquid, used as a solvent detergent, and drying agent for
electrical parts.  It is no longer used as an extinguishing agent because of its toxic qualities.

cargo deadweight tons.  The number of tons (2,240 pounds per ton) which remains after deducting the weights of
fuel, water, stores, and other such items.

casing head.  A fitting at the top of the casing (or outer pipe) of an oil or gas well, which permits cleaning,
pumping, and separating of oil or gas.

catalyst.  A substance that promotes chemical action without the substance undergoing chemical change.

cathode.  See electrode.

cathodic protection.   An electrolytic method of protecting a buried pipeline or other metal structure against
corrosion by surrounding it with an electrical field strong enough to overpower the currents seeking to leave
the metal to go into the soil.  The method involves putting electrical current into the soil so that it flows to and
into the line or structure.  The protective current may be obtained by the galvanic action between magnesium
anodes and the steel of the pipeline or structure or by a rectifier to convert alternating current to direct current.
The current is put into the soil through a scrap metal graphite ground-bed.

cavitation.  Formation of a cavity or partial vacuum around a fan, propeller, or impeller that is revolving above a
certain critical speed causing a loss of efficiency.

centigrade scale.  A thermometer scale on which the interval between the freezing point and boiling point of water
is divided into 100 parts or degrees centigrade, 0 °C corresponding to 32°F, and 100°C to 212°F.  Also called
Celsius after Anders Celsius who first described it.

centistoke.  A unit of kinematic viscosity; 0.01 stoke.  See kineinatic viscosity.

centrifugal pump.  An apparatus that builds up pressure head using centrifugal force as the principal means and
angular velocity as the secondary means.  See pump, centrifugal (volute type.
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cetane number.   The percentage by volume of normal cetane (100 cetane number), in a blend with
heptamethylnonane (0 cetane number), which matches the ignition quality of the diesel fuel under test when
compared by the procedure specified in ASTM Method D 613. The determination of the cetane number of
diesel fuel is similar to the determination of the octane number of gasoline.

change of product.  Change of service; refers to transporting or storing a product in vessel, tank car or vehicle,
storage tank, or other container after having transported or stored a different product in it.  The difference
between the two products governs the nature and extent of preparations (draining, flushing, cleaning) needed
before the change can be made.

check valve.  A one-way or nonreturn valve that permits fluids to pass in one direction only.  The valve closes
when the pressure causing flow stops

chime.  Edge or rim of drum or stave of storage tank.

clamp, leak repair.  A clamp supplied in one of three types of temporary repair of leaking pipe or couplings:  a.
Split leak clamp consisting of a saddle, stirrups, and a gasket to be fitted around the pipe at a split; b.  Pit leak
clamp used to stop a small hole caused by corrosion or other damage; c.  An overcoupling clamp in two halves,
used to enclose a leaking coupling.

Class III (POL).  Petroleum fuels: lubricants, hydraulic and insulating oils, preservatives, liquid and compressed
gases, chemical products, coolants, deicing and antifreeze compounds, together with components and additives
of such products and coal.

For Class III (POL), the following subclasses also apply:

• Air, Bulk Fuels  (includes jet fuels and aviation gasolines, normally transported by pipeline, rail tank car,
tank vehicle, barge and coastal or ocean-tankers and stored in a tank or container having a fill capacity greater
than 500 gallons).

• Air, Packaged Bulk Fuels  (includes fuels in subclass 1 which, because of operational necessity, are
generally packaged and supplied in container 5- to 55-gallon capacity, except fuels in military collapsible
containers of 500 or less which also will be considered as packaged fuels).

• Air, Packaged Petroleum Products (includes aircraft unique petroleum and chemical products consisting
generally of lubricating oils, greases, and specialty items normally packaged by the manufacturer and
procured, stored, transported, and issued in containers or packages of 55-gallon capacity or less).

• Ground, Bulk Fuels  (includes MOGAS, diesel, kerosene, and heating oil normally transported by pipeline,
rail tank car, tank truck, barge, and coastal ocean-going tankers and stored in a tank or container having a fill
capacity greater than 500 gallons).

• Ground, Packaged Bulk Fuels (includes ground bulk fuels which, because of operations necessity, are
generally packaged and supplied in containers of 5- to 55-gallon capacity, except fuels in military collapsible
containers of 500 gallons or less which also will be considered as packaged fuels).

• Ground, Packaged Petroleum (includes petroleum and chemical products generally lubricating oils,
greases, and specialty items normally packaged by the manufacturer and procured, stored, transported, and
issued in containers of 55-gallon capacity or less).

Class III A (air).  Petroleum and chemical products used in support of aircraft.

Class III W (ground)   Petroleum and chemical products and solid fuels used in support of ground and marine
equipment.

class of fires.  Class A--fires of ordinary combustibles, such as paper, wood, textiles, or rubbish and extinguished
by water.  Class B--fires of flammable liquids like gasoline, oil, or grease and extinguished by smothering.   
Class C--fires involving electrical equipment and extinguished by nonconducting agents.   Class D--fires
involving burning metal.

clean cargoes.  Cargoes such as aviation and motor gasoline, diesel oils, jet fuel, kerosenes, and lubricating oils.
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clean product.  Products such as aviation and motor gasolines, jet fuel, diesel fuel, kerosene, and lubricating oil;
contrasted with black oil.

clear and bright.  Clear is the absence of visible solids, a cloud, a haze, an emulsion, or free water in the product.
Bright is the sparkle of clean, dry product in transmitted light.

closed circuit refueling.  A system of refueling in which the nozzle mates with a lock into the fuel tank,
eliminating spillage.

closing gage.  A volume measurement of product taken after a delivery or receipt of product and after at least a 30-
minute settling time (and at close of business at terminals and supply points).

coalescing.  a. Drawing together, combining, or uniting to form one body. b. A method of separating finely divided
or suspended water from a petroleum product by passing the product through filter media of a filter/separator.

collapsible fabric tank.  A collapsible fabric container designed to store liquid fuels.  The tank is made of single
ply nylon cloth coated on both sides with an elastomer.

combustion.  Burning or rapid oxidation caused by the union of oxygen and any material capable of being ignited.

commingling.  The intentional or unintentional mixing of two or more products.

compatibility.  Refers to the ability of additives or of lubricating oils of different composition or from different
sources to mix together without separation or reaction.

composite sample.  A mixture of individual samples representing the bulk from which they were taken.  A
composite sample is not the same as a mixed sample.

compound.   A substance formed by combining two or more ingredients in definite proportions by weight.  A
compound possesses physical and chemical properties entirely different from those of the combining
ingredients if used separately.

compounding.   The addition of fatty oils and similar materials to lubricants to impart special properties.
Lubricating oils to which such materials have been added are know as compounded oils.

compression ignition.  Ignition in a diesel engine, in which the heat of compression ignites the fuel, in contrast to
the spark ignition in a gasoline engine.

compression ratio.  The ratio of the volume enclosed in an engine cylinder at beginning of the compression stroke
to the volume at the end of the compression stroke.  The higher the compression ratio, the higher the efficiency
and output of the engine, the greater the tendency to knock, and the greater the need for high-octane fuel.

conduit.  A duct for moving fluids.  Synonymous with conduit, hoseline, as used with the OPDS.

consistency.  The degree to which a material, such as a lubricating grease, resists deformation under the
application of force.  It is, therefore, a characteristic of plasticity, as viscosity is a characteristic of fluidity.
Consistency is  indicated by apparent viscosity; or as in the case of grease, is measured by the penetration of a
special cone into the grease under prescribed conditions of temperature, load, and time, as described in ASTM
Method D 217.

contaminated fuel module.   A 100,000-gallon storage set used to store off-specification fuel until it is blended or
loaded into tanker trucks for disposal.

contaminant.   A foreign substance in a product.

contaminated product.   A product in which one or more grades or types of products have been inadvertently
mixed, or a product containing foreign matter, such as dust, dirt, rust  water, or emulsions.

Contamination.   The addition to a petroleum product of some material not normally present.  Common
contaminants are water, dirt, sand, rust, mill scale, and other petroleum  products.

continuous sample.   A sample taken from a flowing  pipeline in such a manner that the sample is a representative
average of the stream during the period of sampling.
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copper beaker.  See weighted beaker.

copper strip corrosion.  A qualitative method of determining the corrosiveness of a product by its effects on a
small strip of polished copper suspended or placed in the product (ASTM Method D 130).

corrosion.  Rusting; a gradual eating away or oxidation such as the action of moist air on steel and the more rapid
chemical action of acid on metal or steel.

cracking.  A phenomenon by which large oil molecules are decomposed into smaller, lower boiling molecules.  At
the same time, certain of these molecules, which are reactive, combine with one another to give even larger
molecules than those in the original stock The more stable molecules leave the system as cracked gasoline, but
the reactive ones polymerize, forming tar and even coke.  Cracking may be either catalytic or  thermal.

critical velocity.  That zone of velocities between laminar flow and turbulent flow, where the exact nature of flow
is unpredictable.  Flow is considered laminar when the Reynolds number is less than 2,000, turbulent when the
Reynolds number is greater than  4,000, and critical or indeterminate in between those values.

crude.  In a natural state; not altered, refined, or prepared for use by any process, as crude oil or crude petroleum.

crude oil (petroleum).  See petroleum,

cup-case thermometer.   An instrument, consisting of a thermometer attached to a hardwood or plastic back, with
the base of the thermometer enclosed by a metal cup, used to measure the temperature of products in storage
tanks.  The thermometer is lowered to the desired level, allowed to remain for a prescribed time, withdrawn
immediately, and read.  The liquid-filled cup prevents a change in the height of the mercury before it can be
read.

cut.  a. A fraction obtained by a separation process.  b. Product withdrawn from a pipeline and routed into tankage.
Product withdrawn from the middle of a batch is referred to as a heart cut. c. In gaging bulk fuel, the mark
made by a petroleum product in contact with the gaging instrument.  The cut shows the level of the product.

datum plate.   A level metal plate attached to the tank bottom directly under the reference point to provide a
smooth surface on which the innage bob can rest.

deadweight pressure tester.  A portable tester used to calibrate gages and verify settings on pressure relief valves.

deadweight tons.  The carrying capacity of a tanker in tons of 2,240 pounds.  To get deadweight tons, the light
displacement weight is subtracted from the loaded displacement weight.  The difference is the weight in
deadweight tons.

deadwood.  Internal fittings and fixtures such as boltheads, channels, ladders, roof supports, and poles which
occupy space within the tank and reduce storage capacity.  Any tank feature projecting outside the tank that
adds to tank capacity, such as cleanout doors and pipe connections.

decanting.  a. Transferring liquid from one container to another without disturbing the sediment. b. In military
operations, transferring bulk product to containers with capacities of 55 gallons or less (normally, 5-gallon
cans and 55-gallon drums).

Defense Fuel Supply Center (DFSC).  An activity under the DLA with responsibility as the IMM for wholesale
bulk petroleum products until their delivery to the point of sale.  This responsibility includes contract
administration in oversea areas.

Defense Fuel Supply Center Contract Bulletin.  A publication distributed by DFSC to disseminate information
concerning all contracts awarded for direct support of installations.  A separate contract bulletin is published
for each of several selected purchase programs; for example, East and West Coast Marine, Regions I through
8, Alaska.

defense fuel supply point.  Any military or commercial bulk fuel terminal storing product owned by DLA.

Defense General Supply Center (DGSC).  An activity, under DLA, responsible for management of packaged
petroleum products, exclusive of packaged fuels.  See packaged petroleum products.
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Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).  The agency, at the Department of Defense level, charged with providing the
most effective and economical support of common supplies and services to the military departments and other
designated Department of Defense components.  It is the agency under which the DFSC operates.

density.  Specific weight or mass of a substance per unit volume (pounds per cubic foot or gallon or grams per
cubic centimeter).  Specific gravity is the ratio of the mass of any volume of a substance to the mass of an
equal volume of some standard substance (water in the case of liquids and hydrogen or air in the case of gases)
at 40°C (104°F).

DOD activity address code (DODAAC).   A distinctive six-position alphanumeric code assigned to identify
specific units, activities, or organizations.  This code is used for the first six positions of a MILSTRIP
document number.  The codes are published in DOD 4000.25-D, DOD Activity Address Directory.

design fuel.  The heaviest fuel making up 24 percent or more of the total requirement.  Fuels most likely to be
transported by military pipeline are aviation fuels, motor gasoline, and diesel fuel.

detergency. The ability of a substance to clean and to wash away undesirable substances.  Detergents may be either
oil soluble or water soluble.  Soap and synthetic detergents help to wet, disperse, and deflocculate solid
particles.  Oil-soluble detergents are used in motor oils to disperse, loosen, and remove carbon, dirt, and other
undesirable materials from interior surfaces of internal-combustion engines.

detergent oil.  A lubricating oil possessing special sludge-dispersing properties for use in internal-combustion
engines.  These properties are usually the result of the incorporation in the oil of special additives.  Detergent
oils hold sludge particles in suspension and thus promote engine cleanliness.

deterioration.  Any undesirable chemical or physical change that takes place in a product during storage or use.
Some of the more common forms of deterioration are weathering, gum formation, weakening of additives, and
change in color.

detonation.  Sharp explosion.  The term is used to describe the knock-producing type of combustion in spark-
ignition, internal-combustion engines.

diesel engine.  An internal-combustion engine in which air drawn in by the suction stroke is so highly compressed
that the heat generated ignites the fuel, which is automatically sprayed into the cylinder under high pressure.

diesel fuel.  A hydrocarbon fuel used in diesel engines.  Diesel fuels used by the Armed Forces are manufactured
under two specifications:  VV-F-800, which provides for  three grades (DF-1, -2, and -A); and MIL-F-16884,
which provides for one grade  (Marine).

diesel fuel additive.  Material added to diesel fuel to improve the ignition quality.  Examples are amyl nitrate and
ethyl nitrate.

differential pressure.  The difference between suction pressure and discharge pressure of a pump; increment of
pressure added by each pump operating in series in a pump station; pressure drop or loss between the inlet and
outlet of a filter, meter, or other accessory offering resistance to flow.

dike.  An embankment or firewall erected around a storage tank to contain the product if tank leaks or ruptures.

discharge side.  Downstream side of pump having the discharge pressure of the product.

dissolved water.  See water, dissolved.

dispensing.  Transfer of fuel into tanker trucks, rail tank cars and collapsible fuel drums from storage.

distillate.  That portion of a liquid which is removed as a vapor and condensed during a distillation process.

distillate fuel oils.  Fuel oils which are distillates derived directly or indirectly from crude petroleum (chiefly from
the gas oil fraction).

distillation.  a.  Vaporization of a liquid and its subsequent condensation in a different chamber.  In refining, it
refers to the separation of one group of petroleum constituents from another by means of volatilization in some
form of closed apparatus, such as a still, by the aid of heat.  b. ASTM distillation.  Any distillation made
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according to an ASTM distillation procedure, especially a distillation test made on such products as gasolines,
jet or turbine fuels, and kerosene to determine the initial and final boiling points and the boiling range (ASTM
Method D 86).

dome innage.  The height of liquid  in the dome of a railway  tank car, measured from the underside of the tank car
shell  at its highest point.

double groove fitting.  A low-pressure fitting with two grooves.  The lands of the double groove coupling lock into
the grooves.

downgrading.  Assigning a lower grade to an off-specification product, provided it meets the requirements of the
lower grade.

downstream.  The direction of fuel flow in a pipeline.  The discharge side of a pump station or terminal.

draft   The depth to which the bow and stern are immersed.  Draft marks are painted on both sides of the bow and
stern of a tanker to show the depth to which the bow and stern are immersed.  Used with an immersion scale,
the draft marks show how many tons of cargo are required to immerse the tanker 1 inch at any draft according
to the deadweight scale on the tanker's plan.

drain assembly.  A pipe nipple with a 2-inch take-off and ball valve used to drain fuel from pipeline sections.

dry-break coupling.  A coupling that locks into the receiver of a fuel tank.  Also a type of low-pressure, quick-
disconnect hose fitting.  These couplings close automatically when the connection is broken.  Dry-break
couplings are used in closed circuit refueling operations to prevent fuel spills.

duel product swivel.  The heart of the SALM in that it provides isolated, independent paths for products flow from
the tanker through the mooring base regardless of orientation.

draw off valve.  A connection on a tank shell (near bottom) or tank bottom through which water may flow or be
drawn from a tank or vessel or from a sump in the bottom of a tank or vessel.

drum.  A 16- or 18-gage steel cylindrical container (generally , 55-gallon size) for petroleum products.

drum, collapsible.  A 500-gallon collapsible fabric drum. (All  other sizes of liquid  fuel collapsible containers are
considered tanks, not drums.)

drum thief.  A metal or plastic tube, 1 1/2 inches in diameter and 30 inches long, used to withdraw samples from
drums.

dynamic head.   A measure of pressure in liquids in motion; a measure of potential energy or energy of position;
the static head required to accelerate the stream to its flowing velocity; the elevation to which a pump can push
a column of liquid.

effluent.  Outflowing or outflow; a term applied to a stream that has passed through a process or apparatus and has
been altered in some way; product flowing out of a filter/separator, for example, or past a device that adds an
inhibitor.

elastomer.  A rubber-like, synthetic long-chain ploymer used as the base for the UM/USA float/sink conduit.

elbow.  An ell-shaped pipe fitting, struck to a smaller radius than a bend, used to form an angle between adjacent
pipes.  The angles are 11 1/4, 22 1/2, 45, and 90°.

electrode.  The positive or negative terminal of an electric circuit.  The positive electrode is called the anode ; the
negative electrode, the cathode.

electrolysis.  Chemical decomposition by the action of an electric current.  This process is both the cause of
external corrosion of buried pipelines and the basis for providing protection against such corrosion.

electromotive series.  A listing of metals and alloys arranged in such order that any metal in the list is anodic to
(corroded by) any metal following it and cathodic to (protected by) any metal preceding it.
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end point.  The point indicating the end of some operation or at which  a certain definite change is observed.  In
titration, this change is frequently a change in the color of an indicator which has been added to the solution or
the disappearance or excess of one of the reactants which is colored.  In the distillation of liquids, such as
gasoline, the end point is the maximum temperature which occurs during the test.

end protector.  A plastic cap that fits over the ends of IPDS pipe joints, hoses, valves and fittings to protect the
grooves and keep dirt and trash out.

engine oil..  A term applied to oils used for the bearing lubrication of all types of engines, machines, and shafting
and for cylinder lubrication in other than steam engines.

entrained water.  See water, entrained

ethylene glycol. A colorless, odorless, sweet-tasting dihydric alcohol, HOCH2 CH2 OH, used as an antifreeze.

evaporation.  The conversion of a liquid into vapor, usually by means of heat.

evaporation loss.  The loss of a liquid volume or weight due to the free evaporation of the liquid usually in a
storage tank at atmospheric pressure.  It varies with the temperature, the amount of liquid surface exposed, the
temperature of vaporization of the lightest components of the liquid, the velocity of air currents over the
surface exposed, and the degree of vapor tightness of the tank roof.  Since petroleum products are not
homogeneous liquids, the rate of evaporation is not constant.  The rate of’ evaporation is greatest at the
beginning when the largest percentage of light-volatile hydrocarbons are present and slowest when
evaporation has proceeded so far that only heavy residues are left.

existent gum test.  See gum test.

expansion joint.  A joint or coupling designed to permit an end wise movement of its parts to compensate for
expansion or contraction.

explosimeter.  See gas detector.

explosive limits.  The limits, in percentages, at which a mixture of gases and air will explode when the mixture is
ignited.  The lower limit corresponds to the minimum  amount of combustible gas and the upper limit refers to
the maximum amount of combustible gas  that will make the mixture flammable.  (Also referred to as
flammable limits and explosive range.)

explosion-proof lights.  See lights.

Fahrenheit scale.  A thermometer scale on which the freezing point of water is 32 ° and the boiling point is 212 °
(at sea level atmospheric pressure).

fault.  A geological term for a structural closure caused by the fracturing of the crustal rocks during earth
movements.

feeder (flood) pumps.  Pumps generally installed to supply the required suction pressure between tank farm
installations and mainline (trunk) pump stations or to feed fuel through short branch lines to dispensing
tankage installations.

feet of head.  The measure of pressure in terms of the height  in feet of a column of a given fuel.  This
measurement is convenient for use in hydraulic design of pipelines, since it can be applied directly to terrain
elevations.

figure-eight blank.  A pipe blank, or blind, in the form of a figure eight.  One circle of the eight is solid to form a
blank, and the other circle is open.  It is used in locations where a line must be periodically blanked off and a
visible indication is, required to show whether the line is blind or open.

fill stand.  See loading rack.

filter (noun).  A porous material on which solid particles are caught and retained when a mixture is passed
through it.
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filter (verb ).  To remove mechanically the solids or free water from  a petroleum product.

filter/separator.  A device used to separate both solid contaminants and water from a petroleum fuel.

fire-suppression equipment.   A standard set of fire-fighting and safety equipment that includes a trailer-mounted
fire extinguisher, portable dry chemical fire extinguishers, fire-fighting suits and boots, and a supply of fire-
fighting chemicals.

firewall.  See dike.

five-mile pipeline set.  A set that contains all the pipe, valves, couplings, pipeline anchors, and elbows needed to
construct 5 miles of IPDS pipeline.

flacking.  To pack hose by folding it and storing it horizontally.

flame arrester.  An assembly of perforated plates or screens enclosed in a case and attached to the breather vent
on a petroleum storage tank.  The device prevents a flame from entering the tank through the vent.

flammable.  A term describing any combustible material which can be ignited easily and which will burn rapidly.
Petroleum products which have flash points of 100 °F (37.8°C) or lower are classed as flammable.

flammable limits.  See explosive limits.

flash point.  The lowest temperature at which a liquid petroleum product gives off vapor in sufficient concentration
to ignite (that is, flash) on application of a flame under specified conditions.

flexible coupling.  A coupler that connects the speed increaser on the engine to the drive shaft on the pump unit of
the 800-GPM main line pumping assembly.

floating hose.  The sections of hose that connect the submarine hose string to the tanker rail hose.  Also called
floated and floater hoses.

floating-roof tank.  A tank with a roof that floats on the surface of the liquid contents.  The roof, which has a tight
seal of synthetic rubber around its perimeter, rises and falls with the changes in product level.  When the roof
falls to a certain distance from the bottom, it comes to rest on supports.  Because there is no vapor  space
between the surface of the product and the roof, breathing and filling losses are practically eliminated.

flood pump.  See feeder (flood) pumps.

flow rate.  The amount of fuel passing through a point along a pipeline or hoseline over time.  Flow rate is usually
stated in gallons per minute or gallons per hour.

flying crane.  A CH-54A helicopter.

foaming.  The formation of froth or foam on lubricating oils or other oils as a result of aeration or release of gas
dissolved in the oil.  Foaming characteristics of lubricating oils are determined by ASTM Method D 892.

fog oil.  A petroleum oil used in smoke generators produced  according to specification MIL-F-12070 in type  SFG-1
(for temperatures above 40°F (4°C)) and type SFG-2 (for temperatures of 40°F (4°C) or lower).

foot valve.  Special-purpose check valve.  See priming.

four-point mooring.  The rigid mooring using four legs of chain or wire attached to anchors on the seafloor.  In
the case of OPDS, the tanker uses its two bower anchors and two quarter anchors for the four-point moor.

fractionation   The separation of petroleum by distillation or crystallization into portions which have different
properties.

freeboard.  a.  The distance measured downward at the side of a tanker, amidships, from the upper edge of the
deck line to the upper edge of the load line. b  The height that a firewall exceeds the maximum fill from a
tank.

free water.  See Water, free.
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friction loss.  Loss of pressure, in terms of feet of head per unit of pipe length, from internal resistance to flow in
the product itself (viscosity) and from resistance offered by pipe walls, pipe fittings, and reductions in pipe
diameter.

fuel-air ratio.  See air-fuel ratio.

fuel oil   Any liquid petroleum product burned for the generation of heat in  a furnace or firebox or for the
generation of power in an engine, exclusive of oils with a flash point below 100°F (38°C) (tag closed-cup
tester) and oils burned in cotton- or wool-wick burners.

fuel system icing inhibitor.  An agent to be used only as an anti-icing additive for jet turbine engine fuels.

gage (noun).  An object used as a standard of measurement or comparison; that is, an instrument for measuring,
indicating, or regulating the capacity, quantity, amount, or other properties.

gage (verb).  To measure the contents or capacity, as of a tank.  See innage and outage.

gage pressure.  The pressure as shown by a pressure-registering instrument (gage).

gage sheet.  A form used to record gage readings.

gage table.  A table prepared to show the contents of a tank for each one-eighth or one-sixteenth inch of product in
the tank.  After the tank has been gaged with a steel tape or pole and the height of the liquid determined, the
contents of the tank can be found by referring to this table.  The table is compiled either through an ordinary
calibration of the tank or by a mathematical computation of the cylindrical volume for each inch of altitude,
deducting the volume occupied by "deadwood." A table of temperature corrections is often made available for
use in reducing the measured contents of the tank to a standard volume at 60 °F (16°C).  The volume
calculation and correction table is identified in ASTM Method D 1250.

gaging for water.  Obtaining the depth of water bottom by taking a water cut.  This is usually done by coating a
plumb bob, tape, or gaging stick with water-finding paste.

gallon (gal).  A unit of measure of volume.  A US gallon contains 231 cubic inches or 3.785 liters; it is 0.83268
times the imperial gallon.  One US gallon of water weighs 8.3374 pounds at 60°F (16 °C).

gas detector.  An instrument for determining the explosibility of a gas and air mixture (explosimeter).

gas oil.  A term originally used to refer to an oil suitable for cracking to make illuminating gas.  The term is now
used to designate an overhead product in between refined oils and low-viscosity lubricating oils, used primarily
as thermal or  catalytic cracking feed stock, diesel fuel, furnace oil, and the like.

gasoline.  See automotive gasoline and aviation gasoline .

gas turbine.  An engine in which vapor (other than steam) is directed, under pressure, against a series of turbine
blades.  The energy contained in the rapidly expanding vapors is converted into rotary motion.

gate valve.  An on-off valve used to start or stop fuel flow.  The gate valve is closed by a flat face vertical disc or
gate that slides down the valve to stop flow.  Gate valves open and close with handwheels.

gravitometer.  Permanently installed hydrometer that gives a continuous reading of the API or specific gravity of
the product passing through the pipeline. See hydrometer.

gravity.  See API gravity and specific gravity.

grease.  A mixture of petroleum oil, soap (or other thickeners), and sometimes an additive used for lubricating
under conditions where an oil cannot meet all requirements. (See specific greases under alphabetical listing.)

groove-type coupling.  A coupling consisting of two segments, bolts for fastening the segments together, and a
self-sealing gasket.  Each segment engages a groove around the end of each pipe, and the gasket fits over the
ends of both pipes.  When the bolts are tightened, the segments center and compress the gasket to form a tight
joint.
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gross tank capacity.  Tank capacity to maximum fill level; includes nonrecoverable tank bottoms.  "Gross tank
capacity" is synonymous with "storage capacity."

gross tons.  The entire internal cubic capacity of a tanker, expressed in units of 100 cubic feet to the ton, less
certain exempted spaces such as tanks for water ballast.

gross weight.  The total weight of a container, its cargo, and packing material.  The gross weight is stated in
pounds.

grounding.  Connecting single or bonded units to a ground rod so that any static potential will be discharged into
the earth.  If two or more units are bonded and one  is grounded, the whole system is effectively grounded. (See
Bonding.)

ground products.  Refined petroleum products normally intended for use in administrative, combat, and tactical
vehicles, materials-handling equipment, special-purpose vehicles, and stationary power and heating
equipment.

gum.  Varnish-like, tacky, noncombustible insoluble deposits formed during the deterioration of petroleum and its
products, particularly gasoline.  The amount of gummy material in gasoline is known as its gum content,
which is determined by ASTM Methods D 381 and D 873.  See gum test.

gum test.  An analytical method for determining the amount of existing gum in gasoline by evaporating a sample
from a glass dish on an elevated-temperature bath with the aid of circulating air.

handy-size tanker.  A tanker with 225,000-barrel capacity designed to provide service to military terminals.

head.  An expression of pressure, usually stated in terms of inches or feet.  See Dynamic head, static pressure, and
hydrostatic head.

head terminal.  The last terminal in a pipeline system.

header.  A common manifold in which a number of pipelines are united.

heart cut.  a.  A narrow-range cut, usually taken near the middle portion of the stock being distilled or treated. b
A delivery of pure product from the middle of a batch at some intermediate point on the pipeline.

heavy product.  A liquid in stored drums which gives off flammable vapors above the temperature of 80 °F (27°C).

high water mark.  The point on the beach where the OPDS conduit and BTU terminate.

hogging.  A condition in which the bow and stern are lower than the midship section.  Usually caused by improper
loading of the tanker or by overtrim.

hot spot.  An area in the combustion of an engine which remains at a higher temperature than the surrounding
metal, which can cause detonation or preignition.

hydraulic drivehead.  A hydraulic drill motor used to drive IPDS pipeline anchors into the ground.  It is also used
to remove the anchors.

hydraulic fluid.  A fluid of petroleum or nonpetroleum origin used in hydraulic systems.  Low viscosity, low rate
of change of viscosity with temperature, and low pour point are desirable characteristics.

hydraulic gradient.  The progressive and continuous drop in pressure in a pipeline resulting from resistance to
flow.

hydraulic gradient triangle.  A right triangle so constructed that the slope of it hypotenuse represents the rate of
pressure loss due to friction of a given fluid flowing through the pipeline of a given size at a given initial
pressure.  Altitude of the triangle represents the initial pressure; base of the triangle represents the total length
of pipe through which the fluid can be moved against friction alone by the initial pressure.  When applied to
the profile of the pipeline route drawn to the same scale, this triangle locates the point where pressure losses
due to both friction and elevation require the location of another pump station.
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hydraulic profile.  A schematic map of changes in elevation along a pipeline route.  The hydraulic profile is used
to plot pump stations along the trace.

hydrocarbon.  A compound containing only hydrogen and carbon.  The simplest hydrocarbons are gases at
ordinary temperatures; with increasing molecular weight, they change to the liquid form and, finally to the
solid state.  Hydrocarbons are the principal constituents of petroleum.

hydroforming.  A special catalatic reforming process used to upgrade straight-run gasoline.

hydrometer.  A graduated instrument for determining the gravity of liquids.  It is usually made of hollow glass
and weighted at one end so as to float upright.  The depth to which the instrument sinks when immersed in a
liquid is determined by the density of that liquid the lighter the liquid, the lower the instrument sinks.  Some
hydrometers are marked so that the percentage of each constituent of the product in them can be read.
Hydrometers used to measure petroleum are usually marked with degrees API or specific gravity.

hydrostatic head.  That portion of the indicated pressure at a point in a piping system or pipeline, which is due to
the superimposed height of the liquid head acting at that point.

icing.  The solidification of particles of moisture in the fuel system, especially the carburetor, of an aircraft or
ground vehicle.  The moisture may either be contained in the fuel or it may enter the system through the air
intake.  Icing may cause either partial or complete loss of power.

identification tests.  Selected tests applied to a sample to identify quickly the type or grade of material represented
or to determine that the quality has not been altered by time or handling.

ignition.  See compression ignition.

ignition quality.  The ability of a fuel to ignite upon injection into the engine cylinder.

impeller.  A device which impels or pushes forward, such as the rotor of a centrifugal pump or air compressor.

intermediate terminal.  Any fuel terminal connected to the pipeline and located between the base terminal and the
head terminal.

inhibitor.  A substance added in small amounts to a petroleum product to prevent or retard undesirable chemical
changes from taking place in the product or in the condition of the equipment in which the product is used.
The essential function of inhibitors is to prevent or retard oxidation or corrosion.

Inland Petroleum Distribution System.   A rapid-deployment, general support bulk fuel terminal and pipeline
system.  The IPDS is made up of tactical petroleum terminals, 5-mile pipeline sets and pipeline pump stations.

innage.  The height or volume of liquid in a storage tank as measured or gaged from the bottom of the tank to the
top of the liquid.

innage tape and bob.   A steel measuring tape connected by a harness snap to the eye of cone-tipped bob.  Used to
measure the distance from the bottom of the tank to the liquid level of product in a tank or gage pipe.

inorganic compound.   A compound (such as clay or glass) containing no carbon, hence composed of matter other
than animal or vegetable.

insulating oil.  An oil used in circuit breakers, switches, transformers, and certain other electrical devices for
insulating, cooling, or both.  In general, such oils are well-refined petroleum distillates of low volatility and
high resistance to oxidation and sludging.

interface.  A mixture, or commingling, between adjacent products in a multiproduct pipeline; interfacial mixture.

internal-combustion engine.   An engine which operates by means of combustion of a fuel within its cylinders.

into-plane  The requirement and procurement of fuel and lubricating oils for delivery into government-owned
aircraft normally at nonmilitary air facilities.  Charges for this include the cost of fuel, lubricating oils, and
related services.
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inventory.  Bulk tankage contents measured to current product level; includes tank bottoms and associated pipeline
fill.

Jacob's ladder.  A portable rope or wire ladder that is hung over the side of a tanker to permit boarding.

jet engine.  An engine which converts air and fuel into a fast-moving stream of hot gases that propel the item on
which it is mounted.

jet fuel.  Fuel meeting the required properties for use in jet engines and aircraft turbine engines.  Jet fuels are
procured for the Armed Forces in several grades.  The most important grades are JP-4 (low vapor pressure) JP-
5 (high flash point), and JP-8.

joint logistics over the shore.  A LOTS operation involving operations support from two or more services.

Joint Petroleum Office (JPO).  An office established by the Joint Chiefs of Staff with petroleum logistics
responsibilities in a unified command in oversea areas.

kedging.  Moving a ship along by means of anchors that have been hauled out the same distance from the ship by a
boat.

kerosene.  A refined petroleum distillate used in space heating units, in wick-fed lamps, bomb-type flares, for
cleaning certain machinery and tools, and as a base for liquid insecticide sprays.  A single multiple-use type is
procured under Federal Specification VV-K-211.  A deodorized type, which is used as a base for insecticide
sprays, is procured under Specification VV-K-220.

kinematic viscosity.  The ratio of the absolute viscosity to the density at the temperature of the viscosity
measurement.  The metric units of kinematic viscosity are the stoke and centistoke, which correspond to the
poise and centipoise of absolute viscosity.

knock.  Noise, also called ping, associated with internal-combustion engines .  After the spark ignites the charge,
the charge burns smoothly until part of it is burned; then if either the fuel or engine operating conditions are
unsuitable, the remaining portion burns suddenly, which makes a knock  or ping.

knot.  A unit of speed of 1 nautical mile an hour.

laminar flow.  A smooth, streamline flow in which product in a pipeline is said to flow in concentric layers.
When the velocity of flow increases beyond a certain point (critical velocity), the layers disintegrate and the
flow becomes chaotic, or turbulent.  See turbulent flow.

lead.  A general term used to denote tetraethyllead or other organometallic lead antiknock compounds used as
gasoline additives.

lead poisoning.  Poisoning caused by tetraethyllead or another of the organometallic lead antiknock compounds
used as additives in gasoline.  It may result from ingestion, absorption through the skin, or inhalation of
fumes.

light ends.  a.  The most volatile portions of a carbon and hydrogen mixture, the low boiling components that boil
off first in distillation. b . Opposite of heavy ends.

lighterage. The act of unloading all or  part of a tanker's cargo by smaller tankers or  barges to make the tanker
lighter.

lighter, amphibious resupply cargo.  A five-ton capacity vehicle, wheeled with propeller drive for water use.

light product.  A light product is any liquid which gives off flammable vapors at or below 80 °F (27°C).

lights.  Only explosionproof lights, motors, switches, or other electrical fixtures approved by the Underwriters
Laboratories for class 1, group D hazardous areas may be used where there are concentrations of flammable
gases or vapors.  Class 1, group D hazardous areas include those in which JP-4, gasoline, petroleum naphtha,
alcohol, acetone, lacquer solvent, and natural gas are used.
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lines of communication.   All land, water and air routes that connect an operating military force with one or more
bases of operations and along which supplies and reinforcements move.

liquefied petroleum gas.  Light hydrocarbon material which exists as a gas under normal conditions but which
has been converted to a liquid by pressure.  Commercial liquefied gas consists of propane, butane, or a mixture
of the two.

liter (l).  A metric unit of capacity equal to 0.9081 dry quart (US) or 1.0567 liquid quarts (US).

loaded displacement.   The weight of a tanker, including cargo, passengers, fuel, water, and stores, which brings
the tanker down to the load draft.

loading rack.  a. A structure with one or more risers, loading valves, arms, and drop tubes built alongside railroad
tracks for the purpose of loading railroad tank cars. b. A structure built in a tank vehicle loading area for the
purpose of transferring the product into tank vehicles. c. Fill stand. d. Loading stand.

load line.  The line defining the maximum mean draft to which a tanker may be lawfully submerged.  It is the
lower limit of the freeboard for various conditions and seasons.  The six load line used on tankers are the
Summer load line; Winter load line; Winter, North Atlantic line; Tropical load line; Fresh water load line; and
Tropical fresh water load line.

looped line.  a.  A doubled pipeline constructed for the purpose of increasing capacity or reducing pressure losses.
b.  An alternate section of pipeline built around a break or a point of potential damage, such as at a river
crossing, to restore or maintain operations during repairs.

lower sample.  A sample with a bottle or beaker sampler from the middle  of the bottom third of a tank's contents.

lubricant.  A substance, especially oil, grease, and graphite, which may be interposed between moving surfaces to
reduce friction and wear.

manhole (manhead).   An access opening in a tank or other structure to allow someone to enter to inspect, clean, or
repair.

manifold.  A piping  arrangement which permits a stream of liquid or gas to be divided into two or more streams or
which permits several streams to be collected into one.  See header .

maximum working pressure.  The highest pressure that equipment is designed to operate safely.

maximum fill level.  The highest level to which a container may  be filled.

meniscus.   The curved surface of the top of a column of liquid in a narrow tube; the curve is concave when the
containing walls are wet with the liquid and convex when they are not wet.

meter skid assembly.  An 800-GPM skid-mounted fuel flow meter.  Used to measure the amount of fuel flowing
in and out of a fuel unit to or from the pipeline.

methane.  a.  A light, odorless, flammable gas, CH4.  b .  The first  member of the paraffin series.  It is the principal
constituent of natural gas.

micron.  One micron is a thousandth part of 1 millimeter (approximately 25,400 microns equal 1 inch).  The
average human hair is about 100 microns in diameter.

middle sample.  A sample taken from the middle of a tank's contents.

mike.  A term used to denote measurement of bulk petroleum products in thousands of gallons or barrels.  For
example, 10 mike barrels = 10,000 barrels.

Military Sealift Command.  The US Navy command responsible for providing ocean transportation for the
military services and for other governmental agencies and departments, as directed.

mill scale.  A magnetic product formed on iron and some steel surfaces during the manufacturing process.
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mixed sample.  A sample taken by mixing or stirring  the original sample and then drawing off the desired  quantity
for testing.

molecule.  Unit of matter; the smallest particle of an element or compound that retains chemical identity with the
substance in mass.

motor fuel.  See automotive gasoline, aviation gasoline, and jet fuel.

motor method.   A test for determining the knock rating, in terms of ASTM motor octane numbers, of fuels for use
in spark-ignition engines.  The knocking tendency of the fuel under test is compared with knocking tendencies
of reference fuels of known octane number (ASTM Method D 2700).

multigrade oil. A multiviscosity number oil which acts as a high-viscosity oil in high temperatures but as a low-
viscosity oil in low temperatures.

multistage pump.   See pump, multistage.

naphtha.  A general term applied to refined, partly refined, and unrefined petroleum products and liquid products
deriving from natural gas which distill between 347°F (175°C) and 460°F (238°C).

natural gas.  Naturally occurring mixtures of hydrocarbon gases and vapors, the more important of which are
methane, ethane, propane, butane, pentane, and hexane.

net tonnage.  The payload spaces remaining after space for the crew, power plant, fuel, and operation of the vessel
are deducted from the gross tonnage. Each net ton represents a capacity of 100 cubic feet.

nonrecoverable tank bottom.   That quantity of liquid that is below the suction manifold or drawoff line of a
storage tank and is not available in normal day-to-day operations.

normal head capacity.   The total head against which a pumping  unit will pump at the most efficient operating
point.

normal pressure.  Mean atmospheric pressure at sea level ; taken to be equal to that of a column of mercury 760
millimeters high; about 14.7 pounds per square inch.  See atmospheric pressure .

ocean terminal.  A terminal capable of discharging and loading ocean-going tankers.

octane number.   Term used to show numerically the relative antiknock value of automotive gasolines and of
aviation gasolines having a rating below 100.  It is based on a comparison with the reference fuels, isooctane
(100 octane number) and normal heptane (0 octane number).  The octane number of an unknown fuel is the
volume percent of isooctane in a blend with normal heptane which matches the unknown fuel in knocking
tendencies under a specified set of conditions.  Above 100, the octane number of a fuel is based on the engine
rating, defined in terms of milliliters of tetraethyllead in isooctane, which matches that of the unknown fuel.

officer-in-charge (OIC).  The senior officer, or the officer designated, in charge of an operation in the military
organization.

off-line.  A pipeline or terminal that is operating.  Also, the process of stopping operations to go off-line.

Offshore Petroleum Discharge System (OPDS).  The US Navy fleet of several special fuel tanker ships.  Each
ship carries a cargo of fuel, its own mooring buoy and 4 miles of flexible pipe.  The mission of the system is to
deliver fuel to the beach head in a theater of operations.

off-specification product.  A product which fails to meet one or more of the physical, chemical, or performance
requirements of the specification.

olefin.  One of a major series of hydrocarbons that appear chiefly in refinery operations.  They have the general
formula of naphthenes and the chain structures of paraffins, but they are unsaturated.  Molecular structure and
nomenclature correspond to paraffins having the same amount of carbon.  Ethylene, or ethene, is the lowest,
member of the olefins, and the series is sometimes called the ethylene series.

opening gage.  A gage of a product taken immediately before delivery or receipt of product.
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outage.  a.  The volume of unoccupied space in a storage tank or other container, measured or gaged from a
reference point above the product to the surface of the product.  b.  The difference between rated capacity and
actual contents.  (Some space will always be left unoccupied for expansion of product.)  See ullage.

outage tape and bob.   A steel measuring tape connected by a harness snap to the eye of the rectangular bob.  The
outage tape and bob is used to measure the distance from a reference point above the product to the surface of
the product in the tank.

overcoupling clamp.  A type of repair clamp installed over a pipe coupling joint to stop leaks.  Usually called an
overcoupling.

oxidation.  The process of combining with oxygen, a process which all hydrocarbons are capable of doing.

packaged petroleum products.   Those petroleum products other than fuels (generally lubricants, greases, and
specialty items) that are stored, transported, and issued in containers with a capacity of  55 gallons or  less.  See
bulk petroleum products.

packed line.  A petroleum pipeline filled with product under pressure.

packing.  A general term for a yielding material used to make a tight joint or connection.  Packing may be sheet
rubber, asbestos, cork, or metal for gaskets or braided and graphited hemp or asbestos material in strips or
rings for stuffing boxes.

paraffin.  Any of the white, tasteless, odorless, and chemically inert waxy substances composed of saturated
hydrocarbons obtained from petroleum.

parallel connection.  Pumps are said to be connected "in parallel" when they receive product directly from the line
simultaneously.  This is in contrast to those connected "in series," in which the product goes through first one
unit and then the other.  Pumps in parallel deliver the cumulative volume of all pumps at the pressure of one
pump; pumps in series deliver the volume of one pump at the cumulative pressure of all pumps.

patrolling.  Routine surveillance of the pipeline to detect leaks or potential leaks and breaks and to discourage
pilferage and sabotage.  Patrollers may travel on foot or ride in motor vehicles or aircraft.

penetrating oil.  A thin, nonviscous oil used to loosen rusted or frozen metal parts such as nuts, screws, bolts, or
pins.  Penetrating oil is not intended for use as a lubricant.  It is produced to specification VV-P-216.

performance number (PN).  An indication of relative engine performance, the relative knock-free power or output
a supercharged aircraft engine can develop.  For example, Avgrade 115/145 indicates a rating of 115 at lean
mixture and a rating of 145 at rich mixture.  The rating of 145 indicates that the engine can develop 145
percent as much knock-free power with the fuel at rich mixture as it could under the same conditions with a
fuel having a performance number of 100.

petrochemical.  Derived from the words petroleum and chemical and originally coined to designate chemicals of
petroleum origin.  At present, petrochemical covers a wide variety of products.

petroleum.  Crude oil.  Petroleum is a mixture of gaseous, liquid, and semisolid hydrocarbons varying widely in
gravity and complexity.  Petroleum can be removed as a liquid from underground reservoirs, and it can be
separated into various fractions by distillation and recovery.  Petroleum is a general term that includes all
petroleum fuels, lubricants. and specialties.

petroleum measurement tables.   ASTM-IP tables provided for the calculation of quantities of petroleum and its
products under the required conditions in any of three systems of measurements.  Tables are provided for the
reduction of gravity and volume to standard states over normal operating ranges, for calculation of weight-
volume relationship, and for interconversion of a wide variety of commercially useful units (ASTM Method D
1250).

POL.  Petroleum, Oils, and Lubricants.  Included are petroleum fuels, lubricants, hydraulic and insulating oils,
temporary protectives, liquid and compressed gases, chemical products, liquid coolants, deicing and antifreeze
compounds, together with components and additives of such products.
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petroleum testing kit.  A kit provided for limited quality surveillance testing under field conditions.

pigtail hose.  The hose sections leading from the base of the SALM and connecting to the sea floor conduit.  Also
called the jumper hose.

pinging.  Detonation or knocking.  Pinging is another term for the too rapid combustion of the air and vapor
mixture in an internal-combustion engine.

pipe cutting and beveling machine.   Used for pipeline construction.  A portable pipe cutting machine set that can
cut either aluminum or steel pipe.  It also cuts coupling grooves or bevels during the cutting operation.

pipehead.  The downstream end of the pipeline with facilities for storing, distributing, or forwarding petroleum
products.

pipeline.  A line of pipe with pump stations, storage tanks, and accessory equipment to move petroleum products.

pipeline batch.  See batch.

pipeline fill.  The volume (quantity) of product required to fill a pipeline completely.

pipeline pump station.   A standard set that contains all the equipment needed for an IPDS mainline pump station.
It also contains most of the tools, supplies and repair parts needed to operate and maintain a pump station for
18 months.

pipeline suspension bridge.   A bridge used to breach wide, deep obstacles.  There are 100-foot, 200-foot and 400-
foot suspension bridges in the IPDS.  They are constructed from sets of towers, cable, hangers, and guys.

pipeline tender.  A quantity of product offered or designated for pipeline shipment.  It may be moved in one or
more batches.

pipe wrapping.  The process of cleaning, treating, and wrapping tile pipeline with a protective coating of treated
tape before burying it to keep it from corroding.

plasticizer.  A substance added to a plastic or rubber material to maintain elasticity.

plug valve.  A valve in which the part that closes the line is a revolving plug with an opening to permit liquid to
pass when the opening is aligned with the bore of the pipe.  The valve is characterized by its rapid opening
and closing capability, usually by turning a quarter turn with a removable handle.  Some models have a control
wheel with a worm gear.  Most models do not permit passage of scrapers.

polymerization.  Changing a substance of a given  molecular weight to another substance with chemical
ingredients in the same proportions as in the first but with a new molecular weight that is a multiple of the
first, depending upon how many molecules of the first have been combined.  It is a method of changing
hydrocarbon gases into high-octane gasoline.

port.  a.  A term for either a suction or discharge opening of petroleum-handling equipment or accessories. b . The
left side of a vessel.

positive displacement pump.   A pump that lifts or transfers fluid by positive or direct displacement without any
transformation of energy.  This pump differs from the centrifugal pump, in which the rotating impeller first
creates kinetic energy in the moving fluid and then transforms it into pressure.

post-discharge tests.  Tests prescribed by MIL-HDBK-200 for product after it is received into storage tanks.
These tests are the ones most likely to detect contamination that might have occurred during off-loading.

pour point.  The lowest temperature at which an oil can be poured (ASTM Method D 97.)

predischarge tests.  Tests MIL-HDBK-200 prescribes for samples of product from a ship.  They are the tests most
likely to show any contamination that might have occurred in transit.

preignition.  Premature ignition of the air and fuel mixture in a spark-ignition engine by some means other than
the spark.  Preignition is often caused by overheated plugs or valves or by carbon deposits glowing with heat.
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preissue tests.  Tests prescribed by MIL-HDBK-200 before issue or shipment of products to ensure that satisfactory
quality has been maintained.

premium grade.  Refers to automotive gasoline, specification VV-G- 1690, for use in motor vehicle and other
engines where the manufacturer specifies use of a fuel of higher octane rating than regular grade gasoline.

preservative.  A petroleum product designed to prevent corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals.  General-
purpose lubricating oils produced to specifications VV-L-800, MIL-L-7870, and MIL-L-3150 have
preservative qualities.

pressure.  A force or impulse.  Pressure differential is incremental pressure, or the difference between suction and
discharge of a pump.  Pressure gage is an instrument used to measure and indicate pressure in a fluid.

pressure conrol valve.  A valve used to maintain positive discharge pressure at the fuel loading points in the fuel
dispensing assembly.

pressure drop.  The decrease of pressure in pounds per square inch, or head in feet, of fluid flowing in a piping
system from one point to another point downstream from the first point.  Pressure drop may be caused by
friction, increase of elevation, or increase of velocity.

priming.  Displacement of air on the suction side of a centrifugal pump between the source of supply and the point
of intake in the pump.  Pump can be primed by filling the pump casing with product to be pumped or by
removing the air with a vacuum pump.  A foot valve or check valve can be installed on the suction line to hold
product when pumping stops.

procurement quality assurance.   That program by which the government determines if contractors have fulfilled
their contract obligations for quality and quantity of products and related services.

profile.  A vertical section through the route of a pipeline or other surveyed line on the earth's surface, showing
distances out from a starting point and elevations above or below a datum plane.  A profile is used with the
hydraulic gradient triangle in  modular design of the pipeline.

prover tank.  A volumetric tank used to prove or calibrate a flow meter.  It may be the open type for measuring a
delivery to another container or the closed type when control vapor losses are important.  The tank may have a
narrow neck with gage glass at top and bottom for added accuracy.

pump.  An apparatus for lifting or transferring fluids.  The following are principal types of pumps:

• Centrifugal (Volute Type).  Consists of one or more impellers mounted on a rapidly rotating shaft.  The
liquid enters the impeller at the center, or "eye," and is impelled outward from the center by centrifugal force
at high velocity into the volute of the pump casing.  The function of the volute is to catch the impeller
discharge and convert peripheral (tangential) velocity head into pressure head while conducting the liquid at a
reducing rate of flow to the discharge nozzle of the pump casing.

• Duplex.  A reciprocating pump which has two liquid cylinders.  Duplex pumps have a more steady
discharge flow and pressure than do simplex pumps.

• Gear.  A positive-displacement pump of the rotary type that moves liquid meshing gears rotating in
opposite directions.  Liquid enters on the suction side under atmospheric pressure and is carried to the
discharge side in the spaces between the gear teeth and the wall of the pump chamber.

• Multistage.  A centrifugal pump which has two or more impellers mounted on the same shaft.  The
discharge from one impeller is conducted to the suction eye of the next impeller, and so forth.  Petroleum
product pumps with up to 14 stages and developing over 3,000 PSI discharge pressure are in use.

• Power.  A reciprocating pump in which the liquid pistons are usually driven by a crankshaft driven
through gears or a speed reducer by an automotive engine or electric motor, rather than by rods connected to
direct acting steam pistons.

• Reciprocating.  Consists of one or more cylinders into which liquid is sucked on the intake stroke of a
piston and from which it is discharged on the discharge stroke.  It is usually driven by a direct connected
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steam piston, although belt, gear, or chain drive by steam turbine, diesel engine, or electric motor may be used.
It may commonly be of simplex, duplex, or triplex (one-, two-, or three-pump cylinders) and be single acting
(one working stroke per revolution using one side of piston) or double-acting (two working strokes per
revolution using both sides of piston).  This is essentially a low-speed, low-capacity pump best suited to the
handling of small quantities of viscous liquids at high heads and variable discharge pressures.

• Rotary.  A positive-displacement pump used mainly to pump liquids that are either too viscous or too
volatile to pick up readily from a lower level with a centrifugal pump.  There are many types of rotary pump
designs.  The types used most often are the gear-type and lobe-type, in which two gears or lobes mesh and
therefore rotate in opposite directions.  The liquid is trapped between the gear teeth or lobes and the casing
and is carried around the discharge side of the pump.

• Simplex.   A reciprocating pump that has one liquid cylinder on a direct rod drive or a single crank or
rocker arm.

• Single acting.  A reciprocating pump that discharges when the piston is moving in one direction only;
contrasted with a double acting pump in which liquid continuously enters and leaves the cylinder from one end
or the other.

pump, booster.   Used to add energy to fluid when the pressure of fluid flowing in a pipe is nearly expended and
approaches zero.  The energy can be used to increase flow rate.

pump station.   See booster station.

pup joints.  Short pieces of pipe or nipples with grooved ends, which are shorter than standard lengths of pipe,
used to close gaps in the line.

purple K.  Potassium bicarbonate.  A dry chemical used in the trailer-mounted fire extinguisher that puts out fires
by smothering them.

qualified products list.  A list prepared by  the procuring service of civilian-type or  off-the-shelf items that comply
with specifications and have been found to be acceptable to the government.

quality surveillance.  The measures taken to ensure that petroleum products which have been accepted by the
government as being of the required quality are still of the required quality when delivered to the user.  Quality
surveillance includes watching over and caring for products during all storage and handling operations,
adhering to handling methods and procedures designed to protect quality, and examining and testing of
products in storage and on change of custody.

rack.  See loading rack.

reaction.  Chemical change that takes place when two or more substances are brought together.  Reaction is
accompanied by exchange of molecules and formation of other substances.

ready reserve force.  Cargo ships designated for rapid activation that serve the Strategic sealift program.

receiving tests.  Tests prescribed by MIL-HDBK-200 to supply information quickly on the quality of products
received so their disposition can be planned.

reciprocating.  Moving alternately back and forth.  A  reciprocating engine or pump (positive displacement) is one
in which pistons move back and forth in cylinders.

reciprocating pump.   See pump (reciprocating).

reclamation.  Restoring or changing a contaminated or off-specification petroleum product so that it will either
meet specifications or will be within use limits.  See blending.

reducer.  A coupling of a size larger on one end than on the other.  It is used to connect pipe or pipe and other
fittings of different diameters.

reference depth.  The distance from the reference point to the bottom of the tank (gaging height).
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Reid vapor pressure (RVP).  The measure of pressure exerted by a product on the interior of a special container
due to its tendency to vaporize.

repeatability.  The allowable difference between two results on the same sample by the same operator using the
same equipment.

reproducibility.  The allowable difference between two results on the same sample by different operators in
different locations.

residual fuel oils.  Fuel oils which are either topped crude petroleum or viscous cracked residuum.

responsible officer.  An individual, either civilian or military, responsible for the proper custody, care, and
safekeeping of property entrusted to him or under his supervision, to include pecuniary liability for any loss
which might occur because of failure to exercise this obligation.  See also accountable officer.

Reynolds number (RE)  A dimensionless value equal to velocity in feet per second times diameter in feet times
kinematic viscosity in square feet per second.  The formula for obtaining the Reynolds number is:

Reynolds number = 3160Q
dk

Where Q = gallons per  minute,

d = inside diameter of pipe, in inches, and

k = viscosity, in centistokes.

rich mixture.  An air and vapor mixture with enough air for good combustion.

ring.  In a storage tank, the circular arrangement of staves to form the tank wall.  Bolted military storage tanks
have from one to three rings.

rising stem.  Refers to one type of gate valve in which only the valve stem and disk rise together when the valve is
opened.  This contrasts with the nonrising stem valve on which the handwheel, valve stem, and disk rise
together when the valve is opened.

riveted construction.  Refers to metal storage tanks with plates or sheets fastened together with rivets.

rotary drilling.  The process of drilling by rotating a drill bit on the end of a string of pipe.

rotary pump  See pump, rotary and pump, gear.

rust preventive.  A preservative oil used to provide a waterproof film over iron or steel surfaces exposed to
oxidation.

Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Numbers of Lubricants.   A classification of lubricating oils for
crankcases and transmissions in terms of viscosity, standardized by SAE.

safe refueling rates.  Maximum rates for safely refueling the different types of wheeled and tracked vehicles.

safety equipment set.   A standard item provided for the safe cleaning of storage tanks, tank cars and trucks, and
tank trailers.  The set contains fresh air respirators, centrifugal air blower, rubber boots and gloves, and an
explosimeter or gas detector.

safety valve.  Relief valve.  An automatic valve used  to release pressure above a given setting.

sagging.  A condition in which the middle part of a ship's structure sinks below the bow and stern.  It is usually
caused by the improper distribution of the cargo.

salt dome.  A geological formation resulting from  intrusion of rock salt into overlying sedimentary beds.
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sample.  A quantity of product taken as prescribed in ASTM Method D 270 for examination and testing.  See
specific kind of sample.

sampler.  A device used to obtain samples of various petroleum products.  Another term for sampler is thief.  See
Bacon bomb.

sand trap.  An arrangement of piping between the incoming scraper station and the suction side of the first pump,
intended to collect floating debris, dirt, scale, or sludge pumped through the line or dislodged by the scraper.

saturated hydrocarbon.  A hydrocarbon of such composition that the valence, or combining power, of all carbon
atoms present is fully satisfied.  Such a hydrocarbon is a stable substance and does not oxidize readily.  The
degree of unsaturation is a measure of instability.

scale.  A formation of oxide in a flaky film or in thin layers.

schedule.  A monthly, weekly, or daily plan of dates product is required and  sizes of batches to be delivered from a
pipeline at intermediate and pipehead terminals.  Schedules must be translated into daily pumping orders for
control of pipeline operations.

scraper.  A device propelled by the moving stream in a pipeline intended to scrape out or dislodge corrosion, wax,
sediment, or other deposits that tend to increase friction loss, reduce throughput, or lead to contamination of
product.  Scrapers are dispatched from and received in scraper traps.  The outgoing barrel is on the discharge
side of a pump station, and the incoming barrel is on the suction side.  The sand trap is intended to catch the
material removed by the scraper.  Other terms for scraper are pig or go-devil.

screen.  A filter, sieve, or barrier made of meshed wire or perforated metal, intended to remove solid matter from a
flowing stream or to segregate sizes of solid matter.  The size of matter removed or segregated depends upon
the size of mesh or perforations.

scupper plugs.  Plugs of various types, tightly fitted or cemented in all scupper holes on the weather deck of
tankers, and used while loading, discharging, or shifting cargo in port.  In the case of an oil spill, the plugs
usually prevent harbor pollution by retaining the spill on deck.

secondary recovery.  A method used in drilling to force oil to flow into the well bore after natural forces fail.
Water, gas, or air is usually used.

sediment.  Foreign matter other than water that settles to the bottom of a container.

sediment and water.  Solids and aqueous solutions which may be present in an oil and which may be left to settle
or which may be separated more rapidly by a centrifuge.

segregator.  Filter/separator or water separator.  A device for removing water from a stream of product.

series connection.  Pumps are said to be connected "in series" when the product goes first through one unit and
then the next.  Pumps in series deliver the volume of one pump at the cumulative pressure of all pumps
connected, as in contrast with parallel connection in which all units connected receive product simultaneously.
A pump manifolded for series operation might deliver 200 barrels per hour at 200 pounds per square inch,
while the same unit manifold for parallel operation might deliver 400 barrels per hour at 100 pounds per
square inch.  See stage .

settling time.  The elapsed time that a product remains undisturbed or unagitated between receipt of product into
and discharge from storage.

shale.  A sedimentary rock formed by the consolidation of mud or clay.

shale oil.  Crude oil derived from shale.

shell.  The tank of a railway tank car or tank truck.  Shell capacity refers to the amount of product a tank car holds
when the shell is full; that is, it is full when product just touches the underside of the top of the shell.
Additional product in a tank car then becomes dome innage.  Shell innage refers to the depth of product in a
tank car.  Shell outage refers to the distance from the underside of the top of the shell to the level of product.
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Dome innage and shell outage are not applied to tank trucks.  The capacity of a tank truck refers to the amount
of product in the vehicle when the level of product reaches one of two markers usually installed beneath the
dome of each compartment.  The higher marker is for highway travel, and the lower marker is for cross-
country travel.

side loadable warping tug.  A self-propelled pontoon barge section outfitted with winch, anchor and A-frame used
in the deployment of the OPDS.

simplex pump.  See pump, simplex .

single acting pump.   See pump, single acting.

single anchor leg mooring.  The submersible barge carried by the host tanker, deployed, and used as a mooring
and fuel node by the OPDS.

slack line.  A pipeline that has been shut down under static pressure or static pressure in the product because of
differences in elevation along the profile.

slate.  A report used by the military service for listing requirements of petroleum.  The petroleum products written
slate is a stock status and planned requirements report compiled monthly by a commander of an oversea area
to requisition bulk petroleum products and certain packaged fuels.  The petroleum products message slate is an
advanced requirements report submitted monthly by electrical transmission by Joint Petroleum Offices ( JPOs)
and later confirmed by a written slate.  The two types are as follows:

Overseas Bulk Petroleum Products Slate (OCONUS Slate).  The planned 5-month delivery requirements
for oversea ports or ocean terminals.  It is submitted by the JPO via AUTODIN to DFSC.

CONUS Bulk Petroleum Products Slate (CONUS Slate).  The planned four-month delivery requirements for
CONUS tanker discharge ports or ocean terminals.  It is prepared by DFSC field offices and is usually
developed from data submitted by service activities within the area of responsibility of the individual field
offices.

slated items.  High-usage petroleum products, either bulk products or packaged petroleum fuels, which are slated
(requisitioned) for use in oversea areas only through JPO channels.

slop.  Any liquid petroleum product known to be off specification.  Storage tanks may be reserved for such products
until the products can be analyzed, reclaimed, or disposed of.  Interfaces not disposed of in the adjacent
products or not fit for such disposition should be taken off in slop tanks until they can be disposed of.

slop tanks.  Tanks regularly containing products which are not up to quality, or products which are to be treated or
downgraded and transferred to selected tanks.

sludge.  A heavy sedimentation or deposit on the bottom of storage tanks consisting of water, dirt, and other
settings; gunk.  Crude oils and residuals form the heaviest sludges, and light products form lightest sludges.
Engine sludge is a particular kind of sludge containing products of combustion deposited in internal-
combustion engines.

soluble cutting oil.  An industrial term used to describe a mineral oil containing an emulsifier, making it capable
of mixing with water to form a coolant for metal-cutting tools.

solution.  A uniform mixture of a solute in a solvent from which  the solute can be separated by crystallization or
other physical means.  Called a physical solution when no chemical changes take place; otherwise called a
chemical solution.

sorbent.  A material that absorbs fuel and oil but does not absorb water.  Sorbent is used to soak up fuel spills in
the system.

sour crude.  Crude oil which contains so much sulfur and sulfur compounds that they must be removed by
chemical treatment.  This oil has an objectionable odor.
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Source Identification and Ordering Authorization Form (SIOATH).   The SIOATH is a form used to advise the
supply source (contractor or terminal) of the activities authorized to order or requisition product from that
source and the target quantity to be withdrawn by each.  It also advises the ordering activities of all the supply
data necessary to schedule product and place a correct order.

spark ignition engine.   An internal-combustion engine  in which the air and vapor  mixture is ignited by a timed
spark from a spark plug.  In contrast with compression ignition engine (diesel).

specific gravity (sp gr).  The ratio of the weight of any quantity of matter, a petroleum product for example, to the
weight of an equal quantity of water; usually determined by use of a hydrometer.  See API gravity.

specification.  Prescribed limits of control tests used to maintain uniformity of a specific product.

spectrometric oil analysis.  The detection, by spectrometer, of wear metals in regularly taken samples of used oils
from oil-wetted mechanical systems.  By examining the wear metals, the rate of friction wear of the various
metal parts of the mechanical system can be determined.  See wear metal.

split loading.  Carrying more than one product in a compartmented tanker.

spontaneous combustion.   Self-ignition of combustible materials caused by accumulation of heat through slow
oxidation; cannot take place if the heat is dissipated as fast as it is generated.

spontaneous ignition temperature.   The temperature of a metal bath just adequate enough to cause ignition of a
mixture of petroleum or similar vapor and air when tested in accordance with the provisions of ASTM Method
D 2155-66.

stage.  Grade, level, or step, as in the case of liquid passing through an impeller of a pumping unit having more
than one impeller.  Standard military pumping units are single-stage, two-stage, and four-stage.  Four-stage
pumping units can be operated with stages in series only; but two-stage pumping units can be operated with
stages in parallel or in series.

standby.  A term for equipment used only in emergencies or, as in the case of pumping units in a pump station,
used on a rotational basis for uniformity of wear and for maintenance purposes.

standpipe.  A high, vertical pipe used as a reservoir and as a means of maintaining a uniform pressure in a supply
system.

starboard.  The right side of a ship.

starting ease.  Refers to the initial volatility of a gasoline; how readily it vaporizes and ignites for easy starting of
equipment or an engine.

static electricity.  Electricity generated by friction between unlike substances and in the atmosphere; contrasted
with voltaic or current electricity.

static pressure.  Hydrostatic pressure produced with a column of liquid because of weight alone; measured by feet
of head.

still.  An apparatus in which a substance is changed by heat, with or without chemical decomposition, into a vapor.
The vapor is then liquefied in a condenser and collected in another part of the apparatus.

stoddard solvent.  A petroleum distillate, water-white or not darker than 21, maximum end point of 410 °F
(210°C) and minimum flash point 100 °F (38°C), used for dry cleaning (ASTM Method D 484).

storage capacity.  Total of existing bulk tankage assigned for product storage.  Capacity is measured to maximum
fill level for each tank and includes nonrecoverable tank bottoms.

strainer.  A screen, sieve, or filter.

strapping.  Determining the volume of storage tanks at regular intervals of depth by carefully measuring it and
allowing for lost volume from deadwood; the more accurate the strapping of a tank, the more accurate gaging
can be.
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stratification.  The condition that may occur in a tank in which batches of product of different gravities are stored.
The heavier product settles to a layer on the bottom instead of mixing with the lighter product.

stripping.  The process of drawing off a part of the total capacity of the pipeline into regulating tanks.  Some
tankers are equipped with a stripping system which is used for stripping the tanks dry of ballast.

Subarea Petroleum Office (SAPO).  A suboffice of a JPO established by the JPO to fulfill petroleum logistics
responsibilities in a section of the geographical area for which the JPO is responsible.  See joint petroleum
office.

suction pressure.  Pressure on the suction side of the pump.

sump.  A depression or low place on the floor of a storage tank or in a piece of equipment intended to aid removal
of sediment and water.

supercharge method.  A method for determining the knock-limited power, under supercharge rich-mixture
conditions, of fuels for use in spark-ignition aircraft engines.

surfactant.  A surface active agent which enhances fuel and water emulsification  and can interfere with removal of
entrained water from fuels.

suspension.  Dispersion in a liquid or in a gas of small particles of a solid substance or of small droplets of a
liquid.  Smoke is a suspension of particles of carbon in gases of combustion.  Fumes are a suspension of solid
particles in air.  Fog is a dense suspension of water droplets in air.  Mist is a less dense suspension of water
droplets in  air.  An emulsion is a suspension of oil droplets in water or of water droplets in oil.

sweet crude.  Crude oil that contains so little sulfur that chemical treatment to remove sulfur or sulfur compounds
is not needed.

switching manifold.  A standard set of hoses, ball and gate valves, a pressure regulating valve, and flow meters
and fittings used to direct fuel into and out of the pipeline from a terminal.  It is also used to direct fuel
between fuel units and from tanker truck receipt points.

switching tanks.  Changing from one tank to another when pumping or receiving product.

synthetic detergent.  The term synthetic is used  to distinguish  the newer chemical cleansers from the older ones,
such as soaps.

synthetic fuels.  The term commonly used to refer to fuels manufactured from sources other than crude petroleum,
such as shale or coal.

tactical petroleum terminal.  An IPDS general support fuel terminal made up of any number of fuel units.  Can
be connected to a pipeline with a Pipeline Connection Assembly.

tag line.  A rope tied to the bottom or sides of a suspended skid, box, or crate used to keep it from swinging and
position it for loading or grounding.  Tag lines are used to safely spot sling-loaded equipment.

tank.  A storage container for liquid products.  Tankage refers to tanks collectively.  Tank car is a cylindrical metal
tank mounted on a frame and on railway freight car trucks.  Tank bottoms are the contents below the suction
or draw offline.  Tank or tank car heater is a stream coil on the tank bottom used to reduce viscosity for easy
handling of product.  Tank farm is a group of storage tanks connected by pipe and manifold.  Tank gaging is
measurement of innage or outage and observation of temperature and specific gravity to determine volume of
contents at 60°F.  Tank truck (or semitrailer) is a tank shell mounted on a chassis for highway travel .  Tank
and pump unit is an assemblage of small tanks and a dispenser assembly suitable for mounting in a cargo
truck.  Also see Gross tank capacity, Innage, Inventory, Maximum fill level, nonrecoverable tank bottom,
Outage, Shell (shell capacity), Storage capacity, Ullage, Usable inventory, Usable storage capacity, and
Variable vapor space.)

tanker.  A seagoing vessel for transporting liquids.  Coastal tankers have less draft (depth of a ship below the
waterline) than oceangoing tankers.
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tank farm.  A general term for a fuel storage facility usually smaller and less equipped than a terminal.

tank farm assembly.  An IPDS fuel storage set made up of two 5,000-barrel collapsible fuel tanks, a 600-GPM
hoseline pump and valves, hoses and fittings.  This assembly is the basic fuel storage set in the IPDS.

teletype.  A form of telegraph using a teletypewriter (a device like a typewriter) to send messages.  Often used as a
means of communication between the chief dispatcher and district dispatchers and pump stations.

tender.  A quantity of product offered to a carrier for shipment.  A tender may be moved in one or more batches.
See batch.

terminal.  A bulk facility for receipt, storage, transportation, and issue of petroleum products.  The facility may be
a base terminal for receipt and shipment of product by tanker, a pipehead terminal (head terminal) at the
downstream end of the pipeline, or an intermediate terminal on the pipeline.  The terminal consists of a tank
farm or tank farm complex, tank farm manifold, and central pump station area.

tetraethylead (TEL).  A volatile lead compound developed to improve octane rating of gasoline.

thermal jet engine.  A power unit in which air is taken in from the atmosphere, heated by combustion of a
hydrocarbon, and then exhausted at a velocity greater than that at which it was taken in. See turbojet engine.

thermal stability.  Resistance of a petroleum product to breakdown of its properties as a result of heat.

thermocouple.  An electrical device for measuring temperature.  The device consists of two wires of different
metals joined together.  When the junction is heated, a current is generated and the amount is proportioned to
the temperature.  A thermopile is the same kind of device, but it is more sensitive, consisting of several
dissimilar metals arranged alternately.

thermometer.  A device for measuring temperature or degrees of heat or cold; may depend upon the expansion of
mercury or liquids or change in electrical conductivity.  See ASTM Standard El and E77 for specifications.)

thermostat.  An automatic device for regulating temperature.

thief.  See bacon bomb and sampler.

thiefing.  Taking a sample from a specified point in a container.

throttling valve.  A valve used to regulate flow, to permit passage of any desired part of the full stream.  A globe
or needle valve is the most satisfactory type of throttling valve because there is no unbalanced pressure acting
on the disk or needle point when either valve is open, hence no uneven wear or erosion.  Needle valves are
used for more delicate throttling than globe valves.  A gate valve, intended to be fully closed or fully open, is
unsatisfactory as a throttling valve because the face of the disk is exposed to uneven wear or erosion when the
valve is partly open.

throughput.  Capacity; quantity transported per  unit of time: barrels per  day or gallons per minute.

tie-in.  To connect two sections of pipeline.  To connect a loop, bypass, or take-off to a pipeline or hoseline.

top sample.  A sample taken about 6 inches below the surface of the tank contents.

topped crude.  Crude oil from which some of the lighter parts have been removed by distillation.

trace  An amount large enough  to be detected but not to be measured.

Transfer Hoseline Assembly.  A standard set of six-inch hoses and coupling sets used to move fuel between tanks,
and the receipt and dispensing areas in a terminal.

transformer oil.  See insulating oil.

transmission oil.  Gear oil grade 75, 80, 90, and 140 made to specification MIL-L-2105 and gear oil made to
specification MIL-L-10324 for subzero use.

trim.  The longitudinal deviation of a tanker from the designated waterline at a given draft.  The captain of a
tanker trims it by arranging the weights so that the desired immersion at the bow and stern is obtained.
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turbine oil.  Lubricating oil for steam turbines, military symbol 2190TEP, made to specification MIL-L-17331.

turbojet engine.  An engine in which air is compressed by a rotating compressor, heated by fuel combustion at
compressor pressure, released through a gas turbine which drives the compressor, and finally ejected at high
velocity through the rear exhaust nozzle.

turbulent flow.  The state of flow in which the streamline or forward motion of fluid is broken up into eddies,
swirls, and cross motions; the state in which flow can be described as chaotic; said to exist when the Reynolds
number is greater than 4,000.

turnaround.  The length of time between arrival at a point and departure from that point.  Turnaround refers to
the time required for a highway vehicle, railroad car, or waterborne vessel to load or discharge cargo.  The
turnaround time or cycle includes time for loading; traveling to destination; unloading; reloading (if any);
returning to home port, terminal, or installation; and unloading (if any).

ullage.  The amount a tank, or container, lacks of being full. See outage .

U-loop.  An expansion loop made up of three pipe joints and four 90 degree corners.  The loop relieves expansion
and contraction stresses in a pipeline section to keep the line from breaking at the coupling joints.

underwater construction team.   A Navy unit specializing in offshore facilities installation and maintenance.

unsaturated hydrocarbon.   An unsaturate; a hydrocarbon with a molecular structure containing one or more
double or triple links between adjacent carbon members.  Olefins and aromatics are the principal groups of
such substances.  In addition to being unsaturated, these substances are also unstable and are more capable of
undergoing change than the saturates ( paraffins and naphthenes).  Oxidation is an example of undesirable
change in a product.

upgrade.  a.  A grade that slopes upward in the direction of pipeline flow. b. To change service from a dark or
heavy product to a light or volatile product; refers to the nature of a product stored in a tank or transported in a
tanker, tank car, or tank truck. c. To blend a higher grade gasoline interface into tankage containing a lower
grade gasoline.

upper sample.  A sample taken from the middle of the upper third of the tank contents.

upstream.  Opposite to the direction of pipeline flow; in contrast with downstream or the direction of pipeline
flow.

usable inventory.  Inventory contained between nonrecoverable tank bottom and current product level (excluding
pipeline fill).

usable storage capacity.  That part of storage capacity from fill level to, but not including nonrecoverable tank
bottoms.

use limits.  Tolerances established by MIL-HDBK-200 to permit  use, under certain conditions, of products that do
not fully meet specifications.

valve.  A device used to control flow of fluids.

vapor.  The gas-like form of a substance that is normally a solid or a liquid; any gaseous substance that can be
condensed by cooling or compression.  Vapor density is the relative weight of a gas or vapor compared with
the weight of an equal volume of a standard substance like air or hydrogen.  Vapor lock is a condition in a fuel
or pumping system, in which vaporized fuel or product is blocking or retarding flow of fuel to the carburetor
or flow of product through the pump.  Vapor pressure is the pressure in a closed vessel exerted by the vapors
released from any volatile product at a given temperature (ASTM Method D 323). Vapor space is the free area
in a container above the level of the product.  Vapor testing is a means of detecting the presence of flammable
gas or vapor and measuring its concentration by means of a gas detector.  Vaporization is the conversion of a
liquid to vapor.

variable vapor space.  Refers to the vapor space in tanks specially constructed for storage of volatile products.
(These tanks usually have a balloon roof, a breather roof, or a lifter roof ( gasometer).) The vapor space is
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described as variable because the tank roof moves up or down with the expansion or contraction of the
confined vapors.

velocity of flow.  Rate of flow usually measured in feet per second equal to volume of flow in cubic feet per second
divided by the cross-sectional area of the pipe in square feet. Velocity head is the head in feet equivalent to the
velocity in feet per second; equal to the square of the velocity divided by twice the acceleration of gravity in
feet per second (64.3).

vent.  An opening in a tank or other container that allows air to escape when pressure  builds up or allows air to
come in when a partial vacuum develops.

viscosity.  Internal resistance to flow; usually measured as time in seconds for a given quantity of sample to flow
through a standard capillary tube.  Viscosity index is a means of rating resistance to change in viscosity with
change in temperature.  Oils of high viscosity index are more resistant to change; oils of low viscosity index
thicken quickly when chilled and thin too much when hot.

viscous.  Heavy, thick-bodied, gluey, or slow in motion.

volatile.  Tending to evaporate or vaporize readily; volatility is the extent to which a liquid vaporizes or the ease
with which it turns to vapor.

volume correction.  The correction of measured quantity of product, determined by gaging at observed
temperature and gravity and reference to a gage table, to net quantity of product at 60°F (16°C) after deducting
bottom water and sediment.

water.  An odorless, colorless, transparent liquid compound.  Water in fuels is described as follows:

a. Dissolved.  Percent can only be determined by a laboratory test such as the Aqua- Glo analysis.  All fuel will
contain water in solution, but the amount will vary considerably as the temperature of the fuel varies.  This
water cannot be separated from fuel by filtration or by mechanical means.

b. Entrained.  Free water which is suspended throughout a fuel sample and has not settled to the bottom of the
container.  This water can be removed by a filter/separator.

c. Free.  All water present in the fuel which has not been dissolved by the fuel.  This water should be separated
from fuel by normal settling.

water bottom.  Water put in a tank bottom to keep product from leaking.

water contamination.   Water present in a fuel in any form; includes dissolved water similar to moisture in the air,
entrained water suspended in the form of minute droplets, and free water.

water drawoff.  A sump and drain line or a drain line with valve used to draw off water from a tank without
disturbing the product.

water indicating paste.  A preparation which changes color on  contact with water and is applied to the innage bob
or gaging tape.  Helps measure  quantity of water.

water separator.  Segregator; a filtering device that separates or segregates water from  a flowing stream by
coalescence.

water test.  A method of testing a newly completed pipeline.  The line should be blocked off in sections and clean,
fresh water pumped until 1 1/2 times the working pressure is reached.  Pressure is observed for a period of 24
hours when possible.

wear metal.  Traces of metals worn off metal mechanical parts by friction.  See spectrometric oil analysis.

weathering.  Loss of the most volatile components of crude oils and light products during storage and handling
and the formation of products of oxidation.

weekly tanker terminal status report.  A message report which provides DFSC with pertinent data on present
and projected bulk POL terminal status.
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weighted beaker (copper cylinder) (NSN 6640-00-946-3600).  Consists of a copper bottle permanently attached
to a lead base.  A drop cord is attached to the handle through a ring in the stopper so that a short, quick pull
on the cord opens the beaker at any desired point beneath the surface of the liquid.  This sampler is used to
take upper, middle, lower, or all-level samples of liquid products of 16 PSI or less, Reid vapor pressure.  It is
used in tanker or barge compartments, shore tanks, tank cars, and tank trucks.

wet-wing.  Technique for delivery of petroleum by air.  The aircraft (usually a C-130) uses  its fuel tanks as
containers to move fuel to a forward area.  At the forward area, all fuel in the aircraft's tanks, except that
required for the return trip, is pumped out into storage tanks.

white oils.  A term applied to substantially colorless, tasteless, and odorless oils with various viscosities.

wick feed lubrication.  Lubricating oil supplied to a bearing by feeding it through a wick of twisted fibers.
Retention of siphoning power in an oil is determined by FTM No 2001.2.

WOG pipe fitting.   A pipe fitting suitable for water, oil, or gas.

worked penetration.  A test method of determining penetration (consistency) of lubricating grease after
mechanical working (FTM No 313.2).

Y-boat.  A self-propelled, barge-type boat used to transport liquids.  The large Y-boat (capacity: 11,079.8 US
barrels) has nine tanks for liquid cargo and one dry-cargo hatch; the small Y-boat (capacity: 6,711.3 US
barrels) has six tanks for liquid cargo and one dry-cargo hatch.

Z-offset.  An expansion device made of one pipe joint with two 90-degree corners.  It relieves expansion and
contraction stresses in a pipeline section to keep the line from breaking at the coupling joints.  The Z-Offset
can also be used to make changes of direction in the pipeline .
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and (5430-00-641-8552) 20,000 Gallon (75,700 Liter) (5430-01-215-7525) and 50,000 Gallon (189,250
Liter) (5430-00-182-8181) (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1-11).  30 Nov 78.

TM 55-500.  Watercraft Equipment Characteristics and Data.  30 Aug 96.
TM 9-2320-209-34P.  Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tools List

(Including Depot Maintenance Repair Parts and Special Tools) for 2 ½-ton, 6X6 truck (Reprinted W/Basic
Incl C1-2).  1 Dec 76.

TM 9-2320-279-10-1.  Operators Manual, Volume No. 1 for M977 Series 8X8 Heavy Expanded, Mobility Tactical
Trucks (HEMTT) (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1-4).  21 Nov 86.

TM 9-2330-208-15.  Operator’s, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual for Semitrailer, Tank:  Fuel
Servicing; 5,000 Gallon, 12- ton, 4-wheel, M131A3C (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1-3).  11 Feb 60.

TM 9-2330-356-12&P.  Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Manual Including Repair Parts and
Special Tools List for Semitrailer, Tank: 5,000 Gallon, Bulk Haul, Self-Load/Unload, M967. (Reprinted
W/Basic Incl C1).  20 Oct 80.

TM 9-2330-272-14&P.  Operator’s, Organizational, Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Manual
Including Repair Parts and Special Tools List for Semitrailer, for Tank; 5,000 Gallon M131A4 (Reprinted
W/Basic Incl C1).  21 Jul 83.

TM 10-6640-221-13&P.  Operator’s, Unit and Direct Support Maintenance Manual (Including Repair Parts and
Special Tools List) for Aqua Glo Water Detector Model GTP-322.  28 Sep 90.

TM 10-8110-201-14&P.  Operator, Organizational, Direct Support and General Support Maintenance Manual
(Including Repair Parts and Special Tools List) for Drums, Fabric, Collapsible, Non-vented, 500 Gallon,
Liquid Fuel (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1-11).  10 Feb 83.

TM 9-2330-356-14.  Operator’s, Unit, Direct Support, and General Support Maintenance Manual for Semitrailer,
Tank:  5000 gallon, Bulk Haul, Self-Lod/Unload M967 (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1-3).  26 Oct 90.

STP 110-77F15-SM-TG.  Soldier’s Manual and Trainer’s Guide, MOS 77F, Petroleum Supply Specialist, Skill
Levels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.  8 May 96

DOCUMENTS NEEDED

These documents must be available to the intended users of this publication.

DA Form 10-242.  Petroleum Products-Pipeline Leakage Reports.  Sep 57.
DA Form 1296.  Stock Accounting Record.  Jan 82.
DA Form 1804.  Petroleum Sample.  1 Nov 67.
DA Form 2064.  Document Register for Supply Actions.  Jan 82.
DA Form 2402.  Exchange Tag.  Dec 85.
DA Form 2404.  Equipment Inspection and Maintenance Worksheet.
DA Form 2405.  Maintenance Request Register.  1 Apr 62.
DA Form 2407.  Maintenance Request.  Jul 94.
DA Form 2407-1.  Maintenance Request Continuation Sheet.  Jul 94.
DA Form 2409.  Equipment Maintenance Log (Consolidated).  1 Apr 62.
DA Form 2765-1.  Request for Issue or Turn-in.  Apr 76.
DA Form 2077.  Petroleum Products Laboratory Analysis Report.  Nov 67.
DA Form 3643.  Daily Issues of Petroleum Products.  Apr 85.
DA Form 3644.  Monthly Abstract of Issues of Petroleum Products and Operating Supplies.  Apr 85.
DA Form 3853-1.  Innage Gage Sheet (Using Innage Tape and Bob).  1 May 72.
DA Form 3853-2.  Outage Gage Sheet (Using Innage Tape and Bob).  1 May 72.
DA Form 3853-3.  Outage Gage Sheet (Using Outage Tape and Bob).  1 May 72.
DA Form 4177.  Utilities Inspection and Service Record.  1 Oct 73.
DA Form 4193.  Petroleum Products Pump Station Hourly Operation Record.  1 Jan 74.
DA Form 4702-R.  Monthly Bulk Petroleum Accounting Summary.  Apr 85.
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DA Form 4697.  Department of the Army Report of Survey.  Sep 81.
DA Form 4786.  Petroleum Products – Tank Farm Intake Record.  Apr 79.
DA Form 5463-R.  Petroleum Products - Tank Farm Outturn Record.   Oct 85.
DA Form 5467-R.  Civilian Clearance Record.  Oct 85.

DD Form 250.  Material Inspection and Receiving Report.  Jun 86.
DD Form 250-1.  Tanker/Barge Material Inspection and Receiving Report.  Jun 86.
DD Form 314.  Preventive Maintenance Schedule and Record.  1 Dec 53.
DD Form 1348-1.  DOD Single Line Item Release/Receipt and Document.  Jul 91.
DD Form 1788.  Bulk Petroleum Terminal Report.  Oct 72.
DD Form 1970.  Motor Equipment Utilization Record.  Apr 81

READINGS RECOMMENDED

These readings contain relevant supplemental information.

AR 11-27.  Army Energy Program.  3 Feb 97
AR 55-355.  Defense Traffic Management Regulation.  31 Jul 86
AR 385-55.  Prevention of Motor Vehicle Accidents.  12 Mar 87.
AR 420-49.  Utility Services.  28 Apr 97.
AR 420-90.  Fire Protection.  25 Sep 92.

CTA 8-100.  Army Medical Department Expendable/Durable Items.  31 Aug 94.

FM 5-36.  Route Reconnaissance and Classification.  10 May 85.
FM 10-426.  Petroleum Supply Units.  12 Jun 97.
FM 10-602.  Headquarters and Headquarters Units, Petroleum and Water Distribution Organization.  12 Sep 96.
FM 20-30.  Battlefield Damage Assessment and Repair.  3 Sep 93.
FM 21-11.  First Aid for Soldiers (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1-2).  27 Oct 88.
FM 21-26.  Map Reading and Land Navigation.  7 May 93.
FM 55-9.  Unit Air Movement Planning (Reprinted W/Basic Incl C1).  5 Apr 93.
FM 55-65.  Strategic Deployment.  3 Oct 95.
FM 55-312.  Military Convoy Operations in the Continental United States.  3 Apr 91.

SC 6680-90-N01.  Sets, Kits, & Outfits Components List, Sampling and Gage Kit, Petroleum.  Apr 93.

TB 55-9150-200-24.  Engine and Transmission Oils, Fuels, and Additives for Army Aircraft (Reprinted W/Basic
Incl C1-8).  30 Jul 76.

TM 5-200.  Camouflage Materials.  19 Apr 68.
TM 5-301-1.  Army Facilities Components System— Planning (Temperate).  27 Jun 86.
TM 5-301-2.  Army Facilities Components System— Planning (Tropical).  27 Jun 86.
TM 5-301-3.  Army Facilities Components System— Planning (Frigid).  27 Jun 86.
TM 5-301-4.  Army Facilities Components System— Planning (Desert).  27 Jun 86.
TM 5-315.  Firefighting and Rescue Procedures in Theaters of Operations.  20 Apr 71.
TM 5-330.  Planning and Design of Roads, Airbases, and Heliports in the Theater of Operations (Reprinted
W/Basic

Incl C1).  6 Sep 68.
TM 5-803-4.  Planning of Army Aviation Facilities.  15 Jul 83.
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